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Preface

Public finance, as a branch of economics, has a mixed past. Some of
the great economists- notably Ricardo, Wicksell, Edgeworth, and Pigouventured forth into the theory of taxation and, less frequently, of public
expenditures. Yet these were more or less lonely fomys. The mainstream of literature in public finance proper proceeded in a historical and
institutional context. Primary concern remained with the more practical aspects of fiscal legislation and administration.
These, to be sure, are important matters. The effects of a tax depend
upon what it is, not what it is meant to be; and an understanding of the
social and historical setting is needed to interpret the determination of
fiscal politics. At the same time, the problems of public finance must be
dealt with by economic analysis as well. The general body of economic
theory, which has been applied so ~uccessfully to such special fields as
international trade, must be applied with equal rigor to public finance.
In recent years there has been a growing tendency among writers in
public finance to do just this. The present volume is designed to contribute to this approach. The book dates back to my doctoral dissertation, where I first attempted to come to gt·ips with what may be called
an economic theory of budget determination. Later, and like most
economists of my generation, I had the benefit of direct association with
policy making and policy makers, thus observing the link-or the gap, as
it may be-between pure theory and affairs of state. Rather than
weakening my interest in theoretical questions, this proved invaluable in
finding worthwhile questions to ask.
Unlike some economic purists of today, I admit to more than only a
scientific motivation; intelligent and civilized conduct of government and
the delineation of its responsibilities are at the heart of democracy.
Indeed, the conduct of government is the testing ground of social ethics
and civilized living. Intelligent conduct of government requires an
v
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understanding of the economic relations involved; and the economist, by
aiding in this understanding, may hope to contribute to a better society.
This is why the field of public finance has seemed of particular interest to
me; and this is why my interest in the field has been motivated by a
search for the good society, no less than by scientific curiosity. The
form of this good society involves value judgment, and value judgment
may enter into the issues that the economist chooses to examine. From
there on, however, the economist's function is to aim at a scientific and
thus objective answer.
At the close of the last century, Continental writers engaged in a lively
discussion of the normative theory of budget determination, and the
normative approach was continued in the twenties when Pigou applied
his theory of welfare economics to public finance. However, there was
little interest, between Ricardo and Keynes, in the repercussion of budget
policy upon the working of the economy. This line of investigation
received a great stimulus during the t hirties, when the new concepts of
fiscal policy and compensatory finance moved budget policy to the very
heart of the economic mechanism. While the new infant hardly lived up
to the hopes of its parents (which infant ever will?) it revolutionized the
approach to public finance and, most important, directed the interest of
theoretical economists to the fiscal problem. As a result, a literature
developed on the role of budget policy in macroeconomic theory, comparable in significance to that available in any of the other applied areas
in economics.
Yet, this breakthrough of public finance into economics has been onesided- limited, as it were, to the type of macroeconomic theory which
began with Keynes's The General Theory and which was continued with
the subsequent developments of the post-Keynesian discussion. While
the macrotheory of public finance was explored in depth, effects of budget
policy upon the distribution of income and the allocation of resources in
the private sector received little attention. In preparing this volume, it
became evident very quickly that most work remains to be done in precisely these traditional areas of tax and expenditure theory. What I had
expected to be a volume in compensatory finance turned out to be one in
which stabilization policy occupies but a third of the total space.
Indeed, I have been hesitant to refer to this book as a study in the
theory of public finance. The problems, to a large degree, are not those
of finance. They are problems in resource use and income distribution,
rather than liquidity or investment earnings. Thus, it might have been
better to describe this as an examination of the theory of public economy,
following the useful German concept of Staatswirtschaft. If the more
conventional title was used, it ]s only to avoid what the consumer might.
find an unfamiliar label.
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This study is divided into four major parts. In Part 1, I attempt to
provide a general framework for an economic theory of the public household, combining the functional finance of the stabilization type with other
equally important objectives of budget policy, including provision for the
satisfaction of social wants and adjustments in the distribution of income.
I beg the reader not to discard this somewhat utopian scheme with the
sterile objection of "utterly impracticable." Let its practicability be
tested not by prospects for speedy enactment but by the contribution it
has to make to orderly thinking about the basic issues of budget policy.
In Part 2, I deal with the application of welfare economics to the issues
of budget determination. Assuming a full-employment economy, the
task of budget policy is to contribute to an efficient allocation of resources
and a "proper" distribution of income. This involves the problem,
central to any theory of public economy, of determining what social
wants are to be .satisfied and who is to pay for them. I review the
development of doctrine along the lines of the benefit and ability-to-pay
theories, and attempt to apply the findings of the newer theories of welfare economics. Beyond this there is the task of designing efficient tax
and expenditure policies that avoid excess burdens, and of devising a tax
structure that complies with the basic requirements of horizontal equity.
The latter undertaking is engaged in but briefly, since it is here that the
available literature, grouped around the basic work of Henry Simons, is
at its best. Finally, I examine some questions of measurement and
treatment of budget items in the social accounts.
In Part 3, I consider the general range of problems usually connected
with incidence and effects of budget policy. I begin with an attempt at
defining concepts- in particular, the concept of incidence. Assuming
that all empirical difficulties can be overcome, just what is it that we
would like to measure? To answer this, a choice had to be made between
examining the consequences of particular taxes and expenditures and
dealing with the effects of budget policies (including different taxes and
expenditures) on the various decision-making units of the economy.
For analytical reasons the latter approach was chosen. Thus, there
follows a set of chapters dealing with the reaction of consumers, workers,
business firms, and investors to various tax and expenditure policies, all
dealt with in a strictly partial-equilibrium setting.
Thereafter, I reexamine the problem in a general-equilibrium setting,
beginning with the simplest possible model of an economy that produces
consumer goods only, and proceeding to a classical model where capital
formation is allowed for, but where Say's law still holds. I attempt to
cut through the immense complexity of Walrasian analysis by using a
workable concept of incidence and certain empirical relationships of key
importance. In this way I hope to obtain results of general interest,
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even though it remains impossible to determine just what has happened
to millions of individual product and factor prices. Undoubtedly this
approach needs improvement; but some way must be found to penetrate
the solar system of n-1 sets of relative prices, if some progress is to be
made.
In Part 4, I turn to the problems of fiscal policy as a means of economic
stabilization. By way of introduction, a brief review of the theory of
income determination is presented. Thereafter, the mechanics of compensatory finance are examined-first in terms of the traditional
approach, where primary attention is paid to effects upon consumption,
and then in a system where effects upon investment are taken into
account. Having discussed these matters in terms of comparative
statics, I examine the budding problems of fiscal dynamics and the bearing of fiscal policy on economic growth. A further consideration of
flexibility and efficiency in compensatory finance follows. Thereafter, I
turn to the effects of compensatory finance that result from changes in
the liquidity structure of the economy, implicit in deficit and surplus
budgets. Thereby the problem of debt and monetary policy are joined
with those of fiscal policy. A chapter on the classical theory of public
debt is inserted, but it may be read also in connection with efficiency
problems of Part 2.
In dealing with the issues of compensatory finance, my concern is to
show how the effects of fiscal policy depend upon the particular structure
of income determination that applies. As our understanding of macrotheory has grown, the theory of compensatory finance has become more
complex than it appeared on the basis of the simplest Keynesian system
from which it first derived. In particular, I endeavor to allow for the
inflation as well as the depression aspects of the problem, and to integrate
the effects of fiscal operations upon the structure of claims with the traditional emphasis upon income effects. Most important, an effort is made
to view the stabilization function in the broader context of efficient budget
policy. This policy must account for the provision of social services and
distributional adjustments as well as stabilization, and the stabilization
goals must be met so as not to interfere with these other objectives.
Indeed, the basic theme of this volume is to integrate the classical with
the Keynesian aspects of the problem.
In the course of the study, many aspects of economic theory, solved
and unsolved, are encountered. Not all these are handled to satisfaction,
and important gaps remain. The reader may wish to touch up or paint
over many a spot on the canvas; this will be' all to the good. Nevertheless, I hope that the "beginning-advanced" student will find this volume
useful in obtaining a systematic introduction to the field. While I have
tried to limit the use of mathematics, I have not been successful in doing
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so in all cases. Not being a mathematical economist by predilection,
I have tried to stat e the argument as simply as possible and at times
include what to my sterner friends seems an excessively detailed exposition. In certain connections, the mathematical argument is given in
both linear and general form, so as to permit the reader to .follow with
the use of simple algebra only.
Many people have helped in bringing this volume to fruition. Among
them, let me note the late H. H. Burbank, who encouraged my interest
in the field of public finance when I first came to the United States in
1933; Alvin Hansen, to whom, for his teaching and his friendship, I owe
the greatest debt of all; John H. Williams, whose fiscal policy seminar at
Harvard in the late thirties, offered jointly with Hansen, was a mainspring of creative thinking; and the late E. R. Goldenweiser, whose conception of the economist's function in public service ("think straight, but
partake in policy making") enriched my years with the Board of
Governors in Washington. Evsey D. Domar, during joint years at the
Board: shared in the development of many of the ideas here presented.
Daniel B . Suits helped to straighten out theoretical points over innumerable cups of coffee. Paul A. Samuelson aided in the discussion of efficient
budget determination. Seymour E. Harris and E. Cary Brown read the
ma nuscript in its later stages and made many valuable suggestions.
Louis Lefeber gave the entire volume a thorough and productive goingo-ver. Herbert Geyer contributed much to the discussion of dynamics
and growth, and helpful suggestions were made by Arthur Goldberger,
Assar Lindbiick, and Wan·en Smith.
Thanks are due, moreover, to the Guggenheim Foundation, whose fellowship enabled me to get started on this volume, to the Faculty Research
Fund of the University of Michigan, and to the Ford Foundation, whose
grants provided the finance for clerical and research assist ance.
I am also indebted to my graduate students at the University of
Michigan over the last ten years who, as a captive audience, had to suffer
through the manuscript at various stages, and whose response and
criticism furnished the push required to carry it to completion. Thanks
are due, finally, to my wife, who has shared patiently in t he opportunity
cost of this effort. Needless to say, I would not have been able to do the
job without the help of all t hese people. They deserve credit for much
that is good in this volume and- to vary a familiar theme- may even be
responsible for some of the mistakes.
Richard A . Musgrave

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor
Spring, 1959
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PART ONE
Statement of issues

"For any real understanding of public finances, it is necessary
to examine very carefully the divergences of substance that
underlie similarities in money form." [A. c. PIGOU, A STUDY
IN PUBLIC FINANCE, MACMILLAN <'< CO., L'l'D., LONDON, 1928,
P.

4)

CHAPTER 1

A multiple theory of the public household

Modern capitalism is a mixed economic system. The larger part of
the national output is purchased by private consumers and investors,
and the larger part of the product is produced and supplied by private
firms. The distribution of income is determined largely by the ownership of factors of production and by their earnings in the market. At
the same time, a substantial share of the nation's product goes to satisfy
public wants, a substantial part of private income originates in the public
budget, and public tax and transfer payments significantly influence
the state of private distribution. Moreover, budget policy affects the
level of employment and prices in the private sector. Thus ours is a
mixed system, including a sizable and vitally important sphere of public
economy along with the market sector.
A. INTRODUCTION

The complex of problems that center around the revenue-expenditure
process of government is referred to traditionally as public finance.
Following this convention, the same term is used in the title of this
volume, but with much hesitation. While operations of the public
household involve money flows of receipts and expenditure, the basic
problems are not issues of finance. They are not concerned with money,
liquidity, or capital markets. Rather, they are problems of resource
allocation, the distribution of income, f ull employment, and price-level
stability and growth. Therefore, we must think of our task as an investigation into the principles of public economy; or more precisely, into
those aspects of economic policy that arise in the operations of the public
budget.
3
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Theories of Public Economy

Economists have paid much attention to the formulation of theories
that examine the problems of consumer households, business firms,
cooperatives, trade unions, and other decision-making units in the
economy. While much remains to be done, we can boast of a fairly
adequate framework in which to explore these matters. No such success
can be claimed for occasional attempts to develop a corresponding
theory of the public sector.
Such a theory can be approached in two ways. First, we attempt to
state the rules and principles that make for an efficient conduct of the
public economy. In other words, we determine the optimal budget
plan on the basis of initially defined conditions and see how it can be
achieved. This we refer to as a normative or optimal theory of the
public household. In the second approach, we attempt to develop a
theory that permits us to explain why existing policies are pursued and
to predict which policies will be pursued in the future. Such a theory of
budget policy may be thought of as a sociology of fiscal politics. For
purposes of either approach, the economic consequences of legislative
action must be determined. For the first approach, we must know how
the market reacts to various tax or expenditure policies so that we can
choose that policy which gives optimal results. For the second approach,
we must know how the market reacts so that we can predict further
changes in policy that will be generated by these reactions.
For purposes of thi~ study, our concern is primarily with the first or
normative view. A theory of fiscal politics is interesting and important
but will hP. rP.ferred to only in occa.,im1..,l ~,;o.mne<Jtiun::;. 1 Our normative
model of public economy is not designed to be realistic in the sense of
describing what goes on in the capitals of the world. Rather, it is
designed to show what would go on if an optimal result were achieved.
Nevertheless, our model is not without close relation to social and
economic institutions. The framework of a normative theory of public
economy itself depends upon the political and social values of the society
that it serves; and the implementation of the optimal budget plan depends
upon the functional relationships that prevail in the market sector of
the economy.
1
On fiscal politics see Joseph Schumpeter, "Die Krise des Steuerstaates," Zeitfragen
aus dem Gebiete der Soziologie, Graz, Austria, 1918. (English translation: "The Crisis
of the Tax State," International Economic Papers, no. 4, pp. 5-38, London, 1954.)
For a Marxist interpretation see Rudolf Goldscheid, "Wesen und Aufgabc der
Finanzwissenschaft vom Standpunkte der Soziologie," Handbuch der Finanzwissenschaft, Tiibingcn, Germany, 1926, vol. 1. (English translation: R. A. Musgrave
and Alan T. Peacock (eds.), Classics in the Theory of Public Finance, International
Economic Association, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1958.)
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Our task will be to examine how the objectives of the budget plan
can be determined in an optimal fashion, and how they can be implemented accordingly. The introductory chapters of Part I are designed
to give a general framework of analysis, covering the entire range of
problems to be considered lat~r on. Many difficulties dealt with at a
later point are overlooked for the time being. In Part II, we examine
how the optimal objectives of budget policy can be determined. In
Part III, we deal with the implementation of budget policy in a classical
system, where there is no problem of stabilization policy. In Part IV,
we consider the implementation of budget policy in a compensatory
system.

Three Objectives of Budget Policy
There is no simple set of principles, no uniform rule of normative
behavior that may be applied to the conduct of public economy. Rather,
we are confronted with a number of separate, though interrelated,
functions that require distinct solutions. Our first task is to sort out
these objectives, to state the issues, and to see how objectives and issues
are related.
In order to obtain a comprehensive, if highly simplified, view of the
problem, let us observe the determination of budget policies in an
imaginary state, where efficient standards of fiscal planning prevail.
The responsibilities of the Fiscal Department in our imaginary state are
derived from a multiplicity of objectives. For present purposes these
are grouped under three headings: The use of fiscal instruments to (1)
secure adjustments in the allocation of resources; (2) secure adjustments
in the distribution of income and wealth; and (3) secure economic
stabilization.
Let us now think of each of these functions as being performed by a
particular branch of our imaginary Fiscal Department. These branches
may be referred to respectively as the Allocation, Distribution, and
Stabilization Branches. The manager of the Allocation Branch must
determine what adjustments in allocation are needed, who is to bear the
cost, and what revenue and expenditure policies are required to achieve
the desired objectives. The manager of the Distribution Branch must
determine what steps are needed to establish the desired or "proper"
state of distribution, and the manager of the Stabilization Branch
must decide what must be done to secure price-level stability and full
employment.
For reasons to be explained later, each manager is to plan his job on the
assumption that the other two branches will perform their respective
functions properly. In other words, the diversion of resources to satisfy
public wants is to be planned in the Allocation Branch on the assumption
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that resources are fully employed and that the proper distribution of
income has been secured. The proper or desired distribution is to ' pe
planned in the Distribution Branch on the assumption that a fullemployment income is available for distribution and that the satisfaction
of public wants is taken care of. Finally, the manager of the Stabilization
Branch is to determine what fiscal actions are needed to maintain the
required level of aggregate demand, given the proper state of distribution
and diversion of resources to the satisfaction of public wants.
In this way, budget policy is determined as the result of three interdependent plans, each of which involves different objectives and principles of action. These subplans may then be cleared and consolidated
into a net budget involving but a single set of tax and expenditure
measures. This, however, is a matter of convenience only. The basic
task is to arrive at efficient budget planning for each of the three levels.
B. THE ALLOCATION BRANCH

One is tempted to describe the function of the Allocation Branch as
providing for the satisfaction of public wants, but this does not tell us
m~ch. It merely poses the problem of how to define public wants.
This cannot be done readily in general terms, since different situations
give rise to different types of public wants. We shall get further, therefore, if we view the function of this branch as that of securing necessary
adjustments in the allocation of resources by the market. We may then
examine the various situations in which such adj ustments are required
and thus secure a more specific view of the nature of the public wants
to be met in each case.

Situations Calling for Adjustments in Allocation
The pricing mechanism of the market secures an optimal allocation of
resources, provided that certain conditions are met. 1 These conditions
are met .reasonably well over wide areas of economic activity, so that
the bulk of the allocating function may be left to the forces of the market.
In these areas, public policy need not concern itself with matters of
allocation.~ Yet conditions arise in many connections where the forces
of the market cannot secure optimal results. Here we are faced with
the problem of how public policy can intervene to secure a more efficient
resource allocation. In some cases, the required adjustment is made
best through budget policy, while in others, different techniques are
more suitable. Let us note briefly the major situations where problems
of allocation policy must be faeed.
1
See, for instance, A. P. Lerner, The Economics of Control, The Macmillan Company,
·
New York, 1944, chap. 2.
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To begin with, an occasion for adjustment arises where, for institutional reasons, the organization of industry precludes free entry, so
that allocation diverges from that obtained under purely competitive
conditions. This is the general case of monopoly control. The existence
of market imperfections must be allowed for in the determination of
effi~ient budget policy, and budget policies may be used to remove them.
However, the regulation of competition is not primarily a problem of
budget policy. More commonly, it is dealt with by legislation to control
industrial organization or to regulate the price and output policies of
firms. Since our study is concerned with budget policy, this aspect of
allocation control enters our discussion only in a collateral way.
A second and more difficult problem of adj ustment arises in the case of
lumpiness of productive factors and of production processes that involve
decreasing cost. These conditions may not only lead to monopoly,
but they make it futile to demand that the monopolist behave like a
competitor. Optimal determination of output requires an equating of
average revenue with marginal cost. Under conditions of decreasing
cost, the firm cannot be expected to follow such a policy, since it involves
a loss. A tax-subsidy process- and, hence, budget policy-is required
to secure an optimal output.
Next, we have situations where external economies or diseconomies
are generated by the operation of particular individuals or firms. Establishment of an expensive store may increase real estate values in the
neighborhood, even though the store cannot collect for the services thus
rendered. A railroad into new territory may lead to gains in economic
development ·that greatly exceed the profits to the particular railroad.
Since the market permits a price to be charged for only a part of the
services rendered, the development may be unprofitable from the private,
but profitable from the public, point of view. Similarly, private operations may involve social costs that are not reflected in private cost calculations and, hence, are not accounted for by the market. A factory may
pollute the air and damage an adjoining resort. The smoke nuisance
is a cost to the particular community, yet it is not a private cost to the
firm. The resort owners cannot collect from the firm since th~ cannot
prevent its use of t he common air. Thus, what is profitable to the
private firm may be unprofitable from a social point of view.
Other discrepancies may arise from differences between public and
private risk, and again others from differences between public and private
time preferences. Indeed, if we assume t hat any one person's welfare
depends on that of all others- a case of keeping up with the Joneses- we
must conclude that the satisfaction of all private wants involves gains
and losses that are not accounted for in the market.
We thus find a wide array of situations where the market mechanism
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involves varying degrees of inefficiency in resource allocation- inefficiencies that arise collateral to the satisfaction of private wants. Nevertheless, the satisfaction of such wants in most cases is best left to the
market. Depending upon the nature and severity of the inefficiencies;
corrective action may be desirable and feasible; but such action as is
taken remains more or less marginal.
Let us now turn to situations where the market mechanism fails
altogether and where the divergence between the social and private
product becomes all-inclusive. This is the case of social wants proper,
the first type of public wants to be considered. Social wants are those
':!ants satisfied by services that fmist be consumed in equal amounts by all. ·
People who do !;lOt pay for the services cannot be excluded from the
benefits that result; and since they cannot be excluded from the benefits,
they will not engage in voluntary payments. Hence, the market cannot
satisfy such wants. Budgetary provision is needed if they are to be
satisfied at all. Determination of the required budget plan is complicated by two factors, both of which arise because the same amount of
services must be consumed by all.
A primary difficulty arises because true preferences are unknown.
Since, as we have noted, no one can be excluded from the benefits that
result, consumers will not readily reveal their true preferences. Yet the
government must determine these preferences befote it can decide how
to satisfy them efficiently. A way must therefore be found by which to
induce people to reveal their preferences.
A second difficulty arises ·even if we assume that the true preferences
of all individuals are known. The difficulty arises because there is no
single most efficient solution to the satisfaction of social wants or to the
problem of supplying services that are consumed in equal amounts by all.
This difficulty exists, at least, if we apply the criterion of efficiency as
understood in the determination of market price. Therefore, a more
specific welfare function is needed to secure an optimal solution. These
are the two issues which comprise the crux of the problem to be solved by
the Allocation Branch.
The suggested distinction between private and social wants is not of an
absolute sort. Inefficiencies arise in the satisfaction of private wants
through the market process, and wherever such is the case, one could
say that an element of social want is involved. The difference is essentially one of degree, but the same may be said for most categories in
economics, e.g., consumption and capital formation. The distinction
remains of fundamental importance. In the case of private wants, the
divergence between private and social product is a more or less marginal
matter; in the case of social wants, the divergence becomes of the essence.
Private wants are provided for adequately by the market. Social wants
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must be satisfied through the budget if they are to be satisfied at all.
For purposes of public policy, 'the difference in degree thus becomes an
important difference in substance.
So far, we have considered situations where corrective policy is required
in order to secure an allocation of resources that is in line with consumer
preferences. A different type of intervention occm·s where public
policy aims at an allocation of resources which deviates from that reflected
by consumer sovereignty. In other words, wants are satisfied that
could be serviced through the market but are not, since consumers choose
to spend their money on other things. The reason for budgetary action
in this case is not to be found in the technical difficulties that arise because
certain services are consumed in equal amounts by all. Separate amounts
of individual consumption are possible. The reason, then, for budgetary
action is to correct individual choice. Wants satisfied under these
conditions constitute a second type of public wants, and will be referred
to as merit wants. The problem they pose must be distinguished clearly
from that posed by social wants.
Social Wants

Let us now take a closer look at the nature of social wants. Such
wants cannot be satisfied through the mechanism of the market because
their enjoyment cannot be made subject to price payments.
Exchange in the market depends on the existence of property titles
to the things that are to be exchanged. If a consumer wishes to satisfy
his desire for any particular commodity, he must meet the terms of
exchange set by those who happen to possess this particular commodity,
and vice versa. That is to say, he is excluded from the enjoyment of
any particular commodity or service unless he is willing to pay the
stipulated price to the Qwner. This may be referred to as the exclusion
principle. Where it applies, the consumer must bid for the commodities
he wants. His offer reveals the value he assigns to them and tells. the
entrepreneur what to produce under given cost conditions.
This mechanism breaks down with social wants, where the satisfaction derived by a ny individual consumer is independent of his own
contribution. Such, at least, is the case where the individual consum~r
is but one among many, and any contribution he may r~nder covers only a
small part of the total cost. Consider, for instance, such items as a
flood-control project, the more general benefits of which accrue to an
entire region; a sanitary campaign t hat raises the general level of health
throughout a n area; expenditures for the judiciary system that secure
internal safety ana enforce contractual obligations; or protection against
foreign aggression . All these contribute to the welfare of the whole
community. T he benefits resulting from such services will accrue to all
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who live in the particular place or society where the services are rendered. 1
Some may benefit more than others, but everyone knows-that his benefit
will be independent of his particular contribution. Hence,, as we have
said, he cannot be relied upon to make a voluntary contribution. The
government must step in; and compulsion is called for.
The difficulty thus created would be slight if the problem' were merely .
one of collecting tax bills. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The tax
collector, while important, does not solve the problem of the economist.
The latter must determine what expenditures should be made and what
taxes should be collected. To do this, a way must be found to determine
people's true preferences in 'social wants, i.e., the preference pattern by
which they rate the satisfaction of their total wants, private and social.
The difficulty arises because the market mechanism fails as a device for
registering consumer preferences. Since the services that satisfy social
wants can be had without payment, the individual consumer need not
reveal his evaluation thereof (and invite corresponding tax assessments!)
through market bids. Because of this, signals are lacking and true
preference scales for social wants are unknown. Such, at least, is the
case with central finance. In the case of local finance, some registration
of preferences may occur by moving from less to more congenial fiscal
communities, a factor that will be disregarded for the time being.
Since the market mechanism fails to reveal consumer preferences in
social wants, it may be asked what mechanism there is by which the
government can determine the extent to which resources should be
released for the satisfaction of such wants; the extent to which particular
social wants should be satisfied; and the way in which the cost should be
spread among the group. In a democratic society, the decision to
satisfy one or another social want cannot be imposed in dictatorial form.
It must be derived, somehow, from the effective preferences of the
individual member of the group, as determined by his tastes and his
"proper" share in full-employment income. 2 A political process must
1 It is evident that the case of social wants must involve joint consumption; but
joint consumption, as usually defined, does not necessarily involve social wants. A
circus performance involves joint consumption on the part of those who attend. Yet
entrance fees can be charged, different amounts can be consumed by various people,
and the service can be provided t hrough the market. Demand schedules can be
added horizontally. (See p. 76.) For a social want to arise, the condition of equal
consumption must apply to all, whether they pay or not. In other words, we must
combine the condition of joint consumption with that of inapplicability of the exclusion principle. Only then will demand schedules be added vertically.
2 As noted before, the budget of the Allocation Branch is planned on the assumption that the Distribution Branch has provided for the proper distribution of income
and that the Stabilization Branch has provided for a full~mployment level of income.
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be substituted for the market mechanism, and individuals must be
made to adhere to the group decision. As shown later on, the problem
is to determine the kind of voting pr9cess or group decision that offers
the best approximation to the solution (or one of the solutions) that
would be chosen if true preferences were known.
The preceding argument is based on th~ premise that individuals can
evaluate social wants, that is, that such wants form part of individual
preference scales along with private wants. Without this, no determination of public preferences ~can be made that meets the requirements
of a democratic society as we understand it. This approach differs
from an alternative view, according to which social wants are collective
in nature and are experienced by the group as a whole or its leaders, as
distinct from its members. It is futile to debate which of these is the
correct interpretation. Let us look upon our preference for the individualistic over the organic view as a matter of value judgment and be
content to show that our formulation makes empirical sense. I see
no reason why individuals should not be able to evaluate the benefits
they derive from the satisfaction of social wants, along with the benefits
they derive from the satisfaction of private wants. To be sure, it may
be simpler to assess the advantages of installing a lock in one's own house
than to appraise the precise benefits one derives from military protection
against foreign invasion; or one may find it simpler to measure the
advantages of improving one's own yard than to evaluate one's gain
from the installation of public parks. Such differences in degree may
exist, but they are not inherently a matter of public versus private wants.
Similar distinctions arise between various types of private wants, some
of which are more immediate (such as medical consultation in the case
of illness) and some of wliich are more remote (such as preventive medical
care). Considerations of this sort, therefore, do not contradict our
basic proposition that social wants are an integral part of the individual's
preference pattern.
· Individuals, at the same time, are social beings, dependent in their
preferences and actions on their social environments, and their relations
to others. While all wants are evaluated in terms of individual preference
patterns, these patterns are not determined in a Robinson Crusoe setting.
All sorts of social motivations enter, be it with regaid to private or to
public wants. While social preference must be anchored in individual
valuation, it does not follow that people are selfish monsters. Altruistic
or social motivation may be imbedded in the structure of individualpreference patterns. A person may favor expenditures for courts or
for education, not only because they will improve his safety, increase
his learning, give the pleasure of dealing with more educated neighbors,
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or because he expects t hem to think well of him if he appears socially
minded; he may favor them simply because he feels that he should contribute to the good life of others. 1
Such consideration.s will be present in varying degrees; but they will
not be so strong or universal as to justify the assumption that people
will reveal their true preferences in social wants on a voluntary basis,
independent of any assurance that the same will be done by others.
With all due allowance for social interdependence and altruistic motivation, such an assumption would be unrealistic and inconsistent with the
premises of all other phases of economic analysis. The first difficulty
of the Allocation Branch, therefore, is how to induce people to reveal
their individual preferences in social wants.
Suppose, now, that this part of the task has been accomplished in some
fashion. We may expect to find that individual preferences differ
with regard to social as well as to private wants. In the case of private
wants, such differences are reflected in the purchase of varying amounts
of goods and services at a common price. This solution is inapplicable
to social wants, since the same amount of goods and services must be
consumed by all. If costs are to be allocated in response to individual
preferences, different prices must be charged to various consumers, or
different tax assessments must be placed on various voters. This suggests that a solution may be obtained which is analogous to that of
efficient pricing in the market. Unfortunately, this is not the case.
The condition of equal consumption by all does not permit a single most
efficient solution; or, to put it more precisely, it permits such a solution
only on the basis of a social preference function that goes much beyond
the conditions of efficiency required to evaluate the allocation of resources
in the satisfaction of private wants. This is the second basic difficulty
in the provision for social wants, a problem that remains even if individual
preferences can be determined.
Taxes imposed by the Allocation Branch are designed to cover the
cost of public services. Will the distribution of these tax payments
be regressive, proportional or progressive? Since they are to express
the individual's valuation of social wants as based on the proper distribution of income, the answer depends on the income elasticity of social
wants. If this elasticity in the typical case tends to be unity, tax contributions will be proportional; if it is above unity, they will be progressive; and if it is below unity, they will be regressive. In any case, note
that the considerations behind the question of progression are quite
different in this context from considerations arising in connection with
distributional adjustments.
1

Seep. 88.
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Merit Wants

The type of public wants dealt with under social wants are wants
whose satisfaction should be subject to the principle of consumer sovereignty. The basic rule is that resources should be allocated in response
to the effective demand of consumers, determined by individual preferences and the prevailing state of distribution. Indeed, social wants are
quite ~milar in this fundamental respect to private wants.
We now turn to our second category of public wants. Such wants
are met by services subject to the exclusion principle and are satisfied
by the market within the limits of effective demand. They become
public wants if considered so meritorious that theit· satisfaction is provided for through the public budget, over and above what is provided
for through the market and paid for by private buyers. This second
type of public wants will be referred to as merit wants. Public services
aimed at the satisfaction of merit wants include such items as publicly
furnished school luncheons, subsidized low-cost housing, a nd free education. Alternatively, certain wants may be stamped as undesirable,
and their satisfaction may be discoumged through penalty taxation,
as in the case of liquor.
The satisfaction of merit wants cannot be explained in the same terms
as the satisfaction of social wants. While both are public wants in that
they are provided for through the public budget, different principles
apply. Social wants constitute a special problem because the same
amount must be consumed by all, with all the difficulties to which this
gives rise. Otherwise, the satisfaction of social wants falls within the
realm of consumer sovereignty, as does the satisfaction of private wants.
The satisfaction of merit wants, by its very nature, involves interference
with consumer preferences.
In view of this, does the satisfaction of merit wants have a place in a
normative theory of public economy, based upon the premise of individual preference in a democratic society'? A position of extreme
individualism could demand that all merit wants be disallowed, but
this is not a sensible view. To begin with, situations arise that seem
to involve merit wants but on closer inspection involve social wants.
Certain public wants may fall on the border line between private and
social wants, where the exclusion principle can be applied to part of the
benefits gained but not to all. Budgetary provision for free educational
services or for free health measures are cases in point. Such measures
are of immediate benefit to the particular pupil or patient, but apart
from this, everyone stands to gain from living in a more educated or
healthier community. Wants that appear to be merit wants may
involve substantial elements of social wants.
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Moreover, a case for the satisfaction of merit wants and for interference with consumer sovereignty, narrowly defined, may derive from
the role of leadership in a democratic society. While consumer sovereignty is the general rule, situations may arise, within the context of a
democratic community, where an informed group is justified in imposing
its decision upon others. Few will deny that there is a case for regulating
the sale of drugs or for providing certain health facilities. The advantages of education are more evident to the informed than the uninformed, thus justifying compulsion in the allocation of resources to
education; interference in the preference patterns of families may be
directed at protecting the interest of minors; the freedom to belong may
override the freedom to exclude, and so forth. These are matters of
learning and leadership which are an essential part of democracy reasonably defined and which justify the satisfaction of certain merit wants
within a normative model.
The basic doctrine of consumer sovereignty, finally, rests on the
assumption of complete market knowledge and rational appraisal. In
the modern economy, the consumer is subject to advertising, screaming
at him through the media of mass communication and designed to sway
his choice rather than to give complete information. Thus, there may
arise a distortion in the preference structure that needs to be counteracted.
The ideal of consumer sovereignty and the reality of consumer choice in
high-pressure markets may be quite different things. At the same time,
the satisfaction of merit wants remains a precarious task. Interferences
with consumer choice may occur simply because a ruling group considers
its particular set of mores superior and wishes to impose it on others.
Such determination of wants rests on an authoritarian basis, not permissible in our normative model based upon a democratic society.
To the extent that merit wants are admitted, the provision for such
wants differs basically from the provision for social wants. In the case
of the latter, the problem is one of giving effect to individual evaluations.
Even though policy will not be determined by unanimous vote, the task
remains one of fitting the result as closely as possible to individual tastes
and effective demands. Majority rule is a necessary evil to approximate
the desired result, not a principle desired as such. In the case of merit
wants, however, the very purpose may be one of interference by some,
presumably the majority, into the want pattern of others. The solution
to the determination of social wants, based on the true preferences of all
individuals alike, does not apply in this case.
Providing for the Satisfaction of Public Wants
Suppose, now, that it has been decided which public wants, social or
merit, shall be provided for through the public budget. What, precisely,
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do we mean by saying that the government must " provide" for the
satisfaction of such wants?
We mean, simply, that the goods and services needed to satisfy public
wants must be paid for out of general revenue. The goods and services
must be supplied free of direct charge to the user ; at the same time, they
need not be produced under the direct management or supervision of the
government. This is a n important distinction to be made in order to
avoid confusion.
Consider, for instance, the case of military protection. Provision for
protection means that resources must be diverted to the construction of
guns or of naval vessels. It does not mean, necessarily, that the guns or
ships should be cons tructed by a public enterprise- or, necessarily, by
private firms. One may consider also the matter of public playgrounds.
The problem here is to determine the amount and type of playground
facilities to be provided; but the decision to provide for such facilities
does not tell us whether they should be supplied by public enterprises or
through contract by private construction companies.
To bring out this distinction, we may visualize two economies, one in
which all goods are produced by the government and ~old on the mar·ket,
and another in which all goods are produced privately but purchased by
the government and distributed free of direct charge. In the former case,
there is no provision for public wants, while all production is u11der
public management. In the latter case, t here is no public production,
but all resources are devoted to provision for public wants. Provision
for public wants, therefore, does not require public production ma nagement, just as public production management does not require provision
for public wants. Quite diiTerent criteria apply in determining the
proper scope of each.

The Function of Expenditures and Taxes in the Allocation Branch
Suppose that the satisfaction of certain public wan ts is decided upon
and that the cost of the necessary resource withdrawals is to be placed
upon certain people. It remains to be seen how this plan can be canied
out.
The desired transfer of resources may be accomplished by commandeering such resources or products directly. This i:; done customarily in the
case of military service, where the soldier's wage falls short of the value
determined in a free ma rket; a somewhat similar situation exists where
use is made of the right of eminent domain. The same procedure could
be followed in other cases as well. If, for instance, the government wishes
to obtai!l a battleship, a nd steel is needed, steel may be commandeered
and transferred from the production of passenger cars, and labor may be
conscripted and transferred from other uses to produce more steel. This
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would accomplish the purpose of securing the batLlcship for government
use, but it would place the entire cost on the producers of steel. It
would be an absurd cost allocation, avoidable by tax finance. By
levying taxes, private demand is reduced and resources are released.
By spending the proceeds, these resources are transferred from private to
public use. The desired result in resource transfer is obtained in both
cases, but the distribution of cost is now independent of the particular
resources that are transferred. It can be spread in any 'vay that may
appear desirable.
The tax-purchase mechanism as a means of resource transfer thus
permits a cost allocation quite independent of Lhc ownership distribution
of the resources that are to be transferred. The entire process may be
thought of as a combination of direct resource tra n!>fer by commandeering
with a tax-compensation scheme so as to obtain the proper allocation of
costs. For the Allocation Branch, the need for securing a cost distribution independent of the particular resource transfer is the function and
raison d'etre of taxation. This must be kept in mind, lest overemphasis
on the function of t he Stabilization Branch lead to the misleading conclusion that t he only function of taxation is to prevent inflation.

Requirement of Balance in the Budget
The basic task of the Allocation Branch is to choose among alternative
uses of resources. Thus, the problem is essentially one of opportunity
cost. If resources are to be used for the satisfaction of certain public
wants, they will not be available for the satisfaction of other public or
private wants. In this basic sense of opportunity cost, the budget of the
Allocation Branch must always be balanced. The amount of resources
withdrawn from private usc must equal the amount of resources added to
public use. This much follows from our initial rule that the budget of
the Allocation Branch must be planned in a full-employment context.
- At the same time, it does not follow that the budget of t he Allocation
Branch must always be balanced in the sense that expenditures are
matched by tax receipts. Such will be the case if the satisfaction of all
public wants is in the nature of current consumption, but not if capital
outlays are made. In the case of capital outlays, the release of resources
from private use and their transfer to the satisfaction of public wants may
be accomplished properly through a borrowing-purchase mechanism
rather than a tax-purchase mechanism. The charge to be covered
currently by tax receipts equals the cost of current services and depreciation in value of public capital assets. Nevertheless, the cost of capital
outlays must be imputed to the beneficiaries ami be covered in taxes over
the lifetime of the capital asset.
With this qualification, we may conclude that the budget of the Alloca-
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tion Branch must be balanced, even in the financial sense of equality
between expenditures and tax receipts. The financial balance merely
expresses the underlying real balance between the benefits derived from
the satisfaction of public wants and the opportunity cost of withdrawing
resources from t he satisfaction of private wants. At the same time, we
shall find that there is no conflict whatsoever between this principle of
balance in the budget of the Allocation Branch and the quite different
principle of imbalance in the budget of the Stabilization Branch.
C. THE DISTRIBUTION BRANCH

The function of the Allocation Branch may be considered the classical
function of budget policy. Indeed, there was a time when the provision
of public services was considered its only legitimate function, and it was
argued that "the fiscal problem pure and simple" should not be confused
with" alien considerations of social and economic policy." Subsequently,
however, most people came to recognize that the revenue-expenditure
process of government is bound to have social and economic effects, and
that these may be aimed usefully at purposes not directly connected with
the immediat e objective of satisfying public wants. Adjustments in the
state of distribution are one such purpose.
In formulating the budget of the Allocation Branch, we assume that
there exists a desired or proper state of distribution to begin with. This
is necessary for two reasons. Unless the state of distribution is given,
individuals cannot translate their preferences, whether for private or
public wants, into a pattern of effective demand. And unless the given
state of distribution can be accepted as the proper one, the resulting
pattern of effective demand cannot be accepted in furnishing a guide to
the efficient use of resources. It is the task of the Distribution Branch
to determine and secure this proper state of distribution. In so doing,
the Distribution Branch may assume that the satisfaction of public wants
is determined correctly by the Allocation Branch and that full employment and price-level stability are maintained by the Stabilization Branch.
The Tax-Transfer Process .of the Distribution Branch
The distribution of income and wealth in a market economy depends
on a number of factors including the laws of inheritance, the distribution
of innate talents, the availability of educational opportunities, social
mobility, and the structure of markets. As a result of these factors, a
state of distribution, with a given degree of equality or inequality, comes
about. This state will seem appropriate to some, while others will
prefer a greater, and still others a lesser, degree of equality.
Social philosophies or personal predilection with regard to equality or
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inequality differ. Yet within certain ·limits there is likely to exist at any
time and place more or less widely accepted mores with rega rd to certain
basic aspect s of the problem. In our society it is agreed that babies
should not go short of milk, that old people should be cared for, that cases
of extreme poverty should be taken care of, and so forth. Beyond this,
opinions differ, but few will deny that some situations arise in a democratic
society where an interference in the state of distribution is called for.
This being the case, a mechanism must be provided by which conections
in Lhe state of distribution can be made in an orderly fashion and in a
way that does the least damage to an efficient functioning of the economy.
Such a mechanism is given by the tax and transfer system of the Distribution Branch. This, to be sure, is not the only way in which adjustments in the state of distribution can be made. Minimum-wage legislation, price support for certain farm crops, tariff protection, fair-trade
legislation, and so forth are all policies with important distributional
results and, to a large degree, distributional objectives. From the
economist's point of view t here is, however, an a priori preference for the
budgetary approach. This approach to income transfer, if implemented
properly, involves a minimum of interference in the allocation of resources
as determined by the pricing system. Unless such interference is warranted as an objective in itself, this quality of neutrality renders the
budgetary approach a superior technique. Budgetary action is also
more efficient in that it permits us to reach all members of any desired
group and not only t hose who engage in particular occupations or sets
of market transactions, such as farmers, importers, or unionized workers.
Suppose now that the proper state of distribution has been determined.
The corrections to be applied are found by comparing this norm with the
prevailing state. The easiest and most direct way of implement ing the
desired adjustment is through a system of taxes and transfer payments.
In fact, the latter may be thought of simply as negative taxes.
Contrary to the expenditw-es and taxes of t he Allocation Branch,
which are designed to move resources from Lhe satisfaction of private to
the satisfaction of public wants, the taxes and transfers of the Distribution Branch are designed to shift resources from the disposal of one
individual to that of a nother. As in the case of the Allocation Branch,
the budget of the Distribution Branch is planned on the assumption t hat
full employment is provided for by the Stabilization Branch. The
budget must again be balanced in real terms. Since the problem is
viewed against the backdrop of a full-employment income, the same
amount of real resources that is withdrawn from X will be placed at the
disposal of Y.
As with the Allocation Branch, this balance in real terms need not
exclude t he use of loan finance as a means of accomplishing distributional
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objectives. .For instance, low incomes may be taxed heavily during a war,
but refundable taxes may be used to arrange for a subsequent readjustment. As in the preceding case, this is a temporary matter only. Over
a longer period, the transfer budget will have to be balanced in both the
financial and the real sense.

The "Proper" State of Distribution
It is easy to conclude that distributional adjustments may be needed
at times and that such adjustments should be implemented through the
budget of the Distribution Branch. The difficulty is to decide what the
proper st ate of distribution should be. This decision evidently cannot
be made by a market process, since the nature of exchange presupposes
title to the things that are to be exchanged. A political process of
decision making is needed, and before this can function, there must be
some distribution of weights in the political process. There must be a
distribution of rights to vote.
Leaving for later consideration how this political process can be determined, let us note some of the issues inherent in the matter of distribution. Democratic thinking, based on the postulate of man's individual
worth, seems to establish a presumption in favor of equality, both
political and economic. But equality applied to economic matters can
be interpret.ed in different ways, and the choice among different interpretations is a matter of value judgment. To some, equality may
imply actual equality in economic welfare at any given time; to others, it
may imply the quite different concept of equality of opportunity; and
still others may interpret equality in terms of maximum welfare to all
members of society.
If the criterion of welfare is accepted, this does not necessarily require
actual equality in the distribution of income, which would follow only if
all people are similar in their propensity to enjoy income. More likely
than not, they will differ in this as in other respects. The conclusion,
therefore, may well be one of uneven distribution, a result that hardly
corresponds to the commonly understood meaning of equality. Moreover, there is doubt whether interpersonal comparisons of welfare can be
made at all in meaningful ·Sense. Indeed, economists now widely hold
to the view that such comparisons must be ruled out. For these reasons,
it is tempting to interpret t he concept of equality (or degree thereof) as
outright equality of objectively measurable income or wealth rather than
as subjective equality of welfare. In other words, social policy could be
based on the assumption of equal capacity to enjoy income even though
capacities are, in fact, unequal.
If the criterion of equality of opportunity is accepted, we are still faced
with a number of different interpretations. Equality of opportunity can
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be taken to mean equal educational facilities, allocation of jobs on the
basis of competitive performance rather than connections, and so forth.
Above all, the idea of equal opportunity involves mobility between
various positions in the income scale. Fiscal policies aimed at greater
equality in the one sense of the term may interfere with other aspects of
equality, thus requiring a careful weighing of the various objectives.
Finally, we must allow for the fact that the total income (defined to
include goods and leisure) available for distribution may itself be a function of the state of distribution. Desired changes in the state of distribution may increase the total cake to be divided, or they may decrease it.
If there is a conflict, the case is not necessarily in favor of the greater
income and against the preferred state of di::;tribution. This is a matter
of taste, but it is clear that the cost of lesser output must be weighed in
such a case against the advantages of distributional change. Similarly,
account must be taken of such changes in social or political environment
as may be induced by various distribution policies.
It is evident from all this that the concept of a proper state of distribution, necessary though it is to the formulation of a complete budget
theory, leads into a most difficult set of ethical, social, and economic
problems. In addition, the implementation of distributional objectives
raises difficulties of a technical sort. It is by no means obvious how to
measure the relative economic positions that are to be adjusted. While
the most widely accepted criterion is income, this is not the only possible
one; and granted that income is to be taken as the criterion, it is by no
means obvious how income is to be defined.
A proper definition of income is important, not only to establish equity
in a vertical sense-that is, to plan taxes and transfers so as to adjust
relative positions; it is important also to est ablish equity in a horizontal
sense- that is, to give equal treatment to people in equal positions. The
complexity of modern economic organization is such that income may
accrue in a variety of forms and through many different channels. Thus,
there arises the problem of designing the tax and transfer structure so as
to give equal treatment to people who are in basically equal positions
but who differ regarding the form in which their income accrues.

Relation to Taxation in the Allocation Branch
In discussing the function of the Allocation Branch, our premise has
been that the satisfaction of social wants must be related to individual
evaluations of the benefits received. If we assume that this can be done
efiectively, a clear distinction may be drawn between taxation by the
Allocation Branch and taxation by the Distribution Branch. Tax
payments to the Allocation Branch may be progressive, proportional, or
regressive, depending on the income elasticity of social wants. The tax-
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transfer mechanism of the Distribution Branch, in turn, may be progressive or regressive, depending on the desired type of distributional
adjustment.
The proper state of distribution, as determined by the Distribution
Branch, will be defined in terms of income earned, minus such taxes or
plus such transfers as the Distribution Branch chooses to impose. Taxes
and transfers of the Stabilization Branch, as noted presently, will be
distributionally neutral, and the Distribution Branch will disregard taxes
collected by the Allocation Branch. Such taxes, like other personal uses
of income, may be looked upon as expenditures, whether for consumption
or capital formation, that are made in relation to the taxpayer's own
evaluation of the social wants being satisfied.
At the same time, there remains an interdependence of the two budgets.
The program of the Allocation Branch depends upon the pattern of
effective demand as set by the adjustments of the Distribution Branch.
The program of the Distribution Branch depends upon the distribution
of factor incomes in the market, as affected by theyolicies of the Allocation Branch.
Unfortunately, such a clear-cut distinction between taxation at the
two levels is not quite permissible. For one thing, we have noted that
there is no single optimal solution to the satisfaction of social wants even
if preferences are known; and the choice between the various possible
solutions involves distributional considerations. For another, the satisfaction of merit wants is associated frequently with distributional considerations. Subsidies in kind, for instance, may be given for the satisfaction of certain private wants. Free charity clinics may be furnished,
or subsidies may be given to low-cost housing, the benefits of which will
accrue to low-income families. Such programs have a dual nature.
They may be looked upon both as operations of the Allocation Branch
in the satisfaction of merit wants and as operations of the Distribution
Branch in the redistribution of income. Alternatively, the same objectives may be achieved through cash subsidies to individuals based on the
condition that the payments must be spent in a prescribed way. Thus,
subsidies in kind may be looked upon as redistributional arrangements
made conditional upon certain uses of the grants received. The Distribution Branch, accordingly, must allow for the distributional implications
of provision for merit wants in the Allocation Branch; and the Allocation
Branch, in considering the satisfaction of merit wants, must allow for
distributional adjustments in kind made by the Distribution Branch.
Notwithstanding these difficulties and overlaps, I think it useful to
maintain a distinction between the problems of the Allocation Branch and
those of the Distribution Branch. This, at least, is preferable to the
other extreme, inherent in the ability-to-pay approach, of discarding the
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assignment of benefits from public services and of considering the placement of the entire tax bill as a distributional problem. If this is done,
nothing is gained by maintaining a distinction between taxation by the
Allocation Branch and taxation by the Distribution Branch. To be sure,
we may still think of the taxes of the Allocation Branch as allocated on a
proportional basis, and of the tax-transfer process of the Distribution
Branch as providing for a proper state of distribution, defined now with
reference to income left after payment of taxes to the Allocation Branch.
Or we may assume that the Allocation Branch initially sets aside such
resources as arc needed to satisfy public wants, and that the Distribution
Branch concerns itself with the distribution of the remaining resources
only. The result is the same either way. Unless the Allocation Branch
succeeds to a significant degree in imputing benefits to individual taxpayers, there is no point in distinguishing between tax distributions by
the two Branches.
D. THE STABILIZATION BRANCH

The function of the Stabilization Branch differs sharply from that of
the other two. Its concern is not with the allocation of resources between
public and private, or between alternative private, wants. Rather, it is
with maintaining a high level of resource utilization and a stable value of
money. Though the newest of our three branches of budget policy, the
Stabilization Branch has been in the limelight during the last 20 years.
The problem of compensatory finance was posed first by the depression
of the thirties and recast subsequently by the inflation pressure of the war
and the years that followed. There is little reason to expect that future
decades will provide a more stable setting unless appropriate policies are
undertaken. Even if the shadows of war should pass, the problem of
instability will remain. A free economy, if uncontrolled, tends towards
more or less drastic fluctuations in prices a:nd employment; and apart
from relatively short-term swings, maladjustments of a secular sort may
arise towards unemployment or inflation. Public policy must assume a
stabilizing function in order to hold within tolerable limits departures
from high employment and price stability.
No one can predict whether the bias in the years ahead will be towards
inflation or deflation. Much depends on the outlook for peace and war
and on the resulting level of military expenditures in the budget. In
any case, there is little reason to expect that stabilizing policy will become
unnecessary. While much has been said in recent years about the growing strength of built-in stabilizers, these remain to be tested; and contrary
to current belief, the inherent tendency toward instability may increase
rather than decline as the economy develops and gains in complexity.
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At the same time, the social climate grows le::;s tolerant toward the hardships of unemployment, and similar attitudes may develop with regard
to inflation. It is thus of paramount importance for the success of free
economic systems to develop compensatory measures which can maintain
high employment when private economic activity threaten~; to slacken
and which can maintain price-level stability when demand threatens tc,
exceed available supplies.
Underlying Principles

The basic logic of compensatory finance is simple enough, and may be
summarized in a few rules:
1. If involuntary unemployment prevails, increa::;e the level of demand
so as to adjust aggregate expenditures upward to the value of output
produced at full employment.
2. If inflation prevails, reduce the level of demand so as to adjust
aggregate expenditures downward to the value of output measured in
cmrent, rather than rising, prices.
3. If full employment and price-level stability prevail, maintain the
aggregate level of money expenditures to prevent unemployment a nd
inflation.
The first rule is based on the propositions that fiscal policy may be
used to increase the aggregate level of expenditures and that this will
raise the level of employment. The level of demand may be raised in a
number of ways. The government may undertake to increase its own
expenditures on goods and services; it may take steps leading to an
increase in the level of private expenditures; or it may combine both
measures. If an increase in private expenditures is desired, this may be
secured by raising transfer payments or reducing taxes, thus increasing
the amount of income available for private use. If both public and
private expenditures are to be increased, an increase in public goods and
service expenditures will be combined with a lesser increase in transfers
or a reduction in taxes. The required magnitude of adjustment under
the various approaches will differ in order to obtain the saJ!le result.
Some measures may serve to induce an independent increase in private
expenditures, or have p~mp-priming effects; others may lower private
investment. However this may be, total expenditures on currently
produced goods and services can be increased through continued fiscal
action, and such an increase can be obtained either by increasing government expenditures on goods and services and/or by increasing disposable
income available for private expenditures.
Under conditions of <1epression, an increase in expenditures ordinarily
leads to an increaoo in real output and employment. Unemployment
will be substant~ul, business will ·have excess capacity, and the supply of
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additional output will be highly elastic. If there is an increase in demand,
supply will increase initially along a more or less horizontal schedule. In
the process of approaching full employment, total supply will become less
elastic, and increasing expenditures will be diss~pated more, largely in
r1smg prices. The level of prices may well begin to rise before reasonably
full employment is restored; but this may happen whether the increase
in employment is due to public policy or an autonomous recovery of
private spending.
The second rule of compensatory finance relates to a situation where
total expenditures exceed feasible output valued at cunent prices. Let
us assume a situation of more or less full employment, so that the supply
of total output is quite inelastic. An increase in the level of aggregate
demand now produces inflation. Fiscal adjustments must be made that
prevent a potential increase in the level of expenditures from coming
about. The required adjustments are t he inverse of those used in the
depression case. Government expenditures on goods and services may
be reduced, tax rates may be increased, and transfer payments may be cut.
Again, t here is no-doubt that fiscal adjustments can be made that will
hold expenditures down. However, a number of difficulties may arise
that render control of the inflation more troublesome t han control of
depression. The rates of taxation needed to reduce expenditures sufficiently to check inflation may be so high as to deter work incentives.
More important, market structures and the behaviot· of power groups
may be such that a basic conflict arises between the objectives of pricelevel stability and full employment. This difficulty again is not peculiar
to fiscal measures but has become one of the major problems of stabilization at brge.
Turning now to the third rule of compensatory finance, we note that
maintenance of a high level of employment with price-level stability
does not imply a constant level of aggregate demand. Stabilization
policy in a growing economy does not mean that the level of income is
to be stabilized. On the contrary, the policy must provide for an expansion of demand commensurate with the growing capacity to produce. It
must be designed to result in a rate of growth that moves along an equilibrium path, so that high employment and price-level stability are maintained in the process of expansion. Whether it \vill always be possible to
satisfy all three objectives remains for later consideration; it also remains
t6 be seen how a choice can be made between alternative rates of equilibrium growth. We shall find that the problem of growth enters at the
level of t he Allocation and Distribution Branches as well as in connection
with stabilization. For this reason, growth has not been assigned a
separate branch; but the system may be readily adj usted to include it.
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Nature of the Budget Plan
In its simplest terms, the budget planning of the Stabilization Branch
may be described as follows: First, the manager of the Stabilization
Branch must appraise the level of aggregate expenditures that will be
forthcoming in the absence of such a budget. This includes expenditures
on goods and services by the Allocation Branch as well as private expenditures on investment, consumption, and net exports. Since private
expenditures depend on the distribution of income, the plans of both the
Allocation and the Distribution Branches must be taken as given. Next,
he must estimate the level of aggregate demand needed to maintain full
utilization of resources at the present level of prices. Finally, he must
compare this hypothetical level of demand with t he level of expenditure
forthcoming in the absence of a stabilization budget, and provide for
taxes or transfer payments to compensate for the difference.
If expansion is needed, the Stabilization Branch will provide for the
required level of transfer payments. It will operate with transfer payments because these do not involve decision over the allocation of
resources. The Stabilization Branch will not raise the level of public
expenditures on goods and services because this would interfere with the
satisfaction of public wants as planned by the Allocation Branch. If
contraction is needed, the Stabilization Branch will impose the required
level of taxation. It will refrain from reducing goods and service expenditures, so as to avoid interfering with the satisfaction of public wants.
In other words, countercyclical variations in the level of goods and service
expenditures of government will be undertaken only to the extent that
the Allocation Branch finds itself confronted with such fluctuations in the
demand for the satisfaction of social wants.
Since the Stabilization B ranch does not pursue distributional objectives,
its transfer payments or taxes will be proportional to the proper distribution of income as determined by the Distribution Branch. Provided
that the budget of the Allocation Branch is determined on the basis of
individual preferences, taxes paid to, and benefits derived from, tho
budget of tho Allocation Branch will not be deducted in defining the
proper state of distribution.
By the very nature of the stabilization function, the budget of the
Stabilization Branch will include at any one time either taxes (if tho !~vel
of expenditure is otherwise excessive) or transfers (if demand is otherwise
deficient). It will never include both taxes and transfers. The budget
of the Stabilization Branch, if it exists at all, will be a surplus or a deficit
budget. It will be in balance only in a situation that requires both taxes
and transfers to stay at the zero level; that is, a situation where private
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expenditures plus expenditures by the Allocation Branch are at just the
right level in the absence of a stabilizing budget policy.
The function of taxation in the context of the stabilization budget is
only to prevent inflation, just as the function of transfers is only to prevent
deflation. Thus, we have a third function of the revenue-expenditure
process, quite distinct from those observed in the Allocation and the
Distribution Branches.
Monetary and Debt Policy

Fiscal adjustments are not the only means by which economic stabilization may be secured. Other approaches such as monetary and debt
policies, or possibly wage and price controls, must be considered as well.
Just as the budgetary function of the Allocation Branch must be seen in
the broader context of all public policies aimed at adjustments in allocation, so the budgetary function of stabilization must be seen in the broader
context of other stabilization policies. The budgetary action required
by the Stabilization Branch thus depends upon the restrictive or expansionary nature of other measures that are taken. The more that is done
by other techniques such as monetary and debt policy, the less need be
done through budgetary action. In this way, other techniques of stabilization policy may be readily built into "our framework.
For purposes of this study, the array of other approaches to stabilization enters primarily in the form of monetary and debt policy. These
policies offer the major alternative to stabilization by budget policy, and
they are linked directly to budget measures that involve a deficit or
surplus. Since the budget of the Stabilization Branch is necessarily a
deficit or a surplus budget, it must be decided how to finance the deficit
or how to dispose of the surplus. In either case, there results a change
in the structure of claims, which in turn may affect the level of private
spending. The most effective solution is through the creation or the
destruction of money. This follows from the hypothesis that investment
is related inversely to interest and that private consumption is related
positively to the value of total claims held.
If tax rates are raised and the additional proceeds are withheld, the
resulting effect upon the level of private expenditures will be restrictive
in various respects. Not only will consumption expenditures decline
because disposable income has been reduced (the income effect on consumption) but they may decline even further because consumer holdings
of money claims are reduced (the asset effect on consumption). Moreover, investment may contract because the ratio of money supply to debt
supply has been reduced, thus increasing the rate of interest (the claim
effect on investment). If the surplus funds are not retained but used to
pay off debt the income effect on consumption will be the same; the asset
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eiTect on consumption will prove more questionable, as it now operates
through a reduction in holding of debt ; and the claim ciTect on investment will be reversed, since the withdrawal of public debt depresses the
rate of interest, thus inducing investment. The net result, therefore,
will tend to be less restrictive.
For similar reasons, expansiona ry aetion is more cfTcetive if the additional expenditures are financed out of new money than if they arc
financed out of borrowed funds. If new money is used, a ll effects arc
expansionary . More income is received, more claims are held, a nd the
mix of outstanding claims has become more liquid. If the tra nsfers a rc
financed by borrowing, the asset effect on consumers is again positive,
since total holdings of money and public debt are increased; but the claim
efTect on investment bccom.cs restrictive, since the asset mix has become
less liquid. Thus, the net expansionary ciTcct is weakened.
Similar considerations hold with regard to policies of debt management.
The choice in meeting deficit or surplus is not only between money and
debt finance but a lso between various forms of debt finance, involving
difTerent types of obligations. Moreover, the problem of debt management is not limited to decisions that relate to changes in the total volume
of claims but includes the much broader problem of possible changes
between types of claims within a given total. It foiiO\\'S from all this
that no sharp line of distinction can be drawn between fiscal and monetary
policies for stabilization. In dealing with the former, considerable
attention must also be paid to the latter.
Since stabilization may be approached by alternative routes involving
different fiscal measures or combinations of fiscal a nd debt or monetary
ll').easures, there remains the question of which policy or whiuh policy
mix should be chosen. This decision must be made partly in terms of
administrative feasibilities, but they do not decide the whole issue.
Consideration must be given as well to important collateral effectseffects that may differ under various approaches. They may bear upon
the efficiency of resource use, the state of distribution, or the rate of
growth, thus rendering the choice of optimal policy a difficult matter.

CHAPTER 2

Interdependence and consolidation
of subbudgets

Thus far we have considered the general problems encountered in
preparing t he budget plans for each of the three branches. We now turn
to a more specific statement of the subbudgets- their interdependence
and consolidation into a single net budget plan.
A. ILLUSTRATION OF A HYPOTHETICAL BUDGET

While the subplans of the three branches pursue distinct objectives,
they nevertheless comprise a n interdependent system. This we have
emphasized already by instructing the manager of each branch to assume
that the ma nagers of the other branches will do their respective jobs. The
formulation of t he three budgets in an interdependent system may be
shown best by a simple model of equations, but we shall begin with a
numerical illustration.
To simplify matters, the illustration of Table 2-1 involves a community
consisting of two individuals, X and Z. We begin with the situatio n
shown in case 1. Total expenditures or sales receipts in the economy
equal $1,000, including $800 of sales to private buyers and $200 of sales
to government. To simplify matters, we assume that earnings from all
sales are divided so as to give 30 per cent to X and 70 per cent to Z.
We thus obtain the distribution of total earnings shown in lines 1 to 3,
where X receives 30 per cent and Z receives 70 per cent. Total earnings
equal $1,000, which is the full-employment income at prevailing prices.
In dealing with the subbudget, let us begin with the Allocation Branch.
Since we are confronted with an interdependent system, any other
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TABLE

2-1.

BuDGET DETERMD!ATION AND CoNsoLIDATio:s<*

(In dollars)
Case 1

lndi,·iduals

Indi,·iduals

Individuals

.

Cnse 3

Case 2

~-~~-z-lx HI B"'"'

X

I-'

_ ,X+

f"'~' IX l_z_\x + z',

Budget

Pnvate sector:
1. Earnings from sales to private buyers (6 + 7). . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
240 5601 800
.. .. .
211 493
704 .. .. .
228 533
761
2. Earnings from sales to go;vernment (9) . ... ............. . ... . .
60 140
200
.....
89 207
296 . . . . .
72 167
239
300
100
1.000
.
.
.
-..
300
100
l.ooo
-..
.
-.-.300
100
1,000
·--3. Tots! earnings (1 + 2)........ . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ... ... .... .
4. Available income after distributional adjustment (3 + 13) ...... . . 400 60011.000 .. .. .
400 600 1,000 .. .. .
300 700 1,000
5. Available income, final amount (3 + 13 + !G) ................. .
~~~ ~~~
~20 .. 98~ 1.4n
6. Private exvenditures on investment......... . ............ . . .. . .. ~00 .. 7~0 l.i~g
650 . . . . .
258 221
479 . . . . .
294 392
686
7. Private expenditures on consumption .................. . ...... . 350. 300
~ Budget of the Allocation Branch:
<C
8. Taxes .................. . . . . ..............•.. • ........... - 50 - 150 -200 +200
- 74-222 -296 +296~-42~-197 1 -239 1 +239
9. Purchases... . .
...
... . . . . .. . .•. .. . . . .. .. •. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
-200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- 296 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-239
10.
Balance (8 + 9) ....... ...... ... . .. . ..•.................... -50-150 - 200 - - - 0 - -74-222 - 296 - - - 0 - - 42-197 -239 - - - 0 Budget of the Distribution Branch:
11. Taxes.......... .
. .. .. . • . . •.. . .• . . •.. •. . •.. . .. . .•........ -100 - 100 +100 ..... -100 -100 +100
L2. Transfers.. . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . ........ . ..... + 100 ~ + 100 -100 + 100 _._.._._. + 100
- 100 •- - •- - •- - -• - - 13.
Balance ( 11 + 12) ........................ . ............... . +IOO - 100
0
0 +IOO - 100
0
0
Budget of the Stsbilization Branch:
14. Taxes.......... . . . . .
. . .. .. •. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . •.. •. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
.....
- 31 -46 - 77
+77
15. Transfers........... .... . ....... . .. •. . .... ................ +IOO +150 +250 -250 ~ _._.._._. _._
.._._. _._.·-·---1+1201+2811 +401 ~ ~
lli.
Balance (14 + 15) ......... .... . ...... . .. . .. .. . .. ........ .. +100 + I SO +250
-250
-31 - 46 -77
+77 +120 +281 +401
-401
Net budget:
17. Taxes. totnl. . . . . . . . .
. .. . ....... . .... .
-501-2501 -3001 +300 1-1051-3681-4731 +4731-421-1971 -239 1 +239
18. Transfers. total... . .
. ........... .
~200, ~1~~ +3~ =~&8 ~~~::::: ~~~ = ~gg ~12~ ~2~~ ~4~~
19. Purchas~s (9)..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . .
20.
Bnlance (17 + 18 + 19)...... . .
.. .. ..
+1501- 100 +50 -250
- 5 - 368 - 373
+77
+78 +84 +162 ·-401

::::: .. ..

m ::::: ..

=m

• The fh:wrcs show n in this table arc dcrh•ecf from the sys'-em of equations given in section B of this chapter; certain simplifications have been made, howe,•er.
For case I, we assume that Y = 1000, j = 0.4, m = 0.3, v - 0.3, and I - 150. To simplify matters. eqs. (2- 2) to (2-5) are replaced by the simple assumption
that T.• ~ O.l(E•- T•• - T .•) and that T.• - O.Z(E•- TJ' - T,•). Also, eqs. (2-12) and (2- 13) have now been replaced by the simple assumption that
C• - 0.7(E• - TJ• - T .•) and that C• ~ 0.4(E• - TJ' - T,•).
For case 2, we t\SSillllC' I = ~:!5. T,.z = 0.2(Ez - Tdz - Tw-l' ), and X.~" = 0.4(Ez - Tdz - Te"'). Otherwise, the assumptions are the same as for case 1.
For case 3, wt: assume I = 7oj and j = 0.3. Otherwise, the assumptions are as in case 1. Where items do not apply, the respective portions of the table arc blank.
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sequence will do as well. If social wants are to be satisfied in accordance
with individual preferences, outlays will depend on how much X and Z
wish to spend for this purpose. This depends on their preferences and
on the amounts of income available to them. These amounts are shown
in line 5. They include earnings (line 3), taxes or transfers of the Distribution Branch (line 13), and taxes or transfers of the Stabilization
Branch (line 16). Both lines 13 a nd 16 a re given for purposes of planning
the budget of the Allocation Branch, so that line 5 may be computed
readily.
Let us now overlook all the difficulties noted in the preceding chapter
and proceed on the heroic assumption that X wishes to spend 10 per cent
of his income for the satisfaction of public wants, while Z wishes to spend
20 per cent. They are billed the corresponding amounts of tax, as shown
in line 8. The proceeds are used to purchase goods and services for the
satisfaction of social wants (line 9). These expenditures are not reflected
as private receipts in line 9 because they are recorded already as earnings
in line 2. We assume that the outlays of the Allocation Branch do not
involve capital formation, so that t he question of loan finance does not
arise. As shown in line 10, the budget of the Allocation Branch is
balanced.
We now turn to t he budget of the Distribution Branch. The receipt
of earnings in the market, as shown in lines 1 to 3, is given for purposes of
planning by the Distribution Branch. Of total eamings of $1,000,
30 per cent goes to X and 70 per cent goes to Z. Let us suppose, now,
that it has been decided to raise X's share to 40 per cent, putting aside
again the difficulties that arise in reaching such a decision. The tax and
transfer measures required to accomplish this redistribution are shown in
lines 11 to 13. If line 13 is added to line 3, we obtain the available
income shown in line 4. This adjusted position conforms to what we
have assumed to be the proper state of distribution. As seen in line 13,
the budget of the Distribution Branch is in balance. Payments and
receipts cancel out for X and Z as a group.
There remains the budget of t he Stabilization Branch . From an
analysis of available resources, t he full-employment output or income at
prevailing prices is found to equal $1,000. To obtain full employment,
$1,000 must be spent on current output, including •private outlays on
consumption and investment as well as goods and service expenditures of
the Allocation Branch. Suppose, now, that private investment is independent of income and budget policy and is fixed at $150, as shown in
line 6. There is no need to specify how this total is divided between
X and Z. Since goods and service expenditures by the Allocation Branch
have been determined at $200, private outlays on consumption must
equal $1,000 - $200 - $150 = $650.
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The manager of the Stabilization Branch now determines the amount
of disposable income needed to call forth this level of private consumption
and imposes taxes or pay transfers to provide for it. To simplify matters,
let us assume that past experience shows that X will consume 70 per cent
and that Z will consume 40 per cent of his disposable income. We may
then determine what consumption would be in the absence of any action
by the Stabilization Branch. By applying these ratios to the adjusted
available incomes, as shown in line 4, we finq that total consumption
would amount to $520. This falls $130 short of the required level of
$650. The Stabilization Branch, therefore, must make transfer payments
so as to raise consumption by $130.
We know that 40 per cent of these payments mu~t p;o to X and 60 per
cent to Z, so as to leave the "proper" state of distribution undisturbed.
We also know that X will spend 70 per cent of his transfet·s, while Z will
spend 40 per cent. From this we can conclude that total transfers of
$250 are required. The resulting payments to X and Z are shown in
line 16. The resulting total available income is recorded in line 5. The
corresponding level of consumption expenditures is shown in line 7, and
total expenditures at·e at the desired level of full employment.
As shown in line 16, the budget of the Stabilization Branch records a
deficit equal to its transfers. X and Z together show a net receipt of
this amount.
The reader should keep in mind that this model is based on highly
simplifying assumptions. The difficulties involved in determining social
wants and the proper state of distribution have been assumed away.
The relationships by which the level of income is determined have been
oversimplified, and functional relationships that are not easily determined
have been taken as given. These simplifications will be dropped as ou1
study proceeds. Now we are interested only in the basic principle of
simultaneous planning of subbudgets, and this principle continues to
apply even if more complex systems are introduced. Thus, investment
mn.y be made a dependent variable, asset effects on consumption may be
allowed for, and liquidity preference may be introduced. All this complicates the picture, but the general nature of our problem remains tho
same.
The planning of the subbudgets has thus been completed, and tho
objectives of all three branches have been meL. The manager of the
Allocation Branch is satisfied that social wants have been provided for
and that the cost has boon allocated in accordance with individual
preferences; the manager of the Distribution Branch is satisfied that the
proper distribution of income has been established; and the manager of
the Stabilization Branch is satisfied that aggregate demand has been set
so as to maintain full employment and price-level stability.
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Turning now to the implementation of the subbudgets, it appears that
the goods and service expenditures of the Allocation Branch must be
carried out as provided for in its budget. All other items may be submitted to a clearing procedure. Consider, for instance, the case of X,
who is to pay $50 in taxes to the Allocation Branch, to receive $100 in
transfers from the Distribution Branch, and to obtain another $100 in
transfers from the Stabilization Branch. Matters will be simplified by
paying him a net transfer of $100 + $100 - $50 = $150. In the case of
Z, by a similar procedure we arrive at a net tax obligation of $100.
This consolidation is shown in lines 17 to 20 of Table 2-1. We find
that X receives net transfers of $150, while Z pays net taxes of $100.
The excess of transfer over taxes is $50. The net budget, as shown in
line 20, runs a deficit of $250, obtained by adding the excess of transfers
over taxes to the goods and service expenditures of the Allocation Branch.
The deficit in the net budget, moreover, equals the deficit of the Stabilization Branch, since the budgets of the other two branches are in balance.
Finally, the deficit equals the excess of available income (line 5) over the
sum of private expenditures (lines 6 and 7) and public expenditures on
goods and services (line 9).
These numerical results follow from our particular assumptions, and a
different picture could readily be obtained by varying them. In case 2,
we double the fraction of income spent on the satisfaction of public wants
and raise private investment by 50 per cent. In case 3, we reduce private
investment by 50 per cent and omit distributional adjustments. Otherwise the assumptions of case 1 are held unchanged. The result in case 2
is a situation where both X and Z are subject to tax payments in the net
budget, which now incurs a surplus. In case 3, we obtain a situation
where both X and Z receive transfers in the net budget, and a large
deficit is needed. Case 2 could be taken to reflect a war or a high-level
defense economy or a boom situation; and case 3 could be taken to reflect
a state of potentially deep depression. Other illustrations may be added
to show how various objectives in the sub budgets can combine to different
patterns of net budget, but the table should suffice to illustrate the
principle involved.
B. A SIMPLE MODEL

We now turn to a more precise statement of the problem in terms of a
simple system of interdependent equations. We retain our assumption
that there are two taxpayers and only one type of public service, and
make use of the following symbols:

Parameters
Y = income at full employment
I = expenditures on private investment
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U,. = cost of goods provided for by the Allocation Branch
U, = cost of goods supplied to satisfy private wants
m = fraction of earnings from sales to private buyers, going to X
v = fraction of earnings from sales to govemment, going to X
j = fraction of available income under proper distribution going to X
Variables
E

= factor earnings
C = private consumption
G = goods and service expenditures of Allocation Branch
T = tax payments ( +) or transfer receipts (-)
B = budget balance, surplus ( +) and deficit (-)
p11 = price of goods purchased privately
Par = price payable by X for goods provided by the Allocation Branch
Pa• = price payable by Z for goods provided by the Allocation Branch

Throughout, we shall use superscripts x and z to indicate individuals
X and Z respectively, and subscripts a, d, and s to indicate transactions
by the Allocation, Distribution, and Stabilization Branches, respectively.
Subscript n will be used to refer to transactions in the net budget.
We may now state the conditions that must be met by the budget
plans of the three branches, holding constant in each case the variables
determined in the budgets of the other two branches. Thereafter, the
three subbudgets will be consolidated into a net budget.
The Subbudgets

The budget of the Allocation Branch must meet the following conditions:

(2-1)
(2-2)
(2-3)
(2-4)
(2-5)

Holding constant the values of Tdx, Td•, Ex, and E• as determined by the
budget of the Distribution Branch, and the values of 'l',x and T,• as
determined by the budget of the Stabilization Branch, the above five
equations permit us to <.letermine the values of G, '1'ax, Ta•, Paz/p,, and
Pa'/p,.
According to equatio11 (2-1), total expenditures for the satisfaction
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of public wants are determined as the sum of the contributions of X
and Z. The budget of the Allocation Branch is in balance, assuming
that the social wants provided for are in the nature of current consumption. The contributions of X and Z are determined, according to
equations (2-2) and (2-3), as functions of available income, of the relative prices of goods provided for by the Allocation Branch, and of
goods purchased privately. 1 Available income is defined as eamings
minus taxes (or plus transfers) of the Distribution a nd the Stabilization
Branches. T axes imposed by the Allocation Branch are not deducted,
since they are the vct·y item that is to be determined.
Note that the prices of public services are not the same for X and Z.
While both share in the same amount of public ser vices, the allocation
of the unit cost of such services between them depends upon their respective valuations of social wants. The nature of these wants is such that
differences in effective demand by different consumers must be reflected
in different prices. At the same time, both X a nd Z pay the same price
in their private purchases. Thus they are confronted with different
sets of relative prices when choosing between goods purchased privately
and goods provided for by the Allocation Branch. The respective
price ratios are determined in equations (2-4) and (2-5). They arc
functions of costs as well as of the shares in which X and Z respectively
contribute to the outlays of the Allocation Branch. 2
The budget of the Distribution Branch must meet the following
conditions:
Ez = m(C +I)+ vG
(2-6)
E• = Y- Ez
(2-7)
Ez - Tdz = j(Ez + E•)
(2-8)
Tdz = - Td•
(2-9)
1 If public wants cannot be determined on the basis of individual evaluations, t he
taxes of t he Allocation Branch must be allocated by some pattern determined on an
authoritarian basis. Suppose this is proport ionate to the "proper" state of distribution. At the Allocation Branch level, eqs. (2-2) and (2-4) are replaced by

'I'a•

=

j('I'a•

+ Ta•)

The three equations for t he Distribution Branch remain unchanged. Those for t he
Stabilization Branch remain unchanged as well, with the exception of (2-12) and
(2-13). Equation (2-12) now becomes
C• = C•(E• - Ta•- Td• - T.")
with corresponding adjustments for (2-13). We thus have three equations less. The
two price ratios previously counted as unknown drop out, as does G, which is now given
by authoritarian decision.
• To simplify matters, we assume that goods produced to satisfy social and private
wants are both produced under conditions of constant unit cost. Introduction of
variable unit costs requires the addition of cost functions and substitution of absolute
values for lax ratios in eqs. (2-4) and (2-5).
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Holding constant the value of Gas determined by the Allocation Branch,
and of C as determined by the Stabilization Branch, the above four
equations permit us to determine the values of E"', E•, Td"', and Td··
The Distribution Branch determines what fraction of total income X
and Z are to receive and provides for the required transfers or taxes.
Aecording to equation (2-6), the share of X in total earnings is given
as a function of the allocation of the product between goods and services
supplied to satisfy social and private wants. This function, here represented by the simple coefficients m and v, depends upon the resources
supplied by X and Z and the production functions of goods supplied to
meet the two types of wants. Equation (2-7) shows that the sum of
factor earnings, including the shares of X and Z, is equal to income.
Equation (2-8) shows the tax on X or the transfer to X needed to set
his share at the desired fraction j. If a transfer is made, Tis negative
and the term - Td"' becomes a positive amount.
Since outlays for payments to the Allocation Branch are considered
a use of income, the Distribution Branch does not deduct taxes paid to
the Allocation Branch in defining income for distributive purposes.
Taxes or transfers of the Stabilization Branch may be left out of consideration as well, since they are proportional to income as adjusted by
the Distribution Branch. As shown in. equation (2-9), the tax on X is
equal to the transfer to Z, or vice versa, the budget of the Distribution
Branch being again in balance.
The budget of the Stabilization Branch, finally, must meet these
conditions:

Y=G+C+I
c = C"' + c·

(2-10)
(2-11)

C"'

=

C"' [ (E"' - Td"' - T,"'),

~~]

(2-12)

C•

=

C• [ (E• - Td• - T,•),

~~]

(2-13)

T,"'

= j(T,"' + T,•)

(2-14)

Holding constant the values of G, Pa"'/ pp, and Pa'IPP as determined by the
Allocation Branch, and the values of Td"' and Td• as determined by the
Distribution Branch, these five equations permit us to determine C, C"',
C•, T,"', and T:.
As shown in equation (2-10) , full employment income Y is equal to the
total of goods and service expenditures, including purchases by the
Allocation Branch as well as private consumption and investment.
According to equation (2-11), total consumption expenditures for the
satisfaction of private wants equals the sum of consumption expenditures
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by X and Z. In equations (2-12) and (2-13), such expenditures are
shown as functions of available income and of the relative prices of
goods needed in the satisfaction of public and of private wants. Available income is defined again as earnings minus taxes paid to the Distribution and Stabilization Branches, plus transfers received from them.
It is thus similar to the concept of available income used in equations (2-2)
and (2-3), taxes of the Allocation Branch being again disregarded.
Equation (2-14) shows that taxes or transfers of the Stabilization Branch
must be in line with the proper distribution of income as determined by
the Distribution Branch. The policy of the Stabilization Branch, as
noted before, should be distributionally neutral.
Thus the substance of the budget determination is completed. We
have, in all, fourteen equations that permit us to determine our fourteen
unknowns, that is, G, T;s', T,•,' Pa"'/pp,p:'fpp, E"', E •, Td"', Td•, C, C"', C•,
Ta"', and To'·

Consolidation
There remains the more or less clerical task of consolidating these subbudgets into a single net budget plan. Adding together the various
taxes and transfers, we obtain the following three equations:

T ,."' + T ,.• - G = B
T,."'' = Ta"' + 'I'd" + T ,"'
T,.• = Ta• + Td• + T ,•

(2-15)
(2-16)
(2-17)

Equation (2-15) defines the balance (+ for surplus, - for deficit) in the
consolidated budget. Tllis balance equals net tax receipts (tax receipts
nlinus transfers) minus expenditures by the Allocation Branch. Equations (2-16) and (2-17) define net tax payments ( +) or transfers (-) for
X and Z as the sum of their respective taxes and transfers under the
three subbudgets. Since all values except T,."', T,,', and B have been
determined by our preceding set of equations, these additional unknowns
may be found from equations (2-15) to (2-17).

Some Complications
The above model is based on highly simplified assumptions regarding
not only the determination of social wants and distributional objectives
but also the relationships by which income is determined. While
nothing would be gained for present purposes from a more complex
model, let us note briefly certain difficulties relating to the homogeneity
of the G terms in equations (2-1), (2-6), and (2-10). The term G in
equations (2-6) and (2-10) expresses goods and service expenditures of
government as included in the national income accounts. The term G in
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equation (2-1) expresses the absorption of resources in the supply of
goods and services for the current satisfaction of social wants. The two
concepts may differ for various reasons.
Purchases by the Allocation Branch may involve existing assets rather
than current output. In this case, they will not appear in the G term
of equations (2-6) a nd (2-10), but they may be paid for by taxes and be
included in the G term of equation (2-1). Further differences a rise in
the case of capital outlays by the Allocation Branch. Since the G term
of equation (2-1) records the cost of public services consumed during the
budget period, capital outlays must be spread over the lifetime of t he
asset. T he G t erm of equation (2-1), therefore, may be smaller or larger
than that of (2-6) and (2-10), where the capi tal outlay is included at the
time when it is made. Further complications develop in the case of
public subsidies. Subsidy payments by the Alloca tion Branch, or operation of government enterprise at a loss, involve the purchase of goods
and services for the satisfaction of social wants and are properly included .
in the G term as used in equation (2-1) and (2-6); but they are not part
of Gas defined in connection with (2-10). These and other complications
must be kept in mind; in a more elaborate model they would have to be
taken care of.
Next, there is the more basic difficulty that the process of evaluation
which applies to the case of public wants differs from that which a pplies
to private wants. Yet, our model implies that the values of C and I, as
measured in terms of market price, are homogeneous with the value of G,
as measured by cost. Thus, there remains the general problem of
valuation of public services in the social accounts-a problem that will
be examined in some detail laLcr on. Finally, the government may
engage in adjustments, such as controls over imperfections in competition, where no transfer of resources to the satisfaction of social wants
is involved a nd no corresponding value of G results. Such adjustments
are not accounted for, or are recorded imperfectly, in the above system.
Notwithstanding these omissions a nd simplifications, the system serves
to bring out the essentia l problems to be met in connection with the
different budget functions.
C. FISCAL EFFICIENCY AND FISCAL POLITICS

The administrative case for budget consolidation is self-evident, since
it would be clumsy and wasteful to operate three separate sets of budget
transactions when the very same objectives can be accomplished in consolidated form. But this consolidation is a matter of administrative
expediency only; we must not lose sight of the basic principle that the
consolidated budget has no rationale on its own and is nothing but a
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result obtained by the clearing of distinct subbudgets, each of which
involves quite different considerations and planning objectives.
Consolidation, to be sure, presents no dangers in our imaginary model
of efficient budgeting. It is an administrative device, an uninteresting
clerical operation undertaken after each of the subbudgcts has been
formulated on its own merits. But in the real world the matter is
regarded differently; there the tendency is to view the budget in consolidated terms from the outset, and thus to confuse the underlying
issues in the planning stage.

Compensatory Adjustments and the Allocation Branch
In our normative model, expenditures of the Allocation Branch are
taken as given for purposes of the Stabilization Branch, just as the
condition of full employment and price-level stability is given for purposes of the Allocation Branch. The Stabilization Branch, accordingly,
is restricted to tax and transfer operations; and the allocation of resources
between the satisfaction of public and private wants must be planned
on the assumption that all available resources are utilized fully.
In this efficient system, individual X, who places little value on the
satisfaction of public wants and favors a small budget for the Allocation
Branch, may consistently advocate compensatory action to 'Check
depression. Similarly, Z, who favors a large budget for the Allocation
Branch, may consistently argue for vigorous compensatory action in a
boom. By supporting antidepression action, X argues for transfer
payments; he contemplates increased service programs only if, and to
the extent that, there has been a bona fide increase in the demand for
the satisfaction of social wants. By supporting anti-inflation action, Z
favors higher taxes and no cutbacks in service programs unless justified
by a reduced demand for the satisfaction of social wants. Putting it
differently, there is no place in such a system for artificial ditch-digging
programs. Such measures, to be sure, are better than unemployment,
but they are inferior to transfer payments that lead to the employment
of resources that satisfy the more important private wants. By the
very same token, there is no excuse for cutting useful public services to
curtail demand, since demand may be curtailed by raising taxes.
The reader will recognize readily that this is not p•ecisely what happens
in practice. The enthusiasm for budgetary measures to check depression
in the thirties was considerably greater among those who emphasized
the satisfaction of social wants; and the case for budgetary measures
in the current inflation setting is argued with more enthusiasm by those
who favor an incidental cutback in social services. These relationships
are of great interest and are crucial to an understanding of fiscal politics,
but they do not contribute to an efficient policy of budget determination.
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Efficient policy must recognize the basic distinction between the
satisfaction of social wants as a matter of allocation, on the one side,
and the stabilizing action of budget policy as a transfer measure on the
other. At the same time, situations may arise where countercyclical
variations in goods and service expenditures of the government are
justified. Countercyclical variations in the timing of public works
may be desirable where unemployment is of a regional rather than a
national character, or in order to avoid the waste of excess capacity
caused by temporary dislocation. Moreover, we shall note that cyclical
fluctuations may involve a countercyclical shift in the demand for services
aimed at the satisfaction of social wants. For these and other reasons,
the activities of the Allocation Branch may be influenced to some degree
by the requirements of the Stabilization Branch, and some countercyclical
fluctuation of public services will be in order. Nevertheless, the basic
principle remains-that the stabilization function may be performed
without inferior resource allocation- that is to say, without causing
an excessive or a deficient level of public service.

Compensatory Adjustments and the Distribution Branch
Similar considerations apply to the relation between the Stabilization
and the Distribution Branches. In the efficient system, the desired
adjustments in distribution are applied to the distribution of earnings
at a full-employment level of income, and the tax or transfer policies of
the Stabilization Branch are distributionally neutral. This is the case,
even though changes in the state of distribution may have repercussions
upon the level of demand and upon the required budget of the Stabilization Branch.
Suppose that, under conditions of depression, regressive taxes are
more deflationary per dollar of yield than progressive taxes. If it is
desired to conduct compensatory policy with a minimum deficit, progressive taxes are required. Thereby compensatory action is rendered
attractive to those who favor progression and unattractive to those who
do not. Other objectives may lead to different pairings. In the effic-ient
budget, such distortions are not permitted to occur. Dist.rihutional
correctives are applied by the Distribution Branch without reference to
Stabilization; and the Stabilization Branch makes its proportional
transfers or imposes its proportional taxes at whatever level may be
required, in view of the resulting level of private expenditmes.
Again, we can recognize how the mixing of objectives may enter
the politics of fiscal policy. The case against consumption taxes in
the thirties was made with particular emphasis by those who not only
favored compensatory policy but who sympathized with some degree
of income redistribution. And the post-war case against progressive
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taxes is made with particular vigor by those who not only favor growt h
and price-level stability but whose distributional values are such as to
oppose equalizing taxes.

Distributional Considerations and the Allocation Branch
Similar considerations, finally, apply to the relationship between the
Allocation and the Distribution Branch. In our efficient system, the
degree of income redistribution is determined independently of the scope
of resource allocation for the satisfaction of social wants; and the di:;tribution of taxes imposed by the Allocation Branch is a matter qf income
elasticity of social wants, not of redistribution. In practice, the two
issues are mixed with each other. The degree to which distributional
objectives are feasible to attain may depend upon the level of public
services, and the level of public services may be determined by distributional considerations rather than by a bona fide demand for the
satisfaction of social wants.
The direction of bias will differ with the state of fiscal development.
When the budget is still small, relative to national income, the degree of
equalization will be a direct function of the level of resource allocation
to social wants- that is, a function of t he level of public goods and service
expenditures. The voters can expect new services to be financed by
additional taxes on the "rich," and the voting coalitions will form
accordingly. The poor will favor a large budget for the Allocation
Branch, since little or no net cost is involved; the rich will oppose it,
since the unit price of additional services is excessively high. In an
early state of development, the poor will tend to outnumber the rich,
and the bias will be toward a budget for the Allocation Branch which
exceeds that permissible in the efficient system.
As this development continues and t he relative weight of the budget
increases, the high incomes are absorbed more and more in taxation.
The tax base begins to extend downward; the marginal dollar in the tax
base is now located at the lower rather than the upper end of the scale.
The marginal cost of additional services becomes excessively expensive
for the lower-income groups, while the higher-income groups tend to
maintain their opposition to a large budget. The weight of voter
opinion shifts, and we arrive at a situation where the bias tends to be
towards an excessively small budget for the Allocation Branch.
Whatever the merits of this particular diagnosis, a proper separation
of functions not only serves to classify the requirements of efficient
budget planning but also offers a key to an understanding of the politics
of fiscal policy. With all this, we do not wish to suggest that various
issues of public policy may not be combined in the efficient system and
voted upon in conjunction. On the contrary, we shall find that reaching
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an agreement on issues is facilitated precisely where the proper combinations can be devised; and that the constructive contribution of the
politician lies in his ability to assemble such comhinations. At the
same time, this combining of inherently independent issues to secure
agreement differs sharply from a linking of issues that is accomplished
not by choice or bargaining but by failure to understand t hat, in fact,
the issues may be handled independently. It is this latter pracLice that
gives rise to the inefficiencies dealt with here.

CHAPTER 3

Problems of implementation

After the objectives of the budget plan are determined, the specific
policies and legislation must be chosen that serve best to implement the
objectives. On the expenditure side of the budget, it must be decided
whether the goods and services needed to satisfy public wants should be
produced by the government itself or purchased by the government from
private firms. In the first case, the government must purchase factors
of production; in the second, finished goods or services.
Taxes are needed to pay for these purchases. The taxes must be
chosen so as to allocate the cost of public services in the desired fashion.
More generally, the govcmment must plan its tax and expenditure
policies so as to obtain the desired end result afte1' a llowing for res ulting
interactions between the public and the private sector. Excess burdens
·must be avoided; :tnd -the budgetary capacity of the economy as a whole
must be considered. In the present chapter, our introductory survey
will be comp-leted \vith a brief view of these issues.
A. PUBLIC PRODUCTION

The function of government as an entrepreneur or organization for
production must be distinguished sharply from that of providing for t he
RatisfacLion of public wants. Indeed, it is related but loosely to our
problem of budget policy.

Separation of Issues
After the Allocation Branch has decided which public wants should be
satisfied, it must be determined whether the required goods and services
should be purchased from private firms or produced under public management after governmental purchase of the factors of production.
~2
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Both techniques may be used. And in both cases the finished product
can be made available to the consumer free of direct charge but paid for by
taxes. The inapplicability of the exclusion principle refers to the demand,
not to the supply, of the goods and services needed to satisfy public wants.
Battleships may be produced in public or private shipyards; free education may be provided t hrough public schools or by subsidies to private
schools. Moreover, the government itself may produce goods for sale at
the market in response to the satisfaction of private wants.
As noted before, we can imagine an economy where a substantial part
of the total resources goes to satisfy public wants but the government
produces little. 1 This would be the case in a private-enterprise economy
in which a high value is placed on the satisfaction of public wants. Or we
can imagine an economy where public production is imporiant, but only a
small share of resources goes to satisfy public wants. This would be true
of a socialist economy in which a low value is attached to the satisfaction of public wants. Indeed, we may have a ny of the four following
combinations:
1. Goods and services provided free of direct charge and produced by
the government
2. Goods and services provided free of direct charge and produced by
private firms
3. Goods and services sold at the market and produced by the
government
4. Goods and services sold at the market and produced by private
firms

Since the scope of public production management is largely independent
of that of public-want satisfaction, we may ask what the rules are that tell
us when public production should be undertaken. There are, howev~r,
no definite rules. Many factors enter, ranging from technical considerations of relative cost, to the broader issues of social organization that
transcend the limit!> of purely economic judgment. Some brief observations may be made, however, on the more tecb..nical aspect~ uf the.matter. 2
Public Goods

A first case for public production management arises in connection with
c.crtain goods and services whose inherent quality is such that they cannot
be left to private suppliers.
Consider, for instance, the operation of military establishments or the
1

Seep. 15.
For a succinct summary of the experience with public enterprise in the United
States, see Clair Wilcox, Public Policies toward Business, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
Homc\~ood, Ill., 1955, rhap. 26.
2
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administration of justice. These are activities that technically could be
leased ouL to private firms, as has occurred in colonial history. However,
such practice would be repugnant to democratic society as it is now
understood. The qualitative content of these services, or the wants
which they are to satisfy, is such that they must be supplied through
public office; even if supplied privately, they require such elaborate
supervision that the situation is more or less equivalent to public
production.
Somewhat the same situation applies to education. The mere decision
to provide free education is no reason why educational services should be
supplied under public production management. The objective of free
·educatio!,l may be met as well through conditional transfer payments to
parents or through subsidies to private schools. If educational services
are to be provided under public management, the reason must be found
in the qualitative nature of the educational services desired. Thus,
public schools may be desired because they make for political and cultural
tolerance, serve as a melting pot, and pass ori a common cultural heritage.
At the same time, public schools could be supplied on a fee basis and need
n'bt be linked with the idea of free education. The case for supplying the
services of public schools free of direct charge involves the twofold
decision that education is considered a merit want and that it should be
satisfied through a publicly controlled system.
Our concept of public wants may thus be supplemented by a concept of
public goods- that is, goods the inherent quality of which requires public
production. While public goods are characteristically goods that satisfy
public wants, not all goods that satisfy public wants must be public goods
in this sense. Indeed, the larger part of the outlays provided for by the
Allocation Branch involves the purchase of more or less finished products ;
from private firms. While civil servants and sailors must be in government employ, pencils and battleships can be purchased from private firms.

Public Production as an Alternative to Public Control
Not aV instances of public production management involve public
goods. A second case for public production management arises where
such management serves as a convenient substitute for public control over
resource allocation.
Consider, for instance, the case of monopoly control. A need for
control may arise under various conditions of closed entry :1nd with
industries subject to internal economies of scale. This is the case of
so-called natural monopolies, as illustrated by the postal service and
railroads on the national level, and by light, gas, or city transportation
on the local level. Since the regulating forces of competition are absent,
public control of some sort is needed. In order to prevent inefficiencies
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in allocation in response to a given state of distribution, public control
is particularly needed where (1) dema nd is elastic, a nd where (2) the
wants in question are in the nature of merit wankl, so that their satisfaction will be encouraged by public policy. In order to prevent distortions
in the "proper" state of distribution, public control may be particularly
needed where (3) demand is inelastic a.nd where (4) purchases weigh
heavily in the budgets of low-income fa milies. The case of public utilities is typically one where considerations (2), (3), and (4) apply. At the
same time, demand for the services of public utilities is usually inelastic,
so that inefficiencies in allocation because of (1) will be of lesser weight.
Where controls over allocation are needed, the goyernment may control
. the policies of private firms; it may replace private firms by public production or it may adopt various in-between forms of ownership and control.
The most efficient solution in any · particular case depends upon the
degree. of control necessary and on the complexity of the task. Where
the need for intervention is slight, it may be readily managea ble through
external control. Where the need is extensive, public ownership could
be the simpler course; this course may differ little fr01n n: comprehensive
control of private firms.
Similar. difficulties arise where controls are needed to cover divergences
between social and private costs or benefits. The factory that causes a
smoke nuisance may be required to raise the height of its chimney or to
pay damages in the form of a tax used in t urn to reimburse those who have
suffered in the process. 1 Where external benefits occur, the colla teral
satisfaction of social wants, which the market fails to recognize, may be
allowed for by a subsidy from the public budget. Where public and
private time preference diverges, a subsidy may be paid to private owners
of natural resources to reduce their rate of exploitation. A subsidy may
also be paid in other situa tions in which divergences occur.
In some cases, the problem may be handled best by outside controls;
in others, the task of administering a policy of subsidy or tax penalty,
and of supervising the pricing policy of private firms becomes so formidable that outright public management offers the more efficient solution.
Again, the difference between extensive control and outright public
management may become nominal, so that the choice between the two is
one of expediency in administration.
In the context of an efficiently operated Allocation Branch, the necessary degree of adjustment in resource allocation is one thing to be decided
upon, and the choice of techniques to secure the adjustment is a nother.
In this case as in others, the separation of issues becomes blurred when we
move to the level of fiscal politics. The technique of public o\\·nership
1 As will be shown later, il is by no means a simple matter to determine just what the
tax-bounty policy should be . (See p. 140.)
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frequently may be expected to secure the required adjustment more
thoroughly than external control does over private firms. Hence, one's
choice of technique may depend upon how strongly one feels about securing the adjustment.
The choice of technique will frequently be a matter of judgment, not
subject to a clear-cut decision on grounds of efficiency. The decision
then hinges on a choice between the principle that production management should be private, unless specific circumstances prevail ~nder which
public management is called for, and the principle that production
management should be public, unless special circumstances prevail under
which private management is called for. A choice between these principles, or various in-between views, transcends considerations of economic
efficiency. Political, social, and cultural aspects enter, as does the interrelation between economic organization and the state of individual freedom. These matters will not be examined here. Rather, we shall proceed on the assumption that public production should be limited to
situations where it is clearly superior in efficiency to private production
under public control. We are left, therefore, with a public household
that operates within a largely private-enterprise system. T he conduct
of public finances in a socialist economy is an interesting problem, but it
is not our present concem . 1
B. PUBLIC MARKETING

'Ve now turn to the behavior of the government as a party to t ransactions in the market. Such transactions arise primarily in implementing
the budget of the Allocation Branch, where the government appea rs as
a buyer, and in the operation of public enterprise where the government
appears as a seller. Market transactions in liquidity incident to the
management of the public debt are disregarded for the time being.
Public Purchases

Purchases by the Allocation Branch may be of products or of factors
of production, depending on whether the goods in question are produced
1
Assuming the socialist economy to be one where consumer sovereignty is recognized, the problem of t he socialist Allocation Branch is very similar to that of our
model. The bulk of the production plan dealing with the satisfaction of private
wants may be tested against the judgment of the market, but that part of the plan
which deals with the satisfaction of public wants cannot be so tested. It involves
precisely t he same difficulties as confront the Allocation Branch in our setting. The
main difference between our case and t hat of the socialist budget rt>lates to the interaction with the private sector. We must allow for effects on investment incentives,
whereas the socialist budget need not d o so, or must only to a much lesser degree.
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under private or under public management. There are certain principles
of purchase policy that must be followed.
In the normative system, these principles apply to the efficient allocation of resources to meet public as well as private wants. The objective
of public policy is to see to it that all goods a re produced so as to equate
marginal cost and average revenue. When the government has established a perfect market, it may then proceed to pay the market price on
its own purchases. This will be the efficient price from the point of view
of the Allocation Branch, and it will be distributionally neutral in the
sense of giving no undue gain or penalty to the seller.
In industries that operate under conditions of decreasing cost, a subsidy
is required to secure efficient allocation, since the equating of average
revenue and marginal cost leaves average cost in excess of average
revenue. This is the case whether the product is purchased privately or
by the government. For public purchases, the subsidy may or may not
be counted as part of the price payment. This is a matter of terminology.
At the same time, the subsidy payment must be distinguished from the
payment at market price when comparing the relative costs of satisfying
public and private wants. This must be done because the satisfaction of
' private wants is v~lued at market price.
Looking at the matter more realistically, let us take the case where the
government purchases in an imperfect market. Here the government will
be interested in the price it pays on its own purchases, even though it may
not attempt to regulate private sales to private buyers. The government
may use its bargaining position as a large buyer to obtain a proper price,
or it may apply direct controls such as rationing or price ceilings. In
either 1case there remains the problem of determining the relative prices
upon which the allocation of resources between public and private wants
should be based. More specifically, the question arises: Should the cost
of goods provided for through the budget (but purchased in the market)
be valued at a competitive price, even though tqe same goods may be
valued in the market at a monopoly price? Or shohld the cost of publicly
supplied goods be valued at whatever price the government pays, which
price may be more or less than that paid by private buyers? Here, as in
other situations, we are confronted with the difficulty of applying criteria
of efficiency in a system that is only partially efficient. 1 Similar difficulties arise regarding the concept of distributional neutrality in public
pricing, particularly in connection with debt management. 2
These are the general principles of purchase policy, but there may be
exceptions. Situations can arise, apart from the case of decreasing cost,
where the government has an explicit intention to subsidize certain sellers.
1

See p. 149.
• Seep. 582.
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Government contracts may be placed with small sellers, or with sellers in
a particular location, even though their prices a re higher. Here, purchase
policy may reflect a combination of objectives involving distribut ional,
social, or defense considerations, as well as considerations of efficiency in
purchasing as such. As a result, the net budget may involve pricing
policies that differ from those which would apply if no such supplementa ry
objectives were involved.
Public Sales

Public sales are a less frequent phenomenon than public purchases.
Nevertheless the government may find itself on the sellers' side of the
market. This can involve either the sale of goods produced under public
production management or the resale of goods previously purchased from
private sellers.
The pricing policy for public sales is subject to the same general principlPs that apply to purchases. In the absence of special circumstances, considerations of resource allocation dema nd that public sales be at a uniform
price. For goods produced under conditions of constant or increasing
cost, the public price will equal t hat secured in a competitive market,
where marginal (as well as average) cost and revenue are equated.' For
goods produced under decreasing cost, the efficient level of output
requires public operation at a loss. We may think of the government
as subsidizing its own marginal-col:!t price. Not infrequently, public
production will supply goods that go to satisfy private as well as public
wants. Voluntary price payments at the market will account for a part
of the cost, while the budget of the Allocation Branch will provide for the
rema inder. Here, difficult problems a rise in a llocating total cost between
the part to be paid through the market and that to be paid through the
budget process.
As in the case of public purchases, collateral objectives may enter price
policy for public sales. The govemment may wish to penalize the buyer
by selling at a monopoly price, as illustrated by profits from a tobacco
monopoly ; or, to put it differently, the government may impose a n excise
tax on its own sales. As a matter of administration, much is to be said
for the excise-tax approach. The decision to charge a tax by monopolistic
pricing, and how much, should not be vested with the manager of public
enterprise. His function should be to produce efficiently and to sell at a
competitive price, allowing for such excises as are imposed on his product.
T axation via monopolistic pricing is not compati ble with the managerial
role; and the amounts of excise implicit in monopolistic pricing for various
industries may lead to a poor distribut ion of the tax bill. Finally, it may
1 Qualifications similar to t hose noted in the case of public pur<'hasC'S may arise
where the pricing of privately supplied goods is imperfect.
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not be easy for the central budgetary authorities to extract monopoly
profits from public enterprises that are wont to gain a status of
semi-independence.
In other insta nces the government may wish to sell at a loss, not to
meet the specia l problem of decreasing cost, but to subsidize the buyer of
particular products. Such is the case with public operations in low-cost
housing. Whether t he policy is one of profit or loss, a recognized merit
or demerit want must be involved in order to justify the practice in the
efficient system. Indeed, a number of decisions are involved. In the
efficient system, a loss operation in low-cost housing involves (1) a policy
of distributional adjustment in favor of low incomes, since only low-cost
housing is involved; (2) a recognition of housing as a merit want, since
t he distributional adjustment is not made in cash ; and (3) a preference
for public production management, since otherwise low-cost housing
might have been provided by subsidies to privat e firms.
While situations arise where profit or loss pricing is called for , such
policies must be just ified in terms of specific penalty or subsidy objectives;
in the absence of t hese objectives, the general rule of 71rice equals marginal
cost applies.
C. RESPONSE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO BUDGET POLICY

While the public sector differs in its theoretica l structure from the
market sector, both are closely interdependent parts of one and the same
working economy. This interdependence is an all-important feature of
budget policy in a dual economic system.

Implementation of the Desired End Result
Policies undertaken to implement specific objectives of the budget plan
must be designed to allow for the reactions they call forth in t he market
sector of the economy. Suppose t hat the government undertakes specific
tax or expenditure measures. These may be looked upon as outside
disturbances that call forth a chain of adjustments in pl'ices, incomes, and
other variables in the economic process. T hese adjustments affect t he
setting in which private households and firms operate, and react upon
budget receipts and costs. Such adjustments must be allowed for in
planning the policies by which various budget objectives are to be
implemented.
All this goes without saying for the Stabilization Branch, whose tax or
transfer measures are determined in their very nature by the relationships
of the market sector. A similar if less obvious interdependence arises in
the context of the other branches. The Allocation Branch may purchase
a commodity produced by individual Y and intf.'nd to place the cost on
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individuals X and Z. Suppose, now, that the Branch levies a tax on
the incomes of X and Z, who then reduce their purchases of goods produced by W. Depending on the adjustments that follow, the end result
may be a worsening in the income position not only of X and Z but also
of W, and a gain in the position of Y. This hardly complies with the
intent of the tax policy, which was to place the cost of public services
with X and Z. The concern of tax policy, therefore, must be with the
ultimate end results and not the initial impact of fiscal measures. The
reactions of the private sector must be taken into account to begin with;
policies must be designed to beat the game and to obtain the desired
result, after allowing for the adjustments that follow in the private sector.
Similar considerations hold for the tax-transfer plans of the Distribution Branch and for the taxes or transfers of the Stabilization
Branch. Measures designed to obtain the" proper" state of distribution
must be such as to realize this objective in the end result rather than in
the initial impact of tax or transfer measures.
For these reasons, the formulation of budget policy does not end with
the determination of budget objectives. Policies must be found that will
implement them. Determination of these policies must be based on an
understanding of how the private sector of the economy operates and
what the responses to various policies will be. At this point, a normative
or optimal theory of the public household becomes useless unless it can be
put into practice by policies based upon a predictive theory of economic
relationships that permits us to anticipate these responses.
Budget Policies as Exogenous Disturbances

When speaking of the economic effects of budget policies, we look upon
such policies as more or less exogenous disturbances in the functioning of
the market sector. In the case of the Stabilization Branch, there is no
objection to this view; nor is there too serious an objection in the case of
the Distribution Branch. However, the approach is puzzling when
applied to the Allocation Branch.
To the extent that an adequate solution can be found to the satisfa-ction
of social wants, the difficulties posed by the nonapplicability of the
exclusion principle are overcome. The satisfaction of social wants then
becomes a more or less endogenous part of the market mechanism. Tax
payments, in this case, cannot be considered outside disturbances.
Adjustments to expenditures and taxes of the Allocation Branch become
similar in nature to those which follow changes in transactions by consumers or firms in the market. There is no problem of outside effects.
This line of reasoning has some merit, but it must not be carried too far.
The budget of the Allocation Branch cannot be based on wholly voluntary
act,ion. Even in the normative model, it must he determined by a politi-
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cal process involving majority decision and compulsion of some sort.
The expet1ditures and taxes of the Allocation Branch, therefore, cannot
become a truly endogenous part of the market system; we shall do better,
in tracing the effects of budget policy, to view the operation of the
Allocation Branch as an exogenous factor.
Taxable Capacity versus Optimal Budget
The public and private sectors of the economy must be recognized as
mutually interdependent parts of the same working economy. This
disposes, or should dispose, of the fruitless debate as to whether the public
sector diverts income produced in the private sector, or vice versa.
There is no place for the goose-and-golden-egg doctrine in an objective
view of the problem. The public sector of the economy, no less than the
private, has important functions to perform, and n<~ither sector can exist
without the cooperation of the other. At the same time, it is important to
investigate how budget policy affects the over-all performance of the
economy, including that of the private sector.
Similarly, it is useful to inquire into the size and composition of what
may be referred to as the optimal budget. This includes the problem of
taxable capacity, but goes further. The very term taxable capacity invites
bias. It limits the problem from the outset to the tax side of the budget,
while disregarding the expenditure side; and by focusing attention on
capacity, it suggests an upper limit to the size of the public household
that the private sector can stand, while disregarding the need for a lower
limit without which the private sector cannot exist. An unbiased view of
the problem must consider the entire interrelationship between budget
policy and the level of welfare; such a view must also allow for the contingency of n.n insufficient as well as an excessive level of social-want
satisfaction. In other words, the concept of taxable capacity must be
discarded in favor of a concept of optimal budget.
A different concept of taxable capacity arises in determining regional
contributions to Federal finances, or the "fair" contributions of various
countries to an international organization. Here the question is what
sacrifice the community is able to sustain, a problem in the policy of the
Distribution Branch transferred to an interregional or international
plane. The greater the per capita and group incomes the greater, presumably, the taxable capacity or the ability to contribute.
Finally, the concept of budgetary capacity may be related to the desire
of the public to sustain a certain a bsolute standard of public-want
satisfaction. The absolute standard will be less in a poor than in a rich
country; and, applying a modification of Engel's law, the nature of social
wants may be such as to absorb an increasing share of outlays with a
rising level of per cn.pita income. T his, apparently, was proposed by
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Adolph Wagner in his famous law of "growing public expenditures."
Although Wagner failed to specify whether expenditures grow in absolute
or in relative terms, we may assume that he implied the latter. 1

Gains and Losses from Budget Policy
The gains and losses incurred from budgetary activity reflect the operation of each of the three branches. First, there are the gains derived
from the satisfaction of social wants. While this involves a reduced
satisfaction of private wants, the transfer of resources to public use-if
held within proper limits- brings a superior allocation and hence a net
gain. Secondly, there is the gain derived from securing such improvements in the state of distribution as are held desirable. Thirdly, there is
the gain derived from the maintenance of high employment and pricelevel stability. All these must be considered in determining the size and
composition of the optimal budget. At the same time, care must be
taken to determine net gains. Allowance must be made not only for the
direct opportunity cost of resource transfer to public use but for the
indirect and more or less hidden effects of budget operations upon the
efficiency of performance in the private sector and upon the satisfaction
of private wants.
Such effects are not identical with effects upon the level of output as
measured in national product statistics. To begin with, output at full
employment may be affected by resulting changes in the supply of work
effort. With a given labor 'force, this supply depends on people's preferences between goods and leisure, and on the real wage rate. Budget
policy bears directly upon these variables by affecting not only the price
at which leisure may be traded for income but also the general environment in which a choice between income and leisure is made. We shall
find that there is no a priori reason to expect that increased budget
operations must reduce work effort. The opposite may be the case.
However, there is some reason to expect that the level of work effort will
be lower under a progressive than under a proportional or regressive tax
structure. Thus, a distribution policy aimed at equalization may reduce
the level of output at full employment.
1 See Adolph Wagner, Finanzwissenschaft, 3d ed., C. F. Winter, Leipzig, Germany,
1883, part I, p. 76. Also see excerpts from Wagner in R.A. Musgrave and Alan T.
Peacock (eds.), Classics in the 1'heory of Public Finance, International Economic
Association, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1958.
For a discussion of taxable capacity with emphasis on political factors, see Colin
Clark, "Public Finance and the Value of Money," Economic Journal, vol. 55, no. 220,
pp. 371- 389, December, 1945. Also see J. A. Pechman and T. Mayer, "Mr. Colin
Clark on the Limits of Taxation," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 34, no. 3,
pp. 232-242, August, 1952; an9, A. B. Prest, "Government Revenue and the National
Income," Public Finance, vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 238-252, 1951.
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In evaluating such results, note that a change in output due to a
voluntary change in employment differs from a change in output due to
changes in involuntary unemployment. A reduction in involuntary
unemployment and a resulting increase in output is a net gain. This
need not be the case for an increase in full-employment output that
results from say, a tax on leisure or a subsidy to work income. Budgetary
effects upon work effort, which result from a distortion in the choice
between work and leisure, give rise to a burden; and this will be the case
whether output increases or decreases as a result.
Output at full employment may be affected further through resulting
changes in the rate of capital formation. Such changes may come about
directly through the contribution of public capital formation, and
indirectly through budgetary effects on the rate of private capital formation. The direct contribution of public capital formation plays a vital
role in economic development. It may take the form of opening new
areas through highway construction, or irrigation or flood-control projects; of improving labor productivity through public health and educational programs; or of industrial development for which the capital,
know-how, or initiative is not available in the private sector. All these
are of particular importance to undeveloped economies. Here there
exists a special need for public capital formation, a need that arises
because the types of investment required at the initial stages of development frequently fall outside the exclusion principle and thus involve
social wants of various sorts. In the more advanced countries, the role
of public capital formation differs. Here, emphasis may be on the
conservation of resources, on special regional problems, express highways,
and, especially, scientific development. In either setting, public investment may contribute significantly to economic growth.
The significance of budgetary effects on private capital formation, and
the form these effects take, depends upon the nature of the economy
Consider first a classical setting where Say's law applies, and intended
savings are always absorbed into private capital formation. Here, effects
of budget policy on the level of private investment must operate through
resulting changes in the level of private saving. Such resulting changes
in the level of saving have no bearing on the level of prices or employment.
They are important only in their effect on the division of output between
consumption and capital formation and, hence, on the rate of growth.
This is not a realistic view of the modern economy, where intended
savings may or may not be matched by investment, and vice versa.
Here the effects of budget policy upon consumption, saving, and private
capital formation assume a twofold significance. They continue to bear
upon the division of the full-employment product between consumption
and capital formation and, hence, upon the rate of economic growth; but
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they also come to bear on the level of expenditure in the private sector
and, hence, upon the direction and scope of action to be taken by the
Stabilization Branch. Moreover, budgetary influences on private capital
formation now come to operate primarily through the relative willingness
of investors to invest available funds, rather than through changes in the
available supply of funds. Effects of budget policy upon the profitability
of investment may be favorable or unfavorable. Favorable effects may
ensue from the expenditure side of the budget, and unfavorable effects
may ensue from the tax side. Effects upon the level and type of private
investment will depend upon the level as well as the structure of taxation.
Budgetary policies that raise the current share of capital formation out of
full-employment output also raise the future level of such output. Like
changes in output due to changes in labor supply, a higher level of output
need. not reflect a gain, since it is purchased at the cost of reduced current
consumption. Again, the proper criterion is not whether output is
increased or reduced but whether or not the allocation of resources is
distorted.
Finally, budget policy may affect the level of output via other effects
upon the efficiency with which resources are used in the private sector.
Unless proper provision is made for the satisfaction of basic public wants,
efficient operation of the private sector is impossible. Security, enforcement of contract, and similar matters are necessary conditions without
which the private sector cannot function at all. Public services, such as
education and research, render an important if indirect contribution; and
we have seen that there are many situations where public regulation of the
market is required. At the same time, budget policy must avoid capricious interference with the satisfaction of private wants. Budget policy
should achieve its specific objectives, but beyond this it should be neutral.
There should be no unnecessary interference with the choice between
work and leisure, consumption and saving, different types of consumption,
and different types of investment. The ease with which such interference
can be avoided depends on the structure of the budget and may become
increasingly difficult as the level of the budget rises relative to total
income.
Enough has been said to show that resulting changes in the gross
national product are no precise indication of the effects of budget policy
upon economic welfare. Net gains that result from the satisfaction of
social wants are not recorded, except where they reflect on the level of
private output. Resulting changes in the choice between goods and
leisure, or consumption and saving, do affect the measure of output, but
this may not be a proper index of the resulting change in welfare. Gains
from price-level stability are not recorded; other defects of the output
measure may be added.
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A Simple Model of the Optimal Budget
Granted that a precise and comprehensive measure of net gain from
budgetary activity cannot be obtained, it may be useful nevertheless to
illustrate the idea of an optimal budget in a simplified setting. We shall
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FIG. 3-1. Optimal budget.

assume for this purpose that a full-employment level of income and a
given state of distribution prevail, and shall direct our attention to the
function of the Allocation Branch.
In Figure 3-1 the value of goods produced for the satisfaction of private
wants is measured along the vertical axis; the value of goods produced for
the satisfaction of public wants, along the left axis; and leisure retained,
on the right axis. The curve BCA in the left vertical plane shows the
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various possible combinations of goods that may be produced for the
satisfaction of private and public wants, if leisure is at a minimum.
Unlike the usual transformation curve, BCA is drawn so that an initial
expansion of the Allocation Branch permits greater output for the satisfaction of private as well as public wants. After a certain point (indicated
by C) is reached and the basic requirements of social organization are met,
this relationship ceases, and further satisfaction of public wants is at the
cost of privat e wants. The broken curve ASD in the right vertical plane
measures available combinations between goods provided for the satisfaction of private wants and leisure, assuming the satisfaction of public
wants to be zero. The curve BLD in the horizontal plane measures the
corresponding relationship between the satisfaction of public wants and
leisure, where the satisfaction of private wants equals zero. The surface
ACBLDSA describes possible combinations between the three components of welfare.
If leisure is held at OE, there is a choice between such combinations
as OF of private wants and zero of public wants; OG of private wants and
OH of public wants; or OI of private wants and OK of public wants. Of
these possible combinations, it is evident that the second is preferable to
the first because it involves more of both public- and private-want
satisfaction. We may thus draw the ridge line CMD, which connects the
high points of the curves BCA, LMS, and so forth, each corresponding to
one particular level of leisure. The points on that part of the surface
bordered by ACD are inferior and are disqualified from the optimal
choice, which will be among points on the surface bordered by BDC.
In order to determine the best option, let us imagine a community
preference surface involving the same axes but extending from above,
down towards BDC. This preference surface in turn depends upon the
way in which the cost of public services is distributed among individuals,
:tnd on what· taxes a re used. Given these two surfaces, the optimal
choice is determined at that point on BDC where the community preference surface touches the transformation surface.
The problem is complicated further if the role of the Distribution
Branch is allowed for. Measures to equalize income may expand or
contract the transformation surface (so that more or less goods can be
combined with a given amount of leisure), dependu1g on whether the
efficiency of the productive process is increased or reduced. Quite
possibly, the surface will expand outward until some degree of equalizaLion is reached, and contract as equalization is carried further. Finally,
aclj ustments in distribution will change the preference surface. Thus,
changes in the distributional adjustment lead to a new combination of
goods and leisure as well as a new division of resources between the
satisfaction of public nnd of private wants.
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A concept of optimal budget may be developed along these lines that is
more comprehensive and meaningful than the measure of budgetary
effects on the level of net national product, as shown in Figure 3-1.
Nevertheless, even a crude concept of optimal budget, relating budget
policy to t he size of the national product, is superior to the one-sided
concept of taxable capacity, where no attention is paid whatsoever to the
problem of lower limit and to the expenditure side of the budget.

PART TWO
The satisfaction of public wants

"It would be strange if taxation by interest groups should not
result in taxation according to interest." [KNUT WICKSELL,
FINANZTHEORETISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN UND DAS STEUERWESEN SCHWEDEN'S, JENA, GERMANY,

1896,

P.

82)

CHAPTER 4

The benefit approach

We shall now examine more closely the way in which social wants are
satisfied through the budget of the Allocation Branch, and how this relates
to the adj ustment in distribution prescribed by the Distribution Branch.
In tracing the development of thought on this matter, we find two
distinct points of view. One may be referred to conveniently as the
benefit approach. Its more modern formulation dates back to Adam
Smith and leads up to the voluntary-exchange theory of Lindahl. The
other may be referred to as the ability-to-pay approach. This also appears
in Adam Smith and leads up to the later formulations of Pigou and
Dalton. The benefit approach is considered in this chapter; the abilityto-pay approach will be discusi::ied in the next.
A. BACKGROUND

Views on t he principles of taxation may be found in the writings of
innumerable authors-philosophers, economists, and political theoristsfrom the Middle Ages to date; and this for good reason: The duty to pay
taxes, or the power to tax, is among the most tangible of all Jinks between
subject and sovereign, or ci:tizcn and society. The struggle to overcome
arbitrariness in t axation was one of the early objectives of constitutional
government; and t he setting of tax maxims provided a means of defining
the status of the individual in the social compact.
Two Major Approaches
\Ve shall not attempt to review the endless succession of authors and
pamphleteers who contributed to the theory of taxation.' Rather, we
1

For a. detailed yet cohesive and stimulating survey of this kind, see Edwin R.
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shall trace the main divisions of thought under the two approaches, and
how they came about. Not that taxation according to benefits received
and taxation according to ability to pay have led to consistently different
views on the proper scope of the public household or on the correct
distribution of tax burdens; in either school, there were those who favored
and those who opposed a wide range of public expenditures; and in either
school, there were those who favored and those who opposed a progressive
distribution of tax payments. The main distinction between the schools
does not rest on these two points.
Rather, it rests on different views of the very nature of the public
revenue-expenditure process. In the benefit approach, the relation of
taxpayer and government is seen, as John Stuart Mill puts it, in quid pro
quo terms. 1 Since the relation is one of exchange, the rules of the public
household are taken to be more or less the same as those of the market..
In the ability-to-pay approach, the proper contribution to public services
is treated as an independent problem, quite separate from that of benefits
received. Taxes are seen as compulsory payments, and the revenueexpenditure process is viewed as a planning problem not subject to solution by the automatic functioning of the market.
Both approaches have something to contribute and both have serious
defects. The benefit approach, by its very nature, cannot solve the
problem of the Distribution and the Stabilization Branches. However, in
dealing with the Allocation Branch, this view has the great merit of
tying the choice of public services to the preferences of the individual
members of the community. As noted in Chapter 1, this is an essential
requirement for a normative theory of budget determination in a democratic setting. Moreover, the benefit approach has the advantage of
providing for a simultaneous determination of public services and tax
shares, thus combining both sides of the budget process. This is an
essential condition for any adequate theory of the public household.
But here the usefulness of the traditional benefit approach ends.
If we look at the benefit principle as an equity rule, as the earlier
Seligman, Progr~sive Taxation in Theory and Practice, 2d ed., American Economic
Association, Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J., 1908, part II. Also see
Gunnar Myrdal's brilliant discussion of fiscal theory in 'l'he Political Element in the
Development of Economic 'l'heory, trans. Paul Streeten, Routledge and Kegan Paul,
Ltd., London, 1!l53, chap. 7. The first Swedish edition of this work appeared in
1930. Also see F. K. Mann, Steuerpolitische !deale, verglcichende Studie zur Geschichte
der okonomischen und politischen ldeen und ihres Wirkens in der iiffentlichen M einung
1600-1985, Gustav Fischer Vcrlagsbuchhandlung, Jcna, Germany, 1937.
1 According to Seligman, op. cit., p. 148ff., this expression was first used by Mill,
although Mill is an outspoken opponent of the benefit view. Sec John Stuart Mill,
Principles of Political Economy, cd. ,V. J. Ashley, Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd.,
London, 1921, p. 804.
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writers did, there remains the vital question of just how benefits are to be
determined. If we think of the benefit principle as implemented by a
market mechanism, as the later writers did, we must make the unrealistic
assumption that the exclusion principle and, hence, the principle of
voluntary exchange are applicable to the satisfaction of public wants.
Moreover, such a solution overlooks the difficulty of determining the
()ptimal output in the case of social wants, even if true preferences are
revealed.
The ability-to-pay approach has the merit of recognizing the compulsory nature of taxation and viewing the determination of the public
household as a planning problem. In this setting, the problems of all
three branches can be included. However, the ability-to-pay approach
does not tell us just how the tax burden is to be distributed. Worse
still, it disregards the expenditure side of the problem or, at best, provides
us with the dictum that expenditures should be planned so as to maximize
welfare. The ability-to-pay approach collapses completely if one accepts
the hypothesis of the newer welfare economics, that interpersonal utility
comparisons are inadmissible.
Some elements of both views will be drawn upon in our attempt to
construct a more satisfactory approach. But first let us see in some
detail what the two traditional views have to offer. We shall begin with
the benefit approach.
General Setting
The benefit a pproach to taxation was accepted widely among the
political theorists of the seventeenth century. T axation as a price for
services rendered seemed a na tural complement to the contract theory of
state. This view was held by German writers, including Grotius 1 and
Pufendorf, 2 whose view of the contract was based on the moral precept
of natural law; and it was accepted by writers such as Hobbes 3 and the
physiocrats, who abandoned the concept of natural law and based the
cont ract on observations of human behavior. The benefit view was
also held by Locke, 4 who attempted to steer between the Aristotelian
tradition of the social nature of man, as expressed in natural law, and the
rising philosophy of extt:eme individualism, the war of man against man,
as proclaimed by Hobbes. Subsequently, the benefit view was adopted
by eighteenth-century writers such as Hume and Rousseau, who comSee &-Iigman, op. cit., p. 160, note 4.
Ibid., note 5.
' Ibid., p. 159, note 3.
4 John Locke, "An Essay Concerning t he True Original, Extent and End of Civil
Government," reprinted in E rnest Baker (ed.), The Social Contract, Oxford University Press, London, 1946, book II, chap. 5, p. 120.
1

2
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pleted the repudiation of natural law. 1 But throughout, the notion of
contract remained the basis of organized society, and protection appeared
as a major, and at times the only, objective of the contract. Taxes,
accordingly, were considered a price to be paid for protection or for a
membership fee in the association of organized society.
In the later part of the eighteenth century, when classical economics
made its appearance, the protection principle of the contract theorists
was replaced by the greatest-happiness principle of Bentham. But the
setting remained favorable to the benefit view, subscribed to by Bentham
himself. 2 Even though the foundation of natural law was discarded, the
primacy of individual rights and the proposition of man's equality were
retained. These precepts, together with the rule that pleasure and pain
must be judged by each for himself, again produced a view of society
from which the benefit principle of taxation was but a logical extension.
The registration and satisfaction of individual wants through the market
were at the heart of Adam Smith's system of natural liberty; and the more
the operations of government could be made a part of this system, the
less objectional they were.
But to derive t he benefit rule from the thinking of either Locke or
Bentham, a further link in the argument was needed. This was the
assumption that there exists a given state of distribution that is to be
accepted as the proper one. Such an assumption is inherent not only in
the protection theory of the contract but also in the utilitarian formula of
maximizing happiness by noninterference. Political theorists were not
unaware of this, and dealt with the distribution problem at two levels.
First, there was the distribution of political power, the fundamental
issue of how decisions are to be made under the social contract. The basic
hypothesis of man's equality before the law, which did not amount to
saying that all people act and choose alike, led to a general acceptance of
the rule that each man should be given one vote. But this left the more
difficult question of how decisions are to be made under the contract, a
problem very much akin to certain issues raised by modern welfare
economics. Contract theorists of the seventeenth century, such as
Grotius or Locke, drew a sharp distinction between the initial contract by
which individuals combine to form a society, a contract that should be
agreed upon voluntarily and unanimously, and subsequent actions of this
society or its governing body, which may be based on majority decision. 3
Grotius, indeed, attempted to make the right of majorities a matter of
Seligman, op. cit., p. 184.
Ibid., p. 183.
3 Sec J. W. Gough, 'l'he Social Contrart, 2d od., Clarendon Press, Oxford, l!J57, for a
compact discussion of tho underlying political t hought.
1

2
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natural law, considering it unjust for the many to be detained by the few. 1
But his was not a convincing solution, and the rights of minorities
remained a thorny problem in the contract discussion. This problem
foreshadowed the recognition, arrived at only recently by economists,
that conclusions of welfare economics, or any statements relating to the
efficiency of society, must be preceded by a set of value judgments.
The second level at which political theorists treated the problem of
proper distribution was property and income. This was dealt with most
prominently by Locke, who a rgued that property is given in the natural
state preceding the formulation of society. 2 The basic property of a man
is his own person, and the fruits of his own labor. Since property is
insecure in the state of nature, society must be formed to protect it.
Indeed, this is the main function of the contract. In Locke we find not
only t he ethical founda tion of a marginal-productivity theory of distribution but also a foundation for the differential treatment of so-called
unearned or capital income, which came to play so prominent a part in
the later treatment of taxable income.
Utilitarian writers from Bentham on have been less specific about what
constitutes the proper state of distribution. Basically it must secure the
greatest sum total of ha ppiness; hence it depends on the comparison of
the utility that various individuals derive from their incomes. On the
whole, this points to an equalitarian solution and an ability-to-pay rather
than a benefit view of taxation.
Most earlier writers who support ed the benefit principle argued in
t erms of protection and concluded in favor of proportional taxation.
Generally it was held that the need for protection should be measured in
proportion to income or wealth or, in some cases1 in proportion to expense.
But not all shared this conclusion. Rom:seau, for instance, maintained
that the wealthy benefit more from protection. Sismondi argued that
they must purchase the acquiescence of the poor; the need for protection
increases more rapidly than income, and progressive t axation is called for.
Others, including John Stuart Mill, interpreted the concept of protection
more broadly and took the opposite view-that protection is needed more
urgently by t he pool·. Indeed, Mill rejected the benefit view because it
would lead to regressive taxation.
All t hese views may be held, and none can be proved correct. 3 While
Ibid., p. 81.
2Jbid ., p. 140.
3 Writers who argued t hat the benefit, theory leads to progression include Sir James
Stuart and Bentham, who UliVO('ated a proportional rule of tax applicable over and
above a minimum of subsistence, as well as Rousseau, Condorcet, and Sismondi, who
advocated ou trigh t progression. As noted above, M ill interpreted t he benefit rule
I
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the equity view of the benefit rule was useful as an expression of political
thought, it did not furnish an operational rule of tax policy. An attempt
to interpret the benefit rule in an operational sense appeared only with
the marginal-utility analysis of the 1880s.

The Classical Version

One hundred years prior to the appearance of The Wealth of Nations,
Sir William Petty argued that "it is generally allowed by all that men
should contribute to the public charge but according to the share and
interest they have in the public peace; that is, according to their estates
and riches." 1 Essentially the same principle, which includes both ability
and benefit elements, reappears in Smith's first maxim of taxation. 2
The subjects of every state ought to contribute toward the support of the
government, as nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective abilities; that
is, in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of the state. The expense of government to the individuals of a great nation
is like the expense of management to the joint tenants of a great estate, who are
all obliged t.o contribute in proportion to their respective interests in the estate.
In the observation or neglect of this maxim consist.s what is called the equality or
inequality of taxation.

In the first sentence of his maxim, Smith introduced ability as well as
benefit considerations. This raises some doubt whether he should be
placed in the benefit camp, but other passages in The Wealth of Nations
clarify his position. Toward the end of Book V, there appears a clear-cut
rule that the cost of public expenditures should be allocated, wherever
possible, according to benefit; and that general contributions should be
used only where expenditures cannot be allocated on a benefit basis. 8
At the same time, Smith's good judgment saved him from certain pitfalls
common to many benefit theorists. He did not conclude that expenditures which must be financed from general revenue are, for this very
reason, undesirable; nor did he confuse the benefit rule as a criterion of
justice with the benefit rule as an operating guide to tax policy.
It is held frequently that Smith took a narrow-minded view of the
expenditure functions of the state. The proposition is supported by
to require regression. The bulk of writers concluded in favor of proportional taxation,
including the physiocrats Montesquieu, Adam Smith, McCulloch, Senior, and a host
of Continental writers of the nineteenth century. (See Seligman, op. cit., pp. 150ff.)
1 Sir William Petty, "A Treatise of Taxes and Contributions," 1677, The Economic
Writings of Sir William Petty, ed. C. H . Hall, Cambridge University Press, London,
1899, chap. 15, p. 91.
2 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, ed. E. Cannan, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
York, 1904, vol. II, p. 310.
a Ibid., p. 300.
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reference to a passage condemning taxes on capital because "they are all
more or less unthrifty taxes that increase the revenue of the sovereign,
which seldom maintains any but unproductive laborers; at the expense of
the capital of the people, which maintains none but productive." 1 Smith,
however, has been misinterpreted. The term unproductive, as he uses
it, does not mean useless but merely not for capital formation . There
is ample evidence in Book V of The Wealth of Nations that public
outlays can be highly useful, and indeed productive, in Smith's sense; in
fact, they play an important and essential part in the system of natural
liberty that orders economic affairs. Following a lengthy discussion of
expenditures for defense and justice, Smith shows how the sovereign must
provide for "certain public works and certain public institutions, which
it can never be for the interest of any individual, or small number of
individuals, to erect and maintain; because the profit would never repay
the expense to any individual or small number of individuals, though it
may frequently do much more than repay it to a great society." 2 Among
these, there are public works such as canals and highways, and a case is
made for public education. 3
Furthermore, Smith was too realistic a thinker to overlook the difficulties of imputing to individuals the benefits that arise from general
public services. Everyone is benefited by such services and everyone
should contribute to the cost of sustaining them. But how is the individual benefit and cost contribution to be measured? Since there is no
practical way of doing this, a general rule of thumb is needed in place
of individual imputation. This rule, according to Adam Smith, is
provided by taxing individuals" in proportion to their respective abilities;
that is, the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection
of the state."• Smith thus shrewdly inserted an ability element into the
weak link of the benefit rule. Thereby, reliance on the protection theory
of state was tempered. The two approaches were joined in one, foreshadowing a similar solution in the modern version of the benefit doctrine.
While tax contributions should be in proportion to income, the income
needed for the necessities of life ought to be exempted. This should be
so, not only as a matter of equity or, as Smith called it, "equality in
taxation," but also as a matter of administrative expediency. Since the
income of the poor is needed to defray the basic cost of living, a tax on
such income or on necessary commodities purchased with such income
cannot be paid by the poor but must be passed on to others. ~ It is only
'Ibid.,
2Ibid.,
a Ibid.,
•Ibid.,
& Ibid.,

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

347.
185.
270.
310.
355.
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sensible, therefore, not to tax such income or such commodities in the
first place.
Thus, the subsistence theory of wages led Smith to progressive taxation
at the lower end of the income scale. At the same time, the exemption of
a minimum standard also recommended itself on equity grounds, although
here the argument shifted from a benefit to an a bility-to-pay basis.
Some such ability-to-pay element may be found among most of the
writers who, while taking a benefit approach, favored some exemption at
the lower end of the scale.
'
During the nineteenth century, the benefit approach came to be associated increasingly with a narrow insurance-premium interpretation of
taxation, such as was held by McCulloch and Thiers. 1 Thereby the
benefit theory tended to become an expression of bias against public
expenditure. Since taxes are properly a premium for protection, so the
argument ran, public services should be limited to those which serve
protection. The constructive nucleus of the benefit principle, that the
citizen must choose and pay for whatever public services he wishes to
obtain, was lost in the narrow confines of an insurance theory of taxation.
Ricardo, who considered taxation of sufficient importance to entitle his
book The Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, evidently found
public expenditures so wasteful that he did not feel it necessary to discuss
them. He was satisfied to endorse "the golden maxim of M. Say, that
the very best of all plans of finance is to spend little
"2
No wonder, then, that by the end of the century it had become customary for many Continental writers of treatises in public finance,
especially among French and German authors, to look at public finance
as the science of taxation and to give scant attention to the expenditure
side of the public-household problem.
B. RENAISSANCE OF THE BENEFIT APPROACH

This decay of the benefit discussion was halted only toward the end
of the nineteenth century. Then another start was made. The proponents of the new theory assumed that efficient economic action must
Seligman, op. cit., p. 166.
• David Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy, E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., New
York, 1943, p. 159. Ricardo's quotation hardly does justice to Jean Baptiste Say.
In 7'reatise on Political Economy (trans. C. R. Prinsep, Claxton, Philadelphia, 1869,
chap. 6, p. 421, note), Say shows a less biased v iew than the above quotation suggests.
In ihe following pallSage he explains why no comprehensive discussion of public
expenditures is given: "A mere sketch is all thai can be expected in a work like the
present. A complete treatise on government would be equn.lly appropriate with a
survey of the arts, when it be~ame incidentally necessary io touch upon ihe processes
of manufacture. Yei, <>i!h<>r would he a valuable add it ion io litemry wenlth."
1
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conform to the rules of the market, and they were encouraged by the
advance of subjective-value theory during the formative period of their
doctrine. These later theorists proceeded to explain the revenueexpenditure process of government as a phenomenon of economic value
and price, determihed fundamentally by the same ln.ws that govern market
price in the private economy. Taxes were considered more or less
voluntary payments rendered by the individual in exchange for services
supplied by the government in accordance with personal evaluation of
r;uch services.
This renaissance of the benefit theory was closely related to the traditional doctrine, but with one important difference: Where the classical
writers had postulated taxation according to benefit as a standard of
justice, the new school interpreted the benefit rule as a condition of
equilibrium. Taxation according to benefits received was to be formulated by determining tax shares according to subjective evaluation of
public services. This was a fundamental change in approach. The
construction of a normative model of public economy in terms of voluntary exchange established the first operational theory of the public
household. While there was no quarreling with justice standards, this
new model permitted objective appraisal.
Early Views

Early statements of the new approach included those of Pantaleoni,
Mazzola, and de Viti de Marco in Italy, and of Sax in Austria. 1 Notwithsto,nding considerable differences in detail, the various authors
joined in an effort to integrate the determination of taxes and expenditures with the allocation of resources in the market. Taxes came to be
viewed as a price for public services, in line with taxpayer demand.
Determination of the tax-price·in accordance with benefits received came
to be looked upon as a condition of efficient allocation; and beyond this,
it was rcgn.rded as a condition of equilibrium brought about by either a
political or a market process.
Perhaps the firs t statement of the new doctrine was advanced by
1 M. Pnntaleoni, "Contributo alia tcoria del ripar·to delle spes€- pubbliche," first
published in 1883 and reprinted .in Pantaleoni's Scrilti varii di cconomia, Milan, 1904,
vol. II; U. Mazzola, I dati scientici delle finanza publica, Rome, 1880; A. do Viti de
?\1ar·co, It carallere lcorico dell'economia finanziaria, Rome, 1888; Emil Sax, Grundle(Jitn(J dcr thcorctischcn Staatswisscnschajt, Vienna, 1887, and "Die 'Vortungstheorie der
Steuer," Zeitsclu·ift ft!r Volkswi1·lschaft tmd Sozialpolitik, Neue Folgc, vol. 4, 1924-

1925.

For Env;lish translations from Pantnleoni, Mazzola, Sax, and other contributors to
tho early d iscussion, sec R. A. '\Iusgmve and Alan T. Pl'acock (eds.), Classics in the
Theory of Pu/J/ir Finance, Intenmtional Economic Association, Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,
London, l!J58.
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Pantaleoni. Pointing to the fact that public services involve the withdrawal of resources from private use, he argued that the tax and expenditure sides of the budget must be determined jointly. Unless this is done,
there is no way of telling whether the benefits derived from public services
are worth the losses that result as other wants become unsatisfied. The
revenue-expenditure process, he insisted, must be made part of the
Walrasian system. At the heart of this new approach was the recognition
that the tax and expenditure sides of the budget must be determined in a
simultaneous process and that the satisfaction of social wants must be
traced to the preferences of the individual members of the group.
Mazzola, at the very outset, addressed himself to the nature ~f social
wants. He attributed the specific problem in the satisfaction of social
wants to the indivisibility of public services, which requires that the same
amount must be consumed by all. Therefore, the pricing of public
services must differ from the pricing of goods purchased privately in the
market. If public services are sold at a single price, some consumers will
find that this price exceeds the marginal utility derived from t hese
services. If consumers are forced to contribute at this price, they will
fail to maximize the satisfaction derived from their outlays. Yet, they
cannot be excluded from the benefits rendered by such services. The
difficulty is overcome if each consumer is called upon to pay a price equal
to the marginal utility that he personally derives from the service. 1
Like Pantaleoni, Mazzola did not expect this solution of the budget
plan to come about as the automatic result of a voluntary market process.
He noted that the actual budget plan must be determined by the agencies
of government. However, he held that these agencies must act so as to
satisfy the subjective preferences of the voters. Unless the agencies
do t his, the political equilibrium is disturbed and the government is
overthrown. As the market equilibrates toward an efficient solution by
the forces of competition, the budget process equilibrates toward an
efficient solution by the forces of voter dissatisfaction.
Writing at about the same time, Sax distinguished between " personal
collective wants," which can be met by voluntary payments of fees,
and "collective wants proper," which cannot be satisfied in this fashion. 2
In dealing with the latter, relative tax shares are to be determined on the
principle of equivalence, a mutual agreement among all taxpayers that
1 Mazzola held that consumer surplus arises from single pricing in the market but
is eliminated by multiple pricing in public services. This is incorrect. In order to
avoid consumer surplus from the purchase of public services, the public price or tax
must equal average rather than marginal utility.
2 This summary follows the later version (1924) of Sax's doctrine.
His original
statement (1887) suffered from central emphasis on a distinction between public
"services" and private "goods," which clouded the issue.
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each is to contribute according to his value standards. This decision
can be based on individual evaluation because each person can evaluate
the marginal loss he suffers from the surrender of private income. For
practical purposes, the principle of equivalence is said to be met by a
proportional income tax.
The determination of the over-all level of taxation, according to Sax,
cannot be based on individual preferences. Benefits from public services
cannot be divided into individual benefit shares, and total benefits cannot
be subjected to individual evaluation. 1 Determination of the over-all
level of taxation, therefore, must be based on group decision and group
preferences. The decision is in fact made by the governing elite, which
is in a position to compare and rank individual needs. However, like
Mazzola, Sax noted that the elite must adopt a program that will find
more or less general acceptance lest the political equilibrium be disturbed
and the governing group displaced.
Wicks ell

Wicksell's main contribution to the debate is his emphasis on the
political nature of the problem. He prefers the benefit to the ability-topay approach, not only because it is more suited to economic analysis,
but because it is indicative of the spirit of modern democratic society.
Since this society is based on the freedom of the individual, it would be
unjust to force anyone to contribute to public services that he does not
desire. Such a view is compatible with Mazzola's formal requirement
that the individual should equate the marginal utility derived from his
outlays on p'ublic and private services:
However, Wicksell holds that this requirement is useless. 2 The
individual knows that his own contribution will be so small as to have no
significant effect on the supply of public services. He will choose not to
contribute. The individual consumer, therefore, cannot be expected to
maximize satisfaction from public services. This is a task that must be
undertaken through communication between the individual members of
the group. Indeed, tax programs are determined by parliament, and
"it would be strange if taxation by interest groups should not result in
1 Sax appears to be confused in associating evaluation of marginal benefits with the
determination of individual s hares; and evaluation of total benefits with evaluation by
the group. From his contention that evaluation by the group is needed, he concludes
mistakenly that marginal evaluation alone will not do. Evidently, his exposition
suffered from a block against the acceptance of marginal analysis, a phenomenon not
infrequent in early responses to new doctrine.
s Knut Wicksell, Finanztheoretische Untersuchungen und da8 Steuerwesen Schweden's,
Jena, Germany, 1896, p. 100. (English translation: Musgrave and Peacock, op. cit.)
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taxation according to interest. " 1 The problem, then, is how group
decision can be arranged so as to secure maximum utility.
Since the will of the individual must be respected, Wicksell holds that
the basic rule for budgetary decisions should be that of unanimity and
voluntary action; but he then retreats from this stern position by calling
for a rule of "approximate unanimity and approximately voluntary
action." 2 A set of majority rules are developed, designed to protect the
minority. These will be considered in more detail later on. 3 Now we
need only consider that Wicksell admits one important exception to his
principle of approximate unanimity. This principle, and indeed the
entire concept of justice in taxation, requires that a just state of distribution should exist to begin with. One cannot talk of a "just part in an
unjust whole." 4 Since redistributional adjustments may be impossible
with even approximate unanimity, Wicksell admits that this principle
may have to be suspended. At the same time, he cautions lest distributional adjustments be abused. 5 Nevertheless his distinction between
(1) the problem of securing a just state of distribution and (2) of allocating
the cost of public services in line with this distribution, is an important
methodological step, and underlies much of the later discussion.
de Viti de Marco

Finally, mention may be made of de Viti de Marco's contribution. 6
The provision for general or tax-financed public services is considered an
exchange relationship, where the citizen's duty to pay taxes is matched
by the duty of the state to provide for general public services. But,
unlike the fee, the price-tax cannot be determined according to each
person's actual consumption of public services. Such services are not
divisible into units of sales. The individual consumption of such services,
therefore, is an unknown quantity, and the problem consists of solving
for this unknown.
The solution is based on two assumptions. The first is that all
members of the community are consumers of public services, t hough the
esteem in which they hold these services- and, hence, their demand for
them-differs. The second assumption is that a person's income may be
Wicksell, op. cit., p. 82.
• Wicksell, op. cit., p. 110.
a See text p. 127.
'Wicksell, op. cit., p . 143.
'Wicksell, op. cit., p. 144.
6 See Antonio de Viti de Marco, Il carattere teorico dell' economia finanziaria, Rome,
1888, which is his first essay in this field; and the final statement in I primi principii
dell'economia finanziaria, first Italian edition, 1932. (English translation: Edith
Paolo Marget, First Principles of Public Finance, Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc.,
1936.) See especially book II, chap. 2.
1
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taken as an index of his demand for public services. Taxes may be
looked upon as a subscription payment for the average consumption of
public services over a period of time, analogous to a season ticket. Since
almost all public services are instrumental in private production or
necessary for private consumption, de Viti de Marco considers it permissible to assume that the consumption of general public services is proportionate to the income of each citizen. An element of arbitrariness
remains, but it is said to be small, provided that taxpayers have the
right to, and in fact do, approve tax legislation.
Even though de Viti de Marco assumes that each citizen uses public
services in proportion to his income, he concludes that taxation should be
progressive. This principle is referred to as the "economic" theory of
progression, and is distinguished from the "political" principle of progression that follows if, for distributional reasons, a leveling of incomes is
desired. The economic case for progression holds, says de Viti de Marco,
because the tax dollar is worth less to the rich man than to the poor,
the former's marginal income utility being lower. If charged the same
price, the rich man would reap an "undeserved" surplus. Hence, the
rule of single price cannot be applied in the market for public .services,
and a progressive rate of tax is required.
The determination of the expenditure plan, de Viti de Marco argues,
must satisfy the vot ers. Unless they feel that their tax payments are
put to good use, an economic and political reaction will set in to restore
equilibrium. But even if a democratic process prevails, the minority
will be compelled to consume public services in accordance with the supply
decided upon by the majority. This involves a degree of partial unproductiveness not connected with the satisfaction of wants for price or fee
payments.
C. THE VOLUNTARY-EXCHANGE APPROACH

If we disregard minor differences, confusions, and early errors in stating
the doctrine, the preceding writers were in agreement on the essential
point of their theory: The tax must be set as a price, designed to maximize
the satisfaction that the consumer derives from his payments for public
and private services. The equilibrating force by which this adjustment is
secured is, in most cases, the political mechanism by which the agency of
government is forced to represent the wishes of the voters.
We now turn to the final statement of the doctrine in the writings of
Erik Lindahl. 1 Here we find not only a more precise formulation of the
1 Sec Erik Lindahl, Die Gerechtigkeit der Besteuerung, Glcerupska, Lund, Sweden, 1919,
which also contains a detailed survey of the literature, and "Einige strittige Fragen
der Steuerth eoric," in Hans Mayer (ed.), Wirtschaflstheorie der Gegenwart, Springer-
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underlying principles of pricing but also a different and voluntaryexchange explanation of the equilibrating mechanism. As the final and
most vigorous formulation of the doctrine, Lindahl's argument deserves
more detailed consideration.

The Lindahl Solution
Following Wicksell's lead, Lindahl divides the requirement for justice
in taxation into the "sociopolitical" problem of creating a just distribution of income (a problem corresponding to that of our Distribution
Branch) and the "purely fiscal" problem of providing for the satisfaction
of public wants while leaving the just state of distribution undisturbed
(a problem corresponding to that of our Allocation Branch). Our present
concem is primarily with the purely fiscai problem. 1
Its solution in accordance with individual preferences, says Lindahl,
involves three sets of decisions. We must determine (1) the total amount
of public expenditures and taxes, (2) the allocation of total public expenditures among goods and services providing for the satisfaction of various
social wants, and (3) the allocation of total taxes among various individuals. These decisions, which are all comprised in our Allocation
Branch, are mutually interdependent and must be rendered jointly.
As a key to the solution, Lindahl points to an analogous pricing process
in the market. This is the allocation of the total cost of two joint
products, X and Y, to their respective supply prices. The allocation as
shown by Marshall 2 is not made according to cost imputation but according to the demand for the two products. If A, the purchaser of X, is
willing to contribute but a small portion of the total cost of producing
both X and Y, then B, the purchaser of Y, will be called upon to contribute a correspondingly larger share.
According to Lindahl a similar situtation prevails with regard to goods
Verlag OHG, Vienna, 1928, vol. IV. (For an English translation of excerpts from
these writings, see Musgrave and Peacock, op. cit.)
1 The discussion of t his section goes back to my first article, "The Voluntary
Exchange Theory of Public Economy," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 53, no. 2,
pp. 213-237, February, 1938. However, the present discussion differs in one important respect. While I hold to my earlier critique of the voluntary-exchange assumption, I have reversed my original view (given on p. 233, noee 9) that the theory of the
public household need not concern itself with how social preference scales arc determined. As I see it now, the theory of the revenue-expenditure process remains trivial
unless these scales are determined. In determining them, and doing so on the basis
of individual preferences, we are confronted by problems similar to those considered
by Lindahl's formulation. The task, however, is to find a solution that does not
involve the voluntary-payment assumption.
2 Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, 8th ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1930, p. 791.
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and services provided for the satisfaction of social wants. They will
now be referred to as social goods. 1 To simplify matters, let us consider
a community of two taxpayers, A and B, and one type of social goods only.
Its supply furnishes benefits to both A and B, whose benefit shares may
be considered joint products. Jointly A and B must contribute enough
to cover t he total cost of whatever volume of social goods is supplied;
individually, each will have to pay less as t he other contributes more.
B's offer to contribute certain percentages of the total cost of various
DETERMINATION OF BUDGET LEVEL AND TAX SHARES
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FIG. 4-2. Lindahl model.

amounts of social goods may be interpreted, from A's point of view, as a
supply schedule of social goods; and A's offer may be interpreted similariy
from the viewpoint of B.
The resulting price determination is shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2.
In Figure 4-1, the volume of social goods is measured on the horizontal
axis. The combined unit price, including the contributions of both A and
B, is measured on the v.ertical axis. Lines aa and bb" show the demand
schedules for social goods of taxpayers A and B respectively. Line tt
shows the aggregate-demand schedule. Since both must consume the
same amount of social goods, tt is obtained by vertical addition of the
individual schedules and not by horizontal addition, as in the case of
private wants, where various individuals may consume different amounts.
1 Note that the term social goods, while used as a shortened form for goods provided
for the satisfaction of social wants, is not used in the previously defined sense of public

goods or goods produced hy government.

(See text p. 43.)
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The aggregate-demand schedule tt thus shows the combined price per
unit of social goods, offered for various amounts of jointly consumed
public services. 1 SS is the supply schedule of social goods that we assume
are produced under conditions of constant cost. 2 The equilibrium output
OE is determined where the tt and SS schedules intersect. For this
amount, the combined offers equal total cost. Taxpayer A will pay unit
price OPa, while B will pay unit price OPb. For smaller amounts, the
combined offer price exceeds unit cost. At amount OG, for instance, the
offer price exceeds unit cost by SI. This, it is argued, leads to an increase
in supply. Not more than OE can be supplied, since for larger amounts
the combined offer price falls short of unit cost. At amount OC, for
instance, the offer price falls short of unit cost by KS. Supply will be
reduced to OE where the cost is covered. In this way, equilibrium output is said to be established at OE.
In Figure 4-2, the same argument is presented in Lindahl's terms. 8
On the horizontal axis, we measure the quantity of social goods as in .
Figure 4-1. On the left vertical axis we measure the percentage of total
cost contributed by A, and on the right vertical axis, we measure the
percentage contributed by B. The curve a1a1 is A's demand schedule
transcribed from aa in Figure 4-1, price now being measured as a percentage of cost. Taxpayer A is willing to pay 100 per cent for output
OG, the amount at which his demand schedule in Figure 4-1 intersects
the supply curve; he is willing to pay 50 per cent for OC, the output at
which his offer price OW in Figure 4-1 equals one-half the unit cost OS,
and so forth. The curve b1b1 is a similar demand schedule for B, calculated from bb in Figure 4-1, use being made now of the inverted scale of
percentage contributions on the right axis. The schedule b1b1 may be
viewed as B's demand schedule for social goods, or as a supply schedule
of social goods to A. Thus, B is willing to contribute 100 per cent of output OU, which amount is available free to A. B is willing to contribute
75 per cent of OF, where 0 V in Figure 4-1 equals 75 per cent of OS in
Figure 4-1. This amount is available to A at 25 per cent of the cost,
and so forth.
The equilibrium output remains at OE, where a1a1 and b1b1 intersect,
and both shares add up to 100 per cent. Here, A contributes ED, and
B contributes DH per cent. For any amount in excess of OE, the combined cost shares that A and B are willing to accept fall short of 100 per
1 For this derivation of t he demand schedule, see Lindahl, "Einige strittige Fragen
der Steucrheorie," p. 294; and Howard R. Bowen, Toward Social Economy, Rinehart &
Company, Inc., New York, 1948, p. 177.
2 Both Figures 4-1 and 4-2 may be adapted to conditions of increasing cost without
changing the principle of our argument.
a Figure 4-2 is an adaptation of a similar diagram used by Lindahl, Die Gerechtigkeit
der Besteuerung, p. 89. (English translation: Musgrave and Peacock, op. cit.)
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cent. For output OC, for instance, the combined contribution falls
short of the total by J M per cent. The amount OC cannot be supplied,
and output must be reduced. For any supply below OE, both A and B
are willing to offer better terms than the other demands. At ON, for
instance, total offers exceed costs by RZ per cent. If A contributes
fraction NR, supply ON will be available to B at TR, even though he
would be willing to pay TZ if needed. If B contributes TZ, A will
purchase this amount for NZ, even though he would be willing to contribute NR. If A contributes NJ and B contributes TJ, both pay less
than they would be willing to contribute. From this Lindahl concludes
that both parties will vote for larger amounts until OE is reached. Thus,
the revenue-expenditure process for the satisfaction of social wants is
determined by a competitive process similar to that which applies in
the private market.
We may now drop t he simplifying assumptions of a single type of
social goods and two taxpayers only . As a variety of social goods becomes
available, the goods will be valued differently by various taxpayers.
Specific bids must be made for each social good. Recontracting must be
permitted, since a taxpayer's bids for social good X will depend upon the
price at which he may obtain social good Y. This complicates matters,
but essentially the same problem a rises in the satisfaction of private wants.
Nor is the basic argument changed if a la rger number of taxpayers is
allowed for. Only the mechanical difficulty of determining expenditures
and tax shares is increased. Each taxpayer must register his demand
for each service. The government must solve for the equilibrium output
for each social good and bill each citizen in accordance with his offer
prices for these equilibrium outputs. This may be likened to a trial-anderror process of trading in the market, with continual recontracting until
an equilibrium is reached. Actually, all this does not have to be done
anew in each budget period. The process of choosing and providing for
social goods is constant, and only marginal adjustments need be made
from time to time.
Lindahl assumes that this entire process occurs against the background
of a given proper state of distribution. His concern is with the problem
of the Allocation Branch only. Given a proper distribution of income to
begin with, Lindahl holds that the resulting equilibrium at OE is an
optimum solution- one that complies with both the benefit and abilityto-pay principles. The benefit principle is met because each taxpayer
equates his marginal rates of substitution between goods supplied for
the satisfaction of social and of private wants with their respective price
ratios. 1 On the basis of a given proper state of distribution, total utility
1
Gunnn.r Myrdn.l, The Politiral Element in the Development of Economic Theory,
tmns. Paul Strectcn, Routledge n.nd Kcgn.n Paul, Ltd., London, 1953, goes further and
holds that the voluntn.ry-paymcnt solution cqun.tes the marginal benefits derived by
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derived from public services is maximized thereby. If the general
framework of this analysis is accepted, this conclusion follows.
The ability-to-pay principle is satisfied, according to Lindahl, because
each taxpayer purchases social goods at a different price, reflecting his
particular al;>ility to pay. This seems to me a misleading interpretation.
The factor of differential pricing cannot be looked upon as a distributional
corrective, since the entire argument proceeds on the basis of a proper
state of distribution. Rather, differential pricing is required to obtain
optimal allocation in view of the effective demands that result from this
distribution. The most that can be said is that this solution is compatible
with the ability-to-pay principle, since the resulting set of prices is based
upon the proper distribution. The crux of the ability-to-pay doctrine
itself relates to the establishment of this distribution and not to the
pricing of social goods.

Appraisal in Terms of Partial Equilibrium
We turn now to an appraisal of the voluntary-payment model. While
this is an ingenious attempt to establish an economic theory of the
public household, it hardly justifies the contention that the "basic
outlines of the theory are by now fairly definitely established." 1 Indeed
this conclusion is reminiscent of John Stuart Mill's dictum, voiced sixty
years earlier, that "happily, there is nothing in the laws of value which
remains for the present or any future writer to clear up ; the theory of the
subject is complete." 2 In 1928, as in 1848, a mere beginning had been
made in formulating an adequate theory of the subject. And for that
matter, little more can be claimed in 1958.
For the time being, let us accept the partial-equilibrium framework of
the Lindahl model and assume that the demand for public services can
various individuals. Such a conclusion seems incorrect. All that can be said is that
marginal benefits from outlays for the satisfaction of public a nd of private wants are
equated for each individual. Unless marginal income utility is the same for all,
different persons may be left with different marginal benefits from the purchnse o f
social goods.
Myrdal holds further that an equality of total rather than mm·yinal sacrifice is
needed to make the voluntary-payment solution conform to the benefit principle.
This seems inappropriate in the context where the proper state of distribution is given
to begin with. The benefit principle merely requires that for each consumer the
ratio of prices paid for public and for private goods must equal the ratio of marginal
benefits derived from public and from private goods. There is no need for an interpersonal equality of either marginal or of total utilities from public services. Putting
it differently, the proper distribution of income (and the resulting positions of real
income) must be defined so ns to allow for the resulting set of relative prices, including
those of social goods.
I Lindahl, "Einige strittige Fragen der Steuertheorie," p. 284.
2 John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, ed. W. J. Ashley, Longmans,
Green & Co., Ltd., London, 1921, p. 436.
·
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be determined independently of the demand for other goods. The claim
for an optimal solution rests on the assumption that equilibrium will be
established at output OE in Figure 4-2, but it remains to be seen just how
this equilibrium is reached. Returning to the case of two taxpayers
only, we must have a solution analogous to the Cournot view of duopoly
pncmg. Each seller assumes his rival's price to remain constant and
increases his sales until a competitive supply is reached.L The question
is whether a Cournot solution can be applied to t he case of social wants.
We begin with a situation where output equals ON and assume that A
contributes N J while B contributes T J. Following the Cournot case, we
suppose that A and B both disregard the effect of their votes upon the
other's cost share. The position at J leaves both A and B with a price
below what they would be willing to pay. Since A's share equals NJ, he
will vote to expand output to OQ. Since B's share equals JT, he will
vote for OC. Presently, B will find out that he cannot obtain OC at the
cost share TJ. At output OC, A will contribute NM only, leaving MT
to B. At this price, B will not agree to output OC. Thus, B will vote
for a smaller supply, and the adjustment continues until output OQ is
reached and agreed upon by both A and B. This is not Lindahl's optimal
output. It is simply the mos~ favorable position in view of the fact that
cost shares have been initially set at NJ jTJ. The resulting output OQ is
arbitrary, since it depends entirely on the cost shares we assume to prevail at the outset. Given the assumption that both disregard the effects
of their bidding on price, there is nothing in the mecha nism of adjustment
that makes for a change in cost shares to EDI I-ID and a movement in
supply from OQ to OE. The analogy to the CoUt·not solution does not
apply.
Moreover, it is hardly realistic to assume that each voter disregards
the effects of changes in quantity upon his price. Once such effects arc
allowed for, considerations of strategy enter. The final solution becomes
the result of a bargaining process, and it need not be at OE. Certain
points on or to the left of UDY will be preferred by both A and B to
certain others, and inferior solutions will be discarded. Nevertheless,
there will remain a h11'ge number of points on or to the left of UDY,
movement between which involves a gain to either A or B and a loss to
the other. 2 The solutidn will be at one of these points, but the specific
result will depend on the bargaining skills of the two voters. 3
1 Sec E. H. Chamberlin, The Theory of M onopolislic Comprlilion, 5th cd., Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1948, pp. 3'}- 46.
2 Lindahl, Die Gererhliykeil der Besleuerung, p. 89, holds that only the line UDY
<'onstitules the locus of pos.~ible equilibrium positions, but this need not be tlw case.
As long as total offers exceed cost, both may contribute less than their maximum offer.
Thus, the solution may be at J, where A contributes NJ and B contributes 1'J per cent.
3 Bargaining in this context cannot involve coalitions formed to obtain more favor-
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Now, it might be suggested that these imperfections will vanish and
output OE will be approached once larger numbers are introduced. Here
the voluntary-payment model runs into a peculiar dilemma. I n the
private market, an increase in the number of sellers means that the
demand schedule for the individual seller becomes increasingly elastic.
lienee, he will be concerned less and less with the effect of his sales on
price. The more cffieient solution of pure competit ion is therefore
:tpproached as numbers increase. Such is not the case for social wants.
f:>ince all parties consume the same total of social goods, voter A cannot
increase his purchases singlehandedly without calling others' attention to
it. They will react by reducing t heir cost share and thus raise that of A.
The introduction of large numbers, therefore, does not eliminate t he
strategy problem. Voter A may declare himself willing to pay x per cent
of the cost of a given supply of social goods, if B is willing to pay y per cent.
On this basis, an agreement might be reached to confront C, and so forth.
Finally, numbers may become so large t hat no practicable change in
the contribution of any one individual can significantly affect the supply
of social goods. Here our main objection comes to apply, and the entire
assumption of voluntary contribution breaks down. Preferences will
not be revealed, since t he exclusion principle does not apply. Any one
individual will find it profitable to understate his preference, knowing
that this will have no significant effect on the total supply but result in a
smaller assessment on himself.
The actual situaLion is not described quite accurately by either the
large- or the small-number case. While the community comprises a
large number of t;axpaycrs or voters, they arc represented by a small
number of political parties. These parties constitute groups of people
with more or less homogeneous preference patterns, who engage representatives to conduct their bargaining for them. If the representatives
vote to refiect the preferences of the individual members of their party,
the large-numbers case applies; preferences will not be revealed and
voluntary bidding will not function. If we introduce independent
judgment on the representatives' part, the case of small numbers applies;
bargaining occurs and leads to an imperfect result.

Restatement in Terms of General Equilibrium
T he preceding critique of the voluntary-payment model focused on the
assumption that true preferences will be revealed. We now turn to a
able majority decision. It is ruled out because the present discussion is in a framework of voluntary agreement. Lindahl's interpretation of bargaining power as ability
Lo enforce one's own preferences (see "Einige strittigc Fragen der Steuerthcorie,"
p. 295) seems to move outside his own framework.
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second flaw, arising from the partial-equilibrium setting of the model,
in which the satisfaction of social wants is considered independently of
private wants. As pointed out by Samuelson, the problem must be
restated in general-equilibrium terms. 1
Optimal Solution with Known Preferences. In order to examine this
aspect of the problem, let us assume that true preferences are revealed
and known. How, then, can the government arrange for an optimal
·allocation of resources between private and social wants ?
OPTIMAL ALLOCATION OF SOCIAL AND PRIVATE WANTS
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We begin with Figure 4-3, where the total output of social goods is
measured on the vertical axis, and that of private goods, on the horizontal
axis. The curve FE is a transformation schedule, showing what combinations of social and private goods may be produced. The combination
to be chosen will depend upon the preferences of our two consumers,
A and B, and upon the distribution of income between t hem. As before,
we assume that the satisfaction of social wants is to be determined on the
basis of a given proper distribution of income. In order to define this
distribution, let us assume that only private goods are produced. We
then specify t hat A's income in terms of private goods equals OC, and
that B's income equals OD, where OC + OD equals total output OE. 2
To simplify matters, we assume furt her that the distribution of factor
income between A and B is similar for all compositions of output between
1 Paul A. Samuelson, "The Pure Theory of Public Expenditures," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 36, no. 4, pp. 387- 389, November, 1954, and "Diagrammatic Exposition of a Theory of Public Expenditures," Review of Economics and
Statistics," vol. 32, pp. 350-356, November, 1955.
2 Figures 4-3 to 4-6 are adapted from Samuelson's exposition, except for a difference
in the treatment of income distribution. While we assume the state of distribution
as given, Samuelson considers it as a part of the general problem of determining social
wants. See text p. 84 for a further discussion of this point.
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social and private goods; therefore their shares always equal OC/OE n.nd
OD/OE respectively. 1
In planning for the satisfaction of social wants, it is assumed that the
government proceeds on the premise of the "new" welfare economics,
whereby arrangement X is to be preferred to arrangement Y, if a change
from Y to X improves the position of either consumer without hurting the
other. For consumer A, this means that no provision for social wants
must be undertaken which would leave him in a worse position than he
would be if he consumed OC of private goods.
Turning now to Figure 4-4, let us measure A's consumption of social
goods on the vertical axis and his consumption of private goods on the
horizontal axis. Now, let OC be A's income in terms of private goods
and i1C his indifference curve through C. No arrangement for the
satisfaction of social wants can be made that places A on an indifference
curve lower than i1C, and he will be indifferent between various points
thereon. At the same time, A's position on i1C will not be of indifference
to B. The latter's consumption of social and of private goods is defined
by A's choice, and B will prefer certain locations of A to others.
B's consumption of social goods must be the same as A's; and B's consumption of private goods must equal the total supply of private goods
(compatible with any given supply of social goods, as shown in Figure 4-3)
Ininus A's consumption thereof. The curve DM in Figure 4-5 shows B's
consumption of social and of private go9ds that results as A moves up
along i1C in Figure 4-4. If A is located at C in Figure 4-4, B is located
at D in Figure 4-5. Neither receives social goods. The total output of
private goods equals OE in Figure 4-3, of which A receives OC (Figure
4-4) and B receives OD (Figure 4-5), where OE - OC = OD. If A is
located at V in Figure 4-4, B is located at Win Figure 4-5. Both receive
OG of social goods. The total output of private goods equals OL in
Figure 4-3, of which A receives an amount equal to OS (Figure 4-4), and B
receives an amount equal to OK (Figure 4-5), where OK = OL - OS.
Applying the same procedure to each level of social goods, we obtain the
path DM in Figure 4-5.
Of all the combinations on this path, B prefers W, where DM is tangent
to his indifference curve i2. Here B retains OK of private goods and
surrenders KD of potential private goods to obtain OG of social goods;
1 This condition is met if A and B draw their respective incomes in equal proportions from various factors, in which case changes in relative factor earnings will not
alter total income shares between A and B. If this assumption is dropped, we may
still define the proper distribution of income with reference to a given product mix
(e.g., a situation where only private goods are produced), and allow for changes in
distribution as the product mix changes. In this case, the simple diagrammatieal
exposition breakR down, but the general nature of the argument docs not chnnge.
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while A, located at V in Figure 4-4, retains OS in private goods and
surrenders SC of potential private goods to obtain the same OG of social
goods. The cost of social goods is divided between A and B in the ratio
of KD in Figure 4-5 to SC in Figure 4-4, with A paying the larger share.
On balance, A is as well off as in the absence of social goods since he has
remained on i 1C, while B's position is improved since he has moved from
i 1D to t he higher indiiierence curve izW.
We now reverse the argument and obtain curve CN in Figure 4-4 as
the path travelled by A, while B moves up along i1D in Figure 4-5.
Among all the points on CN, the point of tangency with an indifference
curve or P will be best for A. Now A
contributes QC of potential private
goods to obtain OJ of social goods; and <
B, who is located at T in Figure 4-5, .2 i2P - - - - - - - I X
contributes RD of potential private ~
I
-2
I
goods to obtain the same O.J of social Q;
I
3:
I
goods. B now contributes the larger 0
I
share. His level of indifference is the ><
I
~;~c ------z-t--same as it was in t he absence of public .!:
1
goods, while A has moved to a higher ar:::
I
I
indifference curve and his position is 'E
I
improved.
0
I
I
We thus obtain the greatest gain that
;lo
i2W
A can derive from the supply of social
Ordinal index of welfare for B
goods, provided t hat B's initial posit ion
is not harmed t hereby; we also obtain Fro. 4-6. Utility frontier with given
income d istribution.
the greatest gain that B can derive
without harming A. Along the vertical axis of Figure 4-6, we measure an
ordinal index of welfare for A, and along the horizontal axis, a similar
index for B. If no public goods are produced, A is located at C in Figure
4-4, and his indifference level is given by i 1C; similarly, B is located at Din
Figure 4-5, and his indifference level is given by i 1D. Both are at t he
lower limit of their respective welfare levels, as shown by point z in Figure
4-6. If the government decides to leave B's position unchanged, an
arrangement for public services may be made that raises A to indifference
level izP, indicated by x in Figure 4-6. This places A at P in Figure 4-4,
and B at T in Figure 4-5. The supply of social goods equals OJ and that
of private goods equals OU in Figure 4-3. If the government decides to
leave A's position unchanged, an arrangement for public services can be
made that raises B to indifference level i2 W. This arrangement, indicated
by y in Figure 4-6, places B at W in Figure 4-5, and A at V in Figure 4-4.
The output of social goods equals OG and that of private goods equals OL
in Figure 4-3. The area zyx in Figure 4-6 shows the infinite number of
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possible solutions that leave A, B, or both better off than at z, where no
public services are supplied. In choosing among them, the government
will select a point on xy, since any point southwest thereof permits an
improvement by moving towards the utility frontier.
This much can be concluded on the basis of the preceding assumptions:
The choice among the infinite number of possible points on xy-all of
which are optimal in the Pareto sense-cannot be decided on the basis
of the simple condition that total welfare rises if the position of any
person is improved without worsening that of another. As we move
from y to x, A's position is improved and B's position is worsened. To
choose among these solutions, a social-welfare function is required that
permits us to evaluate the social gain or loss resulting when A's position
is improved at the cost of B's, or vice versa. This need does not arise in
the allocation of resources between various private wants where
various individuals may consume different amounts of any one product.
The simple welfare condition leads to a single solution and the optimal
allocation of resources is determined uniquely on the basis of a given state
of distribution.
The general-equilibrium view thus points to a second flaw in the
voluntary-payment model. Even if all preferences are revealed, there
is no single best solution analogous to the Pareto optimum in the
satisfaction of purely private wants. Instead we are confronted with
large number of solutions, all of which are optimal in the Pareto sense.
Separate Treatment of Income Distribution. The argument of the
preceding section was based on the assumption that the proper distribution of disposable income is given to begin with. Thus, the discussion has been kept in line with the framework of our introductory
chapter as well as with the Wicksell-Lindahl tradition.
We now find that the problem of distribution reenters the determination
of social wants after a ll. The choice among the various points on the
utility frontier affects the relative positions of A and B and involves
distributional considerations. It may be asked, then, whether it remains
meaningful to separate the determination of social wants by t he Allocation Branch from the determination of the distribution of income available
for private use by the Distribution Branch. In other words, can we
determine the proper state of distribution independent of the effects on
real incomes of the particular pattern by which social wants are satisfied '?
Following Samuelson's formulation, the entire state of distribution is
determined along with the allocation of resources between social and
private wants, thus combining the problem of the Allocation and the
Distribution Branches into one. 1
1

Returning to the diagrammatic exposition, S11.muelson in "Diagrammatic Exposi-
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This more general approach has its advantages, but I prefer to maintain the Wicksellian separation between the problems of the Allocation
and the Distribution Branches. The kind of reasoning that deals with
the efficient allocation of resources in terms of a given pattern of individual
qemand is not applicable to the problem of the Distribution Branch; the
problem is ill-adapted to solution by the customary tools of economic
analysis. 1 And the problem of the Allocation Branch, in so far as it
deals with the choice among points on the utility frontier, similarly falls
outside this line of reasoning; not, however, to the extent that we are
concerned with reaching a solution that places the budget plan on the
utility frontiet·.
Here we are on somewhat more familiat· ground. In dealing with
the preference system of the individual, we may readily conceive of
preferences for the satisfaction of social wants as coordinate with preferences for the satisfaction of private wants. Were it not for the
peculiar nature of social wants, which limits the revealing of consumer
preferences, the individual's market basket could include goods to satisfy
his social as well as his private wants. Thus the problem of determining
the utility frontier involves some resemblance to that of determining
allocation in the market. The problem is one of finding the political
mechanism that will give us the same solution obtainable by the revealing
of true preferences. No such as-if solution holds for the distribution
problem.
The justification for retaining a separation between the two branches
thus depends on how the problem of the Allocation Branch is viewed.
The case for separation is weakened if the issue is considered primarily
one of choosing among points on the utility frontier. The case is
strengthened if emphasis is placed upon the task of reaching the frontier.
While I am inclined to the latter view, Samuelson's argument shows that
tion of a Theory of Public Expenditures" determines the positions forB that result a.s
A moves along A's entire set of indifference curves; and t he positions for A as B moves
along B's entire set of indifference curves. Samuelson thus obtains a curve similar to
NC in Figure 4-4, showing A's posit ions for each of B's indifference curves, and vice
versa for B. Plotling all these curves, he derives an envelope curve that is the utility
frontier, containing one point on ca<"h of these curves. Each point on the utility
frontier thus reflects a given combination of division of output between public and
private goods, and of division of private goods (or of cost shares in public goods)
between A and B. Samuelson's utility frontier includes two points on our utility
frontier xy in Figure 4-6, corresponding to the two indifference curves that set the
limits for our analysis.
1 While Samuelson includes the general problem of income distribution in his
analysis, note that the discussion centers around the feature of cqunl consumption.
The diagrams in particular arc directed toward the choice between social a nd private
goods rather than toward the distribution of income available for private usc.
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the separation of the Allocation and Distribution Branches lacks the
theoretical neatness it appeared to have in t he earlier discussion. The
political process, to put it differently, enters not only as a means to reveal
preferences, but also to provide a different (nonmarket) rationale of
decision making.
The Exclusion Principle Once More. Restatement of the problem in
general-equilibrium terms destroys the simple solution of the voluntarypayment model, even if we grant the assumption that preferences are
revealed and known. To this is added our earlier and perhaps more
basic objection, which is directed against t his very assumption. Since
the same amounts are consumed by all, the exclusion principle does not
apply, and consumers will not reveal their preferences. 1
In terms of the apparatus given in Figures 4-3 to 4-6, we cannot simply
assume that the government has the information needed to derive t he
utility frontier. This information must be provided for through either
a market mechanism or a political process. If we think in terms of the
former, we encounter precisely the same difficulties noted in the preceding
discussion of the Lindahl model. There is no assurance t hat a solut ion
on xy in Figure 4-6 will be reached. What has been said about the case
of small and large numbers again applies. The final result depends upon
t he bargaining skill of the two parties. The general-equilibrium view
does not improve the workability of the voluntary-payment approach.
Alternatively, we may look at the problem as one of budget planning,
based upon preferences revealed by a political process. This is the more
realistic view of the matter. To obtain an efficient solution, t he political
mechanism and the inherent use of compulsion must be designed to
induce people to reveal their true wants. This we shall pursue further
in Chapter 6.
D. THE SUBJECTIVE BASIS OF SOCIAL WANTS

Throughout this chapter we have argued t hat the satisfaction of social
wants must be based on the preferences of individual consumers or voters.
This, rather than the idea of voluntary exchange, is t he essence of the
benefit approach. In concluding our discussion of this approach, let us
note certain objections to t he premise of individual evaluation.
One line of criticism is advanced by writers who feel t hat public wants
differ basically from private wants and thus do not appear in the private
preference schedules of individuals. T his view is taken by adherents of
an organic theory of the state, who postulate the existence of group needs,
or of needs that in some way or another are experienced by the "group
1 Samuelson recognizes tl1is second difficulty but does not deal with it at length in
his discuSBion. Sec "The Pure Theory of Public Expenditures," pp. 388 and 389.
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as a whole." Since the group as such cannot speak, one wonders who is
equipped to reveal group feelings. Unless they are given by intuition
or experienced by proxy by the leader, we are left with an authoritarian
system of preference determination. Whether such a system, or the
organic view of society, is good or bad may be a matter of value judgment.
All that need be said here is that the view is incompatible with a normative
theory of public finances in a democratic setting.
More serious consideration should be given to critics who do not share
the organic view yet want to reject a theory of the public household
based upon individual preferences and anchored in the idea of consumer
choice. This is said to overlook the essentially political character of the
budget process and the essentially social nature of its objectives. 2 To
point up the difference between the budget process and the satisfaction of
private wants, Colm suggests (1) that the contribution-benefit relationship for any one individual depends upon the decisions of the responsible
organs of government and not upon a market process, and (2) that there
are political tasks in a democracy that are only indirectly related to such
individual needs as are expressed in the market place.
On closer consideration, Colm's first point is readily reconciled with
our approach. We agree with Wicksell that budget determination is a
political and not a market process. This is the case because political
action is needed to translate individual preferences for social wants into
a specific budget program. Since the responsible organs of government
in a democratic society are the electorate and their representatives,
budget determination by these responsible organs is determination
through the democratic process. This holds true even if allowance is
made for the role of civil service and executive leadership.
Colm's second point introduces a difference in emphasis that may be
more important. He holds that the individual voter dealing with
political issues has a frame of reference quite distinct from that which
underlies his allocation of income as a consumer. In the latter situation
the voter acts as a private individual determined by self-interest and deals
with his personal wants; in the former, he acts as a _political being guided
1

1 See, for instance, Albert Schaffle, Das gesellschaftliches System der menschlichen
Wirtschaft, Tiibingen, Germany, 1873, vol. I, p. 6. Also sec H. Ritschl, Theorie der
Staatswirtschaft und Besteuerung, K. Schroeder, Bonn, Germany, 1925, chap. 1, and
Gemeinwil-tschaft und kapitalistische Marktwirtschaft, J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck),
Tilbingen, Germany, 1931, pp. 32-43. For excerpts from Ritschl, seeR. A. Musgrave
and Alan T. Peacock (eds.), Classics in the Theory of Public Finance, International
Economic Association, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1958.
2 See text p. 11 and Gerhard Colm, Essays in Public Finance and Fiscal Policy,
Oxford University Press, New York, 1955, pp. 32-33, and Vofkswirtschaftliche Theorie
der Staa.tsausgaben: Ein Beitrag zur Finanztheorie, J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck),
Tiibingen, Germany, 1927.
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by his image of a good society. The two, Colm holds, are different
things. Any theory of budget determination that is but an extension of
the theory of consumer wants is said to overlook the essentially political
nature of individual behavior in relation to the budget problem. 1
In evaluating this critique, let us con~ider first those social wants that
do not involve great issues of state but deal with individual needs quite
akin to those satisfied through the market. Instances of this sort are
provided by fire protection, street cleaning, and many of the services
rendered by municipal government. Here Colm's fundamental objection
does not apply. The problem is strictly that of dealing with wants that
are consumed in equal amounts by the group in question. In principle,
at least, the individual voter should be called upon to contribute according
to the benefits he receives from the services rendered.
At the other end of the scale, we deal with social wants such as defense
and education. Here the voter's attitudes and preferences may be conditioned by his image of the good society and by influences extending far
beyond matters of his immediate environment. His choices may be
determined by what he considers altruistic motivations rather than by
the self-interest in t he narrower sense that underlies typical consumer
choices in the market. 2 All this is quite true, but it does not follow that
the underlying preferences are any less subjective with social than with
private wants. Various motivations overlap in both cases; and even
where a differen9e in motivation exists, the hierarchy of total wants must
still be measured against available income and scarce resources.
Finally, even if a separate determination of social wants were possible,
it would still be necessary to derive the budget plan from individual
preferences and to allocate the cost of the required services accordingly.
The formal problem of decision making remains much the same, whether
the underlying motivations are supposedly selfish or altruistic. Indeed,
decisions on budgetary matters may be combined with others that relate
to the content of public policy (foreign policy X versus foreign policy Y)
and have no immediate opportunity cost in terms of private wants. The
difference, perhaps, is one of semantics more than substance : By replacing
t This discussion of Colm's position draws upon personal discussion as well as his
writings, but the responsibility for appropriate interpretatiol\ remains mine.
2 See text p. 11.
Gerhard Colm, "Comments on Samuelson's Theory of Public
Finance," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 38, no. 4, p. 409, November, 1956,
has suggested that this involves us in the circular reasoning of the hedonistic philosophers who, he says, held that "we are doing good deeds because we enjoy the feeling
of having done a good deed. And good are those deeds which we enjoy." This does
not meet our point. Our concern is not with whether people want to be selfish or
altruistic. The fact is that individual preference patterns are influenced by the social
environment, whatever the motivation. This does not involve circular reasoning but
an interdependent set of preferences and a simultaneously determined system.
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the term contribution in accotdance with benefits received with contribution
in accordance with evaluation of services rendered, the policy criterion is
made neutral with regard to motivation.
A further line of criticism directs itself at singling out the problem
posed by goods consumed in equal amounts as the central issue in the
theory of public wants. 1 It has been pointed out that a sizable part of
budget activity does not deal with services consumed in equal amounts by
all. In particular, the line of reasoning that evolves from the benefit
approach to social wants cannot be adapted to meet the problem of merit
wants, where interference with consumer sovereignty is the crux of the
matter; nor can it be adapted to meet the problem of adjustments in
income distribution. These are valid considerations. They are recognized in principle by our distinction between merit and social wants within
the context of the Allocation Branch; and by the separation between the
Allocation and the Distribution Branches. A multiple theory of the
public household is needed, and the political process by which the budget
plan is determined must . be sufficiently broad to encompass the entire
group of issues.
Nevertheless, there is reason for special concern with the provision
for goods consumed in equal amounts by all. This problem may be
handled-within limits, at least- by the tools of economic analysis.
The general problem of optimal distribution, or that of merit wants,
presents much greater difficulties. Thus it is proper for the economist to
concentrate on the problem of social wants. Moreover, the phenomenon
of pure merit wants is not so general as it seems at first sight. What
appear to be merit wants are, in many cases, social wants and hence fall
within the orbit of our discussion. 2
1 See Julius M argolis, "A Comment on the Pure Theory of Public Expenditures,"
Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 32, no. 4, pp. 347-349, November, 1955.
• Seep. 13.

CHAPTER 5

The ability-to-pay approach

Before turning to the political process of preference determination, let
us trace the development of a second school of thought, referred to previously as the ability-to-pay approach. This approach denies the possibility of imputing benefit shares to individuals. Hence, a different
principle must be substituted for the quid pro quo solution. The lines
of development are less clear here because we deal with a heterogeneous
group of writers who take quite different views of the ability principle.
Three types of ability-to-pay approach may be distinguished and will be
dealt with separately in this chapter.
A first view addresses itself to the distribution of tax payments only.
The expenditure side of the budget is taken as given or determined according to principles which have nothing to do with tax shares. Tax shares
are imposed by the state in an equitable or just fashion. The principles
of taxation tell us how these requirements of equity are to be defined, and
how they are to be translated into a specific schedule of tax rates.
A second view considers the distribution of the tax bill as a matter of
welfare economics rather than justice but still omits the expenditure side
of the picture. Taxes should be distributed so as to minimize the total
sacrifice involved. This, in turn, is achieved by equating the marginal
sacrifices of n.ll taxpayers.
Though different in spirit, this welfare approach to tax distribution
grew out of the equity view. The link was provided by an overlap of
ideas in John Stuart Mill's formulation of the equity rule. Mill had
argued that equity should be defined as the requirement that each t axpayer should suffer an equal sacrifice. To this he added that such a
solution 11 is the mode by which least sacrifice is occasioned on the whole.'' 1
1
John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, ed. W. J . Ashley, Longmans
Green & Co., Ltd., London, l!l21, p. 804.
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A few decades later, afwr marginal analysis had advanced further, it was
shown that least aggregate sacrifice follows from equal treatment only if
equality is defined as equal marginal sacrifice. This had ha rdly been
Mill's understanding. Nevertheless, his argument was the first indication that the problem could be thought of in welfare rather than equity
terms. The overlap between the equity and welfare view thus arose
from the double role of equal marginal sacrifice as an equity rule and as a
welfare condition; the relation between the two was strengthened further
by the common bond of the "old" welfare economics; that is, the assumptions of similar, or at lea!>t comparable, utility schedules.
A third view, finally, retained the welfare approach to the determination of tax shares but extended the argument to the expenditure side of
the budget. Thus the budget came to be seen as a more or less general
plan to maximize welfare. This formulation, as advanced by Pigou
and Dalton, closed the circle. Its problems, as we shall see, are not
unlike those posed by the later versions of the benefit approach.
A. CONCEPTS OF ABILITY TO PAY

We shall begin with a brief review of how the idea of taxation according
to ability to pay developed. Thereafter we shall examine various
interpretations of the ability-to-pay concept.
General Setting

The requirement that the distribution of tax payments should be
"j ust" is very old, as is the idea that just taxation is taxation according
to faculty or ability to pay. The principle predates the benefit doctrine.
The argument for progressive t axation, based on faculty, may be traced
back to an essay by Guicciardini, published in the first half of the
sixteenth century; a case for proportional taxation, based on faculty, was
made towards t he end of the same century by Bodin. 1 Since then, t he
principle has been restated and amended by numerous writers of widely
differing philosophical backgrounds. We find in this group churchmen
such as Bodin, humanists such as Rousseau, Utopians such as Sismondi,
Manchester liberals such as Say or Mill, the Katheder Sozialist Adolph
Wagner, and New Dealer Franklin Roosevelt. An evident laek of uniformity in social philosophy distinguishes this group from the writers of
the benefit school, who commonly shared the fo undation of natural law or
social contract.
J. S. Mill, whose statement may be considered the classical version of
1 See Edwin R. Seligman, Progressive Taxation i1t Theory and Practice, 2d cd.,
American Economic Association, Princeton University Press, Princctnn, N.J., 1908,
pp. 134ft'., 228ft' ., nnd 2:39ff.
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the ability doctrine, sharply rejected the benefit approach. Addressing
himself to t he then popular protection wing of the benefit school, he concluded that application of the benefit rule would lead to regressive taxation, as the poor are more in need of protection. T his, he added, "would
be the reverse of the true idea of justice." The protection theory of the
state was unacceptable, he held, because the ends of government go much
beyond those of protection. They include "things essentially indefinite,
on which definite values cannot be set." Therefore, "government must
be regarded so preeminently a concern of all that to determine who are
most interested in it is of no common concern." A quite different
principle of taxation is thus needed.
This new principle is furnished by the dictum that all should be treated
equally under the law. "For what reason ought equality be the rule in
matters of taxation? For the reason that it ought to be so in all affairs of
government." And, so, the argument continues, "equality in taxation
means equality of sacrifice." 1 Thus, the more or less objective concept
of faculty, or ability to pay, as advanced by earlier writers was t ransformed into the strictly subjective concept of equal sacrifice. The just
distribution of tax shares, according to Mill, prevails when all GOntribute
to the common good so as to incur equal sacrifice.
Mill's emphasis on equal subjective sacrifice gave the ability-to-pay
doctrine a distinctly individualistic flavor. In the interpretation of other
authors, it involved a more collectivist view. The very proposition that
public expenditures are for the "common good" and not subject to
individual evaluation readily leads to some notion of a collective entity,
as distinct from- and more than-the members of the group. The view
that taxes must be imposed in accordance with some socially acceptable
rules implies a planning view of the public household. The ability-to-pay
idea, moreover, points beyond progressive taxation for the financing of
public services towards the more general problem of income redistribution.
Considering these implications, it may seem surprising that the abilityto-pay approach should have been so popular among classical writers.
For Adam Smith, the reason is simply that ability to pay was considered
only as an adjunct to the more basic benefit rule. This cannot be said
for later economists who, like J. S. Mill, rejected the benefit principle
outright. To some extent, Mill's view can be explained by the influence
of French reformers whose thoughts sprinkle his doctrine here and there.
Also, emphasis upon equality of individual sacrifice might have overshadowed the collectivist implications of the ability-to-pay approach. 2
Mill, op. cit., pp. 804ff.
As suggested by Gunnar Myrdal, The Political Elemtnt in the Development of
Economic Theory, trans. Paul Streeten, Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd., London,
1953, p. 165.
1
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A more pertinent explanation of the popularity of the ability-to-pay
approach among classical writers may lie on the expenditure side of the
problem. Preference patterns under the benefit approach include public
as well as private wants. Hence there can be no a priori judgment
regarding the relative usefulness of the two. Benefit writers, such as
Thiers, who wished to impose narrow limits on the public-expenditure
function, had to defen.d their position by the a rgument, increasingly
untenable, that protection was t he only form of benefit that could be
derived from the state. 1 We have seen how this position came to be
replaced later on by a much broader and more constructive view of the
benefit rule.
T he ability-to-pay approach avoids the absurdity of the Thiers position
as it bypasses the expenditure problem altogether. Thereby it permits
any a priori judgment one wishes to make, including the Ricardian view
that public expenditures are inherently wasteful, and the opposite view
(held by German nineteenth century writers such as DictzcJ2) that
public expenditures arc inherently highly productive.
Mill's treatment of public expenditures is a case in point. He considers at length the scope to which public expenditures should be extended.
Entirely divorced from his discussion of taxation, the treatment is based
on the precept, inherent in the system of natural liberty, that public
expenditures should be at the narrowest compass possible. "Laissezfaire, in short, should be the general practice; every departure from it,
unless required by some great good, is a certain cvil." 3 While Mill
mentions sufficient exceptions to the general rule to permit almost any
type of public activity, the recurring theme is an a priori case for utmost
restriction. 4 Indeed, the Manchester proposition that efficient economic
activity must be in terms of free market transactions, and t he recognition
that taxes are compulsory and extraneous to such market forces, nicely
combine to support the conclusion that public expenditures a rc inherently
bad. Considering these implications, it is not so strange, after all, that
Seligman, op. cit., p. 166.
Carl Dietzel, Das System der Staatsanleihen im Zusammenhang der Volkswirtschaft
bet?·achtet, Heidelberg, 1855. .
Also sec Walter Stettner, "Carl Dietzel, Public Expenditures and the Public
Debt," in Income, Employment and Public Policy: Essays in Honor of Alvin H. Hansen,
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1948, pp. 276-299.
a Mill, op. cit., p. 950.
4 Cases in which the good may outweigh the evil include (1) public .education; (2)
care of children and imbeciles; (3) protection of contracts in perpetuity; (4) supervision
of joint stock companies, especially if in monopolistic positions; (5) public assistance;
and (6) "important public services which are to be performed, while yet there is no
individual especially interested in performing them, nor would any adequate remuneration naturally or spontaneously attend their performance." (Ibid., p. 975.)
1 See

2
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classical writers found the ability-to-pay approach acceptable, and in
many cases preferable to, the benefit view.
In order to translate the equal-sacrifice principle into a specific pattern
of tax distribution, a number of problems have to be faced . It must be
decided by what objective index ability to pay can be measured; the term
equal, in the equal-sacrifice principle, needs to be defined more precisely;
and assumptions must be made regarding the slope of the income-utility
curve so that individual sacrifice can be measured and any particular
concept of equal sacrifice can be expressed in terms of a specific rate
schedule. Let us consider these three points and then turn to reexamine
the underlying hypothesis (which, for the time being, we will grant) that
utility can be measured and that interpersonal utility comparisons can
be made.
Index of Ability to Pay

In the later stages of the debate, it was taken for granted that the
relative welfare position of individuals should be measured in terms of
their income, and that sacrifice is a function of income surrendered. But
the ability-to-pay doctrine in its earlier version was formulated in terms
of faculty rather than income.
The term .faculty, or ability, as used in the Elizabethan poor law, referred
to property, and the same was the case in the early legislation of the
American colonics. 1 With the progt·ess of industrial society and the
development of a pecuniary economy, there followed a successive shift
in emphasis to income rather than property as an index of ability to pay.
Adam Smith had already formulated his first maxim in terms of income
only, and through the last century income came to be accepted more or
less generally as the proper index of ability to pay. The personal income
tax accordingly came to be considered the most equitable tax. Nevertheless, the problem still remains open to debate. It may be argued that
income should be defined to include leisure, or that the index of ability
to pay should be defined as consumption rather than income. Even if
an accretion concept of income is accepted as the proper index of ability
to pay, it is far from clear how accretion should be defined in concrete
cases. Along with the growth of modern economic society and its
increasing complexities, these difficulties have grown by leaps and bounds.
The treatment of items such as retained earning of corporations, inventory profits, unrealized capital gains, or depreciation did not concern the
classical writers, but today they are among the major issues of taxation.
These problems will be considered briefly in Chapter 8. Now we
sh£Lll note only how the degree of arbitrarinesR involved in defining income
1 See Edwin R. Seligman, Essays in 'l'axation, 9th ed., Columbia University Press,
New York, 1921, chaps. 1 and 2.
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permitted classical writers to compromise between the belief that more
favorable treatment should be given to the poor and the fear that it
might be da ngerous to accept progression as a principle. Adam Smith
admonished that wages and necessities which compose the real subsistence
income should be exempted from taxation because taxes on the poor are
bound to be shifted. Taxable income, therefore, should be defined as
"clear" income, or as income above subsistence. This view came to be
accepted widely among classical writers who favored progressive taxation
implemented by exemptions at the lower end of the scale, while sticking
to proportional taxation for the middle and upper income ranges. 1
A further degree of progression was introduced through discrimination
in favor of earned (wage) as against unearned (capital) income. Underlying this was the idea that sacrifice involves not only a loss of enjoyment
from the use of income but also a pain of having suffered in vain the
disutility of earning such income. Moreover, the basic philosophy of
property, as developed by Locke, drew a distinction between property
acquired by labor, to which man has a "natural" right, and other
property, the rights to which are more questionable. 2 Pigou, among the
more recent writers, specifically defined loss of satisfaction in net terms,
thus allowing for changes in disutility of work that may result from a
reduced work effort. 3 Indeed, the very development of the British
income tax-the oldest of the personal income taxes-has been in terms
of a family of taxes or schedules assessed upon various forms of income,
raLher than a single tax on all incomes.

Concepts of Equal Sacrifice
Let us assume, now, that the subjective sacrifice which each individual
makes should be measured as a function of the income he surrenders in
tax. The next step is to define what is meant by a state of "equal"
sacrifice.
After considerable floundering in the earlier discussion, t hree distinct
concepts of equal sacrifice were advanced by Cohen-Stuart and Edgeworth. 4 T hese included equal absolute, equal proportional, and equal
1 Adam Smith, The W ealth of Nations, ed. E. Cannon, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New
York, 1904, vol. II, p. 355; Seligman, Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practice,
p. 151.
s John Locke, "An Essay Concerning the True Origin, Extent and End of Civil
Government," reprinted in Ernest Baker (ed.), The Social Contract, Oxford University Press, London, Hl46, book II, chap. 5.
• A. C . Pigou, A Study in Public Finance, 3d ed., Macmilla n & Co., Ltd., London,
1951, p . 42, where net satisfaction is defined as satisfaction from income minus dissatisfaction of work.
• A. J. Cohen-Stuart, Bijdrage tot de Theorie der progressieve Inkomstenbelasting,
Mart inus Nijhoff, The Hague, Netherlands, 1889; and F. Y. Edgeworth, Papers
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marginal (or least aggregate) sacrifice. To illustrate these concepts, we
accept the necessary assumption that interpersonal utility comparisons
are admissible. Without this assumption, the entire type of discussion
now under consideration breaks down. Moreover, we begin with t he convenient assumption of identical tastes, so that the same income-utility
schedules (marginal and total) may be applied to all taxpayers.
On the horizontal axes of Figure 5-l we measure income, where OZ
and DC are t he amounts required for subsistence. On the vertical axis
from 0 up, we measure marginal utility, and from D up, we measure total
utility of income, leaving the utility of subsistence income undefined.
CE is the total, and CF is the marginal income-utility curve. Now,
suppose that taxpayer A has income above subsistence equal to ZG,
while taxpayer B has income equal to ZH . The total utility received by
A equals IE, and his marginal utility equals GF. The tota l utility
received by B equals JK, and his marginal utility equals HL.
An income tax yielding MG is introduced. Under equal absolute
sacrifice, A will pay NG, and B will pay TH, where NG + TH = MG.
T he amounts NG and TH are obtained so as to equate t he total loss of
utility by A or EP with that by B or KQ. Under equal proportional
sacrifice, A pays RG and B pays SH, where RG + S H = MG; the shares
are arranged so that EW/EI = KU/KJ. Under equal marginal sacrifice,
A pays VG, and B pays VH, where VG + VH = MG; the marginal
sacrifice for both is equal to Vn. Aggregate sacrifice, or EX + KY, is at
a minimum.
Stated mathematically the conditions are as follows:

Concept

'l'erm (given as equal
for all people, whatever
their income) *

dU(Y - 1')
d(Y - 1')
Equal absolute sacrifice . ........ . .. . U(Y) - U(Y - 1')
U(Y) - U(Y - 1')
Equal proportional sacrifice ........ .
U(Y)
• Y "' income; 1' =amount of tax paid; U(Y) = total utility obtained from income Y.

Equal marginal sacrifice ............ .

Thus, there are at least three possible concepts of equal sacrifice, and
the question arises which should be used.
Adam Smith's dictum that the subjects "contribute in proportion to
their respective abilities; that is, in proportion to the revenue which they
Relating to Political Economy, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1925, vol. II, pp. 100ft'.
For excerpts from the writings of both authors, seeR. A. Musgrave and A. T. Peacock (eds.), Classics in the Theory of Public Finance, International Economic Association, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1958.
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FIG. 5-1. Tax liabilities under various sacrifice formulas.

respectively enjoy . . . " 1 is not readily interpreted in this respect.
The expression "in proportion" might mean that all should contribute
in some proper relation to their income; or it could be interpreted strictly
to mean that all should surrender the same fraction of their income.
As we shall see presently, a proportionate structure will comply with
equal absolute sacrifice under ce1'tain conditions, and with equal proportional sacrifice under others. Moreover, there are passages in The
1

Smith, op. cit., p. 310.
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Wealth of Nations t hat suggest a progressive rather than a proportional
rate schedule.
J. S. Mill, in advocating equal sacrifice, similarly fail~d to define the
equality implied. While he was explicit in favoring a proportional rate
of tax, it does not follow that he wished to define equality in terms of
equal proportional sacrifice. 1 As shown below, conditions may be such
that proportional taxation complies with the concept of equal absolute
sacrifice.
Even after the three concepts of equal sacrifice were defined, there
frequently remained some confusion between the initial problem of
choosing between the various concepts of equal sacrifice and the subsequent problem of determining what rate schedule is required under the
chosen concept. 2 More important, there remained a disagreement as
to the merits of the various concepts even among those who recognized
this distinction. Cohen-Stuart argued that there was a clear preference
for equal proportional sacrifice because this would leave unchanged
relative positions in terms of total utility. 3 Sidgwick 4 and Marshal1 6
favored equal absolute sacrifice, while others such as Carver interpreted
equality in terms of equal marginal sacrifice. 6 Edgeworth, and later
Pigou, held that there was no logical or intuitive choice between the
equity principles of equal absolute and equal proportional sacrifice.
Arguing on welfare grounds, they considered equal marginal sacrifice the
only proper rule, not as a matter of equity, but because it met the welfare
objective of least aggregate sacrifice. 7
B. TAX FORMULAS UNDER VARIOUS CONCEPTS OF EQUAL SACRIFICE

Whichever concept of equal sacrifice is chosen, the actual distribution
of tax payments or rate structure required to implement it still depends
1 Mill, op. cit., p. 807, note 2.
Also see Edgeworth, op. cit., p. 236, who properly
rejects Seligman's contention (Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practice, pp. 213
and 279) that Mill must have referred to proportional sacrifice.
t See, for instance, Seligman, Prog•·essive Taxation in Theory and Practice, pp. 278ff.
3 Cohen-Stuart, op. cit., chap. 5.
However, Edgeworth, op. cit., p. 114, notes that
the Manchester man might be satisfied with proportional sacrifice provided that the
income-utility schedule is of the Bernoulli form, in which case progression will be
moderate; but that he will hardly acquiesce therein if the income utility is more
steeply inclined, thus requiring rapidly rising progression.
4 Henry Sidgwick, The Principles of Political Economy, Macmillan & Co., Ltd ., London, 1883, p. 562.
• Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, 8th cd., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1930, p. 135, note 1.
• T. N. Carver, "The Minimum Sacrifice Theory of Taxation," Political Science
Quarterly, vol. 19, no. 1, pp. 66- 79, March, 1904.
7 Edgcwort h, op. cit., p. 117; and Pigou, op. cit., .p. 61.
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on the income-utility curve that applies.
each of the three concepts. 1

gg

This relationship differs for

Formulas with Known and Identical Utility Schedules
For the time being, we shall retain the assumption that the same marginal- and total-utility schedule applies to all taxpayers, and that this
schedule is known.
Consider fir.st the case of equal marginal sacrifice. Provided that
marginal income utility declines over the entire range when moving up
the income scale, taxes must be allocated so as to level down income from
the top until the necessary yield is obtained. 2 Returning to Figure 5-1,
the entire tax will be paid by A as long as the yield is less than GH, which
is the excess of A's income over B's. Successive yield increments will
be divided equally between A and B, leaving them with equal incomes.
Equal marginal sacrifice requires what might be called maximum pro.:
gression, provided that the marginal income utility declines. If the
marginal income-utility schedule is constant over the relevant range, any
distribution of the tax bill will be equally good. If marginal income
utility rises over the relevant range, yield requirements will be met by
absorbing successive slices of income, moving from the bottom up.
Consider now the case of equal absolute sacrifice. If marginal income
utility is constant over the relevant range, equal absolute sacrifice requires
equal amounts of tax at different levels of income. This means a regressive rate schedule. Now suppose that the marginal income-utility
schedule shifts and that marginal utility declines somewhat as income
rises. The required tax on the larger income must be raised and that
on the smaller income must be reduced. As a result., regression is
lessened. This tendency continues as we assume the marginal incomeutility schedule to become steeper. Eventually, regression disappears
and a proportional rate of tax is required. This is the case where the
slope of the income-utility schedule is such that marginal income utility
declines at the same percentage rate at which income increases. This proposition was advanced over two hundred years ago by Daniel Bernoulli
in his attempt to solve the so-called St. Petersburg problem on gains from
1

For a general discussion, see E. D. Fagan, "Theories of Progressive T1\xation,"
Joumal of Political Economy, vol. 46, p. 457, August, 1948, later reprinted in R. A.
Musgrave and Carl Shoup (cds.), American Economic Association, Readings in the
Economics of Taxation, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1958. Also, sec the
appraisal by Walter J. Blum and Harry I{alvcn, Jr., The Uneasy Case for Progressive
Taxation, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1953.
2
If the required yield falls short of the differential between the highest and the
next highest income, the rule of equal marginal sacrifice is inapplicable. However,
the least-sacrifice principle tells us that the tax be taken from the highest income.
If the required yield Cx<'ccds thi'l amount, the two principles give identical results.
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gambling. 1 While this schedule has no particular justification in psychology, it is significant in the present connectton because it defines the
case where equal absolute sacrifice requires a ~proportional rate of tax.
If the utility schedule becomes steeper, so that the percentage decline in
the marginal utility of income is more rapid than the percentage increase
in income, a progressive tax schedule applies. If marginal income utility
falls off less sharply, regression is needed. 2
The case of equal proportional sacrifice is more difficult. One is
tempted to conclude that the rate structure must be progressive, provided
that marginal income utility declines. If marginal income utility is
constant, equal proportional sacrifice clearly calls for a proportional rate
of tax. If the schedule ·now tips downward while tax payments remain
unchanged, it would seem that the high-income taxpayer surrenders a
lesser fraction of his total income utility than does the low-income taxpayer. Thus a progressive rate schedule appears to be called for. :But
\

Daniel Bernoulli, "Specimen theoriae novae de mendura sortis," Commentarii
academiae scientarum imperialis Petropolitanea, Tomus V. Petrop, 1738, pp. 175-192.
(German translation: A. Pringsheim, Die Grundlage der modernen Wertlehre, Duncker
und Hum blot, Leipzig, 1896, p. 46.) The problem is: A coin is thrown by Peter until
it shows heads. If it shows heads the first time, Peter pays Paul 1 ducat. If it shows
heads only the second time, he pays 2 ducats; if it shows heads the third t ime, he pays
4 ducats, and so forth. What is the expected value of t his game for Paul? The
hypothesis of the Bernoulli-type income utility is introduced to show that the value
is less than infinity.
2 Following Paul A. Samuelson, Foundations of Economic Analysis, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1947, p. 227, the condition of equal absolute sacrifice
requires that
u(y) - u(y - '1') = constant for all y
. 1

where y is income, u is total utility, and '1' is the amount of tax paid.
Differentiating so as to determine the required change in '1' with respect to y, we
have
d'l'
u'(y - '1') - u'(y)
(1)
dy =
u'(y- '1')
where the term u' is a measure of the marginal utility of income. This ell})ression will
be positive if marginal income utility is declining. If we have a progressive tax rate,
the elasticity of income after taxes, relative to income before taxes, must be less than 1.
Thus
_ y _ d(y- 1') < 1
(2}
y- '1'
dy
But d(y - 1')/dy = 1 - dT /dy, and by substituting for dT /dy from (1} we have

yu'(y) /(y - T)u'(y - T)

<1

The left-hand term of this expression is the elasticity of the marginal income-utility
schedule. Thus, progression will apply only if this elasticity is less than 1. If it is
equal to 1, as in the Bernoulli case, the left side of expression (2) as well must equal!,
and a proportional tax rate applies.
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as Cohen-Stuart and Edgeworth have shown, such a conclusion is not
valid. The mere condition of a declining marginal income-utility
schedule does not always lead to progression. 1
Equal proportional sacrifice requires a proportional rate of tax if the
marginal utility decreases at the same percentage rate as t he average
utility; that is, a proportional rate of tax is required when for each point
on the marginal-utility curve the product of abscissa and ordinate comprises the same portion of the total area between the ordinate, the axes,
and t he left portion of the curve. Cohen-Stuart shows that this condition for a proportional rate may be met by a variety of marginal incomeutility schedules, including (1) a
rising schedule represented by a
straight line through the origin, (2)
a horizontal schedule of constant
income utility, and (3) a declining ~
schedule of the usual type, convex
:;
0
to the origin and asymptotic to both
c
'e>
axes but drawn so tha t the product
o
of ordinate and abscissa for any ~
level of income equals the same
__ ________F
fraction of total utility derived
Q
from that income. Progression is
oc
Income
required if marginal utility declines
more rapidly than average utility; Fw. 5-2. Utility curves after CohenStuart.
that is, if the utility curve descends
more sharply than the line of proportion. Regression is required if marginal utility declines less rapidly than average utility; that is, if the utility
curve descends less sharply than the line of proportion.
Let PQ be a line of proportion, so t hat a proportional rate of tax is
required. 2 Suppose, now, t hat the ordinate is shifted to CD. The
utility curve is t hen reflected by EQ, and progression will be called for,
1 Coh en-Stuart, op. cit., chap. 3.
Also see P igou, op. cit., p. 86; Edgeworth, op. cit.,
pp. 239ft'.; and Seligman, Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practice, pp. 218-222.
For excerpts fro m Cohen-Stuart and Edgeworth, see Musgrave a.!'ld Peacock, op. cit.
2 This curve is similar to curve PQ in Fig. 9 of Cohen-Stuart's d iscussion, op. cit.
T he equation for PQ is given by U., = (1/ yY./Y 1 )U., where U., and U., are the
marginal utilities of income for incomes Y1 and Y.. Edgeworth, op. cit., p. 239,
assumes the relationship Z = H -v?J7b, where Z is total utility, y is income, and His
a constant for incomes in amounts greater than b. Given such a utility function,
equal proportional sacrifice requires proportional taxation, while equal absolute sacrifice requires regression. Given utility function Z = He", where w = [(y - a)/b)l
for amounts of income greater than a and less than a + 8b, the !'ate structure must be
regressive for both concepts. Both functions are subject to the condition that utility
increases with income at a decreasing rate, i.e., that marginal income utility falls.
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at least at the beginning of the scale. If the utility derived from a
subsistence minimum, such as OC, is excluded, progression is needed even
though a proportional rate may apply in the absence of such exclusion.
The opposite case is shown by curve PF, where regression is required to
the right of G. The special case of a marginal income-utility schedule
that has unit elasticity throughout leads to a proportional rate schedule
under equal proportional, as well as equal absolute, sacrifice. In this
case the two formulas coincide.
Since intuition tells us little about the rate at which marginal income
utility declines, we cannot presume that equal proportional sacrifice
should require progression in the typical case. 1 Certainly, there is no
reason to assume that it must always do so.

The Hypothesis of Declining Marginal Income Utility
The popular interpretation that the ability-to-pay doctrine requires
progression is based on the assumption of declining marginal income
utility. There is fairly general agreement among ability-to-pay writers
that the marginal income-utility schedule declines when moving up from
a very low to a medium income. There is less agreement for the higher
income ranges. Mill, for instance, held that the sacrifice imposed by
taxes which cut into subsistence outlays is "incommensurably" higher
than that imposed by taxes which cut into superfluities. But once this
range is passed, he considers the case for progression "too disputable
altogether, and even if true at all, not true to a sufficient extent to be
made the foundation of any rule of taxation." 2
The hypothesis of declining marginal income utility differs from the
principle of diminishing utility as applied to the consumption of any
particular commodity. 3 It is reasonable to assume that successive units
of commodity X become less useful relative to commodity Y, which is
held constant; also, it is reasonable to assume that successive increments
of X and Y should become less useful relative to leisure, holding leisure
constant. Leisure, however, constitutes a third commodity and should
be included in income. The proposition to demonstrate is that the
marginal utility of income (defined to include all goods as well as leisure)
declines with successive increments in income. This is a quite different
matter. While the proposition seems sensible enough, there is no con1 Such, at least, is the conclusion reached by Edgeworth and Cohen-Stuart.
Seligman, Progressive Taxation in Theory and Practice, holds that the required rate schedule
will be progressive, and Blum and Kalven, op. cit., p. 43, refer to the case of other than
progressive schedules as involving a somewhat "eccentric" marginal-utility schedule.
2 Mill, op. cit., pp. 806 and 807.
• See Pigou, op. cit., p. 90.
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elusive a priori reasoning that would establish it; nor has the matter been
demonstrated successfully on an empirical basis.
The proposition of a declining marginal income utility has been criticized for a number of reasons. Rising needs develop with rising income,
and a person's marginal income utility is said to shift upward as his
income rises. 1 Let us grant this and suppose that the upward shift in
the schedule will make marginal income utility constant in terms of the
long-run schedule, though declining in terms of the short-run schedule.
If reference is to the long-run schedule, the distribution of the tax bill
becomes a matter of indifference under equal marginal sacrifice; it
becomes regressive under equal absolute sacrifice, and proportional under
equal proportional sacrifice. Throughout, reference to the long-run
schedule renders the distribution of tax payments more favorable to large
incomes.
This much is clear, but it is not evident just which schedule should be
used. By the nature of the present assumptions where the same basic tastes
apply to all, an upward shift in the schedule will be experienced by anyone
whose income rises. If this is the case, reference to the long-run schedule
leads to a perplexing situation. Suppose that A's taxes are reduced and
B's taxes are increased. As a result, A's utility schedule moves up, and
the shift in tax liabilities becomes justified. But the same may be
accomplished by relieving B and raising A's tax. In the first case, A is
given a tax credit for the satisfaction of his new wants, while B is penalized
because A has developed new wants. This is done even though A's total
utility is increased by the upward shift in the marginal utility schedule,
and even though B would have been equally capable of developing new
wants if the tax relief had been granted to him. Given a utility structure
of t his sort, we must either conclude that the sacrifice criteria are
unworkable or proceed on the assumption of the short-run schedule.
A further complication results if the ut ilities derived by various income
recipients are interdependent. In other words, satisfaction from income
is partly a matter of keeping up with the Joneses. The bearing of this
interdependence upon the appropriate rate schedule hinges on t he weight
of the Jones factor at various points in the income scale. Pigou makes
much of this matter. He suggests that its importance as a determinant of
satisfaction rises when moving up t he scale. He then concludes that
equal proportional sacrifice indicates continued progression at the upper
end of the income scale, even though a Robinson Crusoe stranded on an
isle of plenty might find that his marginal iucome utility is constant. 2
1 The factor of rising aspiration levels must not be confused with that of hidden costs
to be incurred in securing a higher income. For purposes of this discussion, such costs
are eliminated in defining net income.
2 Pigou, op. cit., p. 91.
A similar point was made much earlier by Sir William Petty,
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While most people accept the hypothesis of declining marginal income
utility, there is less agreement regarding the rate at which the marginal
utility of income declines. The hypothesis of Daniel Bernoulli has been
noted already. It is mathematically convenient and significant in this
context, since it provides the dividing line between regression and progression under equal absolute sacrifice; but this is no reason why the
hypothesis should be realistic. Others may do equally well. A view
commonly found among ability-to-pay writers is that the actual marginalutility schedule cuts across the Bemoulli curve from above. For equal
absolute sacrifice, this means a declining degree of progression (referred
to by earlier authors as degressive progression) changing even tually into
regression, when moving up the income scale. 1 For equal proportional sacrifice, the degree of progression tends to decline and approach
proportionality.
But these are assumptions only. Attempts to arrive at a statistical
measure of income utility have been unsuccessful to date. Both Fisher
and Frisch tried to derive utility schedules by comparing consumer
budgets at different levels of income and by measuring utility with reference to changes in a standard budget pattern. This attempt serves to
demonstrate the hypothesis of a common taste pattern, but it does not
provide a cardinal measure of utility required for our purposes. 2 Other
economists have t.ried to measure income utility in terms of effort; 3 more
recently, experimental work has been done to measure utility in terms of
reaction to risk. 4 These experiments involve the utility or disutility
of risk taking as much as the utility or disutility of income. They are
important in other connections; but they do not provide a primary
"A Treatise of Taxes and Contributions," 1677, The Economic Writings of Sir William
Petty, ed. C. H. Hall, Cambridge University Press, London, 1899, chap. 15.
1 For a definition of various measures of "degree" of progression, see R. A. Musgrave and Tun Thin, "Income Tax Progression, 1929- 4.8," Journal of Political
Economy, vol. 56, no. 6, pp. 498-514, December, 1948.
2 Irving Fisher, "A Statistical Method for Measuring 'Marginal Utility' and T esting the Justice of a Progressive Income Tax," in Jacob H. Hollander, Economic Essays,
Contributed in 1!onor of John Bates Clark, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1927;
and Ragnar Fris('h, New Methods of Measuring Marginal Utility, J. C. B. Mohr (Paul
Siebeck), Tiibingcn, Germany, 1932.
3 R. F. Harrod, "Progressive Taxation and Equal Sacrifice," Economic Journal,
vol. 40, no. 160, pp. 704- 707, December, Hl30; and Lionel Robbins, "On the Elasticity
of Demand for Income in Terms of Effort," Economica, vol. 10, no. 29, p. 123, June,
1930.
4
See, among others, F. Mosteller and Philip Nogee, "An Experimental Measurement of Utility," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 59, no. 5, pp. 371-4.04, October,
1951, and literat ure given therein. Also, sec the suggestions by J. von Neumann and
0. Morgenstern, Theory of Games and Economic Behavior, Princeton University Press ,
Princeton, N.J., 1944, pp. 15-31.
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measure of utility in the "absolute" sense in which this concept appear:;
in connection with taxation according to ability to pay.
If the precise slope of the marginal income-utility schedule is not
known over the entire scale, no specific schedule of tax rates can be derived
from the equal- proportional-sacrifice principle; and unless the slope is
known over the relevant range, no such schedule can be deduced from the
equal-absolute-sacrifice principle. All that can be done is to apply one
or the other principle as if some assumed form of the utility schedule were
the correct one. The principle of equal marginal sacrifice requires less
information than do equal absolute or proportional sacrifice. If the
same utility schedule applies to all, the conclusion of maximum progression follows, once we assume that marginal income utility declines
(regardless of rate) over the relevant range.
Reversing the line of reasoning, one can attempt to measure the schedule
of income utility implicit in actual tax legislation on the assumption that
this legislation is in accordance with one or the other equity concept. 1
This is of interest, but it does not reveal the true utility schedule unless
we assume that the legislation was actually based on this schedule.

Formulas with Known but Different Utility Schedules
We now allow for the possibility that different people have different
income-utility schedules, while retaining the assumption that income
utilities are comparable and known. Since variations exist in all measurable phyRiological or psychological qualities of people, their ability to
derive welfare from their income may be expected to differ as well. This
circumstance does not invalidate the ability-to-pay approach, but it
complicates matters.
If total-utility schedules are dissimilar, but marginal-utility schedules
similar, over the relevant range, the previous conclusions still hold for
the principles of equal marginal and equal a bsolute sacrifice, though not
for equal proportional sacrifice. If both total and marginal schedules
differ, strict adherence to any of the three definitions of equal sacrifice
excludes application of the same tax schedule (expressing tax liability as a
function of income) to all individuals. Rather, each individual must now
be assessed according to his own utility schedule. While the slope of
any one schedule may call for progression if applied to all individuals.
some wealthy people whose utility curve lies at a low level will pay a
lower rate of tax than some poor people whose schedule lies at a high
1 See the paper by A. D. Preinreich, "Progressive Taxation and Sacrifice," American
Economic Relfiew, vol. 38, no. 1, pp. 103- 117, March, 194.8, for a measure of the schedules of income utility implicit in United States tax legislation, based on the assumption
that this legislation has been predicated consistently on the principle of equal proportional sacrifice.
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level. At the same time, the average rate of tax payable by people in
various income brackets may still show a positive relation between income
and tax assessment.

Formulas with Known but Unassigned Utility Schedules
A further situation is dealt with by A. P. Lerner who assumes that the
marginal income-utility schedules for all individuals decline. He therefore allows for differences in the slopes and levels of the individual schedules. However, it is not known which schedule attaches to whom.
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-Income for hh schedule-FIG. 5-3. Unassigned utility schedules.

Consider two individuals and two utility schedules. Both schedules are
known to slope downward, and one is known to lie above the other.
There is complete uncertainty a,~ to who has the higher and who has the
lower schedule. On this basis, Lerner concludes that any move toward
a more equal distribution is likely to increase total welfare, while any
move toward greater inequality is likely to reduce it. 1
In Figure 5-3, let marginal income utility be measured on the vertical
axis and income on the horizontal axis. There are two consumers, X and
Y. One has a high marginal income-utility schedul~ hh, where income is
measured from left to right, and one has a low marginal income-utility
schedule ll, where income is measured from right to left. Schedule hh lies
above ll for similar amounts of income.
Suppose that total income OC is divided equally, so that one has OE
1 A. P. Lerner, The Economics of Control, The Macmillan Company, New York,
1944, p. 30. For expositional reasons this argument is included here, although it
properly belongs to the welfare approach of section C further on.
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a nd the other CE. If it were known that the hh schedule belongs to
consumer X and t he ll schedule to Y, total utility would be maximized by
collecting a t ax of EM from Y and paying it as a transfer to X. Since
we do not know which schedule belongs to whom, it will be best to leave
income divided equally. Any change from this position is likely to
reduce total welfare. Suppose we reduce the income of X by an amount
T and transfer this amount to Y. Two possibilities must be considered.
If X is subject to the high-utilit.y schedule hh, his income falls from OE to
OD, and his loss of total utility equals areas d + b. A transfer of Tis
added to Y's income, which rises from CE to CD, and his gain in total
ut ility equals area d. For both combined, there is a net loss of b. If X
is subj ect to the low-utility schedule ll, his income declines from CE to
CB and his welfare loss equals area c. At the same time, Y's income rises
from OE to OB, and his welfare gain equals areas c +e. The net gain
in aggregate welfare equals e. The possible net gain e is smaller than the
possible net loss b. Since there is an equal chance for either result to
occur, it is preferable to stay with the init ial state of equal distribution.
In the same way, it may be shown that adjustments from an unequal
position to a position approaching equality are desirable because the
probable gain is greater t han the probable loss, the probability of either
gain or loss being identical.
Putting the matter differently, let us suppose that all people are
arranged into various groups, combining in each group all those with
similar utility schedules. 1 Within each group, where t he same utility
schedule applies, welfare is maximized by an equal distribution. Now,
let us assume that there exists a random relationship between the incomes
received by various individuals and the level of their marginal incomeutility curves. It then follows that the mean income will be the same for
all groups of people with equal utility schedules. Hence, welfare is
maximized by an equal distribution, which includes individuals in all
groups.
If this argument is accepted, it follows that t he concept of equal
marginal sacrifice requires a tax formula of maximum progression, where
t he required yield is obtained by slicing off incomes above a certain
amount. Similarly, we find that a differential system of tax rates tailored
to individual utility schedules, in accordance with equal proportional or
equal absolute sacrifice, leaves us with a positive relation between individual tax liabilities and incomes. If the set of individually tailored rates
is to be replaced by a generally applicable schedule, such a schedule might
be fitted to a mean of the individual marginal-utility schedules.
1 See Milt.on Friedman, "Lerner on the Economics of Control, " Journal of Political
Econom11, vol. 55, p. 40!), October, 1947, reprinted in Milton Friedman, Essays in
Positive Rronmnirs, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, l!.l53, pp. 301-322.
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Putting it still differently, suppose that the marginal income-utility
curves of all people are downward-sloping and different, and that there
exists a random relationship between a person's ability to obtain income
and the level of his utility schedule. The marginal income utility among
all people with a given income will then form a more or less normal
distribution. 1 We may compute a mean value of marginal income utility
for each level of income and thus obtain a marginal income-utility curve
composed of these mean values. A schedule of tax rates fitted to this
curve will be similar to one obtained by computing the tax liability for
each individual on the basis of his particular utility schedule, and then
computing a mean value of tax liabilities for any given level of income.
Such a schedule of tax rates would be the best uniform schedule that could
be devised.
This line of reasoning, though provocative, falls short of being convincing. Lerner's case for equal distribution rests on the uneasy assumption that there is an even probability that one or the other utility schedule
attaches to X or Y; and that if it were known which schedule applied to
which person, the conclusion would be different. The argument, not
unlike the principle of insufficient reason, remains inconclusive. More or
less the same holds for the construction of a mean-utility schedule. If
the utility schedules of individuals (on which the mean schedule is based)
were known, we would do better to disregard the mean schedule and to
assign taxes in accordance with these individual schedules.
Doubtful Nature of Interpersonal Utility Comparisons

It is evident from all this that we lack the information needed to apply
any one of the three equity concepts in an objective fashion. This holds
in particular for the equal-absolute- and the equal- proportional-sacrifice
rules, and the evidence on which application of the least-aggregatesacrifice rule is based is dubious as well. Moreover, this entire discussion
rests on the assumption that interpersonal utility comparisons can be
made in a meaningful fashion. This assumption is basic to a subjective
view of the ability-to-pay doctrine. Yet it is an assumption generally
rejected by the "new" welfare economics. If such rejection is valid,
the entire concept of equal sacrifice becomes so much nonsense and must
be discarded--lock, stock, and barrel.
I hesitate to go this far. While we cannot assume that the utility
schedules of individuals are known, the new welfare economics may have
gone too far in its categorical rejection of interpersonal utility comparisons. Such comparisons are made continuously, and in this sense
have operational meaning. Surely, there is such a thing as utility from
1 For a similar construction, sec Howard R. Bowen, Toward Social Economy, Rineh art & Company, Inc., New York, 1948, p. 181.
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the receipt of income. Evidence on measurable characteristics of
people- physical, mental or emotional- lends credence to the assumption
that there is a fair degree of similarity among individuals living in a given
society. If this is the case, it is not unreasonable to expect that a similar
situation prevails with regard to satisfaction derived from income, or
income utility. Since individual differences on measurable traits follow
a more or less systematic pattern of distribution, it would not be surprising to find the same to hold with regard to satisfaction derived from
income.
Nevertheless, this line of thought does not tell us how a workable
measure of utility could be devised. Measurement must record a
response to a given stimulus; the question is what experiment to conduct.
If we measure income utility in terms of disutility of work or risk, we do
not obtain the absolute measure of utility needed for this purpose. If
we attempt to measure income utility directly by asking people what
successive increments of income will increase their satisfaction by equal
amounts, a host of difficulties arises in obtaining meaningful and comparable answers.
It remains to be seen whether a workable and reasonably meaningful
measure of utility can be developed in time and whether thereby the
subjective concept of ability to pay can be given an operational meaning.
At this stage, we do not possess a universally accepted measure of utility
by which to apply one or the other sacrifice formula.
This dearth of evidence on which to base the case for progression or
regression must not be interpreted as evidence in favor of proportional
taxation. If the one is questionable, so is the other. For purposes of
policy formation in a democracy- or, for that matter, in a nondiscriminating dictatorship-the best solution may well be to follow Robbins'
formula and to proceed as if individuals were alike. 1 Thereby, t he concept of subjective utility is translated into one of social income utility.
We may then postulate a marginal-utility schedule that seems proper as
a matter of social policy and choose between the principles of equal
sacrifice so as to derive a tax formula from this schedule. If we proceed
along these lines, the principle of ability to pay ceases to be the subjective
matter that J. S. Mill had thought it to be. It becomes a question of
social value, and the problem is how the values can be determined. In a
democracy they must be traced to the preferences of individuals, and a
political mechanism must be designed by which this can be accomplished.
1 Sec Lionel Robbins' nice statement in "Interpersonal Comparisons of Utility,"
Economic Journal, vol. 48, no. 4, pp. 635- 641, December, 1938: "I do not believe and
I have never believed that in fact men are necessarily equal or should always be
judged as such. But I do believe that in most cases, political calculations which do
not treat them as if they were equal arc morally revolting."
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The circle closes, and we are brought back to the problems of the preceding chapter.
C. BUDGET DETERMINATION AS A WELFARE PLAN

We now leave the approach to equal sacrifice in equity terms, and turn
to those writers who wished to allocate tax~s, or expenditures and taxes,
so as to minimize aggregate sacrifice and maximize welfare. Thus, the
emphasis is changed from equity to welfare.
Equal Marginal Sacrifice as the Ultimate Principle of Taxation

Edgeworth and later Pigou concluded that least aggregate sacrifice is
the superior principle of tax distribution, not because it is equitable, but
because it derives directly from the basic utilitarian principle of maximum
happiness.
The political compact, according to Edgeworth, cannot be compa red to
a competitive bargain, since there is no rate of exchange at which margiual
utilities can be equated. 1 Another modus operandi must be found.
According to Edgeworth, this is given by the principle of maximum
happiness. Self-interested parties, contracting in the absence of competition, must adopt that arrangement which conduces to the greatest
sum of welfare to all, subject only to the condition that no one should
lose by the contract. People will be willing to accept this arrangement
because no party to the bargain can expect to obtain a share of total
welfare which exceeds that provided by the maximum-welfare rule.
Each party, therefore, realizes that maximizing aggregate utility will be
to his own advantage. Supported by possible motives of good will to
others, he will act accordingly. P resumably, a similar bargaining process
might be applied to the determination of public services, but Edgeworth
does not concern himself therewith.
It follows that taxation required to finance public services should be
distributed in accordance with equal marginal or, which is the same, least
aggregate sacrifice. The basic argument, however, applies over a wider
range including the entire problem of the Distribution Branch. The
principle making it desirable to finance t he costs of the Allocation Branch
so as to minimize welfare loss in private-want satisfaction also renders it
desirable to arrange the residual-income distl'ibution so as to maximize
welfare in private-want satisfaction. Edgeworth accepts this broader
implication of the welfare rule. Assuming a declining marginal income1 F. Y. Edgeworth, Papers Relating to Political Economy, Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,
London, 1925, p. 102; and excerpts from Edgeworth in R. A. Musgrave and Alan T .
Peacock, Classics in the Theory of Public Finance, International Economic Association,
Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1958.
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utility schedule, he concludes that welfare is maximized by an equal
distribution. Moreover, he proposes that the mechanism of bargaining,
based on an equal distribution of votes, will in fact secure the equal
distribution of income. This will come about because it is the only way
out of what is otherwise a stalemate.
In other passages, Edgeworth takes a more realistic view and considers
the least-sacrifice principle as a rule to be imposed by government rather
than a state of affairs to come about as a compromise in the market place.
Much is made of the point that implementation of the least-sacrifice
principle will be more feasible than implementation of the equal- absoluteor equal- proportional-sacrifice rules. We need know only the fact that
the common marginal-utility curve is downward-sloping and not the
precise rate at which it declines. 1 This conclusion again falls or is
qualified with the assumption of dissimilar utility schedules.
Pigou views least total sacrifice as a moral postulate rather than a
working rule. It is said to follow from the principle that all government
activity should be directed at the welfare of its citizens and that the
welfare of all should be given equal weight. Hence, "the maximum
aggregate welfare is everywhere accepted as the right goal of government."
And "in the specific field of taxation, this general principle is identical
with the principle of least sacrifice. Its validity appears to me given
directly in intuition." 2 Introducing again the assumption of similar and
declining marginal-utility schedules, Pigou says, " . . . it appears that
a system of equal marginal sacrifice fully carried out would involve
lopping off the tops of all incomes above the minimum income and
leaving everybody, after taxation, with equal incomes." 3 Moreover, the
principle of least aggregate sacrifice does not apply to distributional
considerations only. It requires as well that taxes be such as to minimize
excess burden. 4
More generally, the effects of progressive taxation on output must be
considered. Edgeworth as well as Pigourecognizesthatextrememeasures
of equalization may have detrimental effects on total output and proposes
that the rule of least total sacrifice be redefined to allow for such effects. 5
The Social-welfare Principle of Taxation

We have noted that the ability-to-pay principle was advanced by a
heterogeneous group of writers, including those with reformist and
Edgeworth, op. cit., pp. 234ff.
A. C. Pigou, A Study in Public Finance, 3d ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1951, p. 43.
3 /bid., p. 57.
• See text p. 149.
• Edgeworth, op. cit., pp. 104- 106; and Pigou, op. cit., chaps. 4-6.
1
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socialist leanings. To them the ability-to-pay principle seemed a promising base from which to advocate progressive taxation and to advance
the general objective of income redistribution. This approach was taken
by the more radical writers of the French Revolution as well as by early
socialists such as Sismondi and Hall. In the 1880s, the role of distributional considerations was restated in more moderate terms by German
reformers such as Adolph Wagner.
Wagner follows other equity theorists in considering the distribution of
tax shares as independent of the expenditure side of the budget. Indeed,
he argues rather pedantically that only the former problem is a matter of
public finance, while t he latter is one of genera l economics.' However,
in his discussion of the tax problem, a sharp distinction is drawn between
what he calls the "purely fiscal" and the "social-welfare" princip~e of
taxation. 2 The purely fiscal principle is based on t he assumption that
the prevailing distribution of income is the proper one. The rule of
taxation is equal treatment, or maintenance of t he prevailing state of
distribution. Thus proportional taxation is called for, according to
Wagner. Accepting the proposition of a declining income-utility
schedule, he maintains that this will result in a lesser proportional sacrifice
for high- than for low-income t axpayers. He holds that this result is
vnJidated by the very assumption that the prevailing distribution of
income is the proper one. 3
The social-welfare principle (das sozialpolitische P1·inzip, as Wagner
called it) is based on the assumption that the state should correct the
distribution of income as determined by market forces and by the institution of inheritance. Taxation according to a bility to pay, in the context
of the social-welfare principle, should result in equal sacrifice. While
Wagner does not specify whether he refers to proportional or absolute
sacrifice, he argues that progressive taxation is needed to obtain it.
Wagner's distinction between the purely fiscal and the social-welfare
principle of taxation somewhat resembles that of Wicksell and Lindahl,
and our distinction between taxation by the Allocation and the Distribution Branch. However, Wagner draws this distinction as a historical
rather t han analytical matter. 4 The tax problem is viewed as one.
1 Adolph Wagner, Pinanzwissenschaft, 3d cd., C. F. Winter, Leipzig, 1883, vol. I, p. 4.
For a dise u~s ion of the proper scope of state activ ity, t he reader is referred to Wagner's
Grtmd/egung der politischen 6konomie, 3d cd., C. F. W inter, Leipzig, 1892, part I,
p. 892, where the problem is dealt with in rather skct<·hy historical terms. For translations from Wagner, sec Musgrave and Peacock, op. cit.
• \Yagner, Finanzwissenschaft, vol. II, pp. 372-<155; and Musgrave and Peacock,
op. cit.
3 As we have seen , this is essentially a matter of how proper distribut ion is defined.
Rcc p. i8.
'Our distinction hctw<'Cn the Allocation and Distribut ion Branches, wh il<' hfl.~Nl on
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Whether it is solved according to the fiscal or the social-welfare principle,
or to what degree each enters, depends on the historical setting. The
emphasis will vary according to time and place, but Wagner notes that
the trend is towards the social-welfare view.
The Maximum-welfare Principle of Budget Determination

While the equity approach to taxation was limited to a just distribution
of the given cost of public services, the welfare approach extended over a
wider range, including the entire problem of income distribution. Yet
both schools arc equally narrow in that only the tax (and possibly
transfer) aspects of the budget are considered. The determination of
public services is left dangling in mid-air.
We now turn to a broader formulation that draws the determination of
public services into the picture. This is but a logical extension of t he
welfare approach to taxation. Pursuing a line of reasoning advocated
some fifty years earlier in Schaffle's principle of proportional satisfaction
of public and of private wants, 1 Pigou and subsequently Dalton proposed two principles of budget policy. The first is that resources should
be distributed among different public uses so as to equalize the marginal
return of satisfaction for each type of outlay. The second is that public
expenditures should be pushed to the point where the satisfaction
obtained from the last dollar expended is equal to the satisfaction lost
from the last dollar taken in taxes. 2 Thereby, the marginal satisfaction
derived in the public and private sectors is equalized.
This approach is illustrated in Figure 5-4, where the size of the budget
is measured horizontally, and marginal utility or disutility is measured
vertically. Suppose that the marginal utility of successive dollars of
public expenditures, allocated optimally between ditierent public uses, is
shown by line ee; and that the marginal disutility of taxes, imposed so as
to cause least total sacrifice, is shown by tt. Since the marginal utility of
both public and private outlays declines with successive increments, both
schedules fall from the left to the right. The line nn is obtained by deducting tt from ee, and measures the net benefits derived from successive
additions to the public budget. The optimum size of the budget is
determined at OM, w·here marginal net benefits arc zero. 3 In this way,
analytical considerations, does not exclude the historical factor. Indeed, fiscal history may be told in terms of varying emphasis on the different branches.
1 Albert Sc·hii.ffle, Die Grundsatze der Steuerpolitik, Ti.ibingen, Germ any, 1888, p. 17.
• Pigou, op. cit. p. 31. Also, cf. H. Dalton, Principles of Public Finance, 9th eel.,
Routledge and Kcgan Paul, Ltd., London, 1936, chap. 2.
·
3 The diagram of Fig. 5-4 will have come of age when this book appears.
Sec my
doctoral dissertation, "The Theory of Public Finance and the Concept of Burden of
Taxation," Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 1938, p. 113.
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the minimum-sacrifice approach to the allocation of taxes is matched by
a maximum-benefit approach to the determination of public expenditures,
and the two are combined in a general theory of budget planning.
This formulation can be accepted readily as a general statement of the
planning problem for the Allocation Branch, that is, the problem of
providing for the satisfaction of public wants. Transfers may be included
in it, and the statement may be extended to include the problem of the
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Fw. 5-4. Gains and losses from budget operation.

Distribution Branch. Since the social utility of public services is taken
as given, taxation under the Allocation Branch may be combined with
taxes and transfers of the Distribution Branch. 1 While the operation of
the Stabilization Branch falls outside this framework, it provides us with
a fair statement of the allocation and distribution problems. Since public
expenditures· are made an integral part of the solution, it is much superior
to the equity view of taxation. At the same time, it is more general than
the benefit approach, since it permits us to include the satisfaction of
merit as well as social wants. Finally, t he approach has the advantage of
emphasizing the political or nonmarket nature of the problem.
However, the principle of budget determination in accordance with
maximum welfare looks more helpful than it is. This becomes evident
once we inquire just how the tt and ee schedules are determined. Pigou
does not provide an answer. His A Study in Public Finance, brilliant
though it is, contains only a brief chapter on the expenditure side of the
budget. The treatment of divergencies between the private and social
net product in The Economics of Welfare comes closer to the problem, but
1

Seep. 22.
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it still leaves us short of the answer.' A divergence occurs if costs, such
as smoke nuisance, or benefits, such as increased real estate values due
to local improvements, are not reflected in the calculations of the market;
welfare may be increased by introducing an appropriate correction into
the market mechanism. Arguing on the basis of interpersonal utility
comparisons and known preferences, Pigou finds no conceptual.difficulty
in determining the appropriate tax and bounty systems. But t his is too
easy a solution. 2
There remains the fundamental difficulty of determining t he preferences
on which the values of the ee and tt schedules are to be based, and t he
further problem of choosing between alternative solutions. The mere
principle of equal marginal benefit leaves us without a concrete standard
by which the efficiency of vat·ious expenditure programs can be determined, just as t he mere principle of least total sacrifice leaves us without
an operational means of a llocating tax sha res. In all, the " rules" of
Figure 5-4 offer little more than a pious reminder t hat the budget
should be planned efficiently. If we are to determine the ee and
tt functions, benefits from public services and losses from the withdra wal
of resources in private use must be valued and related to each other.
These valuations must be derived from individual preferences, or we
must postulate a social-utility function that is imposed in an authoritarian
fashion. In the democratic model, the former approach must be taken,
thus returning us to the problems posed at the close of the preceding
chapter.
1 A. C. P igou, op. cit., part I; and The Economics of Welfare, 4th ed., Macmillan &
Co. , Ltd., London, 1932, part II, chap. 9, pp. 172-203. The argument in the latter is
restated in part II, chap. 8, of A Stttdy in Public Finance, but strangely enough Pigou
fa ils to note thaL Lho case of social wanLs is t he purcsL and most imporLant instance of
divergence.
• Seep. 140.

CHAPTER 6

Budget determination through voting

The preceding sketches of the benefit and ability-to-pay theories leave
us without a solution to our central problem. A technique must be
found by which individua ls are induced to reveal their preferences for
social wants (even though the exclusion principle cannot be applied) and
by which a choice can be made among all the solutions that are optimal in
the Pareto sense. Without this, neither the benefit nor the ability-to-pay
approach has much content. Moreover, a technique must be found to
determine what me1·it wants are to be satisfied and what distributional
adjustments are to be made. Since these problems cannot be solved by
t he mechanism of the market, we must turn to a process of political
decisio:1 making. This may not be a problem in economics as it is usually
conceived, but it is an inherent part of the theory of public economy.
A. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Determination of the budget plan through voting is a special application of the general problem of social choice-a problem t hat has received
much attention in recent writings on welfare economics. 1 The discus1 Among a large and rapidly growing literature on thia subject, sec Howard R.
Bowen, ~L'oward Social Economy, Rinehart & Company, Inc., New York, 1!)48; K.
Arrow, Social Choice and Individual Values, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1951,
which contains extensive literature references; Duncan B lack, "On the Rationale of
Group Decision-making," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 56, no. 1, pp. 23- 24,
February, 1948, and "The Decision of a Committee Using a Special Majority,"
Econometrica, vol. 16, no. 3, pp. 245- 261, July , 1948, and "Wickscll's Principle in the
Distribution of Taxation," in J. K. Eastham (cd.), Economic Essays in Commemomtion of the Dundee School of Economics, Culross & Sons, London, 1955; Cli fford Hildreth,
"Alt ernative Conditions of Social Ordering," Econometrica, vol. 21, no. 1, pp. 81- 94,
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sion, as formulated in the pioneering work of Arrow, has focused on the
question of whether there exists in all cases a social ordering (that is, an
order of social preferences expressed by the group) which meets certain
fundamental requirements of collective rationality. Our own focus is
somewhat different. We are concerned not only with finding a consistent
solution on the basis of given data but with finding a technique by which
individuals can be induced to reveal their true preferences on matt ers of
budget policy.
Suppose again that the proper distribution of income has been established, so that we are concerned with the budget of t he Allocation Branch
only. To begin with, we shall consider the satisfaction of social wants,
leaving merit wants for later consideration. We know that there exists a
set of "true" demand schedules for the satisfaction of social wants, based
!lPOn the preference systems and incomes of the various individuals and
unaffected by considerations of strategy. The individual demand schedules dealt with in our discussion of the voluntary-payment system do
exist; t he problem is one of inducing people to reveal them and to determine the budget plan on such a basis. The means to accomplish t his is
the voting process, followed by enforcement of the chosen expenditure
budget and tax formula. Thus, the voting process is both the hero and
the villain in the piece. It is the hero because it offers us a means b~·
which individuals can be forced to reveal their preferences; it is the
villain because the resulting budget will not satisfy everyone, except in
Wicksell's unusual case of unanimous consent. 1 Since the same public·
servi.ces arc available to all, and since all are subject to the same tax
formula, contribut ions will not be allocated according to the true evaluation of each and every member of the group. Yct the use of such a
formula and the inherent compulsion are the only means by which voters
can be induced to reveal t heir preferences. The trick, then, is to find the
type of voting process that gives us the best approximation to a resul t
based on the true evaluations.
Before dealing with various types of ordering under various voting
processes, let it be noted that the final choice among the types rests upon
value judgments. To begin with, there is the basic choice between an
ordering of social preferences that is authoritarian, to meet the personal
preferences of a ruler, benevolent or otherwise; and an ordering that is
January, 1953; James M. Buchanan, "The Pure Theory of Government F inance: A
Suggested Approach," Journal of Political E conomy, vol. 57, no. 6, pp. 496- 505,
December, 1949, and "Social Choice, Democracy and Free Markets," Journal of
Political Economy, vol. 62, no. 2, pp. 114- 123, April, 1954. For a discussion of the
broader framework, see also R. A. Dahl and C. E. Lindblom, Politics, Economics and
Welfare, Harper & Brothers, New York, 1953.
1 See pp. 72 and 127.
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democratic, to reflect the preferences of the constituent members of the
group. Given our particular value judgment, the normative theory of
budget planning must be democratic.
This may be readily agreed upon, but it is not enough. The term
democ7'atic comprises a large family of constitutions, ranging all the way
from Plato's rule of philosophers proposed in the Republic, to the "all
men are created equal" assumption of Jeffersonian democracy and the
concomitant principle that everyone should be given an equal voice.
In order to define what is meant by ordering social preferences on a
democratic basis. it is necessary to specify the distribution of votes and,
beyond this, to determine the particular conditions that the ordering
should meet.
The obvious answer to the problem of vote distribution- obvious, that
is, as a matter of inbred value judgment rather than logic- is that votes
should be distributed equally. The social ordering arrived at on this.
basis should be determinate and independent of such arbitrary matters as
the sequence in which issues are voted upon. The solution should be
such as to approximate one of the points on the utility frontier, as determined on the assumption that true preferences are known. 1 But beyond
this, a choice must be made between the many solutions that meet this
criterion. 2
Arrow's particular set of conditions for social ordering are based on
norms that are met where majority voting leads to an unambiguous
result. This is an interesting case because majority voting is. widely
used; but it is only one possible case, without claim to geneml validity.
A system of ordering proper for judging athletic contests, for instance,
may be quite out of place for selecting social wants. 3 It remains to be
seen whether the results obtained under a system of qualified majority,
plurality, or point voting might not be superior. Some do better in
reaching the utility frontiers than others. Beyond this, there remains
the choice between points thereon, which, again, is a matter of value
judgment. Moreover, different systems of voting allow for different
types and degrees of voting strategy, and thus serve in different degrees
to reveal true preferences. While strategy is disregarded for the time
being, it is an important factor in the total picture, and will be introduced
at the end.
Seep. 83.
For emphasis upon the distinction between the process of decision making and the
rule that states the proper social ordering, see Buchanan, "Social Choice, Democracy
and Free Markets."
'
a Arrow, op. cit., p. 27, where it seems to be implied that the same system should do
for all purposes.
1
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B. MAJORITY RULE

According to Arrow, 1 the minimum conditions necessary for collective
rationality are:
1. Between three alternatives, the social-welfare function must give
rise to a unique social ordering, no matter how individual members of the
group choose to order the three alternatives.
2. The social ordering must correspond positively, or at least not
negatively, to changes in the ordering of any one individual.
3. The elimination of any one alternative shall not affect the ranking
of the other alternatives in the social-welfare function.
4. Voters can choose freely among all alternatives.
These conditions do not specify that the social-preference function
must depend on everybody's ordering, so that this argument may be
applied to the whole family of democratic constitutions. But given more
than two people who "count," the last condition means that the ordering
between any two alternatives in the social-preference function must
correspond to their ordering by the majority of voters.
The General Case

In a situation where only two alternatives are to be decided upon, the
natural method of choice is that of majority vote. This will always
yield a solution or, at the worst, a draw. If there are more than two
alternatives, votes must be taken between pairs of alternatives, with
successive pairings of the winners, until a final "best" solution is found.
Suppose, for example, that there are three voters, X, Y, and Z, and three
choices, A, B, and C. Suppose that A is the conservative, B the moderate, and C the radical policy. Let X prefer A to B to C; let Y prefer B "to
C to A, and let Z prefer C to B to A. In such a case, alternative B wins a
majority vote over both A and C. Whatever sequence the alternatives
are paired in, B wins. The outcome is determinate.
As a second case, let Z be one of those fatal people who like extremes
per se, thus preferring C to A to B. We now find that A has a majority
over B, B over C, and C over A. This t ime, the winner in the elimination
voting depends upon the particular sequence in which t l.e alternatives are
paired. The outcome is arbitrary. There is no ranking that meets
Arrow's conditions, and the system of majority rule breaks down.
Thus Arrow presents his possibility- or, better, impossibility- theorem. If there are at least three choices that the members of socicLy arc
free to order in any possible way, then there can be no social-welfare
function that always meets both the doctrine of voter's sovereignty and
1

Arrow, op. cit., chap. 3.
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what Arrow considers t he minimum conditions of collective rationality.
Granted t hat there may be situations where these conditions are not met,
let us note when they aTe met-when possible choices can be represented
by a one-dimensional variable (choices, for example, ranging from small to
big, or conservative to radical) and when preference pattcms for all
voters are single-peaked. This means t hat there are no extremists per se.
PREFERENCE RULINGS
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The majority to be obtained by successive pairings will then go to the
median value, and results will be independent of the sequence of pairing. 1
A situation involving three voters with single-peaked preferences is
shown in Figure 6-1, where line xx indicates the ratings of voter X, yy
indicates the ratings of voter Y, and zz indicates the ratings of voter Z.
The ratings are those of our first case, and alternative B wins. A situation with a multiple-peaked preference pattern is shown in Figure 6-2.
The ratings are those of our second case, and the result is arbitrary,
depending on the sequence of voting.
Types of Budget Choice

Let us now consider whether preferences on budget policy tend to be
single- or multiple-peaked. Much depends on the type of choice involved.
On the expenditure side, we distinguish between choices regarding the
level of expenditures and choices regarding the cOip.position of expenditures. On the tax side, we distinguish between three types of tax.
The first type is a tax that imposes fixed shares at all levels of yield, so
that the share in the tax bill assumed by various taxpayers is independent
of the level of taxation. This is true in the case of a head tax and a
1 We a.c;sume that there is an unequal number of voters.
If there is an equal number, a draw will result. However, the draw will be between two alternatives t hat lie
next to each other and at the middle of t he scale. Thus, not much is lost if the choice
between them is by lot.
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proportional income tax. I t is a lso true, though less obviously, in the
case of a family of regressive or progressive income tax schedules constructed so that changes in yield are always accomplished by equa l
percentage changes in tax liability at various points in the income scale. 1
Our second type of tax involves a rate formula of such a type that an
increase in yield results in a continuous change in tax shares. In the case
of a progressive income tax, this would be illustrated by an arrangement
where a change in yield is accomplished by changing bracket rates by an
equal number of percentage points. Thereby the dis tribution of shares
is changed in favor of high incomes as yield rises.
The third type of tax is a variable-share tax of a self-reversing sort,
where the pattern of change diiTers for various ranges of yield. Thus, as
yield is increased, t he change in rates may be such that the share paid by
upper incomes rises for some range of increase in yield and then falls, or
vice versa. The significance of these distinctions will become apparent
presently.

Single-service Budget: Tax with Fixed Shares Given,
Size of Budget to Be Determined
To begin ,¥ith the simplest case, suppose that there is only one type of
public service and that the budget is to be financed by a given type of
fixed-share tax. If we assume that the total unit cost of public services is
constant, this means that the unit cos t of public services is constant
(though not necessarily similar) for all voters. Each voter must decide
how much public services he wishes to purchase at whatever constant
unit price is assigned to him. Since there is only one type of public
service, he may arrange his alternatives in one dimension, that is, from
a small to a large budget. While there is no reason to expect that all or
even a majority of voters will prefer precisely the same budget, there is
reason to expect that the ordering of preferences will be single-peaked.
On the vertical axis of Figure ·6-3, we measure goods to satisfy social
wants, and on the horizontal axis, goods s upplied to satisfy private wan ts.
The picture applies to the individual voter. Since his unit cost of public
services is constant, the price line AB is drawn as a straight line. Its
slope will depend on the total unit cos t of public services and on the
particular tax formula that is used. The preferred size of the budget is
1 In ot.hcr words, the relationship between the various schedules is such that liability progression remains constant between any two points in the income scale. Liabil.
.
.
.
'1', - 7'o
Yo
,
1ty progressiOn between any two pomts Yo and Y, •s defined as
y
y
70
1 0
where To and T 1 are t he tax liabilities for income Y 0 and Y 1 respectively. Sec R. A.
Musgmve and Tun Thin, "Income Tax Progression, 192!}- 48," Journal of PoliticCil
Eronomy, vol. 56, no. 6, p. 504, D<'cmnhcr, 194R.
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determined by the tangency between t he price. line and the indifference
curve at P . Our voter chooses budget size OC and surrenders DA of
private goods in tax. Any increase or decrease in the budget size will

c"'
~

0

"G
0

"'

FIG.

Goods to satisfy private wants
6-3. Choice among budgets of various sizes.

successively worsen his position. His preferences are obviously singlepeaked. The same holds for other voters, and majority rule gives a clearcut solution.
Single-service Budget: Tax with Variable and Continuous Shares Given,
Size of Budget to Be Determined

Let us now consider the same choice, but let the tax formula be of the
flexible-share type. Suppose, for instance, that changes in yield are
accomplished by equal point changes in all bracket rates. The share
contributed by consumers with high incomes falls as the budget expands,
while that contributed by consumers with low incomes rises, and the
unit cost of public services changes accordingly. If the voter has an
income a bove average, the price line now steepens as the budget increases,
as is shown by AKin Figure 6-3. The new tangency point is at S, and
his preferred budget size rises to OE. If the voter has an income below
average, his price line flattens, as shown by AF. The new tangency is at
R, and his preferred budget size falls to OH. Regardless of the voter's
income, the principle of the matter is not changed. There will still be
an optimal budget size and a single-peaked preference distribution. I
Majority rule still gives a determinate solution.
l This will clearly be the case for the low-income voter whose price line is AF.
The
case of the high-income voter is somewhat t roublesome, since, depending on the shape
of the indifference pattern, there may be no tangency with AK.
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Single-service Budget: Tax with Variable and Reversing Shares Given,
Size of Budget to Be Determined
Let us suppose, now, that the variable-tax formula is not of the continuous but of the reversing type. The individual tax-payer may be
confronted with a rising unit cost of public services for budget expansion
up to some size, and a declining cost thereafter, or vice versa. In terms
of Figure 6-3, the situation is one of a price line that wiggles, involving one
or more turning points. In this case, there is no reason to expect that
preferences will be single-peaked, and t here may be a number of solutions
that are equally good for any one voter. The results of majority rule
become arbitrary.

Single-service Budget: Size and Tax with Fixed Shares to Be Determined
Let us now consider a situation where voters must determine the size
of the budget as well as the type of tax. To begin with the simplest case,
we shall stipulate that only fixed-share taxes are eligible. We assume
that voters may choose between a small s, medium m, and big budget b.
Also, they may, choose between a head tax H (which is regressive), a
proportional income tax P, and a progressive income tax formula R of
the fixed-share type. Thus there are nine combinations to choose from.
The choice is to be made by three voters: X, who has a low income; Y,
whose income is just average; and Z, whose income is high.
TABLE

6-1. CHOICE OF

Budget
size
H

BUDGET S rzE A ND TYPE OF TAX

Voter X

Voter Y

Voter Z

Tax plan

Tax plan

Tax plan

p

R

H

p

R

H

6
9
5

4
7
9

p

R

- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - 8

tn

b

5
2
1

8
6
3

9
7
4

4

8
3

2
7
1

3
6

1
2

8

5

In order to define the preference patterns of these voters, let us assume
that they assign scores to each choice of tax type and budget size, in
order of preference, with 9 the highest and 1 the lowest score. There are
many possible patterns, but they must all meet certain conditions. A
first condition is that for any one tax plan, preferences must be singlepeaked. A second condition is that for any one budget size, voter X will
prefer plan R toP to II, while voter Z will prefer H toP toR. Voter Y
whose income is average, will be indifferent between H and P. His
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choice between either a nd R will depend upon the particular situation .
We assume that he prefers R, but the principle of the matter is not
changed if the positions of choice are reversed . A fi nal condition is that
for each voter the best. solution under the best tax plan should provide
for a larger budget than the best solution under the second-best tax plan;
and t hat the second-best tax plan should provide for a larger budget
than the best solution under the worst tax plan.' This will be the case
because a better tax plan signifies a lower unit cost of public services.
The ratings shown in Table 6-1 meet these conditions. Beyond this,
we pir.ture X as a person who dislikes large budgets, Z as a person who
likes large budgets, and Y as a person with more moderate tastes. We
now have a set of majority votes, matching each of the nine possible
pairs with all others. We find that not even one combination is eliminated in the first round. 2 While mR loses only against sP, sP in turn
loses to sR, mil, mP, bH, bR. If we assume an arbitrary sequence
of matches and proceed with a corresponding set of elimination votes,
some result is arrived at, but it merely reflects this arbitrary sequence.
Majority rule breaks down.
Inspection of Table 6-1 explains why this is the case. T he nine vertical
arrays are all single-peaked. The horizontal arrays are single-peaked for
voters X and Z, but they are multiple-peaked for voter Y. Hence, the
ambiguous result of the vote. Now, it would have been possible to
•construct a set of scores so that some one combination would win over all
others, while complying with our conditions; but it is evident t hat this
convenient outcome need not prevail. The finding will be the same for a
choice that involves variable-share taxes, and difficulties will be compounded once variable and reversing-share taxes are introduced.
1 In Table 6-1, where only lhrce budget sizes arc included, the requirement of larger
is replaced by equal or larger.
2 The voting, matrix, with the winner in each case, is as follows:

sll

sll
sP
sR
mll
mP
mR
bP
bll
bR

sP

sR

rnll

mP

mR

bP .

bll

bR

sll

sR
sR

mH
mH
mH

mP
mP
mP

rnR
sP
mR

sll
sP
sR

sH
bH
sR

bR
bR
sR

draw

mR
mR

bP
mP
mR

mH
mP
mR

mH
mP
mR

draw

bR
bR
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Multiple-service Budget: Size and Fixed Tax Given,
Composition to Be Determined
We shall now drop the assumptioll of a single-service budget and consider the choice between various types of public services. To simplify
matters, we assume that the size of the budget is given and that it is to
be financed by a given tax with fixed shares.
The choice between sizes of a single-service budget financed by a given
fixed-share tax could be arranged in a single dimension. Barring the case
of innate extremists, preferences were single-peaked, and a meaningful
majority rule was possible. When it conies to the choice between types
of services, there is no obvious sequence in which to arrange them. In
some cases, it may be possible to arruy services in terms of benefit differentials by income size, or in others. in terms of benefit differentials
by location. Some services may carry ideological implications and permit
ranking from the political left to the right, and so forth. Where this is
the case, preferences may be expected to be single-peaked. However,
this is the exception rather than the rule. In most cases, no such simple
arraying of choices is possible, and where it is, the underlying feature
may be only a part of the total benefit picture to be considered. Thus,
the sequences in which choices are lined up will be arbitrary, and individual rankings will be multiple-peaked. Majority decision leads to
arbitrary results.

Evaluation
In evaluating these considerations, two points must be made. One is
that the problem of arbitrariness is a matter of degree. The other is that
even an unambiguous majoriLy decision is not necessarily the best
solution.
We have seen that preferences on budget policy ma.y readily lead to
arbitrary results under majority rule. This we found to be the case for
the choice between various types of public expenditures and for variable
tax plans of the reversing type. Matters are complicated fut·Lher if
choices on the tax side are combined with those on the. expenditure side.
Yet observation of the political process, based on majority rule, suggests that the result is far from chaotic. Decision making by majority
vote somehow leads to reasonably satisfactory results. While it is
difficult in many cases to arrange matters of budget choice in a single
dimension, the problem of choice is fncilitated where a fair degree of
similarity exists between the preference patterns of voters. 1 Studies of
1
A similar assumption underlies Bowen's (op. cit., p. 181) Lrcat.ment of the singleservice case with cons tant unit cost. 11owcn poRtulntcs lnrgc numbers and a normal
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family budgets show that budget patterns among people within a cohesive
social group follow a fairly uniform pattern. Within certain limits, such
similarity of tastes may be expected to hold as well for preferences with
regard to public wants. In other cases, the choice of public services
may be similar to the choice between red and blue hats rather than to the
choice between hats and food; and here there is less reason to expect a
uniformity of budget patterns.
Indeed, it may be well to reverse the line of reasoning. Democracy
works well where considerable similarity in preference patterns exists,
thus furnishing the necessary degree of cohesion; and where a sense of
politics exists, thus making it possible to find combinations of issues
(budgetary policy plus other aspects of public policy) on which agreement
can be reached. As noted before, it is the function of the politician to be
the catalyst in this process. Where there exists such social cohesion in
preference patterns and political awareness, decisions reached by majority
vote may still be arbitrary in a purist sense; but they 'vill not be so highly
arbitrary as to be intolerable. A reshuffling of votes a nd reconsideration
of issues will continue until a more or less satisfactory solution is found.
The task at any one time is not to determine the whole array of social
wants but only to make marginal adjustments in the established budget
pattern.
Let us now examine the sense in which majority rule gives an efficient
solution in situations where the outcome is determinate and is independent
of the order in which votes arc taken. As far as the satisfaction of social
wants is concerned, solution by majority vote is clearly not the perfect
result. The decision by majority vote, though nonarbitrary as to
sequence, remains inefficient in that the preferences of some voters are
disregarded. Some may prefer the change in budget policy decided upon
by majority vote to a situation where no change is made. Others may
feel that they suffer a net loss. While some voting procedure and
enforcement of the result is inevitable in order to induce people to reveal
their preferences, the very process also leads to a result that is not a
perfect reflection of the preferences of all concerned. The result of
majority vote, even where nonarbitrary in Arrow's sense, need not place
us on the utility frontier as defined above and it need not place us on the
best point thereon. 1
If majority rule does not provide a wholly efficient solution, it remains
distribution of prices offered by various voters for an y given amount of public services.
For any one amount, the modal-price offer obtains a plurality, a nd that amount is
chosen at which the modal price equals cost. Given the assumption of a normal distribution, t he mode and t he median-and hence the results of the plurality and ma jority technique--coincicle. (See p. 108.)
1 Seep. 83.
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to be seen what sort of an approximation it provides. The result of
majority voting is optimal in the sense that it is the solution agreed to
by more people than any other. One way of interpreting this is to
attach the same positive weight or utility to each person who agrees, and
no negative \\':eights or disutilities to persons who disagree. Or, the same
result is obtained if the latter are assigned the same absolute weight, with
a negative sign, as the former. On the basis of this calculus, the majority
solution gives us a welfare maximum of greatest aggregate utility. An
interpretation of this sort i:i•.•ch•es interpersonal utility comparison. Yet
without some such rationalization, one is hard-pressed to explain why
the right to vote should be uniform, or why the majority solution should
be optimal. It appears that the premise of a social-welfat·e function,
based on decision by majority vote, differs less from the assumptions of
the old welfare economics than appears at first sight. In the latter case,
it was argued that utilities are comparable and measurable. In the
former, we proceed as if they were. 1
In employing this kind of calculus, majority rule is similar to other
voting procedures. However, t he calculus of majority rule, which assigns
to all winners the same weight of satisfaction and to all losers the same
weight of dissatisfaction , is exceedingly crude compared to t he calculus of
other syst ems, where some attention is paid to the intensity of satisfaction
or dissatisfaction of individual voters. Instead of considering the degree
of arbitrariness of majori ty rule, we may consider the drgree to which it
gives rise to decisions that a re tolerable in terms of a more refined procedure and type of ordering:
C. OTHER ORDERINGS

A particula rly unhappy feature of simple majority rule is that no
attention is paid to the views of the minority. We now tum to various
systems that are more sensitive in this respect.

Wicksell' s System of Qualified Majority
Wicksell is much concerned with t he danger of abuse of minority rights,
especially where the same group continues in power for a long time. We
have n oted before his initial suggestions that budget policies be made
contingent on unanimous consent, and his subsequent but hesitating
agreement to settle for a rule of "relative unanimity." 2
1 For a somewhat similar v iew, sec Clifford Hildreth, "Alternative Conditions of
Social Ordering," Econometrica, vol. 21, no. 1, p. DO, J anuary, 1053.
2 See text p. 72 and Knut Wicksell, J?inanztheoretische Untersuchungen ttnd das
Steuerwesen Schweden's, Jcna, Germany, 1896, pp. 116 and 122. English translation:
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In developing his principle of relative unanimity, Wicksell suggests
that proposals for increasing expenditures by various a mounts should be
combined with alternative proposals for new taxes to finance these
expenditures. Each combination is to be matched with a policy of no
change and a vote then taken. If some specified combination obtains the
required majority, "perhaps of three-quarters, five-sixths, or even ninetenths," it should be enacted. 1 If none does, the matter should be
dropped for the time being.
The same procedure is to be used for adjusting the tax structure or for
replacing one tax with another, but Wicksell proposes a different and
rather complicated system for decisions to reduce expenditures. 2 The
first step is to assign specific expenditure items to specific t ax dollars.
This may be done by simple majority. The second step is to decide by
vote whether one or another of these tax-expenditure packages should be
discontinued. The decision to discontinue may be reached with a
minority of a "tenth, sixth or quarter" of the votes. 3 If others want to
continue the expenditures in question, they must find a tax plan that
makes these expenditures acceptable to the minority which voted to
discard the old package.
These rules and the different levels of qualified majority needed for
various purposes are designed to protect the interests of those who
would otherwise be politically helpless. 4 To do this, Wicksell, the social
nonconformist, notes that the initial problem may be one of protecting
the interests of the lower against the upper classes; but he foresees the
time when the dangers of a buse may turn in the other direction.
Wicksell's case for qualified majority has the advantage of protecting
minorities and serving as a stabilizing factor. At the same time, it
encourages a policy of inaction and interferes with the interests of the
majority.
R. A. Musgrave and Alan T. Peacock (eds.), Classics in the 'l'heo1·y of Public Finance,
International Economic Association, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1958.
Also sec J a mes M. Buchanan, "Social Choice, Democracy and Free Markets,"
Journal of Political Economy, vol. 62, no. 2, p. 118, April, 1954, who v iews the inconsistency of social choice as a safeguard for the minority; and the discussion of Wicksell 's system by Duncan Black, "Wicksell's Principle in ,the Distribution of Taxation," in J. K. Eastham (cd.), Economic Essays in Commemoration of the Dundee
School of E conomics, Culross & Sons, London, 1955, p. 15.
1
Wickscll, op. cit., p. 117. Wicksell docs not allow for the possibility that the
results may be arbitrary, depending upon the sequence of voting. As in the case of
simple majority, arbitrariness will tend to res ult unless preferences arc single-peaked.
2 Ibid., p. 120.
3 Ibid.
• Ibid., p. 122.
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Plurality Rule

A more subtle approach to the protection of minority views is provided
by such systems as plurality and point voting. Under plurality rule
each voter ranks the available policies, and the winning alternative is
tlhosen on the basis of the total score, obtained by aggregating for each
policy the rankings assigned by various voters. Returning to the illustration of Table 6-1, we find that combination mP wins with a total score of
20. Under the majority rule, mP lost to mR, which under plurality
vote scores 18 only.
What is there to be said in favor of mP compared to mH and mR?
For one thing, mP is the only possible solution under plurality rule,
whereas mH and mR are arbitrary choices under the majority vote.
By the very nature of the plurality rule, there must be either one winner
or a draw between a number of winners, all of which have equal scores.
Unless there is a random distribution of preferences, the combinations
with equal scores will tend to include only a small part of possible alternatives; and though an arbitrary choice is made between them, the damage
is likely to be less than it would be with an arbitrary majority vote.
Apart from t his, we may explain the logic of plurality choice as follows:
If we assume that each voter derives an equal dose of utility by moving
up one notch anywhere in his rating, and that these doses of utility are
equal among voters, the alternative with the largest totaJ score leaves us
with the largest aggregate utility. Based on this calculus, plurality
rule gives the optimal solution. Such a rationale differs from that of
the majority solution, which assigns an equal utility dose to each member
of the majority. The question is which system better reflects the underlying pattern of individual preferences. Under plurality rule attention
is paid to the minority, and the entire structure of preferences of various
voters is allowed for. Neither of these considerations, however, enter
with majority rule. The plurality rule, therefore, accounts more fully
for individual preference patterns than does the majority rule. 1
1 This conclusion runs counter to Arrow's indictment of Lhe plurality rule as inconsisLent, wiLh collective rationality (Social Choice and Individual Values, John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., New York, 1951). His charge is based on the claim that orderings under
the pluraliLy rule depend upon "irrelevant" alternatives.
To illustrate, let us consider the ratings of Table 6-2, where alternative A wins under
eith e1· Lhe majority or the plurality rule. Now, suppose Lhat, for some reason alLernative B drops out of the running, e.g., a candidate dies or an issue is declared unconst.itutional. Voters will reassign Lheir scores as shown in Table 6-3. The majority
decision still goes to A, but the plurality vote changes lo C. This, Arrow says, is
inrompat ible with eolleclivc rationality ; the winning alternaLive should not change
simply because an irrelevant (i.e., nonwinning) alternative has dropped out of the
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Point Voting

While the plurality system is more responsive to the preferences of all
voters than majority rule, it still fails to permit individual voters to
express the intensity of their feelings. Ordering by rank is satisfactory
in a situation where there is a continuous set of alternatives but quite
unsatisfactory where alternatives are discontinuous, so that the difference
in utility between any two consecutive items in the ranking varies greatly.
This rigidity may be overcome by point voting. Each voter is given a
total number of points- say 10Q--and is permitted to allocate these
points among the available alternatives. This leaves him with much
greater flexibility than he has in plurality voting. Under the plurality
system, the ratio of weights assigned to the best and the poorest alternat ives will be as n: 1, where n is the number of alternatives. With point
voting, the ratio may be infinity, and the spacing between alternatives
may be adjusted according to the pleasure of the voter. Thus, he may
assign 100 to any one choice, and 0 to the rest if he so wishes. With given
preferences, the alternative with the highest point score may not be that
which wins under plurality rule.
A system of this sort, which permits the voter to express the intensity
of his feelings, may again be rationalized in terms of an as-if r ule in
utility. The hypothesis now is that to each voter the utility values of
various alternatives stand in the ratio of the points he assigns; and that
picture. The crux of the matter is whether we wish to consider a non winning alternative irrelevant. This may be an appropriate assumption for scoring athletic contests,
but it does not belong here. To assert that any alternative that disappears is irrelevant merely stipulates that collective rationality must comply with majority rule. If
the rationale underlying t h e plurality type of scoring is preferred, all alternatives,
winning or not, arc relevant. The result of majority rule may be said to contradict
this type of collective rationality precisely because the outcome does not change, even
though a previously available alternative drops out. As far as I can see, there is no
inherent logical flaw in the plurality vote; nor does intuition reveal that the democmtic process should be interpreted in terms of the majority rule.
TABI,E

6-2

TABLE

.

Alternative
Voter

A

B

c

D

3
3
5

2
2
4
8

6-3

Alternative

E

A

c

D

3
3
4
10

2
2
3

E

---- ------ -----X
y

z
Total votes

5
5
2
12

4
4
1
9

11

1
1
3

5

4
4

+

7

1
1

2
4
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the utility dose per point is the same for all voters. We may expect
such a system to give determinate results over a wider range of cases than
t he plurality rule and to give a better reflection of underlying preferences.
T his holds for a comparison with pluraliLy rule, and even more so for a
comparison with majority rule.
D. STRATEGY

In the preceding discussion, we have compared the results of various
voting systems based on given sets of t rue preferences, as shown in t he
ratings of Tables 6-1 to 6-3. We have assumed these ratings to reflect
true preferences and have used them to determine the results for different
voting methods. Voter strategy was disregarded.
Central Finance

T he foregoing assumption must now be revised. The need for a voting
process arises precisely because voters will not revea l their true preferences
on a volunta ry basis. Since the benefit of pub lic services is obtained
independently of contribution, it is good strategy not to reveal true
preferences. A voting process combined with a compulsory application
of the result is needed to force people into making their wants known.
Depending upon the voting system, people may still choose not to reveal
true preferences but to use strategies to obtain a preferred result.
To illustrate, let us turn to Table 6-1 and apply the plurality rule with
strategy permitted. Voter Z may now announce a rating which assigns
4 to mP, 6 to sH, 9 to mH, and 7 to bH. Thereby he reduces the score of
mP to 17, and mii becomes the winner with 19. He will prefer this to t he
solution without strategy, since his true score for mH exceeds that for
mP, even though it does so by less than his rating with strategy would
suggest. Similar effor ts will be made by other voters, whose skills in
assessing the situation may differ. Bargains will be made between
voters or groups of voters on various issues, to improve their positions
at the cost of a third group. When a ll is said and done, t.he final result
may be a long way from that which would be obtained under our earlier
assumption that voting proceeds independently and on the basis of true
ratings.
The total score of the winning alternative under plurality and point
voting will be less if strategy is present than without. In the preceding
illustration, for instance, strategy resulted in a switch from mP, with a
true score of 19, to mil, with a true score of 17. This follows from the
very nature of our utility calculus or standard, which is in terms of true
scores. Since the true orderings are not known, we cannot ascertain
just where the gai ns and losses accrue, but we do know that the total
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true score is reduced by strategy. The kind of reasoning- the as-if
argument in utility- which suggests that one or the other type of ordering
should be preferred also suggests that the scope for strategy should be
minimized.
Since various types of voting permit varying degrees of elbowroom for
strategy and coll usion, resulting d ifferences in imperfection must be
taken in to account in choosing between voting systems. This is esse11tial
in a more ext ensive examination of the problem. Chances are that the
scope for strategy will be greater with a sensit ive system such as point
voting than with a global system such as ma jori ty voting. On ba lance,
majority voting may be the better system, even though point voting
would be superior in the abse nse of strategy. Much depends on the
degree of socia l cohesion and the basic similarity of prefer ence patterm~.
Where preference patterns differ greatly, the fine r adjustment of point
voting \\'Ould seem desirable. Yet thiH is precisely the setting where the
results of strategy threaten to render the politica l process unworkable.
Where preferences a rc reasonably similar. majority voting will do, even
though society may be able to afford the result::; of point voting.
Other problems that should be dealt with in this connection can only be
m entioned. Thus, it must be considered how various systems of voting
are affected by the delegation of decision making from the individua l
voter to the elected representative; how decision making among representatives is affected by parliamentary procedure and party organization;
and how imperfections in t he decision-making process, for example, the
two-par ty system versus proportiona l representation, may contribute
to stability and more sensible results. History shows that parliamentary
government works better where (as in the Anglo-Saxon countries) a
rather crude system of representation is applied ; and that the devisive
forces of society are encouraged where constitutional an angements
provide for a highly representative system. These a re enticing problems
of political theory as the economist would like to see political theory
approached, but they cannot be explored here.
A Special Problem of Local Finance

There remains to be noted a special problem posed by local finance.
It arises where the individual has an option to leave one fiscal community
and move to another rather than submit to the majority decision of any
particular place. 1 To simplify matters, let us suppose t hat there a re no
transportation costs that enter into the choice of location. Let us now
assume a situation where all people are in a similar position with regard to
1 For the original discussion of this idea, sec Charles M. Tiebout, "A Pure Theory of
Local Expenditures," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 64, no. 5, pp. 416- 424,
October, 1!)56.
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income, but some value social wants higher, relative to private wants,
than others. In this situation it will be advantageous for people to join
up with others who have similar preferences. Where social wants are
concerned, a person stands to gain from having a preference pattern
similar to that of others. For private wants, the opposite tends to be
the case : A person who prefers Florida vacations in August has an advant age over someone else who likes them in January.
Next, let us consider a situation where all people have similar preference
for socia l wants but differ in income. In this case, it will be advantageous
for people with high incomes to associate with others with high incomes,
while excluding people with low incomes. At the same time, it will be
desirable for people with low incomes to enter a community with as high
a n average income as possible. This principle is reflected in the history
of the poor laws as well as in the sociology of suburbia. It applies if
taxes are proportional and moreso if they are progressive.
T he choice is less obvious if differences in income arc combined with
differences in preferences. Moreover, transportation costs and other
factors enter into location, and fiscal considerations may be more or less
minor. Nevertheless, the possibility of moving to other communities
establishes something equivalent to a market mechanism in local finance.
The determination of social wants within any one community remains a
problem in social wants, but that of choosing among communities becomes
a market problem. Thereby a more homogeneous pattern of preferences
tends to be established within any one community, and the task of finding
a satisfactory solution is simplified.
E. SUMMARY

This brings us to the end of our exploration into the theoretical nature
of budget determination. While the results arc inconclusive, the reader
should not feel disheartened. We have examined some cenLral problems
in the theory of public finance that no serious student of the subject can
afford to disregard.
The basic precept of our analysis has been that public wants, the
satisfacLion of which is provided through the budget, arc a n inherent
part of the preference pattems of the individual members of the community. In this respect they do not differ from private wants, the
satisfaction of which is provided through the mechanism of the market.
As a conceptual matter, individual demand schedules for services supplied
in the satisfaction of public wants may be derived from the indifference
pattern of individual preferences- as demand schedules for services
supplied in the satisfac tion of private wants at·c derived. The basic
problem in the theory of public economy, therefore. is noL thai social
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wants are generated in some different and mysterious fashion; rather it is
that the same amounts of services· are consumed by all, so that (1) true
individual preferences for such wants are not revealed at the market, and
(2) there is no single solution that is optimal in the Pareto sense.
Of these two problems, the first is the most immediate. In the satisfaction of private wants, the market functions as an auction place, forcing
individual consumers to reveal their true preferences: Unless I bid, I shall
not be able to get what I want. In the satisfaction of social wants, this
reasoning does not hold. The services supplied are not subject to the
exclusion principle. Consumers will be able to obtain the benefits
whether they contribute or not. Since the exclusion principle cannot be
applied, there is no reason why consumers should reveal true preferences.
The problem, therefore, is to find a way by which they can be induced to
reveal these preferences so that the budget may be planned accordingly.
Neither the benefit nor the ability-to-pay theory offers an answer to
this problem. The benefit approach has the advantage of tying the
expenditure and tax sides of the budget together and relating both to
individual preferences. Yet it fails in that it provides no way of ascertaining t he true benefits. The voluntary-payment version furnishes no
operational solution. The ability-to-pay approach to the theory of
taxation proves even less satisfactory. It gives no clear-cut principle of
tax distribution and fails altogether to answer the problem of expenditure
determination. Later versions, categorizing the budget as a welfare
plan, introduce the expenditure side of the budget and have the merit of
emphasizing the planning aspects. However, these versions do not show
how to determine the social preferences, without which determination the
requirements of the welfare approach are an empty shell.
We are thus confronted with the necessity of examining the processes
by which individuals may be induced to reveal their preferences. This
requires a voting mechanism, together with a compulsory application of
the budget plan thus decided upon. This very necessity for compulsory
application of a general tax formula means that the resulting solution
will not be optimal.
The definition of what constitutes an optimal solution leads to the
second difficulty. Since the same supply of public services must be
consumed by all, there is no single optimal solution for the amount
supplied and the distribution of cost shares. Rather, there are a number
of solut ions falling along a utility frontier, all of which are optimal in the
sense that there can be no improvement in the position of any one member
of t he group without damaging the position of someone else. Thus, even
if the problem of revealing true preferences is disregarded altogether, and
true preferences are assumed to be known, the economist's concept of
efficiency permits us only to determine which soluiions are on, and which
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are below, the utility frontier. A more specific social-welfare function is
needed to choose among the points on the frontier. This again requires a
political process.
In evaluating various voting systems, we must ask ourselves whether
they will give a solution that comes close to the utility frontier, and what
principles underlie the choice between various points on the frontier. In
comparing the rationale of various systems, we can hardly avoid reasoning
as if interpersonal utility comparisons can be made, the difference between
the old and the new welfare economics of this type being less than is
frequently supposed. Disregarding considerations of strategy, much is
to be said in favor of the more sensitive orderings resulting from a system
of point or plurality voting. Allowing for considerations of strategy, the
balance may tip the other way, and the results of the cruder system of
majority voting may be the better choice.
The preceding discussion has been concerned primarily with that phase
of the Allocation Branch which deals with the satisfaction of social wants.
The problem of merit wants differs in that it falls outside the framework of
consumer sovereignty. Theoretical constructions of the benefit typewith or without implementation through voting- are inapplicable. Yet
the determination of merit wants is undertaken in the same voting process
as that of social wants; and the considerations of the present chapter
largely apply to both cases.
Determination of the "proper" state of income distribution is a further
problem in social choice, and again more difficult than that of social
wants. Given the distribution of income, we can visualize that there
exists a true set of demand schedules for the satisfaction of social wants.
From this we know that there exists a set of optimal solutions to their
satisfaction. To be sure, the choice among these optimal solutions still
involves distributional considerations. Thus the problems of the Allocation and the Distribution Branches cannot be separated altogether. At
the same time, the determination of t hese optimal solutions can be
handled more readily in economic terms than can that of proper distribution. For these and other reasons, a separation of the Allocation and
Distribution Branches remains advisable.

CHAPTER 7

Further problems m efficiency

We shall now turn to some remaining issues which have been dealt
with at length in the theory of welfare economics and which have a direct
bearing on the efficiency of budget policy. They include the use of subsidy and tax policies to secure an efficient output for decreasing-cost
industries, similar budgetary corrections for industries involving important
external economies or costs, and the much-discussed problem of excess
burden in taxation
A. SUBSIDY-TAX POLICY FOR DECREASING-COST INDUSTRIES

Efficient allocation of resources requires that the supply of any product
or service should be carried to the point at which marginal cost MC
and price or average revenue, AR, become equal. If less is supplied,
price will exceed marginal cost. Consumers will be willing to pay more
for an additional unit of output than the cost to produce it. H ence it is
to the advantage of society that more should be produced.
The condition of MC = rl.R is met by the market in the case of perfect
competition. Under monopoly AR exceeds MC. Inefficient allocation
results, and consideration must be given to public policies that force firms
to produce at an optimal output where AR equals MC. 1
The problem of adjustment is relatively simple in industries that
operate under conditions of increasing cost and where monopoly is due to
closed entry. Here the firm can be forced to produce optima l output and
still cover its cost. Such is not the case with industries where maximum
technical efficiency is reached at an output greq.ter than the market can
sustain. Here monopoly results, but the problem is not simply one of
1

Seep. 44.
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enforcing a competitive output. Average cost AC will exceed AR at the
level of output where AR equals MC. Production at the efficient level
of output thus involves a loss to the producer. In order to obtain an
optimal output, the private producer must be given a subsidy, or the
goods must be supplied by a public enterprise that operates at a loss.
The argument seems straightforward until we begin to inquire just how
the subsidy should be collected and what level of capacity should be
established in the first place. 1
Consider the classical illustration of pricing the services of a bridge.
The short-run aspect of the problem poses no particular difficulty. A
bridge has been built in the past, and capacity is given. Thus marginal
pricing involves variable cost only. To simplify matters, lot us assume
that no variable costs arise in the maintenance of the bridge. 2 Marginal
1 Alfred Marshall, PTinciples of Economics, 8th ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1930, book V, chap. 13, p. 425, concluded that welfare, as measured by the total of
consumer surplus, is increased if a tax is levied on an increasing-cost industry and the
proceeds arc pnid as bounty to a decreasing-cost industry. This early version of the
argument implies a constant marginal utility of money and comparability of income
utility. (Sec text p. 108.) Thereby it avoids t\11 the difficulties ar·ising from the need
to determine the amount and source of subsidy. Sec a lso H. Myint, Theories of
Welfal'e Economics, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1948, chap. 9.
For a more modern formulation of t he argument in terms of marginal-cost pricing,
sec Jules Dupuit, "On t he i\ll casuremcnt of the Utility of Public Works,'' first published
in Annates des Ponts et Chattssees, ser. 2, vol. 8, 1844 (English translation in International Economic Papers, no. 2, pp. 83- 110, London, 1952); H. Hotelling, "The General Welfare in Relation to Problems of Taxation and Railway and Utility Rates,"
Econometriect, vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 242- 269, July, 1938, and "The Relation of Prices to
Marginal Costs in an Optimum System," Econometrica, vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 151- 155, 1939,
as well as "A F inal Note,'' Econonwt1·ica, vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 158-160, 1939; Ragnar
Frisch, "The Dupuit Taxation Theorem,'' Econometrica, vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 145- 150,
1939, and "A Further Note on the Dupuit Taxation Theorem,'' Economet1·ica, vol. 7,
no. 2, pp. 156- 157, 1939. The initial contribution by H. Hotel\ing is reprinted in
R. A. Musgrnvc and Carl Shoup (eels.), Readinos in the Economics of 'l'axation, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1958.
Also see M elvin Reder, Studies in the 'l'heory of Welfare E conomics, Columbia University Press, New York, 1947, chap. 4; Howard R. Bowen, Toward Social Economy,
Riueha rt & Company, Inc., New York, 1948, chap. 17; A. P . Lerner, 'l'he Economics of
Control, The l\Iacmillan Company, New York, 1944, chap. 16; Nancy Ruggles, "The
Welfare Basis of the Marginal Cost Pricing Principle," Review of Economic Studies,
ser. 1, vol. 17, no. 42, pp. 29- 46, 1940- l950, and "Recent Developments in the Theory
of Marginal Cost Pricing," Review of E conomic Studies, scr. 2, vol. 17, no. 43, pp. 107127, 1949- 1950.
In particular, sec the compnct treatment of the problem by A. M. I-lcnclcrson, "The
Pricing of Public Utility Undertakings," Manchester School, vol. l5, no. 3, pp. 223- 250,
September, 1947.
2 Maintenance expenditures independent of the rate of usc arc, in effect, new
investment expenditures. The problems raised by such outlays arc those ·involved in
the long-run aspects.
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cost is zero, and the proper pricing requires that the services of the
bridge be supplied free of charge. T he more the bridge is used, the greater
is the welfare derived from its services. At least, this is the case if t here
is no problem of "crowding." If there is, an auction is in order to ration
out limited space. That is to say, tolls may be charged to those who
wish to use the bridge without crowding, with the proceeds paid to those
who in return are willing to stay away.
All this is simple enough, provided that the bridge is given to begin
with. In the long run, such is not the case. Decisions must be made
when to build a bridge. Thi s is the more interesting part of the problem.
All costs are now variable costs and must be allowed for, when deciding
whether a bridge is worth building. It must be determined who is to pay
for the structure. Let us assume, for present purposes, that the only
benefits the bridge provides are those that accrue from its direct use.
T he rule might be proposed that the building project is worth undertaking
if the total cost can be covered by subsequent toll proceeds. ' The scale
of output (number of bridges) will then be carried to the point at which
the additional cost incurred will fall just short of the marginal toll proceeds. The general principle is clear enough, but the problem is how to
implement it in an efficient fashion.
One policy is to build the bridge and then to defray the cost by toll
finance. If the cost is not recovered, an investment error was made. If
the cost is recovered, the bridge should subsequently be given over to
free use. If crowding results, a new bridge can be built and the same test
applied, and so forth. This policy has the advantage of providing
ex post evidence of whether or not the investment was justified. It has
the disadvantage of inefficiency in the charging of tolls on t he latest
bridge- because this restrains any additional use of the bridge tha t would
be possible without crowding.2 We have, then, a paradoxical situation
where the exclusion principle can be applied (distinct from our case of
social wants proper, where this is not feasible) but where such application
(in the case of the bridge) results in an inefficient solution.
A second policy may be considered tha t avoids this inefficiency. This
is to finance the bridge by either a lump-sum tax or from general revenue. 3
1 Henderson, op. cit. , suggests that the bridge is worthwhile if covered by toll proceeds, with tolls arranged so as to result in perfect price discrimination. Whether this
is preferable to uniform pricing depends on how the proper state of distribution is
defined. (See text p. 77, note 1.)
• Such a difficulty would not arise if the supply of bridges was sufficiently divisible
to permit a precise adjustment to demand without crowding or excess capacity. The
ent ire problem would vanish, since the market could resolve it by the usual mechanism of price or toll finance.
3 In the case of a lump-sum tax, we avoid the imposition of an excess burden, which
is likely to arise in t he case of other taxes. This aspect of the matter will be considered shortly.
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In both these cases, there need be no toll that restrains the use of existing
capacity. This is all to the good, but we are left without any assurance
whether the construction of the bridge was worthwhile in the first place;
that is, whether it could have been financed by tolls, if tolls had been
charged. Moreover, we are confronted with an arbitrary change in the
state of distribution, since the people who pay the tax may not be the
people who use the facilities.
·
The choice between the two policies of toll finance and tax finance is a
matter of judgment, depending on the specific case. The first policy has
the advantage of ex post justification (or rejection) of the investment and
the avoidance of arbitrary distributional effects. The second policy has
the advantage of a more efficient use of existing facilities. Under certain
circumstances the latter advantage may carry greater weight; under
others, the former may be decisive.
Some attempts can be made to compromise betweerr the two policies.
The tax used in the second case might be drawn from people who
are most likely to use the facility; or the toll in the first case might
be transformed into an initial admission charge prerequisite to any
use 'of the bridge, plus a fee per unit of use equal to marginal cost.
Since the marginal cost for the bridge would equal zero, we would
be left again with the question of how to assess the general admission
charge. 1
However, none of these is a satisfactory solution. To obtain one, it
must be shown that the investment is justified on the basis of consumer
preferences. This can be done only if the facility is paid for in accordance
with these preferences. Such payment is necessary for operational
reasons, quite apart from the theoretical proposition (which to me seems
eminently reasonable) that compensation must be paid if a welfare gain
is to be established by the compensation principle. 2
All this leads to the conclusion that the building of the bridge (and
similar facilities) must be determined by the same political process that
determines the satisfaction of social wants in the budget of the Allocation
Branch. Even though the exclusion principle can be applied in the
technical sense · that barriers can be established, use of the principle is
inadmissible because decreasing costs prevail.
1 Henderson, op. cit., refers to this plan as the "two-part tariff."
Presumably less is
lost by excluding those who do not pay admission t han by restraining those who do.
2 Sec W. J. Baumol, "Community Indifference," Review of Economic Studies,
vol. 14, no. 35, p. 4.4, 104.6- 1047; and K. Arrow, Social Choice and Individual Values,
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1051, p. 38.
In this basic sense, Hotelling, "The General Welfare in Relation to Problems of
Taxation and Railway and Utility Rates," p. 242, seems quite mistaken when he holds
that there is no reason why "every tub must stand on its own bottom." It must,
frG>m the long-run point of view, where all costs are allowed for.
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B. COLLATERAL BENEFITS AND COSTS

Let us suppose, now, that our bridge not only benefits the direct users
but also results in collateral benefits to residents of the adjoining territory
or other groups, independent of their use of the bridge. P rice payments
for such benefits cannot be collected by toll finance, even'if it is decided
to charge a toll for direct use. We have here an outright case of social
wants. Where such collateral benefits exist, construction of the bridge
may be worthwhile, even though the cost cannot be recovered by toll
finance. The question is how to evaluate these benefits. 1
Precisely the same problem arises whenever we encounter a divergence
between social and private net product. In t he framework of the older
welfare economics- which assumes preferences to be known and per mits
interpersonal utility comparisons- such situations may be readily
remedied by designing t he appropriate tax-bounty scheme. 2 If this
solution is discarded, we are left with t he basic difficulties encountered
previously in the satisfaction of social wants. To begin with, there is
the problem of inducing those who enjoy gains or suffer losses to reveal
their evaluat ion of such gains or losses. In addition, there is a~ain t he
problem of choosing between points on the utility frontier that is established on this basis.
Resorting to the principle of compensation docs not solve the problem. 3
There is no market mechanism by which collateral benefits or costs can
be determined; hence there is no basis on which to assess those who
enjoy the benefits or to compensate those who suffer the loss. The
principle of compensation can be applied only if we know how much
should be paid in compensation; but to determine this, a political process
is needed. Where the required compensation is revealed, the exclusion
principle applies, and the pricing system takes care of the problem.
C. AVOIDANCE OF EXCESS BURDEN

In our efficient system, the costs of public services provided by the
Allocation Branch are imputed to the members of the community in line
1 For a crit ical discussion of procedures fo llowed in evaluating such benefits, see
Julius Margolis, "Secondary Benefits, External Economics and the Justification of
Public Investment," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 39, p. 284, August, 1957.
2 Sec p. 115.
a For discussions of the principle of compensation, sec A. Bergson, "A Reformulat ion of Certain Aspects of Welfare Economics," Quarterly Journal of Economics,
vol. 52, no. 2, pp. 310- 334, February, 1938; J . R. Hicks, "The Foundations of Welfare
Economics," Economic Journal, vol. 49, no. 96, pp. 696-712, December, 1939; and
N. Kaldor, "Welfare Propositions of Economics and Inter-personal Comparisons of
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with their individual preference patterns. In approximating this ideal
solution, the tax-expenditure plan is determined through the political
process. Taxes are assessed according to certain objective criteria such
as income, outlay, ownership, or simply existence. These criteria are
chosen so as to allocate the costs in accordance with the intended pattern
of burden distribution. This is the function of taxation in the Allocation
Branch. Taxes should be designed so as to meet that function with
greatest efficiency, but beyond this, taxes should be as neutral as possible.
Unintended interference with the market mechanism may result in an
excess burden that should be avoided.
Similar considerations apply to the efficient design of taxes in the context of t he Distribution and Stabilization Branches. Taxes should
accomplish their assigned objective, but beyond this, they should not
interfere with the functioning of the market system. This is the principle
of neutrality in taxation. As we shall see, the desire to avoid an excess
burden is not always compatible with other objectives of budget policy1
in which case a choice must be Jl!ade. Recognition of the principle of
neutrality in no way excludes the use of tax policy to accomplish desired
objectives of economic control. Neutrality is efficient only in the avoidance of effects that are not an intended part of an efficiently determined
set of policy objectives.
It follows from the principle of neutrality that taxes should be imposed
so as to place the least burden upon whoever is to be taxed. There
should be no excess burden Lhat can be avoided. 1 The question is
Utility," E conomic Journal, vol. 49, no. 195, pp. 549- 552, September, 1939; Paul A.
Samuelson, Foundations of Economic Analysis, Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass. , 1947, chap. 8; and Melvin Reder, op. cit.
1 The literature on excess burden is voluminous.
For treatment of the problem in
terms of the old welfare economics, involving interpersonal utility comparison, see
Alfred Marshall, op. cit., chap. 13; and A. C. Pigou, A Study in Public Finance, 3d ed.,
Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1951, especially parqi., chaps. 5 and 6. Pigou refers
to excess burden as "announcement effects" to be considered in adapting taxes to the
objective of least total sacrifice.
The framewo rk of the new welfare economics excludes interpersonal utility comparisons. For the first round of contributions, formulated in partial-equilibrium terms,
see M. F. W. Joseph, "The Excess Burden of Indirect Taxation," Review of Economic
Studies, vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 226- 231, June, 1939; A. M. Henderson, " The Case for
Indirect Taxation," Economic Journal, vol. 58, no. 232, pp. 538- 553, December, 19•18;
li. P. Wald, "The Classical Indictment of Indirect Taxation," Quarterly Journal of
Economics, vol. 59, no. 4, pp. 577- 596, August, 1945; and George J. Stigler, The
'l'heo1·y of Price, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1946, p. 81.
For a second round of contributions stated in a general-equilibrium setting, sec
Earl R. Rolph and George F. Break, " The Welfare Aspects of Ex<·ise Taxes,"
Journal of Political Economy, vol. 57, pp. 46-54, July, 1949; I. M. D . Little, "Direct
vs. Indirect Taxes," Economic Journal, vol. 61, no. 243, pp. 577- 584, September, 1951,
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whether certain types of taxes are superior in this respect to others.
Let us assume that the government wishes to obtain an amount of revenue
from a particular taxpayer sufficient to secure a given resource transfer
to public use. The required revenue may be obtained by various types
of taxes including a head tax, a general income tax, a general sales or
excise tax, and a selective excise tax. We are assuming that the general
taxes are proportional, leaving progression for later consideration. The
problem is to compare the burdens that result from the various taxes, the
same yield being obtained in all cases.
Fixed Supply of Work Effort and Saving

Suppose, first, that the supply of work effort and saving are fixed.
Also, suppose that pure competition prevails in all markets. It may be
shown under these conditions that a head tax, general income tax, and
general consumption tax of equal yields are equivalent in that they
impose equal burdens, but that the selective excise tax is inferior because
it imposes a greater burden.
This follows from the welfare conditions that .must be met if the
allocation of resources is to be optimum. Suppose we have an economy
with two products, X and Y. Efficient allocation of resources requires
that for X and Y the marginal rate of transformation (the rate at which
they can be substituted for each other in production) should equal their
marginal rate of substitution ):>y the consumer. In competitive equilibrium, these two rates are equal. If they diverge, an adjustment can be
made that will be to the advantage of both sellers and buyers.
When a head tax is imposed, the prevailing equilibrium is disturbed.
Eventually a new equilibrium is reached, and this new equilibrium again
meets the optimum condition of equality between the rates of transformation in production and of substitution in consumption. The head
reprinted in I. M.D. Little, A Critique of Welfare Economics, 2d ed., Clarendon Press,
Oxford, 1957, pp. 294-300; Milton Friedman, "The Welfare Effects of an Income and
an Excise Tax," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 60; no. 1, pp 1- 24, February, 1952,
reprinted in M. Friedman, Essays in Positive Economics, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 1953, pp. 100- 116 ; W. J. Corlett and D. C. Hague, '.'Complementarity and
the Excess Burden of Taxation," Review of E conomic Studies, ser. 1, vol. 21, no. 54,
pp. 21- 30, 1953- 1954. The contributions of Little and of Rolph and Break are
reprinted in Musgrave and Shoup, op. cit.
·
Also see Earl R. Rolph, The Theory of Fiscal Economics, University of California
Press, Berkeley, Calif., 1954, chaps. 7- 10; and Anthony Y. C. Koo, "Welfare and
Direct Taxation," Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science," vol. 21,
no. 1, pp. 30--47, February, 1955. For a summary of the entire discussion, see David
Walker, "The Direct-Indirect Tax Problem: Fifteen Years of Controversy," Public
.Finance, vol. 10, pp. 153- 177, November, 1955.
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tax is always a lump-sum tax, since it meets the condition that the amount
of tax does not depend upon any variable in the system. In the special
case under consideration here, where the supply of effort and of saving
are ftxcd, this condition is also met by a general income tax and a general
sales or consumption tax. Both are lump-sum taxes and equivalent to a
head tax. Whichever of the three is imposed, the condition of optimum
will not be disturbed.
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FIG. 7-1. Excess burden of excise tax in general equilibrium.

When a selective excise tax on product X only is imposed, the situation
differs. The consumer's rate of substitution between X and Y now equals
the ratio of their mn.rket prices. The producer, however, equates the
rate of transformation to the ratio of their net (after tax) prices. Since
the tax enters as a wedge between the market price of X and its net price,
these two ratios will not be the same. Hence, the consumer's rate of
substitution will differ from the rate of transformation in production.
The optimum condition is not met, and an inefficient a llocation of
resources results. Therefore, the partial excise tax is inferior to the
other taxes.
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In Figure 7-1, this argument is illustrated for consumers as a group. 1
We measure product X on the horizontal, and product Y on the vertical
axis. The production-possibility curve AB shows the various combinations of X and Y that may be produced. Assuming the community to be
composed of individuals with equal incomes and tastes, the community's
position may be represented by any one individual. Now let his preference paUcrn be indicated by a set of indifference lines such as ir and i2,
so that equilibrium is established at E on indifference curve i2. The
• This reasoning follows that of Little, Friedman, and Rolph. It differs from the
partial-equilibrium nrgumcnt presented initially by Joseph and repented by Stigler,
Bouldiug, and others. The earlier version of the argument is shown in the following
figure:
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FIG. 7-2. Excess burden of excise tax in partial equilibrium.
Here a consumer divides his income between products X and Y. His total income in
terms of X equals OB, and the initial equilibrium is at E on indifference curve i , . An
income tax equal to DB of X is imposed. The set of opportunities now available to
him arc shown by FD, and the new equilibrium is at L, on indifference curve i 2• The
situation is precisely t he same under a general consumption tax on X and Y. Now
let the government obtain the same revenue by a tax on X only. As a result, the price
line swings frorp CB to CG, and the new equilibrium is at S, on indifference curve it.
The government's revenue is equal to SH, which is t he same as the income tax revenue
DB. The consumer is on a lower indifference curve, provided only that the curves
are convex to the origin and do not intersect.
As noted by Little and others, this analysis is not conclusive. It is in partialequilibrium term ~, and neglects changes in cost. If the government's position under
the income tax and the excise tax is to be t he same, the govcmmcnt should be able to
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product will be divided between X and Yin the ratio of ON to OM. The
marginal rate of substitution in consumption is the same as the marginal
rate of transformation in production. The price line CD is tangent to
both the producer's transformation curve and the consumer's indiiTerence
curve.
Let us now introduce budget expenditures on goods and services that
are financed by an income tax. If the production-possibility curve AB
expresses the combination of products available for private use only,
introduction of the budget will move the entire curve AB closer to the
origin; whether or not this shift is parallel will depend on the nature of
the public services for which resources are withdrawn from private usc.
To simplify matters, suppose that this shift has been allowed for already.
In other words, let AB and the equilibrium at E depict a situation after
a.dj ustmcnt to a given public expenditure and income Lax. 1
Now, let the income tax be replaced by an excise tax on X. Since the
public use of resources is unchanged, the production-possibility curve AB
remains the same. Again the new equilibrium must lie on this curve.
And as before, it must lie on an indifference curve. Moreover, it must lie
to the left of E, since at the new equilibrium the indifference curve must
intersect the production-possibility curve from above. This follows
because in the new equilibrium the slope of the production-possibility
curve equals the ratio of prices net of tax, p%" and Pv", as received by the
producer; the slope of the indifference curve equals the ratio of market
prices, p%m and Pu"', as paid by the consumer; but p%"'1Pv11' > p%"/Pu"·
Such a point is illustrated by L, where GH is the new market price or
budget line, and the slope of KF shows the ratio of net prices. While our
choice of the particular point L is arbitrary, we know that it must lie
somewhere on AE, and that it must fall on a lower indifference curve
than i 2• This will be true provided that the slope of the indi!Icrence
curves is convex to the origin and that the curves do not intersect. An
excess burden has been imposed by the use of the excise tax on X.
The excess burden arises only if X and Y can be substituted for each
other. No subs titution is possible if the consumption of X or Y is fixed
in amount, or if X and Yare consumed in fixed proportions. In this case,
the excise on X is equivalent to the other taxes, and no excess burden
results. The degree of excess burden that results thus depends on the
degree to which substitution is possible. At the same time, this relationobtain the same mix of X and Yin both cases.

Since its revenue in both casrs equals

DB of X, and since it may purchase Y as well, obtaining the same mix will he possible
only if the tmnsformn.t.ion curve of X n.nd Y has the same slope at both the old and the

new points of equilibrium. The same slope will not occur unless the transformation
schedule is a ~ traight line, both goods being produced under constant cost.
1 This position is arrived n.t by the process shown in the following ftgure, wher!' J>H
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ship cannot be expressed easily in terms of price and income elasticity.
Substitution may exist where X is zero elastic to price but is not neutral to changes in real income. Here X must be an inferior good since,
is the production-possibility schedule, S'l' is the price line, and U is the initial point of
equilibrium, all before the government enters the picture.

FIG. 7-3. Resource withdrawal financed by income tax.
Now, let the government purchase BP of product X. The net production-possibility schedule BA shows the new combinations of X and Y available for private use.
It is obtained by deducting BP horizontally from PR. Assuming income tax finance,
the new equilibrium will be where AB is tangent to an indifference curve. This may
be at point Z, in which case the slope of the price line remains unchanged; private
buyers surrender X only, and the total output of X and Y remains as before. But
this is a very special case. The new equilibrium may also be at a point such as V,
where the total output of X is reduced by UM; t hat of Y is increased by MN; and
PziP. rises; or the new equilibrium may be at a point such as W, where the output of
X is increased; that of Y is reduced; and Pz!P. falls. The outcome depends on the
shape of the indifference pattern, the shape of the production-possibility curve, and
the composition of government purchases.
Operationally, we may think of the income tax- financed budget as result ing initially in a parn.llel shift in the price line to the left, locating private buyers at point Z
on the private production-possibility schedule. If AB happens to be tangent to an
indifference line at Z, this is t he end of t he adjustment. If not, there follows a rearrangement of private purchases and a movement along AB to a point such as V or W,
where AB is tangent to an indifference line. The point E in Figure 7-1 represents
such a point, reached after the entire adjustment is completed.
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with a change in price, the price effect must be offset by an income effect.
As an income tax is imposed, th~ purchase of X increases. As an excise
on X is imposed, the purchase of X is unchanged , since the income effect
is cancelled by t he price effect. Nevertheless, the excise on X is inferior,
since it results in a divergence between the consumer's rate of substitution and the seller's rate of transformation. The more X responds
to income, the greater is this divergence and the resulting excess bmden.
Similarly, substitution may be possible where X is zero elastic to
income but elastic to price. In this case, imposition of an income tax
leaves purchases of X unchanged, while imposition of an excise tax on X
reduces such purchases. The excise tax is again inferior, since it disturbs
the equality between the consumer's rate of substitution and the seller's
rate of transformation. The more the demand for X is elastic to price,
the greater is the degree to which substitution is possible and, hence, the
greater the excess burden.
A general statement in terms of elasticities is difficult, however, if the
product is elastic to both income and price. No simple rule can be given'
regarding the effects on excess burden either of varying degrees of income
elasticity, with any given price elasticity greater than zero, or for varying
degrees of price elasticity, with any given income elasticity greater than
zero. Here the problem is stated better in terms of possible substitution
than elasticity, the general rule being that excess burden varies positively
with the degree of possible substitution.•
1 Ursula. Hicks, P ublic Finance, Pitman Publishing Corporation, New York, 1947,
p p. 167- 172, reaches the conclusion that excess burden varies directly with the
elasticity of supply and demand of the taxed product 01· factor.
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Fro. 7-4. Loss of consumer surplus.

It is assumed that perfect competition prevails; and that there are no closely related
products or factors, so that a partial-equilibrium approach is justified; and that the
tax in question is small, so that the marginal utility of money may be taken to be constant, and the demand curve may be looked upon as a marginal-utility curve.
The figure above shows supply and demand for a product assumed to be produced
under conditions of constant cost equal to Oa. Imposition of a unit tax equal to ad
results in a. loss of consumer surplus, or S equal to bee and a gain in tax yielci, or T
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Multiple-excite System
The preceding conclusion rests on certain simplifying assumptions
that must now be reconsidered. To begin with, we shall a llow for the
possibility of imposing more than one selective excise. Let us examine a
situation where given expenditures are financed by an income tax and an
excise on product X, with product Y tax-free. The situation may now be
improved by curtailing or repealing the income tax and adding a n equa l
ad valorem excise on Y . Matching an ad valorem excise on X with a n
equal rate excise on Y does, in fact, amount to repealing the excise on X
and obtaining t he total yield from a general ad valorem tax on sales.
Under this general tax, the rate of substitution by consumers of Px"'/Pv'"
is equal in equilibrium to t he rate of transformation or Px"!Pu", and the
condition of optimum is met.
Now let us consider three products: X , Y and Z and begin with a situation where only X is subject to an excise tax. Will it still be an improvement to add an excise on Y (but not on Z) and reduce the income tax
accordingly? Before adding a second excise, the rates of substitution
and of transformation will be equal between Y and Z, but unequal
between X a nd Y, and X and Z. After the tax on Y has been added, the
two rates will be equal between Y and X, but unequal between X and Z,
and Y and Z. No general conclusion can be drawn, therefore, whether
t he excess burden would be increased or reduced by the second excise.
Nor can a ready answer be given for the more realistir case of expanding or
contracting an excise system tha t already includes many partial excises.
The a nswer cannot be found in counting product relations which involve
excess burden a nd those which do not. The weight of excess burden in
the case of any particular pair must be considered. While we can conclude that a general ad valorem tax is preferable to a system of selective
excises imposed at diJTerential rates, 1 we cannot say with assurance
equal to be · ab. If the demand schedule is a straight line over the relevent range, we
S = l a/)'
cb N ow ab
cb = E1 d Cj
be = E d N'
T wh ere E.
h I ..
fd emand alld
1
have T
d IS t e e ast1c1ty o

2

N is consumer outlays including tax.

We therefore obtain S =

~ ~~

'1'•.

Thus, the

excess burden varies directly with the elasticity of demand and with tax y ield , but
inversely with consumer outlay including tax.
Assum ing increasing cost, and treating producer surplus accordingly, Mrs. Hicks
1 EJE. T• h
E . h I . .
f
I
. S
o b tams
= 2 Ed + E. N' w ere • 1st e e ast1c1ty o supp y.
1 This conclusion differs from Pigou's principle that the optimal solution will be one
where different products are taxed at d ifferential rates, set so as to reduce the product ion of all com mod it ics in equal proportions.
See A. C. P igou, A Study in Public Finance, 3d ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
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whether a somewhat more broadly based system of ad valorem excises is
preferable to a somewhat more selective system.
Imperfections in the Market

Next, we shall abandon the assumption of pure competition but retain
that of a fixed supply of ciTort and saving. This leaves intacL Lhe conclusion that a head tax, an income t ax, and a general excise tax are
equivalent; but we can no longer prove that a selective excise tax fl!USt be
inferior. Such a tax may now be preferable to a general tax, provided
that it moves the allocation of resources to a closer-to-optimal position.
Suppose that product X is produced under monopoly, while Y is
produced under pure competition. The market produces too· little of
X and too much of Y. In order to remedy this situation, general revenue
may be obtained by placing a n excise on Y; or an excise may be placed on
Y and the proceeds used to subsidize the production of X. An alternative approach is to impose an incentive tax on the producer of X to
encourage him to produce at a closer-to-optimal scale of output. This,
of course, will not be accomplished by a simple tax on total monopoly profits or even by an ordinary tax on excess profi ts. Rather, it requires a special tax, designed to render the exercise of monopoly power unprofitable. 1
1951, p. 106; and Frank Ramsey, "A Cont ribution to th e Theory of Taxat.ion,"
In Pi1~ou's as well a~
Ramsey's reasoning, the theorem is arrived at within the framework of the old wclfan~
economics of interpersonal utility comparison. It belongs in th e welfare v iew of till'
ability-to-pay approach and docs not fit t he context of t he present argument.
Nevertheless, Pigou's theorem may b e noted briefly at t his point. Suppose that
the governm ent secures a given r evenue to purchase goods previously bought by
private buyers, or to finance serv ices provided free of charge a nd unrelated to private
demand for goods purchased at the market. Sup pose further thttt the marginal
utility of income is constant a nd equal for all; th at resource alloeation in th e private
sector is optimal; and that all demand and supply curves arc straight lines. It may
t hen be shown that the optimum system (the system involving least total sac1·ilicc)
of raising a given revenue by proportional taxes on the ou~lay on various goods is that
which curtails the production of all commodities and services in equal proportions.
This h olds whether demands for various private products arc independent or not.
The rates of tax required to secure proportional reductions in output depend on the
elasticities of the demand and supply schedules for products that would be produced in
the absence of taxation. The objective of equal proportional reduction in output is
secured if 1,/(1/s, - 1/d,) has the same values for all r, where t, is ad valorem rate
of tax, s, is the elasticity of s upply, and d, is the elasticity of demand (dcfinrd as negative) in respect to pre-tax output of the rth commodity. Thus, the rate of tnx will
be larger, the less demand is clastic and the less supply is clastic (if positive). Only
if all p roducts arc produced under constant cost, and if the total supply of labor is
fixed, will all commodities have the same rate of tax.
1 See J oan Robinson's proposal for a dual measure comprising (1) a. subsidy per
unit of output equal t o marginal cost minus marginal revenue for the purely competi-

Economic Journal, vol. 37, no. 145, pp. 46-61, March, 1!J27.
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Since the assumption of pure competition is umealistic, our earlier
conclusions must be qualified accordingly. At the same time, allocation
in the market is not altogether chaotic. Therefore, we a re still well
advised to prefer the general tax unless there is a clear case for correcting
a specific imperfection.

Variable Supply of Effort
A further assumption underlyihg the conclusions of the simple case
was that of a fixed supply of effort and saving. Let us now reinstat e the
assumption of pure competition and allow for a va riable supply of effort.
Saving is held fixed for the time being.
We must now consider the effects of various taxes upon the rate of
substitution between leisure and product X, leisure and product Y, and
products X and Y. The argument is similar to that of the preceding case,
leisure being now like a third good, the consumption of which may be
varied. For welfare to be maximized, the worker-consumer's rate of
substitution of leisure for X or Y must be equal to the rate of transformation of leisure into X or Y, just as the rates of transformation and substitution must be equal between X and Y. The question is how these
equalities are affected by various taxes.
Under a head tax, the tax liability does not vary with changes in the
taxpayer's behavior. It is assessed in Sartre fashion-on the mere fact
of existence. As before, this tax is a true lump-sum tax and free of
excess burden. But imposition of an income tax now involves an excess
burden. After such a tax is imposed and equilibrium is reached, the rate
of substitution between leisure and X, as seen by the worker-consumer,
equals the net (after tax) wage rate in terms of X. The rate of transformation, as seen by the producer-employer, equals the gross wage rate
paid in the market. Introduction of an income tax renders the two rates
unequal. The same applies witl;l regard to leisure and good Y. The
income tax now interferes with optimal allocation.'
tive output, and (2) a tax equal to supernormal profits, including s ubsidy (Economics
of Impe1ject Competition, Macmillan & Co., Ltd ., London, 1933, pp. 164-165). For
further discussion of this proposal, see Benjamin Higgins, "Post-war Tax Policy,"
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, vol. 9, no. 3, part I, pp. 408- 428,
August, 1943, reprinted in Musgrave and Shoup, op. cit. For alternative approaches,
see Arthur Upgren, Objectives and Guides to Policy, American Economic Review,
vol. 35, no. 2, p. 77, May, 1945; and Kenneth Boulding, E conomic Analysis, 3d ed.,
Harper & Brothers, New York, 1955, p. 622.
1 The case may be illustrated again by Figure 7-1.
We now measure leisure on the
vertical axis and good X on the horizontal axis. AB, in this case, is the tra nsformat ion curve of leisure into goods after imposition of a head tax, and E is t he in it ial
equilibrium. Now an income tax is substituted for the head tax. The transformation curve is unchanged, and the new equilibrium must again lie on it, as well as on
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Since we have retained the assumption of a fixed supply of saving,
precisely the same conclusions hold for a general sales tax. Like the
income tax, the general sales tax is inferior to the head tax. The selective
excise tax is also inferior. Like the income and general sales taxes, the
selective excise tax reduces the real wage rate, whereas the head tax does
not. This much is clear, but it remains to compare the excess burden
under a selective excise tax with that under an income or a general sales
tax.
It is tempting to argue-and, indeed, it was held for some time-that a
selective excise is again inferior to an income tax. Both, it was said,
distort the choice between goods and leisure, but the excise on X involves
an additional distortion in the choice between goods X and Y. 1 This
reasoning holds if the supply of effort is fixed, so that effort is the same
under both taxes. If the supply is variable, effort may differ under the
two taxes. Hence, we cannot conclude that the excess burden caused by
distorting effects on the supply of leisure will be the same in both cases.
With labor supply variable, the comparison between an income tax
and an excise on X is similar to the previously noted comparison between
two selective excises. 2 We may think of leisure as a third good L, and
of the income tax as an excise on the sale of L. A tax on income leads to
inefficient allocation between L and X and between L and Y. It does not
interfere with the allocation between X and Y. An excise tax on X leads
to inefficient allocation between X and Land between X and Y. It does
not interfere with the allocation between Y and L. In both cases, two
relationships are disturbed and one is unaffected. There is no general
way of telling the weight of the excess burden that results from each of
the two types of interference under either tax; and there is no general
way of telling which of the two taxes is superior.
The result in any particular case depends upon the rates of substitution
and of transformation between X, Y, and L. Suppose, first, that no
substitution is possible between L and X and between Land Y. This
returns us to the case of fixed supply of effort. Only the relationship
between X and Y remains open to distortion. The income tax or general
sales tax is equivalent to a head tax, while a selective excise is inferior.
an indifference curve. The slope of the transformation curve will equal the gross
rate of exchange between X and leisure, while the slope of the indifference curve will
equal the net rate. Since the slope of the transformation curve is larger, the indifference curve again intersects it from above. T he new equilibrium lies to the left of E
at a point such as L, and on a lower indifference curve.
1 See, for instance, A. M. Henderson, "The Case for Indirect Taxation,"' li:conontic
Jourrw.l, vol. 58, no. 232, pp. 538-553, December, 1948.
t See I. M. D. Little, "Direct vs. Indirect Taxes," A Critique of Welfare Economics,
2d cd., Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1957, p. 296.
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Next, suppose that there is no substitution between£ and X and between
X and Y. In this case, only the relationship between Land Y is open to
distortion. Since an excise on X is neutral in this respect, it is equivalent to a head tax and superior to an income tax 9r an excise on Y.
Finally, suppose that no substitution is possible between X and Y, but
that both may be substituted for L. A selective excise on X may be
superior to a general excise or income tax if the rate of substitution of X
for L is lower than that of Y for L. Such will be the case where X is more
or less complementary to leisure (tickets to watch a ball game, for
example) while Y is rival to leisure (as with work clothing). In between
these extremes lies the real world, where X, Y, and L are all more or less
close substitutes for each other. In this case, there is no general presumption that one or the other tax is superior. 1 The only over-all conclusion
that one may venture is that the best taxes are those on goods (including
leisure) which have the lowest rates of substitution.
Variable Supply of Saving

We shall now allow for a variable supply of saving. The assumption of
a fixed supply: of effort is restored, and that of pure competition is retained.
To simplify matters, suppose first that there exists one product only.
In this case, the only possible distortion is between present and future
consumption of this single good. In the pre-tax equilibrium, the consumer's marginal rate of substitution between present and future consumption equals the producer's marginal rate of transformation between
present and future goods. Introduction of a head tax does not interfere
with the equality of these two rates, but introduction of an income tax
does. Such a tax reduces the rate at which future consumption may be
substituted for present consumption. Since interest income is subject
to tax, the net rate of interest is reduced. The marginal rate of substitution by the consumer depends on the net rate of interest, while the
rate of transformation by the producer depends upon the gross rate of
1 W. J. Corlett and D. C. Hague, "Complementarity and the Excess Burden of
Taxation," Re-Jiew of Economic Studies, ser. 1, vol. 21, no. 54, pp. 21- 30, 1953- 1954,
show that substitution of a selective excise for an income tax reduces the excess burden
if it increases the supply of labor. While the consumer loses in adjus ting to the
changed price relationship between goods X and Y, this loss is negligible if we consider
an infinitesimal tax change. It is outweighed by the gain derived from transferring
the tax burden to the good that is more complementary to leisure. The tax change, in
effect, involves imposition of a tax on the enjoyment of leisure, thus bringing the
arrangement closer to that of a head tax which falls equally on the consumption of X,
Y, and L. In the more interesting case of a finite change, effects on t he rate of substitution between X and Y cease to be negligible, and the optimal combination of a direct
and indirect tax now depends on the parameters of the particular case.
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interest. The two are rendered unequal in equilibrium, and the condition
of optimal a llocation is interfered with.
This interference is avoided if we impose an income tax under which
interest income is not taxable. 1 Interference is similarly avoided under
a general consumption tax. Both taxes leave the marginal rates of substitution between present and future consumption unaffected, as does a
head tax. 2
Let us now allow for two goods, X and Y, and consider a selective excise
tax on X . Reasoning as before, we find no clear preference between a
general income tax and t he selective excise. The income tax introduces
an inequality between the consumer's marginal rate of substitution and
the producer's marginal rate of transformation in the matching of Xo and
X 1 and of Yo and Y 1, where subscripts 0 and 1 refer to present and future
consumption. The selective excise on X introduces an inequality in the
matching of X o and Yo and of X 1 and Y 1· There is no way of telling
which excess burden is greater, the outcome depending again on the
various conditions of substitution applicable in any particular case. The
general consumption tax does not disturb either set of equalities.

Variable Supply of Effort and of Saving
Next, let us return to the assumption of only one product X, allowing
for a variable supply of effort as well as saving. Let L indicate leisure,
X 0 present, and Xt future, consumption. A head tax leaves the condition of optimum undisturbed. A general income tax renders unequal the
1
Note that the income tax, to be neutral, must exempt interest on old as well as
new capital accumulation because the choice between present and future consumption involves not only t he disposition of current income but also a decision whether
to dissavc old accumulation.
1 Let income equal Yo, and the rate of interest equal i.
In the absence of a tax,
present consumption may equal Co = Yo. If consumption is postponed for a year,
future consumption may equal C 1 = (1 + i)Yo. The ratio of C,/Co equals 1 + i.
More generally, consumption for tho second period equals C, = (1 + i) Yo - (1 + i)Co
and aC.;aCo = -(1 + i) = -MkSo,.
Now a general income ta.x is imposed. This reduces possible present consumption
to Co = (1 - t) Yo. If there is consumption after one year, we have

Ct = (1

+ i)(1

- t)Yo- ti(1 - t)Yo

It follows that Ct/Co = 1 + i - ti, which is less than before tax.
have C, = (1 - 1)(1 + i - ti) Yo - (1 + i - ti)C0 , and hence
;JC,jaCo = -(1

+ i - ti)

Generally, we

= -MRSot

Next, let us consider an income tax with interest exempt. In this case, prescn ~ consumption remains the same at Co= (1 - t)Yo; future consumption now equals
C, = (1 + i)(1 - t)Y0 , and C,/Co = 1 + i, as in the pre-tax case. More generally,
we have C, = (1 + i)(1 - t) Yo - (1 + i)Co, and ac.;aCo = - (1 + i) = -MRSo,.
Precisely the same holds for a tax that applies to present as well as future consumption.
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respective marginal rates of substitution and transformation between
X 0 and X,, Land Xo, a nd Land X1. A tax on present and future consumption does so between Land Xo, Land X ,, but not between X 0 a nd
X,. This does not establish a preference for the consumption tax over
the income tax. The excess burden arising from interference in the choice
between L and X o and between L and X 1 need not be the same under the
two taxes, since the supplies of labor and saving may differ. All that
can be said is that the head t ax is superior to both the consumption and
the income tax. A similar argument applies for the case of multiple
goods and selective excises.

Progression and Other Complications
So far we have considered the problem of excess burden under a general
and proportional income tax, a general and proportional consumption tax,
and a selective excise. It remains to note the consequences of progression and of certain other complications that arise from unintended
discriminations.
If the supply of effort and saving is fixed, the income tax remains
without excess burden, even though progressive rates apply. If the
supply of effort is variable, the excess burden placed upon a given taxpayer will be greater when he is called upon to pay a given amount under
a progressive rate structure than when he pays under a proportional
rate.' The degree of inequality between the worker's marginal rate of
substitution and the producer's marginal rate of t ransformation between
goods and leisure depends upon the marginal rate of tax; and this marginal
rate of tax is higher under the progressive than under the proportional
tax. Similar considerations apply to the comparison between a proport ional and a progressive tax on consumption for the case of variable
saving.
The term general tax as used in the preceding pages is a theoretical concept. In practice, the so-called general taxes frequently involve hidden
elements of discrimination against certain industries, firms, or factor
shares. Indeed, the complexities and varieties of modern economic
societ y are such that it is extremely difficult to frame a t ax law t hat proves
truly general in its application. The problems posed by unintended discriminations of this sort are similar in principle to those dealt with here.
They greatly add to the practical difficulties of devising an efficient tax
system.
1 The present argument relates to payment of a fixed amount by a given taxpayer
under different tax formulas. As we shall see later, no ready conclusions can be drawn
from this with regard to the effects on taxpayers as a group.
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D. EXCESS BURDEN AND REQUIRED YIELD

Before leaving this problem, let us return briefly to the highly restrictive assumptions of the initial case, which provided for a fixed supply of
labor and savings, a selective excise, and perfect markets. In this setting,
where the selecLive excise proved inferior to an income tax, let us now consider the relationship between the level of yield required to fmance the
same real purchases of government with different taxes, and the resulting
level of excess burden. 1 In particular, let us test the hypotheses that it is
efficient to employ such taxes as minimize the yield requirement; and
that it is efficient for the government to tax those products which it wishes
to purchase.
Obviously the yield requirement cannot be defined in terms of the particular product purchased by government, because the product is held
constant; nor can yield requirement be measured in money terms, since
different taxes may lead to different prices and money incomes. 2 This
difficulty is avoided if yield requirement is measured by the ratio of tax
yield to total income. The quest ion remains of how to define total
income. If we choose the national product at market price, we find that
the yield-income ratio will be lower under an excise tax than under an
income tax. This is a trivial result that follows by definition. 3 If the
1 This interesting problem was brought to my atten tion by Amotr. Moro.g, "Indirect
Taxes, Inflation and Development: A Reapprai ~!d of I ndirect Taxation in Underdeveloped Countries," unpublished doctoral disserto.Lion, Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, 1954. However, my formulation differ::; from Dr. Morag's.
• See pp. 212 and 364fT.
3 This point may be illustrated readily for the one-product case.
Under income
tax finance, the national product at market price equals Y ,. = pQ, + pQ. where Q,
and Q. are the amounts bought by consumers and government, respecLively. The
yield equals '1' = pQ., and the tax rate or yield requirement equals

t,=
pQ.

pQ.
=~
+ pQ. Q. + Q.

Under excise-tax finance, and assuming the government purchases to be tax-free,
the national product at market price equals Y m = (p + u)Q, + pQ., where u is t he
unit tax. The yield equals pQ., and the tax rate or yield requirement is
lt

=

pQ.

(p

+ u)Q, + pQ.

Assuming govC'rnment pun·hases to be taxable, we have Y., = (p
The y ield equals (p + u)Q., and t he tax rate or yield requirement is
ta

=

(p

(n + p)Qa
+ 1t)(Q, + Q.)

+ 1')(Q, + Q.).

~

Q,

+ Q.

Thus we have t, = t 3 > t,. If we use lhe national product at factor cost as base, and
defining yield requirement as net of taxes on government purchases, we have t hroughout t = Q./(Q. + Q,). The difference between t,, t,, and t. is definitional and of no
particular interest.
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yield requirement is measured by the ratio of tax payments to national
product at factor cost, the change from an income tax to a general consumption tax leaves the yield requirement unchanged. Since the two
taxes are equivalent under present assump tions, this is as it should be.
Let us then adopt the foregoing definition of yield requirement.
Consider first a case of two products X and Y, which are produced
under conditions of constant cost, and assume that the government buys
X only. Transfer of a given amount of resources to public use is to be
financed by an income tax. As the income tax is imposed, consumers
reduce their purchases of both X and Y, assuming both to be superior
goods. Since the government buys X, there results an increase in the
output of X and a reduction in the output of Y. With constant costs,
relative prices remain unchanged. The yield requirement or tax rate
is independent of changes in the composition of output.
Now let the income tax be replaced by an excise on X. This tax
enters as a wedge between the net price of X a nd its market price, the
ratio of net prices being unchanged. The market price of X rises relative
to that of Y, and consumer purchases shift from X t o Y. Since reln.tive
net prices of X and Y are unaffected, the yield requirement remains
unchanged.
The situation differs once variable costs are introduced. Let us suppose
that both X and Y are produced under conditions of increasing cost.
The government again enters the market and purchases X with income
tax finance. A change in relative prices results. The government
demand is directed entirely at X, and chances are that the output of X
will rise. In this case, the ratio of net prices p.,"/p~" will rise; and the
more it rises, the higher will be the yield requirement (the ratio of yield
to national product at market price) that must be met to secure the given
resource transfer. 1
N ow, let the income tax be replaced by an excise tax on X, the product
bought by government. The excise tax again enters as a wedge between
the net and market price of X, thus raising p.,mjp~m for any given ratio of
net prices p.,"/p11" . The tendency for p"'mjp~m to rise is offset in par t by
the tendency of p.," IPu" to fall, as consumers move from X to Yin response
to the substitution effect. On balance, production of X is less than
under the income tax. We are left with some rise in p.,mjp,r and some
1 However, it is not certain that the output of X will rise.
As the income tax is
imposed, private buyers will reduce their purchases of both X and Y in response to
t he income effect; as the government purchases X, they will increase t heir purchases
of Y and reduce those of X on account of the substitut ion effect. Thus, the output
of x may either rise or fall depending on the weight of the various effects. If it falls
or rises only slight ly, the yield requirement will be reduced accordingly. (See page
147, note 1.)
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fall in p~nfpy"'. It follows that the yield requirement is smaller under t he
excise on X "than under the income tax. This occurs even though the
excise on X involves an excess burden that does not arise under the
income tax. Indeed, the very ease of substitution of Y for X which
makes for a large excess burden under the excise tax also makes for low
yield requirement. Thus, the selective excise t ax should be avoided precisely where it promises a lower yield requirement.
Let us consider now a situation where the excise t ax is imposed on
product Y, which is not bought by government. Following the same
reasoning, we find that the yield requirement is larger under the excise
tax than under the income tax. The same ease of substitution of Y for
X which makes for a heavy excess burden under the excise tax now
makes for a relatively lower yield requirement under the ii1come tax. In
this case, a low yield requirement a nd a reduction in excess burden are
compatible objectives.
Finally, we compare financing by an excise tax on X with financing by
an excise tax on Y. By similar reasoning as before, we find that the yield
requirement is less if t he excise is on X, the product purchased by government, than if it is on Y. But, this does not establish a presumption that
the excise tax on X is preferable. The fact that the yield requirement is
lower does not prove that the excess burden must be smaller. In a situation where more than two goods are involved, the excess burden under
the tax on X will be la rger if other goods are more readily substituted for
X than for Y. T he excess burden under the tax on Y will be greater if
the opposite situation holds. While the yield requirement is always
less if the excise tax is on the product purchased by government, there
is no presumption that the excess burden will be less if such ·a tax
is used.
E. THE RELATION OF NEUTRALITY AND EQUITY

After all qualifications are allowed for, there remains no simple way of
rating taxes according to excess burden. Only the head tax can be given
a categorical preference. For the other taxes, we are left with the
common-sense view that the excess burden of more general taxes tends to
be smaller than that of selective taxes; and with t he formal conclusion
that taxes on goods and services which have a low rate of substitution
tend to be superior to taxes on those which have high rates of substitution.
This vagueness of result is unfortunate, the more so since the avoidance
of excess burden is only one consideration among others in choosing
between different taxes. Thus, tax A may involve a lesser excess burden
than tax B, but it may be inferior on other grounds. To balance the two
considerations, a more precise measure of excess burden is required.
Conceivably, the equity view of society may be such that the very tax
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which involves the least excess burden also proves the most equitable.
But this is not the case. Tl;le head tax, that star performer in efficiency,
ranks low on equity grounds; and the income tax, especially if progressive,
involves an excess burden. Thus, the art of tax policy requires the finding of tax forms that a re more or less acceptable on both grounds. If
height were related to income, a tax on height would provide an opportunity to impose what is considered an equitable tax, and to do so without
an excess burden. The problem is one of finding " handles" t o which one
may attach taxes that are neither inequitable nor burdensome. 1 But,
unfortunately, such handles are hard to come by.
To a long line of writers, a happy coincidence between equity and
efficiency seemed to apply to a tax on the rent of land. From the physiocr·ats, through Ricardo and Henry George, this appeared to be a tax that
was not only efficient, since it did not distort the use of resources, but
equitable, since the rent of land was unearned income par excellence. 2
Later it came to be recognized that ground rents were insufficient to meet
yield requirements in the modern economy. Thus the argument was
expanded to relate to all surplus income, whether from land or other
factors. 3 Once this was done, the tax base was widened greatly.
However, there now arises the difficulty of identifying surplus income
so that taxes can be assessed thereon. Surplus income, defined as income
in excess of the minimum required to call forth a given service, cannot be
determined in advance unless the supply schedule of t he taxpayer's
services is known. Thus an excess burden may result in the very process
of finding a tax that will avoid it.
This difficulty aside, the underlying concept of equity, which centers on
the distinction between earned and unearned- or functional and rentincome, does not agree with the widely accepted notion of taxation
according to total income, regardless of its source. If the framework of
equity is built around the proposition that equal treatment should be
given to taxpayers with equal income, any tax that meets t he requirement
of horizontal equity also reduces the price of leisure. There is no way
out of this dilemma, short of the Laputan system of self-assessment, 4 or
the interesting but operationally impracticable suggestion of a tax on
potential, as distinct from actual, income.6 Moreover, if the equity
t See A. C. Pigou, A Study in P 1tblic Finance, 3d ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1951, p. 73.
• See Henry George, P1·ogress ancl P overty, Doubleday & Company, Inc., New York,
1914, book VII.
a See J. A. Hobson, Taxation in the N ew State, Methuen & Co., Ltd., London, 1919 ;
and A. P. Lerner, The Economics of Control, T he Macmillan Company , New York,
1944, p. 234.
' Jonathan Swift, Gulliver's Travels, Modern Library, Inc., New York, p. 217.
• Lerner, op. cit., pp. 231- 238.
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concept of income is defined in terms of accretion, any tax that meets the
concept of horizontal equity also reduces the rate of substitution of future
for present consumption. T he conflict is deepened where considerations
of vertical equity suggest a progressive tax structure, with regard to
either income or consumption.
What is commonly considered an equitable tax thus involves two types
of excess burden. The one on saving can be avoided by replacing the
general income tax with a tax on consumption; the one on leisure can he
avoided by replacing the consumption tax by a head tax. If t hese solutions interfere with considerations of equity, a choice must be made
between equity and the avoidn,nce of excess burden. Society must ask
itself what price, in terms of excess burden, it wishes to pay to secure
certain equity obj ectives. In this sense, the narrow criterion of efTi.cicncy
as avoidance of excess burden must be subordinated to a broader concept
of efficiency under which conflicting objectives are reconciled.
While possible conflicts between efficiency (narrowly defined) and
equity must be faced, the relation is not wholly one of conflict. Equity
considerations suggest that income from difTercnt sources should be
treated alike; efficiency considerations, excep t for primary taxation of
rent incomes, suggest the same. These considerations apply to the '
requirement of uniform rates as well as a uniform definition of income for
different industries, including the treatment of such controversial items
as depreciation or depletion nllowances. 1 Simila.rly, considerations of
horizontal equity and efficiency both suggest that a general sales tax is to
be preferred to a set of selective excises with difTercntial mtes; and that a
uniform ad valorem tax is to be preferred to a set of unit taxes that are
unequal in ad valorem terms.
1

Sec p. 336.

CHAPTER 8

Equal treatment of equals

Perhaps the most widely accepted principle of equity in taxation is t hat
people in equal posit ions should be treated equally. This principle of
eq uality, or horizontal equity, is fundamental to the ability-to-pay
approach, which requires equa l taxation of people with equal ability and
unequal taxation of people with unequal ability. Beyond this, the
principle of equality is accepted by many who do not lay much store in
the abil ity-to-pay approach. Indeed, it has been suggested that the rule
of hori zontal equity is valid, even though little can be said about the
matter of vertical e_quity or about how the taxation of people in diiTerent
positions should differ.
This is ha rdl y justified. The requirements of horizontal and vertica l
equity arc but diiTerent sides of the same coin. If there is no specifi ed
reason for discriminating among unequals, how can there be a reason for
avoiding disc rimination among equals? Wi thout a scheme of vertical
equi ty, the req uirement of horizontal equity at best becomes a safeguard
against capricious discri mination- a safeguard which might be provided
equally well by a requirement that taxes be distributed at random. To
mean more than t his, the prineiplc of horizontal equity must be seen
against the backdrop of a n explicit view of vertical equity. 1
1
Henry C. Simons, in his earlier work, Personal Income 'l'a:ration, University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1938, ch ap. 1, treats the two principles as strictly coordinate.
In his later work, Federal 'l'a.x Reform, University of Chicago P ress, Chicago, 1950,
p. 11 , horizontal equity is considered of primary importance.
A. C. Pigou, A Study in P11blic Finance, 3d ed., Mncmillnn & Co., Ltd., London, 1951,
p. 44, tlist ing uishcs nicely between the requirement that an equn l sacrifice should be
imposed on people in equal positions (which is the essence of horizontnl equity) and
?11ill's principle that an equal sacrifice should be imposed on all people (which is but
one among other interpretations of vertical equity).
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An objective index of equality or inequality is needed to translate
either principle into a specific tax system. While the earlier discussion of
the ability-to-pay argument was in terms of faculty, the later discussion
was increasingly in terms of i ncome. 1 Nevertheless, there remains considerable disagreement on how the index of equality should be defined.
In the present chapter, some points of disagreement are considered
briefly. The chapter may be looked upon as a continuation of our earlier
discussion of ability-to-pay, but it also bears on t he problem of budget
determination by voting. The vote on tax policy must be by reference
to a specific tax formula; and the principle of equal treatment requires
that this formula be in terms of a meaningful index of equality. Moreover, the index of equality and the equity principle of equal treatmenL
bear upon the extent to which the efficiency principle of neutrality can
be realized, and vice versa. 2
A. THE INDEX OF EQUALITY

In choosing between various indexes of equality, two problems may be
distinguished. The first is whC'ther the proper index is given by income
or by consumption; Lhe second is just how income should be defined in this
connection.

Consumption versus Income
Let us begin with the choice between income and consumption as an
index of equality or inequality. Income is defined for this purpose as
accretion, or increase in net worth plus consumption during a given
period. To simplify matters, we shall assume that all income is realized,
so that the distinction between realized and accrued income need not be
considered for the time being. Consumption is defined to include outlays
for current as well as for dumble consumer goods, the difficulty of distinguishing between the latter and investment being disregarded at this
point.
Strangely enough, it has been argued by a long succession of distinguished authors that a tax on income is inequitable because it is said to
involve the double taxation of saving. Suppose that au income tax is
imposed. Someone who wishes to consume pays a tax on his income and
may apply the entire remainder to consumption. Someone who wishes
to save also pays a tax on his income, thus reducing the capital that he can
invest; and later on, he must pay an additional tax on his interest income
out of this reduced investment. This subjects saving to double taxa1

Seep. 94.
• Seep. 157.
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tion. The double taxation, it is argued, will be avoided if saving is
exempted and consumption only is taxed.
Now, there can be no question that a tax on income differs from a tax
on consumption. The consumption tax is preferable to the saver, and
the income tax to the consumer, the same yield being raised in both cases.
Moreover, we have seen that under certain conditions the income tax
imposes an excess burden, while the consumption tax docs not. 2 These
differences exist, but it is a non sequitur to conclude that the principle of
equal treatment, or horizontal equity, requires the exclusion of saving
from the tax base. Saving ·should be e.-ccluded if the concept of equity is
such as to define the index of equality in terms of consumption. Saving
should be included if the concept of equity is such as to define the index
of equality in terms of income or accretion. In this case, the recipient's
disposition over his income, whether for consumption, hoarding, or
investment, does not matter. Interest on accumulation is a further
accretion, and the tax thereon is a new tax on new income. If this view
is taken, it is not the income tax that involves "double taxation," but the
consumption tax t hat involves undertaxation of the saver.
Confusion is compounded if it is argued that the income tax should
exclude saving because income is actually equal to consumption. Now it
might be useful for purposes of capital theory to define income as consumption, 3 but this is quite irrelevant in the present case. What matters
is that tax X, which taxes accretion, differs from tax Y, which taxes consumption. To avoid semantic troubles, it might be well to refer to the
income tax as an accretion tax.
Depending on the initial choice of proper index, the tax on accretion
(income) will. be more equitable than the tax on consumption, or vice
versa. Before a final choice is made between the two taxes, other considerations- involving differences in economic effects and possible excess
1

1 See John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, ed. W. J. Ashley, Longmans,
Green & Co., Ltd., London, 1921, pp. 814-817; Alfred Marshall, O.fficial Papers, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1926, p. 338; Irving Fisher, "Double Taxation of Savings," American Economic Review, vol. 29, no. 1, pp. 16- 33, March, 1939, and with H.
W. Fisher, Constructive Income Taxation, Harper & Brothers, New York, 1942, which
contains a comprehensive bibliography on this matter; Pigou, op. cit., part II, chap.
10; C. W. Guillcbaud, "Income Tax and Double Taxation," Economic Journal, vol. 45,
no. 179, pp. 484-492, September, 1935; Simons, Personal Income Taxation; R. A.
Musgrave," A Further Note on the Double Taxation of Savings," American Economic
Review, vol. 39, no. 3, pp. 549- 550, September, 1939; and N. K aldor, An Expenditure
7'ax, George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., London, 1955, especially pp. 54- 78.
2 It will be recalled that an absolute statement about the superiority of the income
tax can be made only on the assumptions of flexible saving, pure competition, and
fixed labor supply. See pp. 142ft'.
3 See Fisher, op. cit., and his basic contributions to capital theory in The Theory of
Interest, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1930.
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burdens-are necessary. Considerations of equity need not be decisive;
at the same t ime, a tax that involves an excess burden may be preferable
on balance to one that does not. 1
The only meaningful way in which the terms double taxation or undertaxation can be used in connection with equity is to indicate discrimination for or against particular taxpayers in terms of a given index of
equality. It is this index that must be decided upon ji1·st to prove that
double taxation or undertaxation occurs, rather than the reverse order. 2
By the same token, the concept of double taxation as taxing a thing more
than once is fallacious. If three t axes on product X add up to an ad
valorem rate which is less than that of a single rate on Y, X is undertaxed, not double-taxed.
All this is not to say that consumption lacks merit as an index of
equality. It may be argued that a person should be taxed in accordance
with what he takes out of the common pool and not in accordance with
what he puts into it. This view may be found in Hobbes, and has
recently been advanced by Kaldor. 3 In favor of income as a sensible
index of equity, it may be argued that a person's economic capacity, and
hence his ability to contribute, depends upon his wealth and not upon
the way he chooses to use it. The advantages of accumulation in terms
of social standing and security may be far from negligible even if no
eventual consumption occurs. There are arguments on either side.
The choice, as in all matters of equity, is essentially a matter of value
judgment. The very fact that income has come to be accepted increasingly as the proper index is evidence that it has proven a superior expression of prevailing social philosophy; but this does not prove that income
is the true index, or that social philosophy may not change.
Nor can it be argued that income is the appropriate index for those
who desire progressive taxation and wish to reduce inequality, and that
consumption is the appropriate index for those who wish to impose
regressive taxation so as to increase inequality. As a matter of historical
experience, we find that the income tax has been the vehicle of progressive
Seep. 158.
s The same view is taken by N. Kaldor, op. cit., p. 81.
3 Ibid., p. 52, and Kaldor's references to Hobbes, Leviathan, chap. 30.
Kaldor, in
his spirited and imaginat.ive book, attempts to marshal all possible, and some not-sopossible, point,s in favor of a spcndings tax. Apart from the Hobbesian principle, he
holds t.hat the income t,ax in practice is so inefficient a measure of accretion t hat a
spendings tax would be superior. In reaching this conclusion, insufficient attention
it seems to me, is paid to the practical difficulties of a spendings tax. Kaldor's case
is strongest when he holds that, the spendings tax is desirable as a matter of economic
policy. It serves to discourage dissaving and luxury consumpt.ion by people with
large properties, if not high incomes, and thus raises the level of capit,al formation
without reverting to regressive taxat.ion.
1
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taxation, and that the major sources of sales and excise taxation have been
regressive. At the same time, there is no logical necessity for this.
Once the transition is made from a tax on commodities to a personal tax
on consumer expenditures, the spendings tax may be applied with
progressive rates, no less than the income tax.
To be sure, a rate formula that involves a given progression in terms
of absolute amounts of consumption will be less progressive, in terms of
income, than an income tax that applies the same bracket rates to the·
income base. 1 However, the marginal rates of progression under a consumption or spendings tax may be raised readily above 100 per cent,
whereas this cannot be done under the income tax. Disincentive effects
on spending may be held desirable, whereas those on work effort are not.
However, there is an inconsistency in comparing the progressivity of the
spendings tax in terms of income with that of the income tax. If spending is the proper index of equality, then distributional considerations
should be taken to apply to spending, and not to income. 2
Viewed in terms of the Distribution Branch, the choice of the index of
equality as well as the choice of the proper state of distribution are questions of · social value. Let us now look at the matter in terms of the
Allocation Branch. Following t he spirit of the benefit rule, the tax
formula should give equal treatment to people who would exert identical
eiiective demand for public ser vices, on the basis of true preferences. A
tax formula that assesses taxes in relation to income is not without merit
for this purpose. There is no reason to expect that goods provided for
the satisfaction of social wants are inferior goods. Hence we may expect
that a formula which involves a positive relationship between Lax liability
and income will give us a better approximation of the proper solution
than one which imposes the same per capita tax on all. Similar considerations suggest that a tax based on spending gives an even better
approximatio~1, provided that the satisfaction of public wants primarily
involves outlays on consumer goods; and that the income t ax approach is
superior where public services involve substantial capital outlays.
The Concept of Income

We shall now proceed on the assumption that income, and not consumption, is to be the index of equality. We must tQ.erefore consider the
1 Greater progression in terms of income might be achieved by relating p rogression
under the spendings tax to per cent of income spent. This requires determ ination of
income as well as of spending.
2 l(aldor, op. cit., pp. 49, 238, and 241, recommends a progressive spendings tax with
marginal rates up to 300 per cent, and defends the proposal by arguing that such a
tax need not be less p rogressive in terms of income than the income tax. This comparison is not admissible in principle, if spending is considered the proper index of
equality .
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specific definition of income for this purpose. The subject may be dealt
with briefly, since it has been developed at length by Henry Simons and
other authors; 1 little can be added as far as the principle of the matter is
concerned.
The concept of taxable income which has gained increasing acceptance
among fiscal theorists is that of total accretion. Income is defined to
equal consumption during a given period, plus increase in net worth.
According to this concept, alf accretions to wealth are included, in whatever form they are received or from whatever source they accrue. Factor
earnings such as rents, interest, profits, and wages a re included along
with gifts, inheritances, gambling profits, and any kind of windfall. All
of these accretions are included, independent of whether they occur at
regular or irregular intervals, whether they are expected, and whether
they are realized (translated into cash). Similarly, all diminutions of
wealth are allowed for, whether they take the form of wear and tear,
technical obsolescence, decline in value due to change in the market,
gambling losses, or what not. Administrative considerations do not
always permit drastic adherence to this general concept of accretion, but
this does not obviate the need for a consistent theoretical concept. Without such a concept as a normative standard, we have no basis from which
to deal with each practical problem as it arises. 2
Realization versus Accretion. According to our broad definition, income
is defined as accretion to wealth, equal to consumption plus increase in
net worth during the period. Increase in net worth is measured by comparing net worth valued at market price for the beginning and the end
of the period. All assets, including cash, debt claims, equity, and real
property, arc included, and all liabilities are deducted. If a piece of rcn.l
property rises in value from $1000 to $2000, there has been a corresponding accretion to wealth. This will be the case whether the property was
sold or not. In other words, it is irrelevant to our measure of accretion
1 Among Henry C. Simons's brilliant writings in this field, see Personal Income
Taxation, and Federal 'l'ax Reform. For earlier statements of the central concept~ of
income, see Georg Schanz, "Dcr Einkommenbegriff und die Einkommensteucrgcsetzc," Finanz Archiv, vol. 13, 1896; and R M. Haig, "The Concept of Income:
E conomic and Legal Aspects," in R. M. Uaig (eel.) , The Federal Income Tax, Columbia
University Press, New York, 1021. For a later refinement, sec William Vi<·krcy,
Agendajo1· Progressive ~l'axation, The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1947. Also
sec Fritz Ncumark, 'l'heorie unci Pra-xis der moderncn Einkommensbcstcuenmg, A.
Fra.nckc, Bern, Switzerland, I !H7; and Royal Commission on the Taxation of Profits
and Income, Ji'inal Report, Cll!d. fl4H, London, 1954. For an excellent analysis of
the income concept, sec N. Kaldor, op. cit., pp. 54-78.
2 For a contrary opinion, sec the majority report of the Royal Commission on the
Taxation of Profits and Income, op. cit., pp. 7- 12, where it is h<'ld that attempts at a
general definition of t:1xablc income !tl'C unprofitable. The more systematically reasoned minority report accepts the accretion concept.
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whether gains have been transformed into cash, that is, realized, or
whether appreciated assets are retained. Similarly, depreciation is taken
care of automatically, as changes in the value of real assets, whether due
to wear and tear or any other reason, will be reflected in accretion thus
determined.
T his view of the matter conflicts with the conventional accounting
approach, according to which income is recognized only when gains are
converted into cash.' At this time, a gain or loss will be recorded on the
income statement. T his is the general principle, but an exception is
made with regard to depreciation charges. Here, a loss of value is
charged against certain assets on the basis of a presumptive schedule,
assumed to reflect their decline in value over the period of useful life.
The charges appear as costs on the income statement n.nd as additions to
depreciation reserves on the balance sheet.
This procedure is designed essentially to record current costs and
receipts and to measure profits from current business operations. T he
emphasis is on the income statement, and the balance sheet is adapted
accordingly. Since the income statement is designed to show profits
from current operations only, it does not record all changes in value during
the period. Accordingly, assets must be carried at cost in the balance
sheet. Gains or losses from changes in their value, other than wear and
tear, which is allowed for by presumptive depreciation, cannot be
recorded until they a.re realized.
From the economist's point of view, the resulting changes in the
balance sheet may be quite misleading. In order to assess the position of
a firm, we must determine the entire change in net worth, whatever the
source. Virc must include not only gains and losses from current operations but also changes in net worth due to all other factors. To allow for
these factors, including changes in the market value of all assets, income
must be determined as the change in net worth as valued at the beginning
and the end of the period. The criterion of realization becomes
irrelevant.
While it seems impossible in principle to justify the requirement that
income must be realized before it is taxed, a good defense of t he realizatiou rule may be made in pragmatic terms. It is the function of accounting rules to result in business statements that are as reliable and meaningful as possible in their practical application. Since valuation without
1
Sec'"· Paton and A. C. Littleton, An Introduction to Corporate Accounting Standards, Am eric· an Account ing Association, Chicago, 1940, pp. 48-49. The authors note
that earnings must not he confused with realization, and that revenue accrues and
<'Xists before it i~ realized. However, realization is held crucial as a basis for revenue
recognition in the accounts. Revenue cannot be recognized and measured prior to
completion and disposition of the product.
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sale is a difficult matter, the inclusion of unrealized gains may involve a
high degree of arbitrariness. The distortions which result from faulty
evaluation may be worse than those which result if only realized gains arc
taken into account. Though realization is irrelevant in principle, in
practice we may not be able to administer an income tax based on
valuation.
Let us suppose, now, that valuation without realization is not feasible.
Depreciation must then be charged on the basis of a presumptive schcdule.1 Gains or losses from other changes in the value of capital assets arc
disregarded until they are realized and then treated like other income at
that time. This procedure discriminatns in favor of people who enjoy
unrealized accretion. Also, it oiTends the neutrality rule since it interferes with decisions to sell or buy capital assets.
To avoid such interference, capital gains and losses may be disregarded
when realized, but only at the cost of even greater conflict with our index
of horizontal equity. Since capital gains weigh more heavily in la rge
than in small incomes, this policy, moreover, interferes with considerations of vertical equity. In view of these unpleasant alternatives, compromises are made in the ta.x law of the United Sta.tcs by providing for
the ta.xation of gains 11t reduced rates together with only partia.l loss
a llowance. This special treatment, however, is reserved for gains or
losses from the sale of assets that arc not considered stock in trade.
Gains or losses from the sale of assets that are stock in trade arc taxed
fully. Since they must be sold in the regula r course of business, the flow
of transactions will not be interfered with in this case. 2
All these solutions are more or less unsatisfactory. As a compromise
between an ideal and a practicable solution, it has been suggested that
valuntion be required, but at set intervals only. In this case, the problem of valuation without sale becomes more manage:tble. In the limit.ing
case, one may apply a statutory presumption of realization at the tirnc of
the taxpayer's dea.th. Thus it has been suggested by H enry Simons that
capital gains should be trca.ted as if realized at the time of death; and that
an income ta.x be pa.id thereon, prior to the settling of the estate tax. a
While proposals of this sort still encounter administrative difficulties, the
latter ha.rdly explain the lack of attention the proposals have received at
the practical level. Rather, th() explanation is found in an unwillingncfis
to enforce the degree of progression that has been provided for in Lhe
nominal structure of income tax rates.
Sec p. 338 for a discussion of the proper rate of depreciation.
On t he entire matter of capital gains taxation, sec Lawrence H. Seltzer, The Nature
of 1'ax Treatment of Capital Gains and Losses, National Durcau of Economic Research,
Inc., New York, 1951.
3 Henry Simons, Federal Tax Reform, p. 78.
1
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Before leaving the problem of capital gains, let us note the proposition
that capital gains which reflect a decline in the rate of interest should not
be considered taxable income.' This view is correct if income is defined
as potential earning power, but it is not correct if income is defined as
potential spending power for consumption. In terms of out· later discussion, the question is whether changes in the money value of net worth
should be deflated by an index of capital-good or of consumer-good
prices. 2 T he choice between the two again depends on one's interpretat ion of the index of equality and the concept of horizontal equity.
Income in Real Terms versus Income in Money Terms. As a matter
of principle, it is obvious that accretion as an index of equality should be
measured in real terms. The value of net worth at the end of the period
must be deflated in order to detet:mine the change in net worth in real terms.
In practice, application of t his principle has been urged primarily in
two connections. One is the exclusion from taxable income of capital
gains t hat reflect an increase in the general price level. This follows
from our principle of real income, but the principle applies over a much
wider range. Not only should the appreciation of real assets due to
price inflation be excluded; but allowance should be made for losses
suffered from the holding of claims (whether money or debt), and profits
should be recognized from t he gain that debtors experience when t he real
value of their obligations falls.
The other instance in which an adjustment in price level has been proposed is that of depreciation charges. After an inflationary period, when
replacement cost has risen, depreciation at original cost does not permit
t he investor to recover the real value of his out lay. This argument is
not without merit, but the principle of real value must be applied to the
entire balance sheet. To illustrate, consider the balance sheet of a
business t hat at the beginning of the period includes on the asset side,
$80 million of ·real assets and $20 million of cash assets, and on the liabilit y
side $30 million of net worth and $70 million of debt. No operation
occurs during the period, but t he price level doubles. Revaluing real
assets accordingly, the net worth at the end of the period equals $110.
At the same time, the real value of net worth, in terms of the old price
level, equals only $55. Thus accretion in real terms equals $25. * In such
a system, depreciation is charged automatically, in !l.ccordance with the
remaining market value of real assets, rather than in terms of original
cost.
It now remains to determine the appropriate price index. In the case
See Seltzer, op. cit., pp. 8-18, and Kaldor, op. cit., p. 44.
See p. 381.
* This in turn equals the gain from reduced real value of indebtedness minus the
loss from rcduccci value .o f claims.
1
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of the individual taxpayer, an index of consumer prices seems in order,
although difficulties arise in the treatment of saving. If saving is for
purposes of potential consumption, it is proper to deflate by the prices of
consumer goods. If saving is for purposes of continuous accumulation,
it may be more appropriate to deflate by the prices of capital goods. 1
For the balance sheet of the corporation, net worth might be deflated
by the prices of such capital goods as comprise its real assets. This corresponds to the view of the corporation as an entity. If we look at the
corporate net worth as assessed by the individual shareholders, an index
of consumer prices may be more appropriate.
It is clear enough as a matter of principle that all assets and liabilities
should be adjusted for changes in price level and that accretion should be
measured in real terms. Yet it is hardly possible in practice to carry out
all these adjustments. With minor exceptions such as inventory valuation, the income concept is, in effect, defined in money terms. In view of
this, equity may be impaired rather than improved by piecemeal adjustments to allow for price-level change in selected parts of the system. 2
Factor Earnings versus Transfers. The distinction between income
which constitutes factor earnings and income which constitutes transfers
is of fundamental importance to many aspects of economic analysis, but
it is irrelevant in the present connection. An accretion occurs whether
the addition to net worth is in the form of wages, profits, or other factor
shares, or whether it is in the form of bequests, gifts, gains from gambling,
or prizes. The origin of income does not enter the picture.
Given this broad concept of accretion, the total base of income as determined for tax purposes could exceed total income as measured in the
national accounts. 3 For instance, gifts might be included as income to
the recipient, but considered an income use (and hence not deducted) by
the donor. Such conceptual differences need cause no concern. The
concept of income in the context of horizontal equity is not the same as
the concept of income as it appears in the national accounts or the theory
of production. The one is a concept in social policy, whereas the other is
a concept in production measurement. There is no reason why the two
should coincide, as applied either to individuals or to t he group as a whole.
Fluctuating versus Stable Income. According to the basic concept of
income as accretion, it is irrelevant whether income is received period' Seep. 381.
2 See p. 334.
On this general problem, see E. Cary Brown, Depreciati01~ Adjustments for Price Changes, Harvard University Bureau of Business Research, Boston,
1952; and J. Keith Butters, Inventory Accounting and Policy, Harvard University
Bureau of Business Research, Boston, 1949.
3 'Ve are disregarding here the many deductions, exclusions, and exemptions that
in fact render taxable income very much smaller than net national product at factor
cost.
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ically or at irregular intervals. The occurrence of volatile income would
raise no problem were it not for t he fact that t he rate structure of t he
income tax is progressive and that exemptions are allowed for. Because
of. this, recipients of fluctuating income may pay a higher mte of tax than
recipients of stable income pay. This violates the principle of equal
treatment. There is no particular reason why the index of equality
should be defined in terms of income received over a one-year period
rather than over several years. Indeed, a good case could be made for
defining the index of equality in terms of lifetime income. Short of such
an extreme solut ion, unequal treatment due to fluctuaLing incomes may
be avoided by averaging devices designed at least to aid the more volatile
types of income. 1 Or certain volatile incomes such as bequests could be
given special treatment.
Expected versus Unexpected Income. Similar considerations apply to
the distinction between expected and unexpected income, or income
earned in the ordinary course of business and income obtained from an
occasional source. Unless unexpected or irregular incomes give rise to
problems of inequity because they are volatile, they do not pose a particular difficulty. An addition to net worth is an accretion, whether
regular or irregular, expected or unexpected. It may be most important,
as a matter of incentive, to distinguish between the taxation of expected
and unexpect ed income; but it is not relevant in defining the index of
equality in terms of accrction . 2
Imputed Income. Not all accretion to wealth takes the form of income
obtained in the market or of gains in t he value of assets held. Food
grown and consumed on farms constiLutes an accretion to wealth jusL a,s
wages used to purchase food are an accretion. Rent saved by owner
occupancy constitutes an accretion to wealth no less than salary spent on
rent or interest received on alternative investments. Services rendered
by housewives constitute income as significant as wages spent on hired
help or wages foregone by staying home. While a line must be drawn
somewhere short of including all services rendered to oneself, the particular line of division remains arbitrary.
At the same time, failure to allow for imputed incomes leads to unequal
t reatment of people in essentially equal positions. Deductibility of
mortgage interest without counting imputed rent on owner-occupied
residences discriminates against t he tenant; full taxation of the wife's
wage income without adequate allowance for child-care expenses discriminates against employed mothers, and so forth. To avoid discrimi1 See Henry C. Simons, Personal Income Taxation, pp. 153 a nd 212, and Federal Tax
Reform, p. 40; Vickrey, op. cit., pp. 164-198, and "Averaging Income for Income Tax
P urposes," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 47, pp. 379-397, 1939.
• See p. 331.
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natory results, the treatment of imputed income must be aligned carefully
with the treatment of deductible costs.
Cost of Earning. By the nature of the accretion concept, income must
be defined in net terms. Costs of acquiring income must be deducted,
but these costs are not easily defined. The classical writers argued that
consumption for subsistence should be deducted from income, regarding
such outlays as a cost of production. 1 Others held that allowance should
be made for the differences in hardship involved in obtaining various
kinds of income. This led not only to the distinction between earned and
unearned income and the recommendation that the latter be taxed more
heavily but also to Pigou's formulation of sacrifice in which the disutility
of work is allowed for. 2
In the modern income tax, deductions are allowed for certain outlays
that are considered costs of earning income, but the distinction between
consumption and what constitutes cost of earning income is not clear-cut.
The same outlay frequently serves both purposes. The problem is
illustrated by the treatment of such cost items as work clothing, transportation to work, child care in t he mother's absence, and insurance in
hazardous work. All these points involve more or less arbitrary decisions.
Even more far-reaching questions arise with regard to expenditures on
education, which may be looked upon as costs of securing future income, 3
or expenditures for health, which may be regarded as costs of maintaining
one's capacity to work.
The Tax-paying Unit

Suppose the structure of society is such that the composition of all taxpaying units is the same, consisting of, say, husband, wife, and two
children. In this case, t he problem of defining horizontal equity is solved
by defining the index of equality. Since tax-paying units differ greatly,
a further problem arises. This is the definition of the units between
which equality shall be established.
1 See Edwin R. Seligman, P1·ouressive Taxation in Theory and Practice, 2d ed.,
American Economic Association, Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J., 1908,
p. 208.
2
See A. C. Pigou, A Study in Public Finance, 3d ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1951, p. 64; also Lange's suggestion that to obtain a truly equal distribution of income,
the socialist com munity would have to give all people an equal income but then require
that part of this income must be paid back to t he state in the purchase of jobs. The
least desirable job would carry the lowest price and leave the highest income, and vice
versa for desirnble jobs. (One wonders whether t,cachers' salaries arc determined on
this basis!) Sec 0. Lange and F. M. Taylor, On the Economic Theory of Socialism, ed.
Benjamin E. Lippincott, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1938, p. 102.
1
See Seymour Harris, "Economics of Higher Education," American Economic
Review, vol. 43, no. 3, pp. 344-357, June, 1953.
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A family of six with a given income will be less well off than a unit of
one with the same income, and so forth. This is recognized by granting
exemption or tax credits in relation to family size. Similar consideration
is given to groups subject to particular needs, such as the blind. 1 How
these exemptions or credits should be scaled is another problem in social
policy, along with choosing the index of equality that is to be applied.
The problem of the tax-paying unit, noted in the preceding paragraph,
arises within the context of a. proportional tax system. The definition of
the tax-paying unit poses additional problems in the progressive system.
This is particularly important regarding the treatment of income received
by husband and wife. The current system in the United States of
splitting the income raises the tax advantages enjoyed by the married
taxpayer, compared with the single person, far beyond those given by an
additional exemption. Since the benefits derived from income splitting
differ with the size of income, the definition of the tax-paying unit poses
problems not only in hori zontal but also in vertical equity.

Deductions for Merit Wants
Before leaving the problems that arise in defining horizontal equity in
terms of accretion, let us note briefly a major and increasingly popular
infringement on this objective. This is the use of special deductions as a
device to subsidize merit wants.
One type of deduction is illustrated by t he allowance for medical
expenditures, limited in amount and limited to outlays that are large,
relative to income. The purpose here may be to recognize general need
as well as to support particular uses of income. Another instance, more
clearly dealing with a subsidy to merit wants, is the case of charitable
contributions. Similar in effect to a matching grant, provision for
charitable deductions reduces the opportunity cost of virtue as the tax
rate rises. The social importance of the combination of high tax rates
and liberal allowance for such contributions can hardly be overestimated.
It permits quasi-budgetary finance of objectives that would not be supportable by legislative action. T his provision can be looked upon as a
serious offense against the principle of horizontal-or, for that matter,
vertical- equity; or it can be looked upon as a splendid device for providing finance for such objectives.
In all, the possibility of adjusting the concept of taxable income so as to
serve particular policy objectives both strengthens and weakens the
1
Note in this connection the double role of exemptions. One role is to permit different iation according to family size in lieu of applying different rates to tax-puyi ng units
having equal incomes but different family size. The other role is to serve as a device
of progrl'ssion where the term exemptions is applied to what in fact is a first bracket
with a m1uginal ml.e of zero.
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income tax. On the one hand, the tax becomes a more flexible instrument
of policy. On the other, the granting of special provisions, once permitted for "worthy" purposes, now threatens to undermine the tax base
by clauses favoring par ticular groups. 1 Again, a clear view of the
normative requirements of an equitable income concept is needed to stem
such abuse.
B. THE COMPOSITION OF THE TAX STRUCTURE

Let us now turn to the role of various types of taxes in an equitable tax
structure. This may be looked upon first from the point of view of horizontal equity, with accretion as the basic index of equality. Thereafter,
certain considerations of benefit and of regulatory taxation will be added.

Tax Structure and Horizontal Equity
If accretion is accepted as the sole index of equality, there is no place
for taxes on consumption, just as there is no place for an income tax if
consumption is accepted as the basic criterion. This much is clear, but
the question remains whether certain other taxes- including the corporation income tax, the property tax, and death duties- are disqualified as
well.
Taxes on Business Income. We shall begin with income taxes on
business firms, such· as the corporation income tax. The i"equirement of
horizontal equity relates to the relative treatment of individun,ls. People
in equal income positions are to be treated equally, independent of their
sources of income. 2 The tn,xation of business income as such does not
fit into this picture. Businesses are owned by people, and business
income should be taxed to the owners.
·
No difficulties arise in applying this principle to the case of proprietorships or partnerships, or to corporation income that is paid out as dividends. A special problem arises only in the case of retn.ineu earnings of
corporations. Even here, the principle is clear. A way must be found to
tax such earnings to the shareholder as if they were distributed. Various
techniques have been proposed to deal with this matter. Some of them
provide a complete solution, including the so-cn,lled partnership method
and the full-fledged taxation of unrealized capital gains. 3 Other tech1 Sec J. A. Pcchman, "Erosion of the Individual Income Tax," National 'l'ax Journal, vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 1- 25, March, 1957.
2 If a tax on business income is imposed, it shou ld be designed to treat clifTcrent firm s
equally. This is a matter of neutrality in the efficiency of allocn.t ion rathet· than horizontal equity in the treatment of individuals. It is essential that the two be clis1inguished clcn.rly.
• If r<'taincd earnings are taxed as capital gains, the question arises whether I lwr<>
will be double taxation when the retained earnings are tnxcd as dividends at th<> sub-
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niques n.re more practical but give a partial solution only. One provides
for the exemption of dividends paid at the corporate level and formally
resembles a tax on undistributed profits. The other provides for crediting at the personal level of tax payments by the corporation, and corresponds to source withholding of the personal income tax. Under
either method, profits that are distributed are taxed at the appropriate
rate applicable to each particular shareholder, but profits that are retained
are taxed at an "average" rate that may exceed or fall short of the rates
applicable to particular shareholders. The two methods give the same
results, provided we start out with the same corpora.te profits before tax
and assume that the same amount is retained in both cases. However,
these assumptions may not be valid. Relief to the shareholder is justified only if the corporation tax is not passed on. Where the credit is
given at the corporate level, that much less in tax is paid by the corporation, and that much less is passed on if shifting occurs. Where the credit
is given at the personal level, part of the tax paid by the corporation may
be shifted to begin with, while full deduction is allowed thereafter.
The problem of averaging and other difficulties involved in the various
solutions cannot be considered here. 1 Our concern is only with the
conclusion that considerations of horizontal equity do not justify an
absolute corporation tax, that is, a tax that goes beyond the objective
of extending the personal income tax to retained earnings. The
principle of horizontal equity relates to cq ual treatment of people in
equal positions and to the allocation of the tax bill between people. Corporations are important units of decision making. They have an existence independent of that of their shareholders, especially in the case of
large "public" corporations. This separate existence plays a vital role in
the functioning of the economy. It has considerable bea ring on the react ion of business policy to the imposition of a profits tax. At the same
time, corpora tions a re not people. They do not have a tax-paying
ability of their own, in the sense that the cost of public services may
be placed on corporations instead of on people. If a corporation
tax is imposed, somcbody's wealth must be reduced, be it that of the
owner, manager, worker, or consumer. l-Ienee, there is no rationa le
for an absolute corporation Lax in a system based on the equity concept
sequent time of distribu tion. The answer is no, because dividends will then be ofTset
by capital losses, so that t he shareholder's taxable income will not be increased on
balance.
1 In addition to the above refet·cnccs to Simons and Vickrey, 8ec Riclmrd Goode,
Corporation Income Tax, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1951 ; and H. M. Groves,
"Preliminary Report of t he Committee on the Federal Corporate Net Income Tax,"
Pt·oceedings of the 42d Annual Conference of the National Tax Association, 1949,
National Tax Association, Sacramento, Calif.
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of accretion. 1 As will be seen presently, some forms of an absolute
corporation tax may be highly desirable on other grounds; but they are
not justified on the basis of horizontal equity or ability to pay. 2
Property Tax. We now turn to a property tax. If all accretions to
wealth are taxed under the income tax, auy part of a person's net worth,
whatever the particubr form in which it is held, has been su bject to tax
at some past date when the acc retion occL:rred. This being the case,
there is no place for a further tax on the holding of property as such.
In the case of income-earning property, the property tax is equivalent
to a supplementary income tax on property income. As such it results in
unequal tren,tment between recipients of wage and capital income. With
non-income-earning property, the property tax may be cousidered an
income Lax on imputed opportunity earnings. It is thus discriminatory
unless other types of imputed opportunity earnings n,re tn,xed as well.
As in the case of the corporation tax, a property t,ax may be called for on
other grounds, but it is not justified in terms of horizontal equity based on
accretion.
Death Duties. Finally, we may ask what reason there is, if any, for
special tax treatment of n,ccretion through inheritauce. Since the receipt
of bequests and gifts is a highly volatile form of accretion, proper provision for averaging is of special importance if accretion by bequests was
made subject to progressive income tax rates. lVIoreover, it is necessary
to provide for a payment period that is sufficiently long to avoid losses
from forced liquidation. At the same time, this leaves intacL the principle
that bequests, a long with other accretions, should be considered income.
Viewed in this way, there is no case for differential taxation of accretion
by inheritan ce at either higher or lower rates.
Now this may be too rigid a view. It may be argued that transfers at
death, made among close members of the family, do not renlly add to the
wealth of the survivor. If the tax-paying unit is defined in terms of the
family group, no accretion has occurred. On this basis, transfers at
1 For a diiTcrcnt view, which defends the principle of an absolute corporation tax,
see Gerhard Cohn, "The Corpomtion and the Corporation Income Tax in the American Economy," American Nconomic Review, vol. 4-1, no. 2, pp. <
186 501, May, 1954,
reprinted in Cohn's Essays in Public Finance and Fiscal Policy, Oxford University
Press, New York, 1955, chnp. 5. For a general appraisnl of the corpomtion incom~;
tax, sec Goode, op. cit.; and Richard E. Slitor, "The Corpomt ion Income Tax: A
Re-Evaluntion," Nat1'onal Tax Journal, vol. 5, no. 4, pp. 289- :109, December, 1952.
2 The proposition that there is no case for introduction of an absolute corporation
tax need not imply that the existing tax should be repealed. To t he extent that t he
tax has been capitalized, it :;; repeal will lead to windfalls and creo.te a new inequity (in
the absence of full taxation of capital gains) \\'ithout removing nn old one. This,
however, is a more or less short-run nrgument that docs not apply to future capital
accumulation. (Sec p. 385.)
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death may be treated more favorably than other accretions; and the logic
of the argument points to the structure of the inheritance tax where 1
progression is related to family status.
Stepping outside the framework of accretion, it may be held that the
absolute nature of property rights applies to the living only but lapses
wholly or partially at the time of death. This view of property is in line
with an interpretation of equality in terms of equality of opportunity, and
the implicit view of distribution in terms of relative positions at the
beginning of the race. 1 For these reasons, a tax on estates may be held
justified in the context of the Distribution Branch, prior to distribution of
'the estate and distinct from a possible inheritance tax on the recipients of
the shares of the estate. 2
Benefit Taxation

It is not surprising that a tax structure designed to provide equal treatment, with acc-retion as the index of equality, should point to the personal
income tax as a single tax. However, other considerations enter and
qualify this result.
The case for equal treatment of equals, with income as index of equality, is persuasive enough, if examined in the context of the Distribution
and the Stabilization Branches; but there may be instances where other
types of taxes are called for in the context of the Allocation Branch.
Here, finance by income tax is acceptable only where it serves as an
approximation to the proper solution-a solution that involves equal
treatment of people with equal levels of effective demand (if truly
revealed) for public services. A more direct approach to this proper
solution is available where benefit taxes can be applied.
While specific benefit t axes cannot be applied over a wide range of
social wants, there are areas where the use of such taxes is possible.
Consider public services, the benefits from which are subject to spatial
limitations. This is illustrated by municipal services or regional developments of the central government. In either case, such services are
properly financed by the residents of the region, unless there is a specific
intent of interregional transfer. This leaves open the question whether
finance should be by a regionally limited income tax or whether another
1 Compare J ohn Stua rt Mill's conservative position regarding progression in income
tax with his radical view on inheritance taxation. According to t he latter, bequests
are to be allowed in amounts needed to provide for the education of younger children,
while the remainder of the estate should be appropriated by the community. John
Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, ed. W. J. Ashley, Longmans, Green & Co.,
Ltd., London, 1921, pp. 224- 226.
2 Under cithci' principle, the treatment of accretion through gifts may be dealt with
along similar lines and requires proper coordination with the treatment of death
duties.
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index should be applied. For administrative reasons, the property tax
lends itself more readily to taxation with regional differentials than does
the income tax, and it is not too bad an index of equal treatment. Thus,
a case may be made for the property tax as a means of financing the cost
of regionally limited services.
In other instances, specific benefits may be related directly to particular
characteristics of an individual's position. Specific benefit taxation in
relation to property is illustrated by financing road improvements
through special assessment, in accordance with road frontage of property;
or, somewhat less neatly, by allocating the costs of fire protection on the
basis of property values. Specific benefit taxation in relation to consumption is illustrated by highway finance. Toll finance, even if held
desirable in principle, can be applied to a small part of the road and highway system only. However, finance by motor-vehicle license or gasoline
taxation may offer some approximation to benefit taxation by placing the
cost of such services on drivers rather than nondrivers. 1 The extent to
which a gasoline tax will serve as an approximation to benefit taxation
depends upon the degree of correspondence between the cost of highway
, services incurred on particular stretches of road and the t axes collected on
gasoline consumed while traveling over these stretches. Where such
correspondence is weak, for example, down-state t axes go to finance
up-state roads, the gasoline-tax approach has little merit on benefit
grounds. Taxation of highway users in one region t o pay for highway
facilities in another may be further removed from benefit taxation than
finance by general revenue. Benefit taxation relates to costs and benefits
for the individual. It cannot be replaced by a concept of group equity. 2
Considerations of benefit taxation may also be applied to business
taxation, although such considerations are limited in scope and may not
lead to the customary type of corporation tax. The benefit tax would
apply to all business income rather than to corporations only, and its
yield would be much less than that of the corporation tax. It is frequently argued, in this connection, that the privilege of limited liability is
of great advantage to corporations and that t hey should be called upon
to pay for it. T his involves a misunderstanding of benefit taxation.
Such taxation is justified only to the extent that the government incurs a
1 The use of gasoline taxes is subject to t he same advantages and disadvantages on
grounds of efficiency as is the use of tolls. License fees, in turn, arc more or less similar
to two-part tariffs. They would be less objectionable if the proper fcc could be determined at the outset. Sec p. 139.
' On the problem of benefit taxation in highway finance, see J ames M. Buchanan,
"The Pricing of Highway Services," National Tax Journal, vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 97- 106,
June, 1952; and 0. H. Brownlee and Walter W. Heller, "Highway Development 1md
Financing," Amet·ican Economic Review, vol. 46, no. 2, pp. 232-251, May, 1956.
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cost in granting the privilege. Thus, the yield should not exceed the cost
of public control and supervision. Finally, there remains the question
whether the benefit tax should be based on the net income of business as
the proper index of benefits, or on either gross receipts or factor payments
plus profits. In a competitive system, at least, public services to business
are reflected in lower prices to the consumer rather than in higher profits
to the owner. Thus the appropriate type of benefit tax may be a set of
selective excises rather than a t ax on profits.
Whatever the difficulties of obtaining an approximation to benefit taxation in each particular case, considerations like these modify the earlier
conclusion that the good tax structure should include a personal income
tax only. Where objective indices can be found to implement taxation
according to benefit, supplements to the general income tax are in order.
Notwithstanding much textbook opinion to the contrary, earmarking of
taxes is a good procedure for the Allocation Branch, provided that a direct
link to benefits can be established. At the same t ime, earmarking
violates the rules of efficient budgeting where no such link exists.

Regulatory Taxation

Further qualifications of the income tax principle arise with regard to
regulatory taxes- taxes that by definition are designed to interfere with
the equal treatment of equals.
To begin with, there is the use of sumptuary taxes providing a negative
case of merit wants. Just as society may wish to encourage certain uses
of resources and provide subsidies to accomplish this, so it may discourage
other uses and impose penalties for this purpose. Sumptuary taxes, such
as discriminatory taxes against liquor and tobacco, are similar in principle
to the use of expenditures to support free education or school luncheons.
The economist can only note that both interfere with consumer sovereignty, but it is not for him to say that such an interference must always
be inefficient if viewed in the broader framework of social values. 1
Next, taxes may be used to improve the efficiency of resource allocation
in the absence of pure competition.2 Or, t hey may be used to secure a
variety of structural changes t hat are considered desirable as a matter of
public policy. If it is held that bigness is undesirable, whether for
economic or other reasons, a progressive tax on business assets or income
will be in order. Thus, an absolute tax on business income may be desirable as a means of control, even though it is not justified in terms of horizontal equity. If business is to be attracted to certain industries or
regions, for reasons of national defense or to help retarded areas, differential income taxes can be used to accomplish this. Such measures are
1
2

Sec p. 158.
Seep. 149.
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objectionable from the point of view of horizontal equity, but this does
not mean that taxes cannot be used for regulatory purposes. We must
only note that the regulatory use of taxation involves a social cost in t he
form of lessened equity of the tax structure; a nd we must account for this
cost when choosing between tax and other types of control.
C. MULTILEVEL FINANCE

So far, our discussion has been in terms of a fiscal system involving one
level of government and one consistent tax plan only. It remains to consider briefly the complications that arise in a federal system where any
given individual is a citizen of more than one level of government. The
solution depends on what view of federalism we wish to take.
Pure Federalism

Let us begin with a case where state governments (a term here used for
regional units) possess full autonomy. They differ from the central
government only in area covered. Whereas t he central government
covers the entire area of the federation, each state government covers
only its respective region.
Each state has a budget serving its Allocation Branch, as does the
central government. To simplify matters, let us assume for the time
being that all services are of such a type that they benefit either individuals in all states or individuals in one state only. The central government will then provide services whose benefits accrue to individuals in all
States alike; and each State government will cover those services t hat
benefit only the individuals within its particular boundaries.
Now let us assume f~rther that preferences regarding the satisfaction
of social wants are similar among all people with the same incomes.
Taxpayers with a given income may then be expected to pay the same
central tax in whatever st ate they live. The principle of equal treatment
of equals applies to central taxation on a nationwide basis. At the same
time, taxpayers with t he same income may pay different state taxes,
depending on the state in which they live. Not only may average
incomes differ between states, but the citizens of different sLates mn.y
choose to provide for different levels or patterns of public services. The
principle of equal t reatment applies to state taxes among equals within
any one state, but it does not apply on a nationwide level. By the same
Loken, the principle of equal treatment of equals docs not apply Lo total
(sLate plus central) taxes on a nationwide level. This is nothing to
object to. Indeed, it is as it should be. The very purpose of fiscal
federalism, according Lo this approach, is to permit different groups living
in various staLes to express different preferences for public services; and
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this, inevitably, leads to differences in the levels of taxation and public
services.• The resulting differentiation in tax levels may interfere with
the most efficient allocation of resources and location of industries for the
region as a whole; but such is the cost of political subdivision, be it on an
intranational or international level.
While the general principle is clear, some specific points remain to be
noted. First, there is the question of how income that originates in one
state and accrues to someone residing in another should be divided
between the states. The answer differs for the finance of final and intermediate expenditures of government. Where the fina nce of final expenditures is concerned, income is properly imputed to the recipient in his state
of residence, whether it originates from the outside or not. Where the
finance of intermediate expenditures is concerned, income is properly taxable in the state where it originates, since it is here that the benefit is
derived. 2
Next, there is the question of how any one government should treat
taxes paid to another government. In the perfect system, no deduction
of taxes from taxable income should be permitted. In the ideal solution
to the problem of the Allocation Branch, taxes must be considered uses of
income aimed at the satisfaction of social wants; thus they would be
similar in principle to other uses of income for the satisfaction of private
wants. There is no more reason, in principle, for deducting taxes than
for deducting private outlays. At the same time, it must be recognized
that taxes of the Allocation Branch are determined by voting rules that
may leave the minority dissatisfied. Failure to allow deduction of taxes
paid to other governments may compound the hardships imposed on
minorities and may lead to rates of tax in excess of 100 per cent. In view
of this, some allowance may have to be made for taxes paid. The question remains whether the allowance should be at the state or central
level, or whether it should be on a mutual basis. For reasons of fiscal
discipline at the state level, a good case can be made for limiting deduction to central taxes in computing taxable income for purposes of state
taxation; but this is a consideration in fiscal politics rather than in
principle. Mutual deduction, moreover, complicates the entire process
of budget determination, even though the problem remains determinate
at a theoretical level.
Finally, let us drop the assumption that all public services can be
divided between those which benefit all citizens of the federation inde• See p. 132, where it was argued that people with similar tast.es will tend to move
together.
2 The problem of tax allocation between states is rclttt.ively sim ple if taxes are
assumed to stay put, but it becomes exceedingly complicat.cd once the possibility
of tax shifting between the residents of various states is introduced.
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pendent of the state in which they live, and those which benefit t he
citizens of one state only. Allowance must be made for services whose
benefits accrue to citizens of states A and B alike but not to citizens of
state C; and for services whose benefits accrue in different degrees to
citizens of states A, B, and C. The former case might be handled by
establishing a structure of federations, including combinations between
A and B, B and C, and A and C; the latter case may be dealt with in the
framework of the over-all federation. Even if we retain the assumption
that people with equal incomes have similar preferences regarding public
wants, this system leads to unequal treatment of equals in the central tax
structure, since the quantity of services received becomes a function of
the state where the taxpayer resides. For any particular service, the
greater the differential in benefit levels among residents of various states,
the more the service becomes one that is more properly supplied at the
state level.
So much for the problem of the Allocation Branch. The situation
differs for the budgeting of the Distribution Branch. Let us begin with a
system where the Distribution Branches of the various state budgets
apply their distributional adjustments first , and where the central
adj ustment is applied after the state adjustments have been made. In
this case, t he central adjustment will be applied to incomes adjusted by
the states. As a result, the final distribution will conform with what is
considered proper at the central level. The preceding adjustments at
the state level will have a bearing on the required patterns of central
taxes and transfers, buL they will not affect the final resulL. The opposiLe
holds if we assume that the central adjustment comes first and that state
adjustments follow. A situation in which both the state and central
governments insist upon their particular patterns of proper distribution
as the final result is not feasible: It would lead to a continuous set of
adjustments and readjustments without a final equilibrium being reached.
Since one or the other level of government must be given priority, there
is much to be said, in the federal system, for permitting this adjustment
to be made at the central level. Unless this is done, distributional
adjustments at the state level may come to be nullified by interstate
movement, and serious .barriers to an optimal location of economic
activity may be imposed.
T he function of t he Stabilization Branch, finally, must be performed
largely at the central level. While some degree of coordination may be
attained between the levels, the compensatory function must be coordinated for the nation as a whole, and this requires central action. The
heart of fiscal federalism thus lies in the proposition that the policies of
the Allocation Branch should be permitted to differ between states,
depending on the preferences of their citizens. The objectives of the
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Distribution and Stabilization Branches, however, require primary
responsibility at the central level.

Horizontal Equity in Combined Budgets
We now turn to a somewhat different view of fiscal federalism. It
might be held desirable, as a matter of efficiency or equity, to apply the
principle of horizontal equity with regard to the total tax bill, including
all levels of government. Thus, people in equal positions should pay the
same total tax bill in whatever state they live. To accomplish this, the
federal tax for a tn.xpayer living in state A and receiving income Y must
consist of a standard amount minus that amount by which the state A's
tax on income Y exceeds (or plus that amount by which state A's tax on
income Y falls short of) the average of the state taxes imposed on income
Y.
Such a formula would enable a state to vote additional services while
assuming only a fraction of the increased cost, since increased state taxes
would be offset largely by reduced federal taxes. Fiscal irresponsibility
would result. Indeed this is the case to some degree whenever state
taxes may be offset against income subject to central tax. This difficulty
is avoided if the principle of equal tax treatment of equals is replaced by a
new rule, according to which people with equal incomes should experience
the same fiscal residue or net benefit derived from budget operations. 1
The principle requires that benefits from public services must be imputed
to individuals in order to measure the fiscal residue; let us assume that this
can be done. Thus the equalizing funcLion of the central budget does
not induce fiscal irresponsibility. The citizens of different states may
provide for varying levels of state services at their cost. If financed
by taxes in accordance with benefits, such an arrangement will not affect
t he fisc~d residue that various taxpayers enjoy. Under these conditions,
the plan would be more or less similar to that of permitting differentials in
the tax structures of the Allocation Branches for the various states while
concentrating distributional adjustments at the federal level.

Assurance of a Minimum Level of Public Services
The preceding views of fiscal federalism were based on the proposition
that the function of the central-government Allocation Branch should be
limited to services whose benefits are nationwide; while the state-government Allocation Branch should supply services whose benefits are limited
to citizens of the state, which citir.ens should be free to determine the
1 See the original contl'ibution by James M. Buchanan, "Federalism and Fiscal
Equity," American Economic Review, vol. 40, no. 4, pp. 583-599, September, 1950.
Also sec J. A. Maxwell, 'l'he Fiscal Impact of Federalism, Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, Mass., 1!)46.
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level of public services. This philosophy of fiscal federalism was essentially one of independent units joined only to accomplish overlapping
objectives.
We now turn to an entirely different view, according to which it is the
obligation of the federation to see to it that the citizens of each state can
enjoy a given minimum level of public services. If a ny one state is too
poor to provide this minimum level, even though a required minimum
degree of tax effort is made, the federation steps in. It calls for a transfer
from wealthy states where the minimum level of public services is provided while tax rates are below the stipulated minimum level. If, however, t)le citizens of a ny one stat e fall short of t he required t ax effor t , no
claim for support can be established. Thus the citi11cns of wealthy
stat es are assured that transfers will be made only where justified by the
basic criteria of fiscal deficiency.
This approach contains a n element of regional equalization of income,
since transfers are made from wealthy to poor regions; a nd it contains an
element of provision for the satisfaction of merit wants, since the equalization refers to minimum standards of social rather than private wants.
Inasmuch as the concern is with a minimum level of social wants in
general, the appropriate transfer to state budgets is made in a general
cash grant.
An alternative view of this approach is an interpretation of fiscal federalism as an assurance to each citizen of the federation that specific socia l
wants, such as elementary education, will be provided for adequately in
all states. The social wants covered by this proviso may include those on
the border line between nationwide and regional benefit. Or they may
include social wants belonging to the stat e level but recognized as merit
wants at the national level. Here we have the rationale for earmarked
grants and for mat ching grants from the central to the state level.
If the considerations of the two preceding paragraphs are combined,
redistributional elements may be attached to a specified grant, as is the
case if the matching ratio is rendered a function of state need and fiscal
ability.
The problems of fiscal federalism are complicated further if the levels of
government are expanded beyond two, if overflows of public services from
one stat e to another arc allowed for, and if the possibility of mutual
taxation (domestic tariff) is considered. The choice between the
various suggested approaches as well as other pattems, is not a matter
of fiscal analysis only. It is basically a matter of how to interpret
the nature of the federation, thus involving political no less than economic considerations.

CHAPTER 9

Budget items in the social accounts

No attempt will be made here to examine in detail the many problems,
theoretical and practical, that enter into the construction of social
accounts. However, brief consideration will be given to certain major
issues posed by the treatment of budget items. 1 These will be considered
first with regard to the product and then with regard to the national
income approach.
A. BUDGET ITEMS IN THE NET NATIONAL PRODUCT

The social accounts may be thought of as a set of sector accounts,
including households, firms, government, and the rest of the world. In
each sector account we record expenditures by final buyers on currently
produced goods and services, and income earned in the process of current production. By aggregating the expenditure sides of these sector
accounts, we obtain a measure of market value of currently produced
goods and services. The purpose of this measure, and the reason for
undertaking this aggregation, is to obtain a measure of total output, or
economic performance. Indeed, the very structure of the sector accounts
is designed to yield such 11n aggregate measure.
1 See National I ncome, 1948 and 1954, supplements to Survey of Current Bminess,
U. S. Department of Commerce. For comments dea1ing largely with the treatment
of governmental terms, see Simon Kuznets, "Discussion of the N ew D epartment of
Commerce Income Series: National Income, a New Version," Review of Economics and
Statistics, vol. 30, no. 3, pp. 151- 179, Augullt, 1948; M. Gilber t eta!., "Objectives of
National Income Measurement: A Reply to Professor Kuznets," Review of Economics
and Statistics, vol. 30, no. 3, pp. 179-195, August, 1948; T. C. Schelling, " National
Income, 1954 Edition," Review of Economics ancl Statistics, vol. 37, no. 4, pp. 321- 335,
November, 1955.
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Since we are concerned with a measure of total output, two adjustments
must be made. The first is to allow for the wear of capital, so as to
obtain a measure of net product. The second is to translate the measure
of output in money terms into a measure in real terms. This cannot be
done meaningfully for any one year, but deflation for price-level change
leaves us with a measure of change in real output over time. The main
application of the national-product concept, therefore, is to serve (in
deflated form) as a measure of change in real output. This must be kept
in mind when considering the proper treatment of budget items.
Final Expenditures

On the expenditure side of the budget, a distinction arises between
goods and service expenditures and transfer payments. The former are
purchase payments for current output. The latter are payments not
made in the purchase of currently produced output. Transfer payments,
therefore, must be excluded from the measure of current output.
Let us leave for later consideration the location of the dividing line
between goods and service expenditures and transfer payments, and consider first how goods and service expenditures should be treated. Here a
fur ther distinction must be drawn between expenditures which provide
for consumer goods, whether they are current or durable, and expenditures which provide for goods that in turn, as free factors, enter into the
production of private firms. The former are referred to as final and the
latter as intermediate expenditures.
Final expenditures are not reflected in private expenditures for consumption and capital formation. They must thus be included in the
measure of total output. This much is clear, but there remains the
problem of valuation. Privat ely purchased goods are always valued at
market price, reflecting the double sanction of cost on the supply side and
consumer preference on the demand side. Goods and services supplied
by government are valued at cost when the government purchases
resources and itself acts as an agent of production; or by market price
when the goods are purchased from private firms. In both cases, consumer evaluation on the demand side is replaced by the more complex
mechanism of the political process. This difference in valuation establishes no presumption that recording of government purchases at cost
under- or overstates their true value compared with recording of private
purchases at market price; but it points to a certain heterogeneity in net
national product as a measure of output.
Moreover, sales to government may carry different profit margins from
sales to private buyers. If proper deflators are applied, this will not disturb changes in net national product as a measure of changes in total
output. At the same time, changes in the ratio of public to private
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expenditures may not be a proper measure of change in the composition
of the real product.'

Intermediate Expenditures
Intermediate expenditures of government go to purchase goods and
services that do not appear as distinct items in final output. Rather,
the expenditures are reflected in the privately produced goods and
services into whose production they enter. If we think of the net
national product for any one year as the bulk of goods and services that
have been produced, it would be double counting to include both the
intermediate goods supplied by government and the private goods into
which the intermediate goods have entered. The argument is quite
analogous to that involved in counting t he value added at various stages
of production in the private sector, but not the gross value at each stage.
This view of the matter seems sensible, but it is not t he basic problem.
The purpose of measuring net national product, as noted before, cannot
be to measure output for any one year in an "absolute" sense, but to
measure changes in real output over a period of years. This being the
main purpose of aggregating net national product from the sector
accounts, the problem of double counting must be interpreted accordingly. Double counting must be excluded, not so much to provide a
better measure of total output for any one year-such measure being
unobtainable in the first place--but to prevent capricious ·changes in the
deflated value of net national product. 2 In other words, the product
must be defined so as to be invariant to purely structural and financial
changes that leave real output unaffected. 3
A measure of gross payments for production, including gross outlays by
business at all stages of production, would function as a basis for measuring changes in total output if vertical integration remained unchanged
from year to year. Since it does not, gross expenditures cannot be relied
upon as a measure of change in economic performance. The concept of
1 See Gottfried Haberler and Everett E. Hagen, "Taxes, Government Expenditures,
and National Income," in Studies in Income and Wealth, National Bureau of Economic
Research, Inc., New York, 1946, vol. VIII, p. 21.
Haberler and Hagen note that the prices of privately produced products include
costs plus profits or minus losses, whereas govemment-produced products are valued
at cost alone. Since profits t end to decline more rapidly t han costs when income falls
(and vice versa when income rises), cyclic changes in the ratio of money expenditure
on publicly and privately produced goods arc not an accurate reflection of changes in
the composition of the real product.
2 The Department of Commerce discussion (National Income) of the product concept is concerned larg<'ly with the figures for any given year, with little emphasis on
the essential aspect of change.
3 This principle of invariance is emphnsir.cd by Ilaberler and Hagen, 071. r-it.
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net product in terms of final output is to be preferred, since it is invariant
to changes in vertical integration.
A further problem of invariance arises in the treatment of intermediate
expenditures of government. Here, two consistent approaches are conceivable. The first is to include such expenditures in computing the
money value of the net national product, and to obtain changes in real
value by deflating with an index of market prices, raised to include the
cost of intermediate expenditures. The second is to exclude intermediate expenditures of government and to deflate the money value of
the net national product by a simple index of market prices. Both
methods would leave our measure of change in real output invariant to
changes in the structure of production, involving a substitution of intermediate expenditures for private cost payments.
Both these methods are conceivable, but only the second can be
applied. An index of market prices adjusted for the cost of intermediate
goods is not available, nor can it be computed. Even if the cost of
intermediate expenditures could be added, the weights for the adjusted
index do not exist. Weights can only be derived from actual purchases,
and these are allocated in response to unadjusted market prices. Since
it is inconsistent to apply an index of market prices to the money value of
a product that includes intermediate expenditures valued at cost, only
the second approach is available. The net national product must be
deflated by an index of market price, and intermediate expenditures must
be excluded. The product will then be invariant to the substitution of
intermediate expenditures for private cost payments. 1
To illustrate, let us suppose that the government provides increased
police protection. Guards previously on the payroll of a private firm
are transferred to the public payroll. As a result, the private firm need
not engage guards, and its cost of production is reduced. If it lowers
prices accordingly, the money value of output is reduced, provided that
public expenditures on guards are excluded. Prices are reduced as well,
and the measure of market output in real terms remains constant. If the
firm does not lower prices, the money value of output remains the same,
prices are constant, and real output is unchanged. The principle of
invariance is complied with in either case. If public expenditures on
guards are included, the measure of output goes up, which is wrong.
1 While changes in vertical integration and changes in intermediate. expenditures
of government both pose problems of invariance, note that these problems are not the
same. In the latter case, the problem is one of consistency in the measure of money
output and of the price deflator. In the former case, the price index is not involved.
The view of the two problems posing the same issue of double counting (see National
Income, 1954, p. 39) reflects what seems to me a mistaken preoccupation with national
product as an absolute measure of output for any one year.
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While the principle is clear enough, it is difficult to apply. Services
rendered by intermediate expenditures of government are not recorded on
the books of business firms. Rather, they appear as reductions in cost
that are given no explicit recognition. Data on factor earnings similarly
include earnings of factors engaged in the rendering of intermediate
services. Thus there is no simple solution to the problem.' The only
way in which goods and service expenditures of government can be
divided between expenditures for final and for intermediate products is
through a qualitative analysis of each expenditure item in the budget. 2
This is a difficult undertaking. A few expenditures fall clearly into one
or the other category. Thus outlays for a playground may be considered
a final expenditure and outlays for production advice to farmers may be
considered as an intermediate expenditure. More frequently, the same
expenditures benefit both consumers and business firms, thus containing
elements of both final and intermediate products. Highways are used for
pleasure driving and business transport; education provides consumer
satisfaction and raises productivity, and so forth. For this reason,
government statisticians should not be blamed too much for failing to
exclude intermediate expenditures. 3
'Kuznets, in his earlier writings, proposed that business tax payments should be
assumed to equal intermediate expenditures, while personal tax payments should be
taken to measure final expenditures. See Simon Ku~nets, National Income and
Its Composition, National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., New York, 1941,
vol. I, p. 44, and (with others) National P1·oduct since 1869, National Bureau of
Economic Research, Inc., New York, 1946, p. 23. This assumption is completely
arbitrary, and was later discarded by Kuznets himself. See Kuznets, "Discussion of
the New Department of Commerce Series," p. 156. Another rule-of-thumb procedure, followed in Sweden (see Erik Lindahl eta!., Wages, Cost of Living and National
Income in Sweden, 1860-1930, P. S. King & Staples, Ltd., London, 1933-1937, vol. I,
p. 227), is less arbitrary but still far from satisfactory.
2 See Gerhard Colm, "Public Revenue and Public Expenditures in the National
Income," in Studies in Income and Wealth, National Bureau of Economic Research,
Inc., New York, 1937, vol. I, p. 210; and references by Haberler and Hagen, op. cit.,
p. 13, and notes 18 and 19.
a Kuznets, "Discussion of the New Department of Commerce Series," p. 156,
criticizes the Department's procedure of classifying all goods and service expenditures
of government as final products, and notes that intermediate products should be
excluded.
Gilbert et al., op. cit., p. 185, in their rejoinder not only 'defend this procedure on
grounds of feasibility, which is understandable, but go further and attempt to defend it
in principle. They maintain that the inclusion of intermediate expenditures involves
no duplication in estimating the value of the national product for any given year. This
is correct if the national product is defined as total expenditures on the purchase of
current output, excluding purchases for resale. But, as Kuznets correctly asks, what
is the meaning of such a total, and why should it be of interest? Here, as in the discussion in National Income, the primary concern of the Department of Commerce is
with a measure'of output for any one year. However, Gilbert et al. recognize briefly
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Remedial Expenditures
Further problems arise in the case of government expenditures that
must be undertaken to meet adverse changes in environment. Such
expenditures may be referred to as remedial expenditures. Here a distinction must be drawn between expenditures caused by environmental
changes due to exogenous factors and expenditures caused by environmental changes due to the production process.
The first case is illustrated by emergency measures to meet natural
catastrophes or by war finance. 1 Can a $1 billion increase in production
for war be considered the equivalent of a $1 billion increase in production
for peace? The answer depends on what we wish to measure. If we are
concerned with changes in output as a matter of economic performance,
changes in the pattern of wants are not relevant. Clearly there is ltn
increase in output in both cases. If we wish to measure changes in welfare, the two situations differ. In the case of war, adverse changes occur
that reduce the level of welfare vis-a-vis a given level of output. Welfare
may be reduced while output is increased. In the other case, there has
been no such change in needs. The increase in output now reflects a gain
in welfare. Thus war expenditures are properly included in the national
product as a measure of output, but care must be taken not to identify
changes in output with net changes in welfare. 2
The second case refers to ch:wgcs in environment that are called forth
by the process of production itself. To illustrate, the emergence of the
modern corporation permits capital accumulation and more produetivc
techniques; but it dissocia-tes ownership from control and requires that
the investor be protected against fraud by the supervisory function of
governmental agencies. The agencies' services are designed to forestall a
disutility or social cost not reflected in the market prices of the products
produced by the corporation. Development of the n.utomobile industry
requires increased policing of traffic, the cost of which does not reflect a
product carrying separate utility.
the theoretical problem of devising a measure of change in output. As a second line
of defense, they hold that intermediate expenditures are stable over "short" periods
and arc (contrary to Kuzncts' view) of small quantitative import.ance.
1 Sec in this connection Kuzncts, "Discussion of the New Department of Commerce
Series," p. 15G, and the rejoinder by Gilbert et al., op. cit., p. 188. The latter correctly chide Kuznets for failing to distinguish between changes in output anti changes
in wan ts.
2 A further difficulty of output measurement during wa l· arises from the large-scale
introduct ion of new products, not rcnectcd in the base period on which the weights of
price donation are predicated. This difficulty is similar to tha t of adjusting weights
in an index of physical production.
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A reasoning similar to that of intermediate expenditures applies.
There we a rgued that the wages of public guards should not be counted
because t he value that they contribute to output is not reflected in the
market price. Now, similar reasoning shows that public expenditures for
the services of the Securities and Exchange Commission or for traffic
patrols should not be counted, since their exclusion merely corrects an
overstatement arising because the market does not record these social
costs when pricing private output. The extent to which nationalproduct data overstat e the growth of output by disregarding social costs
of this sort is an interesting problem. Certainly, the phenomenon
extends far beyond t he range of cases where remedial public expenditures
are applied, and it can be answered only in part by excluding public
expenditures of this sort. 1 In other instances the remedy would have to
be found by excluding certt~in private expenditures, or by adjusting the
price index so as to allow fo r soeial costs.
Capital Outlays and Public Assets

A measure of output as an index of economic performance involves
changes in t he net rather than the gross product. Wear of capital must
be allowed for. This holds for public no less than private capital assets.2
Final expenditures of government may provide for cuncnt consumption or for the purchase of durable consumer goods. In either case, the
entire expenditure must be recorded in output in the period during which
the goods are produced. If durable consumer goods are acquired, consumption is made possible free of direct charge in subsequent periods.
The subsequent flow of services may then be included as imputed income
in future years, while depreciation is charged to allow for the corresponding wear of the asset. These two entries will offset each other in determining net output in subsequent periods. However, the division of the
net product l;letween consumption and capital formation will be distorted
in future years unless imputed income and capital consumption are
recorded.
I ntermediate expenditures of government may enter into private production in current or future periods. Our earlier rule that intermediate
expenditures should be excluded must now be limited to the current type.
Intermediate expenditures to acquire capital assets that aid private pro1 See Kuznets' proposition that expenditures reflecting the "cost of membership in
our business civili zation" should be excluded from the national product ("Discussion
of the New Department of Commerce Series," p . 156). Gilbert et al., op. cit., p. 185,
notn COIT!lrt.l y that cxogl'nOIIS changes in ncnrls shoulrl he rli s.~ocintnd from a measure
of output and should be distinguished from a failure to allow for social costs not
recorded in t he market
2 Failure to allow for depreciation of capital assets in t he Department of Commerce accounts i~ criticized by Schelling, op. cit., p. 327.
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duction in the future must be included in the product of the period in
which the assets are produced. In later years, when the resulting flow of
services is reflected in t he output of private firms, depreciation must be
charged to allow for t he weat· of capital. Unlike the case of final expendit ures, no imputed income will be charged. Unless t his procedure is
followed, real output will be overstated, the services of intermediate
goods being reflected in the output of private firms without adding to
their cost.
T ransf er Payments

Public expenditures not directed at the purchase of currently produced
goods and serv ices are referred to as transfer payments. They may be
payments for the purchases of existing assets, or they may be nonpurchase p[tyments. They may go to consumers or firms, be available on a
more or less restricted basis, be made with or without conditions as to the
use of the income, and so fo rt h. Whatever t heir particul::u characteristics, all transfer I)ayments are similar in t hat they do n ot constit ute a
direct demand for current output. Vi' hi le they may add to the recipient's
demand, such addition is reflected in private outlays for consumption or
capital formation. It is evident, therefore, that transfer payments must
be excluded from the measure of net output.
T he principle is simple enough, but the practical dividing line between
transfers and goods and service expenditures is not clear-cut. Payments
are classified as transfers if they go to purchase scrondh:tn~ goods, and as
goods and sen ·icc expenditures if they go to purrhnsc cmrcnt ly produced
goods. T h e burden of proof is thus shifted to the di::;linction between
currently produced and secondhand goods, which is a matter of aceounLing convention. Government purchases of existing as,.;ets that are not
the stock in trade of sellers are considered transfers ; and purchases of
goods drawn from inventory are considered goods and service expenditures, accompanied by dissaving in the private sector. While the value
of total output is not affected by the particular point at which a dividing
line is drawn, output is affected t hereby.
Perhaps the most intriguing problem in the definition of transfers
relates to the treatment of interest on public debt. The efficial view sin('c
1947 has been that such payments arc not Lo be counted as goods and
service expenditures in computing the national product. 1 Some still
hold, however, that interest on public debt should be included, and t his
for various reasons. One argument is that interest payments reflect the
1 See National Income, 1951, pp. 97 and 119.
Sinr<' their demotion in 1947, inl<'l'<'St
payments arc" not ronsidcred income arising in currrnt production," and arc excluded
from national in('onH.'. At the same t ime, the Depnrtmen L of Commerce nvoids outright classification of intcresL payments as transfers by listing (hem n.s a separate item.
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imputed earnings of government assets. This view is clearly inapplicable
where public debt is incurred to furnish services for current consumption,
or where public assets of the durable-consumer-good type arc used up
before the debt is retired. Where such assets are in use, an income in
kind should be imputed to them, and depreciation should be charged.
However, this is better done directly, and not on the unwarranted
assumption that the amount involved is eCJual to interest on public debt.
Moreover, the situation would be won;cned if imputed income were
counted in terms of interest while depreciation were neglected. Present
practice is consistent, at least in that both are disregarded, thus leaving
the value of total output unaffected. For public assets of the intermediate type, depreciation should be charged without including income
in kind. Inclusion of interest in this case would only add to the distortion that results from the failure to a llow properly for deprcciation. 1
A better view of the matter may be obtained by relating interest to the
various functions of public debt. In considering these functions we shall
draw a distinction between what may be called the classical and the
liquidity functions of public debt; and in dealing with the classical functions, we shall draw a further distinction between internal and foreign
debt. 2 The function of domestic debt in the classical context is primarily to provide a public form of consumer credit, or to secure intertemporal allocation of costs between various generations. These adjustments may be valuable to society and worthwhile even though they draw
upon a scarce supply of saving or upon a willingness to postpone consumption. Interest payments may be considered to reflect the imputed
value of securing these adjustments; and as such, they may be judged a
payment for current services. 3
Foreign debt, in the classical context, serves the function of secu ring an
intertemporal transfer of resources for the group as a whole. Interest on
1 Contrary to the view here given, Kuzncts, "Discussion of the New Department
of Commerce Series," p. 150, holds that those who wish to exclude interest insist upon
an undue identification of public debt with n specific tangible capital good. Suppose,
for instance, that war debt is matched by the intangible value of national survival
after a war, and t hat this survival is valued (if absurdly so) to equal interest on war
debt. We may then conrlude that an imputed income equal to interest should be
added to post-war income. But, if this is done, we must either depreciate the intangible asset created by past defense outlays, in which case total output will not be
affected; or we must conclude that the initial product furnished when the expenditures
were made was undervalued at that time, and that the value of this past output is
transferred to later years.
2 Seep. 575.
3 These :;erviccs nrc not the current utilities derived from the use of durable facilit ies, the treatment of which has been examined before. Rather they are the utilities
derived from financing the cost of such durable goods in this particular fashion.
(See p. 558.)
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foreign debt measures the cost of this transfer. Suppose that a foreign
loan was used to finance current consumption. Interest payments are
the cost incurred to postpone repayment and thus maintain current consumption. They absorb part of current output as net export, and as
such are included in the product. No reduction in the availability of
domestic saving is involved, and no additional entry for interest payments is called for. A similar argument applies to borrowing for capital
formation.
The role of domestic debt in a compensatory setting is quite different. 1
Here, public debt is maintained because its replacement by cash would
result in excessive liquidity. Interest payments, if determined efficiently,
are a necessary reward for a useful service, the surrender of liquidity. At
the same time, this service cannot be considered output in the usual sense
because it does not involve an opportunity cost of resource use. No
postponement of consumption is involved. The gain of liquidity restriction lies in the avoidance of alternative measures of stabilization. These
alternative measures may differ in their distributional implications and in
their effects upon the efficiency of resource allocations. Thus the results
secured by using liquidity restriction in place of other means of stabilization are useful, but they can hardly be considered an addition to output.
The willingness to accept illiquidity cannot be considered a scarce
resource in quite the same way as the supply of saving in the classical
system. Thus, the exclusion of interest payments seems the better solution for the compensa~ory case. However, the problem posed by the
treatment of interest is far from simple and the solution not so clear-cut
as is frequently thought.
Another important category of transfer payments is provided by subsidies. Subsidies of all kinds are properly excluded from the net national
product. Such is the case whether they go to consumers or to firms.
Cash subsidies to business may or may not be reflected in a change in
price. In either case, net national product in real terms will be invariant
if the subsidy is excluded. The situation is precisely the same as in the
case of intermediate expenditures. The latter may be thought of simply
as subsidies in kind.

Receipts
The treatment of budget receipts in the net national product poses no
problems. The net national product deflated by market price is invariant to changes in the sources of finance, whatever they may be. A change
in tax structure, say, the substitution of a sales tax for an income tax, may
or may not raise the price level. 2 If it does, the money value of output
1 Seep. 581.
•Sec p. 365.
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rises accordingly, and the net national product is unchanged in real terms.
If the tax substitution leads to an increase in real output at stable prices,
the money value of the net national product rises, as will its deflated
value. In either case, the measure of output is invariant to financial
changes that leave real output constant. We need not concern ourselves
in this connection with any distinction between taxes which stay put and
others which are added to price. Whatever happens in this respect, the
changes in the value of net national product as deflated by market price
arc the proper measure of changes in real output.
The same holds if taxes are replaced by borrowing. 1 The net national
product in real terms is again invariant to the substitution of debt for tax
finance.
Profits and Losses of Public Enterprise

Public enterprises are treated like private firms- as part of the business sector.
If public enterprises choose to operate at a loss, prices will be lower.
Since output in money terms is deflated by an index of market prices, real
output remains unchanged. If public enterprises choose to operate at a
profit, prices will be higher and a corresponding adjustment occurs. In
either case, private expenditures for such services are properly included
at market price.
Public services sold for fee are similar in principle to those sold by
public enterprise. Where the fee falls short of cost, the case is analogous
to that of enterprise losses; and where costs are exceeded, the case is
analogous to that of profits. In either case, the services in question must
be valued at market price.
1 Kuznets at one time held that government expenditures should be included only
to the extent that they are tax-financed (National Income; A Summary of Findings,
National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., New York, 1946, p. 133, and further
rcrerences there given). The argument was based on a strange analogy between
public borrowing and business losses. Since the valuation of private services excludes
losses, the same rule should be applied to public services that are not paid for by taxes.
The analogy is untenable. When private firms cut prices and incur losses, the real
value of the net national product as deflated by market price remains unchanged .
Precisely the same is the case when the government cuts taxes and substitutes loan
fin ance. Whatever changes in the money value of output result, they will be offset
by changes in price level. Exclusion of government expenditures would reduce the
measure of real output and distort the picture.
The argument has been stated here on the assumption that real output remains
constant as the budget policy changes, but the principle remains the same if a substitution of loan for tax finance is assumed to lead to an increase in real output. T he
national product as deflated by market price rises if output increases. The rule of
invariancc is satisfied in either case.
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B. BUDGET ITEMS IN NATIONAL INCOME

We now turn to the treatment of budget items in the income, as distinct from the product, approach. This is a more controversial matter
because the nature and purpose of the national-income concept itself is
ambiguous.
Suppose, first, that we have an economy without a government sector
and with a stable price level. Measurement of the net national product
from the expenditure side may be supplemented by a measure of net
national income from the income side. The latter is obtained by adding
the incomes of the factors of production that have been earned in the
process of producing current output. Since the value of goods at market
price equals costs plus profits, the value of income thus arrived at must
equal the value of the net national product as measured from the expenditure side.
The income and expenditure (product) measures thus represent two
ways of looking at the same thing, each reflecting one side of the underlying sector accounts. The product approach is more useful for some
purposes, such as an analysis of output by types of products; the income
approach is more useful for other purposes, such as a study of factor
shares in income or contributions to output. Still other problems, such
as a breakdown of total activity by industries, are studied usefully in both
product and income terms.
Difference between the money values of the net national product and
net national income may arise from inventory gains or losses incurred in
the process of price-level change, but this is adjusted when the money
values arc t ranslated into real terms. For an economy without a budget,
there is no difficulty in reconciling the income and product approaches.

Public Expenditures
No difficulties will arise from the introduction of budget expenditures.
To show this, let us assume first that all revenue is obtained by personal
income tax.
Earnings from the production of final products purchased by government are to be included in net national income, just as final expenditures
by government were included in the net national product. Similarly,
earnings from the production of intermediate goods purchased by government should be excluded, just as intermedi{tte expenditures were excluded.
This, at least, is the proper procedure if we look upon national income as a
measure of economic performance in terms of income, analogous to net
national product as a measure of economic performance in terms of
output.
To obtain a measure of real income, we must deflate. If earnings from
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the production of intermediate goods were included, we would have to
deflate by a n index of prices adjusted to a llow for the additional cost of
intermediate goods. This cannot be done because the proper weights for
such an index are not available, purchases being made according to
recorded market price. Earnings from intermediate expenditures should
thus be excluded, and the value of money income should be deflated by
market price.
At the same time, a measure of nationa l income thus defined does not
give a proper view of factor shares. These shares depend on total output,
including that of intermediate goods. Returning to the previous illustration, the contribution of guard services (as a particular type of labor) to
output is not reduced because guards were switched from the private to
the public payroll. As a base for determining factor shares, the broader
concept of factor earnings is needed, including earnings from intermediate
goods. 1 Since we are dealing with shares, there is no need to deflate by
changes in price level. At the same time, earnings from intermediate
expendit ures must be excluded, and the money value of output must be
deflated if we wish to measure changes in economic performance.
Transfer payments should be excluded from national income, just as
they are excluded from the national product, whether we look upon
national income as a measure of output or as a base for determining
factor shares.

Tax Receipts
So far, the argument is straightforward. Difficulties arise only when
we introduce so-called indirect taxes, and with them the troublesome
distinction between national income at factor cost and national income
at market price.
As long as expenditures are financed by a personal income t ax, and
changes in inventory valuation are disregarded, national income and net
nn,tional product will be equal in both money and real terms. The same
total that is used to measure economic performance can be also used as a
base for measuring factor shares. Now suppose that the personal income
t ax is replaced by a general ad valorem tax on sales. The sales-tax payments are inserted as a wedge between market price and the sum of cost
payments to factors plus profits. This sum is referred to as net national
1 In this sense Gilbert et a!., op . cit. , are correct when they suggest that one may
think of factor income as a concept distinct from output. Kuznets' concept of factor
income ("Discussion of the New Department of Commerce Income Series," p. 160)
as the sum of disposable income plus income in kind from fin al services in government
necessarily equals his concept of total out put as measured from t he product side. As
such, it cannot eyerve ns a base for determining factor shares in the context of productivity analysis.
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product at factor cost, or national income, in the Department of Commerce
sense. It falls short of net national product at market price by the amount
of sales-tax receipts.
National income thus defined cannot serve as a measure of change in
economic performance or output. In order to obtain such a measure, we
must deflate. Consistent with the nature of national income at factor
cost, the proper procedure would be to deflate by an index of factor cost.
The appropriate weights for such an index are not available, since purchases are made at market price. 1 Therefore, net national product at
factor cost cannot serve as a measure of change in output or income. For
this purpose, we must choose net national product at market price.
Nor does national income at factor cost express the total t hat is to be
divided up when we wish to examine changes in the relative welfare of
individuals who supply various factors. In this case, we must consider
shares in disposable income, excluding all taxes (personal income taxes no
less than sales taxes) and including all transfers.
It remains to consider whether national income at factor cost is the
proper basis on which to determine factor shares, that is to say, the contributions of various factors to total output. The excise tax enters as a
wedge between factor cost and market price. It may be looked upon as a
diverting of part of the output produced by factors, no less than as an
addition to factor cost. 2 Viewed as a slice of the total value of output
that the factors produce, the tax must be included when determining how
shares in the total output may be imputed to the various factors. This
is necessary even though the term factor income is popularly applied to
what is left after the sales tax is deducted from gross receipts.
If we are dealing with a general ad valorem sales tax, which applies at a
uniform rate to all products, either one of two procedures mny be followed:
We may determine factor shares as shares in national income at factor
cost; or we may determine shares in the net national product (or income
at market price) by multiplying payments to factors by 1/ (1 - t), where t
is the rate of ad valorem tax. Since the sales tax is general, the same
rate t applies in all cases, and the pattern of shares will be the same for
both procedures. The concept of national income at facLor cost is
acceptable as a base for determining factor shttrCti, hut we can do just as
well without it.
The two methods give diiTerent results if we deal with a partial sales
1 See GotLfried Habcrler and Everett E. Hagen, " Taxes, Oovcrnmcnt Expenditures, and National Income," in Studies in Income and W ealth, National Bureau of
Economic Research, Inc., New York, 1946, vol. VIII, p. 14; and J. R. Hicks, "Valuation of Social Income," Economica, vol. 7, no. 26, pp. 105- 124, May, 1940.
2 For a similar view, sec Earl R. Rolph, 'l'he Theory of fi"iscal Econ()tnics, Univl'rs ity
of California Press, Berkeley, Calif., 1954, pp. 68ff.
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tax, or a sales tax with unequal ad valorem rates. Suppose that factor A
is employed largely in a taxed industry, while factor B is employed largely
in a tax-free industry. As before, we may determine factor shares by the
division of the national product at factor cost between payments to A
and B; or we may impute taxes to factors employed in the taxed industry
by applying the multiplier of 1/( 1 - t), and determine factor shares in the
net national product at market price. Since factor A derives a larger
fraction if its income is in the taxed industry, A's share will be larger if we
use the net national product at market price as a base; B's share will be
larger if we use national income at factor cost as the base. If we are
concerned with measuring changes in the productivity of the two factors,
the determination of shares should clearly be based on market price, that
is to say, taxes should be included. 1 Again, it appears that the nationalincome concept serves no essential purpose: Its role is that of an accounting total, arrived at in the process of computing the net national product
at market price from the income side.
The same considerations apply to the treatment of the corporation
income tax. This tax enters as a wedge between the share of proceeds
that accrues to capital and profit income after tax. If we think of
changes in national income as a measure of economic performance, the
corporation tax, like all other taxes, should be included. If we wish to
measure the welfare of income recipients, the corporation income tax,
like all other taxes, should be excluded. If we wish to allocate total output among the contributions of the various· factors, such allocation should
again be made prior to deduction of the corporation income tax or any
other tax.
Note that this entire argument has been conducted without any reference to the question whether taxes are shifted. The issue of shifting is
indeed quite irrelevant in this connection. Where we deal with a measure
of economic performance, our concern is with changes in real output; and
the deflated value of the net national product or income at market price
will be invariant to whatever price-level changes may result in the adj ustment to various tax substitutions. Shifted or not, all taxes must be
included. Where we deal with changes in the relative position of people
receiving various types of factor income, the ex post data of income after
tax will record the shifting that has occurred; all taxes must be excluded,
whether shifted or not. Where we wish to impute shares in total output
to the various factors, imputation to either base reflect s such adjustments
in the composition of output and in changes in relative factor prices that
have resulted from the imposition of the tax. The question whether to
1 Note that the determination of shares on either base will reflect changes in factor
prices that may have occurred as the result of the tax.
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allocate shares in income at market price or income at factor cost, therefore, is not a matter of shifting at all. Income at market price is the
proper base, whether shifting has occurred or not. 1
C. DISPOSABLE AND PERSONAL INCOME

Finally, we turn to the treatment of budget items in both disposable and
personal income.
In computing disposable income, we must include all government
expenditures, including goods and service expenditures of the final and t he
intermediate type, as well as transfers. All must be added when moving
from net national product to disposable income. There is no need in this
case t o distinguish between final and intermediate expenditures, or
between goods and service expenditures and transfers.
A problem arises only in drawing the line between government payments which are considered transfers and others which are not. The
1 This view of the matter differs considerably from that taken by the U.S. Department of Commerce. T he Department defines national income as a measurement of
"output in terms of the costs or incomes of t he factors of production." Therefore,
national income " should change only if either the volume of factor services or their
unit remuneration changes, and not because of a mere change in tax rates" (Nalional
Income, 1954, p. 33, supplement t o Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of
Commerce).
Next, it is a~umed that the property tax and excises arc generally shifted forward, while the corporation income tax is not. On this basis, it is concluded that the
former taxes should be excluded, while the latter should be included in national
income, this being tho method by whic!h the money value of national income is held
invariant.
Given these assumptions on shifting, the conclusion follows, provided we accept the
criterion that the money value of nationnl income should be invariant to tax substitutions. As I see it, this criterion has little merit. If we wish to use national income as
a mcasme of change in income or output, and it is t his measure of change that matters,
rather than t he absolute level for any one year, the test of invariance must surely be
in real terms. In t his case, t he measure of income or output as a measure of economic
performance must include all taxes, whether they arc shifted or not. Substitution
of a tax which is shifted for one which is not will be reflected in ofTsetting changes in
money income a nd price level. Since an observable price index can be obtained in
terms of market prices only, income at market price is t he only proper measure of
economic performance from tho income side.
The assumption in shifting, underlying tho Department of Commerce position,
involves t he proposition that sales taxes are passed on to the consumer, whereas corporation income taxes arc not. The Department assumes further that shifting is done
by increasing absolute prices by tho amount of tax. As shown on page 380, this second
conclusion docs not follow from the first. However, the main difficulty here does not
lie with assumptions as to shifting. Rather it lies with the criterion that national
income should be invariant in money terms and with the resulting involvement in the
question of shifting.
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underlying principle is that payments received on income account are
transfers, while t hose received on capital account are not. Thus, interest
payments are included in disposable income, while redemption payments
are not. At the same time, payments for the purchase of existing assets
are treated as transfers, even though such payments are really on capital
account.1 As usual in such matters, the line of distinction is more or less
arbitrary; the proper procedure depends on the use to which the resulting
concept of income is to be put .
The treatment of budget receipts in disposable income is very simple.
When moving from net national product to disposable income, all taxes
must be deducted, no matter on whom they are assessed, or whether or
not they are shifted. In the case of loan finance, no t axes are paid and no
deductions are made. 2 Whether or not a substitution of loan for tax
finance leads to a change in price level, the real value of disposable income
as deflated by market price is invariant to such changes.
A problem in the t reatment of t axes arises only in the case of personal
income, obtained by adding t he so-called personal taxes to disposable
income. According to Department of Commerce practice, these include
the personal income tax and the estate tax but not the property tax on
residential property. T he concept of personal income thus defined
reflects the take-home pay of households, but it has little economic
National Income, 1954, p. 59.
Approaching the measure of total output from the income side, all taxes must be
added to disposable income in order to obtain the net national product at market
price. (Sec Habcrler and Hagen, op. cit., p. 9.) Disregarding retained earnings
and depreciation, we have
Yd + T ; + T , - R = Y
1

2

where Y d = disposable income, Y = total income, T ; = in come taxes, T , - sales
taxes, and R = transfer payments.
But

T;

+ T ,- R

=G

where G = governmental goods and service expendit ures, assumed to be on fin al goods.
By substitution, we obt ain Y = Y d + G. In other words, total income may be
derived by adding goods and services expenditure of government to disposable income.
In the case of loan finance, we have

Yd
But
Hence

+ T. + T , - n = Y
= 'l'; + 2', - R

G- B

Y d+ G-D=Y

where Dis the budget deficit. In other words, t otal income may be obtained by adding goods and service expenditures to disposable income and deducting t he deficit.
The deduction of Dis not called for if personal rather t han disposable income is taken
as t he starting point. Using Y P = personal income, we now have YP + T, - R = Y.
Since Yp = Yd + T;, and 'l'; + '1', = G + R- D, this new definition of Y may be
reconciled readily with t he preceding fermulation in terms of d is posable income.
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purpose that is not served more adequately by t he concept of disposable
income. In particular, t he division between personal taxes and business
taxes must not be taken to suggest that the former only bear on the
position of households by affecting disposable income, or that the latter
only operate by affecting the usc of income. More will be said about this
in the following chapters.

PART THREE
Adjustments to budget policy:
classical aspects

"Political Economy, when the simple principles of it are once
understood, is only useful as i t directs Governments to right
measures in taxation. We very soon arrive at the knowledge
that Agricult1tre, Commerce and M anufacturcs jlottrish best
when left without interference on the part of Government,
but the necessity which the state has for money to defmy the
expenc.es of its functions, imposes on it the obligation to raise
taxes, and thus interference becomes absolutely necessary. It
is here tlum that the most pe1ject knowledge of the science is
required. . . . " (DAVID RICARDO, WORKS AND CORRESPONDENCE, VOL. VIII (1952), LET'I'ERS, ED.
P. SRAFFA,
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSI'I'Y PRESS, NEW YORK, 1951-1955.]

CHAPTER 10

Incidence and output effects
of budget policy

Through most of Part 2 we have dealt with certain basic difTerences in
the normative theory of the public and the private sector. This involved
a view of the budget plan as more or less distinct from the market system.
We shall now leave these normative matters and turn to the problems that
n.rise in implementing given budget objectives. If a given tax or expenditure measure is put into effect, what will be the resulting changes and
adjustments in the private sector? Or, allowing for these adjustments, what fiscal measures must be put into efiect to reach the
desired objectives? To answer these questions, we must recognize that
the operations of the private and public sectors are interdependent; both
operate within the same economy and are parts of the same generalequilibrium system.
Public and private demand draw on the same total endowment of
resources and share in the same output. Thereby they jointly determine
relative prices of products and factors, the uses to which resources are· put,
and the way in which income is distributed. Similarly, the flow of public
a nd private expenditures and receipts join to determine aggregate demand
and hence the state of employment and the general level of prices.
When taxes are imposed, the statute places the legal liability upon
particular consumers or firms. When public expenditures are made, they
go to purchase specific resources from specific markets or involve gifts to
particular people. There is a clearly defined point of impact at which the
public-revenue or -expenditure flow is inserted, but the eventual distribution of costs or benefits may difTer greatly from the way in which the
initial liabilities or outlays are placed. The final results depend not only
205
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on how budget payments are inserted into the system but also on how the
economy adjusts thereto. Only if we can predict these adjustments can
we determine what policies are needed to accomplish given objectives.
This is the task to which we now turn. In the present chapter, some
preliminary problems of measurement are considered. This is followed by
a series of chapters tracing the reactions to budget policies on the part of
consumers, workers, business firms, and investors, all considered in a
partial-equilibrium setting. Thereafter we turn to the more difficult
problem of adjustment in a general-equilibrium setting. In dealing with
the general-equilibrium view, we shall begin with the highly simplified case
of an economy that involves the production of consumer goods only.
Subsequently, capital formation is allowed for, but the discussion is held
within the context of a classical system of income determination. The
incidence of alternative patterns of stabilization and problems of compensatory finance will be examined in Part 4.
A. ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF BUDGET POLICY

We cannot meaningfully discuss the general economic consequences
of budget policy at large; we must define specifically just what type of
economic consequence we wish to measure and what type of change in
budget policy we wish to examine. For purposes of this chapter, let us
overlook all the empirical difficulties that arise in implementing any such
measures. In order to deal with these difficulties at a later stage, we must
define first what we would like to measure, if we can. At the same time,
our measure must be operational, that is, based on observable data.

Total versus Partial Effects
Let us suppose that the economy is in equilibrium and that this equilibrium is disturbed by a change in budget policy. As a result, a set of
interdependent adjustments occur and proceed throughout the economy
until a new equilibrium is reached. Following the method of comparative
statics, we may then compare the state of affairs under the initial position
with that which prevails after the new equilibrium is reached. The
difference reflects the economic consequences of the change in budget
policy.
Note that this procedure leads us to deal with the total change that
results. If we focus on the changes in relative prices or earnings that·
come about as the result of the disturbance and adjustment, all such
changes are included. Suppose, for instance, that the initial disturbance involves imposition of a tax on product X, and purchase of
product Y. In the total adjustment, the relative prices of X andY will
change. But the relative prices of products Wand Z may change as well,
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and the final outcome will be affected by the entire ~:;et of price adjustments
throughout the economy.
In order to determine the end result, we must consider the total change,
no matter in what part of the system it occurs, or whether it was reached
by a direct or an indirect path. Budget pla nning, similarly, must be
designed to equate the objectives of budget policy with this total change.
As the architect designs his beams to allow for the settling of a building,
so the budget planner should allow for resulting adjustments. He should
aim at equating his objectives with the results obtained after these
adjustments are allowed for.
Major Aspects of Change

While we must consider the result of the total adjustment process, it is
permissible and helpful to distinguish between various aspects of this
total result and to apply distinct measures to these separate aspects. The
same procedure is applied in other fields. As the result of a given medical
Lrcatment, a child may gain in height and weight. These are interdependent results of the same treat.ment. Yet they may be measured and
recorded as distinct aspects of the over-all result. Certain aspects of the
total result of budget policy arc of particular interest and are singled out
here. Others could be added.
Resource Transfer. We shall begin with the transfer of resources from
private to public use. Assuming a given level of employment, resource
transfer occurs whenever the level of public expenditures on goods and
services is changed. If the public absorption of resources is increased,
whether through public purchases of factors or products, resources available for private usc are reduced. It is this withdrawal of resources tha t
constitutes the opportunity cost of satisfying public wants.
Assuming a state of full employment, resource t ransfer comes about
whether the addi tional resources are requisitioned or paid for; and it
comes about whatever the sources of finance, be they taxation, borrowing,
or the printing press. The choice of finance is important in determining
how the cost will be allocated among individuals ; but it is the goods and
service expenditures as such that cause the resource transfer. In other
words, the occurrence of the resource transfer is a consequence of the
expenditure, and not the revenue, side of the budget. More specifically,
resource transfer may occur without taxes, and taxes may be imposed
wiLhout resource transfer.!
Incidence. Next, let us consider the resulting change in the distribution of income available for private use, a change here referred to as
1
See Earl R. Rolph, The Theory of Fiscal Economics, University of California Press,
Berkeley, Calif., 1954, p. 120.
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incidence. 1 Changes in this distribution, and hence incidence, may occur
as the result of budget policies that involve resource transfer. Suppose,
for instance, that public expenditures on goods and services are increased.
In the full-employment system, this will involve a resource transfer and a
reduction in real income available for private use ; but the distributional
impact will differ, depending on the source of finance. If finance is by
credit creation and inflation, the price level will rise, but some prices a nd
earnings will lag. The distributional result will differ from that obtained
if finance is by an income tax or by excises. Thus, a given resource
transfer may be associated with different distributional results, depending
on the source of finance.
Similarly, distributional c4anges and incidence may result from changes
in budget policy that do not involve changes in resource transfer to public
use. Thus, let us suppose that new money finance, whether by printing
press or bank credit, is substituted for tax finance, while real expenditures
of government are held constant. Assuming an initial position of full
employment, the price level will rise, as will the government's outlays in
money terms. Since all prices do not change at the same rate, there will
be distributional changes, even though resource transfer to public use and
total resources available for private use are not changed. This is the
incidence of inflation. The same reasoning applies to an increase in
taxes, with a resulting decline in price level ; and to substitut ions between
taxes of equal yield, which leave the price level unaltered. In all t hese
cases, distribu tional changes occur without a change in resource transfer
to public use.
Output Effects. Finally, changes in budget policy may lead to changes
in the level of output or real income. T hese we shall refer to as output
effects. When associated with resource transfer, they may cushion or
increase the resulting change in real income available for private use; and
they may give rise to such changes even in the absence of resource
transfer.
Various types of output effect s may be distinguished. In the context
of the classical system, where full employment is assured, changes in output may be due to resulting changes in technique, voluntary cha nges in
labor supply, changes in saving and capital formation, or in the efficiency
of resource use. Such changes may be referred to as Ricardian output
effects. Again, care must be taken to distinguish between a measure of
change in output as an index of economic performance and a measure of
change in welfare. 2 Increased production due to increased labor supply,
for instance, will not indicate a gain in welfare if t he increased la bor
1 This differs from the more common usage of the term incidence to denote 1tltimate
resting point of the tax burden, whatever that may mean. (Sec p. 227.)
2 See pp. 52ff.
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supply reflects a less efficient allocation of resources between goods and
leisure. 1
In the context of a compensatory system, additional changes in output
may result from changes in the level of involuntary unemployment. 2
These may be referred to as Keynesian output effects. Gains in output
that reflect a reduction in involuntary unemployment always indicate a
gain in welfare.
More will be said later on about these distinctions. Now we need only
note t hat the various types of change--resource transfer, incidence, and
output effects-are interdependent parts of t he total change. Output
effects bea r upon the distribution of incqme and, hence, incidence. Distributional changes or incidence bear on the level of output. Both affect
the steps required to secure a given resource tmnsfer, a nd so forth .
While it is helpful to distinguish between these various aspects of the end
result, they are all part of one and the same adj ustment process.

Adjustment over Time
In the framework of comparative statics, incidence and output effects
are determined by comparing the initial equilibrium position of the
economy (prior to t he change in budget policy) with t he new equilibrium
position (reached after all adjustments to the change in budget policy are
completed) . Time does not enter, a nd the adj ustment is assumed t o be
instantaneous. This is helpful fo r certain purposes, but unrealistic.
The actual adjustment process takes t ime. Successive transactions or
income-expenditure circuits are needed to produce the final result.
Different lags will be involved as various parts of the system adjust to the
change. Consumers may not adjust their budgets at once to changes in
incomes and prices, and workers may not be prepared to move immediately in response to changes in relative wages. Business firms may not
recognize the need for sudden alterations in their policies. Moreover, it
may take time to implement all these modifications once they have been
decided upon. Adjustments in variable cost can be undertaken quickly,
while changes in plant can be implemented only slowly. The distinction
between short and long run, as rela ted to the time dimension in the adjustment of fixed a nd of variable costs, is most pertinent to a n analysis of the
adjustment process. Even the very-long period, 3 so :mportant to the
1 In the following discussion of distributional change, real income will be defined
to include leisure. To be consistent, the measure of change in output could be
adjusted accordingly.
2
The term compensatory system is used to describe a system in which fu ll employment and price-level stability are not maintained automatically in the private sector.
Whether this is due to liquidity preference, price rigidities, or other factors need not
be considered now. (See p. 411.)
3 Seep. 388.
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population factor in classical incidence theory, regains importance in
conjunction with budget effects upon economic growth.
The effects of budget policy, which have resulted at a specified date
after the budget change, depend upon the length of time that has been
permitted to elapse. Instead of comparing the initial position of the
economy with that after an infinite period of adjustment has passed, we
may compare it with the position after a month or a year. For policy
purposes, the results achieved over a limited period may be more important than those reached in the long run. Thus, the analysis may be
limited to effects over a finite period, provided only that all changes up to
that particular point of time are allowed for.
Nevertheless, this requires us to consider the particular time path
along which the adjustment travels. We are thus confronted with the
necessity of looking at the problem in dynamic terms. In the very-long
run, the result may be the same as that r eached by comparative statics,
but it need not be. The disturbance caused by the initial change in
budget policy may set into motion a chain of adjustments leading to
continuous fluctuation rather than a new equilibrium position. Ultimately, a dynamic theory of the adjusLmenL process will be called for. 1
However, the difficulties are formidable, and as yet the simpler method
of comparative statics cannot be dispensed with.
Other Disturbances Allowed For

At this point, a further complication enters the picture. While it is
helpful to study the results of budget policy on the assumption that no
other disturbances will occur, such an assumption is not likely to be the
case in the real world. Adjustments to changes in budget policy typically
proceed in the· framework of an economy. that is subject to new disturbances, calling forth new adjustments. Changes that result from given
budget adjustments will differ, depending on the nature of concurrent
changes du~ to other causes. Imposition of a tax or a change in expenditure policy may lead to certain price adjustments in the upswing of the
cycle or in an inflation period and to other adjustments in a period of
cyclical decline and deflation. While the ceteris paribus assumption
cannot be discarded in dealing with the incidence and output effects of
fiscal measures, generalizations based thereon may be unrealistic.
Moreover, the distinction between old and new tax or expenditure
policies loses much of its sharpness, as docs the venerable saying that
"Old taxes are good taxes." Where new taxes or expenditure policies
create a disturbance and lead to change, old policies, that is, tax statutes
in existence, constitute part of the environment that determines the out1 See Chap. 20 for a brief excursion into Lhe dynamirs of the adjustment process in
the f'Ompensfl.tory model.
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come. The same holds for the disturbances caused by budgetary factors.
Not only will the effects of new budget measures depend upon economic
conditions at the time the measures are introduced, but also the effects of
old measures will be subject to change with economic conditions.
Among other changes that may occur, we must include those in public
policy, particularly in other forms of stabilization policy, as well as
changes originating in the private sector. As our discussion proceeds, the
interplay of alternative stabilization policies will prove of considerable
interest.
B. TYPES OF BUDGET ADJUSTMENT AND CONCEPTS OF INCIDENCE

Our measures of resource transfer, incidence, and output effect all
record strategic aspects of economic change due to a specified change in
budget policy. It is essential, therefore, that we define clearly just what
budget policy it is whose results we wish to measure in any particular case.
This problem is viewed here in terms of incidence, but an analogous argument applies to output effects. We assume, to begin with, that the
budget change occurs within a classical system, where full employment is
maintained automatically. Thereafter, the problem is reconsidered in
the context of a compensatory system.
Changes in Tax Policy

We shall begin with changes in tax policy while holding public expenditures constant in real terms. 1 This adjustment involves no change in
resource transfer to public use.
One way of dealing with modifications in tax policy is to examine a
change in a particular tax function, such as a change in the rates of
personal income tax. The resulting alterations in distl"ibution may be
referred to as specific tax incidence. 2 Suppose that income tax rates are
cut. As a result, income tax yield falls, in both real and money terms.
P rivate expenditures increase, the price-level rises and public expenditures must be increased in money terms in order to maintain real purchases. 3 In response to rising incomes, tax yields rise, but t he initial
losses are recouped in part only. We thus face an inflationary process
1 As another type of change, we may assume t hat expenditures are held constant
in money terms, thus involving a possible change in resource transfer. This may be
t he relevant formulation for some purposes, but it is of less general interest than that
of constant real expenditures.
2 I have referred to this previously as absolute incidence, but this proved misleading
since it suggested a real cost of resource transfer. See my paper "On Incidence,"
Journal of Political Economy, vol. 61 , no. 4, p. 306, August, 1953.
3 We assume that the additional means of fi nance are provided by a printing press,
thus leaving the incidence of debt policy for later consideration. (See p. 612.)
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leading to a rising deficit in each round. The best we can do is compare
the initial state of distribution with that at any given later point of time.
This distributional change depends upon the initial pattern of tax adjustment but also records the distributional resu~ts of the inflation process.
T he apparently simple case of specific incidence turns out to be a rather
complex mixture of the combined incidence of tax reduction and inflation.
Similar difficulties apply when considering an upward adj ustment in tax
function and the resulting process of deflation.
These difficulties are avoided if we consider a balanced-budget operation and compare the incidence of a lternative methods of tax financing a
given level of real expenditures. The dis tributional changes that result
as one such tax is substituted for another are referred to as the differential
tax incidence. In the context of the classical system, this would seem to
require the comparison of taxes with equal money yield. All income is
spent, so that the aggregate level of private demand remains unaffected
by the tax substitution. On fi-rst consideration, we may expect that the
same level of money expenditure by government will continue to secure
the same transfer of real resources. This, however, is not quite correct.
Different taxes may involve different transaction demands upon a constant money supply and thus involve price-level changes. These in turn
will requ ire changes in yield in money terms to finance the same level of
real expenditures. 1 More interesting, the substitution of one tax for
another may affect relative prices via changes in private demand and may
thus alter the yield in money terms that is required to purchase the
particular product the government wishes to obtain. 2
For these reasons it will be well to .define differential incidence as the
difference in the distributional results of two tax policies that provide for
equal yield in real terms ; or, to put it differently, that provide for money
yields adequate to finance a given set of real expenditures of government
under such absolute or relative prices as prevail under each type of tax.
Substitution of equal yield taxes thus defined will be a balanced budget
operation: Such changes in the level of money expenditmes as are necessary to hold real expenditures constant will be matched by equal changes
in the level of money yield. 3
The concept of differential incidence has the advantage of not being
inherently associated with an inflation or deflation process, whereas,
specific incidence is. At the same time, the new concept may seem
Seep. 365.
Seep. 155.
3 If the reader prefers to define differential incidence in terms of substitution
between taxes of equrd money yield, he may do so; but in this case, the adjustment may
involve deficit or surplus finance with inflation or deflation, or else a change in the
level of real expenditures by government.
1

2
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objectionable because it involves the analysis of changes in two tax functions rather than in one tax only. Actually, this is no disadvantage.
Tax policy does not deal primarily with a comparison between the
incidence of inflation and that of any particular tax. The basic policy
problem is not one of specific incidence. Rather, tax policy is concerned
with alternative methods of financing a given expenditure program
within the requirements of stabilization policy. The main problem,
therefore, is one of differential incidence. This formulation furnishes
much the most useful approach. It will be used extensively in our
discussion. 1
Changes in Expenditure Policy

We now turn to the incidence of changes in public expenditures, while
holding taxes constant. The term holding taxes constant needs fur ther
interpretation. An assumption of constant yield in money terms is
ambiguous unless we specify just how tax functions are changed to maintain the yield in money terms as the tax base changes. An assumption of
constant yield in real terms involves the same difficulty, and raises the
further question of which expenditure budget should be used to define
constant yield. Finally, we may specify that tax functions a re held
constant where the term tax function is used to describe both the assessment formula and rate structure. This is the only unambiguous interpretation, and therefore has been adopted here.
We begin with a change in expenditure policy requiring that expenditures are increased in money terms at the initial prices. Resource transfer to public use is also increased. The distributional consequences of
such a change may be referred to as specific expendituTe incidence. While
the tax yield derived from constant t ax functions increases in money terms
as public expenditures are raised, the gain in yield falls short of what is
needed. An inflationary process results. 2 Specific expenditure incidence
therefore, involves the distributional effects of the inflation process as well
as of the expendit ure increase; in the case of expenditure reduction, it
involves the distributional effects of the deflation process as well as of the
1 The concept of differential incidence was used first by Knut Wicksell, Finanztheoretische Untersuchungen tmd das Steuerwesen Schweden's, Jena, Germany, 1896,
pp. 6-7.
Wicksell was well aware of t he requirement t hat the results of the entire budget
adjustment must be allowed for. Thus, tax changes cannot be considered unless we
specify what happens on the expend iture side of the budget. Confronted with the
difficulty of linking particular parts of the tax yield with particular parts of t he expenditure budget, Wickscll proposed differential incidence as a means of holding the
expenditure side of the budget constant while considering tax changes.
2 As before, we assume that t he requirements of deficit arc met by new money
finance, leaving the incidence of debt policy for later consideration.
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expenditure decrease. The concept has the same disadvantages as that
of specific tax incidence.
Proceeding in the same way as before, the difficulties are avoided if we
consider changes in expenditure policy that can be met in the framework
of a balanced budget while holding tax functions unchanged. This we
may refer to as differential expenditure incidence. As does differential
tax incidence, it permits us to separate expenditure incidence from the
incidence of inflation or deflation. Nevertheless, the concept of differential expenditure incidence is less interesting t han that of differential tax
incidence. The P,roblcm of incidence is, by its very nature, of greater
interest in changes in tax or transfer policy t han in changes in public
expenditures on goods and services. While the benefits derived from
public services may have distributional significance, especially in the case
of merit wants, these benefits are not part of incidence as here defined.
The term as we use it is limited to changes in the distribution of income
disposable for private use. 1
Goods and service expenditures of government do enter into the determination of relative factor and product prices, and hence of the distribution of income available for private use. However, in the usual case
these effects are only a by-product of expenditure policies. They are
not an independent policy objective.2 If the government wishes to
purchase certain goods, they should be secured as a matter of purchase
policy where they can be purchased most cheaply, and not where certain
distributional results occur. Situations may arise where distributional
or other structural considerations are best expedited through purchase
policy, but t hese are exceptions to the rule. Decisions of tax and transfer
policy, on t he other hand, involve distributional matters as a primary
policy consideration. Therefore, problems of distributional change or
incidence are of primary interest with regard to tax-transfer policy.
Changes in Tax and Expenditure Policy

It now remains to consider changes that involve adjustments in both
tax and expenditure policy. Among various possible combinations,
consider that which involves a change in the level of resource transfer or
real expenditures, combined with such change in tax functions as will
furnish t he required change in (real and money) yield. The resulting
changes in distribution may be referred to as balanced-budget incidence.
1 It may be desirable to supplement the picture of distribut ional change in income
available for private use by a picture of the distribution of income in kind provided by
public services. This distribut ion of income in kind may be highly important, but
the problem involved in imputing benefits is quite different from that of determining
incidence as here defined.
2 Seep. 47.
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This formulation, similar to that of differential tax or expenditure
incidence, has the advantage of excluding the distributional effects of
inflation or deflation. Moreover, it comes closest to the common-sense
meaning of incidence as allocating the cost of public services among the
members of the group. At the same time, it has the disadvantage of
involving the combined incidence of tax and expenditure policy. It is not
possible in this case to determine which elements of distributional change
arc due to the change in tax policy and which are due to the change in
expenditure policy.
The concept of balanced-budget incidence may be readily applied where
certain public services are actually added or dropped, accompanied by a
specific tax change. It cannot be applied easily in the absence of such
a change, short of assuming removal or introduction of the entire budget.
If we wish to apply the concept to a marginal change in expenditures, we
do not know just what tax should be "thought away." If the same real
expenditures are paired with alternative taxes of equal yield, we retum to
the case of differential tax incidence. It is precisely this sort of difficulty
that led Wicksell to the differential approach. 1
Finally, one may consider various combinations of tax and expenditure
measures that involve unequal changes or changes in opposite directions.
These leave us with various combinations of specific tax and expenditure
incidence and combine their respective difficulties.
Among all these formulations, that of differential tax incidence should
be the most useful, and that of balanced-budget incidence is next. Other
formulations are possible but of lesser significance. The main point to be
made is not that one or the oth~r formulation is the best. Any one of
these cases, or many others not noted here, may be considered. What is
essential is to make clear at the outset just which case is under consideration and to allow for the total consequences of any particular change,
including such inflationary or deflationary effects as may result.

Concepts of Incidence in the Compensatory System
The preceding applies to the incidence of alternative budget policies in a
classical system, where planned saving and investment are equal and full
employment is maintained automatically. We now tum to a compensatory system, that is, a system where changes in aggregate demand may
originate from changes in the desire to spend available funds, and where
such changes may give rise to changes in the level of employment as well
as in prices.
The concept of specific tax incidence in the classical system involves the
distributional changes which result from particular tax or expenditure
1

Wickscll, op. cit.
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measures, as well as those which are caused by the resulting process of
inflation or deflation. In the compensatory system, changes in tax or
expenditure functions may not only affect the level of prices, but may give
rise to changes in t he level of employment. Thus, output effects of the
Keynesian type, that is, changes in the level of involuntary unemployment, and their distributional implications come to be associated with
the concept of specific incidence. A cut in tax rates may raise output
available for private use even though resource transfer to public use is
held unchanged, and an increase in tax rates may have the opposite
result. Similar considerations apply to changes in public expenditures.
An increase in goods and service expenditures may now raise rather than
lower the actual (as distinct from the potential) level of resource use for
the satisfaction of private wants; and the resulting changes in the level of
·
employment and output again bear on the state of distribution.
Let us now consider what happens to the concept of differential incidence in this setting. In the classical case, differential tax incidence was
defined as the change in the state of distribution resulting from the
substiLution of tax X for tax Y, where both taxes produce the same real
yield, and public expenditures are held constant in real terms. Such
substitution may involve changes in the level of yield in money terms, but
with real expenditures constant, these will be matched by equal changes
in the level of expenditures in money terms. Whatever the tax substitution, the budget will remain balanced.
This concept of differential incidence is of questionable value in the
compensatory system. A substitution among taxes of equal yield may
now change the level of aggregate demand and hence the level of employment and/ or prices. This may be the case whether yield is held constant
in real or in money terms. In either case, differential incidence thus
defined includes the distributional changes that result from output effects
of the Keynesian type or from price-level change. Such being the case,
this concept of differential incidence is unsatisfactory, as was that of
specific incidence in the classical setting.
In a properly run system of budget and stabilization policy, the contingencies of unemployment as well as of price-level change are to be
avoided or minimized. The concept of differential incidence, therefore,
must be re-defined to relate to tax substitutions that are compatible with
the objective of stabilization. In the classical system, this purpose was
served by exploring the substitution of taxes with equal real yield. In
the compensatory system, we must examine instead the distributional
consequences of tax substitutions that leave the level of private expenditure unchanged in money terms. 1 Tax substitutions that meet this
1 Another possibility is to specify that private expenditures must remain constant ·
in real terms. With extensive unemployment of all resources, the two concepts are
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condition may change the level of yield, whether in real or money terms.
Since the resource transfer to public use is to be held constant, difTerential
incidence may now involve changes in the level of deficit or surplus
finance. Further assumptions must be made with regard to monetary
and debt policy, the incidence of which now gains in importance.
Once differential incidence is redefined in this fashion, the entire problem of incidence appears in a new light. Incidence now deals with the
distributional consequences of alternative bundles of stabilization policies.1 These bundles may involve alternative packages of taxes; or they
may involve alternative mixes of tax and monetary restriction; or still
other combinations may enter. Just as we can measure the distributional
implications of substituting tax X for tax Y, we may measure those of
substituting monetary restriction for either tax X or Y. The problem of
tax incidence thus assumes a much broader meaning. It must not only
be dissociated from resource transfer through public expenditure but
recognized as a special case within a much broader range of problems,
involving the differential incidence of alternative mixes of stabilization
policy, be they tax or otherwise. 2
C. A MEASURE OF INCIDENCE

Having interpreted incidence as the change in distribution that results
from particular changes in budget policy, it remains to define precisely
what is meant by cha nge in distribution. We begin with measuring
changes in the position of a particular individual and proceed to a measure of distributional change as applied to the group.

Measure of Change in Real Income of Individual
In an exchange economy, each individual is linked with the market in
two ways. He is affected on the sources side through the price he obtains
from the sale of his services; and he is affected on the uses side t hrough t he
price he must pay for the products he buys. When a change in budget
policy is made, he may find his position changed on both sides of his
accounts. Depending on the particular case, one or the other change
more or less similar. With unemployment and flexible prices, the two concepts
differ, and it may become more useful to specify constant private demand in real
terms.
1 A similar concept of incidence may be found in Bent Hansen, "Ett bidrag till
incidcnslaran," Ekonomisk Tidskrift, vol. 56, no. 3, pp. 1!)5- 213, 1954. Also see
Bent Hansen, Finanspolitikens ekonomiska teori, Almqvist & Wicksell, Uppsala,
Sweden, 1955, pp. 97- 101.
2 See p. 611.
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may be more important. Both must be considered in order to account
for the complete change in his position.
Changes on the Sources Side. On the sources side, the individual may
find that the market value of his services or his rate of personal tax has
changed. In both cases, the net return obtainable for his services is
altered, and he will adjust his supply accordingly. To simplify matters,
let us assume that labor is the only factor. If w is the net wage rate, we
have w = Wq( 1 - t), where w 0 is the gross rate and tis the rate of personal
tax. Now let the tax be reduced so t hat w increases from w 1 to w 2, where
subscript 1 refers to the position prior to the change in budget policy, and
2 refers to the position after the change. As a r esult, let hours worked or
W, change from W 1 to W 2• The resulting change in the money income
of our individual equals w 2W 2 - w 1 W 1 • In order to measure the change
in real income, and disregarding changes in product prices for the t ime
being, we must allow for the fact t hat hours worked, and hence the
retention of leisure, have changed in the process. We must deduct
w1 t. W or W 2 t. W, depending on which base we choose. If t he gain in
the wage rate is valued at hours worked in the first period W 1 (or the loss
of leisure is valued at w2), the change in real income equals
(10-lf)*
If the gain in the wage rate is valued at hours worked in the second
period
(or the loss of leisure is valued at w1) the change in real income
equals
(10-ls)

w2

The two measures will differ unless the supply of labor is fixed, so that
W 1 = W2. T he choice between them is arbitrary. Let us assume that
the supply of labor increases with the net wage rate. In this case, LiwW 1
understates the true gain for an increase in w in that it falls short of the
lump-sum payment that the individual would accept in place of the
increase in wage rate. This follows because, as w1 changes to w2, the
individual moves from W 1 to W2. Also, we know t hat t.wW2 overstates
the true gain for an increase in w, in the sense that it exceeds the lump-sum
payment that the individual would demand in its place. This follows
because as w2 changes to w1, the individual moves from W2 to W1. By
the same token, t.w W 1 overstates and t.w W 2 understates the loss from a
decline in w. The bias in all t hese cases is reversed if hours worked move
inversely with the wage rate. The choice between the two measures
poses a more or less insoluble problem in index numbers, and an arbitrary
choice must be made.

* f after an equation number indicates first-period base; 8 indicates second-period
base.
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Changes on the Uses Side. On the uses side, the individual may find
that product prices have changed. This may be because their factor
costs have risen, because they are in increased demand, or because an
excise tax has been inserted between factor costs and market price.
Whatever the reason, he finds that a given amount of money income is
worth more or less in real terms than before. To simplify matters, let us
assume that there are two consumer goods, X and Y only, and that all
income is spent thereon. Saving will be allowed for later on. Suppose
now that money income after tax has remained unchanged at M = w1W 1,
but that the prices of products X and Y have changed.
If the change in price is valued according to the quantities of the first
period, the net gain equals

where D.p = p 1 - P2 and hence is positive foi· a decline in price.
tion 10-2! may be written as

t:.R = ( 1 -

~:) ltf

Equa-

(10-3!)

where P 1 and P2 are price indices weighted by first-period quantities. 1
If the change in price is valued according to the quantities of the
second period, we have
where D.p = p 2 - p 1 and hence is negative for a decline in price.
may be written as

- t:.·R = ( 1 -

~~) M

This
(10-3s)

where P 1 and P 2 are price indices weighted by second-period quantities.2
The two formulations again differ, and neither gives the true picture.
Using the first-period weights overstates the true loss from price rise in the
sense that it exceeds the amount of lump-sum tax a t unchanged prices
that the individual would be willing to pay instead; a nd it understates the
l

Equation (10-2!) may be rewritten as :
c.U =

or

p,•Q, • + p,•Qt• - p ,• Q~•
+ PI •Q •) ( 1 - PI
p,•Q1• + P•"Q 1" )
"QI• + p i•QI•

Pt•Q,• -

tlR = ( •Q •
PI I

I

Since money income M is held constan t, this reduces t o (10-3/ ).
2 E qua t ion ( 10-2s) may be rewritten as
-c.R = p,•Q,• - pi•Q,• + p,•Q,• - pi•Q,•
or

- !!..R = (p,•Q,•

which reduces to (10-3s).

+ p ,•Q,•) (1 -

p 1•Q,•
p,•Q,•

+
,•)
+ p,•Q
p,•Q.•
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true gain from price decline, or the lump-sum subsidy that he would
demand. Thus, t.R is understated on both counts. Using secondperiod weights understates the loss from price rise and overstates the
gain from price fall, so that l:lR is overstated on both counts.
Total Change. We now drop the assumption of a constant value of M
and combine the changes experienced on both sides of the individual's
market position, thus obtaining the total change in real income or t.R.
Using first-period quantities for weights throughout, we combine equation (10-lf) and (10-2!) to obtain
t.R = - l:lw W 1

+ t.p•Q1• + f:lpvQlv

(10-4/)

This m ay also be written as 1
(10-5!)

t.R = w2W1 - P2"Q 1"' - P211 Q111
or, in index form as 2
t.R

P2)

w2- (Wt
pl

=

Wt W 1

(10-6!)

where P 1 and P 2 are price averages with first-period qua ntities as weights.
Using second-period quantities as weights, we combine equations
(10-1s) and (10-2s) to obtain
-t.R

=

-t.wW2 + t.p•Q2•

+ l:lp

11

Q211

(10-4s)

which may also be written as 3
-t.R = WtW2 or, in index form as
t.R

=

Pl·Q~% -

W1) w2W
P2 W2

pt
(-

--

Pt 11Q211

(10-5s)

2

(10-6s)

where P 1 and P 2 are price indices with second-period quantities as
1

Equation (10-5/) follows by substituting

- AwW,

Ap•Q,•
and
in eq. (10-4!).
• We have

+ Ap•Q,•

=

wzW , - w,W,

= p,•Q,• -

pz•Q,•

+ p z•Q,•

- p z•Q,•

hence
Equation (10-6/) follows by substituting the righ t term into (10-5/).
'Equation (10-5s) follows by substituting

-AwW,

and
Ap•Qz•
in eq. (10-4s).

+ Ap•Qz•

=

=

- wzWz

+ w, w .
+ p z•Qz•

pz•Qz• - p,•Qz•

- p,•Qz•
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weights. In either case, the gain in real income will vary directly with
the increase in the wage rate and inversely with the change in prices.
As noted before, the use of first-period weights understates the gain or
overstates the loss that an individual experiences from the combined
changes in wage rate and in prices. It does not allow for the burden that
may be avoided or the additional gains that may be made by adjusting
the quantities supplied or purchased. Thus it is excessively pessimistic
on all counts. The opposite holds for the use of second-period weights,
where net gains will be overstated and net losses understated. Since
there is no logical preference between the two sets of measures, an
arbitrary choice must be made.
Theoretically, a true measure could be obtained by presenting the
taxpayer with the following question: What amount of lump-sum tax
would you be willing to pay in order to cancel the given changes in
w, px and pu? A true answer to this question would leave us with the
correct solution, but it cannot be observed in the market and hence is not
an operational concept. While our definition of income change is only
an approximation ·of the correct result, it can be measured from observable
data.
1

Some Complications

We may now remove some of our simplifying assumptions. Additional
products may be added without difficulty, and earnings from factors
other t han labor may be introduced. If income from capital is considered
a rent income, the quant.ities corresponding to wl and w2 may be set
equal, as there is no counterpart to the surrender of leisure. However, a
reservation demand arises if risk is allowed for.
A further complication arises with allowance for saving. So far, we
have assumed that wW,. = p,.xQ,/' + p,.uQ,.u for any one period. As
saving is introduced within the classical model, it is assumed that capital
goods are purchased. This raises the problem of how to interpret the
position of the investor if there occur relative changes in the prices of
consumer and of capital goods. 2 Further difficulties arise if changes in
tax policy differ in their effects on the prices of previously purchased and
new capital goods. Finally, the holding of balances or claims must be
introduced, and the effects of price changes on their real value must be
1

We have

P.

p;
hence

=

+ p.•Q.•
w W
+ p,•Q.• = p,·Q.· + p,•Q.•
p,•Q.· + p,•Q.• = w.w. ;~

p.•Q.•
p,•Q.·

2

2

Equation (10-6s) follows by substituting the right term into (10-5s).
2 Sec p. 381.
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allowed for. These and other complicating factors are disregarded for
the time being, but will enter the picture as our discussion proceeds.
Individual Income before and after Change
We must now go beyond this measure of change in the real income of
any one individual and determine changes in the state of distribution
among a group of individuals who have different levels of initial incomes
and are subject to different changes in income. 1
A first step is to expand the measure of change in individual income
to permit a determination of income levels before and after the change.
In other words, we must define not only t::..R but also the initial level of real
income R1 and the final level R2.
Let us assume the change in income or t::..R to be measured in terms of
first-period quantities. We then define R1 as
Rt

=

PI"Qt"

+ Pt Qt + (W 11

11

W1)w1

(10-7!)

where W is the individual's potential supply of work hours, W 1 is amount
worked and W - W1 is the reservation demand for labor. While W is
not a readily observable variable, we may assume it to equal, say, eight
hours per day for everyone. Some such assumption is needed to define
real income for any given period. Adding t::..R as defined by equation
(10-5f), we obtain
(10-8!)

where t::..p = Pt - P2 and hence is positive for a decline in price. In
other words, income after the change in budget policy equals the potential
money income prior to the change, minus losses or plus gains from a rise
or fall in prices, and from a rise or fall in the net wage rate. 2 The change
1 Our measure of incidence deals with measurable changes in real income.
We
leave open the question whether equal changes in real income, experienced by different
individuals, c;lo or do not imply equal changes in welfare. However, the very fact
that we consider resulting changes in distribution a matter of interest suggests that
interpersonal utility comparisons are possible in some sense, whether in terms of a
social or an individual utility concept. (Sec p. 109.)
' Alternatively, we may measure l:l.R in terms of second-period weights. In this
case, we begin with the postchange income based on R, where

R, = Q,•p,•

+ Q,•p,• + OfT -

W ,)w,

(10-7s)

Deducting therefrom t he income change l:l.R as defined by eq. (10-4s) above, we
obtain
(10-Ss)
where tJ.p = p 2 - p 1 and ht'nf'e is negative for a dcC'Iinc in price. In other words, the
initial real income equals the potential mont'y income after the change, plus losses or
minus gains from a rise or fall in prices, and from a fall or rise in the net wage rate.
The change in the wage rate is applied to hours of work in the final period and the
price changes p.re applied to quantities purr hascd in that period.
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in the net wage rate is applied to the initial hours of work, and the price
changes are applied to quantities of products purchased in the initial
period.
A Global Measure of Incidence

In a community composed of two people, the incidence of various
budget changes may be measured simply by comparing the resulting
values of IY.R or of R2/R 1 • In a community composed of many individuals
it is neither feasible nor necessary to develop a measure of change in the
state of distribution that allows for changes in the position of each individual. Some groupings must be made. The question is how to define
relevant groups.
In the analysis of the classical economists, this grouping was by "distributive shares" or type of factor incomes. Thus, the discussion of tax
incidence was in terms of incidence on wages, profits, and rents. For
classical economists this scheme was doubly attractive. For one thing,
it was an analytically convenient grouping, the pricing of various factors
being subject to different principles.' For another, it was a socially 1
relevant grouping, as the division of society into capitalists, landlords,
and workers gave a fair picture of social stratification in the England of
the early nineteenth century.
While textbooks continue to refer to the theory of factor pricing as the
theory of distribution, the significance of the classical approach has been
reduced in various ways. With the development of a more generalized
theory of factor pricing, the distinction between particular shares has lost
much of its analytical sharpness. At the same time, the social significance of distribution by factor shares has declined. It no longer can be
maintained- if it ever could-that all workers live on subsistence levels,
while landlords enjoy the windfall of ever-increasing rents.
Incomes from various factors, especially labor broadly defined, accrue
to recipients at high and low points in the income scale, and there is a
growing tendency for people to receive incomes from a variety of sources.
Thus the focus of the distribution problem has shifted to a size distribution of total income independent of its source. Accordingly, incidence as
here defined refers to changes in the distribution of income by size brackets
and not by factor shares. At the same time, there remu.ins the significant
fact that wages as a source of income decline in weight when moving up
the income scale, while capital income rises.
This switch in emphasis from incidence hy factor shares to incidence by
income brackets complicates matters in some respects but helps in others.
Where we are concerned with changes in income positions that result from
1 See

p. 385.
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the sources side, we must still work with the theory of factor shares.
Since factor services supplied by people in any one size bracket are not
homogeneous, they cannot be so determined by price theory. As a first
step, we must take the classical view and determine how changes in budget
policy affect the distribution by factor shares. Only then can we translate such changes into alterations in the distribution of income by size
brackets. This second step may be based upon observed relationships
between the composition of income sources and the size brackets of
income. A tax that reduces t he wage share, for instance, will tend to fall
more heavily on low than on high income brackets; and vice versa for a
t ax LhaL falls on Lhe profit share.
Where we are concerned with changes in income position that result
from the expenditure or uses side, we need not argue through the theory of
factor shares. Rather, we may proceed directly to the study of incidence
by size brackets of income, based in this case on observed budget patterns
in relation to income. A tax that falls on necessities, such as work
clothing, weighs more heavily on consumers in the lower brackets, and the
opposite holds for a tax on luxuries.
Since incidence is to be defined in terms of change in the distribution of
income by size brackets, use may be made of the familiar concept of the
coefficient of equality. Let us suppose tha t income recipients are
arranged in the order of income size, as defined by equation (10-7!). We
may now compute the percentage of income recipients receiving incomes
in excess of certain amounts as well as the percentage of total income
accruing to income recipients with incomes above certain amounts. The
resulting Lorenz curve may be plotted as shown in Figure 10-1, where the
cumulative per cent of income is measured on the vertical axis and the
cumulative per cent of income recipients on the horizontaJ axis.
Let the curve ODB express the initial distribution of income so that the
lowest OF per cent of income recipients obtain ON per cent of the income,
the lowest QE per cent of income recipients obtain OM per cent of the
income, and so forth. A change in budget policy is made, and OGB
indicates the state of distribution after the change. The coefficient of
equality prior to the change in budget policy may be expressed as the
ratio of two areas ODBA / OBA, and the coefficient after the change as
OGBA / OBA. The ratio of the two coefficients or OGBA/ ODBA measures the incidence or distributional change that ' results. If the ratio
exceeds 1, the over-all incidence is progressive; if it equals 1, it is proportional or neutral; if it falls short of 1, it is regressive. 1
1

This mea.sure of incidence may also be looked upon as a measure of progression.

As such it differs from t he usual measures of progression (seep. 121), which arc func-

tions of the rate structure only. The present measure depends not only on the structure of statuto~y rates but also upon t he level of yield, t he distribution of income, and
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This general approach may now be a pplied to our previously defined
concepts of income before and after the budget change. If E 1 is the
coefficient of equality applicable to the distribution of income in terms of
R1 as defined by equation (10-7!), and E2 is the coefficient of equality
a pplicable to t he distribution of income in terms of R 2 as defined by equation (10-8!), the change in distribution or incidence may be measured by
the ratio 0 < E dE1 ~ 1. This global measure applies to the change in
1 00%.-----------------------------------~
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Per cent of income recipients

Fro. 10-l. Change in income distribution .

the over-all state of distribution. The measure may not be enough.
Alterations in budget policy may leave the over-all index of equality
unmodified but still cause significant changes between various ranges in
the income scale. For instance, the state of distribution reflected by
ODB may be replaced by one reflected by OHB. It may then be necessary to apply a finer set of measures, showing changes in distribution
between various sections- say, deciles-in the income scale. Given the
information needed for the global measure, the more detailed measures
may be derived without difficulty.
the entire adjustment process that results. See also R. A. Musgrave and Tun Thin.
"Income Tax Progression, 1929- 48," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 56, no. 6,
p. 510, December, 1948.
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Incidence and Output Effects
The preceding measure of incidence deals with changes in the distribution of income available for private use. It does not concern itself with
changes in the level of income thus available. Or, more correctly, it is
concerned with alterations in the level only to the extent that they give
rise to distributional alterations.
Suppose that tax X is substituted for tax Y, without change in real
yield and in resource transfer to public use. Yet a change may result in
output and hence in income available for private use. In the classical
system, this may come about through effects on technique or through the
efficiency of resource use. If output is defined as consistent with our
concept of income, the resulting gains will be recorded in the values of R
or R2/R1 for particular individuals. Depending on the relative levels of
R2/R1 at various points in the income scale, the coefficient of equality may
rise, fall, or remain unchanged. Whatever happens, our concept of incidence might be applied without difficulty to a situation where changes in
output occur.
A complication arises in the compensatory system, where the budget
change may affect the state of involuntary unemployment. By the
nature of our concept of income, changes in labor supply at a given wage
rate do not change real income or output, since leisure is valued at the
current wage rate. This approach is valid in the absence of involuntary
unemployment but does not account for gains or losses resulting from
changes in involuntary unemployment in the compensatory system.
Thus we must adjust our measure to account for gains and losses from
Keynesian output effects; or we must deal in terms of differential incidence defined so as to hold aggregate demand and employment constant.
These adjustments may be made, and our measure of incidence may be
applied in a situation where output changes. The total change, which
results from budget policy, may then be described by a consistent set of
measures involving change in distribution or incidence and change in
output. Apart from this, a more basic difficulty remains in relating
these two measures. Let us suppose that there results no change in
leisure or technique, nor in resource transfer to public use. This would
seem t-o be a situation in which output remains unchanged. Yet it need
not be a situation where the sum of individual gains just equals the sum
of individual losses as measured in the preceding pages. In other words,
our procedure of measuring individual gains and losses, though adequate
for purposes of measuring distributional changes, does not permit a
ready transition to a satisfactory measure of change in total output. By
the same token, the excess of individual gains over losses, as measured
in the preceding pages, does not constitute a satisfactory measure of
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over-all gain or change in output. The inherent difficulty of the problem
does not permit a simple solution.
D. OTHER CONCEPTS OF INCIDENCE AND SHIFTING

It now remains to compare our formulation with certain other interpretations of the terms incidence and shifting. While no attempt is made
at an extensive review of the literature, a brief comparison will help to
place our usage within the general discussion of the subject.
Concept of Incidence

Without wishing to claim too much for our particular formulation of the
concept of incidence, we cannot but note the great dearth of other
attempts to assign a precise meaning to the concept. The term incidence
as commonly used refers to the location of the" ultimate" or the" direct"
money burden of the "tax as such." 1 It is said to occur whenever a
particular piece of the tax comes to "rest" with the "final" payee,
whether at the point of impact or farther down the direct line of subsequent transactions in the taxed product or service. Effects are referred
to as all "other" income changes that result in the course of the adjustment process. Thus effects are defined as a residual, including both
changes in output and those changes in distribution which are not considered a part of the direct money burden.
1 See Edwin R. Seligman, The Shifting and Incidence of Taxation, 4th ed., Columbia
University Press, New York, 1921, chl)op. 1. Seligman's chapter is reprinted in R. A.
Musgrave and Carl Shoup (eds.), Readings in the Economics of Taxation, American
Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1958. Seligman distinguishes between the incidence and the pressure of taxation. Incidence is defined
as "the settlement of the tax burden on the ultimate taxpayer" (p. 1), while pressure
is defined as the" incidental burden which may rest on the shifter" (p. 11). Otto von
Mering, The Shifting and Incidence of Taxation, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood,
Ill., 1942, p. 3, provides us, in his book, with the definition of incidence as the locale of
the final burden of the tax. The "further effects . . . which may follow the placing
of the ultimate burden of a tax on certain persons or groups arc not part of the theory
of shifting." For a more or less similar approach sec also II. Dalton, Principles of
Public Finance, 9th ed., Routledge and Kogan Paul, Ltd., London, 1939, p. 51;
Harold Groves, Financing Government, 3d ed., Henry Holt and Company, Inc., New
York, 1951, p. 102; and others.
This type of distinction between incidence and effects is rejected as arbitrary by
E. Cannan, Memorandum Relating Chiefly to the Classification and Incidence of Imperial
and Local Taxation, Royal Commission on Taxation, London, 1899, p. 166; and Duncan Black, 'l'he I ncidence of Income Taxes, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1939,
p. 123. Both authors prefer to discard the concept of incidence and to deal with
general effects only. This is throwing out the baby with the bath. As shown above,
it remains useful to distinguish between various aspects of the over-all effects, and
one of these is resulting changes in distribution or incidence as we define it.
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This terminology is not easily interpreted, but the main difficulties
seem to me as follows:
1. The traditional distinction between direct incidence and indirect
effects involves an arbitrary separation between various elements of the
total change that are neither separately identifiable nor of separate
significance as matters of policy. When examining the distributional
consequences of any particular budget change, all factors beariug on it
must be considered. No special significance attaches to changes that
come about in the direct path of transactions in the taxed product or
service, compared with those which come about in the indirect path of
subsequent adjustments. The changes must all be considered as
interdependent parts of the adj ustment, proceeding in one and the same
system of general equilibrium.
Our distinction between resource transfer, distributional change, and
output effects is not open to this objection. · The three aspects are distinctly measurable and significant components of the over-all change.
Whether the element of distributional change should be given the label of
incidence is a matter of taste. Some readers may prefer to call it merely
the distributional effect of budget policy.
2. The concept of incidence as locating the ultimate burden of a tax
starts from the false premise that a tax as such has an ultimate burden.
Taxes may be imposed, removed, and substituted for each other, without
involving resource transfer to public use. A clear distinction must be
drawn between the combined consequences of increased resource transfer
to public use as financed by a given tax and the consequences of a change
in methods of financing alone with unchanged resource transfer to public
use. The distributional results of the former type of change are here
referred to as budget incidence, and those of the latter as tax incidence.
With regard to tax incidence, the problem of differential incidence is of
particular interest. It is defined as the distributional change that results
as one tax is substituted for another tax of equal yield; the term equal
yield is defined differently in the classical and in the compensatory system.
3. When examining resulting changes in the real income of individuals,
all such changes must be allowed for. This includes those which result
from the income sources side, caused by changes in the net (after tax)
prices of the services they have to sell, as well as those which result from
the income uses side, caused by changes in the gross (after tax) prices of
the products they have to buy. 1 This was recognized fully in the inci1 For a different view, see Earl R. Rolph, The Theory of Fiscal Economics, University
of California Press, Berkeley, Calif., 1954, pp. 124-126. Here the analysis of incidence is limited to changes on the income sources side. This is a partial concept of
incidence, and seems to me quite insufficient for policy considerations. A second
and less important difference between Rolph's analysis and ours is that he prefers to
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dence analysis of Ricardo, whose discussion of a tax on land nicely distinguishes between the effects on the landowner as a recipient of rent and
as a consumer of corn. 1
Whether we look at incidence from the point of view of public policy or
of particular individuals, it is fl, matter of indifference how the final distributional changes are arrived at. They must all be allowed for, whether
they are due to price changes in taxed or in tax-free items, in products or in
factors; whether they are arrived at in a direct or an indirect way; and
whether they occur on the sources or the uses side of the household
budget. 2
4. In determining the distributional changes that result from an adjustment in budget policy, we must trace both losses and gains that may occur
to particular individuals. This runs counter to the notion that imposition of a tax imposes a loss and that it is the problem of incidence to
locate this loss. The latter is clearly not the problem, if we measure the
results of a tax change or tax incidence, while holding constant the
resource transfer to public use. Here no reduction in resources available
for private use occurs, and the losses to some will be accompanied by gains
to others.
Even in the case of budget incidence, where a resource transfer to
public use is involved, we cannot limit our analysis to merely tracing the
occurrence of losses in income available for private use. The net result of
the adjustment will be to reduce tot~l income available for private use;
but this does not mean that all individuals suffer a reduction in such
income. Some may find their positions improved, even though full
employment prevails at the outset; and there may be a gain for the group
as a whole if unemployment prevails at the outset.
In any case, we can never point to particular items of loss and identify
these with the burden of the new tax or the cost of the new resource trans- •
fer, while reducing other gains or losses to the status of indirect effects.

look at the. matter in terms of what we have called specific incidence, whereas we
prefer the differential formulation.
1 Seep. 389.
2 For an attempt to distinguish between "true" incidence and "horizontal price
movements," see H. P. B. Jenkins, "Excise Tax Shifting and Incidence: A Money
Flow Approach," Journal of Political Economy, 63, no. 2, pp. 125- 149, April, 1955.
Jenkill8 concludes that, for the excise tax, resulting changes in relative prices are horizontal price movements, which are not part of true incidence because such movements
may be avoided by changes in the individual's expenditure patterns. This distinction is relevant for the problem of excess burdens, but it does not seem useful in the
definition of incidence. The essence of the incidence problem, as I see it, is that
different people possess different factor endowments and preferences and that they
are in different positions to adjust to various taxes.
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Rather, we must consider the entire change in distribution, including all
individual gains as well as losses.
Concepts of Shifting

The term shifting, in the conventional u sage, refers to the process by
which the direct money burden is pushed along through price adjustments,
from the point of impact (where the statutory liability is imposed) to the
final "resting" place. We have seen that it is impossible in a generalequilibrium system to isolate this particular chain of events; and even if
the direct burden could be located, its significance would not differ from
that of other and indirect changes. The traditional concept of shifting,
therefore, must give way to that of the general adjustment process in
response to a change in budget policy, involving all effects that result.
While we may separately measure various aspects of this end result, such
as changes in distribution or in output, we cannot distinguish between one
chain of adjustment that leads to changes in output and another that leads
to changes in distribution.
Perhaps the concept of shifting may be rehabilitated by endowing it
with a somewhat different meaning. Instead of relating it to the process
of adjustment, let us relate it to the result. Consider (1) the actual
change in distribution that results as a given tax is imposed or tax substitution is made; and consider (2) the change that would result if the
income position of a new taxpayer were reduced by the amount of tax
addition, or the income position of a former taxpayer were improved by
the amount of tax remission, while the positions of all others remained
unchanged. Change (1) may be referred to as effective incidence, a nd
corresponds to the concept of incidence developed in the preceding pages.
Change (2) may be referred to as impact incidence, while the diiTerence
between the two may be referred to as the result of shifting.
Impact incidence is on whoever is liable for payment under the law,
whether it' be the income recipient under our income tax, the shareholder
under a corporation profits tax, or the seller at the particular stage at
which the tax is imposed under an excise tax. If the seller can raise his
price or cut other factor payments, effective incidence differs from impact
incidence, and ~hifting has occurred. Thus indirect taxes are taxes that
arc meant to be shifted, and direct taxes are taxes that are meant to
stay put. 1
1 De La Riviere argued that the land tax is the direct tax because it takes the tax
directly where it is, thus avoiding shifting and repercussions. Sec C. F. Bastable,
Public Finance, 3d cd., The Macmillan Company, New York, 1928, p. 347.
Similar definitions are used by John Stuart Mill, P1·inciples of Political Economy, ed.
W. J . Ashley, Longmans, Green & Co., Ltd., London, 1921, p. 837, who defines indirect
taxes as thos~ "which are advanced by one person to be, as is expected and intended,
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This definition of shifting (or, rather, its results) is conceptually clearcut, and may come fairly close to the popular interpretation of the term.
What people want to know, when they ask whether this or that tax is
shifted, is precisely whether there exists a difference between the statutory
or impact distribution and the actual distribution of liabilities. At the
same time, this concept of shifting is conditioned by the artificial nature
of impact incidence, a term that merely reflects the legal placing of t he tax
liability. 1 Perhaps a more useful concept of shifting may be secured by
measuring the difference between the actual change in distribution (or
effective incidence) and the incidence of legislative intent. Shifting thus
defined is an index of fr ustration, as it measures the failure of tax policy
to achieve its distributional objective.
reimbursed by another"; and Leon Wah·as, Elements of Pure Eccnomics, trans. W.
Jaffe, George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., London, 1954, p. 450, who defines indirect taxes
as taxes on products, " it being clearly understood that the entrepreneurs will reimburse themselves by adding the amount of tax to the prices of the products."
For a historical discussion on opinions concerning the early use of the terms, see
C. J. Bullock, "Direct and Indirect Taxes in Economic Literature," Political Science
Quarterly, vol. 13, 1898, pp. 442-476, reprinted in C. J. Bullock, Economic Essays,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1936, pp. 1- 35.
l Mrs . Hicks's distinction between effective and formal incidence should be noted in
this connection. See Ursula Hicks, Public Finance, Pitman Publishing Corporation,
New York, 1947, p. 158, and "The Terminology of Tax Analysis," Economic Journal,
vol. 56, pp. 38-50, March, 1946, reprinted in Musgrave and Shoup, op. cit.
Mrs. Hicks's concept of effective incidence is more or less analogous to our use of the
term, as it allows for the entire adjustment process. But her concept of formal incidence differs from our concept of impact incidence. She defines form al incidence as
measuring "the proportion of people's incomes which goes not to provide incomes of
those who furnish them with goods and services, but is paid over to governing bodies
to finance collective satisfaction." According to this concept, the formal incidence
of an income tax is on the income recipients, while t he formal incidence of excises is
on the buyer of the product.
Mrs. Hicks holds that the concept of formal incidence tells us nothing about the
resulting adjustment process, but I wonder whether this is the case. Does not the
allocation of forma l excise incidence to t he consumer involve a hypothesis of shifting
or an assumption that incidence operates through t he income-uses rather t han the
earnings side of t he budget? While I consider it reasonable to assume that excise
taxes arc borne by the consumer, such a hypothesis relates to the results of the adjustment process. The distinction between formal and impact incidence is thus blurred.
(See text p. 379.)

CHAPTER 11

Adjustments in work effort

The final determination of incidence and output effects must be viewed
in general-equilibrium terms, allowing for the interaction of all adjusting
units, be they individual workers, consumers, financial investors, or
business firms. As a steppingstone toward this general view, the specific
reactions of these units will be examined first in a partial-equilibrium
setting. Thereafter, we shall turn to a general-equilibrium setting.
A. A PROPORTIONAL TAX ON WORK INCOME

Let us start on the taxation side of the budget and leave the efferts of
public expenditures for later consideration. The first tax to be considered
is a proportional tax on work income. Subsequently, a progressive tax
will be examined, and capital income will be allowed for. Finally, other
taxes will be introduced into the picture.
The Formal Argument

To simplify matters, we assume that all income is in the form of work
income, that labor input may be measured in terms of hours worked, and
that individual workers are free to adjust their labor input.
The formal argument is straightforward. 1 The individual who supplies
1 See Enrico Barone, "About Some Fundamental Theorems on the Mathematical
Theory of Taxation;'Giorna!e degli Economisti, ser. 2, vol. 4, pp. 201-210, 1899; and
Lionel Robbins, "On the Elasticity of Demand for Income in Terms of Effort,"
Economica; vol. 10, no. 29, pp. 123- 124, June, 1930, and reprinted in Readings in the
Theory of Income Distribution, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin,
Inc ., Homewood, Ill., 1946, pp. 237-244; Duncan Black, The Incidence of Income
Taxes, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, HJ39, chap. 12; Otto von Mering, The
Shifting and Incidence of Taxation, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1942, pp.
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services is endowed with a given total of hours that he may take in
leisure or may trade against income at the prevailing wage rate. 1 On the
basis of his given preference pattern between work and leisure, he will
choose the optimal combination of income and leisure at the going wage
rate. Now a tax is imposed. As a result, the net wage rate declines, and
the worker adjusts his position accordingly. 2 Whether leisure is increased
or reduced in the process depends on the circumstances of the particular
case, including the shape of the underlying preference pattern.
Assumptions for the shape of this pattern may be derived from, or
expressed in, hypotheses regarding the slopes of the taxpayer's marginal
utility of income and leisure curves. Throughout we assume that a lqss
of leisure must be compensated by a gain in income (or vice versa) if the
worker is to remain equally well off. Both income and leisure carry positive utilities, and the surrender of either is a disutility. To make this
point, we need not argue that work is painful. We must merely assume
that the pleasure of work is outweighed by the opportunity pleasure of
leisure. Plotting income on the vertical axis and leisure on the horizontal
axis, it follows that indifference curves will fall when moving from the left
to the right.
This is plausible enough, but it is not sufficient to draw any conclusions.
In order to determine what happens as the wage rate changes, we must
know more about the marginal rate of substitution between income and
leisure. Here various assumptions may be entertained.
Marginal Utility of Both Income and Leisure Constant. Suppose, first,
that the marginal utilities of both income and leisure are constant. In
this case, the indifference pattern consists of a set of parallel straight lines
rising up to the left. Such a pattern is shown by i 1, i2, and i3 in Figure
11-1. The individual will choose to retain his entire time in leisure if the
slope of the wage line is less than that of the indifference line. If the
initial leisure endowment equals OA and the wage line equals AB, he will
100-1 16, nnd "A Nol.l' on Plunning and lndu\:otnenl to Work," Nal'ionot 'fa.;;.
Journal, val. IJ, no. I, pp. (1\l- 74, lVllu·<•h, 1956; Richn.rd ~oolle, '"l'lw rncom • Tt\x
1u1d lhe liupply of Ln.bor," .fo~lrrllll of Political Economy, vol. 58, no. 5, pp. •128 ·J37,
October, 194!J ; G rshon OOJXlr, ''TtLXIlLion ttnd rncertLiv. In !\1ohili~at. ion, '' Qwtrlcrlt!
.Tourn11/. nf Eror10111irN 1 vol. OG, no. 1, pp. •13 OU, ll'cbrul.lry, 19fi2. Also sec the su11seQU!!nL romment.s by Harry S. Flo hwr1rJ,r. und Ot.to von Mering, Quortrrl)l .Jonrrwl nf
Economir8 1 val. 66, no. 4, pp. OOQ-6l:J, Novomb~r, l! 52. Tho pnpcrs by Goode,
Barone, von M.el'ing, 11nd Cooper arc nlprintcd in R. A. Muagr·rL\'tl nnd Cnrl Shoup
(eus.), /l.ralU1tfJ8 i11. the i'Jconomir.~ of 1'(1.r-t~titm, Rl••ltnrd D . Irwin, l11c:., Homewood,
Ill., 1958.
1
Complications that arise from the need for subsistence income and subsistence
leisure are disregarded for the time being. (See p. 239, note 1.)
2 We assume here that imposition of the tax will not lead to an upward shift in the
demand for leisure. For a different situation, see p. 251.

EFFECT OF PROPORTIONAL INCOME TAX
Fm. 11-1. Effect of proportional income tax
with constant marginal utility of income and
leisure.
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FIG. 11-2. Effect of proportional income tax
with constant marginal utility of income and
falling marginal utility of leisure.
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Fw. 11-3. Effect of proportional income ta.x
with constant marginal utility of leisure and
falling marginal utility of income.
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remain at point A, since i2 is the highest possible indifference level.
Similarly, he will choose to retain no leisure and trade all available hours
for income if the slope of the wage line is greater than that of the indifference line. Thus, if the wage line equals AC, he will obtain OC of income,
i3 now being the highest available level of indifference.
Suppose that the wage line before tax is given by AC. As a tax is
imposed, the net wage line swings down towards AD. As long as the rate
of tax falls short of DC/OC, work effort remains umtffected, as work
hours remain at the maximum. Once the tax rate exceeds DC/ OC, and
the net wage line swings below AD, work will stop entirely. Evidently
this is an absurd set of alternatives.
Marginal Utility of Income Constant and Marginal Utility of Leisure
Decreasing. Suppose, next, that the marginal utility of income is constant, while that of leisure decreases. The indifference curves will then
be convex to the origin. Measuring leiRure along the horizontal axis and
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income along the vertical axis, the slope of successive lines remains
constant as we move along a vertical line and decreases as we move right,
along a horizontal line. Such a pattern is shown in Figure 11-2, where
OA is again the leisure endowment, AB is the wage line and Cis the initial
equilibrium. As an income tax at rate DB/OB is introduced, the netwage line falls to AD, and the new point of equilibrium is at E. This
point must be to the right of C, since the slope of indifference curves is
constant along FC, but falls when moving to the right. As the tax rate is
increased, the position of equilibrium moves along a trading curve such
as CEA. The labor-supply schedule; which may be derived readily from
the trading curve, is uniformly upward-sloping, and the income tax is
adverse to work effort. 1
Putting it differently, the substitution effect of the income tax is adverse
to work effort. Since the marginal utility of income is held constant,
leisure is a neutral good, and there is no offsetting income effect. 2 In
equilibrium, the ratio of marginal utility of leisure to marginal utility of
net income must equal the net-wage rate. Introduction of the tax
reduces the net-wage rate. Since the mar.ginal utility of income is
assumed constant, the ratio of the two marginal utilities·must be reduced
by lowering the marginal utility of leisure. This means that leisure must
be increased. The smaller the slope of the marginal leisure-utility
schedule over the relevant range, the greater the required increase in
leisure and reduction in work effort.
Marginal Utility of Leisure Constant and Marginal Utility of Income
Decreasing. Now let us suppose that the marginal utility of leisure is
constant while that of income decreases. The indifference curves will
again be convex to the origin. But now the slope of successive curves
remains constant while moving along a horizontal line and rises while
moving up a vertical line. Such a pattern is shown in Figure 11-3, where
OA is again the leisure endowment, AB the wage line, and C the initial
equilibrium. Now let an income tax be imposed. The net-wage line falls
to AD, and the new equilibrium is at a point such as E. Since the slope of
successive indifference curves is constant along any horizontal line, but
rises when moving up a vertical line, the new equilibrium may be either
to the right or to the left of C. The adjustment now involves an income
1 To derive the labor-supply schedule from the trading curve in Fig. 11-2, deduct
leisure retained at various wage rates from potential leisure OA, and plot against
the wage rate.
2 If we lower the level of well-being while holding the wage rate constant, the individual surrenders income but not leisure. As the wage line is shifted parallel to the
left, the successive points of equilibrium fall along the vertical FC in Fig. 11-2.
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effect favorable to work and a substitution effect favorable to leisure.
Depending on which is stronger, the supply of work increases or decreases.
As the tax rate rises, the equilibrium travels along a trading curve such
as CEA. For tax rate DB/OB, the new equilibrium is at E, and work
effort is increased. As the tax rate is raised further to FB/OB, work
effort reaches its maximum of GA. If the tax rate is increased even more,
work effort begins to decline. At rat,e HBjOB work effort drops back to
the pre-tax level KA. Thereafter a further increa. e in tax rate leads to
a decline in work effort below tht~.t of th p r· ~tax equilibrium. The
corresponding labor-supply schedule slopes upward until wage rate
OF jOA and labor supply GA are reached and then turns back. The
result of the tax in any particular case depends on the applicable range
of the trading urve or I I:L bor~supply schedule.
In the pre~to.x eq uilibrium, the ratio of rn11rgina.l u ility of leisure to
marginal utiliLy of jncon e again equa,ls the wag rate. Imposition of the
taJ.: lowers t he n wage rate. Since t he marginal utility of leisure is
a .. umed onsto.nL, t.he equilibrium remains umh 'turbed and leisur
unchanged, if Lh.e mnrginal utility of net (after tax) income .rises by th
same per cent n.a Lhe net~wage rate declines. This will hold true if Lhe
.Dlll.l'ginal income-utUity sche(iule h.as unit elaslioity. U its elo.sticit;y j
le,s, t.he resulting percentage 1i. e in marginal utility of inc rne i greaLer
t han t h percenLagedccline in Lhe wage rate. T hus th rati.o f marginal
utility of 1 is u.rc to mat·ginuJ utility of net income 1L th e old houn; of work
falls short of th wage rate. Effor1. must be raised in order to reduce the
marginal utility of income and to restore equality between th.e net~wage
rate and the ratio of marginal utility of leisure to marginal ut.ility of
income. 1
1 Following Cooper, op. cit., p. 46, we write the utility function u = ¢(L,y), where
u is utility, L is leisure, and y is disposable income. Disposable income equals
y = (1 - t)g, where g is gross income and t is the tax rate. Hence,

y

= (1 -

t)[w(k - L)]

where w is the wage rate and k is the number of hours available. If the individual
maximizes his utility, we have [¢L(L,y)J/[<t>.(L,y)] = (1 - t)w. The ratio of the
marginal utility of leisure to the marginal utility of disposable income is equal to the
net~wage rate.
As t is increased, the ratio of marginal utilities must fall, to maintain
the required equality: This may require an increase or a decrease in hours of work.
If utility is maximized, we have the condition (see Cooper, op. cit., p. 65) that
[<1>. + Y<l>uu - (k - (,)<llt.ul riL/dl > 0, 1vh rr •l>v is U1e mnrginuJ utility of disposable
income, Y<i>uv is dlsp08i\blc iucome times th rate 1\~ whit:h marginEd utility of income
changes as income in!lrcases, (k - l.,)tf•t•• is hour8 worked Limes the mt at which the
marginal utility of leisure changes as income incren.scs, n.ud (l/,ft/1 is l·hc change in
leisure due to a small increase in t. The first term <l>u is positive. If the marginal
utility of leisure is constant, the third term is zero. Hence dL/dt will be positive, and
hours worked will decrease if Y<l>uu is positive, i.e., if the elasticity of the marginal
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Marginal Utility of Both Income and Leisure Decreasing. Finally,
consider the more sensible hypothesis that the marginal utilities of both
income and leisure decrease. The slope of successive indifference curves
rises when moving up a vertical line and rises when moving left, along a
hol'i?.onLalliue. As before, work effort may either rise or fall, depending
on the weights of Lhe income and substitution effects. The general form
of the equilibrium path remains similar to that of Figure 11-3.
Imposition of a tax again reduces the net-wage rate as well as the
ratio of marginal utility of leisure to net income at the old hours of work.
If the elasticity of tho marginal income-utility schedule is uni~y, equilibrium is maintained again at the old hours. If elasticity is less than unity,
work effort must be raised; and if eh~sticity is greater than unity, work
effort must again be reduced . If work effort fulls, it will do so less than
in the preceding case, since we now encounter a decline in the marginal
utility of leisure as well as an increase in the marginal utility of income.
Similarly, if work effort increases, it will increase less than in the preceding
case, since we now encounter an increase in the marginal utility of leisure
as well as a decrease in the marginal utility of income. As before, the
direction of change in work effort is determined by the shape of the
marginal income-utility schedule alone. The shape of the marginal
leisure-utility schedule only enters in determining the magnitude of the
change. 1
The formal argument thus leaves us with the conclusion that there is no
a priori reason to expect that an income tax will either decrease or increase
work effort. The result depends upon the shape of the preference pattern
over the relevant range, and this is a matter for empirical investigation to
establish.
Secular Evidence

Pending the availability of such results, let us see whether a clue is not
provided by the historical record regarding the aggregate-labor-supply
schedule for workers as a group. The economic development of the last
century or more shows a great increase in productivity, which was tiliaunelled into increased leisure as well as goods. In ~his sccu]u.r sen e,
workers as a group have, in fact, operated on the backward-Rloping po,.rt
of the total-labor-supply schedule. This is not sw·prising, since t cbnoincome-utility schedule is less than unity. Similarly, dL/dt will be negative, and
hours worked will increase if the elasticity of the marginal income-utility schedule is
greater than unity. If the elasticity of the marginal income-utility curve equals
unity, Y<i>uu will be zero, and work effort wBI remain unchanged.
1
F'or the same point, see Cooper, op. cit., p. 50.
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logical progress has been such that great gains in both goods and leisure
were possible.
In viewing the historical record, it is well to distinguish between the
short- and the long-run shape of the labor-supply schedule. In the long
run, aspiration levels in terms of goods and/or leisure may rise. As new
goods become available, the worker may be willing to surrender more
leisure, which shifts the labor-supply schedule to the right. However, the
new goods may be complementary to leisure, as is usually the case with
rising standards of living; this may push the schedule to the left. Provided that the net shift has been to the left, the historical result of
increased leisure remains compatible with the commonly held hypothesis
that the short-run labor-supply schedule slopes upwards to the right.
Considerations of this sort may also help to explain why, in underdeveloped countries, a gain in productivity tends to be absorbed initially
in increased leisure. Cultural barriers must be overcome (by observing
Western standards of others) to permit rising aspiration levels in terms of
goods. Until this occurs, and induces a shift of the labor-supply schedule
to the right, a slight rise in wages pushes workers onto the backwardsloping part of their labor-supply schedule even though, in comparative
terms, wages are still very low.I
Returning to industrially developed countries, note also that the
secular rise in leisure has not been a simple expression of individual
choices in the use of additional income. It has been the product of a
complex set of social forces such as the movement to curtail child labor,
the rise of mass education, and unionism. 2 The growth of leisure has
been institutionalized in many ways and has become a more or less fixed
factor in the environment in which individual choices are made. All this
suggests that a reduction in the net-wage rate from w2 to wl may produce
a result quite different from that which was obtained in the past when the
wage rate first reached W 1 •
The time factor enters not only in the historical perspective but also in
dealing with current changes. Where a decline in wage rates leads to a
reduction in effort, the reduction will tend to be less in the short run than
1 An alternative explanation for a backward-sloping labor-supply schedule at low
wage rates has been suggested to me by Mr. David Cole. It may be derived from the
assumption that workers will only work whatever hours are needed (within limits set
hy minimum requirements for leisure) to obtain a subsistence income. This leads to a
labor-supply schedule of unit elasticity until a given wage rate is reached. Only
thereafter will the worker respond to a further increase in the wage rate by trading
leisure for income. Thus the labor-supply schedule resembles a rectangular hyperbola at the lower end of the scale. After the wage rate has risen above a certain level,
the worker begins to substitute income for leisure; the labor-supply schedule turns and
slopes upward to the right.
2
See Richard Goode, op. cit.
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in the long run. Since income commitments are more rigid than leisure
commitments, work effort might be increased at first and reduced later.
Sudden changes in the net-wage rate are felt mor~ keenly and may be
expected to have a sharper substitution effect than gradual adjustments
have, and so forth. For all these reasons, no simple conclusions can be
drawn from the historical experience.
Spite Effect

So far, we have assumed that a worker's reaction to a tax-induced
change in wage rates is the same as his reaction to an equal change in the
net-wage rate caused by market forces. This may not be the case.
Taxes, especially those considered unfair, may meet with a spite effect.
Imposition of a tax may call forth ·a feeling of anger, a desire, as it were,
to hit back and inflict losses on the government by reducing one's work
effort and hence one's tax base. Such a demonstration, to be sure, is
costly to the worker. But the satisfaction of revenge may compensate
the taxpayer for his loss; or he may hope that the government can be
intimidated by such action. 1 Where a spite effect is present, the resulting reduction in work effort will be greater, or the increase will be less,
than would otherwise be the case.
The hypothesis of a spite effect is supported by the widely accepted
view (explained alternatively by considerations of money illusion) that
hidden taxes are less harmful than open taxes; that the use of a wide
variety of taxes is desirable because such taxes are less apparent than a
larger single tax; or that income taxes withheld to begin with are less
damaging (since less noticed) than income taxes paid by direct assessment. What may be an advantage of hidden taxes in this respect is a
disadvantage in another. Taxes that are not noticed as such will create
the illusion of costless public services, and thus invite faulty budget
determination.
The factors involved in the spite effect can also operate in the other
direction. The worker may view his tax payment as a purchase of public
services that he desires. A reduction in wages due to tax, if related to
public services received, involves a lesser reduction in the price of leisure
than an equivalent wage reduction in the market. Such at least would
be the case if a voluntary-exchange solution could be applied to the
problem of the Allocation Branch. While this can be done as a matter of
degree only, the spite effect may turn into a support effect, depending on
the attitude of the public. In the case of war finance, in particular, the
severity of possible disincentive effects will be related inversely to the
intensity of patriotic feeling and the imminence of danger.
I

Similar considerations may arise with regard to investment effects.
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B. A PROGRESSIVE TAX ON WORK INCOME

We now turn to a progressive income tax. Concerning the effects of
progression upon the work effort, a distinction must be drawn between the
effort of any particular individual and the effort of the group as a whole.
We retain the assumption that all personal income is in the form of work
income.

Adjustment by Individual
Consider the case of a worker who receives an income of $10,000 and
pays a tax of $5,000. This might have been obtained by a proportional
tax of 50 per cent or by a progressive tax providing for, say, an exemption
of the first $2,000, a rate of 40 per cent on the next $2,000, 60 per cent on
the next $4,000, and 90 per cent on the final $2,000. Both rate formulas
give a liability of $5,000 for an income of $10,000. Thus, it would seem a
matter of indifference to our taxpayer which formula is used.
This way of putting the matter overlooks the fact -that effort and
income before tax may di~er in the two cases. To put it properly, let
us begin with a person who receives an income of $10,000 prior to the
imposition of either tax. We now wish to impose a $5,000 income tax
liability on him. In one case, we shall do this by imposing a flat rate.
We know from the preceding argument that imposition of the tax may
induce the taxpayer to increase or to reduce his effort. Let us assume
that he reduces his effort by one-tenth, so that his income before tax
declines to $9,000. A flat rate of approximately 55.5 per cent is needed
to obtain the required $5,000. Now it can be shown that work effort will
be reduced more, and income before tax will fall to below $9,000 if the
same yield is obtained under a progressive formula.
This is demonstrated in Figure 11-4. The leisure endowment again
equals OA, the wage line is AB, and pre-tax equilibrium is at C. Our
worker receives OE of income, retains OD of leisure, and works DA hours.
Now a proportional tax is imposed that swings the net-wage line to AF
and places the new equilibrium at G. Leisure is increased from OD to OH.
Income before tax equals HK, with GK paid in tax.
Now let the same yieldGK be obtained with a progressive rate structure.
Many different rate schedules can be used for the pu.rpose. Under one
such schedule, the net-wage line may be as shown by AL. Since the rate
schedule is progressive, the slope of AL declines when moving to the left.
The new tangency point lies at M, where the net-wage line intersects NP,
a parallel to AB drawn through G. ·It is here that the tax yield MR is
equal to the required amount GK. At the new equilibrium M, leisure
retained equals OS. Both G and M may be to the right or left of C.
Either tax may reduce or increase work effort. However, it follows from
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the shape of the indifference curves that M must lie to the right of G. 1
Leisure must be greater under the progressive tax. Note also that the
new equilibrium M lies above the trading line AGC, which shows the
points of equilibrium that result in response to various rates of proportional tax. Just as leisure will be greater under a progressive tax with
the same yield, so the yield will be greater under a proportional tax with
the same leisure.

leisure
Fw. 11-4. Effect of progressive income tax.

This is as might be expected. The progressive tax involves a higher
marginal rate· than does the proportional tax; hence it involves a stronger
substitution effect, adverse to work effort. 2 More generally, we find that
work effort will increase if the average rate of tax is raised while the
marginal rate is reduced or left unchanged; that work effort will decline
if the average rate is reduced while the marginal rate is left unchanged or
. 1 The slope of AL at V, its intersection with a vertical thrc;_lugh G, must be flatter
than the slope of AF at G. Since the marginal rate of tax must be higher, the marginal
(net) wage rate must be lower. Provided that the marginal utility of income declines,
the point of tangency between AL and an indifference curve must lie below G; provided that the marginal utility of leisure declines, the tangency point must lie to the
right of G. Either or both assumptions will do, since the point of tangency for a progressive tax of equal yield must lie on PN.
2 See Tibor Scitovsky, EdwardS. Shaw, and Lorie Tarshis, Mobilizing Resources for
War, MeGmw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, l!lSl, p. 67.
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increased; and that work effort may either rise or fall if both the average
and marginal rates are raised or reduced. 1
When a proportional tax reduces work effort, a progressive tax of equal
yield reduces work effort further; and when a proportional tax increases
work effort, the increase is less under a progressive tax. By the same
reasoning, it may be shown that a regressive tax leaves us with a higher
level of work effort than a proportional tax of equal yield. If we impose
a 100 per cent tax on the slice of income in excess of $5,000 and nothing
on the slice below $5,000, the disincentive effects on work effort are
greatest; if we impose a 100 per cent tax on the first $5,000 and nothing -on the remainder, the disincentive effects are least. Indeed, imposition of such a tax has no substitution effect, and is certain to increase
effort unless income is an inferior good.
Adjustment by Group

The level of work effort is less for any one worker, if he pays a given
amount of tax under a progressive rather than a proportional or a regressive rate schedule. Since progressive taxation for the group requires
that a progressive formula be applied to each individual, 2 a conflict is
suggested between a policy of distributing the tax bill progressively and a
policy of leaving the total supply of effort unaffected or of increasing it.
However, closer consideration shows that the problem is more complex.
The results that apply to the individual cannot be transferred mechanically to the group. a
Suppose, now, that a proportional income tax is replaced by a progressive tax of equal yield, while public expenditures are held constant.
As a result, both average and marginal rates of tax will be increased for
people with high incomes and decreased for people with low incomes.
But the changes in marginal rates will be sharper than the changes in
average rates.
Without presenting a complete picture of the resulting patterns of
change, the nature of the problem is illustrated in Figure 11-5. Lowincome recipients in range A find that both their marginal and average
rates of tax are reduced. They may either increase or decrease work
effort. At the top of the scale are the people in group D, who find both
their marginal and average rates of tax increased. As do members of the
bottom group, they may either reduce or increase work effott. Workers
See Cooper, op. cit., p. 63.
• This is inevitably the case. The statement by Scitovaky et al., op. cit., p. 182,
that "unleaa special precautions are taken, highly progressive rates also imply high
marginal rates of tax" is a contradiction in terms.
3 This aspect of the matter is usually overlooked, even in. the otherwise excellent
paper by Cooper, op. cit.
1
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with low to middle incomes in range B find that their marginal rate of tax
is unchanged, while their average rate is reduced. They will reduce work
effort. Workers in the middle to high income group, or range C, find
their marginal rate increased and their average rate reduced. They will
have a twofold reason to reduce work effort.
There is no simple way of predicting what the net result for the groups
as a whole 'Nill be. Let us suppose that workers in group A raise work
effort, while those in group D reduce it. The net result then depends on
the amount of increase in group A as against the amount of decrease in
groups B, C, and D. These changes in turn depend upon the distribution
of income as well as the particular change in the rate structure.
Marginal rate under
progressive tax
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Fro. 11-5. Average and m arginal rates of tax.

Moreover, marginal rates of substitution may differ at different points
in the income scale. Opposite changes in work effort in groups A and D,
for instance, may differ in degree. Thus, no simple conclusions can be
drawn from the hypothesis of a ba ckward-sloping supply schedule of
labor and from the assumption that people with low incomes are subject
to low wage rates while people with high incomes are subject to high wage
rates. Substitution of the progressive schedule cannot be interpreted as
a mere change in wage rates. Since the change in the marginal rate
differs from that of the average rate, the adjustment is not along the
normal labor-supply schedule or trading line app].icable to the case of a
proportional tax. 1 If the marginal rate of substitution of leisure for
income is high for people with large incomes and low for people with
small incomes, the substitution of a progressive rate structure will be
least favorable to work effort; and it will be most favorable if this relationship is reversed.
1

Seep. 231.
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• The argument is complicated further if we allow for qualitative differences between the work effort of different groups. From the point of
view of output effects, re~ulting changes in wage income may be of
greater interest than resulting changes in hours worked. Thus hours
worked may remain unchanged or rise, while the value of output is
reduced or vice versa. Moreover, all workers may not be free to adjust
their supply of effort. Observation of labor markets suggests that
people commanding high salaries tend to be self-employed or in supervisory positions and hence less subject to work discipline. At the same
time, they may be motivated more largely by nonpecuniary factors, so
that their supply of effort is relatively inelastic. Recipients of lower
wages are typically subject to contract, and may have to choose between
working a required amount or not at all. Where this is the case, a tax
on low income leaves work effort more or less unaffected. Moreover,
imperfect market conditions may permit some income recipients to
recover the tax by demanding an increased wage rate at the given labor
supply. Such may be the case with the executive who sets his own wage
rate. 1
A special problem arises in the effects of high tax rates upon executive
mobility. While recent studies show that there is little evidence that
taxes reduce work effort at this level, it appears that high marginal rates
reduce the interbusiness mobility of executives. 2 This results from high
tax rates combined with provisions in the law that grant preferential
treatment to certain incomes, such as income invested in retirement funds
or income received in the form of stock options. By granting relief if
income is received in these forms, the law imposes a penalty on movement. The remedy here is to do away with tax provisions that discriminate against movement. If it is desired to grant tax relief for executive
incomes, more neutral measures such as income averaging, rate reduction,
or special credits may be enacted.
Finally, let us note that people are concerned with their relative positions in the income scale as well as their absolute incomes. The desire
to maintain one's relative status, or to improve it, may be a major factor
in determining the marginal utility of income and hence in surrendering
leisure at given wage rates. 3 Much depends on how relative position is
defined. Suppose that it is defined as the ratio of one's income to the
Seep. 362.
See T. H. Sanders, The Effects of Taxation: On Executives, Harvard University
Bureau of Business Research, Boston, 1951; and C. A. Hall, Jr., Effects of Taxation:
Executive Compensation and Retirement Plans, Harvard University Bureau of Business
Research, Boston, 1951.
a A. C. Pigou, A Study in Public Finance, 3d ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1951, pp. 86-91, applies this type of consideration in justifying progression under equal
sacrifice. (See text p. 103.)
t

2
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average or to the income of one's rival. Substitution of a progressive for
a proportional tax now involves a status effect leading to increased work
effort by recipients of high incomes and reduced work effort by recipients
of low incomes. If, however, relative position is defined in terms of rank
order, the net result of the tax substitution does not involve a status
effect. If relative position is defined in terms of absolute differences,
even a proportional tax has a status effect. Thus it appears that the
differential effects of alternative tax schedules on the total labor supply
are a much more complex matter than such effects on the work effort of
the individual taxpayer.
C. INCOME TAXES WITH CAPITAL INCOME

We shall now introduce capital income to the picture. A distinction
must be drawn between taxes on wage income, taxes on capital income,
and taxes that fall upon both sources of income alike. As before, we shall
begin with the effects of income taxes upon the work effort of the individual worker, and thereafter consider effects on the group as a whole.

Adjustment by Individual
In determining the effects of a tax on wage income, the same principles
apply, whether or not the wage earner also has capital income. However,
the presence of capital income affects his choice between income and
leisure, and it may affect the balance between the income and substitution
effects that result from the tax. The presence of capital income will
reduce the disincentive effects of a wages tax if it strengthens the income
effect relative to the substitution effect-a condition that may well be met
in most cases.
Turning now to a tax on capital income, suppose that this tax applies
only to income from previously accumulated capital. There will be no
substitution effect in favor of leisure. Since the income effect is adverse
to leisure, assuming throughout that the latter is not an inferior good,
leisure will be reduced and work effort will be increased as the result of the
tax. 1 The level of work effort will be higher if a given yield is obtained
from a tax on income from old capital than from a tax on work income.
Next, suppose that the tax applies to income from new capital only,
that is, to future earnings from the investment of current work income.
Such a tax discriminates in favor of leisure compared to future consumption. It is neutral between leisure and present consumption, and
'We assume that imposition of a tax on income from old capital will not call forth
anticipations that income from new capital will be made taxable at a later time. This
is the same assumption underlying the proposition that a capital levy does not affect
investment incentives. (See p. 328.)
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discriminates in favor of present compared to future consumption.
There is a substitution effect in favor of leisure and an income effect
adverse to leisure. The net result depends on the weight of the two
effects. The level of work effort under such a tax may well be L)wer than
under a tax on wage income; the latter tax discriminates in favor of
leisure, compared with both present and future consumption, but is
neutral between present and future consumption. However, we cannot
be certain that work effort will be lower under the tax on wage income.
The result depends on the various rates of substitution between present
consumption, future consumption, and leisure.
The results of a tax on both types of capital income combine those of the
tax on income from old capital and the tax on income from new capital.
Comparison with the effects of a tax on wage income now depends on the
size of the tax base provided by income from old capital. If this base is
large, a relatively low rate of tax on total and, hence, new capital income
will suffice, and adverse substitution effects will be small.
It now remains to compare the effects of a tax on capital income with
the effects of a tax on capital. Provided that all capital is income-earning,
and that capital values are obtained by capitalizing income at a uniform
rate, the two taxes are the same. The distinction between old and newly
accumulated capital now replaces the distinction between earnings from
old and new capital. A difference arises only if we allow for the possibility
that capital may be held in non-income-earning form. This possibility
may be overlooked here, but will be dealt with in a later connection. 1
Adjustment by Group

As before, the problem is more complex if we consider effects upon the
work effort of taxpayers as a group.
Beginning with a tax on wage income, the presence of capital income
affects the difference in the level of work effort under a proportional and
a progressive tax. The weight of capital income increases when moving
up the income scale, so that larger wage incomes tend to be matched by
even larger capital incomes. The result may well be to subdue detrimental effects of progression on work effort, or to strengthen favorable
effects.
We turn next to the comparison between a proportional tax on wage
income and a proportional tax on capital income. Since the ratio of
capital to wage income rises when moving up the income scale, the tax on
capital income will be distributed more progressively in terms of total
income than the tax on wage income. Thus, differences in the response of
high- and low-income recipients are added to differences in the response
of any one ta~payer to a tax on wage income and a tax on capital income.
1

Seep. 327.
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Similar considerations apply to the comparison between a progressive
tax and a proportional tax on total income. Since the share of capital
income rises when moving up the income scale, the progressive tax implies
higher marginal rates of tax on the average dollar of capital income and
lower rates on the average dollar of wage income. Thus, differences in
response to a tax on capital income and a tax on wage income are added to
differences in response between taxpayers with high and low incomes. If
we assume that taxation of capital income is more favorable to work
effort than the taxation of work income, the substitution of progressive
for proportional rates will be less unfavorable, or more favorable, to work
effort than it was in the absence of capital income.
Succession Duties

Succession duties, including estate and inheritance taxes, may be
thought of as delayed income taxes payable at the time of death. They
may be translated into a current income tax, equal in amount to the
premium payments needed to purchase an annuity with which to pay the
ta:: at the time of death. 1
A discount factor may be applied to allow for the difference in the
current value of present and of future tax liabilities, but the annuity
approach remains an oversimplification. The distinction between taxes
payable currently and taxes payable after death is not one in time only.
The opportunity to accumulate a fortune for oneself may well be a more
important motivating factor in work effort than the opportunity to leave
a fortune to one's heirs. The taxpayer, therefore, may discount the
burden of estate taxes more heavily than is suggested by the time factor
alone. If a progressive income tax reduces work effort, an equivalent set
of death duties will do so to a lesser degree. 2
Corporatian Income Tax

The corporation income tax, provided that it is not passed on, may be
considered a special case of a tax on capital income. If the shareholder
identifies himself with the corporation, the result will be the same as with
a direct tax on capital income. If the shareholder is interested in divi1
See N. Kaldor, "The Income Burden of Capital Taxes," Review of Economic
Studies, vol. 9, no. 2, pp. 141-151, 1942. Essentially the same considerations apply
to an estate-tax type of succession duty as to an inheritance tax, but the latter
may be of more c:Olll ern to the lest.ator.
2
By the same r(lntioning, U.U;inl,!ent iv effects may best be avoided by a succession
duty of the Rignnno Ly p , where properLy is taxed at increasing rates when passing
to successive generations. See E. Rignano, The Social Significance of the Inheritance
Tax, Alfred 4· Knopf, Inc., New York, 1924.
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dend income only, while disregarding capital losses, effects on work effort
will differ, depending on whether the tax is reflected in reduced dividends
or reduced retained earnings.
• D. TAXES ON CONSUMPTION

The taxation of consumption may take the form of a spendings tax on
the consumer or a tax on the sale of consumer goods imposed on the firm.
For purposes of this discussion, the two approaches are considered
equivalent. 1
General Tax on Consumption
The question arises how the level of work effort under a general and flatrate tax on consumption or spending compares with that under a general
and flat-rate tax on income. We assume that both taxes provide for the
same yield.
To answer this, we shall begin with adjustments by the individual taxpayer and compare his levels of work effort if he is called upon to pay
equal amounts under the two taxes. A tax on income discriminates in
favor of leisure against present consumption, and more strongly so in
favor of leisure against future consumption. Moreover, it discriminates
in favor of present against future consumption. 2 A tax on consumption
discriminates equally in favor of leisure against present and future
consumption, and is neutral between present and future consumption.
According to the earlier view of excess burden, one is tempted to argue
that work effort is higher under a tax on consumption because an income
tax imposes an excess burden. However, we have seen that this conclusion follows only if the supply of work effort is assumed to be fixed; it
does not apply in the present case, where work effort is variable.
Depending on the circumstances, one or the other tax may be more
adverse to work effort. Work effort will be higher under the consumption
tax if future consumption and work are complementary while present
consumption and work are rival; and it will be higher under the income
tax if these relations are reversed. 3
We now turn to effects upon the work effort of taxpayers as a group.
Since spending falls as a per cent of income when moving up the income
scale, a proportional spendings tax is regressive in terms of income. If
we accept the hypothesis that work effort is higher under a regressive than
under a progressive income tax, it suggests that work effort will be higher
1

Seep. 349.
Seep. 263.
3 It is assumed that all saving is for purposes of future consumption.
complicated further if saving for perpetual accumulation is allowed for.
2

The case is
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under a proportional spendings tax than under a proportional income tax. 1
Such at least will be the case if the rate of substitution between leisure and
present consumption is the same as the rate of substitution between
leisure and future consumption.
So far, the comparison has been ,between taxes of equal yield. In a
compensatory setting, an alternative concept of differential incidence is
more relevant, providing for a comparison between taxes that reduce
current levels of consumption by equal amounts. While this runs ahead
of our story, the point must be considered briefly in this connection.
Since the income tax discriminates in favor of present consumption, while
the spendings tax does not, the required yield is less under the spendings
tax. The required rate of the spendings tax may now fall below that of
the income tax. Assuming equal-rate taxes to have the same adverse
effect on work effort, the level of work effort will now be higher under the
spendings tax. This result becomes the more likely if the spendings tax is
considered temporary. Such a tax discriminates in favor of both future
consumption and leisure against present consumption, and is neutral
between leisure and future consumption. The required rate of tax is
likely to fall well below that of an income tax, which hits both present and
future consumption. Work effort will be greater. This is why a temporary spendings tax is an ideal tax for preventing wartime inflation.
Similar considerations apply to the wartime use of refundable taxes or
compulsory lending. 2
Partial Tax on Consumption

Similar principles apply to a partial tax on consumption. To simplify,
let us assume that all income is spent on the consumption of products X
1 N. Kaldor, An Exptmd'ilure TtLx, Cem·ge Allen & Unwin, Ltd., London, 1955,
pp. 134-136, argues lh1~L work el'for~ will be higher under a proportional spendings
tax than under rul equa.l-raie income tax. This will be so because the discounted value
of future consumption per unit of work is larger under the spendings tax. The rate at
which leisure can be converted into real income is more favorable. Hence, Kaldor
concludes that work effort will be higher. At the same time, the yield will be less
under the spendings tax. To equalize yields, the rate must be higher. For the average taxpayer, this just offsets the advantage of a more favorable rate of conversion
of leisure into real income. Thus the results, Kaldor holds, are the same for equalyield taxes. However, he adds that the spendings tax will result in a higher level of
work effort after all, provided that the worker values the holding of funds set aside
for future tax payment during the interim period.
2 The difference in incentive effects between a refundable proportional income tax
and a temporary proportional spendings tax is slight, relating merely to the treatment
of interest, but the refundable tax has the advantage of reducing postwar liquidity.
The ideal solution may be found in a spendings tax combined with absorption of savings (voluntary absorption, if possible) into securities whose maturity is subject to
later policy decision, depending upon the postwar outlook. See J. M. Keynes, How
to Pay ,for the War, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1939.
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and Y, so that an income tax and a general tax on consumption are alike.
We then compare the effects on work effort of a tax on X and Y with those
of equal-yield taxes imposed on X or Y only.
The tax on X andY discriminates in favor of leisure for both products,
and is neutral between X andY. The tax on X discriminates in favor of
leisure compared to X; and since the rate of tax on X must be higher than
the rate of tax on X and Y, the discrimination against X is increased.
Also, the tax on X discriminates in favor of Y compared to X, remaining
neutral between Y and leisure. Corresponding relationships apply for a
tax on Y. The results depend on the prevailing rates of substitution
between X, Y, and leisure. Let us assume that X is rival to leisure while
Y is complementary to leisure. Thus X may represent work clothing
while Y represents camping equipment. In this case, the level of work
effort will be highest if the tax is imposed on Y, and lowest if it is imposed
on X.
Re!1Soning along similar Jines, it has been suggested that a tax on
luxuries provides a lesser disincentive to work effort than a tax on necessities, the presumption being that luxury goods are associated with the
enjoyment · of leisure. 1 These considerations apply to a comparison
between taxes of equal yield imposed upon any one individual. At the
same time, necessities weigh more heavily in the budget of consumers with
low incomes, while luxuries weigh more heavily in high-income budgets.
In assessing differences in the effects upon the work effort for the group as
a whole, possible differences in the reaction of low- and high-income
recipients must again be accounted for.
E. PUBLIC EXPENDITURES

We shall now turn to expenditure effects on work effort, disregarding
taxation effects for the time being. The nature of the problem differs
between transfer payments and goods and service expenditures. As in all
problems of this sort, both sides of the budget must be considered.
Unless this is done, a one-sided and distorted picture of the public economy is obtained.

Transfer Payments
It is frequently said that transfer payments are simply negative taxes
and thus pose no additional problem. This is correct in some cases but
1
See I. M. D. Little, "Direct vs. Indirect Taxes," Economic Journal, vol. 61, no. 243,
p. 584, September, 1951 ; W. J. Corlett and D. C. Hague, " Complementarity and the
Excess Burden of Taxation," Review of Economic Studies, ser. 1, vol. 21, no. 54, p. 21,
1953-1954; David Walker, "The Direct-Indirect Tax Problem: Fifteen Years of
Controversy," Public Finance, vol. 10, no. 2, p. 164, November, 1955.
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too simple a view when considering incentive effects. The assessment
formula and rate structure of transfers differs from that of taxes.
Income Transfers. Income transfers are transfers that are a function
of income. A proportional income transfer is the opposite in sign to a
proportional income tax. The latter has an income effect which is
favorable to work effort (provided again that leisure is not an inferior
good) and a substitution effect which is adverse. The proportional
income transfer has an income effect which is adverse to work effort and a
substitution effect which is favorable to it.
Now, consider rate schedules that are not proportional. In the case of
a tax, marginal rates may range from zero to 100 per cent. While a
progressive tax can reduce the marginal net wage to zero (when the
marginal rate of tax becomes 100 per cent), it cannot render it negative.
In the case of a transfer, the marginal rate can begin at above 100 per
cent at one end of the scale and fall below minus 100 per cent at the
other.
The same equalitarian philosophy that renders the income tax progressive also calls for transfer payments with declining marginal transfer rates
as income rises. As long as the marginal transfer rate remains positive,
the substitution effect remains favorable to work effort but declines as we
move up the income scale. An illustration of such a transfer schedule is
provided by general-revenue contributions to retirement pensions, where
the subsidy rate declines with the size of the pension.
In other cases, the marginal transfer rate may not only decline towards
zero but become negative. The substitution effect then becomes adverse
to work effort. While the marginal transfer rate falls toward minus
100 per cent, the marginal net wage rate falls toward zero, as it does when
the marginal rate of tax approaches plus 100 per cent. Such a situation
arises with a means-test type of relief formula, where the amount of
transfer is determined as the difference between actual earnings and some
set amount of subsistence income. Here the marginal gain obtained from
the surrender of leisure is zero for any level of earnings below the statutory
amount. The substitution effect is the same over this range as that of a
marginal tax of 100 per cent.
This is the kind of transfer formula that is required for a policy of
complete income equalization. The statutory minimum income is
defined as the community's average income, and the transfer formula is
supplemented by a tax imposing a marginal rate of 100 per cent in excess
of the average income. Thus the price of leisure would be zero for both
taxpayers and transfer recipients, and nonpecuniary incentives, be they
rewards or threats, would have to be relied upon to induce work effort.
Finally, the transfer formula may be such that the marginal rate falls
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below minus 100 per cent. This is the case with a relief formula that
provides for a fixed subsidy, subject to the condition that earnings do not
exceed a given amount. Thus the formula may provide for a transfer of
$1,000, subject to the condition that other earnings do not exceed $1,000.
In this case, the price of leisure is unaffected as far as the first $1,000 of
earnings are concerned. But if earnings are increased by an additional
dollar, total income (including transfers) will fall from. $2,000 to $1,001;
that is to say, the transfer provision is equivalent in its substitution effect
to a marginal tax rate of 100,000%. For larger increments of earning,
the marginal rate declines; it reaches 100 per cent for an increment in
earnings of $1,000. For $2,000 it falls to 50 per cent, and so forth,
approaching zero for larger additions to earnings.
Where the marginal transfer rate is negative and where leisure is not an
inferior good, both substitution and income effects work toward reducing
work effort. Disincentive effects on work effort may become severe ~f the
transfer rate falls off sharply, especially if it drops below minus 100 per
cent. At the same time, these effects may be dampened by certain other
considerations. A dollar of relief may not be considered the full equivalent of a dollar of income, since most people will be eager to trade involuntary leisure for the recovery of independence. Moreover, the limit set by
the support formula may be so low that people will be willing to push
through the threshold of a negative wage rate, in order to obtain a higher
mcome.
The problem thus posed is especially acute in the case of unemployment
relief. However, more or less similar situations arise where free public
services are made available, subject to the condition that incomes do not
exceed a given amount, as is the case with charity hospital services or
public subsidies to housing for low-income tenants. Again, similar
considerations apply regarding the limited allowance of current earnings
for people receiving old-age retirement benefits, where excess earnings will
result in reduced benefit payments.
Other Transfers. Not all transfer payments are related to income.
They may be related to age, infirmity, past military service, and so forth,
thus corresponding to lump-sum taxes. Unlike the minor role of such
taxes, lump-sum transfers play an important part in the transfer structure. Like lump-sum taxes, these transfers do not carry a substitution
effect, but their income effect is adverse to work effort. However, note
that lump-sum transfers are usually directed at the aged, the blind,
invalids, young children, and other groups not in the labor force, or
serve to rehabilitate temporarily disqualified workers.
Subsidies to business may be thought of here as negative excise taxes.
Their effects upon work effort as noted in the preceding discussion of such
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taxes, depend on the marginal rates of substitution between the subsidized
products and leisure.
Goods and Service Expenditures

We now turn to the effects of goods and service expenditures. Such
effects may arise from changes in relative factor earnings that result as
public purchases enter the market. Nothing need be added here. However, let us consider the effects on work effort resulting from the "free"
supply of goods and services provided for through the budget.
Public services for education, health, and similar programs may increase
labor productivity and real wages. While the income effect is adverse to
work effort, the substitution effect is favorable, and the net result may go
either way. The effect will be similar to that of an income transfer with a
positive marginal rate and opposite to that of an income tax.
Other goods and services provided for through the budget benefit the
individual consumer independent of his work effort. Effects on his work
effort here depend on whether the "free" good is rival, complementary,
or unrelated to privately purchased goods and to leisure.
The supply of free goods that are rival to privately purchased goods will
reduce work effort if the free goods are independent of, or complementary
to, leisure, and the outcome will be uncertain if the free goods are rival to
leisure. The supply of free goods that are complementary to private
goods will increase work effort if the free goods are independent of, or
rival to, leisure, and the outcome v{ill be uncertain if the free goods are
complementary to leisure. The supply of free goods that are independent
of privately purchased goods, finally, will increase or reduce work effort,
depending on whether the free goods are rival or complementary to
leisure.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to allocate major expenditure categories to
these empty _boxes. To begin with, it is difficult to say whether particular
free goods are, on balance, rival or complementary to privately purchased
goods. Police services, for instance, are rival to private goods in that they
reduce necessary expenditures for locks; and they ani complementary in
that they make the acquisition of real property more attractive. Highway improvements reduce the need for tire replacement but make it more
worthwhile to have cars. Similar arguments apply to expenditures on
education, housing, and so forth. Moreover, it is not always clear
whether a particular service is rival or complementary to leisure. Public
camping grounds would be one extreme and transportation facilities for
commuters another, but in most cases both leisure and work may be
benefited to some extent. Expenditures for defense, as usual, offer
particular difficulties in interpretation. Thus, it is evident that no simple
generalization is permissible.
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Combined Tax and Expenditure Effects
In order to obtain a complete view of budgetary effects upon work
effort, the partial effects resulting from the tax and expenditure sides of
the budget must be combined into a single picture.
On the tax side, we find an income effect throughout that is favorable to
work effort, provided always that leisure is not an inferior good; and for
most taxes, including those which furnish the bulk of revenue produced
in the modern tax structure, we find substitution effects that are adverse
to work effort. On balance, work effort may be increased or decreased.
On the expenditure side, we find some situations where the net effect is
adverse to work effort, including certain transfers and the supply of free
goods !;hat are rival to privately pW'ch a ed goods but not to lei ure.
imilarly, we find some situations where the net effect isfavorahl e to work
effort, such effects including the supply of f1·ce goods tha t. are compl menLai·y to privately purchased goods but rival to leisure. In addi ti011, t here
are situa tions where expenditure effects mo.y go eit her way, including
some transfers; and situations where work effort may not be affected in
either direction. Expenditures that increase productivity, finally, maJ'
increase or reduce work effort.
Considering these manifold possibilities, it is difficult to say whether, on
balance, t he modern budget ha-s gono to reduce or increase worl< effol't, or·
wha t. Lhe implications of future developments will be. L oking a.L 1ho
exp •n<.lit.ure side, there is reason to expect tha t future expansion will be
ut lays on
aimed primarily n. the n.ti. faction of social wants proper.
publi health, ecl ucn.t.ion and highw~bys, all promise t o have a favorable
eiTect on work efTor·t ; n.nd outlays on nn.tionuJ. defense, though they ma.y
not be directly complementary to the satisfaction of private wants, are at
least not rival to such satisfaction. Looking at the revenue side of the
picture, increased reliance may come Lo be placed on taxes that do not
involve a highly restrictive substituLion cfl'ect on work effort. Thus,
future budget expansion need not have a rost,r ictivc effect on work effort;
ibc oppos.i Le m~~Y well b, Lhc case.
F inally note tha.t the growth of l.h buugeL musL be seen in the context
of an expnnd iug economy. Efficient us of r som·ccs in such an economy
involve gt·ow1 h in tho sa LisfncLion of public wants aR well as private want.~!
and leisure. Ther is :no r·enson to ftsrrumc LhaL public serv ices arc l111
inf rior good, or that. t.h' income ehLst.iciLy of public goods or scrvicP..s is less
than t.ho.t of privn.Lely pu rchi~sed good or services. Indeed, i L is not
unret sonable 1o xpe t that cer·Lo..iu publi · services, such ns public hoalth
and eductttion, mt~y demand n. r·isi r1g t~hare as t.oLnl ouLput. grows. Thoro
is no a priori reason l.o expect. LhaL such budg t expansion will be detrimental to work effort.
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Significance of Changes in Work Effort

In concluding, let us return briefly to the significance of changes in work
effort. They are important as one vehicle of change in the course of the
adjustment process, and thus, have an important bearing on incidence.
Beyond this, resulting changes in work effort enter into output effects;
but as noted before, changes in output, as commonly measured, must not
be confused with changes in welfare. 1 The criterion of efficiency in
budget policy is not related to changes in work effort but to noninterference with the choice between work and leisure. A policy that avoids
interference may result in either a higher or a lower level of work effort.
The former is the case if we compare the effects of a lump-sum tax and an
income tax, and the latter holds if we compare the effects of a lump-sum
transfer and an income transfer. A high level of work effort per se is not
an indication of a high level of welfare. A proper measure of welfare
must allow for leisure as well as goods. Situations may arise where a
high level of work effort is a valid policy objective, as in war economy,
but this is an exception to the rule. Generally the proper criterion of
efficient budget policy is noninterference with the choice between work
and leisure, rather than maximization of work effort.
1

Seep. 52.

CHAPTER 12

Adjustments in consumption and saving

We now turn to the effects of budget policy on the use of consumer
in •orne. These adjustments mo,y involve hifts between the consumption
of different producLs, between present and future consumption, and
between consmnption nnd accumulation. Unless noted otherwise, we
shall o.ssume throughout this chapter tho.L the supply of effort is fixed.
A. ADJUSTMENTS IN THE COMPOSITION OF CONSUMPTION

Assuming that all income is consumed, let us begin with adjustments in
the composition. of cousu.mption.
111 Figu1·e 12-1, units of product Y nrc meu..sured ou the vet·t.ical uxis,
and unit.s of produc1.
on the horizontu.l ttxls. We ass1une that th •
consumption of both X and Y is s ubject Lo decreasing marginal utiliLy.
The iudillem11ce curves are convex LO Lhe origin, aud the slope of successive curves rises when moving up on a vertical line and when moving to
the left on a horizontal line. Let OA be an individual consumer's
initial income in terms of X, and OB /OA the price ratio p,fp". The
initial equilibrium will be at a point such as C.
General Tax on Income. Now, suppose that the government imposes a
general tn.x on incom . Since Rtw1 ng eq ua ls zero, !.his is Lh su.me us a
genoru.l tax on <l nsumplion. A~·mmi1 g relt't.tive prices Lo rcmuin
IU1ohanged, the price line shil'ts pnra.llel Lo thC' left. Fot· n. j,ax eqtml to
DA/ OA = En j OB, l.ho new cquilibt•ium will be o, F', which mu. f, b
bel w u.nd io the lcfL of . Sin ce X and Y arc hoth superior g ods, ~~~'
consumption of both is reduced by the income effect of the tax. Since
relative prices are unchanged, there is no substitution effect. As the rate
J
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of tax is increased further, the price line proceeds to the left, and successive points of equilibrium follow a path such as Cf!'0. 1
Partial Excise Tax. Next, let this tax be replaced by a partial excise
tax on Y. With an ad valorem rate of HB/OB, the price line swings to
AH, and is tangent to an indifference curve at a point such asK. As the
tax rate is increased to MB/OB, the price line swings to MA, and a new
equilibrium is obtained at N. A further increase in the tax rate, swinging

A

FIG. 12-1. Choice between consumer goods.

the price line to AT, gives an equilibrium at V, and so forth. We thus
obtain an equilibrium path as shown by CN A.
Initially, imposition of an excise on Y results in reduced purchases of
both X and Y. The income and substitution effects both make for
reduced purchases of Y; the substitution effect makes for increased
purchases of X but is outweighed by the income effect. As the tax rate
increases and the ratio of Pu!Px rises, the substitution effect gains in
' This path, which declines at an increasing rate, is drawn on the assumption that X
is a luxury, while Y is a necessity. If this assumption is reversed, the equilibrium
path is swung around the OC axis, and declines at a decreasing rate from C to 0.
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weight. Eventually it outweighs the income effect, and any further rise
in the tax rate leads to increased purchases of X. The equilibrium path
bends back and leads to A, the entire income being spent on X when the
rate of tax on Y becomes infinitely large.
We may now compare t~e adjustment to a general tax on income or
total consumption with the adjustment to a partial tax on consumption of
equal yield. Let the government obtain DA of X under the general tax.
If the same yield is to be obtained by an excise on Y, the tax rate imposed
must be such that the new price line at its intersection with ED is tangent
to an indifference curve. This is the case for tax rate HB/OB, which
intersects ED at K. The yield here equals KJ of Y, which in turn equals
KL or DA of X. The new equilibrium K must lie below C but may fall
either to the left or right of it. This must be the case because both
substitution and income effect are adverse to the purchase of Y, while the
two forces oppose each other with regard to X. For similar reasons, K
must lie below and to the rlght of F. 1
The largest yield obtainable under the selective tax is derived at rate
MB/OB, where yield equals NR of Y or NP of X. This yield is matched
by a general income or consumption tax at rate QA/OA = SB/OB. As
the rate of income tax is increased, larger yields may be obtained. Since
the supply of effort is assumed to be fixed, a 100 per cent rate will furnish
a yield equal to OA. 2 In contrast to this, the yield of the partial excise
on Y will fall if the rate is increased beyond MB/OB. Thus, each yield
up to QA (in terms of X) may be obtained by two rates of excise tax. To
minimize the excess burden or remain on a higher indifference curve, it will
evidently be desirable to employ the lower-rate solution.
Note that the exposition of Figure 12-1 is in strictly partial-equilibrium
terms. This may be valid for the individual consumer but not for
consumers as a group. Once a general approach is used, introduction of
the budget with general income or consumption-tax finance need not
result in a parallel shift of the price line. 3 However, substitution of the
excise on Y for the general tax still leads to increased private purchases
of X.
B. ADJUSTMENT IN CONSUMPTION AND SAVING BY INDIVIDUAL

We now introduce saving and, to simplify matters, shall assume that
there is only one homogeneous consumer good. Also, we shall retain the
1 As before, these conclusions simply follow from the assumed shape of the preference pattern. (See p. 233.)
2 If the supply of effort is variable, it becomes possible that the maximum yield may
be larger under the partial excise on Y. Such may be the case if Y is complementary
to leisure while X is rival to leisure.
a See p. 146.
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earlier assumption of fix d effort supply. The adjustment between
consumption and saving will be examined first with regard to the individual conaumel' and then with regard to the group.

Saving for Consumption Only: Standard Case
The adjustment depends on the underlying motivation for saving.
Let us suppo e, lh·st, that. all saving is undertaken to postpone consumption and will eventually be dissaved and consumed. Saving for accumulation's sake is excluded.
donsitler :t two-period model where, in pel'iod l, the consumer ha.s a
given wage income that may b consumed during that period or saved for
consumption in })eriod 2. Depending upon the available rate of interest.,
smaller consumption in period 1 may be traded against larger consumption in period 2. We are assuming that no further wage income will be
received in period 2 and that all income carried over from period 1, plus
in tru:e L hereon, will be consumed during period 2. 1
In Figure 12-2, period 1 consumption is measured on the horizontal
axil'.!, and period 2 on umption on the ver ical axis. The shape of tho
indiiTerence curves b tween present and future consumption depends on
the objective t.ime di~bution of needs and theil· subjective ·valul1tion.
Whn.tcvet Lh' particular itMtiou, we may assume tha,t both present and
future consumption are ubject. to declining mru:ginal ubility of income.
'l'hus Lhe indiffer ·nee curve!l £tre convex. Lo Lhe origin and the slope of
succ Rsive curves rises when moving up on a vertical tine and to filie JefL
along a horizontalline. 2 This we refer to as the standard case, leaving
certain special cases for later consideration.
Let OA in Figure 12-2 be the initial income of period 1. Our householder may consume this income in period 1, or he may invest it. If the
rate of interest i equals (OB - OA)/OA, period 1 consumptionofOA may
be traded against period 2 consumption of OB. The slope of the price
line, or OB/OA, equals 1 + i. The initial equilibrium may then be at
C, where OD is consumed in period 1 and DC in period 2.
We shall now examine how various taxes affect present and future
1 The p1·in ·iplt: of LIH•arg\nncnL rnmains th.e srune if furLhet· wnge inuom!l for period 2
introdu.ccd. For au exposition of consumption theory a long SUl~lliiea, see Kclllleth
Bon lding, Econmnio A nal11~is, 3d d., Uarpers & Broth I'll, New York, l055, pp. 826.ff.
Similarly, tho principle of the s.rgument is unchanged if th first-p • ·iod in ·ome
inohtdes intereat itt •orne Irom 1 asL a<:cumuh1tion. WhaL mt\tter!:l in the. caao of the
income t.ID: is whethur or noL Jut11rc int.ere8L income will be tn.xccL
2
Assuming equal obje ·Live needs for lioth periods nnd no impv.t.iorwe fnctor to overvalue present needs, Lbc indi1Iercn< o pattern is sucll t.baL con umplion would be
divided equally between lhe two p riods at 1~ l!cro raLo of interest. ' ith unoqulll
needs over time, and the possiblo iufluenoo of impnLirnc: , this need not lle the cat~ .
i~;~
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FIG. 12-2. Timing of consumption: standard case.

consumption. The substitution effects of variom; taxes are listed in
Table 12-1.
Tax on Income Excluding Interest. A tax on income excluding
interest does not affect the choice between present and future consumption. If the tax rate equals EA/OA, disposable income of the first
period is reduced to OE. The price line shifts parallel to the left, as
TABLE

12-1.

SuBsTITUTION EFFECTS ON PRESENT AND FuTURE CoNSUMP~ION

Substitution effect

Tax base
Income excluding interest
None
Present and future consumption
Future consumption
Saving
Interest
Total income
Present consumption

In favor of present consumption

I

In favor of future consumption
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by E/1', and the new equilibrium is at G. 1 The yield equals EA in
tm·ms of present consumption. Given our assumptions regarding the
.indifl:"er nee patt,em, G must lie below and to the left of C. Provided that
present and future consumption are not inferior goods, they are both
reduced by the income effect. There is no substitution effect in this case.
Tax on Present and Future Consumption. The same result is obtained
if the same rate of tax EA/OA is applied to both present and future consumption. The government uow collects GH of pcl'iod 1 consumption in
period 1, and HC of period 2 uonsurupLion in period 2. HC is equivalent
to HI in terms of period 1 consumption, and GH plus HI equals EA. A
tax on consumption, present and future, is thus equivalent to a tax on
income excluding interest. This equivalence holds true provided there is
no saving without subsequent consumption and no consumption from past
balances without current saving. These complications will be considered
later on.
Tax on Future Consumption. A tax on future consumption reduces the
rate at which future consumption may be substituted for present consumption. The slope of the price line declines. Suppose that the
government again wishes to obtain a yield equal toEA in terms of present
consumption. It imposes a tax on period 2 consumption at the rate
JB/OB, set so that the new price line AJ intersects EF at a point where
AJ is tangent to an indifference curve. The new equilibrium is at K.
The yield is obtained in period 2, and equals KL in terms of period 2
consumption. This is equivalent to KM = EA in terms of period 1
consumption.
The position of K must be below and to the right of G, the equilibrium
for the tax on income excluding interest. This follows from the substitution effect of the tax on future consumption and the assumed properties of our indifference pattern. At the same time, K may lie to the left
or right of the pre-tax equilibrium C. The substitution effect favorable
to period 1 consumption may or may not outweigh the income effect.
As the rate of tax is increased, the path of equilibrium will be similar to
CNA in Figure 12-1. 2
Tax on Saving. In the present model, where consumption in period 2
equals saving in period 1 plus interest, a tax on saving at rate tis equivalent to a tax on period 2 consumption at the same rate t. The yield of the
tax on saving equals tS, and is obtained in period 1. The yield of the tax
on period 2 consumption equals t(1 + i)S and is obtained in period 2.

shOWil

t Viewed from the standpoint of general equilibrium, this implies that introduction
of the tax and resource withdrawal by the government does not affect the interest rate.
The transformation schedule is a straight line. If the interest rate changes, the shift
in the price line will not be parallel. (See p. 146.)
2 See, however p. 258, note 1.
1
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The present value of this yield equals tS, which is the same as for the tax
on saving.
Tax on Interest. Now let us compare a tax on interest with a tax on
saving that provides the same yield. Since the tax on saving is due in the
first period, the corresponding rates are such that t; = [(1
i)/i]t,, where
t; is the tax rate applicable to interest and t, is the tax rate applicable to
saving. 1 Imposed at corresponding rates so as to provide for equal yields
in terms of present value, a tax on future consumption is thus equivalent
to a tax on saving or a tax on interest.
General Income Tax. The general income tax is a composite of a tax on
wage income and a tax on interest income. While it discriminates against
future consumption, the required rate of tax-and hence the degree of
discrimination-is less than for interest income only.
After a general income tax of equal yield is imposed, the price line in
Figure 12-2 starts between E and A, and its slope falls between that of
AB and AJ. The new equilibrium again lies on EF. It must lie to the
right of G, the position under the tax on wage income only, since period 2
consumption is now discriminated against; and it must lie to the left of K,
the position under the tax on period 2 consumption, since discrimination
on period 2 consumption is now less severe.
Tax on Present Consumption. A tax on present consumption increases
the rate at which future consumption may be substituted for present
consumption. The slope of the price line is steepened. Let a tax on
period 1 consumption be applied so as to yield EA in terms of period 1
consumption. Still referring to Figure 12-2, the required rate is N A/OA,
set so that the new price line BN intersects EF at a point where BN is
tangent to an indifference curve. The new equilibrium is at P. Tax
yield is PQ = EA in terms of period 1 consumption. P must lie above
and to the left of G, since we now have a substitution effect adverse to
period 1 consumption; P must also lie to the left of the pre-tax equilibrium
C, since period 1 consumption will be reduced as the result of the tax.
However, P may be either below or above C, as period 2 consumption is
subject to the opposing forces of a favorable substitution and an adverse
income effect.
The potentially powerful substitution effect of a tax on present consumption is of great practical importance. It is of particular significance
for the case of war finance. Here, a temporary tax on consumption may
provide a powerful incentive to postpone consumption. In our twoperiod case, imposition of tax on consumption in period 1 at rate t raises

+

1 The yield from the tax on saving is obtained in the first period, and equals t,S.
The yield of the tax on interest is obtained in the second period, and equals t;iS. Its
value in terms of period 1 consumption equals t;[i/ (1 + i) ]S. It follows that for taxea
of equal yield t; = [(1 + i)/i]t,.
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+

the effective rate of interest from ito (i
t)/(1 - t).* With a market
rate of interest of 5 per cent and a tax rate of 50 per cent, the effective
rate of interest becomes 110 per cent. A temporary tax on consumption,
or spendings tax, therefore furnishes a much more powerful deterrent to
present consumption than could be provided by any practicable monetary
policy. Moreover, the rate of tax needed to secure a given reduction in
eonsumption will be lower under the tax on present consumption than
under any other taxes. This proves an important consideration in
cushioning the impact of war finance on work incentives. 1
Effects of Progression. The preceding discussion has been in terms of
proportional taxes. Where substitution effects are present, these will be
accentuated if a given yield is obtained from any particular taxpayer
under a progressive rate schedule. As noted before, the incomP. effect is a
function of the average rate of tax, while the substitution effect is a function of the marginal rate. Under a progressive formula, the marginal
rate is higher relative to the average rate than it is under a proportional
tax. 2

Saving for Consumption Only: Special Cases
.These general results may now be modified to meet certain special cases
of\consumer behavior. The assumption of zero net saving for both
periods as a whole is retained for the time being.
Target Saver. We shall begin with a householder who sets a fixed
target for his future level of consumption. He saves whatever part of
period 1 income is needed to secure a given consumption for period 2.
This is the hypothesis behind the familiar speculation that saving may be
related inversely rather than directly to the rate of interest.
The indifference pattern of the target saver consists of a series of
rectangular lines, such as BCD, GMD, and EHD in Figure 12-3, where OC
is the fixed amount of period 2 consumption. With a pre-tax income of
OA and a rate of interest equal to (OB - OA)/OA, the price line equals
AB, and the equilibrium is at H. Present consumption equals CH, and
future consumption equals OC. Now, a tax is imposed, designed to yield
FA in terms of period 1 consumption. With a tax on income excluding
interest, the price line shifts parallel to the left, as shown by FL, and the
new equilibrium is at M. Period 2 consumption remains unchanged at
• If Y is income, the effective rate of interest is
.
t,

=

(1

+ i)Y -

(1 - L)Y

(1 - t) y

1 Seep. 250.
SeeM. Friedman, "The Spendings Tax as a Wartime Measure," p. 50,
and K. E. Poole, "Problems of Administration and Equity," p. 63, both in American
Economic Review, vol. 23, no. 1, March, 1943.
'Seep. 241.
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OC, while period 1 consumption is reduced to OW.

The same result is
obtained with equal-yield taxes on future consumption, saving, or interest,
in which cases the price line shifts to AN; or by a tax on present consumption where the price line shifts to BR. The marginal rate of substitution
of present for future consumption equals zero, and the result is the same
in all cases.
Residual Saver. Next let us consider a householder with a fixed level
of present consumption. This residual saver uses whatever part of his
income is needed to meet a given consumption requirement in period 2
and saves what is left.
His indifference pattern consists of a series of rectangular lines such as
EHD, EMS, and ETA in Figure 12-4, where OTis the fixed amount of
TIMING OF CONSUMPTION: SPECIAL CASES
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period 1 consumption. The initial equilibrium is now at H. A tax on
income excluding interest shifts the price line to FL and the equilibrium
to M. An equal-yield tax on future consumption, saving, or interest
moves the price line to AN, and a tax on present consumption moves it to
BR. The marginal rate of substitution of future for present consumption
is again zero, and the outcome remains the same under all taxes. The
entire adjustment now is in period 2 consumption, just as in the previous
case it was in period 1.
Fixed-ratio Saver. Finally, consider a householder who spreads his
total consumption in a fixed ratio over the present and the future period.
His indifference pattern consists of a series of rectangular lines such as
GMS and EHD in Figure 12-5, whose corners are located on a straight
line through the origin, such as OZ. The initial equilibrium is now at H,
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and the new position under all the tax alternatives is again at M. As
before, the marginal rate of substitution between present and future consumption is zero, and it is a matter of indifference which type of tax is
used.
So far, we have assumed that the individual proceeds rationally and
fixes his time pattern in terms of consumption net of taxes. The results
differ if he operates under a tax illusion and insists upon saving a given
amount or a given fraction of his period 1 income without allowing for the
effect of various taxes upon the net (after tax) value of present or future
consumption. 1 Suppose that he saves a given fraction s of period 1
income Y1 • Under a tax of given yield on period 1 consumption, his
consumption in period 1 equals (1 - s) Y1 - T, and his consumption in
period 2 equals (1
i)sY1. The entire tax comes out of period 1 consumption. Under a tax of equal yield on period 2 consumption, his
consumption in period 2 equals (1
i)sY1- (1
i)T, and in period 1
equals (1 - s)Y1. Here the entire tax comes out of period 2 consumption. The results of a tax on income excluding interest now differ from
the results of a tax on present and future consumption, but are similar to
the results of a tax on present consumption. Given this tax illusion, the
effects simply depend on whether the tax is collected in period 1 or m
period 2.

+

+

+

Saving for Consumption and Accumulation
We shall now drop the assumption of zero saving for the two periods
as a whole and consider a householder concerned not only with arranging
his time stream of consumption between periods 1 and 2 but also with
perpetual accumulation as such. 2
The comparative effects of the various taxes now depend on the taxpayer's marginal rates of substitution between future consumption and
present consumption, accumulation and present consumption, and
accumulation and future consumption; and upon the way in which the
various taxes affect the rates at which these three alternative uses of
income may be exchanged for each other.
· In considering this more complex situation, let us return to the standard
pattern of behavior; but let us think in terms of a preference surface
involving accumulation as well as present and future consumption. A
1 These cases cannot be shown in terms of the preceding diagram, where the decision
between present and future consumption is in net terms.
2 The significant point in this connection is motivation, i.e., whether the taxpayer
saves with the intent of future consumption or for accumulation's sake. The fact that
estates are left is not necessarily a proof of saving for accumulation's sake, since death
may have occurred sooner than expected. Moreover, accumulation of an estate to
provide for the future consumption of heirs may be interpreted as saving for future
consumption rather than for accumulation.
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tax on income excluding interest is now the only one among our taxes that
involves no substitution effect. 1 The tax on present and future consumption that was previously in this category now discriminates in favor of
accumulation. Thus, saving will be increased if this tax is substituted
for the tax on income excluding interest. The same is true, and to a
greater degree, if a tax on total consumption is substituted for a tax
on total income.
A tax on interest or saving was shown previously to discriminate in
favor of present against future consumption. Thus the substitution
effect was adverse to saving. We can now add that the tax also discriminates in favor of present consumption against accumulation. The negative substitution effect on saving is reinforced.
Similarly, a tax on present consumption was shown previously to discriminate in favor of future against present consumption. The substitution effect was favorable to saving. We can now add that the tax also
discriminates in favor of accumulation against present consumption.
The positive substitution effect on saving is reinforced.
Also a tax on future consumption was shown previously to discriminate
in favor of present against future consumption. Here the substitution
effect was adverse to saving. Now, as accumulation is introduced, we
find that the tax discriminates against future consumption compared to
accumulation. Thus, saving for accumulation may be substituted for
saving for future consumpti.on, and the net impact of the substitution
effects depends upon the circumstances of the case.
Since accumulation is allowed for, let us note the effects of a property
tax. This tax may be translated again into a tax on property income. 2
Its effects on saving and consumption are similar to those of a tax on
interest. The distinction between old and new capital income from old
and new capital proved of considerable importance in dealing with taxation effects upon work effort, but it is not relevant in the present connection (if we disregard friction in the rearrangement of portfolios). A tax
on interest from an old investment or a property tax thereon constitutes
an inducement to dissave, just as a tax on interest from a new investment
or a property La,x thereon constitutes n deterrent to save. At the same
time, a tax on total property or pt·opcr~y income results in a higher level
of net saving (or a lower level of di ssaving) than a tax on the increment
only. Since the base will be larger, the marginal rate of tax on saving,
and hence the negative substitution effect will be less.
Other taxes can be fitted into this pattern and further motivations for
1 It will be recalled that the supply of labor is assumed to be fixed, so that substitution effects on leisure may be disregarded.
2 If the holding of non-income-earning property is allowed for, the two taxes will be
dissimilar. (See p. 325.)
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saving allowed for. Thus, death duties may be introduced and allowance made for saving designed to provide for one's heirs. Other simplifying assumptions of the preceding model might be removed. The twoperiod setting could be replaced with one allowing for the allocation of
consumption and income over the expected life span. Removal of the
assumption that there is only one consumer good opens the possibility for
selective excises. Their effects on saving will vary, depending on differences in the rates of substitution between present and future consumptioa
of various commodities. Finally, removal of the assumption of fixed effort
supply introduces the further choice between leisure, consumption (present and future), and accumulation. With this change, the income tax on
income other than interest joins the group of taxes with substitution
effects, and only the head tax remains to claim the distinction of
neutrality.
C. ADJUSTMENTS IN CONSUMPTION AND SAVING BY GROUP

We now turn to the effects of taxation on consumption and saving by
the group as a whole. Such effects are important in terms of aggregate
demand, capital formation , and so forth. But setting aside these broader
considerations for the moment, let us turn to the aggregate level of saving
and consumption that results if alternative taxes of equal yield are applied
to a given level of income. The present discussion thus remains in
partial-equilibrium terms, even though tax effects on the group's saving
and consumption level are considered.
When exploring these effects for the group as a whole, we must allow
for the fact that different types of taxes are paid by different people and
that different people react in different ways to any particular tax. This
applies to effects on consumption and saving no less than to effects on work
effort.

Income Effects
All taxes have an income effect, but they may or may not have a
substitution effect. As a result of the income effect, all taxes tend to
reduce consumption, saving for future consumption, and saving for
accumulation. This holds true since we may assume that present consumption, future consumption, and accumulation' are all superior goods.
However, the extent to which one or the other use of income is cut back
differs with different people. More specifically, we know from the study
of family budgets that the marginal propensity to save rises as we move up
in the income scale. In the absence of substitution effects, a dollar paid
by a taxpayer with a larger income tends to be reflected more heavily in
reduced saving than a dollar paid by a taxpayer with a smaller income.
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This principle permits us to draw certain conclusions regarding the
comparative impact of various taxes on consumption' and saving in the
absence of substitution effects. Thus, a progressive income tax reduces
saving more and consumption less than does a proportional tax. The
same holds for a proportional tax on income compared with one on consumption. We find from observation that consumption declines as a
fraction of income when moving up the income scale. Hence, a general
tax on consumption is regressive in terms of income. Similarly, it follows
from the composition of consumer budgets that a tax on necessities falls
more heavily on consumption than does a tax on luxuries. Analogous
conclusions apply regarding income taxes that differentiate between
different types of income. A proportional tax on wage income tends to
fall more heavily on consumption than a similar tax on capital income.
We learn through observation that the ratio of wage to capital income falls
when moving up the income scale. Therefore a proportional tax on wage
income is regressive, and a proportional tax on capital income is progressive, if the ratio of tax to total income is considered.
These conclusions may be subject to qualification or reversal after
substitution effects are allowed for, but let us disregard such possibilities
for the time being. The significance of differences in the consumption
impact of various taxes then depends upon the degree to which the marginal propensity to save rises as we move up the income scale. While
available data bear out the impression that the average propensity to
save rises sharply as we move up the income scale, the marginal propensity
shows a higher degree of stability than might be expected in view of
substantial differences in the average propensity. 1 On the basis of these
data, one may attempt to estimate the "initial" changes in consumption
and saving that result from various adjustments in the tax structure.
As poted before, subsequent multiplier effects or other effects on the level
of income before tax are disregarded for the time being.
To illustrate, we may compare the initial changes in consumption and
saving that would result from a $1 billion cut in the yield of the Federal
income tax secured, first, by a 3 per cent cut in all bracket rates and,
secondly, by a cut in rates so as to make the allocation of yield similar to
the estimated distribution of the tax burden under a general sales tax. 2
1 See, for instance, the findings of tho Annu.lLI , urvoy of Consumer Finances conducted by the Survey Resco.reh Centc1· of t.lLc University of Michigan for the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve Syst m. The l1t.St YC.'lJ" for which this particular
data has been published is 1950. See Federal Reserve Bulletin, September, 1951.
2 The underlying data refer to 1954, and may be found in my paper on "The Incidence of the Tax Structure and Its Effect on Consumption," Federal Tax Policy for
Economic Growth and Stability, Joint Committee on the Economic Report, 84th Cong.,
1st Sess., Nov. 9, 1953, pp. 96-113. Also see R. A. Musgrave and M. S. Painter,
"The Impact of Alternative Tax Structures on Personal Consumption and Saving,"
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Assuming sales taxes to be paid by the consumer, the tax relief under the
second policy is much more favorable to small incomes than under the
first policy. Yet the estimated gain in consumption is $825 million under
the second policy and $750 million under the first policy, the difference
being only 7.5 per cent of the total change in yield. 1 From this and
similar estimates, it appears that the importance of the relationship
between degree of progression and division of the tax bill between consumption and saving is easily overstated.
As noted before, this is true because the marginal propensity to save,
as evidenced by available budget studies, rlses only slightly when
moving up the income scale. The coexistence of a fairly constant marginal propensity to save with a sharply rising average propensity to save is
explained by the phenomenon of dissaving at the lower end of the income
scale.
The persistence of dissaving at this end of the scale is a rather puzzling
piece of information. 2 Recent budget studies suggest that it can be
explained in considerable part through dissaving by individuals who are
temporarily in lower-income brackets. Such dissaving by "temporary
losers" occurs throughout the income scale, but it is only in the lower
brackets that their dissaving outweighs the positive saving of others who
are more permanent inhabitants of these particular brackets.
The important question arises whether the results would differ-more
specifically, whether the quantitative importance of progression would
be increased-if the analysis could be based on data (as yet unavailable)
in which households with relatively stable incomes were separated from
Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 62, no. 4, pp. 47~499, August, 1948; and H.
Lubell, "Effects of Income Redistribution on Consumer Expenditures," American
Economic Review, vo!. 37, no. 1, pp. 157-170, March, 1947.
1 In arnving at this estimate, substitution effects are disregarded.
An income tax
paid on interest income is assumed to affect consumption in the same way as an income
tax paid on wage income, provided the incomes are of the same size. A sales tax paid
by the consumer is assumed to affect consumption in the same way as an equal amount
paid in income tax, provided, again, that both consumers. have the same income.
Moreover, the estimate is based on certain hypotheses with regard to incidence.
In particular, it is assumed that the sales tax is borne by the consumer and that no
money illusion arises. Some degree of justification for these hypotheses will be found
in the following pages, especially with regard to the incidence of excise taxes. However, they are hypotheses only. For an optimistic view, see R. A. Musgrave et a!.,
"Distribution of Tax Payments by Income Groups: A Case Study for Hl48," National
Tax Journal, vo!. 4, no. 1, pp. 1-53, March, 1951. For a skeptical appraisal, 3ee A. R.
Prest, "Statistical Calculations of Tax Burdens," Economica, New Ser., vol. 22, no. 87,
pp. 234-245, August, 1955.
2 The following discussion is based on suggestions by my colleague, Professor J.
Morgan.
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others with relatively unstable incomes. General considerations suggest
that this would not be the case.
Suppose that dissaving by income units at the bottom of the scale is less
for units with stable incomes than for the combined group. The hypothetical savings schedule for the stable group, therefore, lies higher at the
bottom of the scale than does the observed schedule for the combined
group. It does not follow from this that the marginal propensity to save
rises more sharply for the stable group when moving up the income scale.
While stable units are likely to have a higher propensity to save at lowincome ranges, they may also have a lower propensity to save at highincome ranges. Income uncertainty, which is one of the inducements to
save, is not present. Thus, separating out the stable group may result
merely in a pivoting of the savings schedule; the slope of the schedule may
change, but it may remain more or less a straight line. The marginal
propensity to save may again be fairly constant. There is no a priori
reason, therefore, why application of the observed savings schedule
(derived from the combined groups) to the stable group should either
over- or understate the differential in the savings impact of alternative
tax structures.
Turning now to spending units with fluctuating incomes, let us adopt
the hypothesis that consumption depends not only on present income
but also on the preceding income high. 1 Those who have dropped temporarily to low-income brackets consume more and save less (or dissave
more) than do stable units at the same income level. But this will not be
true for units with temporarily high incomes. Differences in the marginal
propensity to consume at various points in the income scale will be less,
therefore, for the unstable group than for the stable group. These
speculations suggest that application of the combined schedule to the
unstable group tends to exaggerate rather than understate the differences
in the savings impact of alternative tax structures.

Substitution Effects
Substitution effects must now be reintroduced. Considering these
effects on total saving for the group, we now have two reasons to expect
that a proportional tax on capital income will fall more heavily on saving
than will a tax on wage income. Not only is the former distributed more
progressively in terms of total income, but it also has a disincentive effect.
Comparison between a progressive tax and a proportional tax on capital
income leaves us with a doubtful result, since we are dealing with similar
sets of opposing forces, as noted previously in connection with the effects
1
See James S. Duesenberry, Income, Saving and the Theory of Consumer Behavior,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1949, especially chap. 5.
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of income taxation on work incentives. 1 However, allowance for sub·stitution effects gives added reason to expect that a progressive tax on
total income will bear more heavily on saving than a proportional tax.
This will be the case because under a progressive tax a larger part of the
total yield is drawn from capital income. 2 Similarly, allowance for the
substitution effect gives additional reason to expect that savings for the
group will be reduced more under a proportional tax on income than
undet; a proportional tax on present and future consumption.
While the direction of the substitution effect is clear in most cases, its
magnitude is not easily assessed. It would seem to be of minor importance if we compare a flat-rate tax on income with a fiat-rate tax on
consumption, and it may well remain of modest importance, even if
progression in the income tax is allowed for. At the same time, the
substitution effect may become most powerful in the case of a temporary
tax on consumption or a tax on present consumption only. 3
In concluding, we may note an important analytical difference between
the income and substitution effect. If the tax results in an income effect
only, any one taxpayer will reduce both consumption and saving.
Assuming the labor supply to be fixed, the sum of both reductions equals
his change in income or tax paid. Thus we can speak of the yield as being
divided initially between reduced consumption and reduced saving. If a
substitution effect is present, consumption may rise and saving may fall
(or vice versa). Combining both effects, the sum of changes in consumption and saving (which may move in opposite directions) still equals
yield, but the decrease in consumption or in saving taken by itself may
exceed yield. Indeed, substantial (if equal-sized) changes in consumption and saving may occur with a zero yield. The concept of yield, being
divided between consumption and saving, must be replaced by that of
taxation effects upon consumption and saving.
D. EFFECTS OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURES

As in the case of work incentives, consumer behavior may be affected
from the expenditure as well as from the tax side of the budget. This is of
particular importance in connection with transfer payments but may also
apply in the case of goods and service expenditures.
Transfer Payments

In a formal sense, transfers may again be looked upon as negative taxes.
Transfers that subsidize or match wage income are neutral with regard to
1

See p. 248. For purposes of the present discussion, the labor supply is held fixed.
This conclusion is supported further by the hypothesis that, within any income
group, people with high capital incomes will also be high savers.
3 Seep. 264.
2
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the choice between present consumption, future consumption, and
accumulation. Transfers that subsidize or match interest income are
neutral as between future consumption and accumulation, but discriminate against present consumption. This is the case if the government
offers debt at terms more favorable than the market demands. 1 Transfers that subsidize or match present and future consumption discriminate
against accumulation, and so forth.
Thus, the preceding analysis of taxation effects may be repeated in
reverse for the case of transfers. More interesting, however, is the fact
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that the typical transfer structure differs from that of taxes. The bulk of
transfers in the modern budget are part of the social security system. 2
These transfers provide for needs under certain contingencies such as old
age, ill health, or unemployment. They reduce the need for saving in
order to provide for future consumption in such contingencies, but they do
not change the terms of saving for purposes of accumulation.
Let us return to our two-period model. In Figure 12-6, OA is period 1
income, (OB - OA)/OA is the rate of interest, AB is the price line, and C
is the initial equilibrium. Now let us assume that certain benefit paySeep. 583.
I am indebted to Professor Elizabeth Liefman-Keil, with whom the following
problems have been discussed on various occasions.
1
2
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ments are introduced, providing for future consumption of OD. The
possible combinations available to the individual are now indicated by EF,
and the new equilibrium is at a point such as G. Period 1 consumption
rises from OH to OK, and saving is reduced from HA to KA. This is the
typical case of noncontributory social security benefits, where private
saving is reduced not by raising the rate at which present consumption
may be traded for future consumption but by providing for future consumption free of direct charge. The new equilibrium G lies to the right
of the pretransfer equilibrium C, provided that present and/or future
consumption is/are subject to decreasing marginal utility.
Now let us allow for the financing of benefit payments and assume,
first, that the operation is financed on a strictly contributory basis. Let
us also assume that the same rate of interest applies to both public and
private insurance. 1 In this case, the government imposes a tax on income
(interest excluded) at the rate of M A/OA, and the opportunities available
to the individual are now shown by LB. The individual will return to the
initial equilibrium at C. Private saving will equal HM, saving through
social insurance will equal MA, and total saving will remain unchanged
at HA. 2
There is the possibility that the saving provided for under the public
plan exceeds the private target. Thus, suppose that the public plan
provides future consumption ON, requiring an income tax rate of PA/OA.
The consumer must now choose among positions on QB, and will place
himself at Q, where private saving is zero. However, total saving, now all
in the form of saving through social insurance, is raised toP A.
Finally, we must reconsider the assumption, implicit in the preceding
argument, that all saving is homogeneous. The consumer may find that
compulsory saving (under insurance) falls short of his own target for one
type of saving (such as old age) while exceeding it for another (such as
illness). Unless savings for various purposes can be readily substituted
for each other, compulsory saving may force him to increase his total
saving. Thus it would not be surprising if a strictly contributory social
security system increases total saving by the group as a whole. 3
1 The term rate of interest as used here involves the yield of investment as well as
the actuarial cost of insurance.
2 If the public plan involves economies of scale not available to private finance, a
lesser rate of tax will do, and the new equilibrium will be between C and G. Total
saving will be increased. This, at least, will be true for our earlier assumptions of the
"standard case." For the special problem of the target saver the opposite result
applies.
3 Lord Keynes, in a lecture presented at the Federal Reserve Seminar in Washington in 1945, expressed the hope that the growth of social security would lead to a substantial decline in private saving, thus helping to avoid secular underemployment
without heavy reliance on deficit spending by government.
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Finally, let us consider a mixed system that is not on a strictly contributory basis. For a person who is subsidized on balance, the rate of
income tax required to finance OD of future consumption will be less than
MA/OA. The new equilibrium will lie between C and G, and his total
saving will decrease. The opposite holds for a person who loses on balance. The net effects of tax-transfer systems upon consumers as a group
thus depend upon the direction of the redistributional change and upon
differences in the reactions of consumers at various points in the income
scale. The role of progression again enters the picture. Assuming a
progressive tax to fall more heavily upon saving than a proportional tax,
a mixed system with an equalitarian element of redistribution will raise
total saving less than a contributory system, and may even reduce it.
One other aspect of the matter must be noted. Whatever the effect
upon the total level of saving, social insurance schemes-unless on a
strictly pay-as-you-go basis-involve a transfer of investible funds from
the private to the public sector, thus rendering public institutions a
governing factor in the capital markets. 1
Goods and Service Expenditures

The effects of goods and service expenditures on consumption and saving in the private sector may be explained in terms similar to those previously applied to effects on work incentives. 2 Public expenditures that
increase productivity may affect private saving via resulting changes in
the return to capital. Public expenditures that result in a free supply of
consumer goods may affect the division of income between present and
future consumption, depending on the relationship (complementary,
neutral, or rival) of these goods to privately purchased goods that are
consumed at present and in the future. The free supply of old-age homes
will affect savings patterns differently from the free supply of elementary
schools, for example. The approach to the problem is similar to that used
in the preceding chapter and need not be pursued again.
1
2

Seep. 527.
Seep. 254.

CHAPTER 13

Adjustments in price and output

We shall now turn to adjustments on the part of the business firm.
Taxes payable by the firm may be assessed on net receipts, gross receipts,
or cost payments-involving variable, fixed, or total cost. The firm's
adjustments may take the form of shortrrun changes in price and output
with a given plant capacity, or they may lead to long-run changes in
capacity. Similar adjustments may result in response to subsidies. In
the present chapter, we are concerned primarily with the short-run aspect
of adjustments and with adjustments in a partial-equilibrium setting.
The long-run aspect is taken up in the following chapter, and adjustments
in the general equilibrium will be examined thereafter.
A. TAX ON NET INCOME

We shall begin with a tax on business net income or profits. In the
United States tax structure, this means primarily the corporation income
tax, although the same principles apply to the taxation of income from
unincorporated business under the personal income tax.

Possible Types of Adjustment
Suppose that a tax on business profits is imposed. The firm may find
it profitable to maintain its price and output at pre-tax levels. A loss of
profits, proportional to the rate of tax, is accepted in the short run and
allocated in some fashion between dividends and retained earnings.
This may be followed in the long run by adjustments in the level and type
of capital investment. Or the firm may find it profitable to curtail output at once and to raise price. A third alternative is for the firm to pay
less for the materials or services it purchases. Each of these adjustments
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will give rise to further change. The final incidence and output effects
will differ, depending on what move is made initially.
The very nature of a tax on profits hinges on this initial adjustment.
To the extent that profits are cut, the tax on business profits belongs to the
family of taxes on capital income. It remains to be seen, in this case, how
the recipients of profits will adjust themselves, how investors will react
to the fall in profits, and how capital formation and the profit share are
affected in the long run. To the extent that prices are raised, the tax on
business profits is more or less similar in effect to a tax on gross receipts or
on consumer expenditures. Subsequent adjustments will take a different
path and lead to different results. To the extent that wages are reduced,
the consequences of the profit. tax are more or less similar to those of a
payroll tax, and further adjustments depend on the reaction of the wage
recipient. Unles~ the nature of the initial adjustment is known, little can
be said about the merits of a profits tax as a major component of the tax
structure, or about the merits of various proposals for integrating the
personal and the corporation income tax.
The Traditional Argument

Unfortunately, there is little empirical evidence on incidence of a
profits tax. With few exceptions, economists have argued that a tax on
profits cannot be shifted in the short run. Edgeworth, 1 for example, says,
"That taxation upon the profits of a monopolist cannot be shifted is
universally acknowledged." Yet businessmen have maintained stubbornly that they consider the tax a cost that is added to price.
The traditional argument has been that it is not advisable in the short
run to counter the imposition of a profits tax by adjustments in output
and price so as to absorb the tax in higher profits.
In order to maximize profits, the individual firm determines price and
output to equate marginal revenue and marginal cost. A tax on profits
does not change the position of the marginal revenue and cost schedules;
hence, it does not change the position of optimum price and output. This
will be the case, whatever the state of competition.
1
F. Y. Edgeworth, Papers Relating to Political Economy, Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,
London, 1925, vol. II, p. 97; also see A. Cournot, Researches into the Mathematical
Principles of the Theory of Wealth, ed. I. Fisher, The Macmillan Company, New York,
1938, p. 68 (first published 1838); Knut Wicksell, Finanztheoreiische Untersuchungen
und des Steuerwesen Schweden's, Jena, Germany, 1896, pp. 11-20; Edwin R. Seligman,
Studies in Public Finance, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1925, pp ..59-84; H.
Dalton, Principles of P1tblic Finance, 9th ed., Routledge and Kegan Paul, Ltd., London, 1936, pp. 81-85; Richard Goode, Corporation Income Tax, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, 1951, pp. 47-54. Also sec the Repm·t of the Commission on National
Debt and Taxation (Colwyn Report), H. M. Stationery Office, London, 1927, Hansard
2800.
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Under pure competition, a profits tax is without yield. The marginal
firm incurs no profits of any kind. Superior firms, whose cost of production is lower than that of marginal firms, do obtain efficiency earnings,
but these are in the nature of differential rents and, hence, costs to the
firms. Even if efficiency earnings were taxed as profits, no change in
supply would result. Being differential rents, such earnings are determined by, and are not determinants of, costs or price at the margin.
The monopolist as well does best to leave his price and output
unchanged and to surrender whatever fraction of his profits is taken from
him. 1 This will be desirable whether the tax is proportional or progressive, provided that the marginal rate falls short of 100 per cent.
Qualifications
The logic of the conventional argument is compelling if the underlying
assumptions are accepted. But they need be qualified in various ways.
Cost Elements in Tax Base. The traditional argument implies that
taxable net income under a profits tax excludes all cost items. This will
be the case only if the tax law permits deduction of all costs, taxable profits being computed as gross receipts minus costs. Without entering into
the technical aspects of income definition, let us consider briefly the role
of normal profits.
D. H. Robertson and others have suggested that the profits tax may be
shifted because it does not allow for such profits. 2 This group has argued
t Given the demand function for the monopolist p
function c = c(q), total revenue is given by

R

=

pq

=

p(q)q

C

=

cq

=

c(q)q

=

p(q) and the average cost

and total cost is given by
In equilibrium, R - C must be a maximum, so that equilibrium output is given by
dR _ dC
dq
dq

=

p(q)

+ qp'(q)

_ c(q) _ qc'(q)

=

0

After a profits tax at rate t is imposed, the monopolist maximizes (1 - t)(R - C),
which leaves us with the same condition for equilibrium output as before.
2 D. H. Robertson, "The Colwyn Committee, the Income Tax and the Price
Level," Economic Journal, 37, no. 142, December, 1927, pp. 566-581, reprinted in R.
A. Musgrave and Carl Shoup (eds.), Readings in the Econom1:cs of Taxation, American
Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1958. Also see
Duncan Black, The Incidence of Income Taxes, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1939,
chaps. 1-3.
Robertson's argument was directed primarily at Coates's statistical thesis before
the Colwyn Committee that wide variations of cost among firms within an industry
prove that price is determined by marginal (no-profit) firms; and that, therefore, the
tax is not shifted. See W. H. Coates, "Incidence of the Income Tax," Appendices to
the Report of the Commission on National Debt and Taxation, H. M. Stationary Office,
London, 1927, pp. 65-113.
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that the Marshallian concept of normal price, defined as the price required
to keep output unchanged, allows for normal profits, including a return to
capital as well as to wages of management. These returns, it is claimed,
are not rents. They are not determined by price but are cost payments
to factors, the supply of which is more or less elastic. They enter into the
cost schedule of the representative firm and are determinants of price.
Putting aside the somewhat ambiguous concept of the representative
firm, the argument says that a normal-profit component is included in the
cost schedule of all firms whose supply enters at the margin, and that a
tax thereon is a tax on cost.
Consider first the normal return to capital. In so far as fixed capital is
concerned, this is a long-run matter, as is Marshall's doctrine of normal
price. If necessary returns, such as rewards for waiting, the 'surrender of
liquidity, or risk are reduced by the tax-and it remains to be seen in the
following chapter how and whether this may be the case-the supply of
capital an<l risk taking will be curtailed. If the tax is partial, some firms
will leave the industry and move into fields that are not subject to tax,
thus equalizing returns net of tax. If the tax is general, this adjustment
is not needed. In either case, a restriction in the return to capital may
reduce the capital stock or may slow down its growth. This in turn may
affect real wages as well as profits. Such adjustments may come about in
the long run and must be distinguished from the proposition that profits
are reduced in the short run.
In the short run, the plant is given, and there is no normal return to
fixed capital. A return to capital must be paid only with regard to
working capital. 1 Thus, the tax affects cost in the short run, if no allowance is made for a normal return to working capital. Such is the case
when short-run capital is in equity form, since imputed interest may not
be deducted. Depending on the industry in question and on the financial
structure of the firm, the imputed return to working capital may be a
factor of some importance.
Another possible component of normal profits is wages of management.
Since the demanders and suppliers of such servi~es are frequently the
same people, we deal here with a highly administered price. Returns to
management, though wages by nature, are not easily distinguishable
from profits. On the whole, the definition of taxable profits in the
United States tax laws is such that ample allowance is made for this kind
of wages. Where allowance is not made, wages of management are
1 See E. Cary Brown, "The Corporate Income Tax in the Short Run," National Tax
Journal, vol. 2, no. 3, p. 240, September, 1954. A similar point is made by Shoup; see
note on p. 280. Also see Diran Bodenhorn, "The Shifting of the Corporation Income
Tax in a Growing Economy," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 70, no. 4, p. 563,
November, 1956.
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reduced by the profits tax, and the problem becomes one of effort supply.
If the tax is partial, management may move to tax-free industries unless
its wages are raised. If such movement is possible without much delay,
the tax may raise cost in the short run. If the tax is general, the total
supply of entrepreneurial effort may go up or down, with corresponding
adjustments in the firm's output and price. 1 This may enter in the
short run, where entrepreneurial effort relates to the degree of capacity
utilization, and in the long run where such effort relates to investment
decisions. In either case, wages of management are a highly administered
price, and. a tax thereon may be absorbed by other cost or profit
components. 2
Restraint in Profit Maximization. The conventional argument is based
on the assumption of profit maximization as the guiding objective in the
determination of price and output. This requires qualification.
Profit maximization by the 1110nopolist may not be a short- but a longrun objective. A firm may forego current profits or incur losses in order
to obtain control over a market by undercutting competitors or building
up good will. But this has no immediate bearing on our problem, provided that the profits tax is permanent. If profits are postponed, so are
taxes. If both are subject to the same discount, the decision to postpone
will not be influenced by the tax factor, provided that the tax rate is
expected to remain constant. The case differs where a change in tax rate
is expected. The profitability of foregoing profits now may be increased
by the expectation of a declining tax rate; or the importance of preserving
good will may be lessened by the expectation of .rising rates.
Moreover, a monopolist may exercise restraint in exploiting available
market opportunities. He may fear antitrust action if his profits, or the
size of his business, become too large; he may feel that excessive profits are
incompatible with his concept of a just price or socially responsible profit
margins; he may wish to forestall undesirable effects on wage policy; or he
may wish to fend off potential rivals. With administered prices based on
considerations of this kind, a tax on profits may lead the monopolist
to raise prices in order to restore profits to the proper level, as he sees itprovided that this level of profits after tax determines the desired degree
of restraint. How far the monopolist can go in recouping profits prior to
imposition of the tax will depend upon the structure of cost and demand a
1 Assuming the scale of output tp be related inversely to entrepreneurial leisure,
Boulding shows that a profits tax may either reduce or increase output. In this
argument, the tax on profits is treated essentially as a tax on wages. See Kenneth
Boulding, "The Incidence of a Profits Tax," American Economic Review, vol. 34, no. 3,
pp. 567-572, September, 1944.
2 Seep. 362.
3 In this connection, see Carl Shoup, "Incidence of the Corporation Income Tax:
Capital Structure and Turnover Rates," National Tax Journal, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 12-17,
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and upon the extent to which previous restraint kept him from making full
use of his profit potential.
The proposition that a tax on the seller is more likely to be shifted in a
seller's market than in a buyer's market is usually interpreted in terms of
various elasticities of supply and demand. As such it is applicable to a
tax on gross receipts rather than on profits. However, the argument may
be restated in terms of restraint in price policy. Suppose that price is set
so as to secure a limited profit net of tax. An increase in the rate of
profits tax in the boom wiU be passed on in full, since there exists an
ample margin of unused profits; and a reduction in the rate of tax will be
passed on in lower prices so as to avoid excessive profits. An increase in
the tax rate under conditions of depression will not affect price. Maximum profits after tax fall short of the limit set by restraint, and price
cannot be raised. Nor is a reduction in the tax passed on, provided that
the increment does not raise profits beyond the permissible limit. In a
position where maximum profits after tax just equal the permissible
amount, an increase in tax rate will not be reflected in a change in price,
but a reduction in tax rate will lead to a cut in price.
Monopolistic Competition. Further exceptions to the conventional
reasoning may arise from market structures that involve various types of
imperfections.
In a market characterized by a small number of sellers supplying a
standardized product, price will be set somewhere between the competitive price and the monopoly price, but there is no way of telling just where
it will come to rest. The solution depends on the strategy pursued by the
participating firms. If they are fully aware of each other's reaction, they
may agree to set a monopoly price and share the profits. If they pay no
attention to each other, a competitive price may result. Or there may be
no stable solution, and price may continue to oscillate.
Imposition of a profits tax will leave unaffected the two limiting price
positions. If our oligopolists acted like competitors, they would reach
the competitive price that is unaffected by the tax; if they acted as a
single monopolist, they would remain at the initial monopoly position.
Therefore, if the tax is to have an effect on oligopoly price, it must affect
the particular in-between position at which the various sellers choose to
settle. Imposition of a tax may do this if the tax acts as a signal to
individual firms that price can be raised without retaliatory action by
competitors. And removal of a tax may act as a warning that others will
March, 1948, reprinted in Musgrave and Shoup, op. cit. Shoup assumes that the firm
attempts to recover t he tax by raising price and that its ability to do so depends on
the percentage increase in gross receipts required to restore the absolute level of pretax profits. This increase in turn depends on the rate of turnover ann the composition
of capital between equity and borrowed capital.
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reduce their price, thus forcing any one seller to conform. Again, there
is a distinct possibility, quite within the framework of conventional price
theory, for a profits tax to lead to price adjustments.
No such exception arises in the case of product differentiation with a
large number of firms. 1 Monopoly profits are absent in this case, and the
argument is similar to that which was used for the competitive industry.
No profits are reaped, and no tax will be due. The presence of advertising costs does not change the situation. The margin up to which such
costs prove worthwhile remains unchanged by the tax.
Where product differentiation is combined with a small number of
firms, monopoly profits may prevail. As in the case of pure oligopoly,
the tax does not change the limits between which the price can be set.
The only way in which the tax can affect price determination is to act as a
signal that a price increase can be introduced with impunity or that a
decrease in the rival's price is in the offing.
Collective Bargaining. Let us now consider possible effects of a profits
tax on the wage bargain. In a purely competitive labor market, the wage
rate equals the marginal-revenue product of labor at the optimum output.
If this output is not changed by the imposition of the tax, the wage rate
remains unchanged as well. In a situation where the employer occupies
a monopolistic position in the labor market, labor may be paid less than
its marginal-value product, but the optimal wage rate and output are
again unaffected by the tax. Nor will the wage rate be affected if the
union occupies a monopoly position in labor supply but carries on a
conditional bargain. Thus, the union may set the wage rate, while
leaving it to the firm to set output and employment. Introduction of the
tax will not change the volume of employment offered by the firm at any
given wage rate, and hence it will not affect the union's choice among
available combinations.
Now consider a union policy that not only sets the wage rate but also
demands that an annual bonus equal to a given fraction of profits should
be added to the annual wages bill. If this bonus is defined as a fraction of
profits after tax, an increase in the rate of tax will reduce the bonus. In
this case, the tax is partially shifted backward. If the bonus is defined
as a fraction of profits before tax, 2 an increase in the tax will leave the
bonus unaffected. However, the increase in tax rate permits the firm to
recoup a larger part of the bonus in the form of tax savings. In neither
case does the demand for such a bonus change optimum price; and in
~see E. H. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition, 5th ed., Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1948, especially chap. 5.
2 This is the plan proposed by the United Auto Workers in January, 1958, subject to
the further qualification that the "tax" which .the union imposes applies to excess
profits o~ly.
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neither case does the existence of such a bonus permit the firm to pass the
tax on to the consumer.
The situation is changed if the union presents the firm with a package
proposal that specifies both wage rate and level of employment. Bargaining on an ali-or-nothing basis, the union demands that the firm accept
this package or shut down. 1 In such a case, the firm is reduced to an
agent of the union, which determines output as well as factor prices.
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Hours of leisure----Hours of work
Fw. 13-1. Profits tax with ali-or-nothing bargaining.

Such a situation is shown in Figure 13-1. 2 Total profits and/or wages
are measured vertically, while leisure is measured horizontally. Assuming a given total leisure in the absence of work, the leisure axis may be
translated readily into an employment axis, hours worked being measured
from the right to the left. The revenue curve OAB shows the total
1 On the problem of ali-or-nothing bargaining, see W. Fellner, Competition among the
Pew, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New York, 1949, chap. 10, and especially appendix 1; and
\V. Lcontief, "Pure Theory of the Guaranteed Annual Wage Contract," Journal of
Political Economy, vol. 59, no. 1, pp. 76-79, February, 1946.
2 The figure is similar to the diagram that Boulding uses in explaining entrepreneurial IJ.,hrwior. (See text p. 280.)
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return, available for profits and wages (after deducting other shares),
which is obtained at various levels of leisure; the indifference curves show
the union's preference between income and leisure.
Suppo e first, that th union wishes to exploit its position to the utmost,
leaving the firm -without profits. Tf OAB shows the wages-plus-profits
bill availa-b l at va.rious levels of employment and output, the best choice
is at A. No profits accrue to the firm. This however, is hardly a possible
position for the union to take, since tbe firm would then shut down.
Thus the union will find it necessary to leave the firm with sorne profits.
Suppose that the firm is to be left with a given ammmt of pt·ofi Lf;, say,
AC. The wage bill at different level of o·u tput or leisure is shown by
curve DF E, derived by deducting A I rom OAR. Tbe wage nl.l,e itt the
old level of output is reduced. The union now chooses a point such as F
as the best available position. Depending on whether a reduction in the
wage rate increases or reduces work effort, F will lie to the left or to the
right of A.
Now let a profits tax oft be imposed. Had it been possible to remain
at A, introduction of the tax would not have mattered. Profits and,
therefore, the tax would be zero. Since AC of profits remain, imposition
of the tax calls for reconsideration of union policy. Let us suppose, now,
that the union wishes to maintain net profits for the firm at AC. In this
case, gross profits must be raised toGA = !AC. The reduced wage bill
available at various levels of output or leisure is shown by HGL, obtained
by deducting GA from OAB. The best available combination will now be
at a point such as M. If preferences are such that Flies to the right of A,
then M lies to the right of F. Imposition of the tax leads to a reduction
in work and a corresponding increase in leisure. Output is reduced, and
the price of the product is increased. The opposite result of an increase
in output and a reduction in price occurs if we assume that a reduction in
the wage rate raises work effort. Under this assumption the indifference
curves are such that F falls to the left of A, and M to the left ofF. Either
result is possible.
An alternative union policy may be to set permissible profits as a
fraction of wages plus net profits. If the ratio of profits to wages plus
profits is set at NA/VA, the available levels of the wage bill prior to tax
are given by ONB. In this case, the union will respond to the imposition
of the tax by reducing ONB by one-third, so as to maintain a constant
ratio of net profits to net profits plus wages. Whatever the particular
union policy, it is evident that short-run changes in price may result.
To be sure, the case of ali-or-nothing bargaining is too extreme a
position. Strikes are costly, and the union i_s not all-powerful. There
may be some competition in labor supply and less-than-perfect competition among employers. The situation may be one of bilateral monopoly,
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where the firm is able to counter the union with its own demands, thus
involving a compromise solution. Ability to pay will be but one among
other considerations in the determination of wage demands, and its
weight will vary. Nevertheless, considerations of this sort are frequently
present. Where they apply, a profits tax may give rise to adjustments in
price and output.
Average-cost Pricing. The preceding considerations go far in qualifying the conventional conclusion that the corporation tax cannot lead to
price adjustments in the short run. Yet they are wholly compatible with
the basic principles of profit maximization and with what may be referred
to as the academic theory of the firm. We must still note, however, a
quite different approach, which rejects the conventional conclusion of
shifting because the entire framework of underlying price theory is held
to be unrealistic. This is the "practical" man's View. Businessmen, it
is argued, do not know their marginal-revenue and cost schedules.
Hence, they cannot set their price where MR equals MC. What is more,
they do not attempt to do so but follow a procedure of setting price so as
to cover average cost, with allowar:Je for a proper profit margin. As far
as the profits tax is concerned, this margin is likely to be net of tax, so that
the tax is considered as a cost and is added to price. 1
This argument, at least in its cruder form, involves a misunderstanding
rather than a critique of conventional price theory. 2 The proposition
that profits are maximized where MR equals MC is not so much a description of intended behavior as a statement of the condition of successful
behavior. The question is not whether actual business calculations are
based on just this formula, but whether actual pricing policies lead to a
result approximating that obtained by the profit-maximization formuln,.
Obviously, the average business man does not have at his disposal a
neat set of marginal-cost and -revenue data. There is considerable
uncert::tinty involved. Bench marks and rules of thumb, rather than
1 Richard Goode, Corporation Income Tax, John Wiley·& Sons, Inc., New York,
1951, p. 50, quotes from Accounting for Income Taxes, American Institute of Accountants, Committee on Accounting Procedure, Accounting Research Bulletin 23, 1944,
as follows: "Income taxes are an expense which should be allocated when necessary
and practicable to income and other accounts, as other expenses are allocated."
2 See R. L. Hall and C. J. Hitch, "Price Theory and Business Behaviour," Oxford
Economic Papers, no. 2, pp. 12- 45, May, 1939; E. A. G. Robinson, "The Pricing of
Manufactured Products," Economic Journal, vol. 60, pp. 771-781; December, 1950;
A. Silbertson, "The Pricing of Manufactured Products," and E. A. G. Robinson,
"Rejoinder," both in Economic Journal, vol. 61, no. 242, pp. 426-433, June, 1951; E.
H. Chamberlin, "Full Cost and Monopolistic Competition," and Joan Robinson," A
Comment," both in Economic Journal, vol. 62, no. 246, pp. 318-326, June, 1952.
For an attempt to rationalize the businessman's view, see "\V. J. Eiteman, Price
Determination, Bureau of Business Research, Report no. 16, University of Michigan
Press, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1949, and the bibliography there given.
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precise calculations, apply. The outcome is an approximation only, but
there is little evidence to think that it is not an approximation to maximum profits. The process of approximation may involve a" customary"
profit margin to be added to average cost; but average cost may not differ
greatly from marginal cost over the relevant range, and the customary
margin is not fixed for all time and every occasion. It depends, in turn,
on market factors. While sluggish and discontinuous in adjustment, the
margin is likely to adapt itself to drastic changes in the condition of the
market. In other words, it is an approximation to the optimum price. 1
If it were not, one would have to reconsider the claim that the market
mechanism is an efficient allocation device.
The preceding conclusions regarding the effects of a tax on price are not
qualified greatly. As long as the cost-plus price is an approximation of
optimum price, firms would be foolish to raise the margin by including the
tax. If the margin happens to be in agreement with the optimum priceand, a fortiori, if it is above the optimum price-such inclusion would
only reduce profits net of tax. Only if the margin is below the optimum
price is there a gain in raising it. In this case, the widening of the margin
is desirable with or without tax. It would come aboht sooner or later, and
introduction of the tax merely speeds up the timing of the adjustment.

Conclusions
The traditional rule that a profits tax cannot give rise to short-run
adjustments in price remains a good point of departure, but hardly more.
Without falling back upon the "practical" argument that businessmen
do not act this way, we find a variety of situations where the tax may lead
to adjustments in price and output. These include the return to working
capital, monopoly pricing under restraint, oligopoly pricing, and situations of collective bargaining where the firm's ability to pay is taken into
consideration. Possibilities such as these throw considerable doubt on
the conventional position that price policy remains unaffected in the short
run. In addition, there are' the long-run considerations where the tax
may act upon the supply of capital and entrepreneurship. On balance,
the theoretical argument lends more support to the moderate conclusions
that short-run adjustments in price (1) play a significant role, and (2)
that a part of the tax is passed on, than it lends to the extreme position
that no such adjustments occur. 2
'See Tibor Scitovsky, Welfare and Competition, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1951, especially chaps. 11 and 13.
2 Thinking along these lines, I have assumed in other connections that approximately one-third of the tax is shifted. This, to be sure, is rather arbitrary, but less
extreme than the usual hypothesis that the entire tax falls on profits. See Musgrave
eta!., "Distribution of Tax Payments by Income Groups: A Case Study for 1948,"
National Tax .[ournal, vol. 4, no. 1, pp. 1-53, March, 1951.
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However, the theoretical case is far from conclusive. There remains
a crying need for empirical investigatwn. 1 Historically, while periods of
high tax rates have most often been periods of high profits after taxwitness the forties and fifties-this is no proof that shifting has occurred.
Yet we know that much the larger part of the yield of the corporation tax
is derived from industries in which administered prices prevail in both the
product and the labor markets. We know that business executives in
large enterprises are not unaware of the social and political implications of
excessive profit margins, and we know that union policy is aware of considerations of ability to pay. The conditions in which shifting of this
type might occur are widely met, and probably some of it does occur.
B. TAXES ON UNIT OF OUTPUT AND GROSS INCOME

The second type of business tax to be considered is the tax on gross
receipts and its cousin, the tax per unit of sale. These taxes are usually
treated under the joint heading of sales or excise taxes. Both drive a
wedge between price and factor payments, but they differ as to base.
One is assessed on gross receipts, and is a function of price, while the other
is assessed on the unit of output, and constitutes a constant addition to
variable costs.
Economists have paid a good deal of attention to these taxes. "There
is scarcely any economic principle," observes Marshall, "which cannot
be aptly illustrated by a discussion of the shifting of the effects of some
taxes . . I. • " 2 And, one might add, there is scarcely any tax which offers
so inviting a playground for price theory as the sales tax. No wonder,
then, that the adjustment of individual firms to such taxes has been
discussed at great length by price theorists. This sport was resumed with
new vigor in the 1930s as price theory was restated in terms of imperfect
and monopolistic competition. Nevertheless, the matter is not so clear as
it might be, and a survey of the major issues is in order. 8 Our discussion
1 For beginnings in this direction see W. N. Coates, appendix A, Report of the Commission on National Debt and Taxation, H. M. Stationery Office, London, 1927,
Hansard 2800; Eugene M. Lcrnor nnd Eltlon S. Ilondriokaon, " Fc>dornl Taxes on
Corporate Income and tho Rate of Return on lnvcalmcnt. in Manufnciu riu~, 1927-52,"
National 'l'a:t. Joumal, vol. 9, no. a, pp. 193-202, &ptmlthor, 1050; til . A. Adelman,
"The Corporate Income 1'ax in the t.onp; Run," Jourttal of Pnlilirnl Er!momy, vol. 65,
no. 2, pp. 151-157, April 1957.
2 Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, 8th ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1930, p. 413.
' For the first intensive treatment, see A. Cournot, Researches into the Mathematical
Prinriples of the Theory nf IVtw./lh, ed. l. I~isltcr, fJ\rmillan, Hl:lS, l'hiiJl. H (first published
in 1838); also see F. Y. IJ:dgowonh, Papers Rdating lo f'o.lilic<~l Ecoii01tl y, Macmillan &
Co., Ltd., London, 1925, pp. 14-21; unci Knut Wi!'l<.~~oll. F'i11mt :lhrcrrl1~~rlu Untersuchun-
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is limited, for the time being, to the partial-equilibrium aspects of the
problem, dealing with adjustments to a tax imposed on a particular
industry or firm. General-equilibrium aspects of sales taxation will be
examined later on.
Diagrammatic View
By way of introduction, let us look at the problem briefly in diagrammatic terms. 1 To simplify the interpretation, all demand and cost
schedules in Figures 13-2 to 13-5 are drawn as straight lines, but the
diagrams may be adjusted readily for nonlinear schedules.

Dollor.s

ADJUI::lTMENT TO UNIT TAX
Dollars
B
D

0
Units

Fro. 13-2. Competitive industry.

Units

Fro. 13-3. Monopoly.

Unit Tax. When a unit tax is imposed, unit cost rises by a constant
amount for all levels of output. The tax, therefore, may be thought of as
causing a parallel upward shift in the average-cost schedule; or it may be
looked upon as causing a similar downward shift in the average-revenue
schedule. The diagrams follow the latter i"nterpretation.
The adjustment to a unit tax by a competitive industry is shown in
Figure 13-2. Let AB be the industry demand schedule before tax, and
CD the industry demand schedule after tax. The vertical distance
between the two, orB minus D, is the unit tax. EF is the supply schedule
for the industry. 2 The pre-tax price is at Po, and the post-tax price is
ym1 ttnd das Stcuilrwesen S chweden'.,, .Te:n11., Germntiy, 18!)6, pp. 10- 21. For excer•pLs
l' t•om Lhc~c iL\lt.hors see Musgmv r.utd Shoup, op. tit. lo'or Jttot•e recent Lroa tmcn ts, sec
OLLo von M e ring, 7'he Shifting andJncide tiC6 of TcJ.X.(.l.tion, Riolu:u·d D. Irwin, Jnl\.1 Homewood, Ill., L042, ,•)u1.pl:l. 3 und -1; ::tnd John F. Due, 'l'l,c 7'hcoru of I n mdencc of S ales
'J'axat·ion, King's 'rown Press, New ork, 1942, wl1 re an extensive bibliograpl1y
is given.
1 For an intensive diagrammatic treatment, see Due, op. cit.
2
This supply schedule may be looked upon as the sum of the marginal-cost schedules of individual firms if we consider the short run; or as an average-total-cost
schedule if we consider the long run.
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at P 1. The increase in price P1 minus Po depends on the slopes of the
supply and demand schedules. This will be seen by rotating the two
schedules around Mo. In the case of constant cost, the increase in price
equals the unit tax. In the case of increasing cost, shown in Figure 13-2,
the increase in price falls short of the tax. This reflects the cushioning
effect of the reduction in unit cost with declining output. The increase
in price due to tax rises as the absolute slope of t~te demand schedule is
increased and as the a bsolute slope of the supply schedule is decreased.
For decreasing cost, these relationships ·are reversed.
The corresponding adjustment for a monopolist is shown in Figure 13-3,
where AB and KB are the average- and marginal-revenue schedules
before Lax, CD :;u1.d TID are t h cot·re.· pondlng schedul es L'lit r ta x, nnd EF
i. the marginal-cost sch dule. The pr -Lax price is Po.
f r lt ts.x is
imposed, th e monopolist equ at · · mu.rgiual net, revenue wiLlt margirtal co t,
:1.0d the new price is at. P 1· As bef re, Lhe re uI tillig i ncreo.~:~e in pric
depends upon the slopes of the co ·t a nd demnnd sched ulcs.
ha nges in
t.he slopes of th ese schedules aiTecL t he iu cr ~s in price in Lhe su.m direction ns they do in 1he camp t::iLive case. For eha.nges in the slope of t he
margined-cost schedule, this effect is a.gniu readil y . e n by rota ting t he
schedule around 111 oin Figure 13-3. Tho increas, in pr ice now fall s sh rt
of the tax for both constant and increasing cost; and it may fall short of,
or exceed, the tax for decreasing cost. Regarding changes in the slope of
the demand schedule, the diagrammatic case is less easily interpreted. 1
As will be shown presently, the increase in monopoly price throughout
equals one-half that obtained under pure competition.
Ad Valorem Tax. The ad valorem tax is a constant fraction of price.
The value of the tax per unit of output varies with price. Diagrammatically, this tax cannot be expressed as a change in the cost schedule,
but appears as a pivoting down to the left of the demand schedule.
The resulting adjustment for a competitive industry is shown in Figure
13-4. The industry demand schedule before tax equals AB, and the net
demand schedule, after imposition of a 50 per cent ad valorem tax, equals
AD. If EF is the supply schedule, pre-tax price equals Po, and post-tax
prjce eq uals P 1• T he eli cts of changes iJ1 tho slopes of the t wo scb dules
upon t he cha nges in p rice are similar in direction t o th os inclicat d fo t· the
unit tax, bu Lt h e intercepts ot ilie two schedules now cn t r u.s additionlll
deten nining fact ors. F or conditions of con stant, cost t he inc rease in
price again equa ls the Lax per u nit at Lhe post-tax level of out put; and t he
1 If the slope of AR in Fig. l :l-3 is steepened nt Mo, thnf. of KB will be steepened at
N, and the in lerRe<:Lion of the now net J.Oarginal-revonu.c lino wiLh Efl rm wl, he l.o Lbc
right of R. 'rh ordin nt . of tl1i11 intcrsect.ion t.hu in rCMcfi. Siucc the post-tax price
equa l!! Z/(1 - r) whero r iH tim Lnx rale and Z is tho ordinute of t he iulerse,•t.ion wit h
Eft, the post-lax priced', nmet. inereiUle aR the !!lope of AB is st,eepencd.
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increase in price varies with unit cost. The increase in price falls short
of this amount for increasing cost and exceeds it for decreasing cost.

Dollars

ADJUSTMENT TO AD VALOREM TAX
Dollars

B

B

F
F

0

Q 1 Q0
Units

A

FIG. 13-4. Competitive industry .

0

0 1 Q0 K
Units
Fw. 13-5. Monopoly.

. The corresponding adjustment for a monopolist is shown in Figure 13-5,
and similar observations apply. The effectfl of chang s in the slopes of the
marginal-cost schedule upon price ar simllt~r in direcLion to those which
applied under the unit tax. For conditions of constant and increasing
cost, the increase in price, or P1 minus Po, falls short of the amount of tax
paid per unit at the new output, or P1 minus G; and for decreasing cost,
the increase in price exceeds this amount. The interpretation of changes
in the demand schedule is again difficult to undertake in diagrammatic
terms. 1 Throughout, the increase in monopoly price again equals onehalf that of the competitive case; The general results are similar to those
for the unit tax, but the underlying relationships are more complex.
Algebraic Treatment with Linear Functions: Unit Tax

While the general story can be told in diagrammatic terms, not all these
conclusions can be drawn with sufficient 'precision. A more precise statement of the underlying relationships is needed. In the case of linear
demand and cost. IunctiOllS, tt tatement. may be given algebraically in
terms of finit tliCferences-an approach not wit.bout its advantage. A
more general formul ation f Hows the linea•· treatment.
Pure Competition. We shall begin with a unit tax, to be applied first to
an industry operating under pure competition, and then to monop1 H t he avoro.ge-revcnuo schedule AB is roLnted n.r und J1f in l<'ig. 13-5, we e.xpecience n change in 1-he pl'e·lax priue 1md output no lcll!l than in th e post.-tux prioe tmd

output. 11', instead, we think of the mnrglunl-rtweuuc sch edu le J(B na being rolr1 L d
IU'ound N, prc-t.tlx output r maim~ unohnngcd, bu t pre-tn..x pr•icc is clmn ged. Thu.s,
no simple detcrmiuo.lion of uhu.ngcs in price is possibl from the cllngrnm.
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oly. Given the demand function p = a + bx and the supply function
s = d + ex, let us assume that a unit tax of amount t is imposed. We
readily obtain the expression
Ap

b
=-t
b-e

(13-1)

which describes the relationship between change in price t:..p and unit
tax t.*
Note that Ap depends upon the slopes of the demand and supply functions only. The intercepts a and d do not appear as determinants of Apl
whose value is the same for revenue and cost schedules of given slopes,
independent of their intercepts and the pre-tax price. For constant cost,
we have e = 0 and
(13-2)
Ap = t
For increasing cost, we have b < 0 and e > 0, hence 0 < [b/(b - e)J < 1,
and Ap < t. The value of Ap will vary directly with lbl (the absolute
value of b independent of sign) and inversely with e. For decreasing cost,
we have b < 0 and e < 0, as well as the stability condition jbj > jej. It
follows that [b/(b - e)] > 1, and Ap > t. The value of Ap now varies
directly with e and inversely with \b\.
The values of b and e define the slopes of the demand and supply functions. They must not be confused with elasticities. However, for the
present case the one may be translated readily into the other. As the
demand schedule in Figure 13-2 is rotated around the initial equilibrium
M o, an increase in the slope implies a doCJ·ease in elllsLicity for outputs
slightly below Qo. The direct relatio11ship between the slope of the
demand schedule and Ap reflects an inverse relationship between elasticity
and t:..p. Similarly, the inverse relationship bet.ween t:..p and t.he slope of
the supply schedule under increasing cost implies a direct relationship
between Ap and elasticity.
The ratio of unit tax to price increase, or (P 1 - G)/(PI - Po) in Figure
*The initial equilibrium output for the industry is given by the condition
a+ bx = d +ex,

which, by solving for x and substituting into the demllJld cquat.ion, givC8
price po = a

+ b ea- db.

becomes AR =a

Uti

Ihe initial

After the unit tax is imptlaod, the net, revenue schedv.Ie

+ bx

- t, where tis the unit tax. T he new equili brium is given by
Solving for x, we obtain the new output, and substituting into
the demand equation, we obtain the new price p 1 = a
b[(a - d - t)/(e -b)].
Finally, we obtain the change in price as Ap = p, - po = [b/(b - e)]t. If we deal
a

+ bx

-

t =d

+ ex.

+

with a change in the rate of t ax rather than with the introduction of a new tax, we
may substitute At for t.
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13-2, equals (e, + ed)/e,, where e, is the elasticity of supply and ed is the
elasticity of demand. This follows, since ed/ e, = (Po - G)/ (P r - Po).*
Monopoly. Turning now to the case of monopoly, we begin with the
demand function p = a
bx and the cost function c = d
ex. As a
unit tax t is introduced, the resulting change in monopoly price is defined
by
b
(13-3)
tlp = 2(b - e) t

+

+

which equals one-half the change for the competitive case. 1
*A similar approach is taken by Dalton, whose concern is with the ratio

P, -Po
Po - G

e,

=

ea

Interpreting P 1 - Po as the buyers' share in the tax burden, and Po - Gas the sellers'
share, Dalton concludes that the burden is divided between buyers and sellers in the
,ratio of t.he elMLicity of supply to Lhc clMticiLy of rl mo.nd. See H. DuHon, Pr~ndp!e8
of Publir fi'?:flamce, \)th eel., Routl<ldgc nnd Regllll .Paul, Ltd., London, 193G, )J. 73.
The interpretation of (Pa - Po)/(Pu - G) aa indiaa.ti.ng ihe way in which the burden of Lho ln:: is divided ril!Uil b handled with cMe, since it applie!i to a strictly
plliti..<t.l.-equilibrium setting only. On the buyers' side, loss of col18umo.r surplus and
changes iu o~hcr prices lliU disregarded. On the sellers' side, fauLors c~ngagcd in lhc
lnxed inthLSLI')' may move ~o ot,hcr indu.slriru;, and Lhe loss of prooeods equal to l'o(J 1, GQ 1 is offse in part 'by gai.na from employment in tux-free industries.
1 Let the monopolist's average-revenue schedule before tax be AR = a + bx.
His
total-revenue schedule is R = ax + bx 2 , and his marginal-revenue schedule is
dR

- = a + 2bx
dx

Similarly, we have the average-unit-cost schedule AC = d +ex, and the marginalcost schedule dC/dx = d + 2ex. For the present case of linear schedules, the slope
of the marginal schedule is twice that of the average schedule.
Output at the pre-tax equilibrium is determined by equating marginal revenue and
marginal cost, so that
a + 2bx = d + 2ex
which, solving for x and substituting into the demand equation, gives us the pre-tax
price po as
a-d
Po = a + b [ 2 (e _ b)

J

The equilibrium output after imposition of a unit tax t is determined by
a

+ 2bx

- t

=

d

+ 2ex

which, solving for x and substituting into the demand equation, gives us the new price,
Pr as
P•

=a+ b [a2 ~ ~ ~/]

The change in price is obtained as
P• - Po

=

tJ.p

b

= 2(/1 -

e)

t
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For conditions of constant cost, we have e = 0, so that

!t

!::.p =

(13-4)

For conditions of variable cost, !::.p depends upon the value of ejb.
will be seen readily if we rewrite equation (13-3) as

This

1

(e/b)] t

!::.p = 2[1 -

ln the case o.f increu~ing cost, we bn.ve I! < 0 < e, so that e/h < .0.
Hence !::.p <it. Th
<tl.u of l::.p varies dir•ctly with lui nnd invm·sely
with je j. In the case of decrea ing cost, we have b < 0 > c, so hat
e/b > 0. H ence, if e/b = -}, then !::.p = t; if t < e/b < 1, th n t::.p > t;
n.nd if 0 < e/b < t, then t::.p < t. The value of Ap now varies clireo~ly
with lei and inversely with jbj.
T he position rea.cheu niter adjustment to th tnx mtty b one where the
rnonopolistsufforsJosscsbutcooLinu s in penJ,Li<>n. 'u·hwillb t.heouse
in he short run, provided thnt nverag' ne'l. reY '11116 al ih optimum oufrput does not fo.ll short of av mge Vllriuble cos . lf iL d es, lo . swill be
minimized by ceasing operation.

Algebraic Treatment with Linear Functions: Ad Valorem Tax
Pure Competition. Using the same demand and supply function as
before, the resulting change in price for the competitive industry is now
given by
1::. = b [ r(bd - ae)
- ]
(13-5)
p
(e - W + r(eb - b2 )
where r is the rate of ad valorem tax. 1
1

The change in price for the case of

As shown in the starred footnote on page 291, the pre-tax price is

a-d

Po =a+ b e _ b

After the imposition of the tax, equilibrium output is determined hy the
(1 -

r)(a

+ bx)

and the new price is
p1 = a
By dcd 'u cting po from p1 we obtain
.1

+b

~onclition

= d +ex

e~ ~~ =~)

_ b[
r (/1d - ae) - ]
p (1' - b) 2
r(rl• - I>')

+

If we deal with an increase in tax rat her than the introduction of a new tax, we
obtain
_ b[
.lr(btl - ae)
.1p (e- b)'+ (rio- b2 )(r 0
r 1) + r~r 1 1>•

+

where ro is the old rate of tax and r1 the new rate.

J
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constant cost is
!J.p =

dr
1- r

(13-6)

the increase in price varying directly with average cost. This differs from
the case of the unit tax, where we found that !J.p is independent of d.
However, the increase in price is again equal to the tax per unit at the new
output. 1 For conditions of variable cost, !J.p now depends on the intercepts as well as on the slopes of the two schedules. The former did not
enter in Lhe cuse of the unit tax. For conditions of increasing cost, we
have b < 0 and e > 0. The increase in price varies directly with a, d,
and lblo.nd inv rsely wiLh ld . We have !J.p < rp1, the inerense in price
falling short of the to.x per unit at the new out.put. z For conditions of
decreasing cost, we have b < 0, e < 0, and lbl > lei. The increase in
price varies directly with d and lei, and inversely with a and !bl. We now
have !J.p > rp 1 , the increase in price exceeding the tax per unit at the new
output. 3
Monopoly. Fm~ the caRe of monopoly, the increase in price due to ad
valorem tax is
b[
r(bd - ae)
(13-7)
!J.p = 2 (e·= b) 2 + r(eb - b2 )

J

and is again one-half that of the competitive solution in equation (13-5) . 4
'The tax per unit at the new output is
1'PI

2

r(a

=

+ b a -rb ra_ b

d)

=

dr
1- r

=

!!.p

Tho difference between tax per unit of output and increase in price is now
rp, - !!.p

=

r (a

+ b ae -+ rarb --

d)
[
r(bd - ea)
b - b (e - b) 2
r(eb - b2 )

+

J

Under conditions of increasing cost, where e > 0, this expression will be >O.
3 We have e < 0 and jbj > lei, so that rp, !!.p, as defined on p. 293, note 1,
becomes negative.
• The pre-tax price as shown on p. 292, note 1, is

b(a- -d)
e- b

po =a+-

2

The equilibrium output after imposition of the tax is now given by
(1-r)(a +2bx) =d+2ex

so that the post-tax price is
PI = a

and

b[

!!..p =

2

ra- d)
+ 2b(ae + rb - b
r(bd - ae)
(e - b)2 + r(eb - b2 )

J
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The effects of changes in the slopes and intercepts of the two schedules
are similar in direction to those noted in the preceding discussion of
equation (13-5). Under conditions of constant cost, we obtain
1

!:l.p

dr

(13-8)

= 21- r

The tax per unit at the new output now exceeds the increase in price, and
the excess varies directly with the intercept of the demand schedule. 1
Under conditions of variable cost, the relation between !:l.p and changes in
the slopes and intercepts of the two schedules are again the same in
direction as for the competitive case. For conditions of increasing cost,
the increase in price again falls short of the tax per unit of output. 2 For
conditions of decreasing cost, the tax per unit of output may again exceed,
equal, or fall short of the increase in price.

The General Case: Unit Tax
We shall now drop the assumption of linear demand and cost functions
and restate the problem in general terms.
Pure Competition. Let us begin with the adjustment of a competitive
industry to a unit tax. If p = p(q) is the demand function, and c = 8(q)
the supply function, we obtain
dp
dt

where t is the unit tax. 3
1

p'(q)
p'(q) - 8 1 (q)

(13-9)

This corresponds to the linear formulation of

The difference between tax per unit of output and increase in price is

rp 1
2

=

-

!J.p

=

r(a

+-b2 a

- ra - d)

rb - b

1 dr
- -21
---r =

ar
2

-

>0

The difference between tax per unit of output and increase in price is now
TPt -

!J.p

=

r(a

b a - ra -

+ 2 e + rb

d) -

- b

b[

2 (~ -

r(b(/ - eu)

b) '

+ r(Bii

-

/1 1)

J

If rp 1 - !J.p > 0 for the competitive case (see p. 294, note 2), then it must hold also
for the present case, since the positive a in the first term r emains unchanged, while the
other terms are halved.
3 The industry will be in equilibrium after imposition of a unit tax t where
p(q) - s(q) - t = 0

Differentiating with respect to t, we obtain the change in equilibrium output as t
changes:
dq
1
dt = p'(q) - s'(q)
Differentiating the demand function p

=

p(q) with respect to t, we obtain the change
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equation (13-1) above, where p'(q) = b and s'(q) = e.* In the case of
constant cost, s'(q) = 0 so that dp/dt = 1. In the case of increasing cost,
we have p'(q)

<0 <

s'(q) and the stability condition (apja;;(q_}_ s'(q)

<

O.t

Hence, dpjdt varies directly with p'(q) and inversely with s'(q), and
dp/dt < 1. In the case of decreasing cost, we have p'(q) < 0 > s'(q) and
IP'(q)l > ls'(q)l. Hence, dpjdt varies directly with ls'(q)l and inversely
with IP'(q)l, and dp/dt > 1.
Monopoly. We now turn to the case of monopoly. If p = p(q) is the
monopolist's demand function, and c = c(q) is his cost function before
imposition of a unit tax, we obtain

dp
dt

2

[1-

1

c'(q)J
p'(q)

+ _q_
[p"(q)
p'(q)

(13-10)

- c"(q)]

where t is again the unit tax. 1 Whereas dpjdt in the competitive case
depended on the slopes of the revenue and cost schedules only, the

- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - -

-

in price as t changPs:
dp

dt

'

dq

= p (q) dt

and by substituting for dqjdt from the preceding equation:
dp

p'(q)
p'(q) - s'(q)

dt

*In the linear formulation, we have dealt with the introduction of a new tax so that
in eq. (13-1).
t See Paul A. Samuelson, Foundations of Economic Analysis, Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1947, p. 18. In the linear case, this condition reduces to

t

= t:.t

lei
fbf=Tel
< 0.
1

Given the demand function for the monopolist
p = p(q)

and the average-cost function, after imposition of a unit tax,
c = c(q)

+t

total revenue is given by
R

=

pq = p(q)q

and total cost by
C

= cq = c(q)q

+ tq

In equilibrium, R - C must he at a maximum, so that equilibrium output is given by
dR - dC

dq

dq

= p(q)

+ qp'(q)

- c(q) - qc'(q) - t = 0

Differentiating with respect to t, we obtain the change in equilibrium output with a
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monopoly case involves second-order terms as well. The simple relationship between the competitive and the monopoly solution-according to
which the increase in price for the latter is one-half the increase for the
former-holds for the linear case only.
In the linear case, the second-order terms vanish so that

dp p'(q)
dt - 2[p'(q) - c'(q)]

(13-11)

which corresponds to equation (13-3) above. For conditions of constant
cost, c'(q) = 0 so that dp/dl = t· For co11ditions of inc1·easing cost,

~~~~) < 0

1

hence dp/dt

< .;.

For conditions of decreasing co t,

· dp - 1 'f c'(q) - 1 dp
In t·h·1s case, we obtam
dt - 1 p' (q) - 2' dt

dp

dt

<

1 if 0

>

;;~~~ > 0.

1 't' 1
J

1
d
2 < p'c'(q)
(q) < , an

< c'(q) < .!.
p'(q)

2

The General Case: Ad Valorem Tax

Pure Competition. We now turn to the adjustment of a competitive
industry to an ad valorem tax. Given the demand function p = p(q)
and the supply function c = s(q), we obtain
dp p(q)
dr - (1 - r) - s'(q)/p'(q)
where r is the ad valorem rate of tax. 1

(13-12)

This corresponds to the linear

change in t aa
dq
dt = 2[p'(q) - c'(q)]

1

+ q[p"(q)

- c"(q)]

Differentiating the demand function with respect to t, we obtain the change in price
as t changes:
dp
dt

=

p'(q) dq
dt

and by substituting for dq/dt from the preceding equation:
1

dp

dt
1

=

2[1- p'(q)
c'(q)] + _q_ [p"(q)- c"(q)]
p'(q)

The equilibrium condition after imposition of an ad valorem tax at rate r is given

by
p(q)(1 - r) - s(q) = 0

The change in the equilibrium quantity with respect to r is
dq

dr

=

p(q)
(1 - r)p'(q)- s'(q)

The change in equilibrium price with respect to r is
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formulation of equation (13-5).* In the case of increasing cost, s'(q) >
0 > p'(q) so that dpjdr varies directly with IP'(q)l and inversely with
ls'(q)l. In the case of decreasing cost, s'(q) < 0 > p'(q) so that dp/dr
varies directly with Is' ( q) I and inversely with IP' ( q) 1. In the case of
constant cost, equation (13-12) reduces to
dp
dr

=

p(q)
1- r

(13-13)

which corresponds to the linear solution of equation (13-6).t
Monopoly. In the case of monopoly, we have the demand function
p = p(q) and the cost function c = c(q). We obtain
dp p'(q)[p(q) + qp'(q)J
dr - 2[p'(q)(1 - r) - c'(q)] + q[p"(q)(1 - r) - c"(q)J

for the general case. 1

(13-14)

In the linear case, the second-order terms drop out,
dp '( ) dq
dr - p q dr

Substituting for dq/dr from the preceding equation, we obtain
dp
dr

p(q)

(l - r) - s'(q)/p'(q)

*Substituting p(q) = a + [b(a - d)JI(e - b), and s'(q) = e, and p'(q) = b . into
eq. (13-12), we obtain the linear solution of eq. (13-5) above.
t Substituting po = a + [b(a - d)/(e- b)] into (13-13) and setting e = 0, we obtain
the linear solution of eq. (13-6).
1 Given the demand function before tax p = p(q), we now have the net revenue
function after tax n = p(q)(l - r). The cost function again is c = c(q). Total net
revenue is N = p(q)(l - r)q, and total cost is C = c(q)q. In equilibrium, N - C
must be at a maximum so that equilibrium output is determined by
dN

dC

dq

dq

----c - -

=

+ q(1

p(q)(l - r)

- r)p'(q) - c(q) - qc'(q)

=

0

Differentiat.ing with respect to r, we obtain the change in equilibrium output with a
change in r:
dq

p(q)

dr =

2[p'(q)(1 - r) -

c'(q)]

+ qp'(q)
+ q[p"(g)(l-

r) -

c"(q)]

We now turn to the determination of dp/dr. Rewriting the net revenue function as
n = n(q,r), we have p = [1/(1 - r)]n(q,r). Differentiating for p with respect to r,
we obtain
dp
I
dq
dr = p (q) dr

Substituting the above value for dq/dr, we obtain
dp

iii=

p'(q)[p(q)

2[p'(q)(l- r) - c'(q)]

+ qp'(q)]
+ q[p"(q)(l- 1·)c"(q)]
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dp
dr

p(q)

+ qp'(q)
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(13-15)

z[c1- r)- c'(q)J
p'(q)

which is similar to equation (13-7). 1 For increasing cost, dp/dr again
varies directly with IP'(q)l and inversely with lc'(q)l; and for decreasing
cost, it varies directly with lc' (q) I and inversely with IP' (q) 1. For constant
cost, we now have
dp - p(q)
qp'(q)
(13-16)
dr 2(1 - r)

+

corresponding to equation

(13~8). 2

Monopolistic Competition
Similar principles may be applied to market structures other than pure
competition and monopoly. Consider first a group of firms selling a
differentiated product under conditions of free entry. The equilibrium
position will be one where AR = AC, the group-demand schedule being
tangent to the average-cost curve of the individual firm. Now suppose
that a unit t ax is imposed. Assuming the old output for the group to be
maintained, the net (after tax) demand schedule for the individual firm
will shift to the left. Each firm will contract output, and some may
cease operation. As output for the group is reduced, the net demand
schedule for the individual firm rises, permitting it to recover part of the
prcvio uH decli11 . Eventua lly, 11 11 w q uilibrium is rcaoh ed whcr •, for
rutch fit'tll , a 11 w net avorage-revenu Bchedule is again t aJlgon LLo the now
n.vcrn,ge-C:<.l sL , chedule. 3 Assumin g consLtm t cost for the group and u
pamll ol : llifj, in th dema nd schedule for each linn , l;he pt·icc for each finn
will ri ·o hy th n.mount of Lax.4 1f lh group operates under conditions
of variable cost, the increase in price may exceed or fall short of the tax.
1\loreover, cost conditions may differ between firms, and individual firms
1

Substituting p(q)

=

a

+ b Z(bd-a
_ e)'

q

=

d-a

b Z(b _ e)' c'(q) = e, and p'(q) = b

into (13-15), we obtain the formulation of (.13-7).
2
Substituting as in the preceding note, eq. (13-16) reduces to the earlier formulation of eq. (13-8).
3
See E. H. Chamberlin, "The Theory of Monopolistic Corn petition, 5th ed., Harvard
Univ raily Pn.>t<R, tLmhridg<', Mass., i948, p . 81.
i &
Ot;Lo von l crin g, 'J 'hc .cihi]tin(T o.nd ill•:id!'lll'f' of 'l'mcatitm, R it hMd D. lrw iu,
Iut: ., Hom •wood, Til ., l!NO, pp. 71-77. Sec nlso Jolm 1•' . Due's lreahuent of exc i ~ll
lmws in monopo.listic ~.:o m pet iti on , '/'he T heory of J uridnw~ of S nlrq 'J'a•"'linll, King's
Crnwn Pre-';8, Nf:'w York, 111<:12, rep riu U'd in H. A. M usgrave nnd Cnrl Shou p (cds.),
Rorulinus 1:n lite EconomicB of 'l'axaUnn, A mc ri!'l~n E•:onomi11 Aa.~o!'ial ion, Ric-h llrrl D.
Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1958.
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may be confronted with different changes in demand. The price may
rise by more than the tax for some firms and by less than the tax for
others.
The difficulty of predicting the outcome is increased further: when we
consider a combination of small numbers and product differentiation.
As noted befor(, the solution for the case of closed entry is affected by the
tax only to the extent that the tax itself changes oligopoly behavior, that
is, acts as a signal for concerted action for a revision of prevailing price
positions.
Special Cases
A number of special problems in price adjustment to excise taxes arise
in the case of particular demand or supply situations, and may be noted
here.
ADJUSTMENT TO UNIT TAX: SPECIAL CASES

E
Units

Fw. 13-6. Unit tax with kinked demand

Units
Fw. 13-7. Unit tax with kinked supply

schedule.

schedule.

Kinked Demand Schedule. Let us first consider the case of a monopolist confronted with a kinked demand schedule, leaving the marginalrevenue schedule undefined over a range bounded by the two extreme
values. 1 Now suppose that the marginal-cost schedule intersects marginal revenue within the undefined range.
Such a situation is shown in Figure 13-6, where AB and BCDE are the
1 See Paul M. Sweezy, "Dem11nd under Conditions of Oligopoly," Journal of Political J!Jconorny, vol. 17, no. 4, pp. 568-573, August, 1939, reprinted in, Readings in Price
'l'llcory, Amoricnn EcoJlOrni Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill.,
1952, pp. 40·1- 409.
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average- and marginal-revenue schedules before tax, and FG is a monopolist's marginal-cost schedule. Po is the pre-tax price. As a unit tax of
HK is imposed, the marginal-cost schedule shifts toLM, but price remains
at Po. The same result is obtained with an ad valorem tax.
Inelastic Supply. A similar situation arises where the average-cost
schedule is kinked and supply is wholly inelastic over the relevant range.
Such a situation is shown in Figure 13-7, where AB and EB are the
average- and marginal-revenue schedules, FHKG is the monopolist's
marginal-cost schedule before tax, and LNRM is the marginal-cost schedule after unit tax HN. The tax again leaves price and output unchanged.
This explains why an excise on scarce articles, imposed in a situation of
acute shortage, might be equivalent in effect to a tax on profits. 1
"Peculiar" Cases of Value. Edgeworth, in his discussion of excise
incidence, reaches the usual conclusion that such taxes tend to impose a
burden on both sides of the market, under either competition or monopoly.
The extreme instances of wholly inelastic demand or supply are considered
li.miting cases rather than exceptions to the rule.
Edgeworth's main contribution rests with the treatment of special
cases-"peculiar" or "anomalous," as Mill called them-which provide
significant exceptions to the general rule, These are the cases of products
with correlated demands or costs. Under competition, two propositions
are advanced. If the demand for product X is independent of th.e
demand for Y, a tax on X will raise the price of X and reduce the price
of Y, provided that they are rival in production; a tax on X will raise the
price of both X and Y, provided that the two ru·e compl m nL~Ll"Y in
production. Similarly, if X andY are independent. in production, u. Lax
on X will raise the price of X and reduce the pdc of Y, if Lhe two are
complementary in demand; a tax will raise the pdoe of boLh, if they u.re
rival in demand.
Under monopoly, Edgeworth notes that "if a monopolist supply two
commodities for which the demand is correlated, that is either rival or
complementary, then a tax on one commodity may benefit the consumers
of both." 2 If the products are rival in demand, this result may come
n,bout regardless of cost conditions. This is the famous Edgeworth
paradox. A small ad valorem tax imposed on the gross receipts obtained
from first-class passenger traffic may lead the railroad to reduce the fares
for both first- and third-class traffic. 3 The case of independent demand
1 See von Mering, op. cit., p. 34; and Economic Report of the President, January,
1951, p. 106. Also sec F. Y. Edgeworth, Papers Relating to Political Economy, val. II.
Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1925, p. 90.
2 Edgeworth, op. cit., val. II, pp. 93 and 399.
a As first-class fares are raised initially, passengers will shift to third class. This
drives up third-class fares. Management will provide then more third-class facilities,
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but correlated production similarly leads to special results. If X and Y
are independent in demand but rival in production, a tax on X will raise
the price of X; but unlike the competitive case, the tax need not reduce
the price of Y. If X and Y are independent in demand but complementary in production, a tax on X will raise the price of X; butunlike
the competitive case, the tax need not raise the price of Y.
In fact, all products are more or less interdependent in production as
well as in demand, and it is this interdependence which determines the
relative changes in factor and product prices that result from the imposition of a discriminatory tax. More will be said about this when the
general-equilibrium aspects of incidence are considered.

Comparison of Unit and Ad Valorem Taxes of Equal Yield
Suppose that a given yield is to be obtained from an excise on a particular product. The question is whether this should be done by way of a
unit tax or an ad valorem tax. In practice, the choice mo,y be determined
largely by considerations of administrative feasibility, but let us suppose
that both means of taxation are possible. On grounds of economic
efficiency, we prefer that tax which obtains the desired yield with a lesser
increase in price. 1 This calls for a comparison in the increase in price
that results from an ad valorem and a unit tax of equal yield. 2
which drives down third-class fares. Suppose that third-class fares fall, on balance.
This will call for a downward reduction in first-class fares. At the end of the adjustment process, both fares may be belo~ their original level.
For a restatement of the argument and an attempt to define the conditions under
which it holds, see H. Hotelling, "Edgeworth Taxation Paradox and the Nature of
Dem~nd and Supply Functions," Journal of Politi ql Ecorwmy, voL 40, no. 5, pJ1. 577616, October, 1932. In his review of the Edgeworili p11radox, H. Ilo~Qiling c:onclurles
t.hAt ~h sn.me result may be obtllined under competition, provided tha.t tho two product.~ arc rivo. Lin p roduction. He concludes Lhnt " there is no basis known nt prP.llent
for d!\nying that Edgeworth's ph uomenon may pertain to a large proportion of
ordinary situn.tionM, or for affirming that it. is, in his laugun.ge, 'n. Jn re cu:dosum' "
(p. 583). AlBo IJQc Mar~in J. Btlil•y, ".Edgewort.h's Tn.xation Ptwadox and the Nttture
of Ocmand Punctions," Ecotwmetrica, vol. 22, no. 1, pp. 72- 76, Jaontlry, 1951 .
) This conelusion is subjceL Lo c rtain oondiLions noted in ou:r ca~lio r compar-ison
hctween an iucome and an excise tax. (Sec p. 1-12.)
2 The argument of this section follows D. B. Suits and R. A. Musgrave, "Ad
Valorem and Unit Taxes Compared," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 67, no. 4,
pp. 598-604, October, 1953.
The compari~on bo.tween equ~tl -yicld Ln.xea is dif!cussed with similar •onclusions by
Kuut Wickllcll, FiJwnztlu;orcll~cile Un!ersuchungtn~ tmd das Slc-!lerwoscll Schw~:~.lm's,
Jcna, Germany, .1896, p. 20. It, rnusL be distingnishe! l from lhc I ss sign.ificn.n L ·ompiLr:lson bot,we •n t.axes Lhttt impose the aru:ne burden at tile iuit,iuJ p1·icc. This hltter
comparison is emphn.si11cd by John Due, The Tllt.Ory of J lwi(lcnu of Sa.lM 'l'a:w.tion,
King'~ Crown Press, Now York, 1942, pp. 13- 21, note 19.
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Competition. In the case of competition, a pair of unit and ad valorem
taxes that provide the same yield also result in the same final price. In
both cases, price exceeds cost by the tax per unit at the new output.
In equilibrium, average revenue minus tax per unit must be the same for
both types of tax if the yield is to be the same. Hence, output and price
must be the same as well.
This is seen readily in Figure 13-8. A unit tax of FE is imposed, which
shifts the net average-revenue schedule from AB to GH. The price rises
from Po to Pr, and the yield is equal to DEFPr. To obtain the same
yield from an ad valorem tax, the new net revenue schedule AC must
intersect the marginal-cost schedule at the same point E.
COMPARISON OF UNIT AND AD VALOREM TAX UNDER COMPETITION
Dollars

Dollars

B

c
0

Q2 G
A
Units
FIG. 13-8. Taxes of equal yield.
Q1

Ql

Qo G
A
Units
FIG. 13-9. Taxes of equal initial burden.

Moreover, it is evident that a unit and an ad valorem tax that provide
the same yield involve a higher burden at the initial price under the unit
tax. At the initial price Po, tp.e unit tax equals MK, whereas the ad
valorem tax equals LK, which is less. This holds true because the unit
tax involves a parallel shift in the demand schedule, whereas the ad
valorem tax involves a pivoting of the schedule.
If we compare a unit tax and an ad valorem tax that impose the same
burden at the initial price, the resulting increase in price will be larger
under the ad valorem tax. This is illustrated in Figure 13-9. The
revenue and cost schedules are the same as in Figure 13-8, and the same
unit tax is applied. The ad valorem tax is adjusted so as to impose the
same burden at the initial price. For this purpose, the net revenue schedule AC is drawn so as to intersect HG at L. The price now rises to P 2 and
exceeds Pr, the price reached under the unit tax. The rise in price follows
from the difference in the slopes of the .two net revenue schedules.
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Monopoly. For the case of monopoly, the yield from any given unit
tax is always smaller than the yield from an ad valorem tax that results
in the same final output and price.
Let AB and DB in Figure 13-10 be the average- and marginal-revenue
schedules before tax, with MC the marginal-cost schedule. After imposition of a unit tax equal to BV, the net average- and marginal-revenue
schedules become FV and TV, respectively. The equilibrium output
after tax equals Q1, and the price is P 1. The tax yield Y 1 equals the area
KLMP1. For an ad valorem tax to result in the same price and output,
the marginal-revenue schedule net of ad valorem tax must pass through
point N. The schedule is shown by DS. The corresponding net average

FIG. 13-10. Comparison of equal-yield taxes under monopoly.

revenue schedule is AS. The equilibrium output after tax is unchanged
at Q1, and the price unchanged at P 1, but the tax yield Y, is the area
HRMP1. This is larger than the unit tax yield, as it includes the area
KLMP1.*
The maximum yield that may be obtained from a unit tax is smaller
than the maximum yield possible from an ad valorem tax. This follows
directly from the preceding proposition. Since for every unit tax the ad
valorem tax leading to the same price has a higher yield, the higher yield
must also be obtained from that unit tax which gains the maximum possible unit yield.
Finally, if the same yield is obtained from a unit tax and an ad valorem

* To state the matter in general terms, suppose that a tax of t dollars per unit has
been imposed, with the result that the monopolist maximizes profits at output x, and
price P•· At this output, marginal cost equals marginal revenue net of tax:
MC(x,)

=

MR(x,) - t

Now let the unit tax t be replaced by an ad valorem tax at rate r (fraction of gross
revenue), which tax results in the same final price and output. Therefore, the mar-
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tax, the new price will be higher (and the output smaller) under the unit
tax. This is true because, up to a maximum yield, any increase in yield
is accompanied by an increase in price. If an ad valorem tax results in a
given yield, the unit tax that results in the same price and output gives
a lesser yield. To obtain the same yield with a unit tax, the resulting
price must be higher. 1
We conclude, therefore, that the choice between the two taxes is a
ginal-revenue net of tax still equals marginal production cost at output x 1 :
MC(x 1) = MR(x 1)

-

rMR(x1 )

Equating the right-hand sides of the two equations and solving for r, we obtain

t
r = MR(x,)

The yield of the unit tax is given ·as

Y,

=tXt

while the yield of the ad valorem tax is

t

Y, = rp.x, = MR(x,) p.x,

The difference between the ad valorem yield and the yield of the unit tax will then be

Since the yield of the unit tax (tx 1) is positive, and since price exceeds marginal
revenue, the right side of the last expression is positive, and the yield of the ad valorem
tax exceeds that of the unit tax. This proof also applies to the competitive case. If
price equals marginal revenue, the right side of the last expression is zero, and the
yields are equal.
The ad valorem tax rate r is here defined as a per cent of gross revenue. Instead,
tax laws may define a rate that applies to gross revenue net of tax. If 8 is such a tax
rate, we simply substitute 8 for r, where 8 = r/(1 - r). The above propositions hold
whether the tax is defined by 8 or r, and the proofs are similar.
1 Instead of comparing taxes of equal yield, we may compare an ad valorem tax
and a unit tax imposing the same burden at the initial price. Let us denote the final
price achieved under the two taxes asp, and p,, respectively. Given a matched pair
of rates r (the ad valorem rate) and t (the unit rate) so that r = t/p 0 , we find that
Pt = p, under pure competition. Under monopoly there is always a matched pair of
rates for which P• > p,; but there are matched pairs of rates for which p, ;:::; p 1 only if
there is some point on the demand schedule where the corresponding value of the
marginal revenue equals or exceeds p 0 •
With linear revenue and cost schedules, the rate of unit tax at which yield is a maximum will be that at which marginal revenue is equal to p 0 • If the rate is increased
further, yield falls. Therefore, given linear marginal-cost and average-revenue
schedules, and assuming rates not to be pushed beyond the maximum yield, p 1 will
always exceed p,; that is to say, the final price will always be higher under the unit
tax. See Suits and Musgrave, op. cit., p. 603.

.
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matter of indifference under competition but that the ad valorem tax is the
more efficient approach in the case of monopoly. If a general tax on a
number of products is considered, the ad valorem tax may be preferable
in the competitive case as well, since the ratio of tax per unit to price
will be uniform.
C. TAXES ON COST PAYMENTS

The third family of taxes that may be imposed on the firm consists of
taxes on cost payments. Such taxes may be applied to total cost, variable
cost, or fixed cost; and they may be general or restricted to costs arising
from the purchase of certain factors only.
Ad Valorem Tax on Total Unit Cost

Competition. We shall begin with a general ad valorem tax on total
unit cost and long-run adjustments thereto. Under competition, an
GENERAL AD VALOREM TAX ON COST PAYMENTS
Dollars

Dollars

B

B

D

0

A

Units
FIG. 13-11. Competitive industry.

Units
FIG. 13-12. Monopoly.

ad valorem tax on total unit cost must result in the same price as an ad
valorem tax on revenue of equal yield. The difference between average
revenue before tax and average cost before tax must be the same for both
types of tax if the yield is to be the same. Hence, output and price must
also be the same. If the rate of tax on revenue or demand equals 7'd, the
equivalent rate of tax on cost is given by rc = rd/(1 - rd). This follows
because under the tax on revenue at rate rd, we have in equilibrium
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(1 - rd)AR = AC, and under the tax on cost at rate r., we have
AR = (1 + rc)AC.
The result is illustrated in Figure 13-11. Let AB be the industry
demand schedule and CD the long-run supply schedule before tax, with
price at P 0 • An ad valorem tax on average revenue is imposed, swinging
the net average-revenue schedule to AE and moving price to P 1 • Next,
let an ad valorem tax on cost be imposed, raising the supply schedule to
FG. The price is again at P1, and yield in both cases equals HKLP 1 •
For conditions of increasing cost, the increase in price due to an ad
valorem tax on cost becomes larger as the demand schedule is rotated
around M and its slope is increased, and as the supply schedule is rotated
around M and its slope is reduced. These relationships are similar to
those which applied to the ad valorem tax on revenue. Given the
average-revenuefunctionp =a+ bxand thesupplyfunctions = d +ex
as before, we obtain
~ = b
rc(db - ae)
(13-17)
p
(e- b) 2 + rc(e 2 - eb)
as the change in price in response to a tax on cost at rate r,.l By substituting rd =r;j(1 + rc) this may be converted into the ad valorem case of
equation (13-5).
For the general case we now obtain 2
dp
drc = 1 - (1

s(q)

+ r.)[s'(q)jp'(q)]

(13-18)

Equation (13-18) may be reconciled similarly with the ad valorem tax on
revenue presented in equation (13-12). The relationships between
changes in the slope of the two schedules and changes in price are similar
to ~hose noted in the case of an ad valorem tax on revenue.
1

As shown in the footnote on p. 291, the price before tax for the linear case is

a-d
Po= a+ be_ b
After the ad valorem tax on cost is imposed, the new equilibrium output is determined
by
a+ bx = (1 + rc)(d +ex)
which, by solving for x and substituting into the demand equation, gives us the
after-ta.x price
_ +ba-d- dr,
Pl - a
er, + e - b
We thus have

t:.p = b

or

t:.

= b
p

2

(a - d - dr,
er, + e- b

-d)
e - b

_a

r,(db - ae)
(e - b) 2 + r,(e 2 - eb)

The change in the equilibrium quantity with respect to r is
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Monopoly. Turning now to the monopolist, the change in price subsequent to an ad valorem tax on cost is
A _ b
rc(bd - ea)
p
2 (e - b)2 rc(e 2 -

+

eb)

(13-19)

for the linear case. 1 The change is again one-half that obtained under
competition.
As in the case of competition, a tax on cost at rate rc results in the same
price as a tax on gross receipts at rate rd, where rc = rd/(1 - rd). * This
is illustrated in Figure 13-12, where AB and HB are the average- and
marginal-revenue schedules, CD is the marginal-cost schedule, and Po is
the price before tax. After an ad valorem tax of 50 per cent on revenue,
the marginal-revenue schedule swings to HK, and price rises to P 1•
dq =
s(q)
dr.
p'(q) - (1
rc)s'(q)

+

The change in price with respect to r is
dp
'
dq
dr. = p (q) dr.

and by substitution
dp
drc
1

8(g)

= 1 - (L

The price before tax is

po

=

a

+ r.) l3' (q)/p'(q)l

J
+ b [ 2(ea-d
- b)

After adjustment to an ad valorem tax on cost, the new equilibrium output is determined by
a + 2bx = (1 + r.)(d + 2ex)
so that

_ + b [a

Pl - a

2

-+d(lr.) +- rc)b J

e(l

and
A
p

= !!_

r.(bd - ea)
2 (e - b)' + rc(e' - eb)

*In equilibrium, marginal cost plus tax equals marginal revenue:
MC(x,)(l

+ rc)

= M,(x,)

Now let the cost tax be replaced by an ad valorem taX' on revenue of rate rd, which
results in the same final price and output
We then have

x,.

MC(x,) = MR(x,)(l - rd)

Solving the first equation for MC(x,) and equating with the second, we obtain
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After a corresponding ad valorem tax of 100 per cent on cost, the marginalcost schedule rises to FG, and price is again at P1.
Unlike the case of competition, the yields of the two taxes now differ. 1
The yield of the tax on demand or revenue equals Ya = raARa, where ARa
is the price obtained after adjustment to the tax. The yield of the tax
on cost equals Yc = r.ATC., where ATC. is the total unit cost after
adjustment to the tax. If the prices are to be the same for both taxes, we
have r. = ra/(1 - ra) and Y. = [rd/(1 - ra)]ATC.. It follows that
Yd > Yc if ARa > [1/(1 - rd)]ATC.. This holds in the case of equilibrium, provided that profits remain. Only if profits after tax are zero are
the yields equal. Thus a tax on the gross receipts of the monopolist
tends to be more efficient, subject to certain earlier qualifications, than
a tax on total unit cost.
Ad Valorem Tax on Variable Cost

Now let us consider an ad valorem tax that applies to variable cost
only, while excluding fixed cost. In the long run, this distinction may
be disregarded, since all cost becomes variable. In the short run, the
two taxes differ.
Under competition, a tax on variable unit cost results in the same
increase in price over the short run as does an equal-rate tax on total unit
cost. This is true because the tax on total cost applies at the same rate
to variable cost. The fact that fixed cost is taxed in the one case but not
in the other has no bearing on short-run changes in price. At the same
time, the yield of the tax on total unit cost will be larger. An ad valorem
tax on variable cost is less efficient in the short run than a tax on total
cost or an ad valorem tax on revenue imposed at a corresponding rate.
The same principles apply under monopoly. A tax on variable cost
again results in the same rise in price as an equal-rate tax on total cost.
Sinee the base is smaller, the yield will be smaller as welJ.2 The same
holds a fortiori for the comparison between a tax on variable cost and a
tax on revenue imposed at a corresponding rate.
Ad Valorem Tax on Fixed Cost

An ad valorem tax on fixed cost has no bearing on output in the short
run. In this respect it is superior to taxes on revenue, total cost, or
variable cost. However, the situation differs for the long run.
In Figure 13-13 we see the adjustment to an ad valorem tax on fixed
1 This cannot be seen readily from Fig. 13-12, since CD is the marginal-cost function while the tax on cost applies to average cost.
2 The yield from a tax on marginal cost equals Y me = reM C.
For the yield of
the tax on gross receipts to be larger, we must have r.tAR > r.MC, or AR > [1/
(1 - rd)]MC. This holds true in equilibrium.
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cost by a firm operating in a competitive industry. Let AFCo, A VCo,
and ATC 0 be the average fixed-, variable-, and total-cost curves before
tax. With the average-revenue schedule given by ARo, the price is at Po.
Now, a tax on fixed cost at rate EF /FQo is imposed. The average fixedcost schedule shifts up to AFC1, and the average total-cost schedule rises
to ATC 1. The increase in total unit cost is equal for each output to that
in fixed unit cost. In the short run, the MC schedule is not affected.
The firm will continue to produce output Qo and suffer a loss per unit
equd to KL. Whereas a tax on variable cost leads to zero output in the
short run if variable cost plus tax exceeds average revenue at the optimal

ATC0

AVC0

P 1 r-~~~~--~~------~~~~~~~~--~AR

~

1

A~

0
Units
Fro . 13-13. Ad valorem tax on fixed cost under competition.

(least-loss) output, a tax on fixed cost, no matter how high, cannot have
this result.
In the long run, some firms will leave the industry. Assuming constant cost for the industry as a whole, there will be no further change in
the ATC schedule. The average-revenue schedule for the remaining
firms rises to AR1, and the new price is at P1. The increase in price, or
ED, exceeds the average tax, or DC, by the increase in average variable
cost, or CB. Thus, a tax on fixed cost increases the scale of operation and
reduces the number of firms that remain in the industry.
Now let us impose a tax that raises variable cost-say, a unit tax equal
in amount to MK. The ATC and MC schedules both shift upward in a
parallel fashion, and the new equilibrium is reached atM. The price and
output for the industry as a whole will be the same as with the tax on
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fixed cost, but the tax per unit equals KM. Yield will be larger than
under the tax on fixed cost. Thus, the tax on variable cost is more
efficient.
A franchise tax may be looked upon as a lump-sum addition to fixed
costs and may be treated accordingly.

Partial Taxes on Selected Factors
While a general tax on all factor payments may not be found in the
usual tax structure, taxes on cost payments to particular factors are
widely used. A payroll tax imposed on the employer is a tax on the
purchase of labor; a tax on business property is a tax on the employment
of capital, and so forth.
If the production function is such that it requires fixed proportions of
factor inputs, there is no difference between a tax on total cost payments
and a tax on cost payments to certain factors only. If factor proportions
are variable, imposition of a tax on the purchase of certain factors will
lead to substitution of tax-free factors for taxed factors, until an equality
between gross factor prices (including tax) and marginal-value products
is restored. Depending upon the supply elasticities of the various factors
and the production function, the resulting upward shift in the cost
schedule may be more or less severe.

CHAPTER 14

Adjustments in investment

Let us now turn to the long-run adjustments to a tax on investment
income. As in the preceding chapters, our immediate concern is with
the reactions of the individual investor to the imposition of such a tax.
The important macro implications of resulting changes in investment are
considered later on.
Though not passed on in the short run by changes in price and output
with a given plant, a tax on profits may affect the direction and level of
future investment. In the case of a truly general tax on investment
income, the problem is how the tax affects the investor's choice between
holding cash and investing, and between investing at various degrees of
risk. In the case of a tax that applies differentially to earnings in various
industries, the adjustment involves a further transfer of capital from
discriminated to favored industries. While our present concern is with
the effects of a general tax imposed on all capital earnings alike, it remains
to be seen just what is meant by alike. Inclusion of earnings from all
industries in the tax base is not a sufficient condition for a truly ge_n eral
tax. A proper treatment of losses, depreciation, and other items in the
determination of income is required to design a nondiscriminatory tax.
Taxation effects upon investment behavior will be looked upon first in
terms of a financial investor, who chooses among the purchase of various
assets and/or the holding of cash. Thereafter, we shall consider effects
on business firms purchasing primarily output assets. While the two
problems are basically similar, they differ in certain respects.
A. ADJUSTMENTS IN FINANCIAL INVESTMENT

In dealing with financial investment, let us begin with taxation effects
upon the investor's willingness to invest available funds. Effects on the
availability of funds will be considered briefly thereafter.
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For an investment to be undertaken, the present worth of the expected
income stream must exceed the cost of the initial outlay. 1 This general
principle is simple, but its application is not. Much depends on just
what kinds of return are to be included in this income stream, how the
investor formulates his expectations, what investment characteristics he
is primarily concerned with, and how his preferences are determined.
This is a complex process, but it must be reduced to manageable terms
before we can determine how the investor reacts to one or another budget
policy.

Investment Choice in Absence of Tax
Let us begin with a simple situation where a given amount of investible
funds are available to the investor, who endeavors to allocate them in what
he considers an optimum fashion. 2 The choice before him is between the
prospect of income and the avoidance of losses. Such a choice is similar
in some respects to t hat between income and leisure or consumption and
saving. The investment yield obtainable at the market sets the rate at
which the assumption of risk, or parting with the assurance of zero loss,
may be traded against the prospect of income. As before, an indifference
analysis may be applied to determine this choice.
Nevertheless, the present problem is more complex. While the worker
knows precisely (or nearly so) what wage rate he can obtain, the investor
must appraise the market outlook for various investment opportunities in
his own terms. He must assign quantitative values to what he considers
desirable or undesirable characteristics of various investment opportunities. This a ppraisal is based on observation of more or less objective
market conditions, but the interpretation of these observations is a highly
subjective matter.
Consider first how the merits of any one investment may be appraised.
The investor will examine the probabilities of obtaining various net
income streams from a particular investment; or, expressing the present
1 The argument up to p. 322 is largely a summary of an earlier paper by Evsey D.
Domar and R . A. Musgrave, "Proportional Income Taxation a\)d Risk-taking,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 58, pp. 387-422, May, 1p44. Also see E. Cary
Brown, "Business-income Taxation and Investment Incentives," in Income, Employment and Public Policy: Essays in Honor of Alvin H. Hansen, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1948, pp. 30Q-316. Both papers are reprinted in R. A.
Musgrave and Carl Shoup (eds.), Readings in the Economics of Taxation, American
Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1958. For a further
development of the approach, see Paul Streeten, " The Effect of Taxation on Risktaking," Oxford Economic Papers, vol. 5, pp. 271-287, October, 1953.
2 We assume that the investment market is atomistic so that the investor can disregard the effects of his decision on yields, and that investments are divisible into
small units. This points to a first difference between the caRe of financial investment
and that of real investment.
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value of these net income streams as a percantage of cost, he will consider
the probability of obtaining various yields. Income is defined to include
changes in capital value as well as realized cash income; to obtain net
income, all monetary costs of investment are deducted.
Having determined the probabilities of obtaining various yields (positive or negative) from a particular investment, the investor then proceeds
to assess its merits in terms of this probability distribution. While all
the characteristics of the distribution may be of interest to him, he will
want to focus on certain key features, if only to facilitate comparison with
the characteristics of other investments. For purposes of the present
analysis, we assume that the investor will focus his attention on the
mathematical expectation of the percentage yield y, which is the average
amount that he expects to win in the long run. In addition, he is interested in y's positive or gain component g and its negative or risk component r. * Let us also assume, for the time being, that the investor is
certain with regard to the underlying probability distribution.
Having determined the characteristics of each asset in terms of y, r,
and g, the investor must decide what combination of assets he wishes to
hold. His objective is to obtain the most desirable investment mix,
consisting of various investments and of cash.
Let us first disregard cash and consider a choice between two noncash
assets X and Z. In the southwest quadrant of Figure 14-1, we measure
vertically the yield of any given combination of X and Z. On the horizontal axis, we measure the fraction of total holdings of X plus Z, which
is held in X. The origin indicates a position where Z only is held, while
the weight of X increases as we move out to the left. At combination a,
the entire portfolio is in X, the yield being equal to the ordinate of a. At
combination b, only Z is held, the yield being equal to the ordinate of b.
Investment Z has the greater yield. The yields of various combinations
q;

• If q 1, q 2 • • • qt, qt+t . . . qn are the expected rates of return to the extent that
< q;+ 1 and qt = 0, and if the probability of the occurrence of q; is p;, so that
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Since the values of aU q's from the beginning to qk are negative, r is positive.
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of X and Z are located on a straight line from a to b; since the yield of each
combination equals the weighted average of the yield of the two component assets.
In the northwest quadrant of the figure, the risk of any given asset
combination is measured vertically, and the mix is again measured horizontally. If only Z is held, the risk is measured by the ordinate of b, and
Risk r in per cent

b

-------- b

0

a

b

Yield y in per cent
FlO. 14-1. Derivation of optimum-asset curve.

if only X is held, the risk is measured by the ordinate of a. Investment
Z, which carries the higher risk, also offers the larger yield. As the holding of X is reduced and some Z is added, the risk of the portfolio declines,
reflecting the principle that diversification of the portfolio among independent assets of equal risk narrows the dispersion of the distribution and
reduces risk. But Z is the investment with higher risk, and as successive
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doses of Z are added, the risk of the portfolio will eventually rise. We
thus obtain a line such as aeb, showing the risk of portfolios containing a
decreasing fraction of X.
Finally, the risks and yields of the various asset combinations are
recorded in the northeast quadrant, where risk is measured on the vertical
axis and yield is measured on the horizonta l axis. We thus obtain the
cut·ve aeb, which shows the available combinations. Those to the left of e
may be ruled out as inferior, since each is matched to the right of e by a
superior combination with the same risk but a higher yield. The curve
eb thus gives the locus of the highest-yield- lowest-risk combinations of
non-cash assets from which our investor may choose.
But what if the investor wishes to hold cash? The holding of cash is
assumed to carry zero risk, price-level changes being ruled out for the time
being. As various combinations of X a nd Z are deleted by the addition
of cash, let us suppose that risk and yield are reduced at the same rate. 1
Let cash be added to the asset mix indicated by f in the northeast quadrant. The risk and yield of a portfolio containing one-half of mix f and
one-half of cash is indicated by m, lying at the mid-point on a straight line
fromf to the origin. Results obtained by mixing other asset combinations
with cash similarly fall on straight lines connecting various points on
curve eb with the origin. Of all the combinations involving cash, only
those on Og are of interest, since the investor always prefers to combine
the same risk with the highest possible yield. The locus of the best
possible combinations, including cash, is thus indicated by the line Ogb,
which is referred to as the optimum-asset curve.
1 As an alternative and perhaps more realistic assumption, it might be argued that
the initial addition of cash to any given portfolio will reduce risk at a sharper rate than
yield, thus allowing for reduced danger of forced sale and for Hart's principle of linkage of risks. See A. G. Hart, Money, Debt and Economic Activity, Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J ., 1948, pp. 198ff.
Such an approach was followed in an earlier paper, Domar and Musgrave, op. cit.,
p. 399, where t he optimum-asset curve is derived as an envelope to risk-income lines
pertaining to mixtures of given combinations of non-cash assets with varying degrees
of cash. This may be the more realistic view, but it does not permit us to determine
precisely to what extent a change in risk taking involves a change in the riskiness of
non-cash assets and to what extent it involves a change in the fraction of the portfolio that is held in cash. The approach of Fig. 14-1 permits us to determine precisely the fraction of cash included at each point on Oob. For a similar approach see
James E. Tobin, "Liquidity Preference as Behaviour towards Risk," Review of
Economic Studies, ser. 2, vol. 25, no. 67, pp. 65- 87, February, 1958.
The shape of t he optimum-asset curve in Fig. 14-1 is convex to the abscissa, similar
to the shape obtained in my earlier paper with Domar, op. cit. Streeten, op. cit., p. 275,
notes that the optimum-asset curve may be concave to the abscissa because an individual investor may benefit from the fact that the market-opportunity curves of
other investors are unduly convex, and because the risk aversion of others reduces the
number of people who compete in risk taking.
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This optimum-asset curve is repeated in Figure 14-2. The investor's
choice among all points on OGB is determined by his preference between
risk rand income y. The indifference map of Figure 14-2, which expresses
this preference, is based on the assumption that the size of the asset
portfolio is given; thus the values of y and r may be defined in percentage
terms rather than in dollar amounts. 1 The indifference lines are drawn
on the assumptions that the marginal utility of income falls with rising
income and that the marginal disutility of risk rises with increasing risk. 2
The slope of the indifference curves, being equal to the ratio of marginal
utility of income to marginal disutility of risk, must thus be positive.
Moreover, it follows that (1) the slope of any indifference curve decreases

c
G>

u

...

G>

a.

·=

Yield y in per cent

FIG. 14-2. Choice of optimum-asset combination.

upward and to the right, (2) the slopes of successive curves fall when
moving along a horizontal line to the right, and (3) the slopes of successive curves fall when moving up a vertical line. In the following argument (3) is not made use of, but (1) and (2) are. They are satisfied by the
condition of declining marginal utility of income.
On the basis of this preference pattern and the optimum-asset curve
OGB, the investor will choose that combination whic~ places him at the
highest possible indifference curve. In Figure 14-2, this is at M, where
our investor's portfolio includes a mixture of X and Z but no cash.
Another investor might interpret the market outlook differently or have
1 The preference pattern thus defined will change with the size of the investor's
portfolio. See Fig. 14-5 for a preference pattern in dollar terms, independent of the
size of the portfolio.
2 The marginal utility of income is assumed to be independent of risk, and vice versa.
For a different view seep. 329.
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a greater risk aversion, leading to a tangency point on the linear part of
the optimum-asset curve. He will then include cash in his portfolio.
Taxation without Loss Offset
Let us see, now, how investment decisions are affected by a tax. We
shall consider the effects of a proportional tax on net income, allowing for
the deduction of all money costs of investment, including depreciation or
tax-free recovery of the initial investment and of wages of management. 1
However, we must distinguish two different situations with regard to the
treatment of losses :2 first, a situation where losses suffered in any one
investment cannot be offset by gains made in another investment; second,
a situation where it is always possible to offset losses against other income.
By imposing a tax without loss offset, the Treasury shares in the
investor's gains, while leaving his losses unchanged. Let us now consider
the effects of the tax on the magnitudes of y and r, and then the investor's
reaction to this change.
Prior to the tax, we have for any one investment combination the
actuarial value of
y=g-r
(14-1)
which, after tax, becomes
(14-2)
Ye = (1 - t)g - r
Since losses cannot be deducted, the positive component g is reduced,
while the negative component r remains unchanged. Also, it is evident
from equations (14-1) and (14-2) that Yt is smaller than (1 - t)y, which is
to say that the yield is reduced by a greater percentage than the rate of
the tax. The percentage reduction in y that will occur with any given
tax rate is equal to
ex

= y - Yt =
y

(1 + ~)y t

(14-3)

The degree of tax sensitiveness or ex of a particular investment depends
upon the ratio of r/ y rather than on r alone. Note that there is no particular reason why investments with a high r should have a high ex as well.
However, between points on the optimum-asset curve, an increase in r
necessarily entails an increase in ex. 3
1 See Domar and Musgrave, op. cit., p. 403, note 9, for the implications of alternative
aBSumptions.
2 Credit for recognizing the crucial importance of the loss-offset problem goes to
Henry C. Simons, Personal Income Taxation, University of Chicago PreBS, Chicago,
1938, p. 21, note 2; and to A. P. Lerner, "Functional Finance and the Federal Debt,"
Social Research, vol. 10, pp. 38-51, February, 1943, and The Economics of Control, The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1944, p. 238.
'The value of a varies directly with the value of r/y. For any particular aBSet
combination, the value of r/y is the slope of the line connecting it with the origin. In
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The shift in the optimum-asset curve, due to imposition of a t ax, is
shown in Figure 14-3. OGB is the position of the optimum-asset curve
before t ax, and the equilibrium is at M. When a tax is imposed, each
1point of the asset curve suffers a reduction in y in accordance with its
degree of t ax sensitiveness. Since the risk remains uncha nged, each
point moves to the left along a horizontal line. Thus, if a 25 per cent tax
is imposed, the new optimum-asset curve becomes OG26B26; if a 50 per cent
tax is imposed, the curve becomes OG6oB6o, and so forth. Because the tax
sensitiveness of points on the asset curve rises with r, the upper part of the
optimum-asset curve (after tax) bends to the left, and yield becomes
negative if the rate of tax is sufficiently high .
8
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FIG. 14-3. Income tax without loss offset.

Consider an investor located at M prior to the tax. He finds himself
at M26 aft er a 25 per cent tax is imposed, assuming the identical portfolio
to be retained. This point is not an equilibrium position. He can
improve his position by moving up along G2 6B26 until tangency with an
indifference curve is reached at C. The line MCO traces the equilibrium
path as rates of tax are increased.
When moving from M to the left, the level of r first rises and then falls.
The resulting adjustment is determined by an interaction between the
income effect and the substitution effect. The income effect pushes the
investor toward taking more risk in an attempt to recover his income, as
income from the old combination is reduced. The substitution effect
Fig. 14-2, the value of r/y is higher for combinationS than for combination V, even
though Sis the less risky investment. Moving up along OB, r/y remains constant
from 0 to G but rises thereafter.
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pushes him toward taking less risk as the reward for risk taking falls.
The net result may be either an increase or a decrease in risk. 1 Initially,
the income effect tends to outweigh the substitution effect. The investor
is induced to take more risk as the result of the tax. Sooner or later, the
situation is reversed, leading to an all-cash position when a 100 per cent
rate of tax is reached. The net result thus depends on the particular
conditions that apply. If the investor is more optimistic, the optimumasset curve lies farther down to the right, and the tax will be more favorable or less detrimental to risk taking.

Taxation with Full Loss Offset
Let us suppose, now, that losses can be offset completely. Where the
investor has at his disposal a sufficient amount of income derived from
other sources, full loss offset may be assured by adequate provision for
carry-over of losses in the tax law. This, in effect, is accomplished in the
United States income tax for well-established and diversified investors
but not for new firms which may go bankrupt and which have insufficient
past income. To some extent, losses may be recovered by tax sales, but
the market is imperfect and favors the buyer. To assure complete loss
offset for all firms, let us assume that the Treasury actually refunds losses
at the rate of tax applicable to gains. This does not change the status quo
for firms that can use the present carry-over of losses, but it does extend
the privilege to firms that cannot do so. The Treasury then becomes a
partner who shares equally in both losses and gains. 2
Under these conditions, expected losses as well as gains are cut by a
percentage equal to the tax rate. We now have
Yt

= (1 -

t)g - (1 - t)r

(14-4)

Substituting equation (14-1) into (14-4), we obtain
Yt

=

(1 - t)y

(14-5)

1 If marginal income utility is constant, there is no offsetting income effect, and risk
taking is reduced. For alternative assumptions, including that of increasing marginal
utility of income, see Streeten, op. cit., p. 273.
2 The idea of positive loss refunds sounds shocking.
Will not provision for perfect
loss offset open the gate to wild speculation and cause an inefficient allocation of
resources? If so, the remedy is simple. Partial refunds may be substituted, and
risk taking depressed to the desired level. In any case, there remains the question
whether the present limitation of effective loss offset to certain types of firms involves
the most efficient pattern of discrimination; if not, generalized loss offset improves the
situation by rendering the tax neutral. Moreover, differential t reatment may be
given to certain types of risk taking. Gambling gains may be taxed, and refunds disallowed, if gambling is to be discouraged.
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The actuarial value, or yield, is now reduced by the same percentage for
all asset combinations, whatever their initial value of r or of r/y.
The shift in the optimum-asset curve that results from a tax with full
loss offset is shown in Figure 14-4. When such a tax is imposed, the
values of randy are both reduced at the same rate. Each point on OGB,
the pre-tax optimum-asset curve, moves towards the origin along a
straight line. If a 50 per cent tax is imposed, the optimum-asset curve
after tax becomes OGsoBso; if a 75 per cent tax is imposed, the optimumasset curve becomes OG75B75, and so forth.
8

jl

i2

i3

Yield y in per cent

Fra. 14-4. Income tax with fu ll loss offset.

The pre-tax equilibrium is again at M. Now a 50 per cent tax is
imposed. The investor, while retaining the same asset portfolio, finds
his position moved from M to M so, but M so is not an equilibrium point.
He will move up the post-tax optimum asset curve OGsoBso until tangency
with an indifference curve is reached at Dso. The path M DsoO again
traces the locus of the optimum positions under various rates of tax.
Since losses are fully offset, the tax has no substitution effect. It
involves an income effect only. The investor will want to recover at
least a part of the yield removed by imposition of the tax. Depending on
the circumstances, D 60 may be below or above M, and the investor may
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take more or less risk than before the tax.

However, his new position at

D6o involves a greater risk than he would have incurred had he remained

at M 50·* The significance of this becomes evident once we distinguish
between total yield and private yield, and between total risk and private
risk. The imposition of the tax reduces the private yield and private risk
inherent in the initially held asset portfolio M, from the coordinates of
point M to those of M 60· But the total yield and the total risk inherent
in this particular asset combination are entirely unaffected by the tax,
and remain those of point M. Similarly, the coordinates of point D 60
register the private risk and the private yield of the new asset combination
only. The total risk and yield of this new asset combination are registered by the coordinates of point D. Since D6o must lie above M 50, D
must lie above M because r = rp/(1 - t), where rp is the private risk of
any given point on the optimum-asset curve after tax, and r is the total
risk of the corresponding point on the optimum-asset curve before tax.
Thus, total risk taking is increased by the tax, although private risk
taking may be reduced. The higher the rate of tax, the larger the increase
in total risk. From the point of view of the economy as a whole, it is the
total risk that matters and not only the amount of private risk. In
interpreting the concept of total risk, it should be kept in mind that the
government is a sleeping partner. The decisions that give rise to public
sharing of risk are made entirely by the private investor.
The Size of the Portfolio

In the preceding analysis, the size of portfolio was assumed given.
The problem was how to allocate this given portfolio between cash and
other assets. Let us now allow for the possibility of borrowing and
confront the investor with the additional problem of determining the gross
size of his portfolio. To simplify matters, we shall assume that he can
borrow any desired amount at the market rate i. This eliminates from
consideration a possible increase in the cost of borrowing as the investor's
ratio of borrowing to net worth rises or the riskiness of his investments
increases.
*The conclusion that Dso must lie above M so follows from two propositions: The
first is that the slope of indifference curve i 1 at M 5o must be greater than the slope of ia
atM. This proposition, in turn, follows from the fact that at M the slopes of OMB
and i, are equal, and both are smaller than the slope of i, at H; and that the slope of i1
at M5o must be equal or greater than the slope of ia at H.
The second proposition is that the slope of OG5oB5o at M 5o is equal to the slope of
OOB at M. This is true because r and y are both reduced by the rate of tax.
From these two propositions, it follows that at M so, the slope of i, will exceed th~tt
ol OGsoBso. Since the slope of OG5 oB 5 o increases when moving upward and to t he
right, while the slope of any one indifference curve decreases, the new equilibrium
point D.o must be to the right and above M ••·
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The dollar yield Y of any particular portfolio combination without
borrowing is given by
Y = (g- r)N
(14-6)
where Y is yield in dollar terms, g and r are the rates of gain and loss, and
N is net worth in dollar terms, or the available amount of investor-owned
capital. With borrowing allowed for, we have

Yb = (g- r)(N +B) - iB
where B is borrowing in dollar terms.
may be rewritten as

(14-7)

Setting B = bN, equation (14-7)

Yb = [(g - r)(1 +b) - ib]N

{14-8)

Dividing by N, we have
Yb

= y(1

+ b)

- ib

(14-9)

where Yb = Yb/N is the net yield or income rate of the portfolio with
borrowing, and y = g - r is the yield in the absence of borrowing. The
risk Rb of a portfolio with borrowing equals

Rb = r(1
where Rb is the risk in dollar terms.

rb

= r(1

+ b)N

(14-10)

Dividing again by N, we have
+b)

(14-11)

where rb = Rb/N is the risk rate of the portfolio with borrowing, and r is
the risk rate in the absence of borrowing. If i = y, we have yb = y, but
rb > r. Borrowing will not be worthwhile. Where i < y, we have
Yb > y. Borrowing may be worthwhile, but the extent of borrowing will
depend on the increase in yield that the investor demands if he is to
assume increased risk.
The investment choice with borrowing is shown in Figure 14-5. · The
expected yield and loss are measured in dollar terms, and OGB is the
optimum-asset curve available with a given net worth in the absence of
borrowing. The indifference curves refer to risk and yield in dollar terms.
Now, the investor considers the possibility of borrowing. Suppose that
the rate of interest equals the value of yield y corresponding to combination C, so that i = OA/N. If the investor chooses to borrow in order to
purchase more of combination C, he finds that Y remains unchanged,
while R is increased. He moves up vertically along the borrowing line
CK. Since this places him on a lower indifference curve, he will not
borrow while holding the portfolio mix C. If we consider mix F, we have
i < y. Borrowing is more attractive as both Y and Rare increased when
moving up the borrowing line FL. However, borrowing with mix P
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Fxo. 14-5. Investment choice with borrowing.

remains less attractive than riskier portfolio mixes without borrowing.
Borrowing will not be considered until a mix is reached where the slope of
the borrowing line equals that of OFB. 1 For this and riskier investments,
1 Note that t he slope of the borrowing line is vertical to begin with; t hen it decreases
and finally increases again. According to eq. (14-8) we have, for any given point on
the optimum-asset curve,

Yb

=

o{1

+ b)N -

r( 1

+ b)N -

ibN

Differentiating wit h respect to bn, we obtain
dY b

= gdbN

- rdbN - idbN

Similarly, we have from eq. (14-10)
R b = (1

+ b)rN

where R is t he dollar amount of risk, and dRb = rdbN.

Dividing, we obtain

d Yb
o- r - i y - i
dRb =
r
= - r-

which is the slope of the borrowing line at the point given on the curve.
For y = i, we have dY./dRb = 0, and the borrowing line is vertical. As we move
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borrowing may be considered, since borrowing moves the inves.tor to a
higher indifference curve. The investor now seeks his new equilibrium
at the tangency point of this and higher borrowing lines with the highest
indifference curve, and the equilibrium may be reached at a point such as
M, where asset combination D is held and t he amount of borrowing is
such that b = MV / VW. *
We may now introduce a tax into this system. Choosing the case of
perfect loss offset and assuming contractual interest cost to be deductible
from taxable income, the dollar yield after tax Ybt is given by
Ybt

=

(1 - t)(g - r)(N

+ B)

- iB

+ tiB

(14-12)

Substituting B = bN and dividing by N, we obtain
Ybt

= (1 - t)[(g - r)(l

+ b)

- ib]

(14-13)

As before, yield as well as risk is reduced by the rate of tax. Neither
risk t aking nor borrowing are discriminated against.
Returning to Figure 14-5, let us suppose that a 50 per cent tax is
imposed. The optimum-asset curve, applicable to the portfolio without
borrowing, swings from OGB t o OD6o, B 60 . The investor finds that his
private risk and yield is reduced by the rate of tax. If his pre-tax position
was at M, his position after a 50 per cent tax is at M 60· As before, he will
improve his position by recovering part of the income that has been lost.
Since full loss offset prevails, we are dealing only with an income effect
and not a substitution effect. Recovery of income may now take the
form of increased borrowing, or a shift to a riskier asset combination, or
both. 1 Total risk taking is increased in either case.
Tax on Capital

A tax on capital is the same as a tax on capital income, if it applies to
income-earning assets only, and if such assets are valued by capitalizing
the income stream. However, capital taxes may take forms that differ
significantly from a tax on capital income.
Tax on Total Capital. Let us begin with a tax on capital that is assessed
on the value of the taxpayer's assets at the beginning of the period. Cash
up the optimum-asset line, y - i may rise at a faster rate initially than r, so that
dYb/dRb increa-ses. Eventually, however, the optimum-asset line becomes asymptotic
to some value of Y. Thus dYb/dRb turns down and approaches zero.
* At point M we have Rb = MW and rN = VW. From eq. (14-10) we have
Rb = (1 + b)rN. Substituting, we obtain b = (MW - VW)/VW = MV /VW.
1 As will be seen from p. 324, note 1, the slope of the borrowing line at D&o is
parallel to DN.
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assets are included as well as earning assets. The question may be raised
of how the efiects of this tax on risk taking compare with the effects of an
equal-yield tax on capital income. 1
OPZ in Figure 14-6 represents the optimum-asset curve before tax; A
is the pre-tax equilbrium. An income tax at rate BA/OA is imposed, and
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Fro. 14-6. Comparison of income tax and capital tax.

full loss offset is assumed. 2 The optimum-asset curve after income tax
equals OVW, and the new equilibrium is at a point such as F. Private
risk equals DF, total risk equals NE, and the yield of the income tax (or
1 N. Kaldor, An Expenditure Tax, George Allen & Unwin, Ltd., London, 1955,
p. 117, holds that risk taking will be higher under the capital tax. As noted by E.
Cary Brown, this does not appear to be a. valid conchlsion. (See Brown's "Mr.
Kaldor on Taxation and Risk Bearing," Review of Economic Studies, vol. 25, no. 1,
pp. 49-52.) Our argument is an adaptation of that presented by Brown.
2 If loss offset is imperfect, the attractiveness of t he income tax suffers.
Imperfection of loss offset does not raise the burden of a capital tax including cash, since a
loss in this caae reduces the future tax burden. A capital tax that includes cash thus
provides for a built-in loss offset.
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the government's share in y) equals DN. Now let a capital tax of equal
yield be substituted for the income tax. The new equilibrium is established where KMU is tangent to an indifference curve. If this point of
tangency is at R, which lies vertically above F, risk will be the same under
both taxes. If the tangency point is below R, risk will be higher under
the income tax; and if it is above R, risk will be higher under the capital
tax. The result depends upon our particular assumptions regarding the
shape of the indifference pattern. Returning to our earlier assumptions,
three cases may be considered:
1. The slopes of successive indifference curves fall when moving to the
right along a horizontal line, and are constant when moving along a vertical line. In this case, the equilibrium after capital tax is at R, and risk
is the same under both taxes. This follows because the slope of KMU
at R is the same as that of OVW at F, both being equal to that of OPZ at
E; and because the slope of the indifference curve through R is the same
as that of the indifference curve t hrough F.
2. The slopes of successive indifference curves fall when moving up a
vertical line, but are constant along any horizontal line. In this case,
the equilibrium cannot be at R, since here the slope of MRU exceeds that
of the indifference curve. This inequality is increased if we move up from
R, since the slope of MRU rises while the slopes of successive indifference
curves fall at their intersections with M R U. The inequality is reduced and
eventually eliminated if we move down from R, since the slope of MRU
falls while t hat of successive indifference curves rises. Equilibrium is
reached at a point below R, and risk is greater under the income tax.
3. The slopes of successive indifference curves fall when moving to the
right along a horizontal line, and up along a vertical line. The argument is the same as in t he preceding case, but equilibrium is reached
sooner (the difference between the two taxes is less marked), since the
equilibrating adjustment in the slopes of successive indifference lines is
now supported by both assumptions. However, the income tax again
leaves us with the higher level of risk taking.
Since (3) seems the most reasonable assumption, we may expect risk
taking to be greater under the income tax.
Tax on Hoards. The situation is quite different if we consider a tax
that applies to cash holdings only. Such a tax increases the attractiveness of noncash assets relative to that of cash assets. Where an easymoney policy may be unable to break through the interest floor, a tax on
hoards, if sufficiently severe, may reduce the effective interest rate to zero
or push it to a negative level. As noted previously for the case of a
temporary spendings tax, tax policy may serve to produce a far more
powerful change in effective rates of interest than can be obtained through
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monetary policy. 1 It is not surprising, therefore, that a tax on hoarding
was given much attention in fiscal discussions durin g the thirties.2
Capital Levy. The preceding discussion has dealt with t axation effects
upon the decision to undertake new investment. A profits tax limited
to earnings from old investments or a capital tax on such investments has
no effect on earnings from new investment. Sueh is the case of the
capital levy, discussed so much in the aftermath of World War I. Provided that it is considered a once-and-for-all tax, it will have no substitution effects on new investment.
Similar considerations apply to stimulation of investment by tax reduction. If a profits tax is such that it deters new investment, investment
will be stimulated more effectively per dollar of revenue loss if the tax
reduction is restricted to earnings from new investments. This may take
the form of reducing the rate applicable to new investment or of shortening the depreciation period. Since it is administratively simpler to limit
accelerated depreciation to new assets than to limit a rate reduction to
earnings from new investment, tax reduction by accelerated depreciation
is often a considerable advantage.
Qualifications
The preceding discussion leads to the conclusion that taxation with
perfect loss offset will not reduce, and may well increase, the total level of
risk taking in the economy. This result is not incompatible with evidence in the historical experience of the United States. Periods of highprofit taxation have typically been periods of high-level investment; and
corporations and partnerships took more risk than single proprietorships
seemed able to take. At the same time, our argument is subject to a
number of qualifications that must be remembered before extensive
policy conclusions are drawn.
Theory of Investment Behavior. Conclusions on the taxation effects of
investment can be no better than the underlying theory of investment
behavior, and this theory is far from satisfactory.
While retaining our general framework, it might be argued that the
investor is not concerned only with g and 1·, but considers as well certain
other aspects of the probability distribution. Two asset combinations
that carry the same g and r may diiTer significantly in other respects.
Seep. 264.
administrative difficulties m ay interfere with the feasibility of such a tax,
the idea has much theoretical appeal. For a discussion of various schemes, including
those of Sylvio Gesell and Arthur Dahlberg, see David McCord Wright, The Creation
of Purchasing Power, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1942, chap. 5.
Also see Gerhard Cohn, "Full Employment through Tax Policy," Social R esearch,
vol. 7, pp. 447-467, 1940, where a similar principle is applied to a corporation income
tax.
1

2 While
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One combination may involve a high probability of moderate gains and a
slight probability of large gains or losses, while another may involve a
substantial chance of large gains but a less pronounced assurance of even
moderate gains and a substantial probability of losses. The investor may
well be interest ed in these further characteristics. If so, the merits of a
particular asset portfolio may be affected differently by the imposition of a
tax, depending on what characteristics of the distribution are considered.
Suppose, for instance, that the investor considers y as defined here but
substitutes r' for r, where r' is the standard deviation of the probability
distribution. In this case, a tax with a perfect loss offset again leaves
1·'/y unaffected, and the conclusions are essentially the same as for our
case. However, a tax with imperfect loss offset now reduces r', and
investment will be reduced less, or increased more, than if r is used. 1 The
result will be changed more drastically if a measure of variance is used or if
the investor concerns himself with a limited set of most probable values
only. 2 While there is no ready presumption that such additional factors
will reverse our results, they may greatly complicate the picture.
Most important, perhaps, is the objection that attitudes toward risk
and income are not independent of each other, but that both refer to the
single objective of maximizing utility. Instead of assuming that the
investor chooses between various investments in terms of yield and risk
as here defined, let us consider the following approach: The investor
values probable gains and losses to be derived from any investment in
terms of a utility index. He thus obtains an expected yield weighed in
terms of this utility index, and he chooses that combination which carries
the highest rating. Thus we dispense with an indifference pattern
between risk and yield. We derive the resulting investment choice
directly from the investor's market outlook as defined by the probability
distributions for various investments and the investor's index of income
utility. Risk aversion as such,' or joy of gambling, do not enter the
picture. Our approach in the preceding pages is not incompatible with
this alternative formulation, but it does involve an oversimplification
of it. 3
1 See James E. Tobin, "Liquidity Preference as Behaviour towards Risk," Review
of Economic Studies, ser. 2, vol. 25, no. 67, pp. 65- 87, February, 1958.
2
See text p. 331, note I, the reference to G. L. S. Shackle, Expectation in Economics,
Cambridge University Press, New York, 1949.
3 Note that our conclusions do not require the assumption that the marginal disutility of risk rises with risk, provided that the marginal utility of income falls with
increasing income. The reader may wonder how the indifference pattern of Fig. 14-2
would look for an investor whose only concern is with utility maximization. Actually,
there would be no such pattern but merely a rating of various combinations in terms
of the utility values of their expected yields.
In some cases, results may be obtained from the utility approach by assuming that
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Next, one cannot dismiss the fact that the market outlook is uncertain,
and that this uncertainty applies to the very probability distribution on
which the values of r and g are based. The degree of uncertainty differs
for different ranges within the basic probability distribution for any one
asset combination as well as for the distributions pertaining to different
combinations. These differences in uncertainty can hardly be disregarded by the investor. 1 Between two investments for which the values
of randy are the same, he may be expected to prefer the one for which the
probability distribution seems more certain. This factor has not been
allowed for in our analysis, and there is some question whether taxation
effects on the return for uncertainty bearing can be handled in the same
terms as taxation effects on risk taking.
Qualifications of this sort may well be in order, but they remain within
the general framework of a probability analysis. 2 Nor need we be too
concerned over the objection that it is not feasible to compute the probabilities for all the available alternatives. The answer here ' is much the
same as for the marginal-cost controversy. 3 More serious is the contention that the probability approach is inapplicable for logical reasons:
To make use of probable values, the player must have a hrge number of
the marginal utility of income falls as income rises, without any further assumptions
regarding the rate at which marginal utility falls. Thus, if the choice is between
holding cash and a risk asset, it may be shown analytically that imposit ion of a tax
will induce the investor to increase the ratio of risk asset to cash in his portfolio.
More specifically, I am indebted to Professor Tobin, op. cit., for a demonstration that
the elasticity of the demand for the risk asset with respect to the tax rate is unity.
In terms of the preceding analysis, this means that the investor wishes to hold
private risk constant, thus finding it necessary to increase his holding of the risk
asset accordingly. The optimum-asset curve in this case is a straight line. As a
50 per cent tax is imposed, the investor finds his private risk reduced by one-half.
His position is moved half-way toward the origin. However, t he point of tangency
remains unchanged at the initial equilibrium. In order to move back to this point,
the investor must choose a combination whose distance from the origin is twice that of
the original equilibrium position. Thus private risk remains constant while total
risk is doubled. The proposition of unit elasticity, while applicable to the choice
between cash and a given risk asset, does not apply, however, if a choice between combinations of various risk assets is considered.
1 Our distinction between risk and uncertainty follows the terminology used by
Knight, Hart, and others. A. G. Hart, Anticipations, Uncertainty, and Dynamic
Planning, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1940, has pointed out that the
problem of uncertainty cannot be solved by boiling down into a single superdistribution the set of probability distributions applicable to any one asset combination;
such a superdistribution would conceal relevant characteristics of the underlying distributions. See Evsey D. Domar and R. A. Musgrave, "Proportional Income Taxation and R isk-taking," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 58, p. 395, note 6,
May, 1944.
2 See also the discussion by Streeten, op. cit., p. 277.
3See p. 285.
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tries, but the investor who loses cannot continue to play. Though this
objection is well taken, it is hardly conclusive. By observing the market,
the individual investor may learn from the large numbers of similar tries
made by others. Moreover, there appears to be no alternative to the
probability approach. 1
Progressive Tax Rates. The preceding argument has been stated in
terms of a proportional tax. The results must be qualified for a progressive tax. A tax that is progressive by size brackets of profit income will
reduce expected gains at a higher rate than losses, even though full loss
offset may be assured. This will be true especially when the size of the
portfolio (including borrowing) is large, so that there is a wide spread
between marginal rates of tax applicable to potential gains and losses.
The resulting discrimination may be reduced by a general provision for
averaging of income, in addition to the carry-over of losses, but it will
hardly be eliminated. To avoid all discrimination, the rate of refund
must be set to equal the rate of tax applicable to the expected yield.
Since the expected yield has a subjective magnitude, this procedure is not
feasible.
Next, consider an excess-profits tax where progression relates to the
rate of return on the invested capital. 2 Here the size of the portfolio
does not matter. However, the risky investment will remain at a disadvantage unless the principle of progression is extended downward into
the range of negative yields, or risk differentials are allowed for in defining
excess profits in various industries.
Significance of Income Effect. Our conclusions on imperfect loss offset
have depended on the relative weights of the income and substitution
effects; while for perfect loss offset our conclusions have depended on the
absolute weight of the income effect. Since investment decisions in the
modern economy are made largely by corporations and institutional
investors, one may speculate how well the concept of income effect can be
applied to such organizations.
On the one extreme, suppose that the executives of corporations act as
1 Shackle's suggestion that the investor is concerned with certain focus values rather
than with the entire distribution offers a novel application of the probability approach,
but it does not give a truly different view. Some sort of probability distribution is
needed to determine the focus values. See G. L. S. Shackle, Expectation in Economics,
Cambridge University Press, New York, 1949.
Shackle concludes (chap. 5) that incentive effects of taxation will be minimized if
the tax is relatively low within, and relatively high outside, the focus range. While
he gives no explicit treatment of loss offset, the role of loss offset is the same as it is in
our approach, provided that the lower focus value extends into the loss range.
2 For a general discussion of the nature of the excess-profits tax, see Roy Blough,
"Measurement Problems of the Excess Profits Tax," National 7'ax Journal, vol. 1,
no. 4, pp. 353- 365, December, 1948.
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perfect representatives of the sha reholders. The executives will proceed
on the basis of a preference pattern more or less reflecting a weighted
average of the preferences of the shareholders. This will tend to be the
::ase for an investment trust, and nothing need be added. On the other
extreme, suppose that the policies of corporations are determined by their
existence as independent units. Considerations that apply to the individual investor may not apply in this case. The operation of the income
effect as an offset to the substitution effect is based on the hypothesis that
the marginal utility of income rises as income falls. This seems sensible
for the individual investor, but the same reasoning does not hold for a
business organization. Where the income effect is weak or lacking, the
proportional tax without loss offset may be expected to reduce risk taking;
and the tax with perfect loss offset may be expected to leave total risk
more or less unchanged.
Investment Effort. So fat·, the nature of investment income has been
interpreted wholly as a return to risk taking. This is not realistic. A
distinction must be drawn between the function of risk taking, which is
assumed by the owner of capital, and the truly entrepreneurial function of
rendering a superior investment choice. Both functions may be performed by the same person, but they tend to be increasingly divided.
The entrepreneur is the person who estimates or intuitively assesses the
optimum-asset curve and fits it to the investor's preference pattern.
This is a service that requires special qualifications as well as effort. The
return which accrues to it may be defined as the difference in earnings
that may be obtained with or without the benefit of superior investment
decisions.
Suppose that, prior to the impoRition of a tax, an investment of $100
promises a return of $10 with an inferior investment choice and $50 with
a superior investment choice. The superior investment is made, and $40
out of the earnings of $50 are imputed to the entrepreneurial service.
Now, let tax of 50 per cent be imposed and assume that the entrepreneurial wage is not deductible. Assuming that full loss offset is
assured and that the tax is neutral in other respects, the return on both
investments will be reduced equally, that is, to $5 and $25. Nevertheless,
the absolute differential- which is the entrepreneurial return- is reduced
to $20. The entrepreneurial return, in other words, is curtailed by t he
rate of tax. As a result, the supply of entrepreneurial effort may decline.
If it does, investment decisions may become inferior, and high tax rates
may have a deteriorating effect on investment choices, even though full
loss offset is assured.' These consequences disappear if t he reward for
entrepreneurial service is deductible. The taxable income for the superior

a
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On the supply of entrepreneurial effort, see p. 245.
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investment will then be $50 minus $40, or $10. Imposition of a 50 per cent
tax will reduce this amount to $5, but it will not affect the entrepreneurial
return of $40.
While the tax law can hardly be accused of inadequate provision for the
deduction of entrepreneurial wages, it is difficult to allocate investment
income between such wages and the return for risk taking. There
remains here a source of potential disincentive effects for the quality of
investment choice. Similar considerations apply to the personal income
tax.
The Supply of Funds
The profits tax may not only affect the profitability of investment but
also change the initial distribution of net worth and the terms at which
funds are available to the would-be borrower. An income tax, unless
reflected in reduced consumption, goes to curtail the taxpayer's net worth.
Now it is a matter of indifference whose savings are reduced if all investors
have the same preferences between risk and income and if all potential
borrowers have access to loanable funds at the same t erms. In these
oases, the only relevant factor is the effect upon the level of available
funds.
In reality, neither situation occurs. Potential investors differ in their
asset preferences, owing to differences in tastes, needs, or restrictions
imposed by the nature of their balance sheets. Some investors want to
hold cash, others prefer secure investments, and still others seek larger
returns at greater risk. Thus the supply of funds to various types of
investment outlets differs, depending on whose savings are reduced. On
the demand side for funds, some borrowers have ready access to the
capital market, while others do not. Moreover, some potential investors
are willing to undertake equity investments if they can do so out of their
own funds, such as retained earnings, but they are unwilling to go to the
market. The capital market is far from being a common pool, and the
supply of funds is far from being homogeneous. Because of this the
pattern, as well as the level of investment, may depend greatly on just
whose savings are reduced by taxation.
Progressive taxes, which reduce funds made available by the well to do,
may differ greatly in their qualitative impact on investment (per dollar
of reduction in available funds) from proportional or regressive taxes,
which reduce funds supplied by the small investor. Taxes that absorb
retained earnings of business will be less harmful to new enterprise than
taxes that absorb personal savings. Similar considerations apply to the
structural effects of changes in the supply of bank credit, especially in the
restrictive phase of monetary policy. In credit as in tax restriction, a
1·ealistic view of the problem must go beyond the general case of a perfect
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credit market. The institutional characteristics of the given setting
must be allowed for.
Changes in the Price Level

So far, we have assumed the holding of cash to be without risk and
yield. This assumption falls once price-level changes are allowed for.
Losses and gains must now be measured in real terms, and the holding of
cash may be risky or profitable.
T axation effects on the investor's choice between equity (real assets)
· on the one side and cash or claims on the other, now depend upon the
definition of taxable income. 1 In particular, the outcome depends on
whether taxable income is defined in money terms or in real terms, and on
how capital gains are treated. Various possible approaches are indicated
by number in Table 14-1.
TABLE

14-1.

TAXATION AND CHANGES I N THE PRICE LEVEL

T erms in which income
is defined
Real terms .. . ... . .... . .. .
Money terms .............

Capital gains and losses
Not taxed
1

4

T axed when realized Taxed when accrued
2
5

3
6

Let us suppose that our investor expects prices to rise. In the absence
of an income tax, he will be induced to shift from claims into equity. 2
How does the imposition of an income tax affect this tendency?
Under policies 1 and 4, capital gains and losses are disregarded, and the
choice between cash and equity is not affected. Under policies 2 and 3,
appreciation in the money value of equity capital is not taxed, but depreciation in the real value of claims is met by a refund or loss offset. The
Treasury shares in t he loss, which results from staying in claims, and the
inducement to purchase equity is reduced. If we assume that a decline
in the real value of cash is realized when it occurs- the alternative being
a reversed concept of realization with purchase--policies 2 and 3 are
equivalent.
Under policies 5 and 6, gains in the money value of equity capital will
be taxed, while losses in the real value of claims will not be refunded.
Again, less can be gained from the purchase of real assets than can be
gained in the absence of the tax. This effect will be stronger under policy
6, where the tax becomes due when the gain accrues, than under policy 5,
where it becomes due only when the gain is realized. If the tax applies
For a consideration of these problems in terms of horizontal equity, see p. 168.
' See Chap. 22, p. 544.
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only to gains, while losses are disregarded, policies 2 and 3 do not affect
the advantage of shifting into equity, while policies 5 and 6 still reduce the
advantage to be derived from such a shift.
A similar analysis might be made where the investor expects a decline
in price level, thus tending to substitute claims for equity. Imposition of
a tax with loss offset again diminishes the advantages to be derived from
such shifts under policies 2, 3, 5, and 6, whereas policies 1 and 4 are
neutral. Failure to allow for losses now renders policies 5 and 6 neutral,
whereas 2 and 3 still discourage a shift into claims.
If perfect loss offset is assured, a tax on capital gains thus reduces the
advantage of shifting between equity and claims in anticipation of pricelevel changes; this is the case whether income is measured in real or in
money terms. If losses are disallowed, taxation in money terms discoUJ·ages shifts in anticipation of inflation, whereas taxation in real terms
discourages shifts in anticipation of deflation. These considerations, to
be sure, apply to t he substitution effect only. The income effect may
work in the opposite direction.
Expenditure Effects

A direct expenditure effect on private investment may be exerted
through subsidies to business firms or investors. Such subsidies may be
thought of in terms of negative taxes, and their effects may be dealt with
accordingly. Thus, a general subsidy to investment returns may be
treated analagously to a tax on investment income. The effects of an
income subsidy will differ, as will those of an income tax, depending upon
the treatment of losses. A subsidy that adds to income without enlarging
(that is, imposing a tax on) losses may be considered similar to a tax that
permits loss offsets at a higher tax rate than applies to income. In both
cases, the return on risk is increased. The substitution effect on investment is favorable.
Furthermore, government lending may be used to provide investment
funds at favorable terms. This may be done by way of direct lending,
the reverse of refundable taxes, 1 or by insuring the risk of private lenders
at rates below those given by actuarial considerations, thus inducing
private lenders to make funds available to private investors. While the
insurance approach is in the nature of subsidies to risk taking, it has the
advantage of reducing the extent to which the government is responsible
in selecting each individual investor.
1 For a direct lending program to be effertive in this sense, the governmental credit
ngronry must he willing to undertake risks that the market is unwilling to assume.
This may involve a more optimistic appraisal of the outlook on the government's
part or a difference in social and private risk, justifying an explicit policy of incurring
losses.
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Less direct in its efTect upon private investment, but no less important,
is provision for social overhead capital. The productivity of private
enterprise depends upon governmental functions such as the guarantee
of private property, the enforcement of contractual obligations, or the
functioning of the monetary authority. Beyond this, there exist many
specific expenditure programs that create a structure of cost and demand
such as to render private investment profitable.
Certain social wants may have to be met before the conditions for
profitable private investment exist. Highways and transportation facilities are needed to establish markets that are sufficiently large to permit
large-scale production; flood-control projects and irrigation may be
required before private farming can be profitable; large public outlays
may be needed to advance technological innovation to the point of
practicable application, and so forth.
The provision for social overhead capital is of special importance to
underdeveloped economies. Here the approach to development through
priva te capital formation is frequently blocked by the lack of certain
external economies that must be provided by the public sector. It ie
this feature, no less than the frequently mentioned lack of private
capital or entrepreneurial talent, that explains the primary role of government in the early stages of development.
Not all expenditure effects on private investment are positive. Conflicts and competing interests may arise where public enterprises operate
in a market so as to compete with private enterprises. Strictly selfliquidating investments, that is, public investments that can be serviced
and amortized out of fee proceeds, tend to be in this class. Where such
investments replace private expenditure, they do not add to aggregate
demand. The role of self-liquidating projects, therefore, belongs in the
framework of the Allocation rather tha n the Stabilization Branch.
B. REAL INVESTMENT AND DEPRECIATION

We now leave the financial investor and turn to the underlying problem
of real investment. This is the employment of capital in production and
its marginal efficiency, which determines the yield on financial investment.
Significance of Depreciation
Let us consider t he case of a manager of a producing firm who contemplates the addition of various types of capital equipment. The effects
of an income tax enter his decision in two ways. One is the statutory
rate of tax applied to taxable profits, and the other is the schedule at
which recovery of capital may be deducted in computing taxable income.
Both affect the rate at which profits are reduced by the tax, and both are
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reflected in the level of the tax rate t as used in the preceding discussion.
These two elements must now be distinguished.
The rate at which an initial cost may be recovered or written off for tax
purposes is significant for a number of reasons. Among them, the following may be noted:
1. Shortening of the depreciation period results in postponing the tax
payment, thus reducing the present value of the tax and hence the
effective burden.
2. Shortening of the depreciation period provides the investor with an
immediate increase in liquidity. This is important in t he absence of a
perfect credit market. Moreover, it provides an immediate supply of
equity capital without diluting control.
3. Over a period during which the taxpayer expects fluctuations in tax
rates, flexibility in the timing of depreciation charges permits him to take
depreciation during times of high rates and thus reduce his tax liability
for the period as a whole.
4. In a period of rising prices, fast write-off increases the real value of
the depreciation allowance and the opposite holds if prices fall.
5. A shorter depreciation period renders the depreciation allowance
more valuable if the investor attaches a penalty discount to more distant
returns due to increasing uncertainty.
6. The investor may not be certain, in the absence of tax refunds on
losses, that there will be sufficient future income from which to deduct
the depreciation allowance at the permissible time. The sooner he can
deduct depreciation, the more certain he is that he will be able to deduct
at all.
For the time being, let us focus on point 1 only. Here we assume that
tax rates and price levels are expected to remain stable, that loss offsets as
well as credit markets are perfect, and that no additional uncertainty
discount attaches to more distant returns. While point 1 is not necessarily the most important from a practical standpoint, it is the most basic
to the general problem of depreciation theory. 1
1 Among a large literature on the tax treatment of depreciation, see the basic article
by E. Cary Brown, "Business-income Taxation and Investment Incentives," in
Income, Employment and Public Policy: Essays in Honor of Alvin H. Hanson, W. W.
Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1948, reprinted in R. A. Musgrave and Carl
Shoup (eds.), Beadinus in the Economics of Taxation, American Economic Association,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1958, and "The New Depreciation Policy
under the Income Tax: An Economic Analysis," National 'l'ax Journal, vol. 8, no. 1,
pp. 81- 97, March, 1955; Richard Goode, Corporation Income 'l'ax, John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., New York, 1951, especially pp. 124-127, and "Accelerated Depreciation
Allowances as a Stimulus to Investment," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 69,
no. 2, pp. 191- 220, May, 1955, with literature references on p. 192; Evsey D. Doma.r,
"The Case for Accelerated Depreciation," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 62,
no. 4, pp. 493- 519, November, 1953, and "Depreciation, Replacement and Growth,"
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Depreciation Policy in a Neutral Profits Tax

Let the tax rate be 50 per cent; now suppose that a particular investment, costing $1,000, may be depreciated in equal installments over a
period of ten years. The taxpayer can look forward to ten annual tax
savings, due to depreciation, of 0.5 times $100, or $50. Given an interest rate of 5 per cent, the present value of this income stream of $50 per
year over a period of ten years equals $386. Now suppose that the law is
changed and the investment may be written off more rapidly, say over
a five-year period. In this case, the tax saving equals the present value
of an income stream of $100 per year over five years, or $432.94. The
position of the taxpayer is improved by the shortening of the depreciation
period. If he is permitted to deduct the entire amount at once, the present value of the tax saving rises to $500. Thus, the burden imposed by a
tax depends not only upon t,, the statutory rate of tax, but also upon d,
the length of the depreciation period. If we wish to design a tax system
that is neutral between diiTerent investments, we must apply, in each case,
a combination of the statutory rate and the depreciation period, which
will give the same effective rate for all investments. This is the key to
the problem..
Condition of Neutrality. To state this condition of neutrality more
specifically, suppose that we have an investment, the present cost of which
is C, and which is expected to yield an income stream of R per year for a
period of n years. We may write
C = RA

(14-14)

where A is the present value of an annuity of $1 for n years, discounted at
the rate of interest i. 1 The rate i, at which the present value of the
income stream becomes equal to cost, may be referred to as the internal
rate of discount, or yield inherent in this particular investment. 2 It
corresporids to our earlier term y. The concept of a market rate to which
this internal rate is equated at the margin does not enter our discussion for
the time being. Replacing A by the formula for the present value of an
Economic Journal, vol. 63, pp. 1-32, March, 1953, both reprinted in Domar's Essays
in the Theory of Economic Growth, Oxford University Press, New York, 1957; S. P.
Dobrovolsky, "Depreciation Policies and Investment Decisions," American Economi<.
Review, vol. 41, no. 5, pp. 906- 914, December, 1951; and M. Kalecki, "Three Ways to
Full Employment," in The Economics of Full Employment, Basil Blackwell & Mott,
Ltd., Oxford, 1947, pp. 45- 46; George Terborgh, Dynamic Equipment Policy, McGrawHill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1949, and Realistic Depreciation Policy, Machinery and Allied Products Institute, Chicago, 1953.
1 The term A may also be written as a•.
• From the actuarial point of view, i should be referred to as a rate of interest
rather than n. rate of discount.
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annuity of $1, we have
(14-15)
as defining the relationship between cost, income stream, and internal
yield.
Now a profits tax at the rate tis imposed, and the taxpayer is required
to spread his amortization charges in equal annual installments over d
years. Straight-line depreciation is assumed. The value of d may be
equal to n, but it need not be. Holding C and R constant, equation
(14-14) now becomes
(14-16)
where (1 - t)RAt is the present value of the income stream after tax, as it
would be if the tax law did not allow for depreciation; and t(C /d)Bt is the
present value of tax savings obtained because the law does permit the
deduction of depreciation charges. 1 At measures the present value of $1
over a period of n years, the value of $1 being discounted now by the new
(after tax) internal rate of discount it. Bt measures the present value of
$1 over a period of d years, discounted at it. Equation (14-16) may be
written as
C = (1- t) R [ 1 - (1.+ it)-"]+ tQ [ 1 - (1 .+ it)-d] (14-17)
~

d

~

where it is the new internal rate of discount, or yield net of tax. We may
now define the effective rate of tax as the resulting percentage change in
yield, that is
(14-18)
A firm will be indifferent between a change in t and a change in d as long
as the resulting change in t. is the same. A neutral tax plan, similarly,
will be one that imposes the same effective rate of tax on all investments.
Using subscripts x and z to indicate two investments, our definition of a
neutral tax must meet the condition
(14-19)
In other words, the effective rate of tax is the same if the internal rate of
discount is reduced by the same fraction in all cases.
1 Equation (14-16) resembles that used by Brown, "Business-income Taxation and
Investment Incentives," p. 304. However, Brown's argument is based on discount
by a market rate of interest (see note on text page 342), and it refers to the special
case where d = n.
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Suppose, now, that the same statutory rate t, is to be applied to all
investments, involving different pay-off periods (or values of n) and carrying different rates of internal discount. The problem is to determine the
value of d for each investment so as to meet our criterion of neutrality.
Given the value oft. and t, equations (14-15), (14-17), and (14-19) define
the resulting values of i, it, and d for any investment with specified values
of C, R, and n . While the problem docs not lend itself to a simple
mathematical solution in solving ford or t, the results of various policies
may be tested.by computing sample cases on the basis of actuarial tables.
Comparison between Investments of Different Length. In Table 14-2
we compare investments that pay R = $1 a year, and have the same internal rate of discount of i = 0.05. They vary in the length of the pay-off
TABLE

14-2.

EFFECTIVE TAX RATES FOR I NVESTMENT S WITH EQUAL YIELDS
AND DIFFERENT PAY-OFF PERIODS*

(i

n

= 0.05; t, = 0.5; straight-line depreciation)

d=

c

i,

(1)

(2)

1
2
5
10
20
32
50
85
100
200

0.9524
1.8594
4 .3295
7.7217
12.4622
15.8027
18 .2559
19 . 6836
19 .8479
19 .9988
20.0000

00

(3)

d=5

00

t,

'
(4)

< 0 t, >
< 0 t, >
r<O t, >
r<O t, >
r<O t, >
r
r

r = 0
0 .0131
0 .0211
0 .'0225
0.0250
0 .5000

1
1
1
1
1
1.000
0.738
0 .578
0.550
0.500
0.000

Required values for
t, = 0.475 of

d=n

i,

t,

i,

t.

d

d/n

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

t, > 1 0.0250 0.500

d<O

d/n < 0

0.0252
0 .0255
0.0260
0 .0265
0.0273
0 . 0280
0 . 0284
0.0282
0.0274
0.0025

1.6
4.5
9.5
20.0
36.0
63.0
132 . 0
168.0
255.0

0.800
0.900
0.950
1.000
1.125
1.260
1.565
1.680
1.275

r <0
0.0000
0.0255
0.0325
0.0384
0.04120.0437
0 .0442
0.0444
0.0450
0.0500

1.000
0.490
0.350
0.232
0.176
0.126
0.116
0.112
0 . 111
0.000

0.496
0 .490
0.480
0. 470
0.450
0.440
0 .432
0.436
0.452
0.475

• Simple inverse interpolation was used to estimato i, in those cases where i, fell
between tabular entries in the tables. For col. 7, where d = n, it was necessary to
calculate i, by trial and error, inserting alternative values of i, into eq. (14-17) and
computing the right-hand member unt il its value equaled the required value of C.

period n, as shown in column 1. The corresponding initial costs of
investment C are shown in column 2. The same statutory rate of tax
t, = 0.5 is applied in all cases, and the resulting values of net yield after
taxi, and effective rate of tax t. are computed for different values of nand
depreciation periods d.
In the absence of any depreciation allowances (see columns 3 and 4,
where d = oo), we find that it rises and t, falls as n increases ; that is, short
investments are discriminated against. If straight-line depreciation over
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some finite period is permitted for all investments (see columns 5 and 6,
where d = 5), short investments are still discriminated against, though to
a lesser degree than previously. Retaining straight-line depreciation but
depreciating over the entire life of the asset for all investments (see
columns 7 and 8, where d = n), it rises and t. falls as n increases. This
continues up to some value of n, beyond which the relation is reversed. 1
While the degree of discrimination over the relevant range is less than
before, a significant degree of discrimination remains. In order to obtain
a neutral tax, the ratio d/n must be increased for rising values of n up to
some fairly high level of n, and must be reduced thereafter. This is
shown in columns 9 and 10, where dis adjusted so as to obtain t. = 0.475
for all cases.
TABLE

14-3.

EFFECTIVE TAX RATES WITH VARIOUS DEPREClA'l'lON SCHEDULES*

(i

Straight-line

=

0.05; t,

Annuity

= 0.5-; d = n)
Sum-of-theyear's-digits

Declining-balance

n

1
5

i,

t,

i,

t,

i,

t,

i,

t,

0.02500
0 . 02544

0 .5000
0.4919

0 .02500
0 .02520

0.5000
0.4960

0.02500
0.0277U

0.5000
0.4442

0 .02500
0 .02867

0.5000
0 . 4266

• The straight-line case is taken from Table 14-2; for n = 5, depreciation for each
year equals 20 per cent. For the declining-balance cnse, the per cent of C allowed
as depreciation over successive years equals 0.4, 0.24, 0.114, 0.108, and 0.108, respectively. For the sum-of-the-year's-digits method, the respective fractions are 0.333,
0.267, 0.200, 0.133, and 0.067.
Under the annuity method, the amount permitted each year expressed as a per cent
of asset cost equals D. = (1 + i)-d+•- 1, where d = n = 5. For purposes of estimation, we assume i = 0.05, the internal rate of discount before tax. The respective
amounts of depreciation for the five years are 0.82367, 0.844263, 0.85637, 0.88700, and
0.90918, adding to C = 4.32948 for the period as a whole. To be theoretically correct,
we should use i, instead of i, where i, itself is a function of the depreciation pattern.
Since i, < i, the approximation here used involves a less rapid depreciation than
would apply in the true Clise. Hence, discrimination would be reduced further under
the true solution.

In Table 14-3, certain other depreciation patterns are compared with
the straight-line method. The comparison is made for the n = d case,
using n = 1 and n = 5. The degree of discrimination against short
investments is increased under the declining-balance method, and even
1 The lower the i, the higher then at which the turning point occurs.
cent the turning point is at n = 50.

Fori

= 10 per
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more so under the sum-of-the-year's-digit method. The degree of discrimination is reduced and becomes very slight under the annuity method.
The latter thus offers a close approximation to a neutral tax, provided that
income accrues on a straight-line basis. 1
Comparison between Investments of Different Yield. In Table 14-4 we
compare investments that pay $1 a year for a length of twenty periods but
have different internal rates of discount (and, hence, costs, as shown in
columns 1 and 2).
TABLE 1~4. EFFECTIVE TAX RATES FOR INVESTMENTS WITH
EQUAL PAY-OFF PERIODS AND DIFFERENT YIELDS*

(n

i

c

= 20; t, = 0.5; straight-line depreciation)

(2)

t,

(3)

i,

t,

i,

(7)
(6)
-- - - ---(4)- - (5)

0.01 18.0456 r< O t, > 1
0.03 14.8775 r<O t, > 1
0.05 12.4622 T < 0 t, > 1
0.08 9.8181 0.0018 0.978
0.10 8.5136 0.0160 0.840
0.0000
0 .000

"'

Required values for
t, = 0.475 of

d=5

'
i,

-(1)-

d=n

d = "'

"'

0.0051
0.0156
0.0266
0.0436
0.0550

"'

0.490
0.480
0.468
0.455
0.450
0 .000

0.0078
0.0232
0.0384
0.0605
0.0754

"'

t,

d

d/n

(8)

(9)

(10)

0.220
0.227
0 .232
0.244
0.246
0.000

d<O
3
20
80
200

d/n < 0
0 . 15
1.00
4.00
10 .00

*See note to Table 14-2.

As before, we impose the same statutory rate of tax t. = 0.5 throughout
and apply different depreciation policies, or values of d. If depreciation
charges are disallowed (see columns 3, and 4, where d = oo ), the tax now
discriminates against low-yield investments. If we apply straight-line
depreciation over a finite period, discrimination is reduced. The case of
d = n (see columns 5 and 6) is now a special case of equal finite depreciation, where d = 20. Discrimination is slight, but low-yield investments
1 For a similar conclusion, though in a somewhat different context, see E. Cary
Brown, "The New Depreciation Policy under the Income Tax: An Economic Analysis," National Ta,-c Journal, vol. 8, no. 1, pp. 81-98, March, 1955.
Brown defines true depreciation as that which matches the rate of decrease in the
usefulness of an asset. Thus, if the asset decreases ii~ usefulness by equal annual
amounts, annual depreciation allowances should be such that their present values
are equal. This calls for the annuity method and, hence, rising absolute amounts of
depreciation.
While the annuity method is to be preferred in both cases, Brown's condition for
true depreciation is not quite the same as our condition for neutral depreciation. The
neutral depreciation rate as here defined depends upon the statutory rate of tax, the
internal rate of discount, and the length of the pay-off period. Brown's concept
depends upon the rate at which capital is used up and upon the market rate of interest.
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still suffer a higher rate of tax. As the value of dis reduced further, this
pattern is reversed, and low-yield investments come to enjoy the benefit
of a smaller effective rate of tax.
If we combine variations in both i and n, the task of formulating a
truly neutral-depreciation policy becomes exceedingly complex. Nevertheless, our approach supplies the conditions for a truly neutral policy
and thus suggests a direction in which analysis may proceed.
Instantaneous Depreciation. The shorter the depreciation period, the
greater the benefit to the owner of the depreciable asset. In the extreme
case, we may visualize a system where depreciation is permitted once the
investment is made. Since no income is received yet, this means that a
loss is incurred. Under a system of perfect loss offset, the loss will be
refunded at once, provided it cannot be offset against other income. Such
11 system is, in fact, equivalent to a zero-tax situation.
We can now
define

C = (1 - t)RAt

+ tC

(14-20)

but C = RA, so that RA = RAt and hence i =it. A tax that permits
instantaneous depreciation leaves the internal rate of discount unchanged.
It is a perfectly neutral solution-so neutral, in fact, as to be a zero tax.
To illustrate, let us suppose that our investor purchases an asset at an
initial outlay of $100. He expects an income stream of $10 for twenty
years, the yield being approximately 7.45 per cent. A tax of 50 per cent
is imposed, together with a depreciation period of twenty years, and the
net yield falls to about 4.25 per cent. Next, consider a situation where the
investor is permitted to take instantaneous depreciation. When making
his initial investment of $100, the investor will register an immediate loss
of $100, since this amount of depreciation is charged, prior to the receipt
of any income. With a perfect loss offset, the investor will obtain a
refund of $50. 1 This refund, when reinvested, will lead to a further
refund of $25, thus giving rise to a series of refunds and reinvestments
totaling $100. The total investment now equals $200.2 Assuming constant returns, receipts now equal $20 per year for twenty years. Since
the investor has taken depreciation already, this entire amount is subject
to tax, leaving him with an annual income stream of $10. After tax,
the investor is left in precisely the same position he was in prior to the
tax. What happens, in effect, is that the Treasury advances him an
interest-free loan sufficient to increase his earnings by the amount of tax.
Thus, in our illustration, the investor receives additional funds of $100
1 In order to make instantaneous depreciation effective, perfect loss offset (including provision for immediate refunds) must be assumed.
2 If Cis the initial outlay and t the rate of tax, total refunds equal [1 /(1 - t) - 1]C,
and t he total amount invested equals [(1/1 - t) - l]C.
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for twenty years, this being precisely the sum returned to t he Treasury as
tax. 1 The investor, therefore, is indifferent to the imposition of such a
tax-refund arrangement.
Now consider the position of the Treasury. While it gains in tax
revenue, it incurs the cost of advancing the capital when making the
initial refund payment. Provided that the Treasury itself could have
invested in an asset of equal yield, the gain in tax revenue and the opportunity cost of lost earnings cancel each other out. 2 An investment of $100
for twenty years (assuming a 50 per cent rate of return) gives the Treasury precisely the same income stream as it obtains from the tax. The
Treasury is indifferent to having such an arrangement. We are left with
the somewhat ironic result that the search for the perfect tax leaves us
with a solution that involves, in effect, a zero tax. s Given perfect loss
offset, we must have d > 0 in order to obtain t. > 0. At the same time,
the value of d can be adjusted (depending on differences in i and n) to
obtain equal values of t. for diverse investments.
This argument, to be sure, relates to the case of a tax on new investment only. A profits tax (limited to old investment) or a capital levy,
are different matters. Where depreciation has been taken in the past,
while current profits continue to accrue, the tax involves a loss to the
investor and a gain to the Treasury, even though instantaneous depreciation is permitted for new investment.
Tax Treatment of Interest Cost

Thus far no reference has been made to the existence of a market rate of
interest. Our discussion has been entirely in terms of the internal rates
of discount applicable to particular investments. In such a framework,
1 A similar argument applies if we assume that investment proceeds are continually
reinvested. The sequence of taxes paid in returning the initial advance of SlOO is
then match~cl by a sequence of new refunds. These refunds are made to account for
losses incurred when instantaneous depreciation is claimed on the reinvestment of
current earnings. The two streams of tax payments and refunds cancel, and the net
effect is to leave the initial advance with the investor as long as earnings are reinvested.
In other words, the investor has unilateral control over the period for which the
Treasury loan is extended. Only when reinvestment of earnings is discontinued must
a tax be paid, thus returning to the Treasury the initial loan plus earnings thereon.
2 This assumes that the Treasury, in the absence of a "refund loan," would have
been able to invest its funds at the same terms. If this possibility does not exist, the
Treasury gains from the tax.
a Brown, "Business-income Taxation and Investment Incentives," notes that
instantaneous depreciation plus perfect loss offset renders t he investor indifferent to
t he tax, but Brown does not conclude the same for the Treasury. A proposal for
instantaneous depreciation was made by M. Kalecki, "Three Ways to Full Employment," in T(•e Economics of Full Employment, Basil Blackwell & Mott, Ltd., Oxford,
1947, p. 46; but again the Treasury's cost of advancing funds is not considered.
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the internal rate of discount is the capital income: There is no appropriate
place for interest as a cost that may be deducted from taxable income.
A tax that permits deduction of interest at the computed internal rate
would leave no income. However, let us assume that the law provides
for deduction of interest at some uniform statutory rate.
Suppose, first, that the investor may charge and deduct interest against
the entire cost of his investment, with the interest computed at some
statutory rate i,. Equation (14-16) then becomes

C = (1 - t)RAt

+ t~ Bt + ti,CAt

(14-21)

where the last term is the gain or saving in tax from the interest deduction.
To simplify, let us set d = n, so that
(14-22)
If the annual depreciation charge C/d plus the annual interest imputation
i,C equals the annual income R, no taxable income is left. We then have
C = RAt. Since C = RA, it follows that A = At and i = it. If i,C <
R- (C/d), the tax is positive, and it< i. However, the effective rate
of tax t. is smaller than it would be in the absence of interest deduction.
The lower i is, the greater the reduction in t. due to interest deduction,
since a low i makes for a high ratio of i,/i. Deductibility of interest at a
uniform imputed r~te thus discriminates in favor of low-yield investments.
Next, suppose that the investor can charge and deduct interest on
borrowed funds only, computed at the particular contractual rate. In
this case, equation (14-21) becomes

C

=

(1 - t)RAt

+ t ~ Bt -

i.bCAt

+ ti.bCA,

(14-23)

where i. is the contractual rate of interest and b is the fraction of cost met
by borrowing. Thus, i.bCAt is the annual repayment of loan, and ti.bCA.
is the new term for tax saving due to interest deduction. Setting d = n,
we now have
(14-24)
The general argument is the same as before, but discrimination now favors
investments with a high b, or ratio of debt to equity finance, and with a
low ratio of i./i. In both connections, risk investment is likely to be
discriminated against.
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An Alternative Framework
Throughout the preceding discussion, we have assumed that the investor determines the profitability of an investment in terms of the internal
rate of discount and makes his investment decision on the basis of
profitability and inherent risk. As an alternative framework, let us
consider a system where the investor maximizes profits by investing up
to the point where the present worth of the income stream, discounted at
prevailing market rate of interest on government bonds i,., equals cost. 1
Now a proportional tax on profits with full loss offset is imposed.
We assume first that interest on government bonds is not taxable.
The loss in the present value of the income stream due to tax will exceed
the present value of tax savings from the depreciation deduction, both
being discounted at the market rate. Some previously profitable investments now become unprofitable, compared to the yield of bonds. Funds
will be shifted into bonds. Assuming the money supply to be infinitely
elastic, the market rate is unchanged. Th~ level of real investment
declines. If depreciation is charged on a straightrline basis over the life
of the asset, the present value of tax savings from depreciation will be a
declining fraction of cost as the investment becomes longer. Thus, long
investments are discriminated against. 2
Now consider the opposite case of a tax that applies only to interest
income on government bonds and not to profits from real investment.
As before, we assume that the supply of funds is infinitely elastic so as to
maintain the yield of bonds (before tax) at i,.. * As the tax is imposed, the
net return on investment in bonds is reduced to (1 - t,)i,.. Earnings
from real investment are now discounted at this lower rate. The tax on
the interest from government bonds is similar in effect to a reduction in
the market rate. Real investment is increased, and long investments
benefit relative to short investments.
Finally, there is the case of a general tax that applies to both interest
from government bonds and profits from real investment. This combines
the opposing effects of the two preceding cases.
1

This is the approach taken by E. Cary Brown, "Business-income Taxation and
Investment Incentives," in Income, Employment and Public Policy: Essays in Honor
of Alvin H. Hansen, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1948.
2
This result seems to run counter to our earlier conclusion for a policy of d = n.
However, the earlier comparison of Table 14-2 related to investments with equal rates
of internal d iscount, and t he internal rate itself was reduced by the tax. In the
present case, the market ro.te is assumed to be unchanged.
• For a discussion of this dubious assumption, see p. 543.

CHAPTER 15

Incidence in the all-consumption model

In the preceding chapters we have dealt with partial equilibrium
adjustments to changes in budget policy by various decisiou-making
units of the economy, such as the worker, the consumer, and the business
firm. These partial adj ustments are strategic elements in the over-all
change, but nothing more. They have repercussions upon the market
setting within which any adjusting unit operates, thus giving rise t o a
chain of adjustments until a new equilibrium is reached. The final result
of the adjustment process is the product of the interaction of these individual moves. As the student of macro economics knows only too well, this
interaction has its own logic. It may produce results far removed from
the intent of the individual unit of adjustment.
It is necessary, therefore, that we push beyond the partial equilibrium
view and consider the general adjustment process as a whole. This is a
difficult task. One may readily understand the general interdependence
of the pricing system as a concept or as a formal stat ement within the
framework of the Wah·asian equilibrium system. 1 But it is quite another
matter to formulate the problem so as to obtain specific results. To make
matters worse, an adequate analysis must allow for changes in the level of
employment and prices and for effects upon the long-run aspects of
growth. A workable system of this sort remains to be devised before it
can be applied to the determination of incidence.
In order to make some inroads into the problem and still maintain our
bearings, we shall do well to proceed step by step, moving from a very
1 For attempts at general statements of incidence theory in a complete system,
see Ronald W. Shepard, "A Mathematical Theory of the Incidence of Taxation,"
Econometrica, vol. 12, no. 1, pp. 1- 18, January, 1944; and J. E. Meade, "The Effects
of Indirect T axation upon the Distribu~ion of Income," Trade and Welfare, vol. II,
sec. 4, Mathcmntiral Supplement, Oxford University Press, London, 1955.
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simple to a more complex model. Let us begin, therefore, with the
simplest type of economy, where only consumer goods are produced.
Thus, all the complications that arise from the presence of saving, capital
formation, and economic growth are avoided for the time being. In t his
setting, we shall explore the basic problem of changes in relative prices that
result as general or discriminatory taxes are imposed. Thereafter, we
shall examine the relationship between incidence and absolute price
change. The next chapter discusses a more complex setting where saving
and capital formation are allowed for. Incidence in an economy that
combines growth with the need for compensatory policies will be considered in the concluding chapter.
A. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENERAL AND DISCRIMINATORY TAXES

In our all-consumption economy there is no saving. No cash balances
are held beyond those required to meet transaction needs. Available
factors of production, including labor and raw materials, are provided by
householders in their capacity as workers and owners of resources.
These factors, the supply of which may be more or less elastic, are purchased by firms, transformed into products in a single stage of production,
and sold to householders in their capacity as consumers. We assume for
the time being that both factor and product markets are perfectly
competitive, so that factor shares exhaust the total product and factor
prices equal the value of the marginal product of the factor.
In this system, the distribution of income depends on the distribution
of ownership of factors including labor, the production functions of factor
inputs required to produce various products, and the preference patterns
of individuals for these products. From these basic data, relative product and factor prices are determined by the market, as are relative levels
of real income. 1 A money equation may be added to obtain the absolute
levels of money prices and incomes. Little is gained thereby, since
money in this system is a veil and has little bearing on the essential
problem of incidence.

General versus Discriminatory Taxes
The crux of incidence analysis, in the general equilibrium context, lies
in determining whether, and in what respect, any given tax is general or
discriminatory. Any one tax may be general in some respects and discriminatory in others, depending on the type of transaction upon which
the tax is imposed. We shall disregard, for the time being, taxes other
than those on transactions-such as lump-sum taxes or taxes on the
holding of property.
1 Such

a system is given in eqs. (1) to (12) of Meade's system, ibid., pp. 34-37.
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Transactions, in our simple system, involve either products or factors.
Households sell factors and buy products, while firms buy factors and sell
products. Thus, a tax may be imposed on transactions either in products
or in factors; the tax may be applied on the buyer's or the seller's side of
the market. In each of these four cases, the tax may be general and apply
to all the transactions in the indicated category; or it may be discriminatory and apply to certain transactions only. A simple schema outlining
by numerical designation the resulting types of tax is shown in Table 15-1.
TABLE

15-1.

GENERAL AND DISCRIMINATORY TAXES

Tax on transactions inTax imposed on
t ransactions by-

Some

All

Products

Factors

Products

Factors

5

7
8

13
14

All:
buyers. . . . . . . . . . . .
sellers . ··· ·· · .......

2

3
4

Some:
buyers ..... . .......
sellers ........ . . . ...

9
10

11
12

.

1

6

I

15
16

There are four types of truly general tax, shown as cases 1 to 4 in the
table. Case 1 is a general spendings tax on households, case 2 a general
sales tax on firms, case 3 a general factor-purchase or cost-payment tax
on firms, and case 4 a general income tax on households. Of the four,
2 and 4 are familiar forms of taxation, 1 is receiving increasing attention,
and 3 is of somewhat academic interest.
Turning now to possible types of discrimination, consider first a group
of taxes that apply to all transactors but only to some transactions.
These are listed as cases 5 to 8 in the table. In this group we have a
spendings tax on consumers that applies at differential rates to various
products bought, or case 5; a sales tax on firms that applies at differential
rates to various products sold, or case 6; a tax on cost payments of firms
applicable to selected factors only, or case 7; and a tax on receipts from
the sale of factors applicable to particular factors only, or case 8. Case 6
is encountered widely as a selective excise or sales tax. Case 8 is encountered in the form of income taxes that apply with differential rates to
various types of factor incomes, for example, penalty rates on unearned
income or employee contributions to payroll taxes. Case 7 is illustrated
by the employer contribution to payroll taxes and, after capital formation
is allowed for, by property taxes on business plant.
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A second group of discriminatory taxes apply to all transactions blit
only to some transactors. These are listed as cases 9 to 12 in the
table. Discrimination of this type may be based on a variety of criteria.
Thus, case 9 may take the form of a spendings tax that discriminates
against people with large incomes or large amounts of spending. Case 10
may take the form of a tax limited to foreign firms, for example, a flat
tariff on all imports from a given country; or of a tax limited to domestic
firms with certain organizational characteristics such as corporations or
chain stores. Case 12 may take the form of a progressive income tax or an
income tax that discriminates between steady and volatile incomes.
A third group of discriminatory taxes, which combines both types of
discrimination, appears as cases 13 to 16 in the table. In case 14, we have
discrimination by seller and product, illustrated by a classified tariff; in
case 15, we have discrimination by buyer and factor, illustrated by a payroll tax applicable to large firms only; in case 13, we have discrimination
by buyer and product, illustrated by a spendings tax differentiated by
product, size of outlay, and so forth. Further classifications and subcases may be readily developed, but this will suffice for our purposes.
Our specific concern is with cases 1 to 8, in which the basic problems of
adjustments are covered.

The Equivalence of General Taxes
The relationship among the truly general taxes, or cases 1 to 4, may be
pictured by noting their location in the circular flow, shown in Figure 15-1.

4":---Factor
market

~

1

-----1}._.
1

1

Product
market

3~L_-------~~==--~-------~-J~2
Fw. 15-1. General taxes in the circular flow.

On the left, we note the flow of factors (solid line) from households to
firms and the reverse flow of factor payments (broken line), both traversing the factor market. On the right, we note the flow of products (solid
line) from firms to households and the reverse flow of expenditures
(broken line) from households to firms, both 'traversing the product
market. As we have stated, households are sellers of factors and buyers
of products, while firms are sellers of products and buyers of factors. A
tax on the buyers of factors, or case 3, is a purchase tax on the firm, its
impact falling on the firm's side of the factor market. A tax on the sellers
of factors, or case 4, is a personal income tax, its impact falling on the
household. side of this market. The buyer's tax on products, or case 1, is
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a purchase tax on households, its impact falling on the buyer's side of the
product market. The seller's tax on products, or case 2, is a sales or
excise tax assessed on the seller's side of the market. These four taxes are
equivalent in this simple model. Not only is their differential incidence
neutral in the previously defined sense of leaving the size distribution of
income unchanged, but substitution between these four taxes leaves the
position of each individual household and firm unaffected. 1 The following propositions or rules of equivalence hold for this model:
First, it is a matter of indifference whether a general tax on transactions is
assessed on the seller's or on the buyer's side of the market. In the product
market we have, on the seller's side (case 2), a tax on the gross receipts of
firms, or an ad valorem sales tax at rate t,; on the buyer's side (case 1), a
tax on expenditures by consumers, or a spendings tax at rate t., where
t. = t,/(1 - t,). * In case 2, a fraction of the firm's gross receipts is
diverted into taxes and is not available for factor payments; in case 1,
the same fraction of consumer payments is diverted into taxes and does
not reach the firm. In both cases, the same wedge is driven between gross
expenditures of consumers and net receipts of firms. In both cases there
occurs the same decline in the net revenue schedule relative to the gross
revenue schedule of business firms. This is what counts, and not whether
the decline reflects a statutory tax obligation on the seller's or the buyer's
part. Cases 1 and 2 are thus equivalent.
In the factor market we have, on the seller's side (case 4), a tax imposed
on the proceeds from factor sales, or a personal income tax at rate tp; on
the buyer's side (case 3), a tax imposed on the cost payments for the purchase of factors at rate tc = tpj (1 - tp). t In both cases, the same wedge
1 It is assumed throughout this discussion that there is no money illusion or spite
effect. (Seep. 240.) The worker is indifferent to whether a change in the net wage
rate occurs due to change in tax or due to change in the gross wage rate; and the consumer is indifferent to paying a spendings tax versus a higher price.
"'The yield of the tax on consumer expenditures equals

T, = t,(p~Qv - 7',)

where T, is the yield, t, is the rate, and Pv and Qv are the price and quantity of
products bought. The yield of the tax on gross receipts is
Tr = lrppQp

where T, is the yield and tr the rate.

By setting T. = '1',, we obtain

t,
t.=l - t,

t The yield of the tax on the cost payments of the

firm equals

T. = t.(pJQI - '1'.)

where '1'. is the yield, lc is the rate, and PI and Ql are the price and quantity offa.etors
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is driven between the outlay made by the firm and the income received by
the supplier of the factor. Part of the firm's outlays do not go into factor
payments, or part of the payments to factors do not become available as
disposable factor income. In both cases there occurs the same decline in
the net demand schedule relative to the g1·oss demand schedule for factor
inputs. Cases 3 and 4 are thus equivalent.
The second proposition is that it is a matter of indifference whether a
general tax is assessed on the product or on the factor transactions of any
particular transactor. Where the tax is assessed on the firm, a general tax
on gross receipts or sales (case 2) at rate tr is equivalent to a general tax on
factor purchases or cost (case 3) at rate t. = tr/ (1 - tr). * Both drive the
same wedge between sales receipts and funds available for net factot·
payments; and substitution of the one for the other will not affect the
combination of factors. Prior to tax, the value of the marginal product
will be the same in a competitive market for any one factor in all its uses.
The price of each factor will be equal to the value of its marginal product;
and the prices of various factors will stand in the ratio of the value of their
marginal products. After a general tax on product sale and/ or factor
purchase is introduced, the net value of the marginal product must be the
same for any one factor in all its uses, net value being defined to exclude
product tax . The gross price of each factor will equal the net value of the
factor's marginal product, .gross price being defined to include factor
purchase tax; and the gross or net prices of various factors will stand in the
ratio of the gross values of their marginal products, which will also equal
the ratio of net values. Cases 2 and 3 are thus equivalent.
Where the tax is imposed on the household, this equivalence refers to a
general tax on factor sales or personal income tax (case 4) at rate tv, and
a general tax on product purchases or consumer expenditures (case 1) at
rate t., where t. = tv! (1 - tv). t In our simplified system, earnings from
factor sales equal outlays on products, so that cases 1 and 4 are equivalent,
as are cases 2 and 3.
We no'w combine the conclusion that case 2 is equivalent to 3 and case 1
bought.

The yield of the tax on personal income is
'l'p = t.(p,Q, )

where '1',, is the yield and t. is t he rate.

t.

By setting '1', = 'l'v, we obtain
=

'·

1 - t.

* T his expression is obtained by equating 'l'r and '1'. as defined in the preceding
footnotes. This may be done because gross receipts equal factor payments on the
assumption of pure competition.
t This expression is obtained by equating T , and '1'• as defined in the preceding
footnotes. This may be done because saving is assumed to equal zero.
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is equivalent to 4 with the previous conclusion that case I is equivalent to
2 and case 3 is equivalent to 4. This gives us the third proposition- that
in this simple model there is an equivalence between a personal income tax
(case 4) and a general sales tax (case 2) . Similarly, there exists an equivalence between a general tax on the factor payments of firms (case 3) and a
spendings tax on households (case I). In other words, there exists an
equivalence between all four types of truly general t ax.
The proposition of equivalence between a general and proportional
income tax and a general and proportional sales tax does not imply that
the former leads to a proportional change in all factor prices, while the
latter leads to a proportional change in all product prices. A general
proportional income tax may- and most likely will- result in a change in
relative factor prices, depending upon differences in the elasticity of supply
for various factors; and the subsequent adjustment will involve changes
in relative product prices as well. Similar changes result from a general
and proportional sales tax. The proposition of equivalence implies only
that resulting changes in relative product a nd factor prices will be the
same for both taxes.
These conclusions must be qualified as the simplified setting of the present model is abandoned. Nevertheless, an understanding of this basic
equivalence among the general t axes in this simplest type of model is the
gateway to an understanding of the more complex cases. We shall see
not only how discriminatory taxes tend to be nonequivalent in this simple
model but how apparently general taxes become discriminatory in a more
realistic setting, allowing for imperfect markets and capital formation.

Equivalent Sets of Discriminatory Taxes
The rules of equivalence that apply to nondiscriminatory taxes may be
applied also to certain types of discriminatory taxes. However, considerations of administrative feasibility limit the choice among various ways
in which a given discrimination can be applied.
Let us begin with a selective sales t ax on product X. As before, this
tax is equivalent to a tax on consumer purchases of X, and can be applied
readily in either form. It is equivalent also to a purchase tax on factors
that enter into the production of X or to an income tax on the sale of such
factors. However, the latter taxes are not practicable, since it would be
necessary to classify factor transactions by the products into which the
factors are destined to enter.
Next, suppose that a selective income tax is imposed on earnings from
factor Z. Such a tax is equivalent to a tax on firms on the purchase of Z,
and can be applied readily in either form. It is equivalent also to a sales
tax on products assessed at differential rates in proportion to that part of
the market price which reflects cost payments to Z; and it is equivalent to
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a corresponding spendings tax on consumers. While such a construction
is conceivable, the latter taxes are again impracticable, since it would be
necessary to classify gross receipts or consumer outlays by the factors to
which they are to accrue. In cases such as these, the tax may be imposed
on the seller's or the buyer's side of the market; but a tax that discriminates by products must be applied in the product market, and one that
discriminates by factors must be applied in the factor market.
Moreover, the type of discrimination may be such that considerations
of feasibility determine the side of the market as well as the market in
which the tax must be imposed. Thus a progressive income tax cannot
be administered readily as a factor-purchase tax. Source withholding
without individual returns is feasible only with a flat-rate tax. A progressive tax on corporation income cannot be readily administered as a tax on
the shareholder; a progressive tax on consumer spending cannot be readily
administered as a tax on the gross receipts of the firm; and so forth. As a
matter of administrative convenience, it is therefore wise to assess the tax
at that side of the market at which the discrimination is directed. At the
same time, the theoretical construction of equivalent groups of taxes
remains useful even when discrimination is involved.
Distributional Equivalence

So far we have used the concept of equivalence to apply strictly to taxes
among which substitution leaves all relative prices and individual incomes
unchanged. Following our earlier definition of incidence as change in the
distribution of income by size brackets, we may redefine equivalent taxes
as taxes among which substitution leaves the size distribution of income
unchanged.
A progressive income tax might then be matched by some pattern of
excise taxes applying higher rates to luxuries than to necessities. Such a
pair of taxes could be neutral in differential incidence as defined previously, yet result in changes in relative product and factor prices and in the
relative positions of particular individuals. Under either approach, the
general equilibrium adjustment to the tax substitution must be considered.
In testing distributional equivalence, we must allow for the distributional
effects of resulting changes in incomes and prices before tax, as well as for
changes in tax payments as such. Nevertheless, the requirement of
distributional equivalence is less severe. Taxes that have equivalence in
the strict sense will be equivalent also in distributional terms; but pairs of
taxes may be found that are more or less equivalent in their distributional
effects, yet will be far from equivalent in the strict sense of the t erm. 1
1 The concept of distributional equivalence might be defined in terms of a single
over-all coefficient of distribution or in terms of a set of coefficients applicable to
various interdecile distributions. See p. 225.
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Both concepts of equivalence are useful and will be applied in the
following discussion. Absolute equivalence is a helpful analytical tool,
while distributional equivalence is the more relevant concept for purposes
of tax policy.
B. THE INCIDENCE OF GENERAL AND DISCRIMINATORY TAXES

We now turn to the incidence of general and discriminatory t axes. By
the nature of the problem, our concern is with changes in the relative
prices of products and of factors of production only. Changes in price
level will be considered in the concluding section of this chapter.

The Incidence of a General Tax
Let us now examine the incidence of a general tax such as a proportional
tax on income, or case 4 of Table 15-1. The argument used for case 4
holds for cases 1, 2, and 3.
Since this is the first tax to be considered, its incidence cannot be
examined in differential terms. A point of reference must first be
established, against which the differential incidence of other taxes can be
measured. For this purpose, we shall examine the budget incidence that
results if the government increases goods and service expenditures,
financed by a general income tax. 1
It is conceivable that the introduction of the budget will leave relative
factor and product prices unchanged- but only if factor supplies are fixed
and no change occurs in product mix, with the government purchasing
precisely the same goods that private consumers drop off their list as
disposable incomes decline. Though this is a conceivable result, it is one
that is quite unlikely. There is every reason to expect that relative
product and factor prices will change. The basket of goods demanded by
government a nd the factor inputs these goods require will differ from the
goods that the private sector chooses to surrender (in response to the tax)
at the old set of prices. The revenue and expenditure sides of the budget
will not be negatively equivalent, in the sense of complete cancellation.
However, it remains to be seen whether incidence may not be neutral in
our sense of leaving the equality of income distribution unchanged. In
exploring this, and throughout the following discussion of discriminatory
taxes, separate attention must be given to changes that result from t he
uses and the sources side of the individual's income position.
Changes on the Sources Side. We shall begin with changes in relative
positions that result from the income sources or earnings side. We may
expect the introduction of the budget to result in an increase in the prices
of factors that are specific to goods purchased by government, relative to
1

Sec p. 214.
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the prices of factors that are specific to goods purchased privately. In
order to determine the significance of this change, we must establish t he
distributional characteristics of the two types of factors. In a budget not
weighed down by military expenditure-one that would have been considered normal some decades ago- products purchased by government
tend to be more labor-intensive and less capital-intensive than products
purchased privately; and personal income paid by government tends to be
distributed more equally than wage and salary incomes paid by private
firms. Therefore, the substitution of government demand for private
demand will tend to equalize the distribution of factor payments.1 Budget incidence will tend to be progressive from t he income-sources side.
This presumption disappears with the modern budget, characterized by
the predominant weight of defense expenditures. Here public purchases
from private industry occupy a large part of total expenditures, and they
are for highly capital-intensive products. Thus no ready conclusion can
be drawn regarding the impact of government expenditures from the
income-sources side.2
Furthermore, we may expect t he introduction of t he budget to result
in an increase in the prices of factors that are specific to products for
which the private demand is inelastic to income, relative to the prices of
products for which t he demand is elastic. As the disposable income of the
private sector is reduced, the prices of necessities will rise relative to those
of luxuries. However, there is no reason to expect t hat factor earnings
from the production of necessities will accrue to recipients of low incomes,
while those from t he production of luxuries will accrue to people with
large incomes. Indeed, let us apply the hypothesis t hat this is a random
relationship and assume the distributional characteristics of resulting
changes in factor prices to be neutral.
Finally, we may expect an increase in the prices of factors that are
elastic in supply, relative to the prices of factors that are inelastic in
supply. The distributional implication of such changes may relate to
differences in the elasticity of labor supply at various points in the income
scale, a matter on which little can be said t hat is definite. 3 Or, distributional changes may result from differences in the elasticity of the supply
of labor compared to the elasticity of other factors. The introduction of
1 Bent Hansen, "Ett bidrag till incidenslaran," Ekonomisk 'l'idskrift, vol. 56,
no. 3, pp. 195-213, 1954, uses the assumption that all government expenditures are
wage payments to conclude that budget incidence with a proportional income tax is
progressive.
2 We are not concerned here wit h certain t ransfer programs designed to be highly
unneut ral in incidence. Since transfers are in the nature of negative taxes, such
programs are excluded from the present case, which allows for general and defense
expenditures in the form of goods and service expenditures only.
1 Seep. 245.
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such influences is complex because a reduction in labor supply involves a
gain in leisure that must be included in income, whereas there is no
corresponding reservation price for certain other factors such as land. 1
Changes on the Uses Side. A similar set of considerations applies to
changes in relative position that result from changes in relative prices of
products bought.
Introduction of the budget will result in an increase in the prices of
goods that are rival in production to goods bought by government, relative to the prices of goods that are complementary. Government
demand, if directed heavily at military equipment, will compete with
automotive products and other durables and thus burden the purchasers
of such products. Since expenditures on durable goods rise when moving
up the income scale, the incidence is progressive. However, this conclusion is based on a postulate of increasing cost that may be outweighed by
economies of scale, and it fails to account for the impetus to technological
advance that results from government programs. Thus there is no ready
presumption regarding the immediate distributional impact of public
expenditures.
This leaves changes in relative prices due to shifts in the pattern of
private demand. As disposable income declines, the prices of products
bought by high-income recipients may be expected to fall relative to those
purchased by low-income recipients. As a result, there will be a tendency
for incidence to be regressive. However, this is a rough approximation
only, and may be qualified by allowance for differences in the cost conditions under which various types of goods are supplied.
Conclusions. The preceding discussion suggests an approach and
poses problems for empirical investigation, but it does not provide a
conclusive answer. In the absence of special considerations to the contrary, we shall proceed on the hypothesis that budget incidence with
finance by a proportional income tax is more or less neutral. 2 While this
conclusion has not been demonstrated in a rigorous form, the hypothesis
is not based on a plea of complete ignorance. It is reasonable in view of
the various factors involved, and it must not be confused with the old
diffusion doctrine. Indeed, the very considerations that point to a more
or less neutral incidence for the general tax also point to progressive or
regressive patterns of incidence for discriminatory taxes.

Simple Discrimination in Products
We are now ready to examine the incidence) of various discriminatory
taxes. Since the general tax has been dealt with, the incidence of discriminatory taxes may be approached in differential terms.
1

2

Seep. 221.
For a definition of budget incidence seep. 214.
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Let us consider taxes on product transactions, applicable to transactions
in selected products only. While discriminatory between products, such
taxes remain general, since they apply to all sellers or all buyers who
transact in certain products. Applicable at either side of any particular
market, they may take the form of gross-receipts taxes on sellers or of
purchase taxes on buyers, reflecting cases 6 and 5, respectively, of Table
15-1. As noted before, the incidence will be the same, provided that
both taxes impose equivalent discriminations.
Suppose, now, that a sales tax on product X is substituted for a general
income tax or sales tax on all products, including X, Y, and Z. Real
expenditures of government are unchanged, and yield is adjusted to purchase the same goods at the new set of prices. 1
Changes on the Uses Side. Resulting changes in the relative prices of
products may be of two types : First, there is a rise in the price of X relative to the prices of Y and Z. The magnitude of change will be great if
the elasticity of substitution of Y and Z for X is low on the part of the
consumer and high on the part of the producer. If the tax is broadly
based, consumers will find it more difficult to switch to tax-free products,
and factors will find it more difficult to seek employment in tax-free
industries. Moreover, consumers will find it more difficult to escape the
tax if it applies to basic goods and seminecessities than if it applies to
optional outlays. The bulk of discriminatory taxes is derived precisely
from such items, for example, cigarettes, liquor, and gasoline. Finally,
the increase in the relative price of the t axed product will depend upon
the time allowed. Adjustments in consumer budgets take time, and the
mobility of labor and capital is greater in the long run. In some cases,
transferability of factors may be difficult even in the long run. Thus,
land primarily suited for tobacco production may continue to absorb a
substantial part of a tax on tobacco products.
The resulting process of adjustment may give rise to a second type of
change in relative prices, applicable to various tax-free products. Thus,
the price of Y will fall relative to that of Z, if Y is complementary to the
taxed product X in consumption and rival to it in production; the opposite holds for Z.
Changes in relative product prices may be translated again into changes
in distribution or incidence by reference to the place of various products
in the budget pattern of consumer households. If the taxed product is a
luxury, purchases of which increase in importance as we move up the
income scale, consumers with large incomes will lose, relative to consumers
with small incomes. Differential incidence will be progressive, just as the
differential incidence of a tax on necessities will be regressive. Since
1

Seep. 212.
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taxed articles may be allocated in this fashion, it will be possible in our
particular case to determine the implications for incidence that result
from the first type of price change. Those which follow from the second
type of price change are more difficult to interpret. Suppose that X and
Y are luxuries, while Z is a necessity, X being again the taxed product.
This suggests the hypothesis that Y is more rival, or less complementary,
in consumption to X than is Z. Hence, the price of Y will tend to rise
relative to that of Z. As a result, the progressive nature of differential
incidence is confirmed. However, no particular hypothesis claims
priority regarding rivalry or complementarity in production, thus leaving
the end result open.
Thus, we may adopt the working assumption that the second type of
price change is distributionally neutral. On this basis, we can conclude
that the nature of incidence from the uses side depends on the importance
of the taxed product in consumer expenditures at various levels of
consumer income.
Changes on the Sources Side. Changes in relative product prices are
accompanied by corresponding changes in relative factor prices. The
prices of factors that are specific to the production of the taxed product X
will tend to fall, relative to those which are specific to Y and Z, depending
upon the respective elasticities of factor supply. This much may be stated
unequivocally; but the distributional implications of the changes are
difficult to interpret.
The assumption that X is a luxury while Z is a necessity permits no
conclusion regarding the size distribution of the income earned in the
production of X compared with that of the income earned in the production of Z. Poor people may produce luxuries, and rich people may produce necessities. Again using the assumption that there is a random
relationship between the size distribution of earnings from any particular
product and the distribution of income among its consumers, we arrive at
the hypothesis that the incidence of a selective excise tax will be neutral
from the income-sources side.
This hypothesis may be adjusted in any particular case where the
nature of the taxed industry calls for exceptional treatment; and it is
subject to empirical investigation as a general proposition. Pending such
investigation and the substitution of a better hypothesis, the present
formulation will have to do. Indeed, some such simplification seems
essential if we are to build a bridge between the formal universe of the
complete W alrasian system and the exigencies of empirical work in this
field. For the time being, we are left with the conclusion that the differential incidence of the selective excise depends largely upon the consumpt.ion characteristics of the taxed product.
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Simple Discrimination in Factors
Let us now turn to a discriminatory tax imposed on transactions in
selected factors, or items 7 and 8 in Table 15-1. Suppose that a general
income tax or factor purchase tax on factors U, V, and W is replaeed by a
tax on the income of factor U only. Real purchases of government are
again held constant.
Changes on the Sources Side. Applying similar reasoning as before,
two types of changes in relative factor prices may be distinguished.
First, we can expect that the net return of factor U falls relative to that of
factors V and W. Secondly, changes may result in the relative returns
of V and W.
Suppose that factor supplies are inelastic. Disregarding possible
changes in the pattern of demand, t he gross rat e of return to U will remain
unchanged relative to that of V and W ; and the net rate of retum to U
will fall relative to that of V and W. This reflects the removal of the tax
wedge between the market prices and net prices of V and W , and the
widening of the wedge for U. Differential incidence now depends on
the distributional characteristics of the taxed factor. If income from the
t axed factor declines as a per cent of total earnings when moving up the
income scale, difTerential incidence is regressive, as it is with a tax on wage
income ; if the per cent rises, differential incidence is progressive, as it is
with a tax on capital income.
This result is qualified if we allow for elastic factor supplies. Assuming upward-sloping supply schedules, the supply of taxed factors declines,
while that of t ax-free factors rises. Thus the gross rate of return of the
taxed factor rises relative to that of the tax-free factors; and the relative
decline in the net rate of return of the taxed factor is lessened. A higher
rate of tax will be required to obtain the given yield, and the burden on
the taxed factor will be inereased. 1
Changes in the relative prices of tax-free factors V and W may result
from further changes in the pattern of demand t hat came about in the
general adjustment process. Proceeding as before, we a pply the hypothesis that such changes have no systematic effect on the size distribution of
income and hence are neutral in incidence. The outcome thus depends
primarily upon changes in the relative net prices of taxed and tax-free
factors. These changes result in progression or regression, depending on
the factor that is taxed. Substitution of a tax on unskilled-labor income
for a general t ax on factor transactions will be regressive in diiTerential
incidence ; substitution of a tax on capital income for a tax on labor income
will be progressive; and so on.
1 See the earlier discussion (p. 22 1) regarding the inclusion of leisure in income and
the inapplicability of a reservation price to certain other factors.
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Changes on the Uses Side. Turning now to product prices, there will
be an increase in the relative prices of products involving heavy inputs of
taxed factors and a decrease in the prices of products drawing primarily
on tax-free factors-particularly if factor supplies are elastic. These
changes may increase the prices of necessities relative to those of luxuries, or vice versa. However, the distributional characteristics of the
taxed factor with regard to income sources are unrelated to the distributional characteristics of the resulting outputs with regard to income uses.
Following our earlier procedure, we shall adopt the hypothesis that the
substitution of a discriminatory factor tax will be distributionally neutral
from the income-uses side. In the absence of special evidence to the
contrary, this hypothesis is reasonable; and as noted before, it is subject
to empirical verification.
Whereas ch1tnges in the relative market prices of products provide the
strategic element in the incidence of discriminatory product taxes, changes
in the relative net prices of factors are the strategic element in the incidence of discriminatory factor taxes. In the one case, the strategic
change results from the ways in which the income recipient may use his
income. In the other case, the strategic change occurs in the terms at
which income may be obtained.
A similar line of reasoning may be applied to taxes involving discrimination against groups of buyers and sellers rather than factors and products; and to taxes involving various patterns of multiple discrimination.
As the pattern of discrimination is expanded, the complexity of the
problem is increased accordingly.

Market Imperfections
So far, the adjustment to various tax substitutions has been examined
on the assumption of a perfectly competitive market. Additional problems arise once imperfections in the market are introduced.
Rules of Equivalence. Our first rule of equivalence applies to taxes
imposed upon the buyer's and the seller's side of a particular transaction.
This equivalence may not hold for imperfectly competitive markets.
Consumers who are subject to a money illusion may react differently
toward an open product tax, such as a purchase tax, ~nd a hidden product
tax, such as a tax on the gross receipts of firms. 1 More important, unions
subject to a tax illusion may react differently in collective bargaining,
depending on whether a tax on factor transactions is imposed on the
1 In Chamberlin's terms, the preceding discussion referred to markets that are perfect as well a.s purely competitive. Some of the difficulties now considered involve
not only lack of purity but also other imperfections. Sec E. H. Chamberlin , The
Theory of Monopolistic Competition, 5th ed., Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass., 1948.
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employer or the employee. The legislative intent of splitting payroll
taxes into an employer and an employee share would be futile in a perfectly
competitive market, but it may have some bearing on wage and price
policy in an imperfect market.
Our second rule of equivalence applies to a general tax on the gross
receipts of firms and a general tax on their cost payments to factors.
This equivalence disappears under conditions of monopoly where gross
receipts of the firm are divided between payments which enter into cost
and profits which do not. Suppose that a tax at rate tr is imposed on the
average revenue of the monopolist, leading to a certain change in output
and in price. Now let this tax be replaced by a tax on cost at rate tc,
applicable to average cost excluding tax. Output and price after tax will
be the same if we set tc to equal tr/(1 - tr). At the same time, yields will
differ. The yield of the receipts tax will be larger if profits remain, and
that of the tax on cost payments will be larger if losses are incurred. 1
The existence of monopoly profits destroys the equality between
receipts and cost payments by the firm, and the tax on monopoly profits
enters as a third category of tax, to be distinguished from a tax on gross
receipts and a tax on cost payments. The distributional implications of
a tax on profits, like those of a tax on factor transactions, lie primarily on
the earnings side of the household position. Considering monopoly
profits as a rent income, the profits tax may be likened to that of a discriminatory tax on a factor transaction, where the factor is inelastic in
supply.
Our third rule of equivalence, applicable to a general income and a general consumption tax, is not affected by the introduction of imperfect
competition, since it is based on the assumption of zero saving.
Budget Incidence of General Income Tax. Allowance for market
imperfections calls for qualifications in our earlier appraisal of budget
incidence with a general and proportional income tax. These qualifications apply to changes that result from the sources side.
Where factor prices are determined in an imperfect market, demands
may be affected by a change in tax rates. Executives who supply and
demand their own services may set salaries with allowance f01: prevailing
tax schedules. An increase in tax might be compensated for by an
increase in pay so as to maintain earnings net of t~x. The same situation
might arise with regard to professional fees, where the seller is in a
monopolistic position but has not charged what the market will bear
prior to tax. This is a reasonable assumption in many cases. The
salary level for top executives or the fee level for highly paid professional
services is usually an administered price, and may be subject to compensatory adjustments when tax rates rise. Moreover, high marginal tax rates
1

Seep. 308.
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reduce the net (after tax ) differential between earnings at various levels of
a business firm's hierarchy. If it is customary to maintain certain
differentials in living standards, top salaries may move up with an increase
in progression.' Quite possibly, the steepening of income tax progression
over the last decades has been a factor in widening salary spreads in this
fashion.
Corresponding adjustments are less likely to be found at the lower end
of the scale. Not only are tax rates lower and carry less weight in the
picture, but individual bargaining positions tend to be weaker. Union
policy may allow for personal income tax payments as a factor in wage
demands, but this has hardly been a major factor to date.
Discrimination in Products. In the competitive setting, we arrived at
the hypothesis that the distributional results of a discriminatory tax on
product transactions are determined largely by changes in relative product
prices, that is, from the side of income use. Changes resulting from the
sources or earnings side were considered a minor factor in determining the
distribution of income by size.
However, this may not hold in an imperfect market. Owing to the
occurrence of monopoly in the product market, a discriminatory tax on
product transactions may have important distributional repercussions
from the earnings side; and the importance of repercussions from the side
of income use may be reduced. In the extreme case where the supply of
the taxed product is wholly inelastic, a discriminatory product tax is
equivalent to a tax on monopoly profit. 2
In less extreme cases, the major distributional changes may still come
about from the side of income uses, that is, through changes in relative
product prices; but these may now be supplemented by significant and
systematic changes from the earnings side. If the product tax goes to
curtail monopoly profits, changes from the earnings side will be similar
to those which result from a discriminatory tax on capital income; if
these changes curtail the wages share in profits, the results will be similar
to those of a wages tax, and so forth.
Discrimination in Factors. Similar qualifications arise for discriminatory taxes on factor transactions. In the competitive setting, we
arrived at the hypothesis that distributional changes will be determined
primarily from the earnings side; and that changes which result from
shifts in relative product prices will have little systematic importance.
The results may differ for the imperfect market.
A tax on wages, paid in an imperfect factor market, is of particular
interest. Consider a situation of monopoly, where labor is paid less than
its marginal value product. A tax on wage payments may now be
1

1

See pp. 103 and 246.
Seep. 301.
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reflected in reduced profits on the part of the producer, as well as in a
changed position of the wage earners, including the possible results of
reduced hours of work and a reduced wage bill. The strategic factor of
distributional change still occurs on the earnings side, but the earnings
that are changed will not be the same as in the competitive case.
Next, consider a situation of monopoly on the seller's side of the factor
market. Suppose that the unions bargain on an ali-or-nothing basis and
successfully appropriate a share in the profits reaped by the producer
from his monopoly position in the product market. If the bargaining
policy of the union has been unrestrained prior to tax, it may now have to
absorb the tax. 1 If the pre-tax policy was one of restraint, imposition of a
wages tax may lead to increased wage demands. In other situations,
imposition of a wages tax may lead the union to demand increased wages,
even though this reduces employment under conditions of incremental
bargaining.
A more elaborate analysis would require us to combine various assumptions regarding competitive structures in the product and factor markets,
but little would be gained by a mere cataloguing of possible results.
What is needed is a framework of simplifying assumptions, sufficiently
realistic to be of empirical interest and sufficiently simple to permit the
development of hypotheses for testing- in other words, a counterpart to
the Keynesian revolution applicable to the problems of price and distribution theory. In the meantime, reasoning on incidence will lead to
unverified hypotheses rather than to results that may be relied upon without qualification. However, considerations of incidence play an important part in the immediate needs of tax legislation, and properly so; this
being the case, the social scientist, unlike the astronomer, cannot postpone
judgment until a wholly conclusive proof can be given. Short of the
limiting case of complete ignorance, the economist is called upon to produce as gQod a hypothesis as may be developed, even though it be less
than perfect. 2
C. ADJUSTMENTS IN ABSOLUTE PRICES

Thus far we have dealt with changes in relative produc~ or factor prices,
brought about by various changes in tax structure.. Nothing whatsoever
has been said about changes in absolute prices. This is as it should be.
The essence of the incidence problem, as a problem in distribution, lies in
the analysis of changes in relative prices regardless of the changes in
absolute prices through which the relative changes occur. The direction
of change in absolute prices will be considered briefly in the remainder of
1
2

Sec p. 282.
See p . 270, note 1.
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this chapter. 1 Thereafter, we shall resume the main thread of our argument, which is in terms of relative prices.

Monetary Considerations
For the time being, we shall retain our simple setting of an allconsumption economy but shall inquire into the absolute changes in price
and income that result from budget adjustments. This is essentially a
monetary problem and, more specifically, an exercise in quantity theory.
We may assume that money in the all-consumption model is in the form
of transaction money only, no cash being held as a part of asset portfolios.
Moreover, we may assume that the velocity of transaction money is fixed,
so that a given money supply expedites a fixed total volume of payments
within a given period. Finally, let us assume that payments to or by the
government involve the same claim on transaction money as do payments
between private parties. 2
Since the total volume of payments is set by the money supply, our
problem is merely to determine what changes in absolute prices and
earnings will implement the necessary changes in relative prices, while
providing for the total of required payments. Or, if we wish to obtain
certain changes in absolute prices, the problem is one of determining
which changes in money supply are needed so as to obtain the necessary
adjustment in relative prices while meeting the set condition of absolute
price change.

Adjustment to General Taxes
To simplify matters, let us reinstate the assumption of perfect competition. In dealing with the case of general taxes, we may consider consumer
househ olds as a group and assume that there is only one factor, say labor,
going into the production of one single product X. Let us suppose that
100 units of X are produced per year, and that 100 hours of labor are
required. Setting the product price per unit as $1, the hourly wage will
also be $1. The value of total output, or gross national product, equals
$100. Total payments, including wage payments of $100 plus purchase
payments of $100, equal $200. Assuming further that the average dollar
1 For a discussion of quantity-theory approaches to incidence, see 0. Englander,
Allgemeine Steuerlehre un.d Steueriiberwdlzung, Rohrer, Brunn, Germany, 1935; and
G. Schmoldcrs, "Monetiire Theorie der Steueriiberwiilzung," Finanzarchiv, Neue
Folge, vol. 4, pp. 280-290, 1936.
2 If the reader wishes to assume that transactions with the government involve a
smaller or larger transaction velocity, the subsequent argument may be adjusted
readily to fit alternative assumptions. Compare, for instance, Ricardo's clever
assumption (see p. 390) that tax- and government-purchase payments a re cleared
against each other, thus involving no actual transactions a nd no claim on transaction
money on either the tax or the expenditure side of the process.

15-2.

TABLE

PRICE ADJUSTMENTS TO GENERAL TAXES*

I

Budget financed by sales tax
Budget financed
by income tax
Before
t ax

Sector accounts

(1)
Consumer sector:
1. Wage bill ... .. . ..... . ... . .. . ....... ...
2. Wage rate .. ... ..... . . . . . .. . .. . .......
3. Income tax ... . ... ....... . . .. . .... . .. .
4. Purchase payments ..... . .... . . . .. . ....
5. Price per unit . ...... . . .. ......... . .. . .
6. Units bought . ... ......
Business sector:
7. Receipts from consumers ..... . ..... . .
8. Receipts from government . ........ .. ...
9. Wage payments .. ... . ...... . ... . . . . .. .
10. Gross-receipts tax ..... . ..... . ..........
11. Units sold .. .. ...... . . .. ..... .. .. . . . . .
Public sector
/
12. Income tax ... . ..... ..... .
13. Gross-receipts tax .............. .... ....
0.

0

•

••

•

••

•••

•

•

•

•

0.

0

1~. Ex_penditur~ oo .

00

00

.

..

.

.

.

..

•

•

•••

....

•••

...

••

•

....

$100.00
1.00
100.00
1.00
100
100.00
100.00

. .. . . . .

100

. .... . .

1<:>. Pnce per umt . ........ .. . ......... . .. . . .. ... . .
16. Units bought . . .... .... . ....... . .. . .. . .
--All sectors:
17. Gross national produrt (6 + 7) . . ... .. .. ..
1()0 00
18. Total payments (2 + 6 + i + 8 + 9) ... 200.00
19. Average product price per unit ... . ......
1.00
20. :'v!oney supply ... . .....
10.00
21. Transaction vC'io<'ity .. . .. . . . . . ..... ....
20
0

0

•

•••••••

•

••••••

• In dollars except for items 6, 11, 16, and 21.

Government
purchases tax-free

l\loney
supply
held
constant
(2)

Price
level
held
constant
(3)

Money
supply
held
constant
(4)

:'v!oney
wage
held
constant
(5)

Money
Public
price
suphly
he d
held
constant constant
(6)
(7)

Private
price
held
constant
(8)

$ 83.33
0.83
33.33
50.00
0.83
60

$100.00
1.00
40.00
60.00
1.00
60

$ 60.00
0.60

$100.00
1.00

s 71.40
0.71

$100.00
1.00

$ 60.00
0.60

60.00
1.00
60

100 .00
1. 66
60

71.40
1.19
60

100.00
l. 66
60

60.00
1.00

50.00
33 .33
83.33

60.00
40.00
100.00

60.00
40.00
60.00
40.00
100

100.00
66.66
100.00
66.66
100

71.40
28.56
71.40
28.56
100

100.00
40.00
100.00
40 . 00
100

60.00
24.00
60.00
24 .00
100

.......

100

. .... . .
. . .. ...

Government
purchases taxable

100

60

33.33

40.00

33.33
0.83
40

40.00
1.00
40

40.00
40.00
1.00
40

66.66
66.66
1.66
40

28.56
28.56
0.71
40

40.00
40.00
1.00
40

24.00
24.00
0.60
40

83.33

100.00
240.00
1.00
12.00
20

100 .00
200.00
1.00
10.00
20

166.66
333.33
1. 66
16.66
20

100.00
200.00
1.00
10.00
20

140 .00
280.00
1.40
14.00
20

84.00
168.00
0 . 84
8 . 40
20

. ......

200.00
0.83
10.00
20
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is paid out twenty times a year, we require a total money supply of $10.
This is the situation shown in column 1 of Table 15-2. We shall now
introduce a public budget designed to permit the government to purchase
40 per cent of the product. We assume that real output. remains
unchanged.
Income Tax. Let government purchases be financed by an income
tax on households. Introduction of such a budget results in a more
elaborate structure of payments. The part of the product purchased by
government is now paid for twice- once through income tax payment by
households and again through purchase payments by government. 1
Previously, 200 units (of product and labor) were purchased once. Now,
40 units of the product are paid for twice, so that 240 units are purchased
altogether. Since the money supply is assumed constant at $10, total
payments remain constant at $200. The average price per unit (product
and labor) falls to ill = 0.83. The income tax on households leaves
unaffected the equality between receipts and factor payments by t he firm.
Hence the unit prices of product and labor both decline at t he same rate.
This result is shown in column 2 of the table. 2
Since the assumption of a constant money supply leads to a reduction in
prices and wages, an increase in money supply is required if prices and
wages are to remain const ant. This case is shown in column 3. *
1 If we assume source withholding of income tax, there nmy be no net extension of
the payment stream, as income tax payments by the employer take the place of wage
payments and public-purchase payments take the place of private payments. Hence,
the price level remains unchanged.
2 Where A = aggregate volume of payments
U = units of product
L = units of labor
W = wage payments
T, = income tax payments
C = consumer-purchase payments
G ~ government-purchase payments
p .. unit price of product
w = unit price of labor
g = fraction of product bought by government
we have seven equations:

A- W + T, + C +G
T, ~ G
C = W- T;
G =gpO
G + C = pO
W =wL
A= VM
Given {j, 0, L, V, and .M, these equations permit us to determine A, W, T;, C, G, p,
and w. Column 2 of Table 15-2 shows the results for g = 0.4, 0 = 100, L = 100,
v = 20, .M = 10.
• In this case, M becomes an unknown, and ili = $1 is given.
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General Sales Tax with Government Purchases Taxable. Next, let us
assume that the budget is financed by a general sales tax applicable to
both private and public purchases. Government purchases are now paid
for once by tax payments by the firm and again by government outlays.
As before, total purchases include 100 units of labor and 140 units of
products, or 240 units in all. With a constant money supply, total payments in dollar terms remain constant at $200, the average price (including product and labor units) must again fall to 83 cents. The tax now
enters as a wedge between product price and factor payment. Hence the
wage rate falls relative to the product price. As shown in column 4, the
product price remains at $1, while the wage rate falls to 60 cents. 1 In
brief, the sales tax payment takes the place of wage payments, and
government-purchase pay~ents take the place of reduced private
payments.
The assumption of a constant money supply leaves product prices
unchanged while reducing money wages; it follows that money supply
must be increased if wages are to remain unchanged while, at the same
time, price is increased by the amount of tax. This result is shown in
column 5. * In this case the tax is added to price, while factor payments
are held constant. The direction of adjustment differs, but the real
value of the hourly wage, or real wage rate, is reduced equally in both
cases. In column 4, the money wage rate is 60 cents, while the product
price is $1; whereas in column 5, the money wage is $1 while the product
price is $1.66. The real incidence of the tax, or the division of the product
between the consumer and government sector is unchanged. This can be
seen also by comparing lines 6 and 16 of the table.
General Sales Tax with Government Purchases Tax-free. The result
differs if government purchases are exempted from tax payment. As
before, wages decline relative to the price payable by private buyers; but
in addition, the price charged to private buyers now exceeds the price
payable by government.
The resulting picture for a constant money supply is shown in column 6.
1

Using 7', =sales tax payments, we now have the following system of equations:
A

=W

+ 7', + C + G

7', = G
C= W
G = gpU

G

+C

=

pU

W =wL
A= VM

Given g, U, L, V, and M, we again determine A, W, '1',, C, G, p, and w.
Table 15-2 shows the results assuming the same constants as before.
* In this case M becomes an unknown, and w = w = $1.
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Money wages again fall, though less than in the previous case. The
product price payable by private buyers now increases, and that payable
by government falls. The average product price, including prices paid
publicly and privately, remains unchanged. 1
Again we may adjust the money supply so as to hold product prices
constant, but now there are two possibilities. In column 7 of Table 15-2,
the price payable by government is held constant. Since the government
pays the cost price free of tax, and since wage costs must be the same for
products purchased by government or privately, the wage rate will be
unchanged. The price payable by private buyers now increases by the
amount of tax; total payments rise sharply, and a substantial expansion
in money supply is required. 2
In column 8, we assume that the price payable by private buyers is held
constant, which means that the price payable by goverPment must fall
by the amount of tax. The money wage rate that is equal to the net price
must fall accordingly. A contraction in the money supply is required. 3
Notwithstanding these differences in the pattern of changes in prices
and wage rates in dollar terms, the resulting changes in the real income of
consumers and government are the same throughout. Moreover, this
result is precisely the same whether the budget is financed by a general
income tax or a general sales tax. Differential incidence between the two
is neutral, whatever the monetary adjustment be.

Adjustment to Discriminatory Taxes
A similar analysis may be applied to the case of discriminatory taxes,
such as taxes on transactions in selected products, or on transactions in
selected factors. The same principles apply. A discriminatory tax on
product transactions leads to an increase in the relative price of the taxed
1
Where Pu = price paid by government, and Pv
have the following system:

A = W
= G

=

price paid by consumer, we

+ '1', + C + G

7',

c= w
c = (1 -

G = ov.O
P•- Pu

=

W =
A =

o)vvO

T,
~
gU

wi
VM

Given (j, 0, L, V, and M, we may determine A, W, T., C, G, p., Pm and w. The
results of column 6 use the same numerical values for the constants as before.
' In the above system, we now have Pu = p. = Sl, and M becomes a variable.
3
The adjustment of the preceding footnote is now replaced by Pv = Pv = $1, with
M again variable.
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product. This may take the form of an increase in the price of the taxed
product,· a decrease in the price of the tax-free product, or a mixture of
both. A discriminatory tax on factor transactions may reduce the net
money rate of return to the taxed factor, raise the net money rate of
return to the tax-free factor, or be a mixture of both. Resulting changes
in the distribution of real income will be independent of the particular
pattern of change in absolute prices. Incidence is not a function of changes
in absolute prices but of changes in relative prices. The latter are determined by the structure of the tax and the prevailing market forces.
Changes in relative prices may be implemented through various sets of
changes in absolute prices, but the direction of change in absolute prices
as such does not tell us what incidence will be. 1

Alternative Monetary Assumptions
The preceding argument was based on the simplifying assumption that
all money is in the form of t ransaction money. This assumption will do
for the simplified case of an all-consumption economy, but it is hardly
adequate for a more realistic model.
Alternative assumptions may be made regarding the demand for
money. Consumers may wish to hold a fixed amount of asset money or
an amount of money equal to a fixed fraction of their income, either before
or after tax. Such assumptions can be built readily into our model, and
the results adapted accordingly ; the basic principle remains the same.
As long as the reasoning is based on a full-fledged classical system, the
resulting change in price level is set by the simple requirements of transaction velocity, while the resulting change in relative prices is given by the
shape of supply and demand functions for the various factors and products. The structural changes in transaction needs that result from the
substitution of various taxes will affect the price level but not relative
prices. 2
As liquidity preference is allowed for, the demand for money comes to be
determined by a more complex set of forces. Changes in the supply of
asset money, resulting from changes in transaction needs due to tax substitution, may affect the rate of interest and the level of investment.
Depending on the nature of the system, this may be of significance only
for the level of prices and the composition of the product between consumption and capital formation; or it may affect the level of output as
well. 3 Moreover, the change in price level associated with a given change
t For a somewhat similar type of discussion, though in a different context, see D. H.
Robertson, Banking Policy and the Price Level, 2d ed., Staples Press, Ltd., London,
1926, chap. 3.
'Seep. 365.
3 Seep. 47'0.
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in relative prices may assume distributional importance, once the holding
of claims (money and debt) is allowed for. Where money illusion is present, the change in relative prices may come to depend on the direction of
absolute change. Some of these more complex situations will be dealt
with later on. They introduce i.m portant qualifications but do not
invalidate the principle that the problem of incidence is primarily one of
changes in relative rather than absolute prices. This stands out most
clearly in the all-consumpt ion model, where the direction of absolute
price change is a monetary veil, without importance in real terms.

CHAPTER 16

Incidence in the capital-formation model

We now return to the more important matter of changes in relative
product and factor prices, to be reexamined in a setting that allows for
saving and capital formation. At the same time, we shall retain the
classical framework of equality between planned saving and investment.
Prices and factor shares are flexible, and full employment of capital and
labor is maintained automatically.
In this setting we may distinguish two aspects of the incidence problem.
First, there is the question of how budget policies may affect growth, and
how resulting changes in growth may affect factor shares, and hence
distribution. Secondly, there is the question of how various budget
policies may affect the state of distribution with given factor shares.
A. EFFECTS ON GROWTH AND FACTOR SHARES

The first problem is one about which one can say little in categorical
terms.
Let us consider a system with a constant supply of labor and natural
resources and an annual investment equal to a given fraction of income
that is saved. The path of income depends on the supply of resources and
labor, the initial capital stock, the propensity to Sll>ve, and the production
function. Following the principle of diminishing returns and holding
technique constant, the gain in income declines with successive increments
in capital stock. As investment proceeds, the ratio of capital to labor
increases, and the marginal productivity of capital declines. At the same
time, the capital stock grows. Depending on the balance between these
two tendencies, the share of capital in total income may decline, but this
need not be the case. The production function, while meeting the
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assumption of diminishing returns, may be such that t he capital share
remains constant as the capital stock increases. This will occur if the
production function is of the Cobb-Douglas type, where factor shares arc
independent of factor proportions; 1 or the production function may be
such that the capital share rises or falls as output grows. Even the
classical hypothesis that the capital share approaches zero does not assure
a declining capital share. No generalization can be made on a priori
grounds about changes in factor shares in the process of growth. By the
same token, no categorical statement can be made about the distributional effects of budget policies that expand or retard growth.
To simplify further, let us suppose that the capital-output ratio is the
same for public as for private investment. In this case, introduction of a
balanced budget will raise growth if the government's marginal propensity to invest (government investment as a fraction of government
expenditures) exceeds the taxpayers' marginal propensity to save; it
will reduce growth if the opposite is the case. If growth is retarded, the
capital sha re will rise or fall, depending on whether growth leads to a falling or rising share, and vice versa if growth is speeded up.
If propensities to save differ among taxpayers, effects upon growth
depend upon the government's propensity to invest, compared to the
taxpayers' weighted marginal propensity to save. Since the marginal
propensity to save tends to rise as we move up the income scale, substitution of a progressive for a regressive tax retards growth. If the capital
share declines with growth, substitution of a progressive tax increases the
capital share before tax. Since capital income accrues more largely to the
upper-income groups, this curtails the equality of income distribution.
At the same time, it raises the share of the tax that must be paid
by recipients of large incomes. The share of upper-income groups in
disposable income may rise, fall, or remain unchanged. If factor shares
are independent of growth, or if the capital share rises with growth, both
effects work in the same direction, and differential incidence is progressive.
Similar considerations apply to a more complex system involving
growth of labor as well as capital. 2 Suppose that the structure of the
system is such that it tends towards an equilibrium rate of growth.
After this rate is reached, factor shares as well will be at equilibrium
levels. The equilibrium rate of growth and the corresponding equilibrium
level of factor shares depend on the propensity to save. Thus, differing
budget policies, by affecting s, may affect not only the equilibrium rate of
1 See Paul Douglas, The Theory of Wages, The Macmillan Company, New York,
1934, pp. 145-158; and R. G. D. Allen, Mathematical Analysis for Economists, St.
Martin's Press, Inc., New York , 1950, pp. 284-289.
2 See Robert M. Solow, "A Contribution t o the Theory of Economic Growth,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 70, no. 1, pp. 65- 94, February, 1956.
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growth but the equilibrium level of factor shares. As before, one cannot
conclude on an a priori basis whether a tax policy that raises s, and hence
the equilibrium rate of growth, will reduce or raise the equilibrium level
of the capital share. Either result may occur. 1
Not only does a priori reasoning fail to answer the problem, but it is
difficult to interpret the historical record. Past evidence shows that
factor shares have remained rather stable, but this does not prove that
the underlying production function is of the Cobb-Douglas type. What
the data show is the combined result of capital accumulation, growth in
labor supply, and changes in technique. The net result of constant shares
therefore, does not reveal how factor shares would have changed, had
accumulation occurred without changes in technique. 2 More might be
learned by comparing current capital shares between countries with
different capital-income ratios, but such comparisons are beset with
difficulties of their own.
Once changes in techniques are involved, effects of budget policy upon
technological change must be allowed for. The problem here concerns
not only effects on growth but the particular types of innovations called
forth, which differ in their effects on factor shares. 3 Thus the effects of
growth on factor shares, and hence on incidence, are exceedingly complex.
The effects of budget policy on growth itself can be handled more readily,
and will be explored in a later chapter. 4
B. DIFFERENTIAL INCIDENCE WITHOUT GROWTH EFFECTS

Let us now turn to the effects of alternative taxes upon the distribution
of net income with a given rate of growth. For this purpose, we shall
assume that all taxpayers have the same marginal propensity to save, so
that the substitution of one tax for another cannot affect saving and the
rate of growth. Effects of alternative taxes upon the willingness to invest
available funds are ruled out by the assumption of equality between
ex ante saving and investment.
To simplify matters, let us suppose that there is one type of consumer
good only, so that gross factor shares remain unchanged as various taxes
are substituted for each other. We must now examine what happens to
the relative position of various groups in the economy as one tax is replaced
by another of equal yield. In order to have a standard of comparison,
Ibid., p. 84.
See Francis M. Bator, "On Capital Productivity, Input Allocation and Growth,"
Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 71, no. 1, pp. 80- 106, February, 1957.
1 See J. R. Hicks, The Theory of Wages, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1935,
chap. 6; and W. Fellner, Trends and Cycle8 in Economic Activity, Henry Holt and
Company, Inc., New York, 1956, part III.
• Seep. 483.
I
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let us assume that each of the alternative taxes is introduced as a replacement for a general and proportional income tax. 1

Comparison of Income Taxes and Product Taxes
For purposes of this discussion, let us classify individuals according to
the nature of their income source, depending on whether their ratio of
wage income to capital or interest income Y w! Yk exceeds, equals, or falls
short of the national average; and according to the nature of the income
uses, depending on whether the propensity to save S/(Yw + Yk) = S/Y
exceeds, equals, or falls short of the national average. We thus obtain
the nine groups shown in columns 1 and 2 of Table 16-1, and may examine
how their relative position is changed if various taxes are substituted for a
proportional and general income tax.
TABLE

16-1.

DIFFERENTIAL IN CIDENCE IN CAPITAL-FORMATION MODEL*

(Gross factor shares a.ssumed constant)
Sources and uses of taxpayer's income

Tax replacing proportional income tax

Tax on
interest

Sales tax
on
consumer
goods

Sales tax
on
capital
goods
(6)

Uses

Sources

Tax on
wages

( l)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

l. S/Y < average
2. S/ Y = average

+or+
+

+or-

-

Y,./Yk <average

-

0
+

-

+
0

3. S/Y > average
4. S/Y < average

5. S/Y = average
G. S/Y > average
7. S/Y < average
8. S/Y = average
9. S/Y > average

Y.,/Y~

=average

0
+

Y.,/Yk >average

-

+or-

-

+
+
+or-

I

0
+

0
+

+
0

-

+
0

-

+
0

-

• + indicates net gain in relative position.
- indicates net loss in relative position.
0 indicates no change in relative position.

Suppose that the general income tax is replaced by a tax on wages. To
maintain equal yield, the new rate of the wages tax must be higher than
the old rate of the income tax. On the sources or earnings side, this is to
the advantage of those for whom Yw/Yk <average, and to the disadvantage of those for whom Yw/ Yk > average. People for whom
1 To permit this comparison, the yield of t he income tax must be such that it does
not exceed the yield obtainable from the other taxes.
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Y,./Yk = average are indifferent as between the two taxes. On the side
of income use, repeal of the income tax means that henceforth savings
may be invested, and the subsequent interest income enjoyed free of
income tax. The discounted value of these future tax omissions constitutes a gain to the advantage of people for whom S/Y > average, relative
to those for whom S/Y < average. People for whom S/Y = average
are indifferent between the two taxes. Combining both considerations,
the results are as shown in column 3. For the cases shown in lines 1 and 9,
the changes resulting from the sources and uses side differ in direction, and
the net result may involve either a gain or a loss.
Now suppose that the income tax is replaced by a tax on interest,
applicable to capital income from old and new investment alike. Since
wages are excluded from the tax base, the new tax rate must again be
higher than that of the income tax. Changes on the somces side are now
to the advantage of those for whom Y ../Yk > average, and to the disadvantage of t hose for whom Y,/Yk < average. On the uses side,
future income from savings will be taxed at a higher rate. This is to the
disadvantage of those for whom S/Y. > average, relative to those for
whom S/Y < average. The results shown in column 4 are opposite in
direction to results of the wages tax, with the outcome for lines 1 and 9
again depending on the particular circumstances of the case.
Let us now replace the general income tax by a sales tax on consumer
goods, or a spendings tax on consumers. If an equal yield is to be
obtained, the new tax rate must again be higher. On the sources side,
this substitution affects the recipients of wage income and capital income
alike. Gross shares before tax are assumed to remain unchanged, and
removal of the proportional income tax leaves shares in disposable income
unchanged as well. Relative positions are unchanged on the sources
side. On the uses side, the repeal of the income tax increases the return
obtained from savings, and the consumption tax reduces the amount of
consumption obtained from current income. 1 The substitution, therefore, is to the advantage of those whose ratio S/Y is above the average,
relative to those whose ratio S/Y is below the average. The results are
shown in column 5. The change in relative position is clear-cut for all
groups. The current composition of income sources is irrelevant, the
outcome depending only on whether the S/Y rati~ is above or below the
average.
Let us now examine the sales tax on capital goods. On the sources
side, the repeal of the income tax leaves the relative position of '"age
• We are concerned here merely with the fact that substitution of a sales tax on
consumer goods for a general income tax improves the relative position of the saver.
We are not concerned with evaluating this change, with regard to either excess burden
or a definition of equitable income. (See pp. 140 and 162.)
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earners and interest recipients unchanged. The tax is removed for
recipients of wage income as well as for recipients of interest income from
previously acquired capital assets. Unlike a general tax on interest
income, the sales tax on capital goods applies to new acquisitions. It is
equivalent to a tax on interest income from newly acquired capital. On
the uses side, substitution of the tax on capital goods is to the disadvantage of those for whom S/Y > average, and to the advantage of those
for whom S/Y < average. This follows since the tax rate on capital
goods must again be higher than the tax rate on general income. The
result, as recorded in column 6, is opposite to that of the tax on consumer
goods. In the course of time, all old capital goods depreciate, and the
entire capital stock is in the form of new capital goods. Thus, in the long
run, the sales tax on capital goods becomes equivalent to a general tax on
all interest income.
We t herefore arrive at the following results:
1. Replacement of the proportional income tax by a tax on wage
income is unfavorable to wage earners and consumers, and favorable to
recipients of capital income and savers. On both counts, differential
·incidence is regressive.
2. Precisely the opposite holds, on all points, for the tax on interest.
It favors wage earners and consumers and hurts recipients of capital
income and savers. On both counts, differential incidence is progressive.
People who look forward to saving a great deal but have mostly wage
income, and people who consume a great deal but have mostly interest
income, may be affected either way under both taxes.
3. Replacement of the income tax by a sales tax on consumers is to the
disadvantage of consumers and the advantage of savers. The division of
present earnings between wage and capital income has no relevance in
this case. Differential incidence is regressive.
4. Substitution of a sales tax on capital goods is to the advantage of
consumers compared to savers, and differential incidence is progressive.
We may now interpret the categories of Table 16-1 in terms of some
typical situations. Line 7 tends to reflect low-income families, while line 3
tends to reflect high-income families. Low-income families should gain
from replacement of the income tax by a tax on interest and lose from
replacement of the income tax by a tax on wages or consumption. Highincome families will be affected inversely. The heavily taxed widow is
reflected by line 1, which, oddly enough, she shares with the playboy who
disperses inherited wealth. Both stand to gain if the income tax is
replaced by a sales tax on capital goods, and to lose from a tax on consumer goods. The young man who makes his way in the business world
in the Horatio Alger tradition is reflected by line 9. He gains from the
substitution of a tax on consumer goods, and is hit hardest by a sales tax
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on capital goods. The average man, line 5 is sublimely indifferent to
what happens.•
While this exercise yields a fair amount of relevant information, it must
be recalled that the argument rests on the assumption that factor shares
before tax remain unchanged. In practice, such will rarely occur. The
supply of labor may change, and resulting changes in the rate of growth
may alter factor shares before t ax. These changes may alter the picture,
but as shown above, the direction of this influence cannot be predicted in
general terms.

Equivalence between Taxes
We return briefly to the problem of equivalence between various taxes,
considered previously for the all-consumption model. 2 Introduction ofconsumer saving does not affect the equivalence between taxes imposed
on different sides of the same transaction; and it does not affect the
equivalence between a tax on business receipts and cost, the assumption
in both cases being that perfect competition prevails. However, introduction of consumer saving suspends the equivalence between a general
income tax and a spendings tax on the consumer, or between a general
income tax and a sales tax on consumer goods.
The general income tax is now equivalent to a combination of other
taxes. A general income tax may be said to comprise a tax on wage
income, a tax on interest from past investment, and a tax on interest from
future investment, all imposed at the same rate t. On the earnings side,
removal of the income tax will benefit recipients of wage income and of old
capital income alike. The composition of present income sources does
not matter. On the uses side, the saver benefits more by the removal of
the tax than does the current consumer. The introduction of a sales tax
on consumer goods similarly imposes a lesser burden on the saver than on
the current consumer. In order to adjust for this, we must supplement
the sales tax on consumer goods with a tax on interest from future investment. Thereby, equivalence with the general income tax is restored.
Wage income and interest from old investment are treated alike as before.
They are now both subject to a zero rate, while previously they were
subject to the same rate t > 0. Since interest on future investment is
taxed, the saver is in the same position, relative to the current consumer,
as he was under the income tax.
If the combination of a sales tax on consumer goods and an income tax
on interest from future investment is equivalent to the general income
tax, so is the combination of a sales tax on consumer goods and a sales tax
• See Adolphe Quetelet's theory of the homme moyen in Sur l'homme, Paris, 1835,
trans. R. Knox, Edinburgh, 1842.
2 Seep. 350.
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on capital goods. This is the case because the sales tax on capital goods
is equivalent to a tax on interest from future investment. The former is
a tax on the use of capital in production. Since the imposition of the tax
leaves the production function unchanged, disregarding possible changes
in the supply of capital, the tax must be charged against the return on new
capital. 1
Finally, it should be noted that a tax on interest income from old and
new investment is equivalent to a sales tax on capital goods if a sufficiently
long period is considered, as all investment in the long run will be new
investment. We thus have, in the long run, · a further equivalence
between the general income tax and (1) a sales tax on consumer goods
plus a t ax on all interest income, or (2) a tax on wage income plus a sales
tax on capital goods.

Incidence of Sales Tax on Consumer Goods
We have shown that the substitution of a sales tax on consumer goods
for an income tax of equal yield is to the advantage of the saver and to
the disadvant age of the consumer. 2 This is in line with the traditional
view that a sales t ax on consumer goods is borne by the consumer. However, the argument must be stated carefully if misunderstanding is to be
avoided.
The usual line of reasoning has been that the consumer bears the tax
because the market price of consumer goods rises in absolute terms when
the tax is imposed. This involves a double fallacy: First, there is no
necessity for the price of the taxed product to increase in absolute terms, 3
certainly not if the problem is viewed in a general-equilibrium setting. 4
Seep. 376.
For a critique of this view see H. G. Brown, "The Incidence of a General Output
or a General Sales Tax," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 47, no. 2, pp. 254-262,
April 1939, reprinted in R. A. Musgrave and Carl Shoup (eds.), Readings in the
Economics of Taxation, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, I nc.,
Homewood, Ill., 1958; and Earl R. Rolph, "A Proposed Revision of Excise Tax
Theory," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 60, pp. 102-117, April 1952. Also see
Rolph's The Theory of Fiscal Economics, University of California Press, Berkeley,
Calif., 1954, chap. 6. While my conclusions differ from. Rolph's in important
respects, his stimulating work has been most helpful in formulating my own ideas.
3 How imbedded the assumption of increase in price has been is illustrated nicely by
Walra.s's statement that it is "clearly understood that [entrepreneurs] will reimburse
themselves by adding the amount of tax to the prices of the product." See Leon
Walras, Elements of Pure Economics, trans. W. Jaffe, George Allen & Unwin, Ltd.,
London, 1954, p. 450. Brown, op. cit., and Rolph, "A Proposed Revision of Excise
Tax Theory," note correctly that there is no need for prices to rise; however, I do not
think that these economists are justified in assuming that prices must be reduced if
competition prevails. Either may happen, depending on the monetary circumstances
of the case.
• Seep. 358.
1
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As t he tax is imposed, the prices of consumer goods may rise, cost payments to factors may fall, or there may be various combinations of the
two. What happens to the price level depends on our monetary assumptions, and docs not matter in the present case. 1
Second, and more important, the direction of the adjustment, or the
absolute price change, does not in itself matter. If in a given situation
the absolute price of consumer goods rises by t he amount of tax, this does
not prove that incidence is on the consumer. If in another situation
factor payments fall by the amount of tax, this does not prove that the
incidence is on factor incomes. What matters is the resulting changes in
1·elative prices, not in absolute prices or price level. Such, at least, is the
case if we assume perfect competition and absence of money or tax illusion,
a nd if we disregard the effect of changes in price level on t he real value of
claims held by various people. In a complete system, these factors must
be allowed for, but it is well to disregard them at first. Only in this
fashion can we get at the heart of the incidence problem, which is one of
relative prices.
Let us return to the substitution of a sales tax on consumer goods for a
general income tax. The sales tax may be thought of as a general charge
against all cost payments entering into t he production of consumer goods.
If we assume that the inventory of consumer goods in process remains
unchanged during the period, total cost payments on consumer goods
account for total income. As the tax on consumer goods is substituted
for the income tax, we merely remove the income tax wedge between
factor earnings a nd disposable income, and replace it by a sales tax wedge
between firm receipts and factor payments. Both wedges are nondiscriminatory and chargeable equally against all earnings or cost payments. It follows t hat relative disposable earnings remain unchanged.
Differential incidence is neutral on the earnings or income-sources
side.
But, this is not the entire picture. When we say that the incidence
problem is one of relative prices, we must insist t hat product as well as
factor prices be considered. 2 While relative earnings remain unchanged
in the present case, relative positions with regard to income use do not.
The prices of consumer goods subject to tax rise relative to the prices of
capital goods that are tax-free. This follows from the basic relationship
1 See p. 368.
The same quant ity-theory reasoning applies in t he capital-goods
model of the present chapter, since we continue to exclude liquidity preference and
changes in the holding of idle balances.
2 The ma jor difference in t he conclusions reached by Rolph, "A Proposed Revision
of Excise Tax Theory," and myself appears to stem from a disagreement on this point.
If I understand it correctly, Rolph defines incidence as change in position on the earnings side only, whereas I follow the Ricardian tradition and consider both sides.
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between the prices of consumer goods and capital goods in our simple
system. 1 If we deflate the incomes of consumers by an index of consumergood prices and that of savers by an index of capital-good prices, the
consumers find their relative position worsened, while the savers find
theirs improved. As before, the essence of the argument is one of change
in relative prices, but it may be translated readily into change in absolute
prices. 2
Readers who find it awkward to deflate the income of savers by the
prices of capital goods may look at the matter in terms of changes in
future net income. Relative positions with regard to present earnings
are unchanged by the tax substitution, but relative positions in terms of
future earnings are improved for the saver, who receives his future
·
interest income free of tax.
The magnitude of the gain that the saver derives depends upon his
future budget pattern. If he saves now in order to dissave later, the
consumption tax will become due at a later time. The gain consists
I Let us refer to an economy where there is one type of consumer good only.
We
may think of the "unripened" capital good as being produced instantaneously by
a given labor input. The unit of this capital good may be defined in terms of a
given input of labor hours, labor being taken as homogeneous. Consumer goods are
obtained through the "ripening" of capital goods over a certain period, plus the addition of some direct labor input added at the end of the ripening process. The value
of the unripened capital good equals the wage cost of labor input. At t he same time,
it equals the present value of t he quantity of consumer goods that result, net of the
wage cost of the direct labor input added at the end of the ripening process. The
price of the resulting quantity of consumer goods equal~ the value of the unripened
capital good plus the earnings of capital and the wage cost of the direct labor input.
The price of capital goods thus equals the discounted value of what remains after the
market price of consumer goods is reduced by the cost of direct labor input.
After a product tax is imposed on consumer goods, the price of capital goods equals
the discounted value of what remains after the market price of consumer goods is
reduced by the tax and by the cost of direct labor input. Since relative factor earnings (or wage and interest cost) remain unchanged, the price of capital goods remains
unchanged relative to the price of consumer goods net of tax. But the market, or
gross, price of consumer goods exceeds its net price. Hence, the market price of consumer goods rises relative to that of capital goods.
2 Let us assume that the net price of consumer goods remains unchanged while the
market price rises by the amount of the tax. Total cost payments are unchanged and
continue to be split in t he same ratio between the suppliers of labor and saving.
Accordingly, the suppliers of both factors find their dollar earnings unchanged.
Since the proportional income tax is removed, both suppliers find that their disposable
money incomes are increased at the same rate. But the prices of consumer goods
have risen by the amount of tax while those of capital goods have remained unchanged.
Alternatively, we may assume that the market price of consumer goods remains
unchanged and that factor prices fall by the amount of tax. In this case, the gap
between the market prices of consumer and of capital goods is widened by an absolute
decline in the price of •capital goods.
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merely in a postponement of the tax liability. 1 The saver receives, as it
were, an interest-free loan from the government. If dissaving never
occurs, the gain is greater, since the saver escapes the tax forever.
The distributional implications of these two types of gain may differ.
The distribution of gains from tax postponement, which result where
saving is for later consumption, depends on the relationship between
transfer of iqcome over the life cycle and lifetime income. If the fraction
of income thus transferred (saved and dissaved) rises when moving up the
(life) income scale, the ratio of interest gain to income rises accordingly,
and differential incidence of our tax substitution is regressive. If this
fraction falls, differential incidence is progressive. It is by no means
obvious which of the two hypotheses hold in practice. 2
The distribution of gains from t'ax remission, which result when saving
is for permanent accumulation, depend on the way in which accumulation
till death is related to lifetime income. Empirical evidence shows that
the fraction of income thus accumulated rises when moving up the (life)
income scale. Therefore, the gain from our tax substitution accrues more
largely to the higher incomes. Differential incidence on this count is
regressive. It seems reasonable to assume that the gain from permanent
accumulation weighs more heavily in the total picture than the gain
from tax postponement. Differential incidence, ' therefore, tends to be
regressive.
C. DISCRIMINATORY INCOME TAX AND CAPITALIZATION

Finally, let us allow for more than one consumer good and consider a
discriminatory income tax applicable to all factors but covering earnings
in certain industries only. For instance, let the general income tax be
replaced by a tax on the earnings of capital and labor employed in the
productiqn of a particular consumer good X, while exempting earnings in
1 The question arises how to treat·peoplc who save in order to have their children
consume. Are they to be considered subsequent consumers or perpetual accumulators? In other words, arc we to define the taxpayer as a given individual for t he
duration of any one year or for his entire life span; or are we to go further and think
of the taxpayer as part of a family that includes successive generations? There is no
answer to this in theory. The gain in interest grows with time but can hardly be
assessed at infinity. Common sense suggests that a cutoff must be made somewhere.
2 The fact that the average propensity to save rises when moving up the income
scale does not prove that the fraction of income saved for later dissaving increases as
well. Rather, it may reflect a higher rate of accumulation over the life span. On a
priori grounds, there is no reason to expect that the incentive to equalize lifetime consumption will be greater for large incomes than small ones. Indeed, the opposite
may be the case. At the same time, the relation between the time patterns of income
accrual and income need may differ for the two groups, and the facilities for income
transfer will be greater for the lnrger income.
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the production of consumer good Y. Such a partial income tax will be
equivalent under perfect competition to a tax on factor purchases by
industry X.
As in the all-consumption model, the substitution of a partial tax leads
to a transfer of factors from the taxed to tax-free industries, until the net
(after tax) rate of return to factors is equalized in all uses. In the process
the price of X rises relative to that of Y, and the consumers of X lose,
while those of Y gain. Moreover, the price of" factors used specifically
in the production of X falls relative to that of factors used specifically in
the production of Y. Depending on whether more is to be gained from
capital intensive production in Y or in X, the capital share will rise or fall.
As in the case of the all-consumption model, we may expect that incidence,
that is, systematic changes in the equality of income distribution, will be
determined primarily from the side of income use.
The basic argument is the same as for the all-consumption model, but
certain additional considerations enter. The tax substitution may now
lead to changes in the rate of saving and hence in growth, which in turn
may lead to changes in factor shares. Moreover, the time element now
becomes of crucial importance. The movement of capital and the
equalization of net returns in taxed and tax-free industries takes time.
In the short run, the supply of capital to any particular industry is more
or less inelastic. Plant and equipment are given, and the return to
capital is a quasi rent. 1 As a tax is imposed on one particular industry,
the return to mobile factors such as labor or materials cannot be reduced
below the rate paid for such factors in other (tax-free) industries. Capital, in the short run, is more or less fixed in supply to the taxed industry. 2
Hence, the return to such capital can be reduced. Where capital is fixed
and labor can be readily moved, a tax on income earned in a particular
industry must be absorbed by capital invested in that industry. Labor,
for the time being, escapes the tax, and the burden on capital is concentrated on the taxed industry.
A tax on capital income in a particular industry thus falls on the owners
of the capital at the time the tax is imposed. These owners are unable to
rid themselves of the tax by disposing of the taxed asset. Suppose, for
example, that individual A owns land X prior to imposition of a tax. A
tax is imposed on earnings from X, but it does not apply to earnings from
other similar pieces of land, such as Y and Z. As a result, the price of X
1 See Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, 8th ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,
London, 1930, book V, pp. 431- 439. For an attempt to discuss the factors that
determine the period of adjustment, see M. F asiani, "Materials for a Theory of the
Duration of the Process of Tax Shifting," R eview of Economic Studies, vol. 1, no. 2,
pp. 81- 101, February, 1934, and in vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 122- 136, February, 1935.
2 An exception is provided by working capital.
(See p. 279.)
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falls, giving the same yield net of tax as Y and Z. Therefore, if A wishes
to sell X, he will be able to do so at a reduced price only. B, who purchases X, obtains the same yield on X as he would if he purchased Y or Z.
This is the so-called phenomenon of tax capitalization. It consists of the
revaluation of relative capital values that occurs when an income-earning
property has been subject to a discriminatory tax on earnings.
Capitalization may occur as the result of a tax on capital income in a
selected industry or group of industries, or as the result of a general
income tax on earnings from selected industries. Moreover, it can come
about as the result of a partial sales tax, leading to a reduction of earnings
from capital in a particular industry. 1 Indeed, even a supposedly general
income tax may involve imperfections in the definition of taxable income
and reduce capital yields in various industries unevenly. Thus, capitalization is a widespread phenomenon. 2
At the same time, the process of capitalization does not arise in connection with a truly general tax. Suppose that all real investments are
subject to tax, but that income from a government bond at rate i is taxfree. In this case, the reduced earnings from real investment will be
capitalized at i, and all capital values will fall relative to that of bonds.
Capitalization still occurs. Now, suppose that the interest on the government bond is taxable as well, while its gross yield remains unchanged.
The market rate of interest at which earnings from other investments are
capitalized is reduct:d by the same fraction as these earnings, and capital
values remain unchanged. In the long run, this may lead to a decline or
increase in the supply of capital, with resulting changes in yield of new
assets. These, in turn, give rise to a revaluation of existing assets, and
may involve changes in the relative yields and capital values of various
assets. If one wishes, one might refer to all these resulting changes in
capital value as capitalization. However, I find it preferable to reserve
this term for the changes in relative capital values that are due to the
discriminatory nature of a tax.
Once a tax is capitalized, its existence becomes a matter of indifference
to the buyer and rests on the seller, who owned the property at the time
at which the tax was imposed; or the tax rests on the seller's heirs. The
property may change hands during the course of time and come to be
owned by others than the original owner. Thus, ,the burden of a partial
tax on capital or capital income becomes dissociated from the ownership
of the taxed property, and the benefit of subsequent repeal may constitute
1 See J. A. Stockfisch, "Capitalization-Investment Aspects of Excise Taxes under
Competition," American Economic Review, Vol. 44, no. 3, pp. 287- 300, June, 1954.
2 See Luigi Einaudi, "Capitalization and Amortization of Taxes," Encyclopedia of
the Social Sciences, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1937, vol. III, pp. 211- 213,
reprinted in Musgrave and Shoup, op. cit.
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a windfall to the new owner who holds the property at that time. 1 Some
writers, including Wah·as, have gone so far as to argue that this process
leads to a situation where eventually the tax is borne by no one. 2 But
such a situation does not occur. The pre-tax owner or his heirs suffer a
permanent reduction in income stream, which continues even after the
tax is repealed.
D. HISTORICAL REVIEW

Before turning to an analysis of public finances in t he more realistic
setting of a compensatory system, let us sample some classical and neoclassical contributions to a general-equilibrium theory of incidence. 3
A general-equilibrium view of incidence is as old as t he vision of an
economic system as such. Its first appearance, in the tableau of the
physiocrats, was suited admirably to solve the incidence problem. As
agriculture is the only source of income, all taxes must be paid by agriculture. Hence, it is only efficient to assess taxes on agricultural produce
from the outset. This neat solution was qualified subsequently in the
classical doctrine, where the contributions of labor and t hen of capital
were admitted in addition to la nd. Still, the theory of incidence remained
a direct application of the theory of factor shares.
Ricardo
Fortunately for us, the mn,in architect of the theory of factor shares was
very much interested in incidence. Indeed, if Ricardo's own testimony
can be relied upon, it was his very desire to solve the puzzle of incidence
that confronted him with the necessity of form ulating a general theory of
distribution. 4 Ricardo's incidence theory, in many ways, is based on the
1 These considerations bear on the problem of integrating the corporation tax with
the personal income tax. (Sec p. 173.) It has been pointed out that the inequity of
past overtaxation cannot be remedied by repeal, since the benefit would not go to
those who suffered the init ial loss; rather, it would give windfalls to new owners. As
a result, nothing can be done to improve t he tax structure, it is argued. I feel uneasy
about t his application of original sin to taxation. If we assume that an absolute
corporation tax contradicts considerations of horizontal equity, the short-run inequity
of windfall will hardly outweigh the long-run gains in more equitable taxation of new
capital. The basic problem is not solved by pointing to the inequities of transition,
which might be avoided or limited by taxing the windfalls to new owners at a special
rate of capital-gains taxation.
2 W'alras, op. cit., p. 453, holds that a fraction of the property equal to the rate of
tax is appropriated by the government when the tax is imposed, and that no one pays
the tax thereafter.
3 For a history of incidence theory, sec Edwin R. Seligman, The Shifting and Incidence of Taxation, 4th ed., Columbia University Press, New York, 1921, pp. 1-218.
4 See our quotat ion at the beginning of Part 3, drawn from a letter by Ricardo to
Trower, in Ricardo's Works and Correspondence, vol. VIII (1952, p. 131), Letters, cd.
P. Sraffa, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1951- 1955 ; and David Ricardo,
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discussion contained in Book V of Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations,
and is improved upon in minor details by later writers such as J . S. Mill.
Nevertheless, it must be considered the classical stat ement of the doctrine.
Having determined the theory of factor shares, R icardo considered the
incidence of taxes on wages, rent, and profits, as well as of various kinds
of product taxes. In each case, incidence is determined by the principle
t hat determines the particular factor share. Contrary to the usual pattern of Ricardian analysis, there is a primary emphasis on the short-run
aspects of the adjustment.
Tax on Wages. The level of wage rates is, in the long run, determined
by the cost of subsistence. 1 The supply of labor is homogeneous so that
there is only one wage rate, applicable to all units of labor. This rate,
measured in real terms, must suffice to pay for the cost of producing labor.
In equilibrium, it must provide subsistence to the worker, but no more.
In an advancing economy, population adjustments may lag, and wages
may rise above this level. Eventually, population will expand, the labor
supply will increase, and wages will be returned to subsistence. If wages
drop below subsistence, population shrinks and wages rise.
Given this theory of wage determination, it follows that a tax on wages
cannot, in the long run, be reflected in a reduction in the real wage rate
net of t ax. The tax must come out of profits. " The prin~iple of the
division of the produce of labor and capital between wages and profits,"
writes Ricardo, "appears to me so certain, that excepting in the immediate
effects, I should think it of little importance whether the profits of stock,
or the wages of labor, were t axed." 2 The underlying principle, of course,
is that whatever reduces net wages must reduce profits; profits equal the
excess of output at the margin of cultivation over what is needed to sustain
the labor that produces that output.
Ricardo's emphasis, somewhat surprisingly, is on t he short rather than
the long-run adjustment; and it is framed in terms of budget rather than
tax incidence. 3 As the tax is imposed, so argues Ricardo, there will be no
change in the wage bill after tax. The private demand for labor remains
unchanged, and government demand is added to it. As a result, the
money wage rate before tax rises so that the wage bill net of tax remains
unchanged. If we assume further that prices remain unchanged, t he real
On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, ed. P. Sraffa, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1951. Also see Carl Shoup, "Ricardo on the Taxation of
Profits," Public Finance, vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 1- 18, 1950, and his forth coming Ricardo on
Taxation, Columbia University Press, New York, 1959.
1 See Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, chap. 16.
2 Ibid., p . 226.
3 The argument given in the text represents my interpretation of what Ricardo
says. His discussion in chap. 16 is far from clear-cut.
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wage bill remains unchanged as well. Since the real wage bill remains
unchanged, the requisite population needed to consume this wage bill at a
subsistence wage remains unchanged. With population unchanged, the
employer cannot recompense himself for the increase in wage rates by
raising prices; if he were to attempt this, the subsistence requirements of
the fixed population would necessitate an increase in the net money wage
rate. Thus, the increase in wage rates must be absorbed in reduced
profits. Rent remains unchanged since population and the reward for
agricultural produce is constant.
Let us consider more closely the assumption that introduction of the tax
leaves unchanged the wage bill net of tax. This, one might expect,
reflects the idea of a given wage fund in real terms, consisting of consumer
goods advanced to the workers- goods the supply of which cannot be
reduced at once or transformed into other goods. 1 But such is not
Ricardo's explanation. Money wage rates and the gross-wage bill are
said to increase because aggregate demand for labor rises. This comes
about because the public demand for labor is added to a presumably
unchanged level of private demand. Ricardo's case is evidently one of
budget incidence rather than of specific or differential tax incidence.
There is no complaint about this, but it remains to be explained why
insertion of the budget should raise total expenditures on labor. For this
result to come about, insertion of the circuit of taxes and public expenditures must be assumed to increase velocity of circulation. More specifically, Ricardo's case implies the assumption that the transaction demand
of the budget circuit equals zero. It is interesting to note this early, if
dubious, version of a balanced-budget theorem. 2
Ricardo's monetary assumption only clouds the issue. The essence of
his argument is the assumption of an inelastic labor supply demanding
that the wage bill in real terms remain constant. Since rent remains
unchanged as well, the decline in disposable real income must be absorbed
by profits. This result follows whether we assume total expenditures to
increase, or whether we allow for transaction needs by government. If
the wage bill before tax remains unchanged in money terms, this implies a
resulting decline in money wages after tax and a fall in the prices of
consumer goods so as to maintain the real income of the wage earner.
Here the cut in profits comes about by a decline in price, whereas in
Ricardo's case it comes about by a rise in the money wage rate.
Whichever interpretation is applied, the crucial assumption, from which
all the rest follows, is that of a fixed labor supply. If this assumption is
1

See text p. 392 for a similar assumption by Wicksell.
There is, of course, a basic difference between this and later versions that involve
a marginal propensity to spend of less than one in the private sector and finance by
dishoarding. (See text p. 432.)
2
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relaxed, producers may at once begin to reduce real wages (by cutting
money wages and/ or raising prices) to protect their profits, thus forcing
a decline in population.
Ricardo's long-run argument allows for a decline in population, but for
a different reason. The curtailment of profits results in an impairment of
real capital and a reduction in growth. Eventually this will reduce
circulating as well as fixed capital and bring about a reduction in the
demand for labor. Population declines, the price of corn falls, and wages
tend to rise by less than the full amount of tax. 1
As cultivation is reduced, rent falls and the landlord assumes a part of
the burden. At first some decline in wages may be suffered without
decline in population, as wages may be above subsistence in an expanding
economy; and there is occasional recognition of the possibility that subsistence itself is a flexible concept. 2 But neither of these exceptions is
given much weight. To the extent that accumulation is reduced, an
eventual drop in population follows.
Ricardo does not consider the very long-run case of the stationary state,
where profits have declined to zero; but we may readily conclude what
happens in terms of his system. Here, a tax on wages must result in a
reduction in population, thus reducing the margin of cultivation, raising
gross wages, and curtailing rent. Once the stationary state is reached,
little difference remains between the Ricardian and the physiocratic
doctrine.
Taxes on Agriculture. Ricardo's treatment of agricultural taxes is a
straightforward application of his rent doctrine. The principle of rent
determination is the very opposite to that of wage determination.
Whereas the supply of labor is infinitely elastic (in the long run) at the
subsistence wage, the supply of land is wholly inelastic. No rent is
obtained at the margin of cultivation or on the marginal land, where the
product of labor just suffices to provide subsistence. Rent is a differential return, not a cost. Thus it docs not enter into price but is deterruined by price.
Various types of taxes on land or its products are distinguished. 3
First, there is a unit tax on raw produce. Such a tax applies at the margin
of cultivation and is added to price. Ricardo repeats the assumption, so
crucial in his discussion of a tax on wages, that population is fixed, so that
Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, p. 222.
Ibid., p. 215. Ricardo, in apparent agreement with Adam SmiLh, quotes him as
follows: "The demand for labor, according as it happens Lobe eiLher increasing, stationary or declining, or to require an increasing, sLationary, or declining population,
regulates the subsistence of the laborer, and determines in what degree it shall be
eiLher liberal, moderate or scanty." See Adam Smith , The Wealth of Nations , ed:
E. Cannan, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1904, p. 348.
a Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, p. 157.
1

t
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the demand for raw produce is inelastic. Accordingly rent is una!Tected,
and t he price of raw produce rises by the amount of tax. While money
rent remains unchanged, rent in terms of corn declines in proportion to
the increase in price. Landlords are unaffected by t he tax as recipients
of rent, but they suffer as purchasers of agricultural products. Again, we
have here a nice illustration of Ricardo's awareness of the need for recognizing changes in real income positions from both the income sources and
uses sides. 2 To the extent that agricultural products are necessities
consumed by workers, money wages must be raised to maintain real wages
at subsistence levels. The tax thus becomes similar to a tax on wages,
and it falls on profits.
The incidence of the tithe, a tax on la nd based on the value of its raw
produce, is essentially similar to that of a direct tax on raw produce. A
tax per acre of land also follows the same principle, as it raises the cost of
production on the marginal land more sharply than on the superior land.
In addition, such a tax will increase the rent of superior land. The price
of corn per bushel rises by an amount equal to tax per marginal acre,
divided by bushels produced on the marginal acre. As the superior acre
produces more bushels, the cost di!Terential is increased. 3
A tax on t he pure rent of land, finally, falls on the landlord. This
readily follows from the very nature of rent. However, a tax on rent is
likely to include in its base t he profits on capital invested in land. To the
extent that this is the case, the tax is similar to a tax on profits in certain
trades only.
Tax on Profits. The incidence of a tax on profits differs, depending on
whether the tax is selective or general.
The burden of a general tax on profits, so argues Ricardo, must fall on
profits. Manufacturers or farmers cannot raise prices relative to wages,
since wages are at subsistence level and the supply of labor is inelastic in
the short run. The farmer cannot reduce rent, since the tax applies to
profits on capital in manufacture as well as in farming. Hence, profits net
of tax will be cut. As with the wages tax, such reduction in profits will
reduce real capital and, eventually, the demand for labor.
The mechanism by which profits are reduced differs, depending on
whether or not the tax applies to the mining of precious metals. If the
tax so applies, the relative profitability of mining remains unchanged.
The money supply will not be increased. As a result, prices in general
cannot rise, and each producer must give up an equal proportion of his
profit income. If the mining of precious metals is not taxed, capital will
flow into mining; the money supply will be increased; and all prices,
1

1

For a criticism of this assumption, see Alfred Marshall, op. cit., pp. 833-837.
See pp. 217 and 380, note 2.
3 Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, p. 182.
2
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including wages and rent, will rise. Profits after tax remain unchanged in
money terms. This does not mean that all prices will · rise at the same
rate. If profits are to remain unchanged in money terms, prices must
rise more sharply in the case of products that have a low turnover
rate. 1
Somewhat as an afterthought, Ricardo queries his earlier judgment that
increased prices will require increased circulation. 2 No increase in circulation is required if the government purchases products from the saine
sellers from whom it collects the tax, so t hat the tax a nd purchase payments may be taken to cancel out. As a result, consumers will be able to
purchase the smaller amount available to t hem at higher prices, without
requiring an increase in money supply. In any case, Ricardo adds that a
general rise in prices is possible in the closed economy only. If the mining of precious metals is carried on abroad, all prices cannot rise. Or, to
say the least, no permanent rise in prices can occur since this would result
in an adverse balance of trade and an out flow of bullion.
In the case of a partial profits tax, which applies to some industries only,
the price of the product must rise for the taxed industry in order to restore
the level of profits to that of tax-free industries. Ricardo does not seem
to allow for recovery of profits due to reduction of supply and reduced unit
cost in the taxed industry, thereby neglecting the spillover effect of a
partial tax on profits at large. 3
A distinct and ingenious argument applies to the landlord's attitude
with regard to a tax on profits. 4 If the tax on profits excludes profits on
capital invested in agriculture, the price of corn does not rise. Money
rent and rent in terms of corn remain unchanged. The landlord, however, loses from such a tax as a consumer of nonagricultural products.
Now, let the profits of agricultural capital be included in the tax base.
The tenant (who invests the capital in the land he rents from the landlord) is iJ?.different to such a tax, since he recoups t he tax by raising the
price of raw produce. The landlord gains, since money rents rise at the
1 See Ricardo, On the Principles of Political E Q
onomy and Taxation, p. 207. See also
text p. 280, note 3; and Shoup, op. cit.
2 Ricardo, On the Pr-inciples of Political Economy and Taxation, p. 213, note •.
See
also Ricardo's discussion with Trower, Letters, p. 321. On text p. 367, we concluded
that introduction of a budget with income tax and a eonstant money supply will
result in a reduced price level, but we added that the price level will remain unchanged
if source withholding is assumed . R icardo goes one better by assuming not only t hat
tax payments are substituted for income payments, as is implied in ~ou rce withholding, but also that the public expenditure itself involves no drain on t ransaction funds.
If this assumption is made, introduction of the budget with constant money supply
leads to Ricardo's result of a rising price level.
3 Ricardo, On the P1·inciples of Political Economy and Taxation, pp. 205 and 213.
• Ibid., pp. 210ff.
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same rate as the price of raw produce. 1 Hence, Ricardo's intriguing
conclusion that "by taxing profits of the farmer you do not burden him
more than if you exempted his profits from the tax, and the landlord has a
decided interest that his tenants' profits should be taxed, as it is only on
that condition that he himself continues really untaxed. " 2
Tax on Manufactur-ed Products. The incidence of a tax on products
has already been dealt with under the tax on raw produce. The principle
is the same for a tax on manufactured products. As the tax is imposed,
the price of the taxed product is increased. Where the product is in the
luxury class, the tax is borne by the consumer. Where it is a neces~ity
consumed by the laborer, the tax is equivalent to a tax on wages and,
hence, to a tax on profits. In order to maintain wages at subsistence,
the wage rate must be increased and profits reduced accordingly.
The Ricardian theory of incidence is unique in elegance and positiveness
of result. Especially impressive is the consistent view of the problem in
general-equilibrium terms and the allowance for changes on both the
sources and uses side of income positions. Yet the results can be no better
than the underlying theory of distribution. 3 The most serious deficiency,
of the latter lies in the theory of wages. The Malthusian doctrine has
proven false as a principle of wage determination in the Western world.
The underlying assumptions as to population behavior are incorrect, and
steady gains in technique have far outstripped the pressure of a growing
population on resources. 4 Ricardo's subsistence theory of wages, therefore, had to be replaced by an entirely different principle of wage determination, based on the product of labor rather than its cost of production.
With this restatement of wage theory, Ricardo's argument on the incidence of a tax on wages becomes untenable in both the short- and the
1 The argument is similar to the argument for the tax on land.
The increase in the
price of produce must be sufficient to restore profits on the marginal dose of labor and
capital. Since the intramarginal doses produce a larger amount of product, the
increase in price provides for more than is needed to restore these profits to the level
of profits earned on the marginal dose. Since the return must be the same in all
doses, the excess goes to the landlord in the form of increased rent.
2 Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, p. 213.
3 See on this point Schum peter's uncharitable judgment that Ricardo's theory is
an excellent one which can never be refuted and lacks nothing but sense. I am
tempted to say that the theory is a sensible one which has been disproven by history.
See Joseph Schumpeter, "Review of the Troops," Quarterly Journal of Economics,
vol. 66, no. 2, p. 161, May, 1961.
4 In undeveloped countries- indeed, for areas containing the larger part of the
world's population-the population problem is still of great importance, and the
Malthusian doctrine cannot be written off so readily. However, even in this setting,
the Ricardian argument is hardly tenable. There are degrees of subsistence or starvation wages, providing a range of adjustment that may well shield profit until population adjustments occur. Political attitudes may be such as to exclude a tax on
already excessively low wages, but this is a different matter.
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long-run version; the same holds for the incidence of a product tax on
necessities, agricultural or otherwise.
Similarly, Ricardo's argument on the incidence of a general tax on
profits becomes shaky as his theory of determination of profits as a residual
is replaced by a productivity theory of capital income. Only the rent
principle is salvaged unharmed from the Ricardian toolbox; and even this
must be reinterpreted as a general principle, applicable to all factors that
are inelastic in supply. Ricardo's attempt at a general and determinate
theory of incidence, beautiful and heroic though it was, had to make way
for a more complex, if less manageable and determinate, formulation of
the problem.
Wicks ell
A second attempt at a general-equilibrium theory of incidence was made
some seventy years later by Wicksell. As in the Ricardian case, it
reflected the structure of a very specific model of distribution theory. 1
Whiie the Ricardian system still lacked an explicit theory of capital
income, Wicksell developed such a theory along Bohm-Bawerk's lines:
Capital renders a productive service because the advancing of capital
permits the employment of labor in roundabout production, thereby
raising total output obtained from a given lab01; input. Wicksell focused
primary attention on the relationship between output and the degree of
roundaboutness or, to put it somewhat differently, on the length of the
investment period. In order to explore this relationship, the supply of
free capital that constitutes the subsistence fund is taken as given. The
problem is to determine the average length of the investment period that
makes for the most efficient employment of this fund. While Wicksell
emphasized the nature of this fund as a wage and rent fund, let us consider
here the simpler case where the services of land are forthcoming free of
charge, in which case the subsistence fund is a wage fund.
Wicksell's line of reasoning took an important step toward a marginalproductivity theory of factor shares. However, the marginal-productivity tool was still crippled by the limitations resulting from the arbitrary
assumption of a fixed wage fund. A satisfactory theory of interest, and
hence wages, could be developed only after the supply of capital itself
became a dependent variable, to be determined by the system. 2 Wicksell's analysis preceded this break-through in distribution theory; and his
1 I am indebted to Dr. H. Geyer and Dr. W. P. Yohe for help in arriving at this
interpretation of the Wicksellian case.
2 Lutz, in his analysis of this development, shows how a proper formulation of the
problem could not be achieved without making the wage fund a dependent variable.
If this is done, the problem becomes one of saving and investment (with or without
liquidity preference), and the wage-fund concept is rejected. See Friedrich A. Lutz,
Zinstheorie, Polygraphischer Verlag, Zurich, 1956, especially chaps. 1- 7.
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results on incidence still reflect the peculiar assumption of a fixed wage
fund .
System without Tax. Wicksell's basic system is given by four equations.1 The first of these is the production function

p = f(t) = atm

(16-1)

where Pis the product per worker, tis the average period of investment,
and a > 0 and 0 < m are given parameters describing the relationship
between P and (. The shape of this relationship is such that output per
worker increases at a decreasing rate as t rises.
The second equation of the system is definitional and divides the
product into factor shares:
·
(16-2)
P = L + ZLt
where L is the wage income per worker, Z is the rate of interest, and Lt is
t he investment per worker. Thus, the product per worker is divided
between wage income per worker received by the worker and capital
income per worker received by the capitalist.
The third equation is given by the wage-fund relation
K
LA= -

(16-3)

t

where A is the number of workers and K is the capital stock. The equation tells us that t he wage fund, or the available wage bill per period, must
equal the product of wage per worker and number of workers employed.
In other words, the entire wage fund must be employed in the purchase of
labor. As Wicksell points out, the wage fund cannot be used in any
other way. 2
The fourth equation is given by t he profit-maximizing condition
dZ
dt

= O

with

d 2Z
([(i

<0

(16-4)

which tells us that the capitalist, who controls the wage fund, lengthens
the period of investment up to a point where the rate of interest reaches a
1 A brief statement of the system is given in Wicksell's Finanztheoretische Untersuchungen und das Steuerwesen Schweden's, J ena, Germany, 1896, pp. 21- 75. For a
more detailed presentation, see Wicksell's Value, Capital and Rent, originally published 1893, trans. S. H. Frowein, Gl3orge Allen & Unwin, Ltd ., London, 1954. For
a critical discussion and evaluation, see George J. Stigler, Production and Distribution
Theories: The Formative Period, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1941, chap. 10;
and K. G. Landgren, "Wicksell och griinsproduktivitetsliiran," in Twenty-five Economic Essays in Honour of E1·ik Lindahl, Ekonomisk Tidskrift, Stockholm, 1956,
pp. 186- 203.
2 Wicksell, Finanztheoretische Untersuchungen und das Steuerwesen Schweden's,
pp. 21-42.
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maximum for any given value of L. Given a, m, A, and K., the system
permits us to determine P, L, t, and z.
A diagrammatic view of the system is given in Figure 16-1. * Let us
measure P on the vertical axis and t to the right of 0 on t he h orizontal
axis. The curve OS is the production function as defined by equation
(16-1). Now let us assume some value of L so that OD of the product goes

H

0

Reciprocal of rate of

interest~

G
Average period of investment I

Fro. 16-1. Wicksellian equilibrium without tax.

to labor. Capitalists will choose that value of t at which Z is maximized.
This value oft is found for the given value of L by drawing a tangent to
OS through D. We thus obtain t = OG and 1/Z = HO. t For any value
• The figure is similar to Wicksell's in Finanztheoretische Untersuchungen und das
Steuerwesen Schweden's, p. 40, with the addition of the VW and MN curves, which
may be found in Ursula. K. Webb (Hicks), "Taxation and Production: The Wicksell
Analysis," Review of Economic Studies, vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 18- 30, October, 1934.
t We have HO / DF = OD/EF from similar triangles; a.nd since DF = OG and
OD = GF, we obtain
OG·GF
HO · EF - OG · GF or HO = EF
or
OG·GF
HO = GE- GF

Since OG · GF is equal to K/ A = tL, and since GE - GF equals the capital share or
Z(K/A) we have
K/A
1
HO = Z(K/A) = Z
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oft larger or smaller than OG, we find that 1/Z = HO is increased, and
hence Z is reduced. We may now undertake the same experiment for
other assumed values of L and derive corresponding optimal values of t.
Let the locus of these points be described by the line VW. This much we
may derive from equations (16-1), (16-2), and (16-4) of the system.
In order to determine which combination oft and L will be chosen, we
must draw upon equation (16-3). Since KandA are given, the value of
Lt is given. Measuring L on the vertical axis, we obtain the rectangular
hyperbola. MN, which shows the possible combinations of Landt. The
solution is found at F, the intersection of VW and MN. If we were
located at point W, the value of tL would exceed the available capital per
worker, or K/ A. Hence, some workers become unemployed, and wages
would be bid down. If we were at a point such as V, part of the wage
fund would be unemployed, and wages would be bid up. F is the only
possible solution. Here the product per worker P = GE. The wage per
worker L = GF. The capital income per worker is K/ AZ = FE. The
average period of investment or t = OG, and Z = 1/0H.
Leaving the diagrammatic view, we may determine the equilibrium
value of t analytically. Setting the right sides of equations (16-1) and
(16-2) equal to each other and solving for Z, we obtain

z = atm-l
- - - t,-1
L

(16-5)

Differentiating for t, we obtain
dZ

dt =

(m - 1)atm-2

L

+ t;-2

(16-6)

and by setting equal to zero we can solve for L(line VW) which must equal
L from equation (16-3). Solving both equations simultaneously we find

t-[
-

J

K
1
(1 - m)aA m + 1

(16-7)

This is as far as the matter need be carried for our purposes, since equation (16-6) may be compared with the corresponding expression if a tax
applies.
System with Income Tax. Now suppose that an income tax is imposed
and that part of the product is purchased by the government. Equation
(16-1) remains unchanged, it being assumed that there is only one product
or that total output is independent of the composition of the product.
Equation (16-2) may now be written as
P = (1 - r)(L

+ ZLt) + r(L + ZLt)

(16-2i)
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where r is the tax rate. Total factor earnings equal toP now comprise the
part retained by the recipients, or (1 - r)(L + ZLt), and the part t hey
pay in tax, or r(L + ZLt). Equation (16-3) is unchanged, owing to the
assumption t hat introduction of the tax must not be permitted to reduce
the wage fund. Again the capitalists try to maximize interest, although
now net of tax; this leaves equation (16-4) unch anged. Proceeding as
before, we obtain again equation (16-7). The value oft is the same as in
the absence of t ax. Output is unchanged, and the recipients of wage and
capital income find their disposable income reduced by the rate of tax.
Given inelastic factor supplies, the same result is obtained if factor shares
are determined by a marginal-productivity theory. The wage-fund
doctrine, in this case, leaves the outcome unaffect ed.
System with Production Tax. The wage-fund doctrine affects the
outcome, however, if we deal with a tax on production or gross receipts.
If we impose a production tax at rater, we have

p
where pis the net product.

=

(16-8)

(1 - r)P

Or, substituting from (16-1),
p

=

(1 - r)atm

(16-1p)

becomes out first equation, now defined in terms of net product. Since
only the net product is available for distribution to factors, we may
rewrite equation (16-2) as
p = L

+ ZLt

(16-2p)

Equation (16-3) is unchanged, since the wage fund is assumed to remain
intact. Substituting as before, we obtain

z=

(1 - r)atm- 1
- tL

1

(16-5p)

and differentiating
dZ

dt=

m( l - r)atm-2

---'---=-'-----

L

+ t- 2

(16-7p)

We may now compare the right term in equation (16-7p) with the
corresponding expression in the absence of Lax, as given in equation
(16-7). The Lerm K / (1 - m)aA is the same in both cases, but it
is divided by (1 - r) in the case of the production tax. Since
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0 < ,. < 1, the value oft must be larger wiLh the production tax. Thus,
the production tax leads to a lengthening oft. With the increase in t, we
have an increase in P, as shown by equation (16-1); ceteris paribus a
decrease in Las shown by (16-3) ; and a decrease in Z as shown by (16-5p),
where 0 < m < 1. The extent to which Land Z are decreased, respectively, depends on the slope of the production function. 1
The case of the production tax is shown diagrammatically in Figure
16-2. As a 50 per cent tax is imposed, the product available for allocation to factors at various levels oft is reduced from OS to OR. The latter
is the net production function as defined by equation (16-lp). The

t

::>

l

0...

H,
Reciprocl'll of rate of interest-}

Average period of investment

t

Fro. 16-2. Wickscllian equilibrium with product tax.

wage-fund equation, and hence the curve MN, are, by assumption,
unchanged. But a new VW line is given which will intersect the MN
line at F.. Thus the new equilibrium F. must again lie on MN, but
wages are reduced to D., the rate of interest has fallen from I / OH to
1/ 0lfr, and output has risen from OB to OB.. In the new equilibrium,
tax payments per worker are equal to E,J, wages per worker, or L, are
equal to G.F. and the capital income per worker equals F.E.. Given the
parameters assumed for the diagram, capital income is reduced more
sharply than wage income. If the OS schedule had been drawn with a
more nearly constant slope to the right of E, then t would have been
lengthened further and L would have been reduced more sharply.
We thus obtain the strange result that a tax on production leads to a
1 See Wicksell , Finanztheoretische Untersuchungen und das Steuerwesen Schweden's,
p. 41.
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change in the structure of production and possibly unequal reductions in
factor shares; whereas an income tax leaves production unchanged and
merely reduces the disposable income of both factors proportionately.
According to marginal-productivity reasoning, this cannot be the case.
If a product tax is introduced, it enters as a wedge between gross and net
product, and is charged equally against both factors. Output and gross
earnings of factors remain unchanged, net earnings are reduced by the
rate of tax, and the outcome is similar to that of an income tax. This, of
course, assumes that factor supplies are inelastic in both cases.
A result similar to that of marginal-productivity reasoning is obtained
from the four basic equations if we assume that the wage fund is reduced
by the rate of the production tax, in which case t will remain unchanged. 1
1

We again have, as in eq. (16-1p),
p

where p is the net product.

=

(1 - r)at"'

Equation (16-2p) is now written as
p = !(1

+ zt)

where land z are net wage and interest, respectively.
L(1 - x)

Now, we may write

=l

where Lis the gross wage paid out of the gross-wage fund K, and lis the net wage that
remains after a tax at rate xis charged against it. Note that the wedge between gross
and net wage is defined as x, since it remains to be seen whether or not x ~ r. Substituting into eq. (16-3) we obtain
l

= K(1 -

x)

At

This equation, it will be noted, relates net wages received by workers to a net wages
fund curtailed by a tax at rate x. It differs from the previously used eq. (16-3),
according to which the entire wages fund K remains tied up in the employment of
workers.
Substituting as before and solving for z, we obtain the following equation corresponding to ( 16-5p ):
Z

= (1 - r)atm-1 - t-1

l
and hence
dZ
(m - 1)(1 - r)atm - 2
dt =
l
+ t- 2

Proceeding as before but observing the net wages fund expression we find
t _ [
( 1 - x)K
(1 - r)(1 - m)aA

J

m

1

+1

which yields the same t us in ( 16-17) provided r = x. An independent consideration,
based on marginal-productivity reasoning, tells us that x must be equal to r because
in a competitive market the tax must be shared by the factors in proportion to their
marginal productivitY' Thus, we find that the production tax leaves t unchanged.
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The production tax and the income tax then become equivalent in their
effect on output and disposable incomes. This result makes sense, but a
reduction in the wage fund is not permissible in the spirit of the Wicksellian system. Once the determination of the wage fund is made part
of the syst em, rather than taken as fixed, the entire concept of the wage
fund might as well be discarded. In the Wicksellian system, ]( must
remain unchanged. The capitalist cannot recoup possible losses in
capital income by reducing the wage fund that he advances to labor.
The only way in which he can meet the tax is by raising P via an adjustment in t. Such an adjustment becomes profitable because the tax has
reduced dZ/dt at the old value of t, as shown by comparing equations
(16-6) and (16-6p). As t is lengthened, L is cut. Labor is made to
carry part of the burden by having payments out of the fixed wage fund
spread over a longer period. This the capitalist can do, even though he
is not permitted to curtail the total wage fund that he advances to labor. 1
Thus the Wicksellian treatment of incidence makes an interesting case
study of the ,,·age-fund doctrine, but, as in the Ricardian approach, the
conclusion can be no better than the underlying theory of distribution.
Walras

W alras devotes the closing lesson of his Elements to an analysis of
incidence. He considers an economy of landowners, workers, and
1

In discussing the Wicksellian model, Erik Lindahl, Die Gerechtigkeit der Resteuer-

ung, Gleerupska, Lund, Sweden, 1!J 1!J, p. 177, note 1, observes correctly that W icksell's

peculiar result is arrived at becau~c the wage fund is assumed to remain constant. He
interprets this to mean that real capital is increased, in the sense that the capitalist
is willing to advance the entire amount of tax out of his capital income. Lindahl
adds that it is more reasonable to assume that the capitalist will reduce the wage fund
by the rate of tax, which returns us to the case of the preceding footnote.
This interpretation, as well as that of Mrs. Hicks, op. cit., focuses on the question
of finance during the interim period of adjustment to the tax. But this is hardly the
basic problem. Let us assume that the producer, once the tax is announced, makes
all the correct adjustments and compares the new with the old equilibrium position.
Since Wickscll's model is static, this is permissible. The basic objection to the
assumption of a constant wage fund, in this case, is quite independent of the problem
of transition finance. It arises because the fund itself is not determined as a part of
the system.
For the same reason, it does not seem legitimate to postulate, as a possible alternative
behavior assumption, that the capitalist will reduce his wage fund by the rate of tax.
If he did so, the determination of the fund would be based on an economic calculus
that is incompatible with the essence of the wage-fund theory. Moreover, such
adjustment might be made in response to the income tax as well. In brief, there is
no way of retaining the wage fund while arguing in terms of a marginal-productivity
doctrine.
A dynamic element compatible with the wage-fund doctrine might be added with
the capitalist's propensity to save and 11 relating of the wage fund to his disposable
income ; but if this is done, the fund, and hence t, may ehangc under both types of tax.
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capitalists. 1 The government can collect its taxes directly by cutting
into the income received by these t hree groups. Or it may collect the t ax
in advance from t he entrepreneurs prior to the distribution of earnings to
the factors, "it being clearly understood that t hey [entrepreneurs] will
reimburse themselves by adding the amount of the tax to the prices of the
products which they sell to landowners, workers and capitalists. In this
way, the reduction in rent, wages and interest is made indirectly. Direct
taxes are levied on services, and indirect taxes are levied on products." 2
A personal tax on wage income cannot change the price obtained for a
given supply of labor in the market. As a result of the tax, the supply of
labor may rise or fall; but which will be the case we do not know. Nor do
we know whether the wage bill will rise or fall with any given change in
labor supply. If these eventualities are disregarded , and we assume lab9r
supply unchanged, the burden of the tax will fall entirely on the workers.
An exception arises where wages are at the subsistence level and the tax
is passed on to consumers through a reduction in the labor force.
A tax on rent falls on the income of the landowner. If t he tax is levied
in perpetuity, it is equivalent to a confiscation of a part of the land.
Thus, if t he tax rate equals 50 per cent, the owner of the land when the
tax is introduced loses half of his income as well as half of his capital.
After the land has changed hands, t he tax, as noted before, is said to be
paid by no one. 3 This phenomenon of capitalization cannot arise in the
case of labor, since labor can be sold only as a service, and the worker
himself cannot be sold as a capital asset.
If a tax is imposed on the income from all capital goods, the income of
capitalists is reduced. As a result, so argues Wa h·as, savings may rise or
fall. If we assume them to remain unchanged, we must conclude that
the tax falls on the capitalist. The situation differs if the tax is imposed
on income from selected capital goods only. If capital only in industry
Y is t axed, the supply of capital to this industry will decrease, t he price
of product Y will rise, and the consumers of Y will bear t he tax. However, a portion of the tax will be borne by the capitalists. Capital will
flow to other industries, resulting in a general decline in capital income
and a reduction in the prices of other goods, thus enabling consumers to
recover part of the loss suffered from the rise in the price of Y. While
W alras recognizes the spillover effect of a tax on capital earnings in a
particular industry, he does not conclude, as he should, that t here is no
a priori reason why a selective tax on capital income should be more or less
detrimental to the consumer a nd more favorable to capitalists as a group
I Leon Wah·as, Elements of Pure Economics, trans. \V. J 1die, George Allen & Unwin,
Ltd., London, 1054.
2 Ibid., p. 450.
3 See p. 385, noto 2.
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than a general but equal-yield tax on capital income. With this exception, the Wah·asian lesson on incidence is unobjectionable, but unfortunately, it presents a rather sketchy treatment of the problem.
1

1 It may be noted that prior to the third edition Walras, like Ricardo, made no
allowance whatsoever for t he spillover effect, but concluded t hat the entire tax was
to be borne by the consumer of the product supplied by the industry in which capital
is taxed. See Walras, op. cit., p. 609.

PART FOUR
Compensatory finance

"There is thus emerging a new aim of fiscal policy, vigorously
~sailed by some and staunchly defended by others- the aim of
ensuring the full employment of the factors of production."
[ALVIN H. HANSEN, FISCAL POLICY AND BUSINESS CYCLES,
W. W. NORTON

&

COMPANY, INC., NEW YORK,

1941 ,

P.

117]

CHAPTER 17

Income determination and the theory of
stabilization

Let us now turn to the problems of the Stabilization Branch, involving
the effects of budget policy upon employment, price level, and growth.
Here we shall deal with systems where the simple classical relationship
between money supply and money expenditure is broken by liquidity
preference, and where money wages or prices may be rigid. in the downward direction. For these and other reasons, the economy may deviate
from full employment and price-level stability, a nd public policy must
concern itself with preventing or discouraging such deviations. This is
by no means a matter of budget policy or of budget and monetary policy
alone. At the same time, the modern budget takes up a large share of
total income, and budget policy is bound to have a major ciTcct upon
output and prices. Budget policy, accordingly, must play a major role
in st a bilization policy. Since the mid-thirties, this role has been explored
extensively in the literature on fiscal policy and compensatory or funct ional finance- all terms that a re more or less synonymous with the
function of our Stabilization Branch. 1
The vital importance of this function must be recognized. Yet the
classical functions of budget policy, involving matters of allocation and
distribution, must not be forgotten in the process. Stabilization policy
is a n additional, not an alternative, consideration. In the following
discussion of stabilization, we shnJl ask repeatedly how the objectives of
the Stabilization Branch may be pursued best without conflict with those
of the other branches. 2
1

2

Seep. 22.
Sec pp. 37 and 517.
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A. OBJECTIVES

By way of introduction, let us take a brief look at the major objectives
of the Stabilization Branch, that is, the maintenance of price-level
stability and full employment.
The objective of price-level stability needs no lengthy defense. To be
sure, there are times when some increase in price level may be desirable to
induce entrepreneurial optimism, or a more substantial rise may be needed
to speed up transition to a war economy; and there are other times when a
decline in price level may be useful, for example, in order to adjust to
world markets, to release an excessive margin of profits, or to pass on
technological gains where rising money wages cannot be secured. Short
of these special situations, price-level stability is desirable.
Changes in the price level involve arbitrary changes in relative prices
and distribution, hardly in line with the objectives of the Distribution
Branch. They also introduce uncertainties into the economic scene that
should be avoided in an orderly economy.
Similarly, we may take it for granted that the objective of full employment is desirable. While there will always be a number of people who are
in transition between jobs, it is only reasonable to demand of an orderly
economy that people should not be exposed to the calamity of involuntary
unemployment beyond such transitional situations. What is more, the
prevention of unemployment is a condition for the social stability of the
economic system itself. These are elementary facts, which must not be
overlooked in the search for details on just how unemployment should be
measured and how full employment should be defined at the technical
level. 1 While full employment and price-level stability may not be
readily compatible, this does not void the proposition that both are
desirable as such.
The dual objective of price-level stability and full employment is
referred to usually as stabilization. This is somewhat misleading, since
stabilization of full employment does not imply stabilization of output.
With a growing capital stock, labor force, and technique, maintenance of
full employment and price-level stability requires maintenance of an
equilibrium rate of growth. Thus the problem of growth becomes an
integral part of stabHilf.l.tion policy.
This much is clear; but growth as a third policy objective raises more
difficult problems. While it is obviously desirable to secure any given
rate of growth at a minimum cost, this is not to say that one should secure
• For a. compact discussion of the problem of measuring unemployment and of
defining full employment, see the paper and references given by Albert Rees, "The
Meaning and Measurement of Full Employment," in The Measurement and Behavior
of Unemployment, National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., New York, 1957.
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a maximum rate of growth, whatever its cost. In the classical system,
the rate of growth is determined in the market, involving the time preference of consumers on the one side and the efficiency of investment on the
other. The rate of growth thus determined may be considered optimal
in the sense of being sanctioned by the effective time preference of consumers with a given distribution of income. This happy solution is lost
in a system where Say's law does not hold, and compensatory measures
of public policy are required to assure stability. 1
In the process of maintaining price-level stability and full employment,
public policy also influences the rate of growth. But various patterns of
stabilization policy may lead to different rates of growth, and the choice
between them becomes a matter of public policy rather than determination by the market. It is for this reason that the neoclassical system cannot return us to the benign state of the classical case, even if we assume
that full employment and price-level stability can be assured. 2
Moreover, it remains to be seen whether any particular growth objective is compatible with the objectives of full employment and price-level
stability; and there may be conflicts between the desired rate of growth
and the policies pursued by the Allocation and Distribution Branches.
Throughout the following chapters, this multiplicity of objectives and
their interdependence must be kept in mind.
B. THE STRUCTURE OF INCOME DETERMINATION AND THE ROLE
OF MONETARY AND FISCAL POLICY

The theory of stabilization policy- fiscal or monetary-cannot be
developed in a vacuum. It must be defined with reference to the system
of income determination that applies in the economy under consideration.
Thus it will be well to introduce the more detailed discussion of compensatory finance by a general view of the relationship between income
theory and the theory of stabilization.

The Classical System
It has become customary to distinguish between the classical system,
the Keynesian system, and various combinations of the two. 3 Let us
Seep. 483.
Seep. 553.
3 For similar discussions, see Gottfried Haberler, Prosperity and Depression, 3d ed.,
League of Nations, Geneva, 1941, chap. 8; Lawrence R. Klein, The Keynesian Revolution, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1947, pp. 199ft'; Franco Modigliani,
"Liquidity Preference and the Theory of Interest and Money," Econometrica, vol. 12,
no. 1, pp. 45-88, January, 1944, reprinted in Friedrich A. Lutz and Lloyd W. Mints
(eds.), Readings in Monetary Theory, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., llomcwood, Ill., 1951, pp. 186-239; Don Patinkin, Money, Interest, and Prices,
1

2
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begin with the so-called classical system. The system described in equations (17-1) to (17-8) differs slightly from what is usually understood by
the classical system, since saving here is made a function of income as well
as interest. Thus the system is made somewhat more realistic without
affecting its essential properties. Also, it will be noted that classical
writers were more intelligent in their understanding of income theory
than their system suggests. They were much concerned with the importance of capital formation and growth, and they were by no means unaware of the possibility of hoarding and dishoarding. 1
The modified classical system here used is composed of the following
equations:
S = S(i,Y)
(17-1)
I = I(i)
(17-2)
S(i,Y)
Y
N

I(i)
Y(N)
= N(W)
W = Y'(N)
Ym = VM
Ym = PY
=

(1 Z-3)

=

(17-4)
(17-5)
(17-6)
(17-7)
(17-8)

Given V and M, the system of eight equations permits us to determine
Tothiswemayaddthedefinitionalequation

S,I,i, Y,N, lV, Ym,andP.

(17-9)
Y=C+I
to determine consumption.
All equations, with the exception of (17-7) and (17-8), are in real terms.
The level of real output, or income Y, is determined as a function of labor
input N, as shown in equation (17-4). The labor supply N, is a function
of the real-wage rate W, as shown by equation (17-5). The real wage W
equals the marginal product of labor which, for a given capital stock, is a
function of N. This is shown by equation (17-6). Together, these three
equations determine Y, W, and N. Saving S is a function of the rate of
interest i and Y, as shown by equation (17-1). Investment I is a function
of the rate of interest i as shown by equation (17-2). Saving and investment, as determined by these functions, are equated in equilibrium, as
shown by equation (17-3) . Given Y, these three equations determine
S, I, and i. Consumption C follows from the budget equation (17-9).
Row, Peterson & Company, Evanston, Ill., 1956; and Challis A. Hall and James E.
Tobin, "Income Taxation, Output and Prices," Economia Internazionale, vol. 8, no. 3,
pp. 527- 532, August, 1955, also vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 751-755, November, 1955, and
vol. 9, no. 1, pp. 1- 8, February, 1956.
1 See Jean Baptiste Say, Treatise on Political Economy, trans. C. R. Prinsep, Claxton, Philadelphia, 1869, p. 133. Also see Jacob Viner, Studies in the Theory of International Trade, Harper & Brothers, New York, 1937, especially pp. 185fT.
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The level of employment and output, as well as the division of the product
between consum,ption and income, are determined by a system that is
a ltogether in real terms. Given the functional relationships involved,
equations (17-1) to (17-6) permit us to determine Y, I, S, i, N, and W, all
defined in real terms. Addition of equation (17-9) permits the determination of C.
While the interesting properties of the system are determined independently of money, the system does not apply to a barter economy only.
Given the money supply M and the income velocity V, the level of
money income Y m is determined by equation (17-7), and the price level
(a)
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FIG. 17-1. Income determination in the classical system.

P by (17-8).

Given P, the money values C,n, Sm, a nd Im may be determined readily from C, S, and I. In other words, the real values of the
system may be translated into money values by adding the equation of
exchange, where V is given by the structure of existing payment institutions. This can be done because there is no liquidity preference, and all
money is in the form of transaction money, the velocity of which is
determined by institutional factors. Thus the monetary part of the
system is added to the real part but has no bearing on the real issues
involved. T his procedure has been criticized in recent years as leaving us
with an inconsistent syst em, but I am not at all persuaded that such is the
case. 1
The system is shown diagrammatically in Figure 17-1. NN in Figure
17-lb is the labor-supply schedule as defined by equation (17-5) and DD is
• Seep. 427.
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the demand schedule for labor as defined by equation (17-6). The
equilibrium level of employment equals OA, and the real-wage rate equals
OH. Let TT in Figure 17-1d show real output as a function of employment N, as defined in equation (17-4). With employment at OA, output
equals OB. In Figure 17-lc we plot the relationship between saving,
income, and the rate of interest, as defined by equation (17-1). Each line
shows saving at various levels of income and a given rate of interest.
Assuming a positive relationship between i and S, we have i1 < i2 < i 3.
At income OB, saving with i = i 1 is OC; saving with i = i2 is OD; and so
forth. These results are plotted in Figure 17-1a, where SS shows the
level of saving out of income OB at various rates of interest. II shows
investment as a function of interest as defined in equation (17-2) . We
know from equation (17-3) that saving and investment thus defined must
be equal, which is the case at OE. The rate of interest accordingly is
OF = i2. Note that the determination of output and employment in
Figure 17-1b and d must precede the determination of investment in
Figure 17-1a and c. A causal link in the reverse direction can come about
only if the' model is expanded to allow for the effects of capital accumulation on the production function.
All these variables are in real terms. The translation into money terms
is given in Figure 17-1e. With V and M given, total money income is
constant. As shown by equations (17-7) and (17-8), the relationship
between price level and output is given by the constant expenditure line
EE. With output or real income equal to OB, the price level equals OK,
and money income equals OB times OK.
It is usually said that the classical model is one which must equilibrate
at a full-employment level of output. Such is the case for the system
just described. Note, however, that this is so only if the relationships
expressed in equations (17-1) and (17-2) are such that the savings schedule out of a full-employment level of income, as plotted in Figure 17-1a,
will intersect the I schedule at a feasible rate of interest. 1 If this is the
case, there can be no involuntary unemployment. Workers can work the
number of hours they wish to work at the real-wage rate paid for various
levels of labor input.
Consider the effects of monetary and fiscal policy in such a system.
Let us suppose that the government increases the money supply. 2 Since
See p. 413 for what happens if these conditions are not met.
The question arises just how the money supply is increased. This may be accomplished by open-market operations or, if fractional-reserve banking is assumed, by
reduction of reserve requirements. Alternatively, we may assume that monetary
policy takes the form of "money rain," an additional supply of bills dropped from airplanes. This assumption causes no difficulty in the classical system, but complicates the distinction between monetary and fiscal policy in the Keynesian system.
Seep. 415, note L, and p. 528.
1

2
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total output is fixed by the real part of the system, it cannot be affected.
The entire change in money supply will be reflected in a change in transaction money. With constant V, the change in money supply results in a
proportional change in the level of money expenditure or income. With
output constant, this mearts a proportionate change in the price level.
The quantity theory of money holds in the narrow sense of the term.
Turning to the effects of budget policy, consider what happens in the
case of an equal expansion in government expenditures and tax receipts.
Real output and employment cannot change, nor can the total level of
money payments. Whether the level of product prices rises or not
depends on the type of tax used and its relation to the structure of payments.1 Since the propensity to spend on consumption and investment
equals unity for the private sector, there is no difference, in the short run,
between the price-level effects of tax and loan finance. Budget expansion
financed by an increase in money supply, finally, raises the price level as
does monetary expansion proper, that is, the case of money rain.
At the same time, note that the various policies may have different
effects upon the division of the private product between consumption and
capital formation in the private sector. If we adjust the model to allow
for growth as a function of capital formation, different rates of growth will
result. Assuming the marginal propensities of consumers to differ,
growth effects will depend on resulting changes in distribution. In the
case of money rain, the result will differ depending on who finds it. In
the case of tax increase, the result will differ depending on who pays it.
Substitution of loan finance for proportional income tax finance will reduce
private capital formation as loanable funds are diverted into public debt.
The choice of revenue policy remains of importance in its effects on price
level and growth, even though full employment prevails.
The Keynesian System
We now turn to the other extreme, provided by the so-called Keynesian
system. Again, the emphasis is on so-called because the system does not
quite reflect what is to be found in The General Theory. In particular, the
dependence of the rate of interest on transaction demand for money, and
hence on the level of income, is allowed for. The system consists of the
following equations:
(17-1)
S = S(i,Y)
I
S(i,Y)
Ma

=

I(i)

= l(i)

=

Ma(i)

Y = Y(N)
N = N(Wm)
1

Seep. 365.

(17-2)
(17-3)
(17-10)
(17-4)
(17-11)
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W

= Y'(N)

M, =
M =
Ym =
Wm =

(1/ V,) Y m

Ma+Mt
PY
PW

(17-6)
(17-12)
(17-13)
(17-8)
(17-14)

To this may again be added the equation
(17-9)
Y=C+I
in determining consumption.
Equations (17-1) to (17-3) remain the same as before, a nd are stated
again in real terms. 1 Now we depart sharply from the classical model.
The rate of interest is now determined not by simply equating the saving
and investment schedules but by meeting the liquidity preference of
investors as well. The demand for money as an asset becomes an important part of the system. As shown in equation (17-10), the demand for
asset money, or Ma, is a function of the rate of interest and is expressed in
money terms. 2 Given the supply of asset money to be held, equation
(17-10) sets the rate of interest t hat prevails in the market. The la rger
the supply of asset money to be held, the lower the rate of interest will
tend to be, until a possible floor has been reached. Equation (17-4)
remains the same as before, stated in real terms. In equation (17-11) we
depart again from t he classical system. The supply of labor is now a
function of the money-wage rate W m· Moreover, we assume the shape of
this function to be such that the money-wage rate cannot fall below a
fixed level, even though an additional labor supply would be available at
the prevailing real wage. The significance of this will be considered
presently. Equation (17-6) is the same as before, stated again in real
terms. Equations (17-12) and (17-13) take the place of equation (17-7) ,
where V, is the income velocity of transaction money. Mt is the amount
of transaction money, and M is the total money supply. Equation
(17-14) establishes a relationship between money wages, real wages, and
the price level. Equations (17-8) a nd (17-9) remain unchanged. Given
the total money supply M, velocity of transaction money V,, as well as the
functional relationships of t he system, our twelve equations permit us to
determine Y, C, I, S, i, W, Wm, N, Ym, Ma, Mt, and P.
1 While the formal expression of eq. (17-2) remains t he same, note that the investment schedule of the Keynesian system relates to subjective market expectations rather
than to objective facts of the market as generally assumed in the classical system.
t If t he precautionary motive is introduced, we may replace eq. (17-10) by

M., = M.,(i)
Map = Mav(Ym,i)

(17-lOa)
(17-lOb)

where M •• is speculative and M •v is precautionary demand. The latter may be in
real terms and hence becomes a fun ction of money income Y m· (See p. 428.)
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The l_evel of employment and real output, as well as the division of the
product between consumption and capital formation, a re now linked with
the monetary part of the system. For any money-wage rate, we have a
certain level of money income for each level of employment and output.
With a given velocity of transaction money, this defines the amount of
transaction money required at various levels of employment at the
assumed money wage. With a given total money supply, we thus have
specified amounts of asset money available for various levels of employment. For any amount of asset money, we have a corresponding amount
of investment. Income then must be established at that level where the
amount of planned saving matches the amount of investment.
If the level of income leaves some workers unemployed, they will bid
down the money-wage rate, provided that it is above the floor level.
This releases transaction money at any level of employment and increases
the supply of asset money. If the rate of interest is still above the floor
level, this leads to an increase in investment (provided that the I schedule
is not wholly inelastic) and raises employment. Suppose, however, that
the lower limit of the money-wage rate is reached before full employment
is restored; or suppose that we have the special Keynesian case where an
interest floor is reached prior to arriving at the wage floor. In either case,
equilibrium leaves us with involuntary unemployment. People would be
willing to work at a real wage below the one that prevails, but have no
chance to do so.
The determination of the equilibrium income in such a system is shown
in Figure 17-2. 1 We assume that the wage rate has been bid down to the
floor level. Thus prices are given by the system, and all variables may be
plotted in money terms. We shall begin with Figure 17-2d, although any
other starting point would do as well. The level of money income Y m is
measured on the vertical axis and asset money, or Ma, on the horizontal
axis. Now, let AB indicate the relationship between Ym and Ma for
given values of total money supply M and transaction velocity V1• This
relationship is given by equations (17-12) and (17-13). Suppose, now,
that income equals OC so that Ma equals OD. Moving up to Figure
17-2b, i is measured on the vertical axis and Ma on the horizontal axis.
LL is the liquidity-preference schedule given by equa.tion (17-10). Since
the supply of asset money equals OD, the corresponding rate of interest
equals OE. Moving left to Figure 17-2a, the value of i is measured again
on the vertical axis and investment expendit ure I m on the horizontal axis.
II is the investment schedule as defined in equation (17-2). With
i = OE, we have Im = OF. Moving down to Figure 17-2c, saving Sm
1 For the first use of a four-quadrant approach see Tord Palander,
"Keynes'
allmanna teori och dess t illiimping inom riinte-, multiplikator- och pristeorien,"
Ekonomisk 1'idskrijt, vol. 44, no. 4, pp. 233- 273, December, 1942.
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is measured on the horizontal axis and Y,. on the vertical axis. SS is the
savings function given in equation (17-1).* According to equation
(17-3), [,. a6 determined by II must be matched in equilibrium by S,.. as
determined by SS. This is the case where !.,. = S.,. = OF. With
S.,. = OF, we find from Figure 17-2c that Y m = OC. This is the level of
income that we assumed at the beginning in Figure 17-2d. If the initial
point of departure had been chosen for an income smaller or larger than
{a)

(b)

K

0

0
(d)
Fro. 17-2. Income determination in the Keynesian system.

OC, the path around the graph would not have returned us to the point of
departure. A larger income will result in a decline, since planned saving
exceeds investment, and a smaller income will lead to an increase, since
investment exceeds planned saving. Thus, the level of income is uniquely
determined. 1
*To simplify matters, we shall now disregard the effect of i on S.
Since I is assumed to be independent of Y, the equilibrium will be stable if 0 <
(ds/dY) < 1. If the investment fu nction is written I = l(Y,i), we must have 0 <
(dc/dY) + (dl/dY) < 1. The latter form is more widely used, but I see no particular reason, for purposes of a static model, why l should be a function of Y.
t
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Consider, now, the role of monetary policy in this system. Suppose
that we are in a position of underemployment equilibrium and that the
money supply is increased. 1 At the prevailing level of money income, the
increment will be an addition to the supply of asset money. Within some
limits, this may be expected to reduce interest and raise investment. In
t he special Keynesian case, interest cannot continue to fall forever; the
liquidity-preference schedule becomes infinitely elastic, thus setting a
floor to the rate of interest. Once this floor is reached, further additions
to the money supply will not reduce i and, hence, will have no effect on I
and Y. This is the characteristic case of the Keynesian model. Monetary policy is totally helpless and without bearing on either real or
monetary magnitudes in the system.
Fiscal policy now has its day. We shall find that an increase in government expenditures combined with an equal increase in tax yield may
raise income and output by an equal amount, prices being assumed
constant. An increase in public expenditures with tax yields constant
increases income by a larger amount. This. result will now be the same,
whether the deficit is financed by new money or by the sale of public debt.
Debt policy, like monetary policy, has no effect on aggregate demand.
Such, at least, will be the case so long as the drain to transaction money
from asset money does not reduce the supply of asset money to below
the point at which the liquidity-preference schedule ceases to be infinitely
elastic.
Returning to Figure 17-2d, let us suppose that income OC leaves the
economy with unemployment, and that income OJ is required for full
employment. As we increase the money supply, the supply schedule of
asset money shifts to the right. As a result, i falls. Tracing t he result
through Figures 17-2b, a, and c, we get a rise in I and Y m· This process
can continue until the interest floor OQ is reached in 17-2b. Let this be
the case with a n increase in money supply by an amount that the supply
schedule of asset money rises to II J( in 17-2d. In the process, investment
rises to OU and income to ON, but monetary policy can go no further
towards the goal OJ. Only fiscal policy can do this. To simplify
matters, let us suppose that initially there was no government budget.
Government expenditures G equal to the horizontal distance between the
II and I+ G schedules in Figure 17-2a are now introduced. Income
then rises to the desired full-employment level of OJ. The rise in income,
Again, there is the question of how the increase in money supply is implemented.
The
fi nders experience a temporary increase in income and spend part of it on consumption. This temporary effect may be disregarded for purposes of long-run analysis,
but it is more convenient to assume that the increase in money supply is secured
through open-market operations or a rrduction in reserve requirements.
1

If we apply t he assumption of money rain, there will be an initial income effect.
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or NJ, exceeds the increase in government expenditure, or UW. The
values of I and i are not affected, since the resulting drain on the supply
of asset money from OZ to OX leaves Ma within the range of infinitely
elastic liquidity preference. 1

Mixed Systems without Wealth Effects on Consumption
Let us now turn to the effectiveness of fiscal and monetary policies in
mixed systems, that is, systems that combine certain characteristics of
the classical and the Keynesian models. A set of such systems, though
by no means a complete one, is included in Table 17-1. Possible wealth
effects on consumption are disregarded for the time being, but will be
introduced later.
TABLE

17-1.

SYSTEMS OF INCOME DETERMINATION WITHOUT WEALTH EFFECTS
ON CONSUMPTION

Money-wage rate
Liquidity preference

No liquidity preference ................................ .
Liquidity preference:
I and S schedules intersect at a feasible rate of interest ...
I and S schedules do not intersect at a feasible rate of
interest ............. .. ........................... .

Flexible

With floor

a

d

b

e

c

f

Cases a and f will be recognized as the classical and Keynesian models,
respectively, and need not be reconsidered. The other cases present us
with new situations.
Case b. First, we shall adjust the classical model [equations (17-1) to
(17-9)] to allow for liquidity preference. Accordingly, we add equation
(17-10), which defines the demand for asset money as a function of the rate
of interest, independent of price level ;2 and we replace equation (17-8) by
(17-12) and (17-13). Thus we have two additional equations, matched
by two additional unknowns, Ma and Mt. We assume the shapes of the
liquidity-preference, investment, and savings schedules to be such that we
can obtain whatever amount of investment is required to match saving
out of a full-employment income. In other words, the liquidity-prefer1 This assumes that the increase in the supply of asset money to OZ was somewhat
larger than needed to exhaust the effectiveness of monetary policy. Otherwise an
offsetting effect on investment would result- unless the increase in public expenditures is financed, at least partially, by increasing the money supply. (See p. 456.)
2 Such demand for real balances as arises from the precautionary motive is assumed
to be independent of interest and is incorporated into the demand for transaction
money. This does not d o full justice to the matter (seep. 427), but it will suffice for
present purposes.
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ence schedule must be less than infinitely elastic over t he relevant range,
and the investment schedule must have an elasticity greater than zero. 1
Given these conditions, the level of employment is determined by the
real part of the system. Full employment is established automatically,
as in the classical m odel. If unemployment exists, money wages a re bid
down. Less transaction money is needed to finance a given real income,
and the supply of asset money is increased. As a result, the rate of
interest falls and investment rises. This process continues un til full
employment is restored. Indeed, the rea l part of the system determines
not only the level of employment but a lso the division of the product
between consumption and capital fo rmation, as well as the rate of interest.
Liquidity preference is of significance only in determining the price level.
With the rate of interest set by the real part of the system, people wish to
hold a certain amount of asset money, depending upon the shape of the
liquidity-preference function. The remainder is used as transaction
money, the supply of which, together with the velocity factor, determines
the price level.
Consider, now, the role of monetary and fiscal policy in such a system.
An increase in money supply- implemented by our previous policy of
money rain- leaves the level of output unchanged. 2 In this case, the
division of the product between consumption and capital formation
remains unchanged as well. Since the rate of interest is uncha nged, the
demand for asset money is also unchanged, and the entire increase in
money supply becomes tra nsaction money. The increase in price level,
therefore, will be more than proportionate to the increase in total money
supply. A proportionate increase would be obtained only if the demand
for asset money were defined in real terms.
Turning to budget policy, suppose that government expendit ures and
taxes are raised by equal amounts. Depending upon resulting changes
in the structure of payments, a larger amount of transaction money may
be required to finance the given real income at prevailing prices. This
suggests a decline in price level. At the same time, the increase in tax
yield will reduce saving and investment in the private sector. Assuming
government outlays to be on consumption, net investment will fall , and
the rate of interest will rise. Money will be released from the asset sphere.
This release may match the increased demand for transaction funds owing
to changes in t he structure of payments, and thus may leave t he price
level unchanged; or we may be left with some net rise or fall in the price
level.
1 We need not specify here whether such a solution can be found at a positive or
only at a negative rate of interest, provided that interest can fall to a sufficiently
low level.
2 Initial income effects on the find ers are again disregarded.
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Deficit finance out of newly created money will be similar in effect to the
previously considered case of increased money supply. Deficit finance
by borrowing from existing funds is more or less similar in its demand on
transaction funds Lo Lhe case of balanced-budget expansion. However,
the insertion of government demand into the loan market will reduce
private investment and drive up the rate of interest, and do so more
sharply than is likely to occur under tax finance. As a result, more funds
will be released into the transaction sphere. The price level will tend to
rise more, or to fall less, sharply.
Case c. Let us now examine a model that involves the same system
of equations as case b; but we assume no longer that the savings schedule
out of a full-employment income must intersect the investment schedule
at a feasible rate of interest. There may be no such intersection because
the liquidity-preference schedule becomes infinitely elastic at a rate of
interest in excess of that required to permit the necessary level of investment ;t or because the investment and savings schedules become wholly
inelastic. In either case, a bidding down of money wages will not help.
While the supply of asset money is increased thereby, no increase in
investment will result. Real income and employment thus may reach a
ceiling short of full employment, while money wages and prices fall
toward zero.
In such a system, an increase in money supply will not raise the level of
real income or employment, nor will it serve to arrest the chronic decline
in price level. Monetary policy will be wholly ineffective, and budget
policy will be wholly effective, as they were in the special Keynesian
model. The restoration of full employment can be achieved either by
expanding the balanced budget or by deficit finance.
Case d. Next, let us combine an otherwise classical system with the
Keynesian assumption of money wages that are rigid in the downward
direction. For this purpose we shall use equations (17-1) to (17-9) but
replace (17-5) with (17-11) and (17-14). This may lead to an unemployment equilibrium. The level of money income, as given by M and V,
·may be insufficient to finance full-employment income in view of a given
floor to the money-wage rate. Here unemployment equilibrium may
exist, even though Say's law holds and there is no liquidity preference.
In this case, monetary policy is the hero and fiscal policy is helpless.
An increase in money supply raises money income and employment
proportionately until full employment is reached. From there on, the
classical case applies. An increase in the balanced budget, on the other
hand, will be without effect on the level of employment. By lengthening
1 The level to which the rate of interest would have to fall to permit full employment may again be positive or negative, depending on whether the S and I schedules
intersect above or below the zero rate.
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the payment structure and reducing V, it may even reduce money income
and, hence, real income and employment. Deficit finance through borrowing of existing funds will do no better. Deficit finance via the printing press will be effective, but this effectiveness comes about only because
budget policy serves as a vehicle of monetary policy.
Case e. We now combine provision for liquidity preference with the
assumption of rigid money wages, thus returning to the system of equations given for the Keynesian model. We fall short of the special
Keynesian case in that we assume the shape of the investment, savings,
and liquidity-preference schedules to be such that the required amount of
investment can be reached if the money supply is sufficiently large.
This is again a system in which unemployment equilibrium may occur.
If the money supply is insufficient, the interest rate may be too high to
permit the necessary level of investment; and the existence of a floor to
money ·wages limits the extent to which the supply of asset money can be
increased by the bidding down of money wages.
In this system, an increase in the money supply will reduce the rate of
interest and raise investment. Contrary to the special Keynesian model,
or case j, monetary policy will be effective in this system, and so will
budget policy. However, note that budget policy without monetary
expansion will be less effective than it was in case f. Suppose we consider
a policy of balanced-budget expansion. The resulting growth in income
leads to a drain of funds from the asset to the transaction sphere, which in
turn gives rise to an increase in the rate of interest and a decline in investment. This investment check provides an offset to the increase in
income, which otherwise tends to result from expansion of the balanced
budget. The increase in income, resulting from expansion in the balanced
budget, may thus fall short of the 1 : 1 ratio achieved under certain
conditions in the l{eynesian model.
The check to investment that impairs the effectiveness of expansion in
the balanced budget operates even more sharply in the case of deficit
finance with borrowing from the public. Here, the rate of interest is
driven up not only by a resulting reduction in the supply of asset money
but also by an increase in the supply of public debt. Either check to
investment is inoperative in the Keynesian model, or casej, provided that
the supply of asset money is sufficiently large so that the liquiditypreference function is infinitely elastic to the left as well as to the right of
the existing supply of asset money. 1

Wealth Effects on Consumption Allowed for
In the preceding set of cases, we have disregarded certain effects on
consumption that may result from changes in the real value of balances
1

The same result is obtained if the I or S schedules are wholly inelastic.
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and their bearing upon the net worth of the consumer. To allow for this
consideration, which has come to be known as the Pigou effect, we must
rewrite equation (17-1) so as to make saving a direct function of i and Y
and an inverse function of net worth. T he value of net worth, like that of
Y. is defined in real terms. 1
Case a. The classical system provided for full-employment equilibrium in the absence of a wealth effect, and continues to do so in the presence of a wealth effect. The level of employment and the division of the
product are still determined by the real side of the system, the only
difference being that the level of saving now comes to be afTected by the
capital stock. As before, changes in money supply affect the price level
and nothing else. Since changes in money supply are balanced by
proportional changes in price level, the real value of balances remains
unchanged. 2 An expansion in the balanced budget may change the
payment structure and, hence, the price level. As a result, the real value
of balances may change, and there may be a change in the rate of saving.
Deficit finance out of n ew money again raises the price level. · If the
deficit is financed by borrowing from the public, private saving may
change in response to a resulting change in the rate of interest; and it may
change in response to a wealth effect , provided that the public looks upon
increased holding of debt as an increase in net worth.
Case b. The classical system with liquidity preference was shown to
provide for full employment in t he absence of a wealth effect, and continues to do so with a wealth effect. However, we have noted that an
increase in money supply will lead to a more than proportionate increase
in price level. As a result, the real value of balances declines. In view of
the wealth effect, this leads to an increase in saving and a change in the
composition of the product that did not occur in the absence of the wealth
effect. Similar consequences may result from changes in price level
induced by expansion in t he bala nced budget or by deficit finance with
borrowing from existing funds.
Case c. An unemployment equilibrium was shown to be possible even
though wages are flexible, provided that there is no wealth effect. The
bidding down of money wages and the resulting fall in price level and
release of transaction money will be ineffective in raising real income if the
rate of interest cannot fall below a certain level, or investment will not rise
in response to a decline in interest. Once the wealth effect is allowed for,
1 Changes in t he stock of real capital that result from investment arc d isregarded
for the time being but will be introduced in our later d iscussion of growth . (See
pp. 483 and 550.)
2 The relationship of money supply to the wealth effect is interpreted in such a way
th at consumers will consider the entire money supply, whether transaction money or
asset money, aa part of their net worth. If asset money only were included, allowance for the wealth E'ff<>ct would not be permissible in caaes a and d.
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the bidding down of money wages results in an increased value of real
balances. This raises consumption out of a given income and, hence,
pushes up income until full employment is reached.'
Given an initial state of unemployment, full employment may now be
achieved without the disrupting concomitant of a declining price level.
This might be accomplished by increasing the money supply at constant
prices, as an alternative approach to raising the real value of balances; or
it might be accomplished by budget expansion. Allowance for the wealth
efTect thus changes the model in two respects: It transforms it into a
system that equilibrates at full employment, and it lends potency to t he
monetary approach in removing temporary unemployment.
Case d. Here the downward rigidity of money wages results in a system in which unemployment equilibriu m can prevail even t hough all
income is spent. This situation may persist after a wealth effect on
consumption is allowed for. Since money wages cannot be bid below a
certain level, the wealth effect does not assure that full employment is
achieved automatically. An increase in money supply again serves to
restore full employment, but it now has additional bearing on the division of the product between consumption and capital formation. Budget
expansion without money creation remains ineffective as a cure for
unemployment.
Case e. This, similarly, was a system in which unemployment equilibrium may result, and it remains such after the wealth effect is allowed for.
An increase in money supply, which was effective in the absence of the
wealth effect continues to be so after a wealth efTect is allowed for.
Balanced budget expansion is reduced in effectiveness because the failure
to increase the money supply as income rises results in a downward shift.
in the consumption function relative to income. This consumption
check is now added to the investment check noted in our prior discussion
of this case. Deficit finance out of borrowing from existing funds was
shown to involve a greater check to investment than balanced budget
expansion. At the same time, such finance may be more favorable in
its repercussion on consumption via the wealth effect. Again, this
depends on whether or not an increase in public debt is considered an
increment to net worth by its holders, similar to a n increase in money
supply. The effectiveness of deficit finance out of new money, finally, is
increased by the wealth effect.
Case f. The extreme Keynesian case remains one in which underemployment equilibrium may occur, even though the wealth effect is
allowed for. However, the wealth effect transforms this model from one
in which monetary policy is impotent to one in which monetary policy can
1 We shall overlook, for the time being, the complicating factor of cuts in investment in anticipation of further declines in price level.
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serve to restore full employment. The effectiveness of monetary policy
now operates entirely via stimulation to consumption rather than investment; but it can do the job. The effectiveness of balanced budget
expansion is less than it would be in the absence of a wealth effect. The
consumption check resulting from the wealth effect is the same as in case e,
although the investment check is now absent.

Conclusions
It is evident from the preceding discussion that the effectiveness of
various stabilization policies in maintaining full employment and pricelevel ~tability depends upon the nature of the underlying systems of
income determination.
Let us look once again at systems without wealth effect on consumption
and ask how the responsibility for a possible unemployment equilibrium
may be allocated between liquidity preference and downward rigidity in
money wages. The existence of liquidity preference is no cause for
unemployment, provided that the liquidity schedule is less than infinitely
elastic over the relevant range. This is shown by case b, which is one of
full-employment equilibrium. The existence of liquidity preference may
be a cause for unemployment if the shape of the schedule is such that it
sets a floor to the rate of interest; and liquidity preference may cause
unemployment equilibrium even though money wages are flexible. This
is shown by case c.
The existence of downward rigidity in money wages may be a cause for
unemployment equilibrium even t hough there is no liquidity preference.
This is shown by case d. Or it may explain unemployment equilibrium
even though the liquidity preference is such that it sets no floor to the rate
of interest. This is shown by case e. Finally, we may have a situation
where there exist both an interest floor and a floor to money wages. In
this situation, shown by case j, either factor may be responsible for the
effective hmit to employment.
We have encountered four possible cases of unemployment equilibrium.
Among these, case d can be remedied only by monetary policy. Since
money wages cannot be cut, output must be increased by raising money
expenditures. Since the propensity to spend in the private sector is
unity, this can be done only by increasing the money supply. Unemployment in cases c and f can be remedied only by budget policy. Since
liquidity preference is infinitely elastic, an increase in money supply is of
no avail. Case e, finally, lends itself to both approaches.
Turning to systems with wealth effect on consumption, downward
flexibility of wages assures full-employment equilibrium, even though
liquidity preference may be infinitely elastic. Thus, case c becomes one
in which full-employment equilibrium is established automatically. In
systems where there is a floor to money wages, introduction of the wealth
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effect does not assure automatic restoration of full-employment equilibrium. Thus, unemployment equilibrium may continue to prevail in
cases d, e, and f. However, monetary policy becomes an effective remedy
in case f as well as in cases d and e. The effectiveness of budgetary policy
without money expansion is reduced somewhat, depending on the applicability of the wealth effect to debt creation.
C. CHANGES IN PRICE LEVEL AND EMPLOYMENT

The major contribution of Keynesian a nalysis consists in pointing to
the crucial role of effective demand and in explaining why effective
demand is a fickle t hing. Contrary to the assumptions of the classical
model, Keynesian a nalysis shows that there is no simple relation between
money supply and total demand. Money may be held or spent, with t he
result that investment is not equated automatically with savings at a fullemployment income. The unwillingness of income recipients to consume,
and the unwillingness of savers to invest, may at one time result in a level
of investment insufficient to maintain employment; just as the eagerness
of these two groups to draw on balances and to spend more than is received
may at other times result in inflation. While much remains to be done to
improve the particular theories of how consumer and investment expenditures are determined, Keynes's attempt to go behind the global-velocity
concept a nd to derive explicit theories about consumer and investment
behavior was a great step forward.
But rarely is a gain made without some loss. While the C + I side of
the basic Keynesian identity of C + I = Y proved far superior as a tool of
analysis to the V M side of the traditional equation of exchange V M = OP,
the same cannot be said for the replacement of OP by Y. Rather, this
detracted attention from the important fact that changes in expenditures
may result in changes in price level as well as output. Keynes, of course,
was quite aware of the problems of price inflation, which are treated at
some length in The General Theory, as well as in the Treatise. However,
t he subsequent discussion in terms of the Keynesian model, and much of
the fiscal theory based t hereon, did neglect the price-level aspect and thus
transformed t he model into a special case of depression economics. The
developments of the war and postwar periods have made it abundantly
clear that t he contingency of price-level change cannot be overlooked in a
general theory of compensatory finance. The concern is with avoiding
inflation as well as unemployment.
Rising Prices below Full Employment

Two aspects of the inflation problem may be distinguished: One is the
proposition that resources become irtcreasingly scarce and that bottlenecks appear as full employment is approached. Consequently, raising
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money expenditure may not be the proper way to cut unemployment.
The other is the proposition that the political behavior of the public and
the price policy of monopolistic groups is such as to necessitate inflation.
Let us consider the first aspect. Arguments in compensatory finance
frequently proceed as if the supply schedule of total output is infinitely
elastic (with respect to aggregate money expenditure) up to the point of
full employment, and wholly inelastic from there on. Such, of course, is
not the case. As Keynes noted, there is reason to expect that some price
increase will come about at an earlier point.• At the same time, there is
evidence, both theoretical and empirical, that an increase in expenditures
will be reflected in considerable part in increased employment and output,
if there is still substantial unemployment.
To begin with, note that a period of severe unemployment will be
accompanied by substantial excess capacity in plant and equipment. 2
Business firms operate within the range of declining, or at least constant
marginal, cost. As a result, additional labor input and increased employment become possible even in the short run without rising cost s. As a
higher level of capacity utilization is approached, costs and prices rise.
This pressure on cost depends upon the rate at which the higher level of
employment is achieved. If sufficiently gradual, additional capacity can
be created and take care of the additional labor input. If expenditures
increase at a rapid rate, bottlenecks will begin to develop at a n earlier
point.
Next , we may note that a period of severe unemployment is one where
(by definition) additional workers are available at prevailing real wages.
The prevailing level of employment is not determined as a point on the
classical labor-supply schedule. More workers would be willing to work
at the going real wage, and employment is rationed by some method other
than prices, such as union membership. As the level of expenditures and
employment is increased, employment at the prevailing real wage may be
increased until a point on the classical supply sch edule is reached. Only
thereafter does an increase in the supply of labor require an increase in the
real-wage rate. To the extent that increased output merits an increase
in real wages due to lower capital cost , a further upward movement along
the classical labor-supply schedule becomes possible without rising prices.
All this suggests that an increase in the level of money expenditureswhether implemented by fiscal or monetary measures- may secure full
employment with only a modicum of price increase, provided t hat the
movement is sufficiently slow to permit the required adjustment in
1 See J. M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc., New York, 1936, chap. 21.
2 See Alvin H . Hansen, Monetary Theory and Fiscal Policy, McGraw-H ill Book
Company, Inc., New York, 1949, chap. 7.
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capacity. At the same time, the disadvantage of some price rise cannot
be avoided altogether and must be weighed against the cost of continued
unemployment. In any case, these difficulties are not peculiar to any
particular type of stabilization policy. If money wages are rigid in a
downward direction, full employment can be approached only by raising
the level of money expenditure. If this rigidity does not exist, conditions
may be such that real demand can be increased by permitting prices to
fall ; but this again involves a change in price level.
In the severe depression of the thirties, concentration on a system with
more or less constant money wages helped to focus attention on the
crucial need for raising the level of money expenditure. In the fullemployment setting of the postwar years, this assumption would not do.
While there was room for some debate whether a decline in the level of
expenditures reduces prices or employment, it became evident that an
increase in money expenditures must raise the level of prices. The
function of stabilization policy became one of maintaining the prevailing
level of aggregate expenditures or, more correctly, of providing for an
increase therein commensurate with the real growth of output, but not
more.
An analysis of the measures required to accomplish this must still be
conducted in a system where the price level is held constant. Just as
unemploy ment must be avoided by closing the deflationary gap, so must
price increase be avoided by closing the infla tionary gap. For this purpose, an equilibrium system of income determination may still be a pplied.
This is not true if open inflation is permitted to occur. We are then
confronted with a state of disequilibrium. The entire system must be
formulated in dynamic terms, and the effects of changes in price level
upon expenditure behavior must be allowed for.
The preceding discussion applies to the problem of unemployment in
a developed economy. Underemployment in low-income countries is a
different story. While unemployment in developed countries reflects
inadequate demand, underemployment in low-income countries typically
reflects inadequate resources (capital and otherwise) with which to combine the ample labor supply. T he basic problem here is one of low
productivity, not of unemployment. The remedy, therefore, must be in
capital formation and in more productive employment. Budget policy
has an important contribution to make to these objectives, but increasing
the level of expenditures in money terms is not t he proper approach.

Inflation by Monopolistic Groups
We shall now turn to t he second aspect of the inflation problem. One of
the more fashionable propositions of postwar economics has been that full
employment and price-level stability are incompatible objectives. The
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t.rouble lies with the political behavior of pressure groups under conditions
of high employment.
As far as the economics of the matter are concerned, the point is simple.
Assume a given level of output, prices, and hence expenditures. Now,
let labor unions demand an increase in money wages not based on nn
increase in productivity. If such an increase in the wage share can be
financed by a reduction in other shares- be it interest, monopoly profits,
or other rent incomes- the result will be merely a redistribution of factor
shares.
But suppose that this cannot be done and that prices are raised accordingly. The government, in response to such a situation, is caught in a
true dilemma. If fiscal policy is such as to maintain the level of expenditures unchanged, prices rise and employment must decline. These results
will occur since the same expenditure total will purchase fewer units of
output at the higher level of prices. Alternatively, the government may
choose to raise the level of expenditures so as to maintain employment at
higher prices. Assuming an increasing supply schedule of total output,
there is the further possibility of reducing the level of expenditures so as
to maintain the level of prices while cutting employment even further. 1
To make matters worse, if employment is maintained, those initially
responsible for demanding increased wages or prices will be assured that
whatever they demand, there will be no penalty of unemployment or
losses. Thus there is no reason why the same performance might not be
repeated. One round of inflation would follow the other, unless the
government invoked the threat of permitting unemployment.
Similar considerations apply if the initial disturbance results from a
demand for increased profits rather than wages, or if a markup is applied
to wage gains that are justified by increases in productivity. If such is
the pattern of business and union leadership, the objectives of full employment and price-level stability are indeed incompatible. Whatever the
techniques of general restriction- fiscal or monetary- it will not be
possible to accomplish both objectives at once. Public policy must then
choose between price-level stability and such punishment (unemployment
and low profits) as is required to secure more disciplined behavior on the
part of pressure groups. As an alternative, direct controls over wages
and/ or prices may be applied.
There is no denying that one may construct a theoretical system where
price-level stability and full employment become totally incompatible
objectives. The question is whether such a system reflects a realistic view
of the modern economy. The postwar experience of the United States,
1 Sec Melvin Reder, "The Theoretical Problems of a National Wage-price Policy,"
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, vol. 14, no. 1, pp. 46-61, February, 1948.
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while not altogether comforting, hardly supports such an extreme view.
Chances are that this latest breakdown theory of capitalism will fare no
better than its predecessors. The solution here, as with earlier prophecies
of doom, whether Marxist or Schumpeterian, may be found in the
responses of a flexible social structure and in a public policy that adjusts
itself to the needs of changing situations.

A Note on Money in the Classical System
Let us return briefly to the proposition that a classical model which
separates the real from the monetary part of the system is internally
inconsistent. 1 The issue here is not whether such a system is realistic
(obviously, it is not!) but only whether it is inconsistent. This accusation I feel is unwarranted. 2
In support of the thesis of inconsistency it has been argued that the
acquisition of money, no less than the acquisition of goods, is a utility.
The holding of money enters into the budget equation and, therefore, is
said to be related to the determination of relative prices. Now, a clear
distinction must be drawn between the proposition that the services of
money are useful to society (that they satisfy a social want) and the proposition that money as such appears in the preference schedule of individuals. The social usefulness of money consists in the fact that it
permits a more efficient system of marketing as is available in a barter
economy and, hence, permits more extensive division of labor. This is
obvious; but it does not follow that the individual demands money as an
alternative to oranges and apples. His real income is higher and permits
him to purchase more oranges and apples because he lives in an economy
with an efficient payment system. The existence of money is useful in
the same sense as the existence of sunshine or scientific knowledge.
Suppose, then, that we have a money economy in which relative prices
of goods are determined by the real part of the system, even though they
may be expressed by using money as a numeraire. Since we assume that
people have no demand for money as such, all money is transaction
money. But how will velocity and hence the price level be determined?
Velocity may be determined by technical factors such as train schedules
and payment habits, which make for various degrees of overlap in the
1 See Don Patinkin, The Theory of Money and Prices, especially chap. 7.
Also,
note the extensive literature references given by Patinkin. What seems to me an
unjustified criticism of the simple classical model should not detract from the merit of
this study in developing the real balance system based on the precautionary motif.
2 For a. similar criticism see Stefan Valivanis, "A Denial of Patinkin's Contradiction," Kyklos, vol. 8, no. 4, pp. 351- 368, 1955. The tragic death of this most brilliant
of our young economists has been an irreparable loss to the profession.
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payment system. 1 If people are paid in location X and buy in location Y,
velocity will be greater or smaller, depending on whether X is one block
or ten blocks away from Y; or velocity may be greater or smaller depending on whether stores are open all night. Thus, the price level may be
explained without a demand for money based on a utility calculus. At
the same time, relative prices are determined in the real part of the system
and are independent of any demand for money as such. Such a system is unrealistic and unattractive to the monetary theorist, as it renders monetary theory a trivial matter. However, the system is not
inconsistent.
Moving now to a more realistic system, various steps may be taken.
The first is to introduce cost of investment and to argue that balances will
be held if the intended postponement of consumption is so short that
investment is unprofitable in view of given costs and yields. 2 This
complicates matters a bit but does not go far in widening the scope of
monetary theory. Next, we may assume that future payment requirements are uncertain. With this, the decision whether to invest or not,
in view of given investment costs and yields, becomes more interesting;
and a demand for money as such enters the preference pattern of the
individual consumer. A link is established between the demand for
money and relative prices, but we do not arrive at the crux of monetary
theory until we introduce a speculative demand for money.
The need to hold money for transaction purposes, or the related need to
hold money for precautionary purposes, establishes a 11 demand" for
money in real terms. 3 The speculative demand for money, in so far as the
choice between money and debt is concerned, establishes a demand in
money terms, independent of prevailing or expected price level. Thus,
the liquidity-preference schedule in the Keynesian model is written in
money terms. There may exist, however, a further speculative demand
for money and claims, as against goods- a demand that depends upon
price-level expectations. In this case, the real value of balances and
changes therein enter the speculative demand.
1 See Howard S. Ellis, "Some Fundamentals in the Theory of Velocity," Quarterly
Journal of Economics, vol. 52, no. 3, pp. 431- 472, May, 1938, reprinted in Friedrich
A. Lutz and Lloyd W. Mints (eds.), Readings in Monetary Theory, American Economic
Association, R ichard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1951, pp. 89-128.
2 See J. R. Hicks, "A Suggestion for Simplifying the The'ory of Money," Economica,
vol. 2, no. 5, pp. 1- 19, 1935, reprinted in Lutz and Mints, op. cit., pp. 13- 32.
3 The term demand appears in quotes above because its use is somewhat confusing
vis-i\-vis transaction money, where the individual's demand has no underpinning in
utility theory.

CHAPTER 18

Compensatory finance: consumption
aspects

We now turn to a closer analysis of compensatory budget policies.
In the present chapter, we deal with leverage effects of budget policy,
which operate through the consumption-income relationship in the private
sector. Private investment is assumed to remain fixed. In the following
chapter, effects on investment will be taken into account; thereafter some
problems of fiscal dynamics and growth are considered. Finally, changes
in the structure of claims that result from budget policy, along with their
effects on consumption and investment, will be introduced.
A. ALTERNATIVE BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS TO RAISE EMPLOYMENT

Let us first consider the role of budget policy under conditions of
unemployment. The price level is assumed to be fixed. Money wages
are rigid in the downward direction, and any increase in money expenditures is assumed to be reflected in increased output. Using a truncated
form of the Keynesian model, we have a very simple system consisting of
two equations. To suit the reader's preference, this system and the following discussion are given in both general and linear form.
General form

Linear form

Y=C+I

Y =C+ I
C =a+ cY

C

=

C(Y)

(18-1)
(18-2)

With I = 1 given, we can determine C and Y from equations (18-1) and
(18-2). Since the price level is fixed, Y, C, and I may be expressed either
in real or money terms. The system may be solved for Y which gives us
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the familiar multiplier equation

y

1

C(Y) I

or

1
Y = - - (a+I)
1- c

1 --y

(18-3)

This is the very simple system which underlies most of the conventional
theory of compensatory finance and which we shall use to begin with. 1
For the time being we assume that all taxpayers have the same marginal
propensity to consume.

Budget Adjustments with Lump-sum Tax
We shall now introduce the budget into the picture and assume that tax
yield Tz is obtained through a lump-sum or head tax. Tax yield, therefore, is quite independent of income. Our simple system of income
determination now becomes
General form

Linear form

Y=C+I+G
C = C(Y - Tz)

Y=C+I+G
C = a+ c(Y- Tz)

(18-4)

(18-5)

Given the consumption function, I = 1 and the budget magnitudes
T 1 = T1 and G = G, we can solve for C and Y. Note that c, as defined in
equation (18-5), is the marginal propensity to consume out of income
after tax. Substituting and solving for Y, we obtain our new multiplier
1 From a large litero.ture on the subject, sec Alvin H. Hansen, Fiscal Policy and
Business Cycles, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1941, part III, and
B1tsiness Cycles and National Income, New York, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
New York, 1951, chap. 12; also seeN. Kaldor, appendix C in W. H. Beveridge, Full
Employment in a Free Society, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., Ne\V York, 1945,
pp. 344-401 ; A. G. Hart, "Model Building and Fiscal Policy," American Economic
Review, vol. 35, no. 4, pp. 531- 558, September, 1945; Trygve Ha.a.velmo, "Multiplier
Effects of a Balanced Budget," Econometrica, vol. 13, no. 4, pp. 311- 318, 1945; both
Hart and Haavelmo are reprinted in Readings in Fiscal Policy, American Economic
Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1955; Paul A. Samuelson, "The
Simple Mathematics of Income Determination," pp. 133-158, in Income, Employment and Public Policy: Essays in Honor of Alvin H. Hansen , W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1948; Erich Schneider, Einfuhrung in die Wirtscl!aftstheorie, 3.
Auflage, J. C. B. Moh r (Paul Siebeck), Tubingen, Germany, 1955, dritter Teil,
pp. 250- 276; Ralph Turvey, "Some Notes on Multiplier Theory," American Economic
Review, vol. 52, no. 3, pp. 275-295, June, 1953; W. J. Baurool and M. H. Preston,
"More on the Multiplier Effects of a Balanced Budget," American Economic Review,
vol. 45, p. 140, March, 1955; and William A. Salant, "Taxes, Income Determination
and the Balanced Budget Theorem," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 39, no. 2,
pp. 153-161, May, 1957. See also the extensive bibliography given in Readings in
Fiscal Policy.
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equation
1

Y=

C(Y- Tz) (I +G)

or

y

1-

1
Y= - - (a-cT,+I+G)
1-c

(18-6)

which is the basis for the following analysis.
Suppose, now, that income is t o be raised by a budget adjustment.
This may be accomplished in a number of ways. We may raise G while
holding 'i'z constant, or reduce 'i'z while holding G constant, or combine
these two adjustments in varying degrees. Alternatively, we may raise
both G and 'i'z, and expansionary results may even be achieved by combining appropriat e reduction in G and 1'1. The results of the more
important policies are as follows:
TABLE 18-1. BuDGET ADJUSTMENTS WITH LuMP-SUM TAX

Change in income

Type of
ad justment

General form

Change in G with dY
Tz constant .....

1
dG = 1 - C'(Y - Tz)

Change in Tz with dY
G constant ..... - =
dT,

-

- -Equal changes in
dY
G and T ....... - = 1
dB

C'(Y- Tz)
1 - C'(Y- Tz)

Linear form

LlY

1

= --

1 - c

LlY = -

LlG

(18-7)

1
- - cllTz
l - c

1
LlY = - - (LlG - c Ll'l'z)
1 - c

(18-8)

=

LlB
(18-9)

As shown in equation (18-7), an increase in goods and service expenditures G raises income by an amount equal toLIGtimes the multiplier. If
the marginal propensity to consume is constant, this multiplier is independent of the lump-sum tax. As shown in equation (18-8), a reduction
in the yield of the lump-sum tax by a given amount raises income with
~y ~ I~TI, depending on whether c ~ j.. However, the gain in income
per dollar of reduction in yield will be always less than that per dollar of
increase in public expenditures on good$ and services. This is the case
because part of the gain in disposable income due to the reduction of tax is
saved. Thus, the multiplicand is smaller. The same holds for a comparison between an increase in goods and service expenditures and an
equal increase in transfer payments, which may be treated simply as a
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negative tax. The results of a combined increase in G and reduction inTt
are obtained by adding equations (18-7) and (18-8), thus aggregating the
expansionary effects of both measures.
The same principle of adding equations (18-7) and (18-8) holds where
the increase in expenditures is accompanied by an increase in yield, but
here the two adjustments work against each other. Using the linear
expression, we have t..Y ~ 0 depending on whether t..G/t..T1 ~c. Since
c < 1, the net result will always be expansionary, if t..G > t..T1, so that a
deficit results. A case of special interest is that of balanced budget
expansion, where t..G = t..T,. As shown in equation (18-9), we obtain a
1: 1 relationship between expansion in income and expansion in budget or
t..B, where t..B = t..G = L1Tt. This is the case independent of the value of
c; it constitutes the famous balanced-budget theorem. 1 As our discussion
proceeds, we shall find many reasons why this theorem in its 1: 1 version
is only a very special case. 2 However, the result of the simple case is
readily explained, and various verbal explanations have been ofiered.
The increase in the balanced budget redistributes income towards the
government. The government's marginal propensity to spend equals 1,
while that of the private sector equals c < 1. Thus there results an initial
gain in spending of (1 - c) t..G. Multiplying this by the multiplier
1/( 1 - c), we obtain a gain of t..G. Or, we may argue that the gain from
the respending of private receipts from government equals the loss of
reduced spending by taxpayers, thus leaving the increase in government
spending as a net gain. By now this seems sensible enough; but the
initial furor over the theorem is understa1~dable, if one recalls the preoccupation of earlier thinking on compensatory finance with the role of
public deficit as an offset to private saving.
Finally, there is the possibility that a reduction in tax yield may be
accompanied by a reduction in government expenditures. We now find
that t..Y ~ 0, depending on whether lt..GI/It..Td ~c. The introduction of
a deficit combined with a reduction in expenditures will be expansionary
only if lt..GI < elf.. Ttl.* This differs from the introduction of a deficit
with an increase in G, which always leads to an expansion of income.
It follows from all this that the desired increase in income may be
secured by a wide variety of budget policies. On the one extreme, we may
increase expenditures and taxes by an equal amount. This leads to a
large increase in public expenditures and a small (zero) deficit. On the
See the preceding footnote for literature references.
The underlying assumptions are (1) that all taxpayers' marginal propensities to
consume are alike (seep. 439); (2) that the price level remains unchanged (seep. 452);
(3) that investment is fixed (seep. 465); and (4) that growth is disregarded (seep. 486) .
Reconsideration of each assumption leads to a change in the t heorem.
*See Schneider, op. cit., p. 262.
t
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other extreme, we may reduce taxes or raise transfer payments. This
leads to a large increase in deficit and a small (zero) increase in public
expenditures. Assuming a constant marginal propensity to consume of
i, an increase of goods and service expenditures by $2 may be traded for a
decrease in tax yield by $3, or an increase in the balanced budget by $6 if
income is to be raised by $6.
These approaches are shown diagrammatically in Figure 18-1. * Let
schedule LM be the consumption function before the budget is introduced.
Since investment is held fixed for the time being, we might think of
investment as being included in the intercept of the consumption function.
Prebudget income equals OP. Now, let government expenditures of LB

J
Inco m e

p

A
Income

FIG. 18-1
FIG. 18-2
FIGs. 18-1 and 18-2. Budget adjustments with lump-sum tax.

be introduced. The total spendings function shifts upward to BC, and
income rises from OP to OA. The increase in income PA = RH equals
the increase in government expenditures N K. plus the increase in consumption liN. The larger the slope of LM, the greater the increase in
consumption and hence the total increase in income. This is the multiplier relationship noted in equation (18-7).
Figure 18-1 may also be used to demonstrate the introduction of a
• As samples of an extensive literature along these lines, see Alvin H. Hansen,
"Three Methods of Expansion through Fiscal Policy," American Economic Review,
vol. 25, no. 3, pp. 382- 387, June, 1945; Robert L. Bishop, "Alternative Expansionist
Fiscal Policies," in Income, Employment and Public Policy: Essays in Honor of Alvin
H. Ilansen, pp. 329ff.
For an elementary introduction to this apparatus and to income theory in general,
see Paul A. Samuelson, Economics: An Introductory Analysis, 4th ed., McGraw-Hill
Book Compan y, Inc., New York, 1958, chaps. 11, 12, and 18.
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lump-sum tax. Let BC be the consumption function before tax, and let
a tax equal to SN be introduced. According to equation (18-8), this
results in a parallel downward shift in the consumption function. 1 The
tax is measured as the horizontal distance between the consumption function before imposition of the tax, or BC, and the consumption function
after the tax is imposed, or LM. Note that this new function again relates
consumption to total (not disposable!) income. Income drops to OP,
disposable income equals OV, and consumption is VW = PR = OP.
The decline in income, or P A, falls short of the gain in yield, or SN = J A .
Finally, Figure 18-1 may be used to explore the effects of a reduction in
tax, in which case OP is the initial and OA the final income. The gain in
income, or PA, now falls short of the loss of yield, or J A. However, the
ratio of gain in income to loss of yield, or PA/JA, is less than the preceding ratio of gain in income to increase in public expenditures, or PA/NK.
In Figure 18-2 we show the case of balanced-budget expansion. BC is
again the consumption function before a tax is imposed, with income at
OA. A tax of KN is imposed, and the consumption function shifts to
LM. We now add public expenditures of EN equal to the tax yield NK.
We thus obtain the total expenditure line DF, and income rises to OG.
Private consumption is unchanged at GN = AIC The increase in income
AG equals the tax yield KN, which equals the increase in public expenditures EN. Balanced-budget expansion, as shown in equation (18-9),
makes for a 1: 1 expansion in income.

Budget Adjustments with Income Tax
Let us now consider a system that employs an income tax in place of a
lump-sum tax. Tax yield T 11 now becomes a function of income and tax
rate t, with T 11 = tY. Equation (18-4) remains unchanged, but (18-5)
and (18-6) are rewritten as follows:
Linear form

General form

C = C[(1- t)Y]

Y=

C = a+ c(1 - t) Y

1
C[(1- t)Y] (I +G)

Y =

1-----=..;:......_,;y~;,........:

1
1 _ c( 1 _ t) (a+ I+ G)

(18-10)
(18-11)

The results of alternative budget adjustments with income tax are
given by the following set of equations:
1

Whereas the function prior to tax is C =

C=a
or C = (a - cT1)
unchanged.

+ cY.

a+ cY, after tax it becomes

+ c(Y -

T,),

The intercept is reduced by cT1, while the slope remains
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TABLE

18-2.

BuoGET ADJUSTMENTS WITH INCOME TAX

Change in income

Type of
adjustment

Linear form

General form

1
Change in G with dY
=
1 - C'(Y- T.)
T • constant .... dG

aY

= 1- -

1
Change in G with dY
t constant ...... dG = 1 - C'[(1- t)Y](1- t)

aY

= 1 - c(1 - t) aG

Ch ange in 7'• with -dY
G constant ..... dT. =

-

C'(Y- T.)
1 - C'(Y - T.Y

1

dY

dB= 1

c

(18-12)

1
(18-13)
6Y = -

C'[(1- t)Y] Y
Change in t with G dY
AY =
constant ....... dt=
1 - C'[( 1 - t) Y](1 - t)
Equal changes in
G and T •.......

-aG

AY

1

-

1
_ c c A7'• (18-14)

cYo
At
1 - c(1 - t,)
(18-15)

= AB

(18-16)

Let us begin again with an increase in G while holding income tax yield
T 11 constant. The result of equation (18-12) repeats that of equation
(18-7). Since income tax yield is held constant, its nature at the margin
is similar to that of a head or lump-sum tax. However, the assumption of
a constant T 11 now implies a reduction in t. As income rises, the tax base
expands, and t must be reduced to keep T 11 from rising. The higher the
initial tax rate and the greater the percentage increase in income, the
larger the required decrease in tax rate. 1
Next, we shall examine a change in goods and service expenditures
while holding tax rate t constant. The resulting increase in income,
shown in equation (18-13), is less t han it is with constant tax yield.
Application of the same tax rate t to a larger income base results in an
increase in T 11 , and this acts as an offset to the expansionary effects of the
increases in expenditures. An income tax reduces the marginal propensity to consume from income before tax and hence lowers the multiplier.
This is a case of perverse built-in flexibility, to which we shall return
later on. 2
The next adjustment, shown in equation (18-14) involves a reduction
in tax yield while holding public expenditures constant. As in the case of
the lump-sum tax, such reduction is less effective per dollar than an
1

t

For the linear case we have t 1Y 1
Seep. 443.

-

t0 Y 0

= 0, hence At = -t 0(AY /Y,).
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increase in expenditures. In order to accomplish the desired change in
tax yield, a reduction in tax rate is required. 1
Alternatively, we may think of the adjustment in terms of a change in
tax rate as shown in equation (18-15). The subscripts 0 and 1 for the
linear formulation reflect values applicable before and after the change,
respectively. The rate of increase in income, or ~ Y /Y, will be greater,
the larger the decrease in tax rate and the lower the initial rate of t ax.
In equation (18-16) we return to the balanced budget cha nge where
~B = ~G = ~T. The same result is obtained as is obtained under the
head or lump-sum tax, but an increase in tax rate is now required. 2

.

c

.2

M

~

'0
c:

Ill

a.

X

w

A
Income

FIG. 18-3
FIG. 18-4
FIGs. 18-3 and 18-4. Budget adj ustments with income t ax .

A diagrammatic illustration of budget changes with an income tax is
given in Figure 18-3. Let BC be the consumption function before tax.
Now let an income tax at rate t be imposed. As a result, the consumption function changes from C = a + cY to C = a + c(1 - t) Y. The
intercept is unchanged but the slope is reduced. If we assume a t ax at
rate VP /OP, the consumption function pivots down from BC to EM. A
1

If the desired increase in income is such that t he required change in y ield equals

tJ.'f'., the corresponding required change in tax rate is obtained by equating
__
c_ 6 t = _
cYo
tJ.l
1 - c
•
1 - c(1 - t,)
so that
tJ.t ~ 1 - c(1 - t,)

(1- c)Yo

D.T•
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consumer with an income before tax of OP pays VP in tax and has a disposable income of OV. His consumption equals VW = PR = OP,
which is the new level of income.
In Figure 18-4 we repeat a policy of balanced-budget expansion. BC
is the consumption function before tax. An income tax oft = AG/ OG is
imposed, and the consumption function pivots to BM. We now add
public expenditures that will be matched at the new equilibrium by the
tax yield. The required increase in expenditures is given by EN = KN.
We thus obtain the total expenditure line DF. Income rises to OG.
Private consumption is unchanged at AK = GN. The increase in income
AG equals tax yield KN, which equals the increase in public expenditures
BD = NE.

Income Leverage and Budgetary Balance
Let us now consider how various expansionary policies (other than that
of the balanced budget change) will affect the level of surplus or deficit in a
budget with income tax. 1
A policy of raising goods and service expenditures G while holding t
constant is shown in equation (18-13). Defining the surplus S as

S

= tY- G

(18-17)

and substituting
1
y = 1 - c(1 - t) (a

+I

t
S = 1 - c(1 - t) (a

+ I + G)

+G)

we obtain

- G

(18-18)

so t hat
dS
dG

t
=

1 - c(1 - t)

_ 1

(18-19)

Thus an increase in G while raising income will raise, leave unchanged, or
lower the surplus, depending on whether t/[1 - c(1 - t)] ~ 1 or c ~ 1.
If c < 1, as is usually assumed, we find that the surplus declines with the
increase in G. However, we may have c > 1 in a stable system, provided
that c(1 - t) < 1. I n ~his case, an expansionary policy of increasing G
will raise the surplus (or reduce the deficit).
Next, consider a policy of reducing t while holding G constant. We
1 See Erich Schneider, op. cit., p. 270; Assar Lindbiick, Statsbudgetens verkningar pa
konjunkturutveklingen, Statens Offentliga Utredningar 48, Stockholm Nordiska Bokhandeln, Stockholm, 1956, pp. 65- 71; and Bent Hansen, Finanspolitikens ekonomiska
teori, Almqvist & Wiksell, Uppsala, Sweden, 1955, pp. 93-95.
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now have T
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=

tY and, substituting as before for Y, we obtain
T

=

t

1 - c(1 - t) (a

+ I + G)

(18-20)

so that

dT

dt

=

(1 - c)(a +I +G)
[1 - (1 - t)cj2

(18-21)

Thus, a decrease in twill raise, leave unchanged, or lower T (and hence the
surplus) depending on whether 1 - c ~ 0 or c ~ 1.
Finally, let us compare the levels of surplus that prevail while a given
level of income is sustained by alternative budget policies. Here it may
be .shown that a policy of raising G, combined with a corresponding
increase in t so as to leave Y unchanged, will raise, leave unchanged, or
reduce the surplus, depending on whether c ~ 1. *
In short, it is only if c < 1 that we can apply the traditional assumptions of fiscal policy according to which expansionary budget measures
(short of the balanced-budget case) raise the deficit, and according to
which (if income is to remain constant) an increase in government expenditures requires an increase in surplus. For the case of c > 1 but c(1 - t)
< 1, we have the reverse relation between the direction of change in
surplus or deficit and the direction of leverage effects. 1 While c > 1 is
not a plausible assumption in the framework of comparative statics, it
may apply for a limited period in a dynamic system, thus leading S to rise
with an increase in G or a fall in t.
Differences in Propensity to Consume Allowed For

We have assumed so far that all consumers have the same marginal
propensity to consume, so that it is not significant which ones pay the tax.
• The initial level of income is given by
Writing as before
we obtain

Y = c( l - t)Y + G
S = tY - G
dS = t dY + Y dt - dG

Since dY = 0, by substituting for Y dt, we have

or
' In a budget with a lump-sum tax, we must have c < 1, if the system is to be stable.
An increase in G or n. reduction in Twill reduce the surplus (or increase the deficit) by
the amount of change in G or T. Since the change in T must exceed the change in G
to obtain the same leverage effect, the change in T will involve a larger reduction in
surplus or increase in deficit.
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Let us now allow for the possibility that marginal propensities to consume
differ among various taxpayers. However, we assume throughout that
c < 1.
We shall divide consumers into two groups, X and Z, and assume that
their marginal propensities to consume differ. The consumption function before introduction of a tax is
C

=a.. + c~Y +a.+ c,(1 -

a) Y

(18-22)

where a is the fraction of income accruing to X, and 1
a the fraction
accruing to Z. To simplify, we use the linear form.' Let us now
reconsider the various budget policies in this setting.
The increase in income in response to an increase in public expenditures
with tax payments by X and Z constant is now defined by

6-Y =

1
6-G
1 - c,a - c,(l - a)

(18-23)

The increase in income secured by raising expenditures with tax yield
constant now depends upon a multiplier involving the weighted average
of the two propensities to consume. If we have an income tax, the
assumption of constant tax yield again requires a reduction in tax rates.
We assume this reduction to be such that the rates applicable to X a nd Z
are cut by the same fraction.
The increase in income in response to an increase in budget expenditures with income tax rates applicable to X and Z conRtant is now given by
1

6-Y = 1 - c..a(l - t,) - c.(l - a) (1 - t.) 6.G

(18-24)

where t.. and t, are the i·ates of tax applicable to the incomes of X and Z
respectively.
The balanced-budget theorem must also be adjusted in this setting.
The proposition that income increases by an amount eq ual to the increase
in public expenditures still holds for the case of a general proportional
income tax, because here the average taxpayer's marginal propensity
to consume equals that of the average income recipient. 2 The general
proposition ceases to apply for the case of differential tax rates. Let us
1 The formulation of equation (18-22) is more explicit and avoids the somewhat
ambiguous distinction between the taxpayer's and average income recipient's propensity to consume, used in my earlier paper, "Alternative Budget Policies for Full
Employment," American Economic Review, vol. 35, no. 3, pp. 387-·399, June, 1945,
reprinted in Readings in Fiscal Policy, pp. 2!H-307.
2 Moreover, we assume that the income from public expenditures accrues to income
recipients whose marginal propensity to consume equals that of the average income
recipient.
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suppose that the entire tax yield is derived from X.
dy =

1 -

1 Cza -

Cz

C,(1 - a)

dG

We now obtain
(18 25)
-

where a is again the share of income going to X, while c~ and -c. are the
marginal propensities of consumers in groups X and Z respectively. If
Cz = c., the multiplier equals 1, and we are returned to our earlier case.
If Cz > c., we have dY < dG, and if c. <c., we have tlY > dG. The 1:1
version of the balanced-budget theorem is merely a special case where the
marginal propensities to consume of taxpayers and nontaxpayers are
alike. Other exceptions will be noted as we go along.
Where propensities to consume differ, the choice among various
stabilization policies involves the further decision of whom to tax. A
given increase in tax yield equal to dT leads to different reductions in
aggregate demand (or a given decrease in yield leads to a different increase
in demand) depending on who pays the additional tax or who is relieved of
an old tax. Let the fraction of tax yield derived from X equal {3, so that
Z pays a fraction equal to (1 - {3). It is convenient to think of the problem in terms of a lump-sum tax, although with a constant, the argument
may be translated readily into an income tax. The relationship between
change in income and change in tax yield is as follows:

dY

=-

1 -

(c.,- c.){J +c. dT
Cza - c,(1 - a)

(18-26)

If Cz = c,, this reduces to our earlier formulation of equation (18-8).
For any given value of a, the higher both Cz and c. are, the larger d Y will
be. Moreover, IdYl will vary directly with {J if c.,> c,, and inversely if
c., <c•.
Finally, we may ask what change in income'may be obtained if we
reallocate a given tax yield '1' between groups X and Z. Let us suppose
again that the fraction contributed by X is equal to {J. We then obtain
the following relationship between change in income and change in the
share assumed by X:
_
dY =
(c. - Cz)T
d{J
(18-27)
1 - Cza - c,(1 - a)
If c. = cz, we have d Y = 0. The distribution of the tax bill makes no
difference. Since the weighted average of the marginal propensities to
consume, or 0 < c~
c,(1 - a) < 1, we know that the denominator is
positive. If c, > Cz, the numerator is positive and d Y rises with an
increase in {3, the fraction of the tax borne by consumers with the lower
marginal propensity. If c. < c.,, the numerator is negative and income
falls with a rise in {3.
The quantitative importance of variations in {3 has been dealt with in

+
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connection with our earlier discussion of consumption effects.' Since the
marginal propensity to consume tends to fall when moving up the income
scale, substitution of a progressive for a regressive tax in the depression
will raise income in terms of the above model; and more will be gained
under conditions of deflation if a given reduction in yield is made by way
of tax relief to taxpayers with low incomes. At the same time, we have
seen that differences in the marginal propensity to consume are not so
sharp as frequently assumed, so that the quantitative importance of such
adjustments is limited. 2
Nevertheless, the consumption effects of income taxes may differ
greatly, depending on whether they are imposed on personal or business
income. This is most evident in the comparison of a personal and a
corporation income tax. Assuming that the corporation income tax is
not shifted, a change in corporation income tax may be reflected in either
a change in retained earnings or a change in dividends. Where retained
earnings are affected, personal income and hence consumption will be
unchanged. Since a change in corporation tax tends to be reflected in
considerable part in a change in retained earnings, substitution of a
corporation tax for a personal income tax raises consumption and vice
versa. The distinction between a tax on personal income alld a tax on
business income is less sharp if the tax is on the profits of an unincorporated
firm, where there is a closer fusion between business and personal income;
but the same general principle tends to apply. However, note that we are
dealing here with changes in consumer demand only; it remains to be seen
whether effects on investment expenditures move in the opposite
direction. 3

Illustration of Alternative Policies
Let us suppose that income is to be raised by a given amount i\Y and
compare the levels of public expenditures on goods and services, tax yield,
and deficit that result from the various approaches. For this purpose, we
combine equations (18-23) and (18-26) so that
i\Y =

1
i\G (ex - c,)(3 + c, - i\T
1 - Cxa - c,(1 - a)
1 - Cxa - C,(1 - a)

(18 28)
-

In place of i\T we may write i\T = i\G - i\D, where i\D is the deficit.
Let us now suppose that income is to be raised by $100. The values of
a, ex, c., and (3 are as shown for cases I and II of Table 18-3; the deficits
are as specified for policies 1 to 6. Equation (18-28) then permits us to
compute the resulting values of i\G and i\T.
'Seep. 268.
2 Sec p. 270.
'Sec p. 465.
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TABLE

18-3.

NU)lERICAL ILLUSTRATION oF ALTERNATIVE BunoET PoLICIEs*

Cll8el

Cll8e II

= $100
a=i
c. = 0.8
c. = 0.2

6Y

Budget
policies

~

$100

a-t
c. - 0.8
c.~ 0.6

=1

tJ=t

{J=O

$250
250

$100
100

210
200

{J

1. 6D - 0
6G ... . ... ......
6T ....... ......
2. 6D- 10
6G .............
67' ....... ... ...
3. 6D = 20
6G ...... .......
6T ...... .. .....
4. 6D = 6G
6G .............
6T ....... .....
5. 6D- 60
6G .......... ...
6T ....... ......
6. 6D - -6T
6G ...... ......
6T ...... .......

6Y

1

fJ=t

$62
62

$150
150

$100
100

$75
75

90
80

60
50

109
99

77
67

60
50

170
150

80
60

57
37

75
55

53
33

45
25

50
0

50
0

50
0

30
0

30
0

30
0

10
-50

40
-20

47
- 13

-90
- 150

- 40
- 100

-15
-75

0
- 62

0
-100

0
-250

0
-37

0
-43

0
-50

{J=

{J=O

•a - share of income received by consumer group X
c. = marginal propensity to consume of group X
c. = marginal propensity to consume of group Z
Y = income
D = deficit
T - tax yield
G - government goods and service expenditures
{J = share of tax yield pa.id by group X

Consider first the results for case I, which involves substantial differences in the marginal propensities to consume of various taxpayers.
Policies 1, 2, and 3 are such that t:.D < t:.G. Thu&,t:.T is positive, and the
required t:.G falls with {3. The drain per dollar of t:.T is less severe if a
larger part of the tax bill is placed on people with a relatively low propensity to consume. This is most important for the balanced budget, or
policy 1, but it also holds for partial-deficit finance, or policies 2 and 3.
The latter reflect the kind of situation that results if the tax rate tis held
constant. In policy 4 the entire increase in expenditures is deficitfinanced. Since t:.T = 0, the value of (3 does not matter. In policy 5,
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t:.D > t:.G. The increase in expenditures is supplemented by tax reduction or, after T reaches zero, by an increase in transfer payments. The
required value of L1G now falls as /3 rises, since the potency of tax reduction is great if /3 is high. In policy 6 we show the limiting case where
L1G=O and t he entire adjustment is in tax reduction. Again, the required
tax reduction rises as /3 falls. A tax system that bears heavily on people
with high propensities to consume acts as a relatively heavy break to expansion, if the expansionary policy involves an increase in yield; by the
same token, such a system expedites expansion if the policy involves a
reduction in yield .
For any given value of {3, the required value of t:.G falls as t:.D rises.
This may be seen by moving down any one column. It illustrates the
previously noted alternative in expansionary policy between a large
budget with a small deficit and a small budget with a large deficit. For
the balanced-budget case of policy 1, the required increase in expenditures
equals the increase in income (the traditional case of the balanced-budget
theorem) for (:J equaling l
Here, the 1: 1 relation comes about because
with a equaling t, the marginal propensity of taxpayers will be the same
as it is for consumers in general. For {3 > t the ratio of t:.G/t:.Y > 1,
as the marginal propensity of taxpayers, lies above the average; and the
opposite holds for {3 < t.
In case II, similar results are obtained for a setting where the marginal
propensities to consume of X and Z are more nearly alike, and where the
marginal propensity to consume of the average income recipient is higher.
Deficit finance is more potent, and smaller budgets will do in most cases. 1
Policy 5 now requires a reduction in expenditures, since the assumed
deficit exceeds that required for policy 6.
This survey of alternative approaches to providing for a given leverage
leaves open the final question of just which solution should be chosen.
This choice is not only a matter of stabilization policy; other factors enter
and will be explored more fully later on. 2 Let us suppose now that the
prevailing level of public expenditures on goods and services is the correct
one, measured against the base of a full-employment level of income; and
let us assume that distributional cQnsiderations require a value of (:J = 1.
In this case, the only solution in line with a rational budget policy is that
of reducing tax yield by $62 (reference is to case I) and incurring a deficit
of that amount. If a given increase in expenditures is desired for Allocation Branch reasons, a corresponding solution can be found. Given the
values of t:.Y, t:.G, {3, and the other relationships involved in our system,
t:.D and t:.T may be determined accordingly.
1 For policy 1 with fJ = 0 the required expenditure is higher in case II than in
case I, owing to the higher value of c•.
2 Seep. 517.
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Differences in Types of Public Expenditures
Finally, let us consider differences in the consumption leverage of
various types of public expenditures. As usual, a distinction must be
drawn between goods and service expenditures and transfer payments,
and the particular characteristics of each type or expenditure must be
allowed for.
Transfer Payments. Changes in transfer payments pose the same
problems as changes in tax yield. With a reversal in sign, equation (18-8)
may be applied to the case of a lump-sum transfer, and (18-15) to that of
an income transfer. lt follows that the increase in income secured by a
given increase in transfer payments falls short of that secured by, a similar
increase in goods and service expenditures, unless transfer recipients
respend the entire receipt. The initial leakage, which results in a smaller
multiplicand, will differ for various types of transfers. In the case of
interest payments, the initial leakage may be high. In the case of dole
payments, the recipient's marginal propensity to consume may come
close to unity. If it equals unity, the resulting increase in income will be
the same as for a corresponding i~crease in goods and service expenditures
of government. In the one case, the expansion is entirely in private
demand, while in the other, it includes private and public demand. If
the marginal propensities to consume of transfer recipients and of taxpayers is the same, an equal increase in transfer payments and tax yield
cancels. The leverage of balanced budget expansion is zero in this case.
Goods and Service Expenditures. In dealing with the multiplier
effects of goods and service expenditures, it is usually assumed that the
marginal propensity to consume of t he initial income recipients will be the
same, independent of the particular goods and services purchased. As
a general rule, this seems reasonable, but special circumstances may
arise where such is not the case. For instance, consider work relief.
Here the government makes goods and ser vice expenditures, yet the
previously unemployed who are hired on such projects may respend
the full a mount just as would dole recipients. This being the case, we
have AY = [1 + (1 / 1 - c)) AG. The resulting increase in income
exceeds that which is normally obtained from goods and service expenditures or from dole payments that are respent in full. Thus, allowances
for different initial rates of private spending may be attached not only to
reductions in tax yield or to an increase in transfers but also, in certain
cases, to goods and service expenditures. 1
' We are not concerned as yet with leakages through changes in inventory or through
other effects on capital formation, since investment is assumed to rema in fi xed.
Changes in investment a re examined in the following chapter. For an analysis of the
effects of expenditures on public works during t he thirties, see John Kenneth Galbraith, The Economic Effects of the Federal Public Works Expenditures, 1988- 88, TT.&'.
National Resources Planning Board, 1940.
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B. ALTERNATIVE BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS TO CHECK INFLATION

The preceding discussion dealt with policies directed at securing an
increase in employment and income. This is the context in which the
theory of compensatory finance was conceived and developed. Let us
now t urn to a full-employment economy, where restrictive measures may
be needed to prevent inflation. Here a decrease in expenditures, an
increase in taxes, or a balanced decrease in taxes and expenditures furnish
a corresponding set of alternat ive approaches. The large budget versus
t he large deficit alternative of expansionary policy is matched by a small
budget versus a large surplus alternative of restrictive policy. In this
general sense, the problems of expansion and restriction arc the same, but
certain differences may be noted. 1
In the preceding discussion of depression policy, we departed from a
position of unemployment and then examined adjustments designed to
secure a given increase m mcome. Instead, we could have departed from
a position of f ull employment and considered adjustments needed to offset
a potential decline in income. Thus for inflation control, we can examine
the necessary steps to arrest an inflation in processi or inquire what must
be done to forestall inflation and to maintain a stable price level. Let us
take the latter view and consider what offsetting adjustments in the budget are needed to hold total expenditures constant while certain increases
in demand occur. 2
Increase in Autonomous Expenditures

Let us consider an economy at a full-employment equilibrium. Now
suppose there occurs an increase in autonomous expenditures equal to t.A,
whether in investment or in the constant term of the consumption function. If tax yield and public expenditures remain unchanged, income
rises as shown by equation (18-7) of T able 1, where A is substituted for G.
In a system with income tax, the increase will be as shown in equation
(18-13). If we wish income to remain unchanged, we must match t.A by
an offsetting adjustment in the budget so that the net change in income
cancels out.
Alternative adjustments for the case of lump-sum tax are shown in
Table 18-4. * Assuming the value of t.A to be negative, the same formula1
Our concern at this point is only with differences relating to consumption leverage.
Other differences are considered later on. (Seep. 467.)
2 See Lawrence S. Ritter, "Alternative Anti-inflationary Fiscal Policies," Review
of Economic Studies, ser. 3, vol. 18, no. 47, pp. 129- 139, 1950-1951.
* From eq. (18-7) we havet.Y = [1/(1 - c)](L'.A + t.G). Settingt.Y = 0, we obtain
t.G = -t.A. From eqs. (18-7) and (18-8) we have t.Y = [1/(1 -c)] (.dA- c t.T) .

Setting t.Y

t.A

= 0, we obtain L'.T =!c t.A.

+ t.B .

From eq. (18-9) we have t.Y

Setting t.Y = 0, we obtain t.B = -[1/(1 -c) ] L'.A.

= [1/ (1

-c)]
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TABLE

18-4.

BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS TO OFFSET AUTONOMOUS INCREASE IN

Pmv ATE

ExPENDITURES

Change in income
Type of adjustment
General form

Linear form

dG
-1
1:1G = -t.A
(18-29)
dA
dT
1
1 Increase in 7' with G constant .. . - =
AT= -l:iA
(18-30)
dA
C'(Y- T)
c
dB
1
1
Equal reductions in G and T . ... dA = !:iB = - - - !:iA
1 - C'(Y- T)
1- c
(18-31)

Decrease in G wit.h '1' constant .. .

tions serve to describe the required adjustments for preventing a decline
in income from the full-employment level.
As shown in equation (18-29), t.A may be offset by an equal decrease in
the government's goods and service expenditures with tax yield constant.
Since income remains constant, this now implies a constant rate of income
tax. Next, t.A may be offset by an increase in tax yield with government
expenditures constant. As shown in equation (18-30), AT must exceed
t.A. The lower the marginal propensity to consume, the greater the
excess. Since Y is held constant, the required adjustment in tax rate is
obtained readily by substituting t.tY for t.T. Where the initial increase
in demand is in government expenditures, the budget must be more than
balanced at the margin if an increase in Y is to be avoided. Finally, t.A
may be offset by a balanced-budget contraction as shown by equation
(18-31). The decrease in government expenditures and tax yield must
equal t.A times the multiplier. The larger the marginal propensity to
consume, the greater the required reduction. A high value of c increases
the magnitude of the inflationary gap that is to be checked, but it does
not affect the income change per dollar of contraction in the balanced
budget. The required reduction in the marginally balanced budget
according to equation (18-31) will exceed the required increase in tax
yield according to equation (18-30), if c > i-; it will fall short thereof if
c < t.

Increase in Marginal Propensity to Consume
Suppose, now, that the disturbance arises not from an upward shift in
autonomous expenditures, but from an increase in the marginal propensity to consume. Using the linear case, Table 18-5 shows the budget
adjustments that may be applied to offset an increase in the marginal
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18-5.
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BUDGET ADJUSTMENTS TO OFFSET INCREASE IN
MARGINAL PROPENSITY TO CONSUME

Type of adjustment

Change in income
(linear form)

Decrease in G with T constant.... ... AG ~ - Ac(Y - T)
, Ac(Y - T 0)
.
.hG
Increase m 7' w1t
constant ........ A1 "" ___:c___ _.:::_

(18-32)
(18-33)

Ct

Equal reduction in G and T . . . . . . . . . . AB ""

Ac(Y -To)
1 -

(18-34)

Ct

propensity to consume. Subscripts 0 and 1 refer to the position prior to
and after the change in c, respectively. The required cut in goods and
service expenditures, as shown in equation (18-32), will be greater, the
higher the initial level of disposable income. The required increase
in tax yield, as shown by equation (18-33), will be greater, the higher
the initial level of disposable income and the lower the level of (as distinct from the increase in) the marginal propensity to consume. The
required reduction in the balanced budget, as shown in equation (18-34),
where t!..B = t!..G = t!..T, will be larger, the higher the initial level of
disposable income and the larger the absolute level of the marginal
propensity to consume.
C. THE ROLE OF MONEY ILLUSION

Thus far we have focused on inflation that is checked from the outset,
wit h price-level stability maintained. In such a case, problems of money
illusion do not arise. But if the price level is permitted to change, considerations of money illusion enter as a complicating factor.

Effectiveness of Restriction by Consumption Tax
In popular discussion, it is frequently held that consumption taxes
cannot be used to check inflation. On the contrary, they are said to raise
prices and are hence inflationary. This is a fallacy, even if we grant that
an increase in consumption taxes is added to cost and raises the price level.
T his rise in price level is a once-and-for-all increase, to be distinguished
from the continuous increase that results if the inflationary gap is not
closed. Nevertheless, a difference remains: A potential inflationary gap
may be closed by nn increase in income tax while holding the price level
constant; it may be closed by an increase in consumption taxes only while
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permitting some rise in price level, reflecting the increase in cost due to
tax. 1
Let us now compare the amounts of increase in income tax a nd in
consumption tax that arc required to secure the same restrictive effect.
The amounts will differ for various re~sons. A first cause of difference
may be that the two taxes are paid by taxpayers with different marginal
propensities to consume. If the comparison is between a general sales
tax and a progressive income tax, the change in consumption per dollar
of change in yield will be greater under the sales tax. This is the aspect of
qualitative tax policy thai we have considered in Table 18-3.
A further difference may result from ihe subsiiiuiion effect of the
consumption tax, which effect is adverse to consumption. Though hardly
of great significance for a permanent tax, this effect may be exceedingly
important if the taxpayer has reason to assume that the change in tax rate
is temporary. As noted before, this is of primary importance for war
finance. 2
On both these grounds, adjustments in a broadly based consumption tax
tend to be more potent per dollar of change in yield than adjustments in
the personal income tax. It remains to consider a third difference that
arises if money illusion is present. For this purpose, let us assume that
the marginal propensity to consume is constant and alike for all taxpayers,
and that the substitution effect of a general consumption tax is
insignificant.
We then compare the amounts by which an income tax and a general
consumption tax must be ra ised respectively in order to secure the same
restrictive effects; and we assume-which is crucial to the argument- that
the additional consumption taxes are reflected in higher prices, while the
increase in the income tax leaves the price level unchanged.
If the increase in income tax yield equals AT u, the initial change in
consumption equals -c AT11 • If consumption is to be reduced by AC, the
required increase in income tax yield equals AT = - (1/c) AC. Since the
change in the income tax leaves the price level unaffected, no problem of
money illusion arises.
Now consider an increase in consumption tax. As a result, the price
level rises while money income remains unchanged. If we assume that
1 This incrca~e in price level cannot be avoided by raising llonsumption taxes further.
I t would only add to the increase in price level and, assuming money wages to be rigid
in the downward direction, would make for a reduction in real income.
The case is complicated if wages arc determined by an escalator clause, but the
general conclusion still holds. For an evaluaLion of the anti-inflationary effectiveness
of various taxes, see Richa rd Good e, "Anti-inflation ary Implications of Alternative
Forms of Taxation," American Economic Review, vol. 42, no. 2, pp. 147-161, May,
1952; and the comments by Carl Shoup , same issue, pp. 161- 165.
~Sec p. 263.
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the consumer operates under a money illusion, he disregards this change
in price level and continues to spend the same amount. Since the sales
tax consLitutes a diversion of consumer expenditure, consumer expenditures in real terms are now decreased by the amount of tax. In other
words, the required increase in consumption tax equals A.Tc = -A.C.
The required increase falls short of that needed under the income tax.
The consumption tax is more efficient per dollar of increased yield than is
the income tax.
Let us compare the two taxes if there is no money illusion. Since we
have assumed that the income tax leaves the price level unchanged, the
required increase in income tax yield is the same with or without money
illusion. Also, it is easy to see that the increase in consumption tax
becomes less efficient per dollar if we remove the money illusion. Without money illusion, the consumer is aware that the real value of a given
money income has fallen as prices have risen. He will adjust himself to
t his change, and the consumption function in money terms will shift
upward. He will raise his expenditures out of a given money income, thus
resisting the government's move to cut his consumption.
Granted that removal of money illusion renders the increase in consumption tax less effective, how does this truncated effectiveness compare
with the effectiveness of a rise in income tax? The answer is not selfevident, but it may be shown that the efficiency of the increase in consumption tax remains greater per dollar of yield, even if there is no money
illusion. 1 This result comes about since the consumer's endeavor to resist
the government's restrictive objective can never be wholly effective.
1 See E. Cary Brown, "Analysis ·or Consumption Taxes in Terms of the Theory of
Income Determination," American Economic Review, March, 1950, vol. 40, no. 1,
pp. 74-89, March, 1950; and Assar Lindbiick, Statsbudyetens verkningaT
konjunkturutvecklingen, Statens Offentliga Utredningar 48, Stockholm Nordiska Bokhandeln,
Stockholm, 1956, chap. 2, appendix, pp. 32- 37.
Brown's proof is as follows : Let I = investment, C = consumption expendit ures
net of excises, Yo = net national product at factor cost, G = government goods and
service expenditures, lu = income tax rate, and t. = consumption-tax rate. Assuming Yo to be full-employment income at the given price level, we solve for the equilibrium level of tax yield under various taxes and assumptions regarding money
illusion.
Money Illusion: Income Tax. We have the following two equations :

pa

C = a+ (1 - lu)cYo
Yo=C+I+G

(1)

(2)

Substituting Cas defined in eq. (1) into eq. (2) and solving for the equilibrium yield of
tax, we obtain
(3)
tu Y 0 -_a+ cYo +I+ G - Yo
c
The reduction in consumption due to tax or ct. Yo must equal the inflationary gap as it
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Such is the case because any attempted increase in consumption, undertaken to adjust to the increased price level, brings with it an increase in
tax liability.
would be in the absence of taxation. The tax yield must be larger than the inflationa~y gap because it is reflected only partially in reduced consumption.
Money lllusion: Consumption Tax. We now have the following equations:

C + t.C = a + cYo
Yo= C + I+ G

(4)
(5)

Substituting as before and solving for the equilibrium yield of tax, we obtain

t.C =a+ cYo +I+ G - Yo

(6)

The required tax yield is just equal to the inflationary gap in the absence of tax. The
required yield is less than under the income tax with money illusion.
No Money Illusion: Income Tax. The case is similar to income tax with a money
musion since the income tax docs not give rise to price-level change.
No Money Illusion: Consumption Tax. In this case, we have

0(1 + t.) = a(l + t.) + cYo

(7)

as the tax results in a parallel upward shift of the consumption function, and

(8)

Yo;= C + I + G
Substituting as before, we now obtain

t.C ~ cY0 (Yo- I -G) +I+ G _ Yo
Yo- a- I - G

(9)

aa the required consumption-tax yield. t,C as defined by eq. (9) is larger than t,C as
defined by eq. (6).
Comparison of Eqs. (9) and (S). The required yield under the consumption tax
will be greater, the same, or smaller, depending on whether

cYo(Yo- I - G)+ I+ G _ Yo _a+ cYo +I+ G- Yo;;: O

Yo- a- I - G

c

This reduces to
(1 - c)(I

+G -

Yo) +a~ 0

(lO)

<

(11)

so that the excess of the required consumption-tax yield over the required income tax
yield varies directly with I, G, and a, and inversely with c. Rewriting eq. (11) in
different form, we have

a

+ cYo +

I + G - Yo _ (I +G) ~ O

c

(12)

The first term is the income tax yield. It follows that eq. (12) will be equal to zero if
the required income tax yield equals I + G. This will hold if saving equals zero, in
which case the required yield of the two taxes will be the same. If saving is positive,
the required income tax will fall short of I + G. The left side of eq. (12) is negative,
and the required consumption-tax yield will fall short of the required income tax
yield. The opposite will hold for the case of dissaving. Since in most real situationR
Raving is positive, the consumption tax is usually more efficient.
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The same considerations also bear on the effectiveness of a reduction in
the marginally balanced budget as an anti-inflation device. Suppose
conditions are such that a reduction in public expenditures matched by an
equal reduction in income tax yield reduces income by an equal amount.
Disposable income and consumer expenditures remain unchanged, while
government expenditures are reduced. Now, let the same reduction in
public expenditures be matched by a reduction in consumption taxes.
The cut in public expenditures reduces disposable income in money terms.
The reduction in consumption taxes is assumed to be reflected in reduced
prices. If consumers are subject to a money illusion, they will not be
aware of this and spend a larger fraction of their (reduced) money income.
If they are not subject to a money illusion, they will find their real income
unchanged and will continue to spend the same fraction. Thu~'3, the
restrictive effectiveness of the budget contraction will be less if there is a
money illusion. While the presence of money illusion increases the
restrictive effectiveness of raising the yield of the consumption tax, it
reduces the effectiveness of a marginally balanced reduction in the budget
if a cut in consumption taxes is involved.
Again, there remains the question whether, in the absence of a money
illusion, a reduction in the marginally balanced budget will be more
effective if it involves a cut in income tax or a cut in consumption taxes.
The same argument which demonstrates that a cut in consumption tax
remains more expansionary, even in the absence of a money illusion, also
shows that budget contraction will be more restrictive if the reduction is in
the yield of income tax.
A parallel argument applies to the case of tax reduction undertaken to
secure an increase in the level of income. Assuming the reduction in the
consumption tax to be reflected in reduced prices, the resulting increase in
consumer expenditures in real terms will equal the full reduction in yield
if consumers are subject to a money illusion. While it will be less effective if there is no money illusion, the reduction in consumption tax
remains more effective than an equal-yield reduction in income tax.
Similarly, it may be shown that an expansionary policy of increasing a
marginally balanced budget with consumption t axes will be less effective
if there is a money illusion t han if there is none. WhiJe the presence of a
money illusion increases the effectiveness of a reduction in the yield of
consumption taxes, it reduces the effectiveness of balanced budget expansion involving increased yield from consumption taxes. Similarly,
balanced budget expansion in the absence of a money illusion is again more
effective if the additional yield is derived from an income tax.
The crucial assumption underlying the preceding argument is that
introduction of a consumption t ax is reflected in increased prices, while its
removal is reflected in reduced prices. To the extent that the assumption
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applies, we have here an important exception to the earlier proposition
that our concern need only be with changes in relative prices. 1 Given the
downward rigidity of wages and other costs, considerations of money
illusion may be more relevant to an increase in tax yield than to a decrease.
However, the assumption of rising prices also requires that the finance can
be made available without check to investment.

Expansion of Balanced Budget at Full Employment
The problem of money illusion is encountered whenever the price level
changes, whether owing to changes in consumption tax or other reasons.
Expansion in the balanced budget under conditions of unemployment
raises the level of employment as well as money income. Thus, the
problem of price level is of secondary importance. Under conditions of
full employment, an expansion in the balanced budget cannot but raise
prices. This will be true whether the increase in expenditures is matched
by an increase in income or in consumption taxes. 2
Let us assume a position of full-employment equilibrium and suppose
that the government increases goods and service expenditures and income
tax yield by equal amounts. In the absence of a money illusion, the
resulting increase in total money income will exceed the increase in
expenditures. The expansionary (inflationary) effect of the balanced
budget expansion is in excess of the 1: 1 ratio applicable in the case of
unemployment. The increase in price level calls forth. an upward shift in
the consumption function 'in money terms, so that the decline in consumer
expenditures is less than it would be otherwise. Provided that consumers
have no money illusion, the budget must be overbalanced in order to hold
the inflationary effect on a 1:1 basis. We now have a situation where the
1: 1 theorem holds only if there is a money illusion.
At the same time no change in price level occurs, and the problem of
.money illusion does not arise if tax rates are increased sufficiently so as to
maintain the aggregate level of money expenditures unchanged. 3 The
increase in income tax yield required to nullify the expansionary effects of
a given increase in government expenditures is the same under conditions
of unemployment or full employment; but the rise in money income
induced by a balanced budget expansion is greater under conditions of
full employment.
Sec p. 370.
Sec Franz Gehrels, "Inflationary Effects of a Balanced Budget under Full Employment," American Economic Review, vol. 39, no. 6, pp. 1276- 1278, December, 1949.
3 Gehrels, ibid., p. 1278, argues that it is necessary, under conditions of full employment, to increase income tax yield by over twice the increase in public expenditures.
This seems to overlook the fact that there will be no shift in the consumption function
if the money expenditures (and hence prices) are ·held stable.
1

2
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Open Inflation
In the preceding pages, we have dealt with budget adjustments of such
a nature that the potential inflationary gap is closed completely. Hence,
tl.e price level remains unchanged or, in the case of the consumption tax,
the increase is limited by the amount of tax. Suppose, now, that aggregate ex penditures are permitted to increase continuously, since the
government fai ls to close the inflationary gap at the outset.
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FIG. 18-5. Money illusion and budget inflation.

Consider a case of full-employment equilibrium where the government
absorbs a certain share of total output. This is shown in Figure 18-5. *
The consumption function is given by AB, after a llowing for whatever tax
applies. Government expenditures equal OC, and the total-expenditure
line DE is obtained by adding OC and AB. Income equals OF, which
reflects full-employment output at prevailing prices. Consumption at
the initial equilibrium equals FG, and government outlays are GH = OC.
• See Arthur Smithies, "The Behavior of Money National Income under Inflationary Conditions," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 57, no. 1, pp. 113- 129, November, 1942, reprinted in Readings in Fiscal Policy, American Economic Association,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., HJ55, pp. 122- 136.
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Private investment is assumed to be fixed and may be disregarded. Now,
the government wishes to increase its share in income OF or expenditure
FH from FK/ FH to FL/FH . This could be the case, for instance, in the
transition to a war economy. The increase can be obtained without raising total money income by increasing the rate of income tax so as to lower
the consumption function from AB to AJ where GN = KL. In this case,
the total-expenditure line and equilibrium are unchanged. Government
expenditures henceforth are FL = N H , and consumption is cut to FN.
P rices remain stable, and the problem of money illusion does not arise.
For political or incentive reasons, this may not be a possible policy.
Suppose instead that the tax rate is to remain unchanged. In this case,
total expenditures will increase and prices will rise. Since OF is the fullemployment income, the entire expansion in income beyond OF', or in
expendit ures beyond PH, will be reflected in a price rise. If the government is to retain a share in real income equal to FL/FH, public expenditures must move along LP as money income increases and prices rise.
The final outcome differs, depending on whether or not consumers are
subject to a money illusion.
If consumers are subject to a money illusion, their consumption function remains unchanged in money terms at AB. Consumer expenditures
move up along GB as income rises. The total-expenditure line now equals
RS, obtained by adding LP and GB. As money income expands, the
average propensity to save rises. At Tit has reached a level equal to the
fmction of the product that the government wishes to absorb. The
government, which has no money illusion, beats t he consumers who do.
After the new equilibrium is established at income OU, the price level will
have risen by FU j OU. A new equilibrium of money income, such as OU,
will result if the fraction of full-employment output that the government
wishes to absorb, or LF / HF, does not exceed the marginal propensity to
save out of full-employment income.
If consumers have no money illusion, t hey will fight back by adj usting
their consumption function in money terms. Since real income remains
unchanged, they will maintain their average propensity to consume
unchanged. As money income rises, consumer expenditures now move \
out along GW. Adding LP to GW, we obtain the total expenditure line
RZ. The slope of this line exceeds unity. Money income expands, and
prices rise at an increasing rate. Such , at least, will be the case unless
certain built-in stabilizers move into action. These may be fiscal in
nature as the effective tax rate rises with income or as support payments
fall. 1 Or, they may originate in the private sector. Thus, earnings
received by individuals with a high marginal propensity to consume (such
as wage earners) may lag behind earnings of others with a lower propen1

Seep. 50&.
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sity to consume (such as profits recipients).• At the same time, there may
be factors of built-in instability, er:;pecia lly if induced effects of price-level
anticipations upon profits are a.llowed for. In the extreme case, this takes
the form of Sachjlucht and leads to the sharp rise in velocity that is typical
of hyperinflation.
l\loney illusion of consumers thus facilitates stabilization, and there are
other factors that may lead to a tapering off of the inflation process after
au initial shock has occurred. However, there is no need for fiscal policy
to rely on these forces. A potential inflationary gap may be closed at the
outset by an appropriate upward adjustment in tax rates, thus holding
private expenditures to the full-employment level. This at least, may be
done in so far as the mechanics of fiscal policy are concerned, but it remains
to be seen whether the required tax restrictions are always compatible
with incentive considerations.
• For a dynamic model of this sort, see Arthur Smithies, op. cit., pp. 130- 135. In
Smithies's discussion, as in that of the present chapter, investment is held fixed. In
a mor~ realistic model, cfTects of price-level changes upon investment must be allowed
for, and the comparison must be between t he marginal propensity to spend (ro.ther
than to consume) of various taxpayers. This may greatly change the results, ns
shown on text p. 464.

CHAPTER 19

Compensatory finance: investment aspects

In the preceding chapter, we have examined the leverage effects of
budgetary adjustments under the assumption that private investment
remains unchanged. We shall now introduce effects upon investment
into the picture, retaining for t he time being the preceding framework of
comparative statics. For purposes of this chapter we shall consider
investment as a component of aggregate expenditures only. The relationship of investment to capacity and growth will be taken up in the
next chapter.
A. PROFITABILITY EFFECTS

Let us proceed on the assumption that investment is a function of
profit expectations and the rate of interest. An alternative approach,
according to which investment is considered a function of disposable
income, will be examined later. We shall find that the two approaches
lead to quite different results regarding the effects of tax policy on the
level of investment.
Role of Transaction Drain

Assuming all taxes to be in the form of an income tax, and disregarding
public debt transactions, we have a simple system of income determination given by the following equations:
Linear form

General form

Y = C+I+G
C = C[(1 - t) Y
I = J(i)
i = L(Ma)

+ R]

Y=C+I+G

C = a+ c[(1 - t) Y
l=d-ei
Ma = f- hi

Ma = M- Me

Ma

= M- M,

= k(Y

M1

= k(Y

M,

+ R)
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+ R)

+ R]

(19-1)
(19-2)
(19-3)
(19-4)
(19-5)
(19-6)
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where G and R are goods and service expenditures and transfers of government; t is the income tax rate, and M is the total money supply, all of
which are given. Mt is transaction money, and M a is asset money.
Now, let G be changed while holding t, R, and M constant. The resulting change in income is given by
dY
1
General form dG = 1 - C'[(1- t)Y](1- t)
Linear form Ll.Y

=

1 _ (1 _

+ I'(i). L'(M,). k

~)c + ek/ h Ll.G

(19-7)

Comparison with equation (18-13) shows that the size of the multiplier
is reduced.' The increase in income requires increased transaction funds,
and the resulting transaction drain reduces the supply of asset money.
This in turn raises the rate of interest, as shown by equation (19-4), and
the increase in interest reduces investment, as shown by equation (19-3).
The increase in income that results from an increase in government
expenditures will be small if k is large, since ·this means a low velocity of
transaction money and hence a heavy transaction drain. Similarly, th<'
resulting increase in income will be small if the liquidity-preference
schedule is inelastic [in which case L'(Ma) is large and his small] and if the
investment schedule is elast,ic [in which case both I'(i) and e are large].
As ekjh or I'(i) · L'(Ma) · k become large, the increase in Y secured by a
given increase in G declines, and in the limiting case it may reach zero.
The check exerted by the transaction drain cannot by its very na ture
result in a net contraction of income.
The role of transaction drain is likely to be of minor importance in
checking an expansionary policy under conditions of depression, since in a
depression the liquidity schedule tends to be highly elastic. However,
transaction drain is a factor that must be a llowed for when considering
the fiscal and monetary policies for a growing economy; and it may act as
a significant brake to inflation. We shall return to this later on, in a
somewhat different framework. The simplifying assumption of a constant M must be replaced by a more consistent setting in which the effects
of deficit or surplus policy upon the money supply and the general structure of claims are allowed for. 2

Effects on Land I Functions: First Approximation
In the simple system of income determination given in equations (19-1)
to (19-6), we have assumed that the existence of an income tax enters into
the consumption function but not into t he investment and liquiditypreference functions. This assumption must now be reconsidered. In
1
2

Seep. 435.
Sec p. 526.
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other words, our earlier partial-equilibrium analysis of effects on investment must now be integrated into the general system of income
determination. 1
We shall begin .with a general tax on investment income, and inquire
how such a tax affects profitability and thus the level of investment; and,
in particular, what reformulation, if any, it requires of equations (19-3)
and (19-4).
A highly simplified view of the matter is given in Figures 19-1 and 19-2.
Let OE in Figure 19-1 be the rate of interest determined by the liquiditypreference schedule LL and the asset money OMa. Let BA in Figure 19-2
be the investment schedule, so that investment equals OG.
8

0

Mo
Asset money

Investment

FIG. 19-1
Fro. 19-2
Fros. 19-1 and 19-2. Structural effects on investment: first approximation.

An income tax is imposed, and budget expenditures are increased by
the gain in yield. To simplify matters, let us disregard possible changes
in the payment structure and assume that lenders are in no way affected by the tax. In this case, the cost of borrowing as defined by
equation (19-4) remains unchanged as well. The interest term in the
investment function, or i in equation (19-3), is replaced by the yield y of
our former analysis2, and the condition i = y is added. Assuming the tax
law to assure loss offset, investment yield y is cut by the rate of tax.
Thus, if the tax rate is 50 per cent, the net-yield schedule is given by AC.
Introduction of the tax also cuts the net cost of borrowing by 50 per cent
since the cost of borrowing is deducted from taxable income. Thus, the
net cost of borrowing falls from OE to OF. Investment is now determined
by the intersection of the net (after tax) yield schedule AC and the net
cost of borrowing schedule FN. Since both are cut by one-half, investment remains unchanged at OG.
1
2

Seep. 312.
Seep. 318.
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If the tax does .not provide for full loss offset, yield is reduced by more
than the rate of tax, and the AB schedule drops more sharply. The FN
schedule remains as before, and investment is reduced.

Effects on Land I Functions: Second Approximation
These results differ from those of our earlier analysis, and are based on
too crude an interpretation. 1 We must consider more carefully just how
the choices of lenders and investors are affected.
Liquidity Preference and Demand for Real Assets. For purposes of
this discussion, let us distinguish between the lenders, whose business it is
to hold cash or buy debt, and the investors, whose business it is to sell debt
and purchase real assets with the proceeds.
The lenders operate on the basis of liquidity preference; and the
liquidity-preference schedule shows the amount of asset money that they
as a group are willing to hold at various rates of interest. The basic idea
underlying this schedule is that lenders wish to hold money if they
expect the rate of interest to rise and, hence, bond prices to fall; and that
they prefer to hold bonds if they expect the rate of interest to fall and,
hence, bond prices to rise. Beyond this, two interpretations are possible.
According to one, which we shall refer to as the certainty hypothesis,
each potential lender feels certain that his particular expectation is correct.
He either lends his entire funds or holds them in cash, depending on
whether he expects that the rate of interest will fall or rise. If the current rate is relatively low, more investors will expect the rate 'to rise and
prefer to hold cash than will do so if the rate is high. As a result, the
liquidity-preference schedule for the group as a whole slopes downward,
even though there is no such schedule for the individual investor.
According to another interpretation, which we shall refer to as the
uncertainty hypothesis, each lender views the interest outlook in probability terms, there being some chance for interest rates to fall and a
possibility as well that they may rise. This view is more in line with our
earlier theory of investment behavior.
Let us now turn to the investors. To simplify matters, we assume that
all investment in real assets involves the same rate of risk r. Schedule A 0
in Figure 19-3 is a schedule showing the available supply of such investments at various levels of gross yield. Since investors borrow funds to
make real investments, the cost of borrowing must be deducted.from this
gross yield to obtain the net yield. Let the cost of borrowing, as determined by the liquidity preference of lenders, be equal to EF. Schedule
An then records the available supply of such investments at various levels
of net yield.
The other side of the picture is provided by a schedule showing the
1
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willingness of investors to borrow and invest at vari~us levels of net
yield and risk r. This is shown by the W,n schedule. It may be looked
upon as a demand schedule for real investment or as a supply schedule for
willingness to take investment risk.
Equilibrium is determined atE, where the two net schedules intersect
and real investment equals OC. The gross yield equals CF, the cost of
borrowing equals EF, and the investors' net yield equals CE. This
interpretation differs somewhat from the usual view of the investment

Investment
FIG.

19-3. Structural effects on investment: second approximation.

sector in the system of income determination. Whereas ·the usual I
schedule refers to the cost of borrowing as set by the liquidity-preference
schedule of the lenders, our A 0 schedule refers to this cost plus the reward
for risk taking charged by the borrower-investor.
Tax with Loss Offset. Let us now introduce into this system a 50 per
cent tax with perfect loss offset. Consider first what happens on the
lender's side of the picture. If we proceed on the certainty hypothesis,
the tax will leave the cost of borrowing unaffected. 1 Interest income is a
pure rent income, and the lender takes what he can get. However, the
uncertainty hypothesis is to be preferred. In this case, and assuming full
I To simplify matters, we still assume that the supply of asset money is not affcctcc!
by the introd).lction of the tax, or that such effects as result are compensated for by
monetary measurPs.
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loss offset, we know that the price of risk taking is unaffected. 1 There is
no adverse substitution effect against lending but an income effect in its
favor. At any given market rate or cost of borrowing, the net yield to the
lender is reduced by the rate of tax. As a result of this income effect,
lenders attempt to buy more debt. The liquidity-preference schedule
drops; the cost of lending is reduced. 2 Returning to Figures 19-1 and
19-2, let us suppose that the liquidity-preference schedule drops to L~1 •
The net cost of borrowing falls to KS, and investment rises to OP.
Taking a more subtle view of the investment side of the picture, we must
reconsider the matter in terms of Figure 19-3. Consider first what
happens to the A 0 schedule, showing the amount of investments available
at various levels of gross yield. Since perfect loss offset is allowed for,
yield is reduced by the rate of tax. We thus obtain the Aut schedule,
showing the gross yield after tax but before deducting the cost of borrowing. The cost of borrowing has been reduced and now falls short of EF.
Let us suppose that it equals VF. Since the cost of borrowing may be
deducted from taxable income, the net cost of borrowing equals 50 per
cent thereof. Schedule Ant, showing the net yield after deducting tax and
cost of borrowing, is obtained as a parallel to A 0 t, so that GN = t l'F.
Finally, we must allow for the fact that private risk as well as the yield
of investment is reduced by the rate of tax. As a result, investors are now
confronted with a lower risk proposition. They are willing to make the
same investment at a lower net yield after tax. Thus, the willingness-toinvest schedule shifts from TV,n to the right, to a position such as shown
by Wrnt. 3 The two net schedules now intersect at H. The tax results in
an increase in investment from OCto OD.
The result of increased investment remains, though to a lesser degree, if
the cost of borrowing is not afTected by the tax. 4 This outcome is in full
accord with that of our earlier discussion.
Seep. 320.
Note that our two interpretations of liquidity preference arc both based on the
assumption that there is no utility to the holding of money as such. (See p. 427.)
In other words, money in excess of transaction needs will be held only if this makes
for a more profitable investment portfolio (in view of the given outlook and preferences) than would another combination of assets. The assumption that the holding
of money has a utility other than this may underlie Kalecki's conclusion that imposition of a tax raises the cost of borrowing. SeeM. l{alecki, "A Theory of Commodity,
Income and Capital Taxation," Economic Journal, vol. 47, no. 187, pp. 444- 450,
September, 1937.
3 The intersection of W,,., with CF must be below G.
Intersection at G would mean
that investors hold investment constant even though risk is reduced by the rate of
tax and net yield is reduced at a lesser rate. This would be possible only if income is
an inferior good.
'In this case, the distance between the A 0 , and A,., schedules equals one-half EF,
and the new An< schedule intersects CF at K. As before, the W ,,., schedule must inter~e<:t CF below K, provided that income is not an inferior good.
1

2
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Tax without Loss Offset. As before, the results differ if no loss offset is
allowed for. If lenders operate under the certainty hypothesis, the cost
of borrowing is again unaffected. Since the possibility of loss is excluded,
provision for loss offset is irrelevant. If lenders operate under the
uncertainty hypothesis, a tax without loss offset carries a substitution
effect which is adverse to lending and an income effect which is favorable.
On balance, the cost of borrowing may rise, fall, or remain unchanged.
If it falls, the decline will be less than under full loss offset.
On the investor's side, the situation differs in two respects from thut of
the tax with full loss offset. Since the tax leaves private risk unchanged,
the Wrn schedule remains unchanged. Since yield is reduced by more
than the rate of tax, the A 0 t schedule drops more sharply and its slope is
reduced. Whether the cost of borrowing increases or not, the new Ant
schedule lies below the schedule with full loss offset. The new level of
investment falls short of OS, and the tax reduces investment by more than
SC. Again, the result is in line with that of our earlier discussion.
Undoubtedly this model presents much too simple a view of the problem. However, it suggests the kind of syst em that must be substituted
for the liquidity-preference and investment equation of the conventional
type, if one wishes to examine profitability effects of taxation upon
investment.
B. EFFECTS ON THE SUPPLY OF FUNDS

The discussion of the preceding section has dealt with taxation effects
upon the investor's willingness to invest available funds. It is similar in
this respect to the traditional monetary analysis in terms of elasticities of
the L and I schedules and of change.s in money supply. As in the case
of monetary analysis, there is another approach-an approach that
stresses the availability of funds, more or less independent of their
cost.
One is tempted to discard this approach because the budget process-in
the confines of the balanced budget, at least-cannot affect the total
supply of funds. This is true enough, but it does not eliminate the problem, since the fiscal process may redistribute available funW; so as to
modify the effective pattern of asset preferences. This aspect is of
particular importance where the credit market is imperfect and where
potential investors have a strong aversion to incurring debt. 1
By way of illustration, let us carry this a pproach to its extreme and
replace the liquidity-preference and investment functions of the earlier
analysis by an equation showing investment as a function of available
1
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funds, including depreciation charges and retained earnings of business. 1
If this view is taken, the analysis of taxation effects on investment is
greatly simplified. Investment is treated as a propensity to spend out
of that share of income which flows into depreciation or into retained
earnings, just as consumpt ion is treated as a propensity to spend out of
that share which is paid out to individuals. Both may be combined into
a total spendings function.
'An approach of this sort, adjusted for time lags, is to be found in
econometric models of income determination 2 and in recent growth
1

Such a model may be illustrated by the following

~yst!'m:

Y=C+I+G
C = C[(W
D)(l - tp)l
I = l[A
P(1 - 16) - Dl
P = P(Y)
D = DP(1 - 16)
A = A(K)
Y=P+ W+A

+
+

where G is government expenditures, tp is the rate of tax on personal income, 16 is the
rate of tax on business profits, and K is capital stock, all given. The unknowns to be
solved for are income Y, investment I, consumption C, wage income W, dividend
income D, profits P, and amortization charges A. In equilibrium, the government
deficit or surplus must match the excess of saving or investment in the private sector.
2 An approach of this sort seems to underly the J{lcin-Goldberger model.
See
Lawrence R. Klein and A. S. Goldberger, An Econometric Model of the United States,
19ft9-195£, North-Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1955. The investment function of the model reads:

I = -16.71

+ 0.78[(1

- t)P

+ Dj_,- 0.073K_, + O.l4L_,

where P is profits, D is depreciation, K is capital stock, Lis liquid funds held by business, and the subscript -1 indicates preceding period. Of the items in the equation,
t he L and D reflect an available-funds approach to investment, while K reflects a
profitability approach. P may appear as an index of either profitability or availability of funds. The fact that P is combined with depreciation (which is clearly on the
availability aide) suggests the latter interpretation. Since K carries little weight, we
are left in effect with an availability approach with 0.78 for the propensity to invest
out of available funds, compared with only 0.75 for the propensity to consume out
of disposable income.
Note also that the empirical profit-investment relationship of the model makes no
explicit assumption as to whether the corporation income tax is shifted or not. The
identity of profits after tax and profits before tax minus tax, holds in either case. Yet
if we wish to predict the effects of a change in profits tax, it would hardly seem possible
to do so properly without making a specific assumption as to incidence, i.e., without
deciding whether such a tax should be treated as an excise or an income tax. A
decision on shifting may not be needed to predict changes in income if the structural
relations are held constant, but more refined methods involving greater insight at
the micro level are required if the results of structural changes in the tax system are to
be predicted.
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models. As far as fiscal analysis is concerned, investment is dealt with
in terms of an investment function just as consumption is dealt with in
the consumption function. Introduction of investment effects merely
repeats the procedure applied previously when a distinction was drawn
between the propensities to consume of various income recipients in the
fixed-investment model.2 Proceeding along the same line, different
propensities to invest may be imputed to savings out of different types
of income.
While attractive in its simplicity, this approach hardly provides the
basis for an adequate analysis of fiscal effects on investment. Though
empirical investment functions of the available-funds type yield an
adequate fit, it does not follow that effects on profitability are nonexistent.
The very change in available funds may have coincided with changes in
profitability and profit expectations, and taxes may have been constant in
their effects on profitability. An investment function that is adequate to
predict changes in total income while holding budget para meters constant
may not be adequate to trace the results of changes in these parameters.
Empirical aspects aside, effects on investment through changes in
availability differ from those through changes in profita bility. Under the
availability approach, an increase in tax must reduce investment, provided that the taxpayer's propensity to invest exceeds zero; and the limit
to a possible effect on investment expenditure is set by the amount of
yield. The situation is again similar to that found in the preceding
discussion on consumpt ion effects. Under the profita bility approach, a
tax may increase or reduce investment, a'n d the amount of change in
investment may exceed or fall short of the amount in yield. This is of
basic importance for the efficiency of alternative budget adjustments
when allowing for investment effects.
C. ALTERNATIVE METHODS RECONSIDERED

Our earlier evaluation of the relative effectiveness of alternative budget
policies was based on the assumption that private investment remains
unchanged. 3 It remains to consider what modifications are needed if
effect s on investment are allowed for.
Availability Effects
Suppose first that effects on investment operate through changes in the
availability of funds only. If we assume that the spending patterns of all
individuals are the same, the allowance for investment effects becomes
Seep. 489.
Seep. 438.
a Seep. 442.
1

2
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equivalent to assuming a higher propensity to consume. Provided that
the marginal propensity to spend on consumption and investment falls
short of 1, all the earlier conclusions (applicable if the marginal propensity
to consume falls short of 1) still hold true.
If we allow for differences in spending patterns, the qualitative aspects
of tax policy are changed somewhat. Suppose that the marginal propensities to consume among taxpayers differ, but that the marginal propensity to invest out of saving is the same throughout. In this case, marginal
propensities to spend on consumption plus investment will differ less
sharply (in relative terms) than marginal propensities to consume.
Thus, the leverage effect of changes in tax distributions is reduced. This
conclusion h olds more strongly so if the marginal propensity to invest out
of savings is related inversely to the marginal propensity to consume, .as
may be the case with regard to risk capital.
Profitability Effects

These are more or less minor qualifications to the reasoning of the
preceding chapter, but the picture may change sharply if effects on
·
profitability are allowed for.
For argument's sake, let us suppose that investment I varies inversely
with the tax rate t. 1 Our earlier conclusions regarding the leverage of
changes in government expenditures G with constant t remain unaffected.
The leverage of an increase in G with constant tax yield Tis raised, since
the adjustment implies a reduction in t. The leverage of a reduction in t
with constant G is increased as well. Budget adjustments involving equal
direction changes in G and t, on the contrary, are reduced in effectiveness,
the change in t now leading to offsetting changes in both I and C. This
includes the case of equal changes in G and T, or balanced-budget adjustments. Since t is raised, they will have a lesser leverage than in the
absence of inverse investment effects.
Indeed, a decline in the balanced budget may now raise the level of
income, and budget expansion may reduce it. Balanced-budget reduction is expansionary if the gain in investment that results from a reduction in tax rate exceeds the associated cut in government expenditure.
Balanced-budget expansion is restrictive if the resulting decline in investment exceeds the increase in government expenditures. 2
A corollary proposition holds that a reduction in t with G constant will
increase rather than reduce tax yield. It applies if the resulting increase
in investment raises income by an amount sufficiently great so that the
1 We assume throughout this discussion that the marginal propensity to consume
falls short of 1. For another set of unorthodox results, obtained with fixed investment, see p. 437 where the marginal propensity to consume is allowed to exceed 1.
2 To illustrate a setting unde~:. which an expansion in the balanced budget may be
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"'gain in )field 1equal to the new and low~r tax rll;te times the rise iri income)
more than offsets the loss in yield (equal to the reduction in tax rate times
the initial level of income) . 1
restrictive, let us write the fo llowing as our system of income determination:
Y = C +1 +G
C = A + c(l - t) Y
I = D- nDt

T

=

G

T

=

tY

( 1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

According to cq. (3), investment is related inversely to the tax rate.
tem, we obtain
y =A+ D- nDt
(1 - c)(l - t)

+

(1 - c)[A
D ( l - n)]
=
[(1- c)(l- t)]t

dY

and

Tt

From this sys(6)

(7)

From eq. (7) we conclude that
dY(ii"<

o I·rn s
....

1

+ D~

Thus, balanced-budget changes nrc neutral if n = l + A I D.
In terms of finite differences, hearing in mind that ti'l' = titYo
from eqs. (1) to (5) the expression
til'= ( l - c)Yo- nD tit
(1 - c)(l - t,)

so that tiY

~

0 if nD

~

(1- c)Y0 •

+ t, til', we obtain
(8)

A + D(1 - nto)
.
As Yo = (1 _ c)(l _to)' hoth formulatiOns

give the same condition .
There would seem to be no particular reason to assume that A < or > D. Either
may be the case. If A = D, balanced budget expansion is restrictive if n ~ 2, which
means that investment becomes zero as the tax rate reaches 50 per cent.
Other investment functions can be devised that give more or less similar results, as,
for instance, I = n - m7' = n - mtY. On the other hand, for an investment function of such a propensity type that I = n + w(1 - t)Y, balanced-budget expa,nsion
must raise Y, since the investment function merely adds another-relationship that is
analytically similar to the consumption function.
~ Using eqs. (1) to (3) as before, and completing the system with

we obtain
from which

(9)

G=O
Y=A+G+D-Dnt

+ ct)
+ G + l))c + Dn(1

(1 - c

dY

'Iii - -

(A

•(1 -

c

+ ct)•

- c)

( 10)

which is always negative. Ta* reduction raises income as itl does in a model with a
propensity to invest function.
Defining 'I' = iY, we obtain
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These l'esults, which turn the conventional conclusions of fiscal policy
topsy-turvy, cannot come about if investment effects are limited to the
availability type. In this case, balanced-budget leverage may become
zero as the marginal propensity to spend in the private sector reaches 1;
but it cannot become negative. Simila1:ly, a reduction in tax rate cannot
increase yield, since restoration of the old yield woulq annul the cause of
increase in income. The unorthodox theorems can hold only if investment is related inversely to the tax rate, and if this relationship is suffi·ciently strong. While such a condition is unlikely, it is not impossible; it
shou1d be kept in mind, if only to demonstrate that ·the conventional
conclusions are based on empirical hypotheses rather than abstract logic.
Further qualifications to the conventional doctrine arise when effects on
growth are allowed for.
D. CHECKING INFLATION

As in the discussion of consumption aspects, special problems arise in
applying fiscal controls to checking inflation. These will now be considered in a preliminary fashion.' A fuller treatment of the matter must
be postponed till the next chapter, where effects of investment upon
capacity and growth are dealt with extensively.
High Taxes as a Cause of Capital Shortage
It has been argued that taxes on investment cannot be used to check
inflation because they curtail capacity and hence reauce available supplies. In evaluating this argument, one must distinguish between two
cases: one in which the comparison is between no tax and introduction of a
tax that reduces investment, and another where the comparison is
between a tax which reduces investment and a tax which reduces consumption by the same amount.
Introduction of a tax that reduces investment results in an immediate
reduction in expenditures, but in only a gradual loss of potential capacity.
Suppose, for instance, that the annual rate of investment is reduced by

+ G + D)t - nDt
(1 - c + ct)
(1 - c)(A + G + D - 2nDt) - nDct•
dT
dt(1 - c + ct)'
n
> (1 - c)(A + G + D)
dT < O
if
T -

and
so that

2

(A

tD[2 - c - c(l - t).]

dt

(11)

(12)
(13)

In terms of finite differences, we now have
t..T =

+ t..tn)
+ ct )r

t..t (1 - c)(ctoYo

- D

(1 - c

1

(14)
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$1 billion. With a multiplier of 2.5, this means an eventual reduction in
the annual rate of spending of $2.5 billion. Setting the length of the
income-expenditure period equal to four months, a reduction in the annual
rate of spending by $2.2 billion is reached within one year. Assuming
investment to result in a 20 per cent net return per annum, the potential
loss of output within, a year will be $200 million, and a level of $2.5
billion will be reached only after 12 years. Thus, the net deflationary
effect of the tax will be substantial for a good many years. In the
cyclical context, at least, the deflationary effect of reducing investment
expenditures will outweigh the inflationary effect from the loss of
potential additions to capacity.
By the same token, removal of a tax on investment will have an inflationary effect for a considerable period. Replacement of a tax on investment with a tax on consumption, on the other hand, is deflationary from
the outset. While expenditures are unchanged, increased capacity
becomes available. However, it must again be kept in mind that this
additional capacity is built up slowly, so that the consideration remains
of secular rather than of cyclical impor~ance.

High Taxes as a Cause of Spending
While taxes are usually blamed for reducing investment, it has been
argued as well that a profits tax cannot be used to check inflation because
it encourages business spending.
The argument says, in its crudest form, that a high rate of tax reduces
the net cost of labor, plant, or materials because such outlays can be
deducted from taxable income. Thus, if the tax rate is 90 per cent, the
government "contributes" 90 cents of every dollar that the business
spends. This being the case, the tax is said to encourage additional costs
to be undertaken.
Suppose that the tax is expected to be permanent. In this case, an
increase 'in tax rate cannot render previously unprofitable investments
profitable; or, for that matter, it cannot enable the employer to grant a
wage increase that otherwise would have been impossible. If profits
before tax are Pb = S - C, where Sis sales proceeds and Cis costs, profits
after tax are P a = (1 - t) (S - C). Now P a is obviously smaller than
Pb, since 1 - t < 1. The substitution effect is adverse, and investment
declines unless the income effect is decisive.
The situation differs where the inet:ease in tax rate is expected to be
temporary. 1 In this case, otherwise unprofitable investments may be
rendered profitable by an increase in tax, provided that depreciation
may be charged in advance of the receipt of profits, and sufficient other
1 See Dan T. Smith, "Note on Inflationary Consequences of High Taxation,"
Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 34, no. 3, pp. 243- 247, August, 1952.
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income (or provision for perfect loss offset) is available against which to
charge it. Let us suppose that the entire depreciation may be charged
during the period of temporarily high tax rates, with other income
sufficient to absorb the depreciation charge; and that the entire profits
are expected to accrue during the subsequent period of low tax rates.
As before, profits before tax are Pb = S - C. Profits after tax now are
Pa = (1 - t,)S - (1 - th)C, where t, is the low tax rate of the future and
th is the high tax rate of the present. Profitability has risen, since
[(1 - t,)S - (1 - th)CJ!(S - C) > 1, provided that P, > 0. If depreciation extends into the hw-rate peri:>d. and profits accrue in part in
the low-rate period, the gain in profitability is less marked, but a gain
remains as long as the fraction of profits that accrues during the highrate period exceeds the fraction of profits that accrues during the lowrate period. This consideration explains the potency of accelerated
depreciation in a period of temporarily high tax rates; it also explains
how expectation of early tax reduction may induce outlays, such as
advertising or labor hoarding, which can be expensed but which are
nevertheless in the nature of investment. These factors may interfere
with the restrictive effectiveness of profits taxation during a war economy,
especially toward the end of a war, when a reduction in tax rates is predicted in the foreseeable future.
Similar inducements can be given to consumer spending. A proprietor
may find it worthwhile to incur additional business expenses, for example,
convention trips, which add to his consumption but which may be charged
against a profits tax. An employee may avoid a personal income tax by
receiving wages in kind (such as the services of a company·car), which, per
dollar of cost to the company, would add more to his net wages than a
corresponding cash income. In both cases, the problem is one of faulty
definition of taxable income rather than high rates of tax. However, the
difficulties of applying a proper income concept increase with the level of
rates, since avoidance becomes more worthwhile.

Cost-push Inflation
Notwithstanding these and other difficulties, fiscal controls are well
adapted to deal with inflation if the problem is one of checking excessive
demand. They are less well adapted to deal with a cost-push type of
inflation where equilibrium cannot be restored by curtailing demand.
In a setting where powerful sectors of the economy are in a position to
administer prices- of labor or products-demands for higher cost payments and/ or prices may be the originating factor in the inflation process.
Or, adjustments on the supply side may accentuate an inflationary process
that began with an impulse on the demand side. This might be the case
if wages follow prices, but a percentage markup is made on increased
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wage costs.• In such situations, the fiscal or monetary authority may be
left with the dire choice between validating the rising level of prices by
assuring a corresponding growth in demand, thus underwriting inflation,
or checking the increase in price level by curtailing aggregate demand,
thereby imposing unemployment.
The difficulty in such a situation is not that fiscal or, for that matter,
monetary policy is incapable of curtailing demand. Rather, it is that a
restriction in aggregate demand does not solve the dual task of achieving
high employment and price-level stability. To meet the problem, other
types of control are required. These may be of a nonfiscal sort, such as
some forms of national wage-price policy, or they may involve fiscal
devices. The choice of the appropriate techniques depends upon the
nature of the forces that make for rising costs.
Suppose that the major cause is an annual demand by unions for a
given percentage increase in money wages, independent of changes in
productivity. In such a case, it may seem appropriate to engage in a
fiscal-monetary policy to raise the rate of investment. The rate should
be raised to that level which will validate the· demand for wage increases
without inflation by creating corresponding gains in labor productivity.
With regard to monetary policy, this would take the form of easy credit
for investment and tight consumer credit. In fiscal policy, it would take
the form of productivity-increasing expenditures and of taxes that deter
consumption rather than investment. 2 Presumably, this would limit
the use of progressive income and profit taxes and call for heavier taxation
of wage income. As a result, the gain in wage rates that was to be sustained may well be canceled by higher taxes on wage incqme. If such
taxes are taken into account when formulating wage demands, the policy
breaks down. To avoid such a result, the desired cutback in consumption might be obtained through taxes on luxury consumption or a progressive spendings tax. Or, the difficulty might be met in part by
government expenditures aimed at technological improvements of a
labor-saving sort, so as to raise labor productivity with a given level of
investment.
While it might be possible, with one or another of these policies, to
solve the conflict between full employment and price-level stability by
raising the rate of growth, this is not necessarily an efficient solution.
The proper rate of growth in the efficient system is determined by the
1 For such models see James Duesenberry, "The Mechanics of Inflation," pp. 144149; and Franklin D. Holzman, "Income Determination in Open Inflation," pp.
150-158, both in Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 32, no. 2, May, 1950.
2 Sec W. Fellner, "Relative Emphasis in Tax Policy on Encouragement of Consumption or Invest,ment," in Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stability,
80th Cong., 1st Sess., Joint Committee on the Economic Report, pp. 210-217.
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more relevant considerations of time preference, 1 and the problem of
cost-push inflation may have to be met by more direct approaches. ~
Suppose, now, that wage demands are not determined independently of
profit margins but are aimed at maintaining a given share in the total
of wages plus profits, or raising this share. If the focus is on profits after
tax, a policy of reducing profits taxes would accentuate the difficulty
rather than relieve it. In such a case, the solution might point in the
opposite direction and call for increased taxation of profits. A still
different type of policy, calling for a high marginal tax on profits, is
required where cost-push inflation originates with price rather than wage
policy, and so forth.
The actual situation involves a mixture of these various cases. The
ideal tax policy, designed to cover all contingencies, would be through a
tax on wages that applies to wage gains in excess of productivity gains
and through a tax on profits that applies to profits from increases in price
not justified by increased costs, both taxes being applied at marginal
rate of 100 per cent. This, however, is not a feasible solution; it is merely
a restatement of the problem in terms of tax policy. It remains to be
seen whether, and to what extent, selective tax policy can contribute
to the appropriate solution; and to what extent the objective of full
employment without inflation must be permitted to determine the
desirable rate of growth.
I Seep. 553.
• On the problems of price structure and inflation, see Gardner Ackley, "A Third
Approach to Inflation," in The Relationship of Prices to Economic Sta.bility and G1'owth,
Joint Economic Committee, 85th Cong., 1958. See also J. K. Galbraith, "Market
Structure and Stabilization Policy," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 39, no. 2,
pp. 124-133, May, 1957, especially the proposal that the employer's willingness to
grant wage increases should be restrained by a temporary price freeze after wages
have been raised. Finally, see Bent Hansen, The Theory of Inflation, George Allen
& Unwin, Ltd., London, 1951, pp. 177-181, for the use of selective tax policy in closing
inflationary gaps in the factor and product markets.

CHAPTER 20

Fiscal dynamics and growth

In the preceding discussion we have examined the effects of compensatory finance in terms of comparative statics; that is to say, we have
compared the equilibrium level of income which prevails pt·ior to a change
in budget policy with that which is reached after a change has been made
and all necessary adjustments have been completed. This approach has
the merit of simplicity, but it is subject to serious shortcomings.
Even if we assume that the system is in initial equilibrium and that it
tends toward a new equilibrium after a change in budget policy is made,
an infinite number of periods must pass until this new equilibrium is
reached. We must be concerned not only with the level of the new
equilibrium but also with the way in which income moves towards it.
Moreover, the economy may not be at an equilibrium level of income to
begin with, but in a process of change over a period of time. Depending
upon the nature of the underlying relationships, this change may or may
not lead to a new equilibrium level of income. We shall examine how
changes in fiscal policy affect the path of change in income over time, and
what bearing the change will have on the new equilibrium level of income,
if one exists. By comparing the movement of income over time as it
proceeds u'n der alternative fiscal policies, we shall measure the effects of
fiscal policies in terms of what can be referred to as comparative dynamics.
The essence of a dynamic system of income determination is t hat the
spendings function for consumption and investment lls well as the budget
function for expenditures and taxes are defined with respect to the time
period in which they occur, and that these relationships in time have a
decisive influence on the movement of income. 1 As anyone at all
1 See Ragnar Frisch, "Propagation Problems and Impulse Problems in Dynamic
Economics," in Economic Essays in Hono1tr of Gustav Cassel, George Allen & Unwin,
Ltd., London, 1~33, pp. 171- 208; and J. R. Hicks, Contribution to the Theory of the
Trade Cycle, Oxford University Press, New York, 1950.
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acquainted with dynamics knows, the resulting generation of income
depends in many subtle ways upon the precise time lags that appear in the
various spending functions of the system, as well as upon the relative sizes
of the various coefficients involved. No attempt will be made here to
enter into these complexities of dynamic theory. Rather, we shall limit
the discussion to a number of very simple models. In particular, the
discussion will be restricted to typical expansionary or contractive
processes, without dealing with the problem of turning points and the
variety of formulations by which these turning points have been explained.
Our objective can only be to provide a brief introduction to the kind of
problems that will be encountered in future years when fiscal theory is
reformulated in dynamic terms. 1
A. DYNAMIC MODELS WITH STATIONARY EQUILIBRIUM:
INVESTMENT AS A FUNCTION OF LEVEL OF INCOME

We shall begin with various systems in which the capacity-creating
effects of investment are still disregarded. This is the type of dynamics
that relates to the discussion of cyclical problems. The long-run prob·
lems of growth are considered in section C.
System without Budget

First, let us examine a model in which private expenditures on consumption as well as on investment are related to the income of the preceding
period. This implies an investment function more or less similar to that
previously referred to as a propensity to invest out of income. 2 However,
the ratio of current investment to past income may now exceed the
propensity to save. It thus differs from the system dealt with earlier,
where, by the nature of comparative statics, the propensity to invest
could not exceed the propensity to save.
Let us again turn to the familiar equation
(20-1)

showing income in period n equal to expenditures of that period, including
consumption and investment. Private expenditures on consumption and
investment may be combined, since both are assumed to be a function of
the income of the past period and since investment effects on capacity are
disregarded for the time being. 3 We may write

Cn+In = E,.
1

(20-2)

I am indebted to Herbert Geyer, who hill! contributed greatly to the development of
this chapter.
2 Seep. 463.
3 Seep. 483.
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where E. is total private expenditure in period n. Defining E as a function of the income of"the past period plus a constant, we have

E.= eY,._l +A

(20-3)

This is a nonhomogeneous linear difference equation of the first order.
The solution of such a system is given by

Y.

=

Z

+ r•K

where Z defines the constant particular solution t hat is the equilibrium
level of income, and r•K defines the difference between the actual income
and the equilibrium level, with K to be determined consistently with the
initial value of Y. *
The equilibrium level of income in the absence of a budget, or Za, is
determined by setting y n = y •- l so that
Za

1
A
1- e

= -

(20-4)

An economically meaningful equilibrium exist s if Za > 0, which will be the
case if e < 1. The root of the homogeneous part of the system is given by
ra = e

(20-5)

The system has no oscillations if ra > 0. This condition is met, since
e > 0. The system is stable (converges to an equilibrium level) if ra < 1,
which is the case only if e < 1. Thus the same condition that is required
for the existence of an equilibrium income also assures that income
converges toward this equilibrium. Depending on whether the initial
income is above or below the equilibrium, income will fall or rise toward
this level and approach it asymptotically. The syst em is unstable (does
not converge towards an equilibrium level) if ra > 1, which is the case if
e > 1, that is, the marginal propensity to spend exceeds one. Given a
positive initial value, income moves up indefinitely. If e = 1, income
remains suspended at whatever level it happens to be.
Budget with Fixed Expenditures and Tax Yield

We shall now introduce a budget and begin with the assumption that
expenditures as well as taxes are fixed. Noting that the private propensity to spend, or e, refers to income after tax, we now have
(20-6)
*The reader who is not acquainted with difference equations may wish to consult the introdurtion into the technique of solving such equations and the discussion
of their stability conditions, given in W. J. Baumol and Ralph T urvey, Economic
Dynamics, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1951. Also, see R. G. D. Allen,
Mnthemntiral Economics, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1956, chaps. 1-8.
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where R is the fixed amount of government expenditures, and T 1 is the
fixed tax yield. We obtain the equilibrium level of income

z _ R- eT1 +A
1 -

1- e

(20-7)

which may be compared with Za to determine the change in the equilibrium level due to introduction of the budget. We find that

z1 =

(R ~ eTt + 1) Za

(20-8)

Thus, Z 1 > Za if R/T1 > e, which must be the case if there is an equilibrium income. The equilibrium level is increased if the ratio of government expenditures to tax yield exceeds the ratio of private expenditures
to disposable income. In the balanced-budget case, Z 1 > Za if e < 1,
which is precisely the condition for the working of the balanced-budget
multiplier.t
The root of the system is equal to ra, the root of the system in the
absence of budget activity. A budget where t:either taxes nor expenditures are related to income may affect the equilibrium level of the system
but not its stability.
Budget with Expenditure and Tax Rates as Parameters
We now introduce a budget in which expenditures as well as taxes
depend upon income. Let the government's expenditure function be

G,.

= gY,._t + R

(20-9)

where the component R is a lump sum or rock-bottom amount, while the
component g Y ,._ 1 is such that expenditures vary positively with the
national income of the last period. In the context of stabilization policy,
this is not a sensible assumption, since it involves a perverse type of
built-in flexibility. 2 Other assumptions will be considered later, but it is
convenient to begin with this formulation.
The tax function of the government is given by the expression
(20-10)

where t is the average rate of tax, which is assumed to be constant and
hence equals the marginal rate. The possible addition of a lump-sum tax
that is independent of income will be considered later.
General Case. Let us now consider the general case of a system that
may run a deficit or surplus, either at the margin or for the total budget.
Seep. 432.
Destabilizing expenditure behavior may also be expressed as G,. = j'l'. + R, where
T. = tY._ 1• Ail long as tis fixed, we have j = g/t, so that this case need not be dealt
with separately.
1

1
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The definition of income for period n is now given by
or

Yn
Yn

=

=

e(Y~-1[e(1 - t)

t.Yn-1) +A + gYn- 1 + R
+ g]Yn- 1 +A + R

(20-11)

Proceeding as before, we obtain the equilibrium income for the budget
with expenditure and tax parameters:

zp

=

A+ R

1 - e(1 - t) - g

(20-12)

As noted before, an equilibrium exists if ZP > 0. This is the case if
1 > e(1 - t) + g; in other words, if the total (private plus public) propensity to spend out of national income does not exceed unity.
The root of the homogeneous part is given by
rp

+g

= e(1 - t)

(20-13)

The system has no oscillation if rp > 0, which must always be the case.
It converges to an equilibrium level if r, < 1, which is the case if
1 > .e(1 - t) +g. Again, the condition for existence of an equilibrium
also assures that the system converges towards it. The system is
unstable if r, > 1, which is the case if 1 < e(1 - t) + g, that is, if the
combined private and public marginal propensity to spend exceeds 1.
We may now compare Z, and Za, to determine how the equilibrium
level of income is changed by the introduction of the budget. Assuming
R = 0, we find that Z, > Za if 1 > e(1 - t) + (1, which is our old condition for the existence of an equilibrium solution. Also, we may state that

zp

1 - e

= 1 - e(1 -

t) - g Za

(20-14)

so that ZP > Za if e < g/t. Since e < 1 if an equilibrium exists in the
system without budget, the equilibrium level is increased if the budget is
marginally balanced or underbalanced within certain limits. An equilibrium ceases to exist if the deficit rate becomes so large that 1 < e(1 - t)
+ g. The equilibrium level may also rise if t > g, provided that the rate
of surplus is small enough. 1
1 As in the treatment of comparative statics (see p. 435) we may inquire what
budget adjustments will serve to secure a given desired increase in the level of equilibrium income. Defining the desired level Zd as mZ,, where Z, is the prevailing level
and m > 1, we obtain for the alternative approaches

Ag =

m - 1
-;n[1

- e(1 - t) - go]

At = (1 - m)[1 - e(1 - t) - g]

me

AR = (m - 1)(A

+ Ro)
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Turning now to a comparison between rp and r.., we obtain
(20-15)

We find that rp > r.. if e < g/ t, and vice versa. If the introduction of the
budget raises the equilibri um level of income, it also increases the root of
the system and renders it less stable. At any time t he actual income will
be further from the equilibrium income. If the actual income for any
given time is above the equilibrium income, it follows that the level of
income will be higher than it would be in the absence of a budget. 1 This
somewhat unusual conclusion- that a budget which raises the equilibrium
level also reduces stability- reflects the assumption that government
expenditures are a positive function of income. As we shall see, the
result changes if this assumption is dropped.
Marginally Balanced Budget. We may now consider the case of a
marginally balanced budget, so t hat g = t. The equilibrium level of
income with the budget in the picture n ow becomes

z _
pm -

A + R

1 - e(l - g) - g

(20-16)

+

An equilibrium income exists if e(1 - g)
g < 1, which will be the case
if e < 1. Since the government's marginal propensity to spend equals
1, the combined public a nd private marginal propensity to spend falls
short of 1 if e < 1. The root of the system now equals
rpm

=

e(l - g)

+g

(20-17)

The system can have no oscillation and converges to an equilibrium if
e < 1. As before, t he condition for existence of an equilibrium is the same
as that for convergence toward an equilibrium.
Comparing the equilibrium income with and without budget, and
assuming R = 0, we now find that Za < Zpm if g > 0. Thus, introduction of the budget raises the equilibrium level, the relation being
(20-18)

the equilibrium level of income being increased by the amount of government expenditures at the new equilibrium level.
Comparing the roots of the system with and without budget, we find
1 The same conclusion holds if the actual income is below the equilibrium income
and rises toward it. In this case, it may be shown that the effect of t he increase in
the equilibrium level (due to introduction of the budget) will outweigh the effect of
the decrease in the root, which makes for a lower income relative to the equilibrium
level.
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< Tpm if e <

1.

The relationship between

rum

and

ra

is given by
(20-19)

Thus, the introduction of the budget again raises the stability of the
system. Since the equilibrium level is raised as well, income at any time
will be higher than without the budget.
Totally Balanced Budget. Let us now turn to the case of a totally
balanced budget. If R = 0, the condition for a totally balanced budget
is the same as it would be for a marginally balanced budget. If R > 0,
equation (20-6) becomes
Y,.

= e(Y,._I

- gY,._I - R)

+ gY,._I + R +A

(20-20)

and the equilibrium level of income with a totally balanced budget is
given by
(1- e)R +A
(20-21)
pt - 1 - e(1 - g) - g

z _

The condition for an equilibrium to exist is the same as in the marginally
.balanced budget. The root of the system, or Tpt, is the same as it is for
the marginally balanced budget, or rmt·
A comparison of the equilibrium level Zpt with the equilibrium level in
the absence of a budget Za shows that Za < Zpt if (1 - e)/g > - A / R.
This must always be the case. Since the comparison is between equilibrium levels, e < 1. The relationship between the two equilibrium
incomes is given by
= (1 - e)R + A
(20-22)

z

pi

(1 - g)A

z

a

which may be reconciled readily with equation (20-8) above. Since the
root of the system is the same as for the marginally balanced budget, the
discussion of equation (20-16) again applies.
Comparison of the equilibrium for the totally and the marginally
balanced budgets shows that Zpm > Zpt if eR/[1 - e(1 - g) - g] > 0,
which must again be the case. The relation between the two equilibriums
is given by

A+R

z_ = A + (1 -

e)R Zvt

(20-23)

Budget with Fixed Expenditures and Tax Parameters

The expenditure function of the preceding model divided budget
expenditures into two components, including a fixed part and a part that
varied directly with income. Such an assumption is reasonable for the
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treatment of growth problems, and we shall return to it in that connection.1 At the same time, this assumption is not in line with a sensible
policy of compensatory finance in the cyclical setting. Let us reconsider
the preceding conclusions while holding public expenditures fixed at level
R. At the same time, the tax function is the same as in equation (20-10).
The new equilibrium level, after introduction of the budget zp, is
obtained from equation (20-12) by setting g = 0. By comparing this
expression with Za as defined in equation (20-4), we obtain

(A+ R)(1 - e)

zpf

= A(1 - e(1 - t)] Za

(20-24)

It follows that .ZP1 ~ Za if t ~ R(1 ,- e)/Ae. Thus, the equilibrium
level of income may be raised or reduced, depending upon the level of t
relative toR, A, and e. In general terms, the introduction of the budget
will leave Z unchanged if etZa, which is the loss in private expenditures
due to taxation at the old equilibrium income, is equal to R, which is the
gain through governmental expenditures. This may be readily reconciled
with the previous condition. A deficit budget, or a budget that lacks an
adequate surplus, raises the equilibrium leveL
•
The new root of the system is obtained from equation (20-13) with
g = 0, so that, for a comparison of the roots,
Tpf

=

(1 - t)ra

(20-25)

Since 0 < t < 1, introduction of the budget incr eases the stability of t.he
system which, of course, is the central point of the built-in flexibility
proposition.
Pump Priming

All the preceding policy adjustments involved permanent changes in
budget policy, whether in terms of g and t or T 1 and R. As such they
differ from the type of measure that in t he thirties was referred to as pump
pnmmg. According to this view, the problem of antidepression policy is
one of moving the economy from dead center. Once this is accomplished,
the initial change in budget parameters may be repealed, but t he economy
nevertheless continues on its higher course.
Suppose that the economy is at an equilibrium level of income that falls
short of full employment. Changes in budget parameters are made that
cause the level of income to rise. After income reaches or exceeds a
certain threshold, or after a certain rate of increase is reached, there
occurs an upward shift in the investment or consumption function that
now provides the leverage initially secured by the budget adjustment.
Models of this type, which involve nonlinear spendings functions, may
1

Seep. 185.
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be feasible, but the nature of the resulting systems becomes very complex
and cannot be examined here.
B. DYNAMIC MODELS WITH STATIONARY EQUILIBRIUM:
INVESTMENT AS A FUNCTION OF' CHANGE IN INCOME

Let us turn to a second type of dynamic system. The capacitycreating effects of investment are still disregarded, but investment is now
a function of change in income. Consumption remains a function of past
income, as before.

Income Determination in Absence of Budget
We now have the following system :

Y,. = C.. +I,.
G.. = cY,._, +A
I ,. = /3(Y,._, - Yn- 2)
so that

•

Y .. = (c

+ f3)Y,._, -

{3Y,._2 + A

(20-26)
(20-27)
(20-28)
(20-29)

This is a second-order linear nonhomogeneous difference equation, the
equilibrium solution for which is given by Za = Y,. = Y,._ 1 = Yn-2; thus
Za

1

= -- A
1- c

(20-30)

The equilibrium level of income is independent of investment, which in
equilibrium equals zero. For 0 < c < 1 a n equilibrium exists. This
second-order system has two roots, which are determined by
(20-3 1)

Consistent with initial conditions and z4 , these roots set the course of
income over time. Depending upon the size of the roots, we may get
various patterns of income movement toward, away from, or around the
equilibrium. This may be established without solving for the r's by
reference to stability conditions. ' In the above system, income is stable
if both c and {3 are positive and smaller than unity.
1 See Paul A. Samuelson, Foundations of Economic Analysis, Harvard University
Press, Cambridge, Mass. , 1947, p. 436, expression 183. If we have for (20-31)

r• + a1r +a.

=

0

each of t he following conditions must be met:

+a,+ a,> 0
1 - a. > 0
1 -a, + a.> 0

1

if the system is 'to be stable, i.e., converge toward equilibrium by some pattern.
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Budget with Fixed Expenditures and Tax Yield
We now introduce the budget and again begin with a case where budget
expenditures R and tax yield T 1 are fixed.
Income in period n now equals

Y" = (c

+ ,B)Yn- 1- .BYn- 2 +A+ R- cT,

(20-32)

The equilibrium solution is now given by

z,

A+ R- cT1

(20-33)

= ----'-;1---c- - '

and the roots remain unchanged, as determined by equation (20-31).
Introduction of the budget does not affect the stability of the system, but
the equilibrium income is raised if R > cT1. The relation between the
equilibrium levels before and after budget is given by
Zr

= ( R -A cT1

+ 1)

Za

(20-34)

which is similar to equation (20-8) of the prece~ing section. If c < 1 so
that the system is stable, a balanced budget raises the equilibrium level of
income, and with stability unchanged income will be higher for any
period.

Budget with Expenditure and Tax Rates as Parameters
We now proceed to a system where government expenditures and tax
yield are defined as in equations (20-9) and (20-19) preceding. Income
in period n now equals 1
Yn = [c(1 - t)

+ g + ,B]Yn- 1- ,BYn-2 +A + R

(20-35)

The equilibrium solution is given by

A+R

Zp

= ,...1--- c-:-::
(1,.---t.,.,..)- -- g

(20-36)

The system has an equilibrium if 1 > c(1 - t) + g, that is, if the private
propensity to spend on consumption and the propensity to spend by
government add to less than 1. By comparison with Za as defined in
1 It will be noted that this system differs from that in Samuelson's famous initial
formulation (see Paul A. Samuelson, "Interactions between the Multiplier Analysis
and the Principle of Acceleration," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 21, pp. 7578, 1939) in that our accelerator relates to changes in total income, including investment and government expenditures, and not to changes in consumption only.
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equation (20-30), we obtain
Zp =

(A + R)(1 - c)
A[1 - c(1 - t) - gJ Za

(20-37)

Introduction of the budget may either raise or lower the equilibrium level.
The larger are Rand g, and the smaller is t, the larger will be the expression
on the right side.
The roots of the system are determined by

rv 2

-

[c(1 - t)

+ g + .BJrv + f.J = 0

(20-38)

Applying the stability conditions, we find that for the system to be stable
we must have c(l - t) + g < 1 and f.J < 1. These two conditions are
readily seen. Also, we must have 1 + (1 - t)c + g + 2{3 > 0, which will
be the case for our system. If the first condition is met, but not the
second, the system has an equilibrium but is unstable.
Comparison of the first stability condition with and without the budget
shows that stability is not affected if ct = g. Assuming c < 1 and f.J < 1
so that the initial system is stable, introduction of the budget may render
the system unstable if g - ct is sufficiently large. This again reflects the
destabilizing effect of varying government expenditures directly with
income. If the system after introduction of the budget is to be stable, we
must have g < 1 - c(1 - t). The government's propensity to spend
must not exceed the community's propensity to save. Should the initial
system be unstable because c > 1, introduction of the budget may provide
for stability if ct - g is sufficiently large. The second stability condition
f.J < 1 is not affected. The third stability condition must always be met,
given the reaction structure here under consideration, with or without a
budget. 1
Marginally Balanced Budget. The case for the marginally balanced
budget may be obtained by setting g = tin equations (20-37) and (20-38).
Comparing the equilibrium level of income for a marginally balanced
budget Zpm with Za, we find that
Zpm

=

1

+RIA Za

1 -g

(20-39)

where z,,.. > Za, since g < 1 if an equilibrium exists.
The first stability condition in the absence of a budget was met if
1 > c.* With the marginally balanced budget, it is met if 1 > c

+

1

The condition is given by
1

+ c + g + 2(3

-

ct

>0

Since c, g, (3, and t are all positive, the condition must be met. ·
• The second condition (3 < 1 is unaffected. The third is met again with or without budget, but the lower limit is reduced, as may be expected.
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g(1 - c). This will always be the case if the system tends toward an
equilibrium income. This tendency cannot be destroyed by the introduction of a marginally balanced budget, provided g < 1. However, the
speed at which equilibrium is approached will be reduced as c + g(1 - c)
> c, assuming throughout! that c < 1.

Budget with Fixed Expenditures and Tax Parameters
As before, we may now turn to a more reasonable model, where the level
of public expenditures is fixed while tax yield remains a function of income.
The new equilibrium level of income Zpf is obtained from equation
(20-36) by setting g = 0, and its relation to the prebudget equilibrium
is obtained similarly from (20-37) . We find that Zpf ~ za, depending on
whether t ~ [(1 - c)R]/cA.
The equation determining the roots of the system is obtained from
(20-38) by setting g = 0. For the system to be stable, we must have
c(1 - t) < 1. Also, we must have fJ < 1 and 1 + (1 - t)c + 2{3 > 0.
All conditions are met if the system was stable prior to introduction of the
budget. Introduction of the budget now is always stabilizing and causes
the system to converge more rapidly toward equilibrium. More will be
said about this in our later discussion of built-in flexibility. 1
C. BUDGET POLICY AND GROWTH

So far, our concern has been with the effects of changes in investment
on the level of aggregate demand, and hence on the level of income,
employment, and prices. In other words, we have dealt with the shortrun Keynesian role of investment as providing offsets to saving. We shall
now turn to another aspect of investment that must be considered as well.
This is the classical function of investment providing additions to capacity, thereby generating growth in income at full employment. This
makes for a basic change in the setting and objectives of a stabilizing
fiscal policy. The concept of stabilization previously directed at achieving and maintaining a stationary level of full-employment income at
stable prices must be replaced by one of securing a growing level of
capacity income at stable prices. Moreover, there is the further problem
of choosing between various rates of growth.
As investment occurs, the economy's capacity to produce is expanded.
Hence, income must grow if full employment of resources is to be maintained. For this to be the case, expenditures must grow to provide the
necessary increase in demand. The rate of growth required to maintain
full employment without inflation will be referred to as the required rate
of growth.
1

See pp. 505ff., espcrinlly p. 512.
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Now it is by no means necessary that the actual rate of growth of
expenditures will just match the required rate of growth. Suppose that
the level of investment is such that, combined with the other relationships in the system, we obtain a rate of growth in expenditures that
exceeds the required rate of growth. We should then be confronted with
an inflationary situation. Or, suppose that the expenditure rate of
growth falls short of the required rate. In this case, capacity is not
utilized fully, and sooner or later labor becomes unemployed and/or
prices fall. 'l'o avoid either of these contingencies, stabilization policy
must aim at maintaining equality between the two rates of growth once an
initial level of full employment has been established. Moreover, public
policy may aim at raising or lowering the rate at which balanced growth
proceeds.
Our first task will be to see how the required rate of growth is determined. Thereafter, we shall make various assumptions regarding investment behavior in the private sector; we shall also consider for each case
how the resulting expenditure rate of growth may be equated with the
required ra~e of growth and what policy problems arise in the process.
Determination of Required Rate

Let us begin with the addition to capacity income that results from a
given level of investment. We have the increase in capacity income or
Y,.•- Y~_ 1 = AY,.• determined by
(20-40)

where s is the ratio of increase in capacity income to increase in capital
stock. 1 The coefficient 'Y is the fraction of government expenditures G
that goes into capacity-increasing investment. Such investment may
involve public services, for example, programs for health and education,
and does not require the creation of physical assets owned by government.
1 The assumption that investment adds to capacity of the following period and the
resulting growth rate of eq. (20-47) is similar to that used by Warren L. Smith,
"Monetary-Fiscal Policy and Economic Growth," Quarterly Journal of Economics,
vol. 71, no. 1, pp. 36-55, February, 1957; J . C. Gurley, "Fiscal Policy in a Growing
Economy," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 61, no. 6, pp. 523- 535, December,
1953; and E. Cary Brown, "Fiscal Policy in a Growing Economy: A Further Word,"
Journal of Political Economy, vol. 64, no. 2, pp. 170- 172, April, 1956.
The formulation in eq. (20-40) differs from that underlying Domar's basic equation
t:J.l/1 =au, where investment must be assumed to add to capacity during the period
when it is made. See Evsey D. Domar, "Expansion and Employment," American
Economic Review, vol. 37, no. 1, pp. 34- 55, March, 1947, reprinted in Domar's Essays
in the Theory of Economic Growth, Oxford University Press, New York, 1957, pp. 83108. For a further discussion of the role of budget policy in growth see Arthur
Smithies, "The Control of Inflation," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 391
no. 3, p. 272, August, 1957.
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To simplify matters, we shall assume that the same value of s applies to
both public and private investment. 1
Turning to the demand or expenditure side of the picture, we have
Y~·

= Cn +I,.+ G,.

C~ =

(1 - o)(l - t)Y,.•

G,.

gY,.•

=

1

Eence

t.Y,.• = a(1 - t)

+t -

(20-41)
(20-42)
(20-43)
(20-44)

g M,.

Consumption is now related to current rather than past income. As
before, tis the rate of tax, and g is total government expenditure G as a
fraction of income. Whereas t.Y,.c depends upon the level of total (private
and public) investment, t.Y,.• depends (with fixed levels of g and t) upon
the change of private investment.
Under the balanced conditions 'of required growth, income change
determined from the expenditure side must be equal to income change
determined from the capacity side, so that
(20-45)
where t. Y.' is the required increase in income. Setting (20-44) equal to
(20-40), we obtain the equivalent to the Domar equation:
M

I n-t

+ 'YY Y~•-t

= s[a(l -

t)

+t-

g]

(20-46)

The assumption of constant average values of a, g, and t permits us to'
rewrite this expression as

R'

=

M,.'

~~- !

=

t.Y,.'
y~- 1

= s[t

+ a( l

- t) - g(1 - 'Y)]

(20-47)

where R' is the required rate of growth, that is to say, the rate required for
full utilization of resources and price-level stabilit-y.
We thus find that budget parameters enter into the determination of
1 The reader who wishes to allow for a different value of s for publi(• investment may
write -y = wz, where z is gov<'rnmcnt investment as a fra<'tion of government expenditures, and sw is t he incomc-rapital ratio applicable to government investment. This
replaces -y with two parameters, w and z.
The need for disUnguishing between different values of s for different types of
investment may be of particular importnnce with regard to the t ime lag with which
capital formation results in increased output. Investment by government is frequently of a kind that affects productivity slowly-as, for instance, expenditures for
education. In comparison, private investment is typically of a sort that adds to
output in a shorter period. In a more complete analysis, such differences in the lags
of income responses to various types of investment must be allowed for ; but, unfortunately, the mathematics of the problem is complicated greatly if this is done.
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the required rate of growth. Budgetary measures may involve changes
in t, g, and 'Y, and may affect the required rate of growth in various ways.
It follows from (20-47) that

oR'

ar=

oR'

au=
oR'
a-y=

+s(l - a)
-s(l - 'Y)

+sg

>
<

0
0, if 'Y

(20-48)

<1

= 0, if 'Y = 1

>0

(20-49)
(20-50)

In other words, R' rises if we reduce g and raise t or 'Y· The decline
in R! that results from a given increase in g will be related inversely to 'Y·
If 'Y = I, changes in g have no bearing on R'. Demand is not affected,
nor is total capacity creation, the only change being in the division of
investment expenditures between the public and private sectors. If
'Y < 1, the level of R' declines as grises, resources being transferred from
private investment to public uses that include consumption. An increase
in t raises R', as would an increase in a. Less resources are devoted to
consumption, and more can be placed into private investment. An
increase in 'Y, similarly, raises R'. Since the government increases its
addition to capacity without raising its addition to demand, an increase
in income and in private investment is called for.
For the case of a balanced budget where t = g, equation (20-47)
reduces to
AYn•= -Afn
(
('Y-ag
) ]
R'=-,- = sa+
Yn- 1
l n-1

(20-51)

By the nature of the system, changes in the rate of private investment
provide the equilibrating force. We now have

oR'
= +s('Y - a)
og
oR'
- =+so> 0

a'Y

~>

0 if a

< 'Y

= 0 if 'Y = a
< 0 if a> 'Y

(20-52)
(20-53)

In other words, an increase in g will raise R• if 'Y > a; it will leave Rr
unchanged if 'Y = a, and reduce R' if 'Y < a. This may be expected,
since capacity growth will be faster if the spending is done by whoever
channels a larger fraction of his income into investment. Again we are
confronted with a significant modification in the conventional balancedbudget theorem. An increase in 'Y, for the same reason, raises R•.
In order t,o evaluate the policy problems that result from these effects
of budget policy on the required rate, we must consider further the rate at
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which expenditures actually tend to grow with given budget parameters.
Only then can we examine the role of fiscal policy in ohtaining balanced
growth. The expenditure rate of growth depends on the behavioral
relationships that determine consumption and investment. In defining
the required rate, a consumption function was introduced, but the increase
in investment was taken as given. We must now introduce an investment function. A number of possible situations will be considet·ed,
giving rise to different policy problems.

Balanced Growth in the Classical Setting
Let us begin with an economy where, for any set of budget parameter:;,
private expenditures alway:; adjust themselves to provide an expenditure
rate of growth identical with the required rate. Since the' consumption
function is given by equation (20-42), this implie:; completely flexible
investment, with ex ante saving and investment always equal. This
may be described as a classical setting, using the term somewhat loosely.
In such a case, equation (20-47) describes not only the required rate but
also the actual path of balanced growth. Public policy is not concerned
with maintaining an equality between the required and the expenditure
rates of growth. This equality and, hence, full resource utilization and
price-level stability exist automatically. 1
However, public policy may affect the rate at which balanced growth
proceeds. The question of just how high this rate should be set will be
considered later. 2 Our present concern is only with the effects of budget
policy upon the rate of balanced growth. These effects are as shown in
equations (20-48) to (20-50) and need not be repeated. The growth rate
may be increased by raising 'Y and t, and for 'Y < 1 by lowering g. If we
assume that g and 'Y are determined by the Allocation Branch, the government may nevertheless secure any desired rate of growth (to the point of
zero consumption) by raising t accordingly.
Balanced Growth with a Fixed Rate of Growth in Private Investment
In the preceding case of flexible investment, our only concern was with
the effects of changes in budget parameters on the required rate of growth.
These effects will remain in the picture throughout the following discussion. However, we must now consider cases where the spendings functions in the private sector are such that the actual expenditure rate R•
may differ from the required rate Rr.
Let us begin with a setting where the rate of increase in private investment t.I•j
This is more or less analogous to the
1 is fixed exogenously.

r:_

1

More precisely, if price-level stability is to be maintained, stabilization authorities
must provide for an increase in money supply required to transact the growing output
at constant prices.
t Seep. 553.
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assumption of a fixed value of I found in static Keynesian models.
Otherwise the reaction structure remains as before. For given budget
parameters appearing on the right side of equation (20-47), the equation
tells us what will be the required value of D.Jrj[~_ 1 • Now suppose that
the prevailing equality of both rates threatens to be interrupted. The
exogenously given value D.l•/I~-~ threatens to rise and to exceed the
required rate. Assuming full utilization of resources to begin with, this
gives us a potentially inflationary situation. It may be prevented by an
increase in 'Y or t, or a decrease in g, and the opposite adjustments may be
applied to remedy a situation of potential unemployment. 1 Whatever is
done, the budgetary adjustment must be such that the right side of equation (20-47) is made to equal the given new value of flln•/I~_ 1 •
Returning to the balanced-budget case, a situation of potential inflation may be met by an increase in 'Y· Also, it may be met by a decrease
in g where 'Y < a, this being a long-run version of our earlier theorem that
an increase in the balanced budget may reduce income; and by an increase
in g where 'Y > a. If 'Y = a, adjustments in budget size will not help.
The fixed ratio flln•!I~_ 1 is incompatible with given values of sand a, and
a divergence from the required rate cannot be prevented. It may remain
possible, however, to forestall potential inflation by raising the value of
'Y and to check potential deflation by reducing it.
As long as the rate of growth of private investment is given, the
balanced rate of growth will be the same, whatever particular budget
adjustments are used to forestall a potential unbalance. By the same
token, it is impossible, in a situation of balanced growth, to change the
rate of growth without disturbing the state of balance. There is only one
possible rate of required growth in this case, and t his is the given rate of
growth of private investment . If the values of g and 'Y are given by
considerations of the Allocation Branch, the required value of t is determined by the rest of the system.
• 1 The following procedure of comparing the revised rate of growth with an explicit
expenditure rate of growth follow s t hat introduced by Warren Smith, op. cit. A
similar fo rmulation is fo und in Arthur Smithies, op. cit., p. 282.
Note that the policy action must be such that it will prevent a gap from developing
between the two rates. If the expenditure rate is permitted to exceed the required
rate for only one period, the base amount of income subject to the expenditure rate
will exceed that which is subj ect to the required rate. If both rates are equated
thereafter, we are left nevertheless with a rising inflationary gap. Since, for purposes of growth t heory, a rather lengthy period may be employed, we can assume that
an adjustment is brought about wit hin the same period of potential divergence To
avoid the complications that otherwise result, this assumpt ion is made throughout
the followin g discussion of policy ad justments. Moreover, we assume that potential
divergences between both rates are such that they may be prevented by small (to be
exact, infinitely small) changes in the budget parameters. However, the approach
might be adjusted to take account of finite changes.
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Balanced Growth with Investment a Function of the Level of Past Income
Both the preceding assumptions are surely unrealistic. We cannot
expect that private investment will adjust itself automatically to whatever growth rate is required. Nor will it be fixed independent of other
parameters in the system. Rather, investment will vary according to
some specific investment function.
Let us now consider the following expenditure system with an investment function:
(20-54)
Yn• = Cn +In + Gn
(20-55)
Cn = (1 - a)(Yn•- Tn)
(20-56)
Tn = IYn•
(20-57)
Gn = gYn•
(20-58)
I n = b(Y~-1 - Tn- 1)
The system is similar to that shown in equations (20-41) to (20-43) except
for the addition of an investment function. Expendi tures in period
n equal
(20-59)
Yn• = (1- a)(l- t)Yn• + b(1- t)Y~_ 1 + gY,•
Solving for Yn•/ Y~_ 1 and subtracting 1 from both sides, we obtain the rate
of growth of income or expenditure determined from the demand side

+g+t - g

R• = Yn• - Y~_ 1 = (b - a)(1 - t)
Y~-1

a(1 - t)

t

(20-60)

for the above system. 1
The increase in capacity income is again as defined by equation (20-40),
and the derivation of the required rate of growth Rr remains unchanged as
given in equation (20-47). Introduction of an investment function into
the determination of expenditure growth does not enter into the definition
of the required rate. This follows from the nature of the required or
equilibrium rate, since in equilibrium there must always be an equality
between private investment and income not spent on private consumption
or by government. While equation (20-58) defines planned investment,
plans may not be realized unless the values of R• and R' are equal to
each other. 2
A situation where R• threatens to exceed Rr is one of potential inflation
pressure. In order to prevent a deviation of the two rates, we may reduce
R• and/or raise R'. The direction of the appropriate changes in the
1 Equation (20-60) is similar to eq. (20) of Smith, op. cit., p. 45, except that the rate
of interest is here omitted.
2 If plans are not realized, investment behavior in the next period will hardly conform to eq. (20-58), since investors will want to adjust for inventory changes. This
is a serious defect in a simplified analysis of this sort.
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governmeritd.l·parameters can 'be found 'by differen:tia:ting 11lhe expressions
for R' and R• with respect tot and g. From equation (20-60), we have

aR•

Tt=
and

b(g - 1)

[a(1 - t)

aR·
au
=[a(1 -

+t-

-

b(1 - t)
t)
t - g)2

+

<0

(20-61)

>

(20-62)

gj2
0

Thus R• is reduced by an increase in t and a reduction in g. Previously
[see equations (20--1:8) and (20-49)] we noted that R• may be increased by a
reduction in g aml an increase in t. By raising t or lowering g, the two
rates may thus be moved together, and the potential inflationary gap may
be avoided. Thus, balanced growth may be maintained by the appropriate fiscal adjustment.
However, the level at which balanced growth is reached depends upon
which approach is taken. From equations (20-48) and (20-49) we note
that Rr will respond more sharply to a small change in t, if 'Y > a; and that
it will .respond more sharply to a change in g, if 'Y < a. From (20-61)
and (20-62) we note that R• will respond more sharply to a small change
in t, if t > g, and more sharply to a small change in g, if t < g. Suppose,
now, that a < 'Y and t < g. In this case, an increase in t will restore
balance (close the inflationary gap) at a higher rate of balanced growth
than a decrease in g. The adjustment is made more largely by moving
up R' than by pulling down R•. The opposite holds if a > 'Y and t > g.
In this case, balance will be reached at a higher level if the inflationary
gap is closed by reducing g. Similarly, a potentially deflationary gap will
be closed at a higher level by raising g if a < 'Y and t < g; and it will be
closed at a higher level by lowering t if a > 'Y and t > g.*
A similar observation holds for adjustments in y. An inorease in 'Y
raises R•. To the extent that the·potential inflationary gap may be closed
in this fashion, Rr is moved up toward R•, and balanced growth is .restored
at a higher level. While this discussion is .in terms of a .highly simplified
model, it shows how preferences regarding the desirable rate of growth
enter into the choice of stabilization policies. Further complications
enter if a distinction is drawn between various types of potential
imbalance. 1
a

* No ready conclusions can be drawn for the combinations a > -y with t < u, and
< -y with t ·> g. Here the result depends on the particular values involved.

1 For a discussion along these lines see Arthur Smithies, op. cit., p. 278.
While his
formal apparatus is quite similar to the one used here and by Warren L. Smith,
Smithies' general discussion provides a more sophisticated framework. He distinguishes between the rate of growth-required to secure full utilization of capacity and
the rate required to secure full utilization of labor, both of which must be equated with
the expenditure rate of growth to secure balanced growth. Different budget adjustments are called for, depending on which rates diverge. For a fuller development of
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' For the case 6f a balanced budget, equation ' (20-'60) reduces to

b -a
R•= - -

(20-63)

a

so that the expenditure rate is independent of the level of the balanced
budget. 1 Such being the case, a balanced-budget adjustment to close an
inflationary gap will operate through its effect on R' only. As shown in
equation (20-52), it will involve an increase in g and t if a < "{, and a
decrease if a > 'Y.
this approach, a production function must be introduced. See Robert M. Solow, "A
Contribution to the Theory of Economic Growth," Quarterly Joumal of Economics,
vol. 70, no. 1, pp. 65-94, February, 1956. Only then can we give a precise meaning
to the concepts of full capacity versus full-employment output, labor shortage, and
capital shortage.
1 This is a somewhat puzzling result, as it appears to contradict our traditional
notions about the effects of balanced-budget expansion in comparative statics. If
there is to be growth with a balanced budget, we must have b > a, which suggests
that an expansion in g and t should reduce R•, just as the conventional expansionary
effect of an increase in the balanced budget follows from the assumption of a > 0,
with b = 0. However, note that the present formulation is complicated by the
introduction of an investment lag, which makes a simple analogy to the static model
inapplicable.
Moreover, it should be kept in miud that other expenditure systems might be
devised in which R• is affected by the level of the balanced budget. Consider, for
instance, the following system:

Y,.• - C. + I . +G..
C. = (1 - a)(Y~_ 1 - 1',.)
'P,. - r Y~-t
G,. == EY!-t
I. = b(Y~_ 1 - 1',.)
The expenditure rate of growth now equals

R•
with

~ (b -

a)(l - .,.)

aR•
- = a - b - 1 <0
OT

and

+•- "
aR•

1

>0

With a balanced budget we now have
R• = (b - a)(l -

•)

and

aR•
a.

-=a-b< O

since, in order to have growth with a balanced budget, we must have b > a. This
result is consistent with the basic balanced-budget theorem, according to which a
budget increase is expansionary if the private sperldings propensities add to less than' 1,
and is neutral if they equal 1. In 'the case dealt with iri 'this note, the private propensity exceeds 1, hence the·restrictive effects of balanced-budget expansion. However,
use of this expenditure system would call for Mrtesponding adjustments in eqs.
(20-42) and (20-43) and in the resulting formulation of Rr, which entails a new set of
clifficulties.
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Instead of dealing with the problem of how to close a potential inflationary or deflationary gap, let us now suppose that balanced growth
proceeds undisturbed. However, the government wishes to move to a
higher or lower level of growth. Again setting aside for later consideration just what rate of balanced growth is desirable, let us turn to the
adjustments that may be made in order to affect this rate. 1 Holding 'Y
constant, the combined adjustments in g and t required to change the
balanced rate of growth are given by2

+

s[a(1 - t)
t sb[(1 - a)(1 s(a( 1 - t)
t sb[(1 - a)(1 -

at

aR
and

=

+

ag

oR

g)2(1 t) - (1
g)2(1 t) - (1

=

+

'Y)
b(l - t)
- -y)(1 -g)]
a)
b(1 - g)
- -y)(1 -g)]

+

(20-64)
(20-65)

The numerator is positive in both cases, and the denominator is the
same for both expressions. Therefore, a change in the balanced rate of
growth requires both g and t to be changed in the same direction. An
increase in the balanced rate of growth requires both g and t to be increased
or decreased, depending on whether the common denominator is positive
or negative, that is, on whether
(1 - a) (1 - t)

+ (1

- 'Y )g ~ 1 - 'Y

(28-66)

That is to say, the required direction of change depends on the size of the
total (private plus public) propensity to consume and on the fraction of
government expenditures going into consumption. The adjustment will
involve a deficit rate (where g > t) or a surplus rate (where t > g), depending on whether the numerator of equation (20-65) exceeds or falls short of
that of (20-64). The adjustment is possible with a marginally balanced
budget only in the special case where the two numerators are equal to each
other, that is, if a = 'Y and t = g.
With a constant -y, as assumed in deriving equations (20-64) and
(20-65), a given rate of balanced growth requires a certain level of g and a
certain level of t, which are defined by this system. The same rate of
growth might be combined with various levels of g and t if 'Y is introduced
as a further policy variable.
1
2

Seep. 553.
We have two equations :

Rr

+ a(l -

= s[t

t) - g(1 - 'Y)]

and for Rr = R•
8

[t

+ (1 _

•

a

t) _

(1 _

g

'Y

+

)] = (b - a)(1 - t)
g - t
a(1 - t)
t - g

+

in four unknowns, Rr, t, g, and 'Y· By holding one of these (say 'Y) constant, changP-s
in R in response to changes in g and t may be determined by differentiating the system.
I am in.d cbted to Warren L. Smith for suggesting this approach.
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Adjustments in Tax Structure
Further policy dimensions may be added in the form of structural tax
adjustments, shifting the burden between income subj ect to consumption
and income subject to investment, along t he lines applied in our earlier
discussion of comparative statics. 1 For this purpose, the system of
equations (20-54) to (20-58) may be refined by distinguishing between
various income sources subject to different tax rates and propensities to
consume. The system may now read

Y ,.•
C,.
T,.L
T ,.P
Y ,.•L
Y,.•P

= C,. +I,.+ G..
= (1 - aD)(Y,.•L=
=
=

T ,.L)

+ (1

- aP)(Y,.•P- T ,.P)

tLY,.•L
tPY,.•P
(1 - p) Y,.•
pY.. •

=
G,. = gY,.•

I ,. = b(Y~~ ~ - T~-~)

(20-67)
(20-68)
(20-69)
(20-70)
(20-71)
(20-72)
(20-73)
(20-74)

where aL and aP are the propensities to save, and tL and V are the tax
rates applicable to labor and profit income; p is the fraction of income
going to profits, and 1 - p is the fraction going to wages. From this we
obtain

R• = Y,.•- y~-~
y~- 1

+

_ bp - aL(1 - p) - aPp - tL(1 - p)(1 - aL) - Vp(b
1 - aP)
aL(1 - p)
aPp
tL(I - p)(l - aL)
Vp(l - aP) - g
-

+

+

+

+g

(20-75)
as the expenditure rate of growth. The effects of changes in the governmental parameters are given by
(20-76)
(20-77)
(20-78)
Seep. 439.
*Provided that (1 -g) > (1 - aL)(1 - tL)(1 - p). This condition states that
the fraction of output purchased privately must exceed the ratio of consumption by
wage earners to total income. Since the coefficients are defined in ex ante terms, we
cannot be sure that this condition is always met. It is assumed to be met for purposes of this discussion, and it must he met under conditions of balanced growth.
1
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In order to analyze the effects of policy changes on the equilibrium rate
of growth, the required rate of equation (20-47) must be adjusted accordingly. Substituting the new consumption function
C.,. = (1 - aL)(1 - tL)(1 - p ) Y n•

+ (1

- aP)(1 - tP)pYn•

(20-79)

for equation (20-42) into the system of equations (20-40) to (20-45), we
obtain

Ynr - Y:;_l
Y:;_,

Rr

=

=

s[tL(l - aL)( l - p)

+ aL( l

- p)

+ tPp(1

-

aP) +paP- g(1 - -y) j

(20-80)

The effects of changes in the government parameters upon this required
rate are given by
aRr
(20-81)
iJtL = s(1 - aL)(l - p) > 0

aRr

=

sp(l - aP)

>0

(20-82)

aRr
ag
=

-s(l - -y)

<0

(20-83)

iJtP

aR•

- = sg>O
i)-y

(20-84)

Bringing together these results, we note that R • moves inversely to tL
and tP, whereas Rr moves with tL and tP. Suppose, now, that we have a
potentially inflationary situation where R• > Rr. T he expenditure rate
may be reduced by raising either tax. The required rate will be raised in
either case. Thus the two rates are moved together from both sides.
However, t he level at which balanced growth is restored depends upon
which rate is adjusted.
To illustrate this relationship in its simplest form, let us assume that
income is divided equally between profit and wage income, so t hat
p = 1 - p; and that the propensity to consume out of disposable wage
and profit income is the same, so that 1 - aL = 1 - aP. In this case, it
follows from equations (20-81) and (20-82) that R• rises equally with a
small change in yield, whether this rise is due to a rise in t P or in tL.
However, it also follows from equations (20-76) and (20-77) that the
resulting reduction in R• will be the same in both cases only if
(1 - g) = 2((1 - aL)(1 - tL)(1 - p)j

If (1 - g) falls short of the expression on the right, the reduction in R•
will be less if the increase is in tP. Therefore, balanced growth will be
restored at a higher level by raising V. If (1 - g) exceeds the expression
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on the right, the increase in tL has the lesser effect on R• and serves to
restore balanced growth at a higher rate.
If we assume that p < 1 - p with 1 - aL still equal to 1 - aP, we
find that an increase in tL will raise R' more than will an increase in V.
This tendency will be even more pronounced if we assume 1 - aL >
1 - aP. The preceding general observations again apply to effects on R•.
In a realistic setting, the comparative results of alternative adjustments
thus depend on. a number of factors, including aL, aP, p, g, and the initial
level of tax rates V and tL. No ready generalizations can be made, but
it is evident that the choice between altemative tax adjustments may
have a significant bearing on the level at which balanced growth is
restored.
As before, we may consider the possibility of raising or lowering the
rate of growth under conditions of balanced growth. An increase in one
of the tax rates will raise R' and lower R•, while a reduction in the other
will lower R' and raise R•. Conditions may be such that the net effect of
an increase in tL and a reduction in V leads to a higher level of balanced
growth while maintaining the same ratio of total tax yield to income, and
maintaining the same levels of g and 'Y· It is more likely, however, that
the adjustment in tax structure will have to be accompanied by a change
in this ratio, or else in g or 'Y·
Finally, monetary policy may be introduced into the picture. 1 By
adding these additional variables, public policy is given a greater degree
of freedom in combining various rates of growth with various budget
structures, and in particular with various levels of g and 'Y· However,
there is no reason to assume that it will always be possible to combine
any growth objective with any particular level of g determined by the
Allocation Branch, and any particular tax strucLure determined by the
Distribution Branch.
System with Accelerator Function

We now turn to the accelerator type of investment function, as we did
in our treatment of dynamics. The proper procedure would be to take
the accelerator model given in equations (20-35) Lo (20-38) and to determine the conditions under which such a system can describe a steady rate
of growth. 2 Having established the new expenditure rate of growth, the
effects of various budgetary changes can again be determined. The
See Warren L. Smith, op. cit.
• For such conditions, see W. J. Baumol, Economic Dynamics: An Introduction, The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1951, pp. 196-198. Also see D. Hamberg, Economic
Growth and Stability, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1956; and Sidney
S. Alexander, "The Accelerator as a Generator of Steady Growth," Quarterly Journal
of Economics, vol. 63, no. 2, p. 174, 1949.
1
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artalysis is somewhat more complicated and will not be undertaken here.
However, we may expect that increases in g would again raise the expenditure rate of growth, and that increases in t would reduce it.
The difficulties inherent in the second-order system of equations
(20-35) to (20-38) may be avoided in a simpler system where investment
is a function of Y n - Yn- 1· Such a model is given by our earlier equations (20-41) to (20-43) combined with the investment function
(20-85)
We then have
Yn• = [(1 - a)(l - t)

+ g]Yn• + ln

(20-86)

and the growth rate equals

R•

=

(J - a( 1 - t) - t
a( 1 - t)
t - (J - {3
{3(1 - a)
[{3 - a( 1 - t ) - t
g)2

with

an• =

and

aR•
Tg = -

(20-87)

+

>

0

(20-88)

<0

(20-89)

Thus, an increase in t raises R•, as does a reduction in g.

The changes in

at

+

[{3 -

f3
a(l - t) - t

+ gj2

R• are in the same direction as for the required rate, as shown in equations (20-48) and (20-49). However, the effects on R• and R• may differ
in magnitude. Changes in 'Y affect R• but not R•, and hence may be used
to reduce differences in the two rates.
For the balanced-budget case, we have

Re
and

-

aR• = ag

a( l - g)

- {3 -

(20 90)

a (l - g)

af3

[{3 - a( 1 -

g)]2

-

<0

(20-91)

An increase in the balanced budget lowers R•. If R• > R•, which is
defined by equation (20-51), the two rates may be brought together by
raising g, which lowers R•, and raises R• if 'Y > a. If 'Y < a, an increase
in g will lower both rates and may not work. However, the adjustment
may always be secured by raising 'Y, at least until 'Y > a.
Such a system is readily treated, but the results do not seem particularly
useful.l In this system ex ante saving and investment are treated as
1 See J. C. Gurley, "Fiscal Policy in a Growing Economy," Journal of Political
Economy, vol. 61, no. 6, pp. 523-535, December, 1953; and E. Cary Brown, "Fiscal
Policy in a Growing Economy: A Further Word," Joumal of Political Economy, vol. 64,
no. 2, pp. 170- 172, April, 1956; and Warren L. Smit h, "Professor Gurley on Fiscal
Policy in a Growing Economy," Journal of Poll:tical Economy, vol. 62, pp. 440- 441,
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equal for any period, which results in a positive relationship between the
propensity to save and the rate of growth. An increase in g reduces the
expenditure rate of growth, while an increase in t raises it. To avoid this
unrealistic result, the accelerator type of investment function should make
use of a second-order system.

Unemployment, Inflation, and Capital Shortage
The structure of the preceding growth models is such that a potential
situation of unemployment can be avoided by raising the expenditure
rate of growth. This may not be possible in a system where wage or
price rigidities impose obstacles to the full utilization of all factors.
Suppose that real wages are rigid in the downward direction, and that
the existing capital stock is insufficient to employ the entire labor force
at the prevailing real-wage rate. The remedy is not in a general increase
in the expenditure rate of growth. In order to remove unemployment
it will be necessary to reduce consumption, increase saving, and thus
permit increased investment without inflation. 1 This requires substitution of taxes on consumption for taxes on investment, or a budget surplus
that permits additional private investment by credit expansion. As the
supply of capital is increased relative to that of labor, a larger labor force
can be employed at the given real-wage rate.
This model bears some similarity to the case of underdeveloped
countries. Here the basic problem is one of overcoming underemployment by raising real income. This requires an increase in capital, including skills as well as plant and equipment. The increase cannot be
accomplished simply by raising the level of aggregate demand. Forced
saving through inflation may be used to transfer resources to capital
formation, but the resulting choice of investment is inefficient at best,
and the allocation of the burden inequitable. The better approach is
to transfer resources to capital formation without inflation, and this
requires a transfer of demand rather than an addition to total demand.
Indeed, it is not surprising that the Keynesian remedy to unemployment
is inapplicable. The basic problem is not one of unemployment to begin
with; rather it is one of low productivity due to capital shortage and a
resulting real-wage rate so low that a high level of leisure is preferred.
What appears to be a high level of unemployment is, in fact, a situation
of poverty with full employment in the classical sense.
In a developed economy, it is evident that the capital-shortage model
October, 1954. In comparing the Gurley-Brown discussion with the present one, note
that the former does not distinguish between the required and expenditure rates,
thus assuming that growth necessarily proceeds in a balanced fashion.
1 See William Fellner, Trends and Cycles in Economic Activity, Henry Holt and
Company, Inc., New York, 1956, pp. 212-215 and 357- 367.
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does not fit the case of unemployment in the usual type of depression to
which we have been accustomed. In such a depression, excess capacity
is combined with unemployment, and the remedy must be found in
raising the level of total demand. Given substantial excess capacity to
begin with, this increase must be primarily in the form of consumer
demand. However, unemployment due to capital shortage may develop
if money wages are raised ahead of productivity gains and if demand is
restricted so as to keep prices from rising. Increased capital formation
may then prove helpful to verify u given rate of increase in money
wages. 1 Moreover, the issue of capital shortage may arise in dealing
with demand inflation, where a sustained excess of potential demand
might be met by raising capital formation and hence the required rate
of growth. 2

Secular Stagnation and Inflation
Most of the early discussion of fiscal policy was developed against the
background of the stagnation hypothesis. In retrospect, this may be
seen as a special case of a growth model. 3 There are two distinct parts to
the stagnation problem. The first deals with changes in the rate of
growth of capacity, or full-employment, income and the reasons why this
rate of growth may be expected to decline. The second part deals with
the differential between capacity income and the income that is actually
achieved in the absence of compensatory adjustments.
The first proposition, of a declining rate of growth of capacity income,
is the heart of classical economics: It is simply an expression of the basic
law of diminishing returns. Given the fixed supply of natural resources,
the size of population, and the state of technical development, the profitability of investment must decrease as the stock of capital grows. The
rate of net accumulation hence decreases, and so does growth. Given
these assumptions, the proposition stands.
The crux of the argument, and the downfall of the classical doctrine,
lies in the assumption of unchanged technique. To date, technical
progress has more than offset the increasing scarcity of natural resources.
Together with an increasing labor supply, progress in science has been
1 Seep. 470.
• Seep. 467.
a For a general survey of the stagnation thesis, see Benjamin Higgins, "Concepts
and Criteria of Secular Stagnation," in Income, Employment and Public Policy: Essays
in Honor of Alvin H. Hansen, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1948,
chap. 4, pp. 82-107. Also see Alvin H. Hansen, Fiscal Policy and Business Cycles,
W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 1941, pp. 38-46, reprinted in Reading.~
in Fiscal Policy, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewoorl,
Ill., 1955, pp.' 540- 557.
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sufficient to sustain a rising level of investment and a growing population
at a rising standard of living. Evidently there is little reason to expect
the rate of growth of full-employment output, total or per capita, to fall off
over the foreseeable future. Atomic energy is strong evidence to the
contrary.
The second proposition, of a widening gap between potential and actual
income, is an element of Keynesian economics. At any one time, demand
may exceed full-employment output or fall short of it. Our discussion of
the thirties was concerned with the latter case. The deflationary gap
between actual and potential income was expected to persist and to
widen, and this for a number of reasons. Investment was expected to
become inadequate due to a declining rate of population growth, the
disappearance of frontiers, a general slowing down of innovations, and the
increasingly "capital-saving" nature of innovation. Moreover, the need
for a high rate of investment was expected to rise due to a rising averag<'
propensity to save a nd a rising volume of gross savings by business.
These hypotheses fitted the pattern of the thirties, but subsequent
developments difTered from it. Population trends changed, the consumption function shifted upward, and investment remained at a high level.
All this occurred under the protective umbrella of a large defense budget.
Indeed, the prophecy of secular deflation turned into one of secular inflation. Chances are that the course of events will disprove the new doctrine
no less than the old, but this is not our immediate concern.
Our concern is rather with the implications for fiscal policy that arise
from a secular trend toward deflation or inflation. The preceding discussion permits us to distinguish between various types of stagnation and
their fiscal implications. Returning to the system of equations (20-47)
a~d (20-60), let us simplify matters by assuming that the values of g and
'Y are fixed by the Allocation Branch. The value of t must then be
adjusted to assure the equilibrium rate of growth. If this leaves us with
t = g, equilibrium growth at the given level of g requires a balanced
budget. If it leaves us with t < g, it requires a constant rate of deficit,
or ratio of deficit to income; and if it leaves us with t > g, a constant rate
of surplus is called for.
One may wish to refer to a situation where t < g ns one of stagnation.
Nevertheless, the deflationary gap, or deficit as per cent of income, is
constant. Let us refer to this as a state of stable stagnation. If conditions are such that a rises with income or that the rate of growth of
investment declines, t must be reduced to offset these changes. The
deflationary gap or the rate of deficit then rises, relative to income. This
might be referred to as a case of increasing stagnation. A case of declining a, or rising rate of growth of investment, might be referred to as one
of decreasing stagnation. Thus defined, the state of stagnation depends
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upon the levels of oand 'i', as set by the Allocation Branch, and will change
with changes in g and "'(. 1
The distinction between conditions of stable and increasing stagnation
is of interest in relation to the public debt. 2 For the case of stable stagnation, public debt will grow at the same rate as income. The ratio of debt
to income will remain at or approach a constant. The higher the rate of
growth, the larger the absolute deficit, but the lower the ratio of debt to
income. With a constant average rate of interest on public debt, the
ratio of interest payments to national income also approaches a constant.
Thus, there is no need to fear that an ever-rising tax rate is required to
finance interest payments. This possibility arises only in the case of
increasing stagnation, where the ratio of deficit to income rises; or in a
setting where, for classical reasons, income grows at a decreasing percentage rate.
t The reader who finds this concept objectionable will note that it results from the
simplified assumption of the growth model, in which expenditures of the Allocation
Branch are treated as independent of taxes raised by this branch. In a more refined
system, we must assume that such expenditures are paid for by benefit taxes. The
demand for government services then may be looked upon as part of the private spendings function. (See p. 33.) With distributional tax-transfer adjustments given by
the Distribution Branch, only the level of t,, or taxes of the Stabilization Branch,
remain for purposes of stabilization. In this case, the state of stagnation depends
upon the level and sign of t, or changes therein, and becomes independent of the
government's expenditures on goods and services.
2 See Evsey D. Domn.r, "The Burden of Debt and The National Income," American
Economic Review, vol. 34, no. 4, December, 1944, pp. 798-827. Reprinted as chap. 2
in E. D. Domar, Essays in the Theory of Economic Growth, Oxford University Press,
New York, 1957.

CHAPTER 21

Further problems in compensatory
finance

Certain further aspects of compensatory finance, including the problems of flexibility and neutrality, remain for consideration.
A. PROBLEMS OF TIMING AND FLEXIBILITY

Since changes in income occur over a time period, the initiation and
execution of fiscal policies must be timed properly if destabilizing changes
are to be compensated for. In order to secure a flexible policy, it is
necessary to minimize the lag between (1) the occurrence of a need for
policy adjustments and the recognition of this need; (2) recognition of
the need for changes in policy and the implementation of such changes;
and (3) introduction of policy changes and their reali.r.:ation in effectively
altering the level of income. 1

Recognition of the Need for Policy Changes
If deviations from equilibrium growth are to be checked at the outset,
policy must be planned on the basis of income predictions. Within
1 See Milton Friedman, "A Monetary and Fiscal Framework for Economic Stability," American Economic Review, vol. 38, pp. 245- 264, June, 1948, reprinted in Milton
Friedman, Essays in Positive Economics, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1953,
and in Friedrich A. Lutz and Lloyd W. Mints (cds.), Readings in Monetary Theory,
American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1951,
pp. 369- 393. Also see the papers by E. E. Hagen and A. G. Hart and the discussion
by Benjamin Higgins, "Problems in Timing and Administering Fiscal Policy in
Prosperity and Depression," American Economic Review, vol. 38, no. 2, pp. 416- 451,
May, 1948.
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certain limits this may be done-and, in fact, is done, as in estimating
prospective tax yields, financing requirements, or agricultural markets.
Moreover, progress is made in developing forecasting methods, and
valuable information on expenditure plans is becoming available from
survey techniques. Nevertheless, the possibility of preventive action
remains limited as yet. The problem of stabilization is still primarily one
of remedial adjustments aimed at preventing further destabilization and
restoring an equilibrium.
For remedial adjustments to be possible, the change in the underlying
factors must be sufficiently slow and the possibility of policy adjustment
sufficiently fast, so that one remedy becomes effective before a new one is
called for. Thus, situations might be constructed where no effective
stabilization policy is possible and where attempts at a stabilizing policy
are as likely to accent as to reduce deviation from equilibrium income. 1
This is not the typical case. Economic fluctuations tend to be such that
a movement, once started, continues for some time, thus permitting
compensatory action before a reversal of policy is required. However,
flexibility in adjusting budget parameters is important, and preference
must be given to policies which may be changed promptly and for which
changes will become effective in a short period.
Speed of Policy Initiation
After fiscal authorities have recognized the need for action, some policies
may be changed more promptly than others. The adaptability to change
depends on political as well as technical considerations. The authority
to change tax rates is vested in Congress and not in the executive branch
of the government. While it may be possible to secure expeditious action
by Congress when the need is for reduction in tax rates, it may not be
possible when an increase is needed. In order to secure the necessary
flexibility, authority to change tax rates within a prescribed pattern
might be delegated to the executive branch or to a joint executivelegislative group; and Congress could lay down general rules as to when
such rate changes should be undertaken. In this way, greater flexibility
might be secured without damage to the sound principle that final
responsibility for tax policy should rest with the legislature. 2
The executive branch has somewhat greater freedom in the timing of
1 The broad problem of forecasting cannot be examined here.
For a general discussion see Robert A. Gordon, Business Fluct'I.«Jlion8, Harper & Brothers, New York,
1952, chap. 15, pp. 449-483. For a pessimistic view, see Milton Friedman, "The
'Effects of a. Full-employment Policy on Economic Stability," Essays in Positive
Economics, pp. 117- 133.
2 See the British White Paper on Employment Policy, Cmd. 6527, May, 1944, where
a. countercyclical variation of social insurance contributions is proposed; and the discussion in W. H. Beveridge, Full Employment in a Free Society, W. W. Norton &
Company, Inc., New York, 1945, pp. 263- 264.
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capital expenditures, especially where appropriations are made for a
particular project rather than for a time period; and the delegation of
authority to the executive branch in matters of expenditure timing is less
controversial. Thus the determination of expenditures is more flexible
in so far as political considerations are concerned.
However, tax policy has the advantage on technical grounds. After a
change in tax rates has been decided upon, it may be put into effect
within a relatively short period. In the case of the income tax, rates or
exemptions may be adjusted without calling for any change in the basic
definition of taxable income; and tax payments will be affected promptly
through source withholding. In the case of the corporation tax, prompt
effectiveness results, since the taxpayer is usually on an accrual basis,
especially where tax reserves are invested in government securities.
Similar flexibility of adjustment applies to a general sales tax, but less so
to a complex system of differential excises.
This ready adjustability does not exist in the case of expenditme
programs. Even if planned well in advance, public works cannot be put
into operation at a moment's notice.' Contracts must be placed and
many details must be decided upon before the work can be started.
Once started, a public-works program cannot be terminated at will.
Projects in process may have to be completed to avoid deterioration,
even though compensatory needs may have changed.
Time Lag in Effectiveness of Policy
Finally, let us consider the time required for a change in policy to
become effective. The nature of this problem may be illustrated by
reference to the simple multiplier process set into motion by a change in
government expenditures. Considering the multiplier process over a very
long period, we have
Y,. - Yo = tl.G

where n =
where x <

+ c tl.G + c

2

tl.G · · ·

+en tl.G =

1

~

c tl.G

(21- 1)

Considering the resulting change in income for x periods,
we have
1 - c"'+l
Y"' - Yo = tl.G + c tl.G + c 2 tl.G · · · + c"' tl.G = 7""" - - tl.G (21-2)
1 - c
oo .
oo,

Now, let Ji'"' he the ratio of the increase in income by period x to the increase
in income by period n. We then have
F - y %- y 0 - 1 - :<+I
" - Y,.- Yoc

(21-3)

1 See J. M. Clark, Economics of Planning Pttblic Works, National Resources Committee, Washington, 1935. Also see Benjamin Higgins, "TIH• United Slat<'s Public
Works Reserve," International Labor Review, 1944, part III, pp. 581-607, and literature there given.
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Thus, the fraction of the total increase in income that is accomplished in
any given period will be smaller if c is large. A possible set of results
for t:..G = 100 is shown in Table 21-1.
TABLE

21-J.

I NCREASE I N I NCOME REAC HED AFTER GtVEN NUMBER OF PERIODS

(t..G = 100; figures rounded)

Absolute increase

Per cent of total increase•

Values of c

Values of c

Number
of
periods

0
1
3
5
7
00

* Equals

100(1 -

0.8

0.6

0.5

0.8

0.6

0.5

100
180
295

100
160
217
238
246
250

100
150
188
196
198
200

20
36
59
74
83
100

40
64
87
95
98
100

50
75
94
98
99
100

~80

416
500
c~+ 1 ).

The information in Table 21-1 is of some interest, but has no operational meaning unless we can translate into calendar terms the concept of
a period. In a simple situation, where no inventory fluctuations occur,
the sequence of equation (21-1) involves the t ime elapsed between earning
by the consumer and his spending (the Robertson lag), and between consumer spending and the receipt of income from production undertaken to
meet consumer spending (the Lundberg lag). This involves not only the
payment habits of the producer but also the period involved in production.1 Moreover, the picture is complicated because different stages of
production introduce further lags between income receipt and spending.
Finally, production may be initiated before or after demand is realized,
thus resulting in inventory changes. 2 For these and other reasons, it is
exceedingly difficult to transla te the period concept into calendar terms.
The length of the period may vary widely over the cycle and depend upon
the particular sectors of the economy in which the change occurs. By t he
same token, there is no simple link (although there is a distant relation' Sec Lloyd A. Metzler, "Three Lags in the Circular Flow of Income," pp. 11- 32,
in Income, Employment and Public Policy: Essays in Honor of Alvin H. Hansen, W. W.
Norton & Company, New York, 1948.
2 J . W. Angell, "The Components of the Circular Velocity of Money," Quarterly
Journal of Economics, vol. 51, pp 224-273, February, 1937; F. Machlup, "Period
Analysis and Multiplier Theory," in Readings in Business Cycle 'l'heory, American
Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1949, pp. 203- 234;
Richard M. Coo.dwin, "The Mult iplier," in Seymour Harris (ed .), 'l'he New Economics,
Alfred A. Kn,opf, Inc., New York, 1947, pp. 482- 499; and Gardner Ackley, "The
Multiplier Time Period," American Economic Review, vol. 41, no. 3, pp. 350- 368,
June, 1951.
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ship) between the concepts of the multiplier time period and income
velocity.'
A more constructive approach to this problem is taken in econometric
models that work with lags based on observed time series, such as annual
data. A dynamic model of this sort may be used to trace the effects of
changes in fiscal policy over time, and to measure what change has been
accomplished after any given number of years. 2
Dynamic models of the type considered in the preceding chapter are
based on the assumption that the period involved in the multiplier process
is of the same length as the period involved in the budgetary and investment processes, and that the lags are stable. This assumption is necessary in order to avoid very complicated models, but actual policy must
allow for differences in lags, especially in the first period. Thus, respending may be quicker or slower, depending on whose disposable income is
increased; and this may differ depending on whether government expenditures are increased or taxes are reduced. Goods and service expenditu res
of government may be directed at items supplied out of inventories or
currently produced, and the resulting change of income over time will
differ accordingly. a

Determinants of Built-in Flexibility
Compensatory effects of the budget may result from changes in the
basic tax and expenditure parameters, undertaken to compensate for
disturbances that originate in the private sector. Or, such disturbances
1 Assuming that inventory remains constant, the income velocity of transaction
money may be said to equal 12/m, where m is the multiplier time period, or incomepropagation period. This period has been estimated at four months. See Machlup,
op. cit.
While there exists this conceptual relationship between income velocity and t'lw
multiplier time period, it does not follow that income velocity offers a statistical
method of estimating the multiplier time period. The relationship applies only to
the income velocity of transaction money and not to that of the total money supply;
and the amount of transaction money is not known. The estimate of four months,
or an income velocity of three, is based on the rather crude assumption that demand
deposits plus currency outside banks equals transaction money. Moreover, inventory fluctuations do occur, so that the actual time period may differ from the incomepropagation period under conditions of constant inventory. Nevertheless, some of
the factors that bear on income velocity also enter into t he determination of the multiplier time period.
This relationship between income velocity and the multiplier time period does not
imply a relationship between the level of income velocity for a finite period n.nd llw
size of the multiplier over infinity. If the money supply and investment arc given
while t he consumption function shifts, income velocity for any given period varies
with the size of the multiplier, but this is a purely definitional relationship.
2 For a beginning along these lines sec, Arthur Goldberger, 'Properties of an Econometric Model of the United States,'' unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., 1958.
Seep. 444.
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may give rise to automatic changes in public expenditures or tax yieldchanges resulting while tax and expenditure parameters are held constant.
Certain public expenditures, such as unemployment benefits or pricesupport payments, are geared to move in a countercyclical fashion.
Similarly, tax yields obtained from given statutory rates rise and fall with
changes in the level of income and, hence, in the tax base. Thus, a
decline in income automatically leads to a reduction in surplus or an
increase in deficit; and an increase in income automatically leads to a
reduction in deficit or an increase in surplus. As a result, fluctuations in
the level of national income are lessened.
Such automatic changes (with tax and expenditure parameters constant) are referred to as built-in flexibility. 1 The existence of built-in
flexibility is particularly valuable where policy initiation is rigid or where
frequent changes in tax or expenditure parameters are held undesirable
for other reasons. What are the factors that determine the magnitude of
this automatic effect? Let us assume first that government expenditures
remain unchanged, and concentrate on changes in tax yield that result
while statutory rates of tax (the tax formulas) are held constant. The
response of changes in tax yield T to changes in the level of national
income Y may be expressed in the form of an arc elasticity

E
'T

A.T/To
= A.Y/Yo

(21-4)

where T 0 and Yo are the initiall~vels of yield and income. ET measures
the percentage change in yield that results with a given percentage change
m mcome. The value of Er thus defined depends upon the initial level of
tax rates, the progressivity of the rate structure, and the responsiveness of
the tax base to changes in total income.
Let us consider these two factors separately. If the statutory-rate
structure is progressive, the ratio t of tax yield T to tax base B rises as the
tax base increases. The ratio t is the average statutory rate of tax.
Ratio t depends on the statutory-rate formula, such as a progressive
schedule of income tax rates, and upon the size and structure of the tax
base B. Depending on the type of tax, the tax base, orB, equals taxable
income, wages, gross receipts, assessed property value, and so forth. In
elasticity form, we have
E _ A.t/ to
(21-5)
1
A.B/Bo
1 SeeR. A. Musgrave and M. H. Miller, "Built-in Flexibility,'' American Ecmomic
Review, vol. 38, no. 1, pp. 122- 128, March, 1948, reprinted in Readings in Fiscal
Policy, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill.,
1955, pp. 291- 307; E. Cary Brown, "The Static Theory of Automatic Fiscal Stabilization," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 63, no. 5, pp. 427-440, October, 1955; William
Vickrey, "Some Limits to the Income Elasticity of Income Tax Yield, Review of
Economics and Statistics, vol. 31, pp. 140- 145, May, 1949.
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where Et is the elasticity of the average statutory tax rate t with respect to
ch:1nges in tax base B. The value of E, exceeds 1 for a progressive
income tax, and equals 1 for all flat-rate taxes, whether on income, sales,
or property. 1
Turning now to the tax base B, we have the elasticity formula

E
'b

D.B/ Bo

(21-6)

= D.Y/Yo

where Eb is the elasticity of the tax base with regard to changes in total
income. The value of Eb does not depend upon the progressivity of
statutory rates but merely relates to the responsiveness of the tax base to
changes in income. Let us assume that cyclical fluctuations in profits
exceed those of total income, while fluctuat-ions in wage income fall short
thereof. The value of Eb in this case exceeds 1 for a tax on profits and falls
short of 1 for a tax on wages.
The value of Er, or the elasticity of yield with respect to income, may
now be expressed in terms of R, and Eb. Combining equations (21-4)
to (21-6), 'Ye obtain
(21-7)
as the new expression for Er. * The elasticity of tax yield Er vanes
1 T he value of E, for a flat-rate income tax with exemptions exceeds 1 if B is defined
properly as income before exemptions. In other words, exemptions are simply a
zero-rate bracket, and a flat-rate income tax with exemptions is progressive.
• From eq. (2 1-4) we have

(1)

which may be written as
(2)

or as
ET ~ AB

+ (At/to)BI
toBo

Yo
AY

(3)

From eq. (21-5) we have

~ ~ E,AB
to
Bo

(4)

and from cq. (2 1-6) we have
Yo
EbBo
AY = AB

(5)

Substituting eqs. (4) and (5) into (2), we obtain eq. (21-7) above.
Alternatively, we may write eq. (2) as
ET ~ AtBo

+ t 1 AB ~
toBo
AY

(6)

which, after similar substitutions, gives us an alternative form of eq. (21-7):
E1· =

B,, (E, + ~)

(7)
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directly with the elasticities of tax rate E, and yield base E 6, and (E 1 being
greater than unity) with Bt!Bo. For any given value of Eb, the ratio
B 1/ Bo reflects the rate of increase in income. 1
A Measure of Built-in Flexibility

Let us suppose, now, that there occurs a change in private investment
leading to a change in income equal to
~y

=

c(~Y- ~T)

+Ill

(21-8)

where cis the marginal propensity to consume, ~I is the postulated change
in investment, and ~Tis the change in tax yield, either given independently or as a function of income Y. Solving equation (21-4) for the
change in tax yield ~T and substituting into (21-8), we obtain

~y

=

1
Ill
1 - c[1 - Er(To/Yo) J

(21-9)

where use is made of the combined elasticity concept Er. We note that
the larger E 1• and To/ Yo are, the smaller the resulting change in income
will be. The initial level of yield relative to total income, or T 0/ Y 0,
reflects both to, the ratio of yield to tax base, and Bo/ Yo, the ratio of tax
base to income. The expression for Eb and E,, given in equation (21-7),
may be substituted into equation (21-9) in order to separate the roles of
rate and base elasticity. 2
As a convenient measure for the compensatory effectiveness of built-in
flexibility, we may write
~y

-y=1- -

~Ya

(21-10)

where ~ Y is the change in income in the particular system under discussion, with its specific value for Er and To/Yo; and ~Ya is the change in
1 As an alternative formulation of the same approach, we may define changes in
yield with small changes in income as a function of changes in tax base and of changes
in the average statutory rate. Given

T
t
B
T

hPnce
and

:~

=
=
=
=

tB
t(B)
B(Y)
t[B(Y)] · B(Y)

= t[B(Y)] · B'(Y)

+ B(Y) · t'[B(Y)] · B'(Y)

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

where the change in yield equals the sum of the average statutory rate times the
r.hange in base, plus the tax base times the change in the statutory rate.
2 Equation (21-8) may be expressed alternatively as
AY

= c(AY - t,m AY) +AI

where t,m is the effective marginal rate of tax.

(21-Sa)

Note that t,m is the ratio of increase in
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income in a system where yield does not vary with income so that ET is
equal to zero. Thus ~ Y j ~ Ya is the ratio of actual change in income to
what the change in income would be without built-in flexibility; and-y,
which is 1 minus this ratio, measures the fraction of the change in income
that is prevented because of the existence of built-in flexibility. If 'Y = 0,
there is no built-in flexibility; if 'Y = 1, built-in flexibility is perfect; that
is, total income remains unchanged.
Substituting (1/(1 -c)] ~I for ~Ya and the expression of equation
(21-9) for ~Y, we obtain
cET(To/ Yo)
(21-11)
'Y .= =1 -- --.
c(71 .:...._'----;:E;T("T~o'/Y""o")]

which defines the coefficient of effectiveness of built-in flexibility in terms
of c, ET, and T 0/Yo.* The value of 'Y for any given value of c varies
directly with ET and To/Yo, or ~T/~Y. It is evident that To/ Yo must be
less than 1; but ET is not subject to this limitation. As the product
(To/ Yo)ET increases, so does -y. When (To/Yo)ET reaches unity, 'Y
becomes equal to c; at the same time, ~y becomes equal to ~I, as follows
from equation (21-9) . For all practical purposes, this may be considered
the upper limit of effectiveness of built-in flexibility. The effective marginal rate of tax, or ~T/ ~ Y, hardly rises above 100 per cent. 1 And even if
it does, 'Y can never reach unity as long as c < 1. This is seen readily
from equation (21-11). If c < 1, the effectiveness of built-in flexibility
can never be such as to hold income entirely stable.
yield to the entire increase in income, not only to the increase in tax base. It allows
for changes in the ratio of tax base to income as well as for changes in the statutory
rate, and must not be confused with the statutory marginal rate, which is the ratio of
increase in yield to tax base. Solving foraY, we obtain
aY

=

1
1 - c(l - t,.,) 6.1

(21-9a)

which, of course, is the same as eq. (21-9), since t, .. = a'l'/aY = ET (To/Yo) The
formulation of eq. (21-9) seems more useful since it permits us to explain the effective
marginal rate in terms of t he two elasticities of statutory rate a nd tax base, which arc
t he direct policy para meters. Moreover, it explicitly introduces the init ial ratio of
yield to income, which is a given fact for tax policy.
• Since ET(To/Yo) = aT ja Y, eq. (21-11) may be written also as
'Y

=

c(a1'/aY)
1 - c[l - (aT jaY)]

and the same conclusions apply.
1 It is possible for the ~ffective marginal rate aT I a Y = (To/Y o)ET to exceed 1 even
t hough the statutory marginal rate s is less t han 1. We may write
aT = s(boY, - b,Yo)

where s is the statutory marginal rate of tax applicable to taxable income (say,
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The preceding analysis may be expanded to allow for changes on the
expenditure side as well as the t ax side of the budget. Transfer payments
such as unemployment benefits or relief may be introduced easily and may
be treated as negative taxes. Price-support payments, similarly, are
related inversely to income. Other goods and service expenditures, such
as capital outlays of state and local governments, may vary directly with
changes in the level of income, and so forth. All these elements of
built-in flexibility may be allowed for, but the essential principle remains
the same.
Quantitative Appraisal
Turning briefly to the magnitude of 'Y in the current setting of the
United States, let us begin again with the tax phase of built-in flexibility.
Following equation (21-11), the two variables to be considered are the
initial ratio of yield to total income To/Yo (or the weight of the budget in
the economy) and the elasticity of tax yieldEr with regard to total income
reflecting in turn the elasticity of statutory tax rates and the elasticity of
the tax base. In order to estimate the value of Er for the tax structure as
a whole, Er must be computed as the weighted average of t he elasticities
applicable to the various taxes that compose it. These in turn differ
considerably, the major source of variation being in the Eb rather than
the E, determinant of Er. In fact, E, is positive only in the case of the
progressive income tax; and even then the coefficient is but slightly above
zero, except for the rather unusual case where very large changes in
income are considered. For all practical purposes, differences in the
yield elasticity of various taxes may be traced to differences in Eb. Here
the tax on corporation profits leads as the most elastic, followed by taxes
on luxury consumption, upper-bracket income taxes (where the profit
component is heavy), and trailed at the other end of the scale by the payroll tax, excises on mass-consumption goods, and the poll tax, in declining
order. The elasticity of the property tax poses a special problem, as it
greatly depends upon the frequency with which property values are
reassessed. Given present methods of administration, the value of Eb in
the property tax is very low, although frequent revision of assessment
would render the elasticity much higher and might move it close to that of
the profits tax.
profits), while bo and b1 are the initial and final shares of tax base in total income.
Now llT/llY > 1 if
> Y,- Yo
8
b,Y, - boYo
In the case of 8 = 1, this will be true if the change in taxable income (say, profits)
exceeds the change in total income, thus involving an absolute decline in another
income share (say, wages). If 8 > 1, the excess of change in taxable income over
change in total income must be correspondingly larger.
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For the federal tax structure of the mid-fifties, the value of ET may
approach 1.5, although the result in any particular case will depend upon
the nature and amplitude of the fluctuation under consideration. The
value of ET is lower if state and local taxes are included. With an ET of
approximately 1.4, the value of 'Y depends upon the level of to. At current
budget levels, to is about 0.25. We thus obtain toET = 0.35. Using a
value of c = 0.6, which would allow for corporate as well as private saving,
we arrive at a value of 'Y of about one-third. To this must be added
adjustments on the expenditure side of the budget, which may be expected
to raise the value of 'Y for the budget as a whole to perhaps as much as 0.40.
Based on an optimistic estimate, built-in flexibility of the budget may be
expected to avoid up to 40 per cent of the fluctuations in income that
would occur in its abscnce. 1
At the same time, note that the level of 'Y depends greatly upon the
level of initial tax rates, or to. If to is assumed to be 0.20 instead of 0.25,
the value of 'Y for tax adjustments is reduced to below 30 per cent; if to
rises to 0.30, the value of 'Y, excluding fluctuations in expenditures, is
increased to nearly 40 per cent. Establishment of a more peaceful world
would result undoubtedly in a considerable reduction in to and hence in 'Y·
Some offset might be provided through qualitative changes in the tax
structure aimed at raising ET, such as increased progression in the income
tax and heavier reliance on profits taxes. However, the possibility of
such adjustments is limited, and they may interfere with other considerations of budget policy. We are left with the conclusion that the blessings
of built-in flexibility greatly depend on the existence of a large budget. ~
Indeed, a large budget would be a stabilizing factor even if expenditures
and tax yield remained unchanged over the cycle. Such a budget would
not serve to offset fluctuations in the private sector, but it would provide a
1 For a quantitative appraisal of built-in flexibility, see Arthur Goldberger, op. cit.,
and David Lusher, "The Stabilizing Effectiveness of Budget Flexibility," in Policies
to Combat Depression, National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc., New York, 1956,
pp. 77- 90. In the same volume, also see the contributions by Richard Goode,
"The Corporation Income Tax in a Depression," pp. 149-170; and by J. A. Pechman,
"Yield of the Individual Income Tax during a Recession," pp. 123-145; also see
Melvin White, Personal Income Tax Reduction in a Business Contraction, Columbia
University Press, New York, 1951 ; and E. Cary Brown, ·~F iscal Policies in t he
Thirties: A Reappraisal," American Economic Review, vol. 46, no. 5, pp. 857-879,
December, 1956, where the inadequacy of compensatory measures during the t hirties
is demonstrated.
2 The above magnitudes for 'Y do not allow for such effects on private expenditures
as may result from changes in the holding of liquid assets associated with current
changes in surplus or deficit. If d eficit and surplus are reflected in changes in the
money supply, the effectiveness of built-in flexibility may be increased considerably
under certain conditions. See Milton Friedman, "A Monetary and Fiscal Framework for Economic Stability," American Economic Review, vol. 38, pp. 245-264, June,
1948. If debt finance is used, the opposite may be the case. (Seep. 545.)
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stable core of expenditures on goods and services. The larger this stable
core relative to total income, the less fluctuation there will be on an
over-all basis.
Formula Flexibility

While the power of built-in flexibility in the narrow sense of the term is
limited, a much higher degree of potency may be secured by reliance on
so-called formula flexibility.
Formula flexibility refers to an arrangement whereby changes in tax
rates and/or expenditure levels are legislated in advance, to go into effect
if and when specified changes in income occur. For instance, it might be
legislated that income tax rates be reduced or public expenditures raised
by x per cent if income falls by y per cent. Or, the change in tax rate may
be related to changes in other strategic variables such as employment. In
this way, the countercyclical movement of tax yield and expenditures may
be increased. Indeed, there is no difference in principle between this type
of built-in flexibility and that which results from changes in the effective
rate of tax due to automatic changes in the ratio of tax base to national
income. If the formula flexibility thus provided for is tailored properly to
the structural relationships of the dynamic system to be stabilized, the
remaining degree of instability might be reduced to narrow limits.
Whether or not this can be done depends upon the structure of the
instability that is to be dealt with. 1
Let us consider a simple pattern of instability that may be brought close
to stability by the help of formula flexibility. For this purpose, we return
to a system of income determination similar to that given in equation
(20-35). * In this system, instability results from an accelerator type of
investment function. If the instability is to be removed, some adjustment must be made in budget parameters that will counteract the accelerator. This may be done by introducing a tax that applies to changes
in income, or an expenditure formula that links public expenditures
inversely to changes in income. Thus a decelerator may be built into the
budget parameters, which counteracts the investment accelerator.
Our system, then, consists of the following equations:

Y.,.
C..
In
T ..
Gn

= C.,.+ I.,.+ G.,.
= c(Yn-t - T.,.) +A
= ,B(Yn-1- Yn-2)
= tYn-t + r(Yn- t - Yn- 2)
= R - o(Yn- t - Yn-2)

(2 1-12)
(21-13)
(21-14)
(21-15)
(21-16)

1 See the proposal in the British White Paper on Employment Policy, Cmd. 6527,
May, 1944.
• Seep. 481.
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The symbols are the same as before, with the addition of r, which is the tax
rate applicable to the change in income, and o, which is the change in
expenditures in inverse relation to income. The time pattern of the
government deceleration is set to coincide with that of the investment
accelerator. We obtain

Yn

=

[c(l - t)

+ {3- CT- oJYn-1- [/3 -

CT -

o]Yn-2 +A

+R
(21-17)

and the equilibrium level

Z=

A+R

(21-18)

1 - c(1 - t)

We may now take this system, which is similar in behavior to the
Hicksian elementary case 1 and, following Samuelson, show diagrammatically the boundaries yielding different qualitative patterns of
behavior of national income. 2 The result is shown in Figure 21-1.*

0.20

0

1.0

~

2.0

3.0

~ =P-cr-li

;>..= c(l-1)
FIG. 21-1. Stability regions, with accelerator depending on income.

Along the ordinate we measure X = c(l - t), which is the propensity to
consume out of income before tax; and on the abscissa we measure
4> = {3 - cr - o, which is the net accelerator. Each of the four regions,
marked A, B, C, and D, represent different qualitative behavior patterns
1 See J. R. Hicks, Contribution to the Theory of the Trade Cycle, Oxford University
Press, 1950, pp. 65ff.
2 See Paul A. Samuelson, "Interactions between Lhe Multiplier Analysis and the
Principle of Acceleration," Review of Economic Statistics vol. 21, no. 2, pp. 75-78,
May, 1939, reprinted in Readings in Business Cycle Theory, American Economic
Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1949.
* This figure is constructed by reference to the stability conditions for such a system given in Hicks, op. cit., p. 185. In region A, where the roots are real, we have
case 1; in region B, with complex roots and a modulus < 1, we have case 2; in region
C, with complex roots and a modulus >1, we have case 3; and in region D, with real
roots, we have case 4.
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of national income. Region A represents those combinations of A and 1/1
that lead to a steady convergence of income to equilibrium, whether from
above or below. Region B represents combinations of A and 1/1, which lead
to convergence to equilibrium by dampening cycles. Region C represents
combinations leading to explosive fluctuations, while region D represents
steady divergence away from equilibrium. Combinations falling on the
dividing line between Band C, where 1/1 = 1, involve a cyclical movement
of constant amplitude around the equilibrium level.
Let us begin with a situation where t, r, and oare equal to zero. Then 1/1
and A are determined by {3 and c alone. If the combination lies in region
C, we have explosive oscillations. Suppose, now, that the prevailing
equilibrium level Z is to be retained; we may then reduce 1/1 by raising r
1.00
0.80
0.60
..<

0.20
0

1.0

~

2.0

3.0
>.=c(l-1)
~=P-fJ

Fro. 21-2. Stability regions, with accelerator depending on consumption.

and/or o, thus moving our point in the diagram horizontally to the left.
As the dividing line between B and C is reached, the fluctuation becomes
one of constant amplitude. As 1/1 is reduced further, we enter region B; the
fluctuation is lessened and converges to the equilibrium. Further movement toward the left within B speeds up the process of convergence. If
we wish to raise the equilibrium level as well as reduce instability, we must
also reduce t. A change in t without a change in 1/1, however, still leaves
the system explosive.
The type of adjustment in budget parameters required to secure stability depends altogether on the structure of the system. Thus the
adjustments called for in the preceding system may be compared with
those applicable in Samuelson's system, where the accelerator relates to
changes in consumption rather than in total income. 1 The resulting
diagram of boundaries is shown in Figure 21-2, where areas A, B, C, and D
1 Paul A. Samuelson, "Interactions between the Multiplier Analysis and the Principle of Acceleration," Review of Economics and Statistics, vol. 21, p. 76, 1939.
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are subject to the same behavior as before. Suppose again that we are
in region C. Movement into region B may now be accomplished by an
increase in t. This was not possible in the preceding case. If the resulting decline in the equilibrium level is to be avoided, the movement int.o
region B may again be accomplished by a decelerator effect. Attached to
the expenditure side of the budget, the inverse relationship must now be
between expenditures and changes in consumption, rather than changes in
total income. The formulation of the decelerator in the budget must
follow that of the accelerator in the private sector. The introduction of a
decelerator device on the tax side is more complex in this case.
So far we have considered simple systems that assume a constant reaction structure. The problem becomes much more complicated if we
consider nonlinear systems, such as the Hicks cycle scheme, where the
accelerator works in the upswing but not in the downswing. 2 The
stabilization formula would thus have to differ for the two phases of the
cycle. The decelerator-type formula as previously described would work
in the upswing; but if left for the downswing, it might develop destabilizing effects. Therefore, it must be dropped at the upper turning point and
be replaced by a new policy, such as an increase in R, the fixed component
of government expenditures. Conceivably a built-in formula might be
devised at the outset so as to provide for this substitution; and even more
complicated combinations might be enacted to take care of more complicated behavior patterns. This, however, leads the concept of formula
flexibility ad absurdum. In a complex world, the task of devising a onceand-for-all formula is vastly more complicated than that of changing
formulas (that is, undertaking discretionary action) as conditions change.
1

Rules versus Discretion
The limitation of built-in flexibility, therefore, is not given by the
insufficient potency of the orthodox type of flexibility. Use of formula
1 The diagram is the same as that given by Samuelson, except that the ordinate here
refers to >. - c(l - t) rather than to c, and that the abcissa refers to q, = fJ - o
rather than to fJ alone. T he regions remain unchanged, since the introduction of t is
equivalent to a variation in c, and the expenditure decelerator is designed to be
equivalent to an inverse change in fJ. The five basic equations are:

Y.

=

C.+ I.+ a.

C.- c(Y._,- T.) +A
I .= fJ(C. - C._,)
T. = tY._,

which leads us to

Y. with
2

a. = R - o(C. - c._,)
>.(1 + q,)Y._, - >.q,Y,._. +A + R

>. = c(l - t)

and

See Hicks, op. cit. , pp. 45ff. and lOlff.

q, -

{J -

o
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flexibility readily overcomes this obstacle. The limitation arises because
the economic system is too complex to permit the design of a formula that
will work adequately in all situations. In other words, there is no perpetually applicable type of remedial adjustment which, if made only once,
will transform the economy into a state of permanent bliss, where henceforth the invisible hand will maintain the social order to perfection.
Depending upon one's views, this may be a pleasant or an unpleasant
finding. Much of the interest in built-in flexibility, expressed in recent
years, is not just a matter of technical economics. Broader issues of
social philosophy are involved. To some, the problem is one of rules
versus authority, where reliance on built-in flexibility is identified with
rules and lawful government, while discretionary action is linked to
human frailty and arbitrariness. 1 To others, discretionary action is
nothing to be feared; indeed, it offers the challenge of freedom derived
from a positive guidance of human, including social affairs. 2 Such differences in philosophy are of great importance, even though they cannot be
captured in neat functions. Yet no good purpose is served, as a matter of
practical policy, by a contrast in extremes. All reasonable men are for
government by rules, if this is interpreted to mean that government should
be lawful. At the same time, it is at the very heart of the common law
conception that laws must be adjusted to meet changing conditions, and
that discretion is required in their application.
The need for adaptability is of special importance in the field of stabilization policy, where governmental responsibility is confronted with everchanging conditions. These conditions may be met in part by automatic
reactions of the fiscal structure. If proper in scope and quality, such
responses are all to the good, but they do not solve the entire problem.
More or less frequent adjustments, monetary or fiscal, to changing conditions are required. Whether these adjustments are referred to as frequent
changes in rules or as discretionary action is essentially a matter of
1 See essays by Henry C. Simons, collected in Economic Policy for a Free Society,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1948; and Milton Friedman, op. cit., and
Essays in Positive Economics, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1953.
2 See Don Juan's eloquent dialogue with the devil in G. B. Shaw's" Man and Superman," Nine Plays, Dodd, Mead & Company, Inc., New York, 1945, p. 646, quoted
with permission of the Public Trustee and the Society of Authors, London:

What is the use of knowing?
Why, to be able to choose t he line of greatest advantage instead of yielding
in the direction of the least resistance. Does a ship sail to its destination no better than a log drifts nowhither? The philosopher is Nature's pilot. And there
you have our difference: to be in hell is to drift: to be in heaven is to steer.
DEVIl,: On the rocks, most likely.
JUAN: Pooh! which ship goes oftenest on the rocks or to the bottom? the drifting ship or the ship with a pilot on board?

THE DEVIL:
DON JUAN:

'l'HE
DON
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semantics; whatever term is used, the task at hand is too complex to
permit a once-and-for-all solution.
B. NEUTRALITY OF STABILIZATION POLICY

The stabilization function of budget policy is but one among other
functions. It must be carried out so as not to disturb these other functions and to avoid accidental interference with the private sector of the
economy. In this sense, stabilization policy should be neutral. Some
implications of this principle are here considered for the relatively shortrun setting of cyclical stabilization. Similar problems, which arise in
detm·mining an optimal rate of growth, are examined later. 1

Countercyclical Adjustments of Public Services
From the preceding discussion, two conclusions may be drawn. One is
that, per dollar of deficit or surplus, changes in goods and service expenditures of government are the most potent means of raising or lowering the
level of aggregate demand. 2 Such at least is the case if incentive effects on
private investment are disregarded. 3 The other conclusion is that the
level of goods and service expenditures provided for by the Allocation
Branch should be determined against the background of a full-employment level of resource utilization. 4 Assuming that the proper level of
public services prevails to begin with, no use should be made of changes in
the level of public expenditures on goods and services as a means of
stabilizing aggregate demand. Relian<;e should be placed on tax and
transfer adjustments in the budget of the Stabilization Branch, even
though they are less efficient, per dollar of change in deficit or surplus.
Thus ditch-digging expenditures have no place in an efficient antidepression policy, and it is wasteful to cut essential public expenditures to
check inflation. Outlays on ditch-digging expenditures will be better in a
depression than a do-nothing policy; demand is created in the process,
which gives rise to further and useful production. At the same time, it is
better to obtain useful production in the first place-production of a type
that can be secured by transfer payments which increase private demand.
Precisely the same argument calls for increased taxes (leading to the
reduction of less important private outlays) in the case of anti-inflation
policy, rather than for a reduction in public services that are still considered essential.
This suggests that efficient stabilization policy as a general rule avoids
Seep.
• Seep.
• Seep.
'Seep.

1

553.
432.
465.
38.
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anticyclical changes in the level of public services. To this, certain qualifications must be considered. The preceding argument has been based
on the assumption that the proper level of public services prevails to begin
with. If the initial level is deficient, a period of depression is a good time
in which to catch up; and if the initial level is excessive, a period of inflation is a good time in which to cut back. Next, it might be argued that
the proper level of public services need not be achieved for any short-time
period. Variation of public works over the cycle need not distort the level
of public expenditures for the period of the cycle as a whole, provided, of
course, that the cycle can be predicted so that expenditures can be timed
so as to fit the long-run program. Moreover, Lhe impact of a depression
may differ markedly on a regional basis, super-imposing the structural
problems of declining areas over the more general problems of lessened
demand for the economy as a whole. In such cases, a regional, rather
than a nationwide, remedy may be needed. T his cannot be given readily
in the form of tax relief, as regional tax relief would be inequitable and
relatively ineffective. Relief payments can be concentrated in depressed
regions, but the dole approach may be held undesirable as a matter of
social policy. In this case, work relief- or, better, public works-are
called for. Broader considerations of social policy may override the
purely allocational considerations. Finally, public works may be desirable since they can be designed to utilize existing capital equipment and to
avoid t he cost of temporary dislocations. 1 Resource allocation may be
more efficient on balance if existing rigidities are taken into consideration.
These considerations introduce important exceptions to the rule, but
they do not invalidate the basic principle. Ih the absence of such special
considerations, reliance on tax and transfer adjustments is called forunless it can be shown that consumer demand for the satisfaction of social
wants varies over the cycle. If the cycle were permitted to run its
course, wi~h resulting changes in the level of income and employment, the
demand for public services would fluctuate with private demand, assuming income elasticity of demand for public services exceeds zero. This
would call for fluctuations in the expenditures of t he Allocation Branch so
as Lo accentuate the cycle. But such fluctuations will not occur if income
is stabilized. However, even though cyclical fluctuations in aggregate
demand are eliminated, the cycle survives in theJorm of fluctuations in
the structure of demand.
Suppose that private investment drops and that the Stabilization
Branch undertakes tax reductions or transfer payments sufficient to
restore a full-employment level of income. Will not consumers wish to
1 See Alvin H. Hansen, Economic Policy and Full Employment, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, In'c., New York, 1947, p. 212.
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purchase additional public, as well as private, services? As private
investment declines, resources a re r eleased which must now be employed
otherwise. If we look upon private investment as a provision for future
private consumption, the drop in private investment means that provision
for future private consumption must be reduced. This does not reflect a
change in consumer tastes adverse to futu re consump tion, as would a
decline in investment in the classical system, but rather a rigidity (for
example, the liquidity trap) in the permissible level of investment.
Consumers are compelled to devote less resources to future private consumption; hence, they must devote more to other uses. These resources
may be used for current private consump tion and/ or the satisfaction of
social wants. The satisfaction of social wants that are complementary to
future private consumption will be reduced, while the satisfaction of social
wants that are independent of, or ri val to, future private consumption will
be increased. On balance, it is reasonable to expect that the demand for
the satisfaction of social wants will be increased along with the demand for
the satisfaction of current private consumption. Thus the resources
released from private investment will not be directed entirely toward
increased satisfaction of current private wants. They will be directed in
part toward the increased satisfaction of social wants.
On the basis of this reasonihg, some degree of countercyclical variation
in the level of public services is required in the efficient budget system. •
Some increase in public services during the depression docs no t constitute
make-work expenditure but is called for as a matter of efficient a llocation. To be sure, the resulting allocation will not be so efficient as it
would be if private investment had remained fl exible and if provision for
future private consumption had not been limited. In other words,
stabilization policy does not fully restore the innocence of the classical
system. At the same time, allocat.ion will be more efficient- given the
rigidity in private investment-than it would be if full employ ment were
restored while holding fixed the level of public services or of private
consumption.
Such a conclusion is in line with our earlier system of tax and expenditure determination for the Allocation Branch, where the demand for public
services was determined on the basis of a disposable income defined to
1 This conclusion was reached, though by d ifTerent reasoning, by Paul A. Samuelson,
"Principles and Rules in Modern Fisrnl Policy: A Nco-classical Reformulo.t ion," in
Money, 'l'rade, and Economic Growth: In Honor of John Henry Williams, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1951, p. 160. Samuelson holds that th e supply of
public services should increase with a decline in private investment if the income
elasticity of demand for public services exceeds zero. It seems to me that the problem
is not one of income elast icity. T he introduction of a ceiling to private investment docs
not constitute an increase but rather a decline in real income. The issue, rathcr,
is one of rivalry and complementarity of public services to future private consumption.
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include transfer payments from the Stabilization Branch. 1 This points to
a further problem in efficiency. In order to secure a level of demand that
is adequate to maintain full employment, the disposable income of consumers must be raised above the level of factor earnings. Consumers will
act as if this higher level of disposable income was, in fact, real income.
Only if they proceed on the basis of this income illusion can they be
induced to increase their outlays. At the same time, the income elasticity of demand for various private services will differ with the level of
income that consumers think they receive. Since consumers determine
their demand on the basis of their swollen disposable income, the resulting
allocation- including allocation between different private wants- will
diverge from that which would prevail if full employment could be secured
while holding disposable income equal to earnings. Thus the resulting
allocation falls short of an efficient solution in a more general way, extending beyond the case of future private wants. Compensatory finance
restores full employment, but, we repeat, it does not return us to the
innocence of the classical system. 2

Light versus Heavy Taxes
Turning now to the structural aspects of cyclical tax policy, we recall .
our earlier finding that changes in tax yield will be more or less efficient per
dollar of yield, depending on whether the tax (which is imposed or
removed) bears heavily or lightly on the level of private expenditure. 3
Let us define heavy taxes as taxes which, per dollar of yield, result in a
relatively heavy reduction in the expenditures of the taxpayer; and light
taxes as those which result in a relatively light reduction. In a situation
where a given compensatory effect is called for, should the adjustment be
in heavy or in light taxes? 4
Frequently this choice is made on the basis of certain secondary objectives. Suppose the secondary objective is to hold the level of tax rates at
a minimum, for incentive or other reasons. In this case, heavy taxes will
be good taxes. When taxes need to be increased, the addition should be
in heavy taxes. 5 When they must be cut, the reduction should be in light
taxes. Next, suppose that the secondary objective is to minimize public
debt. In this case, the opposite holds: Light taxes will be good taxes. If
taxes are to be increased, the addition should be in light taxes, since this
Seep. 33, cqs. (2-2) and (2-3).
See p. 554. For a more optimistic view, sec J. M. Keynes, 'l'he General Theory of
Employment, Interest, and Money, Harcourt, Brace and Company, Inc. , New York,
1936, pp. 11- 32.
a Seep. 440.
'For a similar approach see I<jeld Philip, Skallepolilik, Gyldendal, Copenhagen,
1955.
• The same principles apply to changes in yield that result from built-in flexibility.
1

2
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permits a higher over-all level of taxation and a bigger surplus. If taxes
are to be reduced, the cut should be in heavy taxes, since this curtails the
necessary reduction. Finally, suppose that the secondary objective is to
minimize fluctuations in the average level of tax rates. In this case, all
changes (up or down) should be in heavy taxes. Such changes are more
effective per dollar of change, and hence smaller adjustments will suffice.
Assuming investment to remain unaffected by taxation, heavy taxes
tend to be regressive, and light taxes tend to be progressive. Thus, the
first objective favors regression, the second favors progression, and the
third favors progression in the depression and regression in the boom.
These conclusions may be modified or changed if effects on investment
are introduced. If such eiTects operate via the supply of funds, ditTerences between the various approaches will be reduced; if effects on investment operate thro,ugh changes in profitability, the rating of various taxes
may be changed, and progressive taxes may become heavier than regressive taxes. While it is reasonable to assume that regressive taxes will be
heavier than progressive taxes during the depression, no such simple
conclusion can be drawn for the period of inflation. Moreover, conclusions may differ, depending on whether we consider the cyclical picture
only or whether long-run effects on growth are allowed for.
Among these various secondary objectives, most consideration has been
given to minimizing public debt. The popular case against consumer
taxes in the depression was based on the proposition that such taxes are
more deflationary. By appealing to the fear of public debt, the argument
gave convenient support to distributional objectives, but the logic is of
a rather precarious sort: What seems a good case for progression in the
depression may turn into a corresponding case for regression in a subsequent inflation.•
This entire approach to tax policy becomes untenable once the problem
of stabilization policy is viewed in the context of the total budget, satisfying the requirements of the Allocation and Distribution, as well as of the
Stabilization Branch. Here the degree or kind of distributional adjustment is determined independently of the requirements of the Stabilization
Branch. It enters as a factor in determining the required scope of
stabilization policy, but the implementation of this pohcy remains neutral
with regard to distribution. The progressivity of the tax structure in the
net budget may vary over the cycle, but this does not reflect a change in
the budget of the Distribution Branch. Rather, it reflects a change in the
weight of the distributional adjustment in the total budget. 2 Distributional adjustments do not enter into an efficient stabilization policy, since
full employment and price-level stability may be achieved without impair' Seep. 39.
2 Change in progressivity is int!'rpreted to mean that the ratio between effective
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ing the "proper" state of distribution. Again, circumstances may arise
that require exceptions to the rule, but this does not destroy its importance
as a principle of efficient budget planning.

Taxation and Fiscal Discipline
At the normative level, no conflict exists between the allocation and
stabilization functions of budget policy. The allocation budget is
planned to meet individual preferences on the basis of a full-employment
iucome. Subject to certain exceptions, the allocation Ludget is balanced,
independent of whether the budget of the Stabilization Branch and hence
the net budget requires a deficit or a surplus. 1 However, a conflict may
arise in the course of fiscal politics, where the two objectives are not distinguished properly, and excessive attention is focused on the net budget.
Onder conditions where stabilization policy requires a deficit, people
may feel tha t an extension of public services is virtually costlc:;:s, a nd this
may lead to an overexpansion of public services. The func tion of taxes
as an index of opportunity cost is impaired. Assuming that stabilizaLion
policy requires a surplus, people may feel that public services are more
costly than they really are, and the supply of public services will be
deficient. Again a distorLion results. It is the discipline function of
taxation to avoid the illusion of either the under- or overpricing of public
services.
It may be asked whether there is any rule for budget policy that permits
the use of fiscal policy as a stabilizing device and, at the same time,
assures that the level of public services will not be distorted (in one or the
other direction) by a cost illusion. The traditional rule- that the budget
should be balanced at all times- meets the discipline objective. An
in crease in expenditures by $1 always requires additional taxes of $1; and
a reduction in expenditures by $1 always permits a corresponding tax cut. 2
rates of tax at various levels of income is increased or reduced. This is the previously
noted concept of liabili~y progression. (See p. 121.)
Suppose that individual A receives earnings of $100 and individual B receives
earnings of $50. Let the Distribu~ion Branch impose a tax of $10 on A and make
transfers of $10 to B. This leaves A with $90 and B with $60. Now suppose that
each s pends 30 per cent thereof fo r Allocation Branch purposes. Thus, A pays $27
and D pays Sl 8. As a result, A's net taxes equal $37, and B's net taxes equal $8.
Now suppose that $30 must be collected in additional taxes for stabilization purposes.
This will be divided between A and B in ~h e ratio of 90: 60, leaving A with a net tax
bill of $55 and B with a net tax bill of $20. The initial ratio of 37: 8 equals 4.6, while
that of 55:20 equals 2.75. Since the ratio is reduced, the degree of progression in the
net budget is reduced. This result reflects the fact that the weight of the Distribution Branch in the total budget picture is reduced.
1 See p. 558 for a discussion of ~hose exceptions.
2 The logic of such a system requires lump sum t axes, or t axes with zero built-in
flexibility, with yield adjusted at a ll times to match the level of public expendit ures.
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At the same time, such a policy requires a reduction in public expenditures
and/or an increase in tax rates when the level of income declines, and vice
versa when the level of income rises. It results in perverse formula
flexibility and accentuates fiscal instability.
Various alternatives have been proposed. Thus, it has been suggested
that deficits incurred in the depression should be carried forward into
subsequent budgets and made good in prosperity years. The budget is to
be balanced over the cycle, while permitting whatever deficits arc needed
in the depression. 1 This policy leaves full freedom for compensatory
action but may not satisfy the discipline objective. Deficits incurred in
the depression will be paid off in the subsequent inflation only in the case
of a perfectly symmetrical cycle, moving around a full-employment level
of income. If there is a bias in the deflationary or inflationary dircctio11,
public services will be permanently under- or overpriced. Moreover, the
same imperfections that lead to inefficient policy in the first place may
also invalidate the rule in the inflation phase of the cycle, when increased
tax rates are needed.
As a second possibility, it has been suggested that expenditure programs
should be held constant over the cycle and that tax rates should be set so
as to balance the budget at a full-employment level of income. This
permits such countercyclical swings in deficit and surplus as result from
the automatic working of built-in flexibility in the tax and expenditure
structure. At the same time, any new expenditure program calls for an
increase in tax rates sufficient to produce an equal gain in yield at a fullemployment level of income. 2 Under this plan new public services arc
still somewhat underpriced in the depression and overpriced in the boom,
but the differential with true cost is much less than under outright deficit
or surplus finance. This approach, therefore, is rather satisfactory with
1 See Gunnar Myrdal, "Fiscal Policies in the Business Cycle," American Economic
Review, vol. 29, no. I, pp. 183-193, March, 1939. For a similar approach, sec "Federal Expenditures and Revenue Policy for Economic Stability," National Planning
Association, Conference of University Economists, reprinted in Readings in Fiscal
Policy, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill.,
1955, especially p. 400.
• See Taxes and the Budget: A Program for Prosperity in a Free Economy, Committee
for Economic Development, Research and Policy Committee, New York, 1947;
reprinted in Readings in Fiscal Policy, pp. 361-370. The "stabilizing budget policy,"
as proposed by the C. E. D., provides for a surplus at a high level of employment
rather than for a balanced budget. On stabilization grounds the surplus target is
preferable, if we assume secular pressure toward inflation. See also Walter W. Heller,
"CED'S Stabilizing Budget Policy after Ten Years," American Economic Review,
vol. 47, no. 5, pp. 634-651, September, 1957; and Arthur Smithies, "Federal Budgeting and Fiscal Policies," in Howard S. Ellis (ed.), Survey of Contemporary Economics,
American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1!H8, chap. 5,
pp. 174-209.
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regard to the discipline objective; but it is less satisfactory as a stabilization device. Not only is the stabilizing effectiveness of built-in flexibility
inadequate to deal with the entire task of cyclical stabilization, but it is by
no means certain that the rule (of setting tax rates to equate yield and
expenditures at a full-employment income) leads to stability at, or
dampened fluctuations around, a full-employment income.
Setting tax rates so as to balance the budget at a full-employment
income does not assure us that a full-employment income is maintained,
or that it is reached on the average. Suppose that the economy is in a
secular depression . In this case, t he rule will leave us with a budget that
raises the level of income and lowers fluctuations; but it will not restore
full employment, and fluctuations will still be around a depressed level.
If there exists a secular tendency toward inflation, such a policy will not
restore price-level stability. It may serve to dampen cyclical fluctuations without establishing t he proper level of income around which the
cyclical fluctuation occurs. Matters a re improved if we amend the rule
and set tax rates so as to leave whatever deficit or surplus is required on
the average so as to secure a full-employment income. But even if t his is
done, there remains the question whether cyclical fluctuations will be
lowered sufficiently if exclusive reliance is placed on built-in flexibility.
What matters, from the point of view of the discipline function, is that
the budget should be balanced at the margin. This suggests a further
possibility, which is to permit a deficit or surplus for the total budget but
to require a marginal balance. Such a rule would score fully as far as an
efficient appraisal of the desired level of public services is concerned ; but
how would it do on stabilization grounds?
Consider a situation of secular inflation or deflation. Suppose deflation
prevails and full employment has been restored by providing for the level
of deficit that is needed with a given level of public services. Now the
public desires to raise or lower the level of public services. If demand is to
be held constant, the required increase or decrease in tax yield must exceed
the change in public expendi tures. 1 Thus, public services are overpriced
to some extent. This may be avoided if the budget is strictly balanced
at t he margin, but here stabilization policy falls short of its objective.
The defects of the marginally balanced budget may not be too serious for
the secular case, but the rule fails the compensatory test in a cyclical
setting. In its effect on fluctuations, the marginally balanced budget will
do no better than the totally balanced budget. The marginally balanced
budget remains superior only in that it may adjust the level around which
the cyclical fluctuations occur.
Which, if any, of these rules should be adopted depends upon the relative weights to be assigned to the discipline and the stabilization objectives.
1

Sec p. 432.
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This in turn depends upon the potential pressures making for inefficiency
in the determination of public expenditures, and upon the potential
instability of the level of income. Among the rules here considered, the
compromise offered by the cyclically balanced budget is perhaps best,
but it leaves us with an excessively severe limitation on the scope of stabilization policy. The more satisfying solution is to educate the voters
so that proper expenditure determination can be combined with freedom
of action in stabilization policy.

CHAPTER 22

Liquidity aspects of fiscal policy

In the preceding discussion of deficit and surplus finance we have disregarded resulting changes in the claim structure of the economy. Such
changes are an inevitable by-product of unbalanced budgets, and their
effects upon the level of economic activity must now be allowed for.
A. FISCAL OPERATIONS AND CHANGES IN THE
STRUCTURE OF CLAIMS

Whenever the government incurs a deficit, claims are issued in an
amount equal to the excess of expenditures over receipts. The new claims
may be in the form of money, obtained through the creation of bank
credit or the issue of government money; or they may be in the form of
public debt. Similarly, a surplus results in the destruction of claims,
whether through withholding of tax receipts and a resulting decrease in
the money supply, or through the use of surplus receipts for debt retirement and a resulting reduction in public debt.

Effects of Budget Policies on the Structure of Claims
The effects of budget policy upon the structure of claims may be studied
most conveniently in an economy without fractional-reserve banking,
that is, with a so-called 100 per cent reserve system. 1 While rather
heroic as an actual design for policy, such a system is convenient as an
expository device. All money, in this case, is government or reserve
money. The money supply is increased when the government draws on
newly created money to finance expenditures or debt repayment; the
supply is decreased when the government withdraws money through
taxation or borrowing and withholds the proceeds.
1

Sec note 2, p. 531.
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In this system, the government may change the liquidity structure of
the economy by effecting changes in the supply of money, debt, or both. 1
The results of various possible policies are arranged in Table 22-1. Of
the nine policies listed, only policy 1 leaves the liquidity structure
unchanged. Policies 2, 3, and 4 increase the supply of debt or money or
both. Policies 5, 6, and 7 reduce the supply of debt or money or both.
Policies 8 and 9 involve exchanges between money and debt.
TABLE

22-1. EFFECTS oF BuooET PoLICIES

Change in
supply of debt

+

0

-

ON

THE STauc•ruaE

OF

CLAms

Change in supply of money

+

0

-

4
2
9
Deficit financed by Deficit financed by Money retirement
mix of debt and
debt
financed by borrowmoney
ing

3
Deficit financed by
new money

1

6

'
Equal changes in ex- Money
retirement
penditures and tax financed by current
yield
surplus

8
5
7
Debt retirement fi- Debt retirement fi- Current surplus used
nanced by new
nanccd by current to retire mix of
money
surplus
money and debt

This, to be sure, is not a complete catalogue of policics. 2 Once different
types of public debt are allowed for, there is the additional possibility of
policy 10, involving exchanges between such debts. Allowance for government lending introduces a whole new set of transactions, including the
granting of loans financed out of tax proceeds (policy 11), borrowing
(policy 12), or new money (policy 13); and the recall of loans with proceeds being disbursed as expenditures (policy 14), in repayment of debt
(policy 15), or held in balances (policy 16). * In addition, a similar set of
1
The term changes in the supply of debt, as explained later, refers to changes in coupon bill or maturity value rather than to changes in the market value of the total
debt outstanding. (See p. 544.)
• See A. P. Lerner, The Economics of Control, The Macmillan Company, New York,
1944, p. 312.
• Considering public loans as negative debts, policy 11 may be considered similar
to 5, policy 13 similar to 8, policy 14 similar to 2, policy 16 similar to 9, with policies
12 and 15 being offsets to each other. However, these similarities relate to resulting
changes in the aggregate of net claims only. Beyond this the various policies may
differ, since they may result in quite different distributions of available funds.
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transactions (17 to 21) arises in the purchase or sale of assets. All these
form part of the arsenal of possible fiscal operations, but for purposes of
this discussion, our primary concern will be with the nine alternatives
shown in Table 22-1.

Distinctions between Fiscal and Liquidity Policies
The scheme of Table 22-1 permits us to draw a distinction between
various types of policies based on their economic characteristics rather
than on the government agencies in which they originate.
First Distinction. Let us define pure fiscal policy as measures which
involve tax and/or expenditure action, but which leave the structure of
claims unchanged; and pure liquidity policy as measures which involve
changes in the structure of claims, but which involve no tax and/or
expenditure action. Also, let us distinguish between changes in the
structure of claims involving changes in the supply of money only, these
being refened to as pure monetary policy; and others involving changes in
debt only, these being refened to as pure debt policy. We then obtain
the following classification of policies:
TABLE

22-2.

FISCAL AND LIQUIDITY POLICIES

Policy number
as per Table 22-1
Pure fiscal policy ....................... .
Pure liquidity policy:
Pure monetary policy ................. .
Pure debt policy ... .... .... .......... .
Mixed monetary and debt policy .... .. . .
Mixed fiscal and liquidity policy :
Fiscal and pure monetary policy . ...... .
Fiscal and pure debt policy .. . ......... .
Fiscal and mixed liquidity policy ....... .

1

22
10, 12, 15
8, 9, 13, 16
3, 6
2, 5, 11, 14

4, 7

The only policy of a purely fiscal sort is the balanced-budget transaction,! while there are a variety of policies of the purely liquidity type.
Policy 22, or pure monetary policy, has not been mentioned so far because
there can be no such policy in a 100 per cent reset·ve system. If a
fractional-reserve system is allowed for, policy 22 may be considered a
change in reserve requirements or the multiple effect of changes in reserve
money, whether due to open-market or budget operations.
Second Distinction. Taking a somewhat different approach, we may
distinguish between the causal relationships upon which the effects of any
one policy are based. Suppose, first, that private investment remains
1 Even here, changes in t he asset structure come about ind irectly as the demand for
transaction money (and hence the supply of available asset money) changes with
resulting changes in the level of income. If this is allowed for, it appears that a
"purely fiscal" policy does not exist.
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unchanged, so that only effects on consumption must be considered. The
major leverage effects of various policies may then be divided between (1)
those which result from the dependence of consumption on disposable
income and (2) those which result from the dependence of consumption on
the level of wealth or on the ratio of wealth to income. The first group of
policy effects may be referred to as income effects; the second as wealth
effects. In addition, substitution effects may result from savings or
spendings incentives provided by particular tax or expenditure policies.
Income and wealth effects are interdependent, and adjustments to any
one change in policy will involve both types of effects. This is evident
for the cases of deficit or surplus finance, which involve both effects from
the outset. A pure fiscal measure, which is a balanced change in expenditures and taxes, begins with an income effect only, as the claims structure
remains unchanged. However, the wealth effect may enter the subsequent adjustment as the level of wealth is changed relative to that of
income. Similarly, a pure liquidity measure, such as substitution of
money for debt, begins' with a wealth effect only, but changes in expenditures induced t hereby arc subject to the multiplier action of the income
effect. Thus, it is not possible to say that certain policies will only have
income effects while others will only have wealth effects. The initial
effect may be one or the other, but both effects swing into action as the
adjustment proceeds.
A corresponding distinction might be drawn for fiscal effects on investment. Changes in investment may result as a function of initial changes
in income, whether through a propensity to invest or through an accelerator type of investment function; these are income effects more or less
similar to the income effects on consumption. Or, changes in investment
may result from changes in the level or structure of claims, and such
changes in investment may be said to represent claim effects. Profitability effects of taxation represent a further type of substitution effect.
Since the factors that underlie the claim effect on investment differ fundamentally from those which underlie the wealth effect on consumption,
different terms are used for the two effects; however, both result from
deficit or surplus finance.

Preliminary Conclusions
We may now reconsider our earlier discussion of deficit and surplus
finance. Account must be taken of the fact that deficit finance involves
the addition of claims and that resulting changes in the structure of
claims differ depending on what claims (money or debt) are added or
withdrawn.
In order to determine the implications of these changes, we shall have to
consider their effects upon the level of consumption and investment
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expenditure. This will be done in some detail in the following pages.
Now some preliminary policy conclusions may be stated. These are
based on the following hypotheses: (1) that the ratio of consumption to
income will increase with the supply of money or, with some qualification,
the supply of public debt; and (2) that the level of investment will rise
with an increase in the supply of money and fall with an increase in the
supply o~ debt.
With this in mind, let us reconsider the effectiveness of various policies
aimed at raising the level of income. Policy 1 is clearly expansionary, as
arc policies 3 and 8. For a given increase in public expenditures, policy 3
is clearly more expansionary than 1. This is the case not only because the
initial income effects are greater under policy 3 but also because there will
be an expansionary wealth effect on consumption which is not present
under 1. Policy 2 is likely to be expansionary on balance, although the
claims effect on investment is restrictive. For a given size of deficit,
policy 3 is clearly more expansionary than policy 2. This is evident if we
think of policy 2 as a composite of 3 and 9. Since policy 9 is restrictive,
policy 2 must be less expansionary than policy 3.
Budget contraction by policy 1 is clearly restrictive, as are policies 6
and 9. For a given decrease in public expenditures, policy 6 is clearly
more restrictive than policy 1. Policy 5 is likely to be restrictive on
balance, although it implies an expansionary claim effect on investment.
Fot· a given surplus policy, however, policy 6 is clearly more restrictive
than policy 5. Again, 5 may be thought of as a composite of policies 6
and 8, where 8 is expansionary.
It follows that debt retirement (policy 8) is inherently an expansionary
measure that should be undertaken in the depression, while borrowing
(policy 9) is inherently a restrictive measure that should be undertaken in
the boom. This is not to say that deficit finance out of borrowing (policy
2) will nqt be expansionary on balance, or that debt retirement out of
current su rplus (policy 5) will not be restrictive on balance. For expansionary policy, a combination of policies 9 and 3, as implied in policy 2, is
less effective than reliance on 3 alone, but the most effective combination
is 3 and 8. For restrictive policy, a combination of policies 6 and 8, as
implied in policy 5, is less effective than reliance on 6 alone, but the most
effective combination is 6 and 9.
The role of wealth and claim effects is of particular importance for the
secular aspects of stabilization policy. Changes in the structure of
claims that result from current policies of deficit or surplus persist in the
future, even after the current deficit or surplus is discontinued. Such
changes take time to accumulate, and the resulting wealth effect gains in
strength as the adjustment proceeds. Over time, it may become an
important •factor in determining the required rate of deficit or surplus.
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Fractional-reserve Banking

The simplifying assumption of 100 per cent reserve money makes it
possible to distinguish neatly between tax finance, new-money finance,
and debt finance. Allowing for fractional-reserve banking, a wider
variety of cases must be distinguished.
A first possibility is again tax finance. A second possibility is issuance
of government money or borrowing from the central bank. Since the
central bank is an instrument of public policy no less than the Treasury,
both types of finance amount to the same thing, and may be referred to as
reserve-money finance. 1 A third possibility is borrowing from the commercial banks, or bank-credit finance; and a fourth possibility is borrowing from the nonbank public. Fractional reserves complicate the problem, but the essential principle remains unchanged.
Reserve-money finance, whether in payment for current government
expenditures or for debt retirement, increases the reserve money available
to the commercial banks. As a result, bankers as a gl"Oup may lend a
multiple of this amount to the nonbank public, thus increasing the money
supply in the hands of the nonbank public by a multiple of the increase in
reserve money. Transactions reducing the supply of reserve money
may- and if the system is loaned up, will- induce bankers to curtail the
money supply to the nonbank public by a multiple of the reserve money.
Transactions involving changes in the supply of reserve money will,
therefore, tend to be more potent per dollar of change than are transactions changing the money supply in a 100 per cent reserve system. 2
Finance by bank credit does not involve the potential of multiple
expansion as does finance by reserve money. At best, the former will
1 Borrowing from the central bank and printing-press finance are identical in t hat
both increase the supply of reserve money. At the same time, actual policy decisions
may differ, depending on what governmental agency, e.g., Treasury or Federal Reserve
System, is charged with the responsibility of increasing the supply of reserve money.
2 The picture is complicated slightly by changes in the currency holdings of the
nonbank public. However, we may assume, for purposes of this argument, that the
ratio of currency to deposit holdings is constant. Let R be required reserves to be
held in government money, F government money in the form of currency, M total
money (cash plus deposits) held by the nonbank public, r the reserve ratio of banks, b
the fraction of its money holdings that the nonbank public holds in currency, and D
deposits. We then have these conditions for the loaned-up banking system :

M = bl\f
F = bM
R = rD

+D
+R

from which we obtain
M =

1

r

+ b(l

- r)

F

as the money supply that the loaned-up system furnishes to the nonbank public.
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increase the money supply in the h ands of the nonbank public on a 1:1
basis, and thus equal the case of finance by new money in the 100 per cent
system. Such expansion in the money supply results only if there is
slack in the banking system, as is typically the case under condi tions of
depression. In the boom, when the banking system is loaned up, bankcredit finance does not increase the money supply, since government
borrowing from the banks is offset by a corresponding reduction in bank
holdings of private debt. Similarly, retirement of public debt held by
banks will not reduce the money supply to the nonbank public if, as is
usually the case in the boom, the banks fill the slack by the acquisition of
private debt.
From a formal point of view, there is little difference between what is
generally referred to as central-bank and debt-management policies.
Open-market operations by the cent ral bank are quite similar in nature to
refunding operations by the Treasury. The only difference is that t he
latter usually involve exchanges between types of debt, while the former
involve exchanges between debt and money. Similarly, discount operations by the central bank may be likened to lending operations by the
Treasury. Changes in reserve requirements are in a different category,
since they involve compulsion rather than exchange transactions. They
constitute changes in t he requirement for compulsory holdings of certain
types of government obligations (reserve money) imposed on certain
types of investors (commercial banks). Similar requirements could be
applied to the holding of other obligations (bonds) by other investors
such as insurance companies. 1
Allowance for fractional-reserve banking reinforces the need for considering debt and monetary policy in conjunction with each other. To
this, fractional-reserve banking adds one important factor: The liquidity
preference or prefen ed-asset ratio of the banker occupies a strategic posit ion in th~ picture. The weight to be attributed to bankct·s' preferences
must not be measured by the reserve money t hat they can release or
collect but by the multiple changes in the money supply to t he nonbank
public that result from such action. Because of this an economy on a
fractional-reserve basis may be said to be as volatile, especially in the
downward direction, as the liquidity preference of its bankers. The risk
of destabilizing changes in the liquidity prefer~nce of bankers is the
prime argument in favor of 100 per cent reserve money. 2 While the role
of fractional-reserve banking qualifies our conclusions, it does not change
Seep. 587.
Transition difficulties aside, the principle of the 100 per cent plan is rather tempting. The case for fractional-reserve banking can hardly be made on the grounds that
fluctuations in bank credit that come about under fractio nal reserves are "on balance" stabilizing rather than destabilizing. This, in cfTect, would be to argue that
the commercial-loan theory is more or less correct, which is a dubious proposition.
A better argument for fractio nal reserves is that the slack they supply aids in securing
1

t
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the pl'inciple. To simplify matters, the following discussion proceeds on
the assumption of a 100 per cent reserve system.
B. WEALTH EFFECTS ON CONSUMPTION

We shall begin with possible effects of changes in the level or structure
of claims upon the level of consumption. Effects on investment and
considerations of growth are disregarded for the time being.

Consumption as a Function of Income and Wealth
In t he preceding chapters, consumption has been treated as a function
of disposable income only. We now consider the further proposition that
the propensity to save or consume out of any given level of income depends
upon the wealth of consumers. Since provision for future reserves is a
major motivation for saving, consumers find less reason to save if they
already dispose over large reserves. This consideration, which underlies
the so-called Pigou effect, may now be introduced into our consumption
function . 1 While statistical evidence is incomplete, the underlying
proposit ion seems reasonable in terms of target saving. 2
a proper allocation of credit. Though this point carries more weight, it has been
treated rather lightly by the proponents of t he 100 per cent plan.
Out of a prolific literature on this subject, see, for example, the contributions by
Henry C. Simons and A. G. Hart in Friedrich A. Lutz and Lloyd W. Mints (eds.),
Readings in Monetary Theory, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1951.
1 Listing various applications of this principle, Gardner Ackley distinguishes
between the Pigou effect, the Lerner effect, and the Keynes effect. See Gardner
Ackley, "The Wealth-Saving Relationship," Journal of Political Economy, vol. 59,
no. 2, pp. 154- 161, April, 1951.
The Pigou effect is the increase in consumption out of a given real income that
results as t he price level declines a nd t he real value of money balances rises. Its
significance is to show (see p. 420) that, disregarding dynamic factors, an underemployment equilibrium is incompatible with flexible wages. See A. C. Pigou,
Employment and Equilibrium, 2d ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1949, chap. 9.
The Lerner effect is the upward shift in the consumption function that occurs as
t he level of claims (money or public debt) is increased in the course of deficit finance,
thus leading to an equilibrium level of public debt at which full employment prevails
without a further deficit. The Lerner effect is of primary interest in our context.
See A. P. Lerner, "The Burden of the National Debt," in Income, Employment and
Puhlic Policy: Essays in Honor of Alvin H. Hansen, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.,
New York, 1948, pp. 264ft'.
The Keynes effect is the change in consumption that results from the growth in real
assets as investment proceeds. Provided that the capital-output ratio is constant.
assets grow at the same rate as income, so that the Keynes effect is neutrali zed. However, Ackley notes that the effect may explain consumption behavior in periods of
departure from equilibrium growth.
2 See p. 264.
Verification of this hypothesi~;~ by consumer-budget data is difficult
since, among spending units with a given income, some are temperamentally inclined
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Let us suppose that consumption is related directly to the absolute level
of net worth. The consumption function may then be written as

or

C =a + cY + wN
C
a
N
-=-+c+wy
y
y

(22-1)
(22-2)

where N is the net worth of the consumer. To simplify matters, let us
suppose that a = 0. We then obtain the consumption surface ADPL of
Figure 22-1. On the horizontal axis, we measure Y; on the vertical axis
we measure CI Y; and on the third axis, we measure N I Y. If N I Y = 0,
the propensity to consume is OA = c, independent of the value of Y.
The line AD thus pictures a consumption-income relationship of the usual
type, without wealth effects. Now suppose that Y = OE. As N is
increased, N I Y rises and we move up FG, thus obtaining a rising value of
CI Y. At point H, where Y = OE and N IY =OR, we have CIY = OS,
including the income component OA and the wealth component KL = AS.
The ratio CI Y rises as N is increased while Y remains constant, and it
remains constant as Y is increased while N I Y remains constant, N being
increased at the same percentage rate as Y. *
to save while others are not. The former will have relatively high ratios of net worth
to income, while the latter will have low ratios. Thus we may find, in a cross section of spending units, a positive correlation between high rates of saving and high
ratios of net worth to income. Nevertheless, for any one consumer, the rate of saving may usually be related negatively to the ratio of net worth to income.
Further complications arise from fluctuations in income. Empirical evidence
showa that the significance of a high ratio of net worth to income differs, depending on
whether we deal with spending units whose income is rising or falling. In the case of
falling incomes, a high ratio appears to be associated with low rates of saving, or high
rates of dissaving, whereas the opposite relationship appears to hold for units with
rising income. See Lawrence R. Klein, "Estimating Patterns of Saving Behavior
from Sample Survey Data," Econometrica, October, 1951.
Finally, note that the very concept of what consumers consider an adequate wealth
position is relative. The aspiration level may change in the process of accumulation
-a development similar in principles to the factors underlying an upward shift in
the consumption function as income rises. See George Katona, Psychological Analysis of Economic Behavior, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1951, p.l06.
*The reader may feel that this is too simple a formulation and that the wealth
effect should be dependent upon assets held relative to income. Let us assume that
the desired net worth equals a multiple of income kY, and that consumption in each
year is reduced by a fraction p of the amount by which net worth falls short of this
goal. We then have
and

C

= cY- p(kY - N)

yC

= c- pk

+ p Ny

As before, C/Y remains constant if Nand Y grow at the same percentage rate.
indebted to Sidney Alexander for suggesting this formulation.

(22-la)
(22-2a)

I am
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Fro. 22-1. Consumption surface with wealth effect.

New-money Finance

Let us now reexamine the impact of fiscal policies on consumption, with
due allowance for the wealth effect. To begin with, we shall disregard
public debt. We assume that all deficits are financed by new money and
that all surplus results in a reduction in the money supply. In other
words, we shall consider policies 3 and 6 of Table 22-1. Real capital assets,
created by investment, are disregarded for the time being, so that the net
worth of consumers equals the money stock M, and a surplus or deficit in
the budget is reflected in a corresponding increase or decrease in net
worth. 1
As the budget is introduced, the consumption function of equation
(22-1) becomes
(22-3)
C = a + c( Y - T) + wM
where Tis lump-sum tax yield, and the net worth of consumers is assumed
to consist of the money supply M. We now set T = G, since a balanced
budget and hence a constant level of M are necessary conditions of
1 Considering the community as a whole, it is obvious that national wealth in real
terms is not affected by the issuance of money. Nevertheless, an increase in the
holding of money by any one individual expands that individual's net worth just
as much as an increase in his real wealth does; and this is what determines his expenditure behavior. The same applies to all consumers as a group. Of course, if expenditures should increase so as to raise prices and money incomes as a result, the wealth
effect on consumption would play itself out.
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static equilibrium with wealth effect.
Y

=

C

Substituting into

+I +G

(22-4)

we obtain
1

-

Y = 1 _ c (wM

+ I + a) + G

(22-5)

as the equilibrium level of income, corresponding to a given value of
M = M. The larger are wand M, the higher will be the level of Y for
any given values of G, c, and I. Solving forM, we obtain the equilibrium
level of M corresponding to the given full-employment level of income
Y = Y, as
1
(22-6)
M = - [(1 - c)(Y - G) - I - a]

w

The smaller are G, c, and w, the larger is the equilibrium level of money
supply for any given level of Y. *
Suppose, now, that the level of income is to be raised by ~:Y, with I,
G, and T constant. We then have the required change in M given by
~M

=

1- c ~y
w

(22-7)

The required increase in money supply, or ~M, will be smaller for any
given ~ Y, the larger c and w are.
Equation (22-7) shows the equilibrium solution for a given change in Y.
In the process of adjustment a deficit must be incurred, to be financed by
an increase in money supply, and a policy of deficit must be continued
until the required increase in money supply is built up. Let us begin with
a balanced budget and suppose that the adjustment is secured by increasing G with T constant. If the required increase in Y is to be obtained in
the first round, the initial increase in G must be ~G = ~Y, as would be the
case in the absence of a wealth effect. In the second round, government
expenditures must be cut back. This cutback must be sharper than
it would be in the absence of a wealth effect, when ~G is reduced to
(1 - c) ~Y. Not only is part of the slack taken up by the multiplier
effect of the initial injection, but an amount of new money equal to the
deficit of the first period has been added to the net worth of consumers,
thus leading to an increase in consumption out of a given disposable
income. In the absence of a wealth effect, ~G remains at (1 - c) ~y for
all successive periods if the initial increase in income is to be maintained;
but further reductions of ~G in each successive period are called for if a
*Note the similarity between this formulation and A. P. Lerner's concept of
equilibrium level of public debt. See note 1, p. 533, and the discussion of debt
finance on p. 538.
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wealth effect applies. As M increases with each successive deficit,
consumption out of the full-employment income rises. When the equilibrium level of M is reached, no further deficit is required, as planned saving
has fallen to the level of investment.
But all this is a gradual process. It takes time to inject the necessary
volume of claims into the system. This cannot be done all at once without overshooting the mark, since the increase in public expenditures
needed to introduce claims creates an income effect that must be held
within proper limits. 1 Because of this, the operation of the wealth effect
comes about slowly. It is hardly a major factor in the short-term context of cyclical adjustments; at the same time, it may be of great importance in appraising the efficacy of fiscal policy in the long run.
Debt Finance
Let us now turn to the more conventional case of debt finance, including deficits financed by borrowing, or policy 2 of Table 22-1, and debt
retirement financed out of surplus, or policy 5. To avoid the complicating factor of borrowing from commercial banks, the earlier assumption of
a 100 per cent reserve system is retained. Also, let us simplify matters
by assuming that all bonds are in the form of consols. 2 Now we may ask
how the results of consol finance compare with those of new-money
finance.
Let us look again at the case of deficit. The issuance of bonds, as will
be shown presently, tends to drive up the rate of interest. 3 This may
affect the rate of saving out of a given level of income. Depending upon
the motivation involved, saving may either rise or fall. The motivation
of target saving, implicit in the wealth effect, points toward a decline in
saving, but the more usual assumption is that the rate of saving will risc. 4
Postponement of consumption is considered a disutility but becomes more
profitable as interest increases. Thus funds that otherwise would have
gone into consumption are diverted into the purchase of government
1 The question arises whether an increase in the money stock cannot be secured
without an income effect. Obviously, this is not possible by way of fiscal policy.
Nor can the result be obtained readily by monetary policy with fractional-reserve
banking, since, for the group on a whole, the increase in credit to the nonbank public
will be offset by increased indebtedness of the public to the banks. However, distributional changes may result t hat alter the potency of the wealth effect.
2
The use of finite maturities complicates matters but does not change the principle
of the argument. See p. 545. Changes in private debt are disregarded because they
do not affect the net claim position of the private sector.
a The reader may wish to pass over the following discussion and return to it after
considering effects on investment described in the following section. Since we
assume a setting of unemployment, changes in price level are disregarded for the time
being.
• Seep. 260.
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bonds. To t he extent that this occurs, the initial results of loan finance
are similar to those of finance by consumption taxes. 1 However, this is
not likely to be the typical situation. For purposes of this discussion, let
us assume that the rate of saving is not affected by a change in the rate of
interest, at least not along these lines.
The question remains whether the issuance of bonds will have the same
wealth effect as the issuance of money. At first sight, the answer would
seem to be yes: If people's net worth is increased by the holding of additional money, it will be increased also by the holding of additional bonds.
But this is too simple a view. The difficulty lies in defining what is
meant by additional bonds. As the Treasury proceeds to borrow, it
must issue new obligations and raise its coupon bill. But this does not
mean that the market value of total consols outstanding must increase
accordingly. If the issuance of new obligations drives up the rate of
interest, an increasing volume of coupon payments is capitalized at a
rising rate of interest. This counteracts a possible increase in the market
value of total consols outstanding.
At one extreme, investors insist on holding money and debt in a fixed
ratio. In this case, the market value of t he total debt remains constant,
and the entire adjustment is in the rate of interest. The net worth of
bondholders as a group is not affected, gains from the acquisition of new
bonds being offset by capital losses suffered from t he holding of old bonds.
Some will gain while others will lose; but for the group as a whole there will
be no change in net worth ; defined as current market value of claims held.
There will be no wealth effect, although the finance of interest charges,
operating as a system of redistribution, may have significant income
effects. 2
At the other extreme, investors are indifferent as between the holding of
consols and money. In this case, the issuance of bonds leaves the rate of
interest unchanged, and t he market value of total debt rises with the
issuance of new consols. In this setting, the wealth effect is fully operative. 3 The situation is the same as for new-money finance. We arrive at
'Seep. 263.
• Bondholders as a group come to claim a larger coupon income as the deficit continues. If interest charges are tax-financed, this gain will be offset by t he increased
tax commitments on the part of the taxpayers. If taxpayers' propensity to consume
exceeds that of interest recipients, the required rate of deficit is increased.
If interest charges are loan-financed, such an offset does not arise. Provided that
part of t he interest income is spent on consumption, the rising level of coupon income
raises consumption at any given level of employment or earned income. Assuming
investment to remain fixed , an equilibrium level of interest payments by deficit
finance is reached where the desired level of income is sustained, while other government expendit ures are tax-financed.
a This conclusion is based on t he assumption t hat taxpayers who must finance
future interest charges do not capitalize t his liability and find their net worth reduced
accordingly .
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an equilibrium level of debt similar to the previously determined equilibrium level of money, with interest payments being fully tax-financed. 1
Actual conditions fall between these extremes. Changes in t he supply
of debt may be offset in part by changes in the ra te of interest, but hardly
in their entirety. Issuance of debt will lead to some increase in the
market value of total debt. Debt finance will carry some wealth effect,
though less than new-money finance, and with a correspondingly higher
~quilibrium level of claims.
Under conditions of potentially severe
depression or stagnation, the response of interest rates to an increase in the
supply of debt will tend to be slight. 2 An increase in the supply of debt
will be accompanied by a more or less corresponding increase in the
market value of total debt outstanding. The wealth effect of loan
finance, therefore, will be more or less similar to t hat of new-money
fina nce, especially if government obligations are in finite and fairly shortterm maturities, and not in the form of consols.
Similar considerations apply to surplus finance. Surplus finance to
retire debt has an asset effect only if the resulting decline in t he rate of
interest does not suffice to prevent a decline in t he total market value of
the outstanding debt. Under conditions of brisk business, when restrictive action is required, changes in the supply of debt are likely to meet an
active response in t he rate of interest . The wealth effect on consumption
will be less pronounced than in the case of depression policy.
Mixed Money and Debt Finance

In the case of mixed money and debt finance, the wealth effect of
money finance may be boosted by the existence of outstanding debt. If
the issuance of money reduces the rate of interest, the market value of
outstanding consols is increased, and the wealth effect of money creation
is accentuated. A corresponding argument applies to debt retirement
through surplus finance.
Let us now consider refunding operations. Such operations involve
exchanges between money and debt, and may be pursued quite independently of the state of budgetat·y balance or fiscal transactions. Suppose,
first, that money is injected into the budget to retire outstanding debt, as
described in policy 8 of Table 22-1. If the raic of interest remains
unchanged, net worth remains unchanged as well, a nd there will be no
wealth effect. If the rate of interest declines so as to prevent a fall in the
market value of total bonds, net worth will increase by the amount of
1 The equilibrium level of debt will be higher or lower, depending on the consumption effects of distributional changes inherent in the tax-interest circuit.
2 Sec p. 536.
The above seems a somewhat paradoxical conclusion. It is usually
argued that liquidity preference is clastic in the depression because investors wish to
hold money. If so, will not an increase in public debt force a relatively sharp rise in
the rate of interest? For an explanation, see p. 546.
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money injected. The expansionary wealth effect will be at a maximum.
Actual situations, however, fall between these extremes. The wealth
effect of refunding operations will tend to be relatively ineffective under
conditions of depression. Since the resulting decline in the rate of
interest will be slight, net worth will rise but little. The same characteristics of the depression setting which suggest that debt finance of cunent
deficit carries a wealth effect also suggest that substitution of money for
debt will be ine1Tective. 1
The sale of debt to reduce the supply of money, Ol' policy 9 of Table
22-1, presents the reverse situation. The restrictive wealth effect will.be
at its maximum if the rate of interest rises so as to prevent an increase in
the market value of total bonds. Since the rate of interest may be
expected to respond markedly under conditions of brisk business, the
wealth effect of refunding operations will be relatively effective. This is
true for the very same reason that debt retirement out of cunent surplus
will be relatively ineiTective.
C. CLAIMS EFFECTS ON INVESTMENT

We shall now turn to the effects of changes in the level or structure of
claims on private investment. To begin with, the expenditure side of
investment only is allowed for. Effects on capacity and growth will be
introduced later on.

New-money Finance
Let us assume that the level of income is to be raised, and that a
deficit is incurred for the purpose. As the deficit is incuned, the money
supply is increased in each period. Assuming that liquidity preference is
not infin itely clastic, lenders will provide investable funds at a lower rate
of interest. Provided that the investment schedule is elastic, a higher
volume of investment becomes profitable, and private investment
increases. A lesser deficit and an addition to money supply is required in
each subsequent period. If the rate of interest continues to fall and
private investment continues to rise, we eventually reach a point whet·e no
further deficit is needed to maintain the higher level of income. The
investment effect of the resulting increase in money supply renders the
need for further deficits self-terminating; and precisely the same argument
applies to the opposite case of restrictive action through surplus finance
and reduction in money supply. In either case, there results an equilibrium level of money supply.
The factors determining this equilibrium level may be defined conven1 The reader will bear in mind t hat effects on investment, arc disregarded for the
time being.
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iently with the help of a simple system of income determination similar to
the system used in our earlier discussion of investment effects. 1
Linear form

General form

Y=C+I+G
C = C(Y- T)
T=G
I = I(i)
i
Ma

= L(Ma)
= M- M,

M1

=vY

Y =C+ I+G
C = a+ c(Y- T)
T =G
I =d-ei

Ma = f- hi
Ma = M- M,
1

1

M,=VY

(22-8)
(22-9)
(22-10)
(22-11)
(22-12)
(22-13)
(22-14)

Equations (22-8) and (22-9) are self-explanatory; the wealth effect on
consumption is now disregarded. Equation (22-10) shows a balanced
budget, goods and service expenditures G being equal to tax yield T.
Since growth is disregarded for the time being, equality of G and T is
again a necessary condition of equilibrium, once claim effects are allowed
for. 2 Equation (22-11) is the usual investment schedule, and (22-12) is
the liquidity-preference schedule. The liquidity-preference schedule
refers to the holding of Ma, or money held as an asset in investment portfolios. It excludes M,, or transaction money. The relationship of Ma to
the total money supply is given by equations (22-13) and (22-14), where
the velocity of transaction money V is constant.
Assuming full-employment income to be given at :Y, and the level of
government expenditures at G, we may solve the above system for M,
thus obtaining the equilibrium level of money supply. We now have

M =f

+ V1

h
Y -

e[a+ d- (1 -

c)(Y- G)]

(22-15)

in the linear form corresponding to equation (22-6). It follows that the
larger f and e are, and the smaller a, d, c, h, and V, the higher will be the
equilibrium level of claims. The corresponding expression for the general
form is given by
Y

=

C(Y - G)

+ I [L (M

-

~

Y) J +

G

(22-16)

As in the preceding discussion of the wealth effect, we may again determine the increase in M required to secure a given increase in Y. Setting
Seep. 535.
This is true provided the shape of the L and I schedules leads to a change in Y
with a change in M.
1

2
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llG and tlT equal to zero, and solving for tlM, we obtain

11M=

(h(l ;c) +~)flY

(22-17)

in the linear form corresponding to equation (22-7), and
dM = L'(Ma)(1 - C'(Y -G)]
dY
l'(i)

+ __!_
V

(22-18)

in the general form. We thus determine the change in M required to
maintain a given increase in income after the budget is balanced and
returned to its initial level.
As before, we note that the required change in money supply cannot be
accomplished at once, but must be provided for gradually. Policies of
deficit or surplus carry an immediate income effect that must be held
within proper limits. Monetary policy will be more efficient, t he smaller
the eventual change in money supply required to hold income at the
desired level without further deficit or surplus. According to equation
(22-17), monetary policy will be more efficient under the following
conditions:1
1. The larger c is, or the greater the multiplier effect of a given increase
in investment
2. The smaller his, or the less elastic the liquidity-preference schedule
3. The larger e is, or the more elastic the investment schedule
4. The larger V is, or the less the drain from asset into transaction
money for any given increase in Y

Under conditions of depression, when expansionary action is required,
the investment schedule tends to be inelastic and liquidity preference
tends to be elastic. In other words, e tends to be small and h tends to be
large. A.relatively large change in money supply is required to achieve a
given increase in investment. In the absence of a wealth effect on consumption, the self-terminating nature of deficit finance is effective only
over a very long period, or not at all. In the extreme case, h reaches
infinity, and the rate of interest cannot decline below a certain floor level.
This is one of the conditions of the special Keynesian case of unemployment equilibrium. 2 In such a setting, an increase in the money
supply will not raise investment. Barring a possible wealth effect on
consumption, there is no self-terminating force in deficit finance. The
current income effect of the deficit is the only leverage factor. While
this is one extreme situation, it reflects the familiar observation t hat
1 For a diagrammatic discussion of these familiar propositions, see Alvin H. Hansen,
Monetary Theory and Fiscal Policy, chap. 12.
• Seep. 413.
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monetary policy, or changes in the money stock, are more or less ineffective under conditions of severe depression.
Under conditions of boom when restrictive fiscal action is required, the
investment schedule tends to be relatively elastic, and the liquiditypreference schedule tends to be relatively inelastic. In other words, e
tends to be large and h tends to be small. Under such conditions, a
relatively small reduction in M will secure a relatively large reduction in
investment. In the extreme case, where h is zero, investors wish to hold
no asset money, or a fixed amount of asset money. All changes in money
supply take the form of changes in transaction money, and ~ Y equals
~ VM.
Changes in the level of income can be secured only by change in
the money supply. The monetary results of surplus or deficit operations,
far from being a by-product, become the heart of the matter. While this
is another extreme situation, it indicates that monetary restriction can be
most effective under conditions of boom. The question in this case is not
whether monetary policy can be effective in applying restriction, but
rather, what combination of fiscal and monetary restriction should be
applied. Normally, the problem is not one of overcoming a severe
depression or fighting a severe inflation but of dealing with lesser fluctuations. Under such conditions, changes in money supply affect investment
to some degree and constitute a more or less significant, though not the
sole, element of policy adjustment.

Debt Finance
We shall now allow for debt finance of current deficit, debt retirement
out of tax receipts, and exchanges between debt and money. To simplify
matters, we shall retain the assumption that all debt is in the form of
consols, that is, debt obligations without fixed maturity date.
Debt transactions differ from tax or new-money finance in that they
involve a voluntary exchange. If the government wishes to place new
debt or to retire outstanding debt, it must do so on terms that are acceptable to the investor. In other words, it must meet the evaluation that the
market places upon such debt. Let us begin with an individual investor
who decides how to hold his assets. 1 He will choose that combination of
assets which seems best in view of his market appraisal and his preferences
between gain and safety. Let us suppose that this investment choice is
between cash, government bonds, and equity investment, that is, corporate shares or goods. What then determines his choice between these
particular categories of assets?
First, there is the choice between the holding of money and of consols.
The former has the advantage of enabling the investor to benefit from a
possible rise in the rate of interest. The latter has the advantage of
1

See p. 313.
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providing an interest income at a yield determined by the purchase price
and the coupon ra tes; also, it insures the holder that he will not. sufTer from
a possible fall in interest rates. The investor will hold money only to the
extent that these prospects, together with his attitude toward ga in and
risk, make it desirable to forego the income obtained from the holding of
bonds.
Next, t here is the choice between the holding of money and bonds and
the holding of equity assets. This choice depends on expectations of
changes in price level ra ther than in interest. If the price level is expected
to rise, the holding of equity assets will tend to be preferable to the holding of cash or consols, and vice versa if t.he price level is expected to fall.
Let us disregard equity assets for the time being and consider the choice
between money and debt. We may now reconstruct equation (22-12) to
allow for t.he holding of consols as well as money. In other words, we
replace the liquidity-preference schedule by a surface, relating the amount
of asset money, consols outstanding, and the ra te of interest. Just as
investors are willing to absorb an increased supply of money only at a
reduced rate of interest , so they arc willing to absorb an increased supply
of consols only at an increased rate of interest.
This rela tionship may take a va riety of forms, illustrated by the
simplest hypothesis that investors as a group wish to hold a given fraction
of their total claims, consisting of money and public debt, in the form of
debt. 1 Let the supply of asset money equa l "Af. and the fraction of the
claims that people wish to hold in debt D be given by {3. * We obtain
D
{3

= M.

+D

or

(22-19)

where D is the market value of government bonds outstanding. The
market value of bonds outsta nding depends on {3 and M .; and any change
in M . with {3 constant must result in an equal percentage change in D.
For the case of consols, we also know that
D

= .u.t,. .

where U is the coupon bill and i is the market rate of interest.

(22-20)
Substi-

' See Kenneth Boulding, " A Liquidity Preference theory of M arket Price,"
vol. 11, pp. 55- 63, May, 1944, reprint ed in Readings in P rice Theory,
American E conomic Associa tion , R ichard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1952.
Also see my "Money, Liquidity and the Valuation of Assets," in Money, Trade and
Economic Growth: In Honor of John H enry Williams, The Macmillan Company, New
York, 1951, pp. 216- 242.
*The value of {3 for individual investors d iffers, so t ha t the {3 in eq. (22-19) should
be considerep an average value, weighted according to the distribut ion of asset
holdings.
EconQ!n~ca,
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tuting U/i for D in equation (22-19) we have the basic equation

. = -u

~

( 1 - (3)

M.

/3

(22-21)

which defines the general relationship between asset preference, money
supply, t he coupon bill, and t he rate of interest.•
An increase in U with M" un changed raises the rate of interest, in vestors being willing to absorb the increase in U only at a higher rate of
interest. An increase in A1. without an increase in U leads to the opposite
adjustment. The elasticity of i in terms of M. is unity, any given percentage change in AI. being reflected in an equal but inver:-;e percentage
cha nge of i. Similady, the elasticity of i in terms of U is unity, but the
change is now in the same direction. If U and 111. increase at t he same
rate, i remains unchanged, provided {3 remains constant.
The resulting asset preference is plotted in Figure 22-2, with Jlf.
measured along the horizon La! axis, i along the vertical axis, and U along
the third axis. Moving down cur ves such as AC or DJ, we observe the
decline in i as M. is increased while holding U constant. Moving up lines
such as FD, Gil or KJ, we observe the rise in i as U is increased while Af.
is held constant. Points such as B and J involve equal ratios of Jl1./ [!
and, hence, equal values of i. It will be noted that the surface forms a
rectangular hyperbola when moving parallel to the A1. axis, but a rising
straight line when moving from lower to higher values of U. While this
is by no means the only possible pattern, it is a convenient one for purposes
of this discussion.
Let us now substitute equation (22-21) for (22-12) in our initial system,
given by equations (22-8) to (22-14). Proceeding as before, we obtain
11 .!::!.... = -

M.

(

1 - c)/3 11 Y

(1 - {3)e

(22-22)

in the linear form, corresponding to equation (22-17) for the case of newmoney finance.

As before, M. = M -

1

V Y. The required change of

policy is now defined in terms of the ratio U/M., and not Lhe level of M.
as such. In other words, the concept of an equilibrium level of claims is
replaced by that of an equilibrium structure of claims. The reduction in
[/I M a required to accomplish a given increase in Y will now be smaller;
that is, a policy of changing the structure of claims will be more effective,
the smaller /3 is and the larger V, c, and e are.
It may be readily seen that the larger V, c, and e arc, the more potent a
change in the structure of claims will be. If V is large, the increased
1 If debt with fin it<' maturity is considered, the relationship expressed in (22-20)
becomes more complicated, but the principle is unchanged.
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demand for transaction money will have a small dampening effect. If cis
large, the multiplier will be large, and any given change in investment will
lead to a large change in income. If e is large, the investment schedule
will be elastic, and a small change in i will lead to a large change in J.
So far all is clear, but an explanation is required of why a small value
of (:3 increases the efTcctiveness of a change in the claim structure. A small
value of (:3 Rim ply means that people dislike to hold bonds, so that i will be

Fro. 22-2. Asset preference surface.

high for any given value of Ma/U. This follows from equation (22-21),
according to which the elasticity of i in terms of Ma or U is always unity.
The absolute reduction in i and hence the rise in Y, which results from a
given increase in Ma or decrease in U, will thus be large if (:3 is small. A
large value of (:3, on the contrary, means that i is low, so that a given
increase in Ma or decrease in U results in a large absolute full in the value
of i.
Turning to the cylical aspect of the matter, we may expect the liquiditypreference schedule to drop as the economy moves into a depression.
The level of interest that is considered normal is adjusted downward.
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Capital gains are to be made in the purchase of bonds. Thus t he price of
bonds is bid up, and i is reduced. A further decline in i results as the
supply of asset money increases, owing to a decline in income and a resulting drain of money from the transaction sphere. 1 In terms of our analysis, \\le find that {3 increases, thus reducing i; and a further decline in i
results from the concurrent rise in Ma.
This is illustrated in the liquidity-preference schedules of Figure 22-3,
which may be thought of as a vertical plane cut out of Figure 22-2 so as to
slice the surface parallel to t he horizontal axis. Let ltl 1 represent the
relationship between i and M. for a given value of U and {3. As the
economy moves into a depression, {3 rises and t he schedule drops to l 2l 2 •
The supply of asset money concurrently increases from OC to OD,

A

I

I

I
8 -----1---1

I

0

c

D

Mo
FIG. 22-3. Relation of M • and i for given value of U.

so that the rate of interest falls from OA to OB. Monetat·y policy
becomes less potent because the slope of l2l2 at F is less than the slope
of ltlt at E. This is the case not only because Ma has been increased
but also because the entire schedule has dropped. The proposition that
liquidity preference is highly elastic in t he depression must not be identified with the statement that investors are anxious to hold money. In
part, the increase in elasticity has come about precisely because investors
wish to hold less money and more debt, thus pushing the liquiditypreference schedule downward.
This, to be sure, is an overly simplified view. For a more complete
analysis, a broader choice of assets must be considered. Investors may
wish (1) to substitute claims (money or debt) for goods as they expect the
price level to fall; (2) to substitute public debt for private debt as they
1 In the fractional-reserve system, the money supply held by the nonbank public
tends to decline in the depression, but excess reserves of banks increase. Excess
reserves become the strategic component of asset money. (Seep. 531.)
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expect the default risk of private debt to rise; (3) to substitute debt for
money as they expect the rate of interest to fall; and (4) to substitute
money for debt in order to meet contingencies in an imperfect credit
market. Among these forces, (1), (2), and (3) make for a decline in the
yield of public debt, while only (4) makes for an increase. The yield on
private debt is forced up by (2), thus making for a widening rate spread
between rates on public and private debt. Thus, a substitution 9f public
debt for money may accompany a desire for increased holding of cash
(relative to private debt).
Equation (22-22) allows for motivation (3) only. Nevertheless, it helps
to explain why changes in the liquidity structure are relatively ineffective
during periods of depression. Since i is low (owing to the rise in (3 and the
increase in Ma during the downswing), any given increase in M or decrease
in U will result in only a slight a bsolute fall in i. For the same reason, an
increase in U will do little to raise i. All this applies to the case of consols.
If debt of finite maturity is introduced, a greater change in the value of
debt is needed to secure a given change in i, thus reducing the effectiveness of liquidity policy with a given value of (3.
D. CONSUMPTION AND INVESTMENT EFFECTS COMBINED

We may now combine the consumption aspects considered in section B
with the investment aspects considered in section C.

New-money Finance
Let us begin with a system where there is no debt, so that the deficit or
surplus must be reflected in changes in the money supply. 1 The expansionary income effects of deficit finance are now augmented by the
expansionary wealth effects of the increased money supply on both
consumption and investment. 2 The same symmetry applies to the
restrictive effects of surplus finance. Returning to Table 22-1, policies
1 The combined asset effects on consumption and investment for a system without
debt are obtained by substituting eq. (22-3) for (22-9) in the system of eqs. (22-8) to
(22-14). For the linear case, we then obtain

AY =cAY+ w AM- e ( 1/V) Ar- AM
which reduces to
AM

= (1 + e/vh
w

- c) AY

+ e/h

thus combining eq. (22-7), which allows for consumption effects only, with eq. (22-17)
which allows for investment effects only.
2 Note that the effects of changes in money supply on investment have been related
to changes in M., while those on consumption are related to changes in M.
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3 and 6 are clearly more potent, per dollar change in public expenditures,
than is policy 1.

Debt Finance
Turning now to a system in which debt is allowed for, consider deficit
finance out of new money, or policy 3 of Table 22-1. * The expansionary
income effect is again supported by an expansionary investment effect,
provided that the rate of interest falls and investment responds to it.
The fall in the rate of interest increases the value of outstanding debt and
thus boost s the expansionary wealth effect on consumption beyond what
it would be in the absence of debt. Even if the rate of interest does not
respond, a favorable wealth effect on consumption remains, similar to that
obser ved in the absence of debt. The same principles apply to the
restrictive effects of retirement of money by budget surplus, or policy 6.
Policies 3 and 6 are both rendered more potent by the presence of debt. 1
Turning now to deficit finance by debt, or policy 2, the expansionary
income effect may be supported by an expansionary wealth effect on
consumption. This will be the case only if D and hence DIM increases,
which requires that the rate of interest be relatively unresponsive. In
this case, restrictive effects on investment will be relatively slight. At
the other end of the scale, we may find that t he rate of interest responds
sharply, in which case expansionary wealth effects on consumption will be
slight or absent, while restrictive investment effects may be severe.
Under conditions of depression, when deficit finance is required, the
former condition is more likely to apply. In this setting, the effects of
policies 2 and 3 may differ but little.
A corresponding argument applies to surplus finance where the surplus
is used to retire debt, or policy 5. If the rate of interest falls so that D
remains unchanged, there will be no wealth effect on consumption, but
the restrictive income effect of surplus finance will be counteracted by an
expansionary effect on investment. If t he rate of intet·est does not fall,
• Even a change in the balanced budget, or policy 1, is a ffected by the allowance
for debt. The drain on asset money (in the. case of budget expansion) now tends to
result in a detrimental investment effect; and the rise in Y relative to a constant M
tends to result in a depressing effect on consumption. This wm be the case the more
so if D declines owing to a rising i and a constant U. (See p. 528, note 1.)
1 The combined asset effects on consumption and investment for a system with
debt are obtained by substituting eq. (22-3) for (22-9), and eq. (22-21) for (22-11), in
the system of eqs. (22-8) to (22- 14). We now obtain
eU( l - {3)
} {
eU(l - {3) } - '
t:>.M= { 1 -c+Vf3[M 0 -(l/v)YoJ2
w+[M-(l/v)YoJ2
t:>.Y

where M 0 and Y 0 are the initial levels of income and money supply. They must be
allowed for in this case because the consumption effects of changes in U /Mare not
linear.
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there will be no investment effect, but D will decline, and there will be a
restrictive wealth effect on consumption. In the boom, when surplus
finance is needed, the expansionary investment effect may well be important, and policy 5 will be substantially less potent than a. withholding of
the surplus, or policy 6.
There remains the case of pure liquidity policy, or exchanges between
money and debt. Substitution of money for debt, or policy 8, results in a
decline in i if {j is constant. This has an expansionary effect on investment as well as on consumption. Substitution of debt for money, or
policy 9, has a restrictive effect on both counts. Again, there is reason to
expect that Lhe impact of pure liquidity policies, particularly on investment, will be greater in the boom than in the depression.
E. LIQUIDITY STRUCTURE AND GROWTH

It now remains to reintroduce the effects of investment on capacity and
to reconsider changes in the structure of claims in a growing economy.

Claim Effects in the Growth Model: Effects on Required Rate
Let us return to a growth model of the type represented by the requiredrate system of equations (20-41) to (20-45), and the expenditure-rate
system of equations (20-54) to (20-58). * In these systems, no allowance
was made for changes in the structure and the level of claims that result
from deficit or surplus finance. These changes must now be examined. 1
Effects on the required rate of growth involve effects on the level of
consumption only. Following equation (22-2) we assume that the ratio
of consumption to disposable income is related positively to the ratio of
claims to income. A balanced-budge.t policy, where g = t, now implies a
rising rate of growth, since the ratio of consumption to income falls as the
ratio of claims (money plus government debt) to income declines. 2 The
system approaches a situation where the propensity to consume equals
(1 - t)c, and private investment becomes a constant fraction of income.
A deficit budget is required if growth is to proceed at a constant rate
from the outset. 3 Beginning with a given excess of g over t, the growth
*See pp. 485 and 489.
1 See Gardner Ackley, "The Wealth-Saving Relationship," Journal of Political
Economy, vol. 59, no. 2, pp. 154-161, April, 1951, for-a general discussion of the
relationship between assets and growth. Also, see Franz Gehrels, "Government
Debt as a Generator of Economic Growth," Review of Economics and Statistics,
vol. 39, no. 2, p. 183, May, 1957.
2 We assume that s, and hence the ratio of capital stock to income, remains constant, so that a decrease in the ratio of claims to income will not be offset by an
increase in the ratio of equity assets to income.
3 Alternatively, the increase in claims may be supplied through banking policy,
e.g., easing of reserve requirements.
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rate in subsequent periods will fall if income grows at a slower rate than
the stock of claims, since the excess implies a rising ratio of claims to
income and hence an increasing propensity to consume. The rate of
growth may rise asymptotically and approach a constant. For balanced
growth to proceed at a constant rate, the rate of deficit must be such that
income and the stock of claims grow at the same rate.
In the absence of claim effects, we concluded that the required rate rises
with an increase in t and 'Y and a decrease in g.* The same holds in the
present case. Indeed, it is evident that changes in t and g exert a more
potent effect on the required rate once claim effects are allowed for. An
increase in t again reduces consumption by reducing disposable income.
In addition to this, an increase in t reduces the claim to income ratio for
future periods, thereby lowering the propensity to consume out of a given
disposable income. The same holds for a decrease in g. t The bearing of
claim effects on the potency of changes in 'Y is more complex. As 'Y is
increased, the level of income grows more rapidly, but so does the level of
claims if g > t. Growth of income will be speeded up or retarded by
claim effects, depending on whether the ratio of claims to income rises or
falls.
• Seep. 486.
t The reader who wishes to approach these problems in a formal fashion may introduce claim factors into eqs. (20-41) to (20-45). The adjusted system may be written
as follows:
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where (J is the initial stock of government obligations, 0. the stock at period n, and A
the stock of capital. To simplify, we set 'Y equal to zero so that all government
expenditures are for consumption. From this system we obtain
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This formulation may be used to compute the value of Y• for successive periods,
assuming given values of 0, s, a, t, g, and w. However,··new initial values for the
difference equation apply for each successive period, since the stock of obligation
changes. A general solution for the growth rate over time is not readily obtainable.
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Claim Effects in the Growth Model: Effects on Expenditure Rate

When introducing claim effects into the expenditure rat e, effects on
investment as well as consumption must be allowed for; and effects on
investment differ, depending on the t ype of claims that are issued.
New-money Finance. Proceeding as before, we begin with a system
where all government claims are in the form of money. An increase in
claims will be expansionary with regard to consumption as well as investment. As distinct from the case of the required rate, we now find that the
expenditure rate of growth declines unless there is a deficit that expands
the level of claims at t he same rate as t he level of income. 1 Similar to t he
case of the required rate, allowance for claim effects renders changes in g
and t more potent in t heir effects upon the expenditure rate. This applies
to resulting effects on consumption as well as investment.
As in the absence of claim effects, an increase in t or a reduction in g
raises the required rate and reduces the expenditure i·ate. Since the
adjustment is now more efficient, a smaller change in g or t will suffice to
close any given potential gap between the required rate and the expendit ure rate.
Debt Finance. Let us now move to the other extreme and assume that
all government obligations take the form of long-term debt. In t his case,
an increase in government obligations raises consumption but reduces
investment. The net effect . on the expenditure rate may be in either
direction. If expansionary, the general argument is the same as it was
with money finance. If restrictive, we now find that allowance for claim
effects reduces the potency of changes in g and t in their effect on the
expenditure rate. Conceivably, the restrictive effects of debt issue may
become so strong that the expenditure rate now moves inversely to
changes in g, and directly with changes in t. In this case, a decrease in g
or an increase in t will raise both the required rate and the expenditure
rate. These raises may render it impossible to close, by fiscal adjustment,
a potential gap between the two rates, depending on the relative degrees
of change in them.
Mixed Money and Debt Finance. The more realistic policy is one in
which government obligations include money as well as debt. T he outcome combines the results of the two preceding cases, depending on what
part of the obligations is in money and what part is in debt.2
In addition, we now have the possibility of varying the money-debt
ratio, thereby reintroducing liquidity policy into the picture. If we
1

2

Or unless this expansion is provided for through banking policy.
Introducing claim effects into eqa. (20-54) to (20-58), we may now write
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assume that the consumption effect is the same for both types of claims, 1
changes in the mix of claims will have no effect on the required rate.
However, substitution of debt for money will reduce the expenditure rate,
and substitution of money for debt will raise it. This holds, whether the
change in mix applies to the entire stock of obligations, or whether it is
limited to the increment (deficit) or decrement (surplus) of claims. Thus,
liquidity policy enters as a further policy tool for securing balanced
growth.

The Efficient Rate of Growth
Having examined the effects of fiscal policies upon the rate of growth,
let us return to the normative problems of what rate of growth is to be
aimed at, and which policy tools should be used to secure it.
We may safely assume that balanced growth is desirable, that is, that
inflation, unemployment, and excess capacity are to be avoided. However, various rates of balanced growth are possible, and a choice must be
made among them. In the setting of the classical system, it can be argued
Y • = C. + 1,. + G,.
C.= (1 - a)(l- t)Y,.•

G.

=

+ w(O. +A.)

gY•

A,.=~ Y,.•
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- t)

y N'

N- o
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where D is government debt, 1lf is money, and d is the fraction of total government
obligations D held in the form of debt. The coefficient j corresponds to s in the
required-rate system, and both will be equal in ·equilibrium. From this system we
obtain
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Ail for the required rate system given in p. 551, note t, this approach may be applied
to compute the level of income for successive periods. As noted before, new initial
values for the difference equation result for each period, and a general solution is not
readily feasible.
1 As shown on p. 538, this is a dubious assumption.
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that the optimal rate of growth is determined by market choice, and in
accordance with consumer preference as reflected in the supply of saving
at any given rate of interest or efficiency of investment. If this argument
is granted for a system without budget, it may be extended also to a system with a budget. The budget of the Distribution Branch is again used
to establish the proper state of distribution, which in turn will affect the
supply of saving and the resulting rate of growth. At the same time, the
supply of saving continues to be determined by consumer choice. While
distribution policy aiTects all aspects of allocation, the resource use that
results still reflects consumer choice based on the desired state of distribution. The budget of the Allocation Branch is again balanced on a pay-asyou-use basis, 1 and its taxes are allocated (in our ideal system, at least)
according to consumer preferences. Goods and services provided by the
Allocation Branch may meet social wants of a current sort, or they may
satisfy future social wants. The requirement that such services reflect
consumer preferences is equally applicable (or subject to equal objectio~s)
in both cases. 2 Thus, we may conclude that the rate of growth in the
classical system is determined in accordance with consumer preferences,
even though a budget is allowed for.
There is no such simple answer once w~ step outside the bounds of the
classical system and consider a possible divergence between the required
and the expenditure rates of growth. Let us suppose, first, that all
government obligations are in the form of money, and assume that the
expenditure rate falls short of the required rate. Various adjustments
may be made in budget parameters to secure balanced growth; and
depending on which adjustment is chosen, balanced growth will be reached
at a higher or lower rate. 3 In choosing the proper adjustment, two
criteria may be applied. One is that public policy should attempt to
honor the required rate, since this is t he rate that would prevail if investment in the private sector were always adjusted to match intended saving.
Depending on the circumstances of the case, an increase in g rather than a
reduction in t might be required. Another criteria is that the proper
values of g and 'Y should be determined by considerations of the Allocation
Branch, so that all stabilizing adjustments must be in t. Thus it appears
that it may not be possible to satisfy both criteria at the same time.
If liquidity policy is added to the picture, a gap between required and
expenditure rates may be closed by adjustments in the liquidity structure;
and changes in this structure may serve to raise or lower the rate at which
balanced growth proceeds. Stabilization policy gains an additional
degree of freedom. The proper level of g may be maintained, and the
See pp. 16 and 558.
Seep. 86.
'Seep. 490.
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dilemma of the preceding paragraph may be avoided. However, it now
becomes doubtful whether the required rate should be honored. The
level of saving, and hence the required rate of growth, now depend upon
the prevailing level and structure of claims, both of which are the result of
public policy decision rather than consumer choice. The concept of a
market-determined rate of growth breaks down in the compensatory
system, and it becomes exceedingly difficult to establish a clear-cut
standard of what constitutes an efficient rate of growth. This rate must
be determined through the political process, as the satisfaction of social
wants in the classical system is determined. However, the latter poses a
simpler problem. The verification of social wants through the political
process is more or less analogous to the verification of private wants in the
market, both being based on the preferences of individual consumers,
weighed by the given distribution of income. 1 Determination of the
proper rate of growth in the compensatory system involves the additional
policy parameter of setting the prevailing liquidity structure and thereby
affecting the level of planned saving for any given level and distribution
of income. While stabilization policy can take care of instability, it does
not return the system to the automatic purity of the classical model.
1

Sec pp. 9 and 86.

CHAPTER 23

Classical theory of public debt

Before proceeding with t.hc diRcu ~sion of debt policy as a stabilization
device, let u~ pause Lo exam ine wlmL may be called the classical aspects of
debt theory, that is, t he usc of debt policy to serve objectives of the Allocation and the Distribution Branches. This is the problem of debt policy
in a system where no stabilization is required. In a more realistic setting,
allocation and distribuLion objectives cannot be divorced from the stabilization function. Indeed, they may prove incompatible with the latter.
We shall consider internal debt first, leaving external debt for later
examination.
A. INTERNAL DEBT IN THE CLASSICAL SYSTEM

In the classical system all private income is spent on either consumption
or investment. Full employment is secured automatically. Price-level
r;t.abilit.y is maintained if the money supply is held s table or is increased at
the f:amc rate at which real income grows. In this setting there is no need
for compensatory finance. Loan finance is as efTective as tax finance in
reducing aggregate demand, and debt retirement is as effective as goods
and service expenditures of government in expanding demand. What
role, then, can be assigned to public debt policy in,~uch a sysLem?1
'l'he choice between tax and loan finance remains importa nt because it
determines the way in which the resource withdrawal from the private
sector will be divided between consumption and capital formation. Let
us define the classical system as one in which saving is a function of dis1 For a somewhat similar discussion sec James M. Buchanan, Public Principles of
Public Debt, Richo.rd D . Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill. , 1958. Buchanan's volume
becaml' available after compilation of this manuscript a nd is not dealt with here.
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posable income as well as of interest. If the savings schedule is wholly
inelastic to interest while the investment schedule is clastic, the entire
resource withdrawal under loan finance will be from private capital
formation. Private savings will be absorbed in part by public borrowing.
Private investment will fall and the interest rate will rise, but saving and
hence consumption will remain unchanged. Tax finance will result in a
withdrawal from both private capital forma tion and consumption,
depending on the taxpayers' marginal propensity to consume. 1
If the savings schedule is interest-elastic while the investment schedule
is wholly inelastic, the entire resource withdrawal for loan finance will be
from private consumption. The rate of interest will rise until saving
increases by the amount of public borrowing. Tax finance must give the
same result since investment remains unchanged. If both the saving and
investment schedules are interest elastic, the resource withdrawal will be
spread between consumption and capital formation for both types of
finance. The more interest elastic saving is, and the less elastic investment is, the smaller the share contributed by capita l formation will be.
However, the share contributed by consumption will be larger in the case
of tax finance than in the case of loan finance.
The result depends, moreover, on the type of expenditures the government makes. If the government spends for investment, resource withdrawal will be more from private capital formation, provided that
government investment enters into the same total investment schedule as
does private investment. Government investment will then drive down
the rate of interest and lower saving. However, government investment
may raise the share contributed by private investment, if the public
investment does not draw on the same investment outlets but mises the
efficiency of private investment. 2
The choice between loan finance and tax finance thus involves a choice
between a resource withdrawal largely from private capital formation and
one largely from private consumption. A fiscal policy designed to
accentuate growth relies on tax finance, while a policy designed to support present consumption relies on loan finance. If regulation of the rate
of growth is considered a function of budget policy, such regulation is the
1 For convenience we shall assume a lump-sum tax, so that substitution effects need
not be considered.
2 The same general principl<'s apply, but the details differ, for a primitive classical
system in which saving is a function of the rate of interest only . If government
expenditures are for consumption, rcsom·cc withdrawal through taxation must always
come out of private consumption. Since the rate of interest is not changed by the
imposition of the tax, private saving remains unchanged, as docs private investment.
The results for borrowing depend again on the elasticities of the investment and saving schedules: and as before, the results may differ if government expenditures arc for
investment.
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crucial consideration in the choice between loan and tax finance. However, this is not the case in tpe classical system. Here the rate of growth
may be determined by con1umer preference between present and future
consumption, and by Lhe return on capital that is obtained in the market. 1
The government's choice between loan and tax finance is to be made as a
part of this process; the purpose is not to interfere with the marketdetermined rate of growth, but to align the choice between present and
future satisfaction of social wants, with the choice between present and
future satisfaction of private wants.
Our argument has been that the budget of the Allocation Branch should
be balanced, since the opportunity cost of resource withdrawal must be
allocated to the individuals whose wants are satisfied; but we have also
noted that annual balance was not necessary, since the cost of durable
goods or of lasting services should be allocated over their useful life. 2 We
must now consider more carefully just when loan finance is called for in
the budget of the Allocation Branch.

Pay-as-you-use Finance
Let us suppose that people want to provide for the satisfaction of certain
social wants involving initial capital expenditures. The facilities may be
durable consumer goods such as playgrounds, capital goods such as highways, or productivity-increasing services such as investment in education.
In these cases, present expenditures will provide for future benefits.
Where the initial outlay is large, taxpayers may not wish to assume the
entire cost at once and may prefer to pay over the years as the services of
the new facility are enjoyed. This reflects the same motivation underlying the purchase of a house on a mortgage or of an automobile on an
installment basis. The option of pay-as-you-use finance increases the
flexibility of consumer budgeting and adds to the efficiency of private
finance . Precisely the same results occur in public finance. The question is only how the principle can be implemented at the public level.
Matters are simple enough if we assume that there is a continuous
stream of capital outlays. In such a case, tax finance of new projects
becomes equivalent to pay-as-you-use finance of old projects. This solution is not open if we consider the financing of a single and discontinuous
project. Here we are confronted with the inevitable fact that provision
of a durable facility requires the full resource input in the initial period.
Resources must be withdrawn from other uses, thus giving rise to a current
opportunity cost that the community must assume at once. There is no
escape from this, whatever the sources of internal finance. The government's internal borrowing, unlike external borrowing, does not increase
1
2

Seep. 553.
See p. 16.
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the supply of resources available to the group as a whole. It cannot
obviate the need for releasing resources from other uses.
However, it makes a difference whether this release is from present
consumption or from capital formation. The immediate burden of a
heavy public outlay in terms of current consumption is cushioned if the
resources are withdrawn from private capital formation. This is accomplished by the use of loan finance. In a perfect system, with rational
taxpayer behavior and a pure credit market, it will be equally advantageous for the government to use tax or loan finance. If the taxpayer wishes
to spread his burden, he may secure a tax or consumer loan and thus obtain
command over resources that otherwise would have gone into capital
formation. The outcome will be similar to that of public loan fil}ance, the
only diiTerence being that private rather than public debt is issued. In
the real world, where crcdi t facilities are not available on equal terms to all
taxpayers,. this equality does not apply. Public loan finance may then be
thought of as a means of enabling individual taxpayers to secure tax
credit at equal terms. By placing payment on a pay-as-you-use basis,
loan finance remains a significant instrument of policy, even though it
does not increase the total availability of resources. 1 By the nature of
the pay-as-you-use principle public debt issued for such purposes should
be repaid as the benefits from the initial expenditure are being exhausted.
The principle is the same as for consumer credit on the private level.
Proceeding on this basis, we may draw up a budget statement that
divides the budget accounts into a current and a capital part. 2 This is
illustrated in Table 23-1. The current budget should be tax-financed.
On the expenditure side, we include expenditures to provide goods and
services, the benefits from which accrue currently. Also we include an
1 This fact seems to be overlooked by A. C. Pigou, 11 Study in Public Finance, 3d
ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1951, p. 38, who argues that there can be no
transfer of costs by internal borrowing because the resource use must occur at once.
However, in his Political Economy of War, 2d ed., Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London,
1940, cha p. 7, Pigou notes that in the case of war fin ance the future is burdened if the
"real war fund" is drawn from capital formation. This, precisely, is t he central
point of our argument.
2 Out of a considerable literature on capital budgets, see E rik Lindahl, S tudies in
the Theory of Money and Capital, Rinehart & Company, Inc., New York, 1939,
pp. 367-384; Gunnar Myrdal, "Fiscal Policy in t he Business Cycle," American
Economic Review, vol. 29, Supplement, no. 1, pp. 183-193, March, 1939; Benjamin Higgins and R. A. Musgrave, "Deficit Finance: The Case Examined," Pttblic Policy,
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1941, vol. II, pp. 193- 203; Budgetary
Structure and C'lassification of Government Accounts, United Nations, Department of
Public Information, New York, 1951; J. R. Hicks, The Problem of Budgetary Reform,
Oxford University Press, New York , 1948; J. A. :\faxwell , "The Capital Budget,"
Quarterly Joumal of Economics, vol. 57, pp. 450-465, 1942- 1943; Richard Goode and
Eugene A. Birnbaum, "Government Capital Budgets," International Monetary Fund
Staff Papers, vol. 5, pp. 23- 46, February, 1956.
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allowance for the cunent use of benefits purchased in past periods. This
includes amortization charges against government assets, as well as
against private assets created by past public services. Mor~over, we
include interest on funds borrowed for this purpose, thus allowing for the
cost of placing payment on a pay-as-you-use basis.
TAnLE

23-1.

BuDGET FOR PAY- AS- YOU-US E FINANCE

(In dollars)
Current budget
Taxes ... . ... . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .
Deficit ......... . . . . .... . . . ... . .. .

Total . .

83
17

100

Expenditures for current benefits.
75
Interest .... .. ... .. .. . ... .. .
5
Amort ization . .. . ............. ... . 20
Surplus .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . ...... . ... .
0
Total .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . ... . .. . 100

Capital budget
Amortization . . . . .. . .. . ..... .
20 Expenditures for future benefits :
Sale of assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 3
Resulting in acquisition of assets. . 18
Not result ing in acquisition of assets 12
24
Net borrowing .. . . . ...... .. . .
Net increasl' in provision for fu t ure
Net decrease in provision for future
benefits .......... . ..... . .. . .. . 0
benefits . .. ... . . .... .......... . 17
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. 47
Total . . . ..... . .... . ......... 47

The capital hudget is to be loan-financed. On the expenditure side we
include the cost of providing for goods and services, the benefits from
which will accrue in the future. These expenditures may result in the
acquisition of assets by government, such as buildings or highways; or
they may create private asset s, such as educational training. Either
outlay provides for future benefits and is included. On the revenue side
of the capital budget, we record charges against the provision for future
benefits. T hese include amortization charges as recorded in the current
budget, the sale of assets.held by government, and proceeds from the sale
of government debt. The last two items both absorb funds that otherwise would have been cha nneled into private investment.
The state of balance in the budget, as recorded in Table 23-1, is not in
accord with pay-as-you-use finance. Tax receipts in the cunent budget
fall short of the provision for current benefits. This deficit in the current
budget reappears as a net decrease in the provision for future benefits
in the capital budget. Unless justified by certain other considerations,
a deficit or surplus in the current budget is not compatible with efficient
budgcting. 1
' Notwithstanding this lack of balance in t he provision for future benefits, note that
total cash outgo, or paym('nts to the pu blic, equals total cash inflow (including proceed s from borrowing) from t he public. This will hold if total payments are to remain
unchanged, since we arc dealing with a classical system.
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Now it is important to note that the deficit in the current budget, or the
decrease in the provision for future benefits in the capital budget, does not
equal the change in the net worth of the govemment. Using the same
figures as before, a budget statement designed to equate deficit with reduction in the government's net worth would look as follows:
TABLE

23-2.

BuDGET FOR NET-wonTH APPROACH

(In dollars)
Current budget
Taxes ......... . ............. · .···
Deficit ..... ... . . ........... . .... .

83
29

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112

Expenditures not resulting in acquisition of assets. . . .
. . . . . . . . 87
Interest .. ....... ...... ..... .... , .
5
Amortization ........ . ... . ...... , . 20
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 12

Capital budget
Amortization. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20 · Expenditures resulting in acquisiSale of assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
tion of assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Net borrowing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 Decrease in net worth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
Increase in net worth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Total ................. . ....... 47
Total .......... . .............. 47

Table 23-2 differs from Table 23-1 in that expenditures which provide for
future benefits without involving .the acquisition of assets are now
recorded in the current budget. As a result, the balance shows the change
in the government's net worth, defined as assets minus liabilities. 1
This formulation of the capital budget implies the proposition that a
sound budget policy is one that does not permit net worth to fall; and that
changes in net worth are the significant factor in determining the proper
state of budgetary balance. This proposition is based on an analogy to
the finances of the private firm, an analogy t hat is applicable only for the
' This seems to be the approach followed in t he budget system recommended by the
United Nations, Budgetary Strtu:ture and Classification of Government Accounts, p. 15,
wh ere capital expenditures are defined as t he purchase of assets with a long life
expectancy. At the same time, the UN statemen t holds (p. 14) that "there is neither
a conceptual nor an institutional link between the capital account and borrowing for
purposes of asset acquisition." If this is the case, there is no reason for separating
the balance of the current hudget from the balance for the total budget. The determination of capital costs involved in particular expenditure projects and the administration of government assets may be accomplished without an over-all division of the
budget into a current and a capital budget, and without singling out the state of balance in the current budget. If the division is made, its usefulness must derive from
the polic·y significance of the concept of surplus or deficit used in the current budget.
This is the crucial point in interpreting any budget statement. See my "The Nature
of Budgetary Balance and the Case for the Capital Budget," American Economic
RP.nh'l4!, vol. 29, no. 2, pp. 260-271, June, 1039.
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special case of public enterprises but not for the general type of hudgetary
activity. In order to be solvent, a private corporation must have assets
that will match its debt. If assets increase, debt can be increased, but
not otherwise. Applying this reasoning to the government, one is
tempted to conclude that borrowing in the capital budget is sound, while
borrowing in the current budget is unsound. This is a fallacy that overlooks the essentially difTerent nature of government and business firms.
The purpose of business finance is to increase net worth, but this is not
the case for government finance. Assets held by the firm are the collateral
against the firm's debt, but no such reasoning applies to government
assets. The solvency of government depends on the productive powers
of the economy and on the taxable capacity that they comprise.
Govemment-hcld assets have little, if anything, to do with the matter.
While the net-worth approach might serve to sell businessmen on the idea
of unbalanced budgets, this is a point in fiscal politics rather than
economics. 1
As far as the economics of the matter are concerned, focus on the
acquisition of assets as a criterion of budget planning only serves to
disturb the proper allocation of budgetary resources. It encourages the
cement-and-steel concept of economic development and reinforces the
ancient prejudice in favor of expenditures on hardware as distinct from
services, a prejudice dating back to the physiocrats and Adam Smith's
misleading use of the terms productive and unproductive. The resulting
damage to budget planning is especially serious in underdeveloped
economies, where basic services are of primary importance, but the
damage is by no means limited to such places. It is only too frequent,
in United States municipal finances, that elaborate school structures can
be built on debt issue, while no adequate funds for teachers' salaries can
be secured, since tax finance is required.
N otwiths~anding a superficial similarity between the pay-as-you-use
approach and the net-worth approach, the underlying philosophies are
totally different. The former approach presents a legitimate, if somewhat subtle, argument for loan finance in the provision of future benefits.
The latter is based on a falacious analogy, and distorts fiscal planning.
Since it is difficult in practice to separate the two approaches, great care
must be taken if the pay-as-you-use approach is ,to be formalized in a
double budget system.

Intergeneration Equity
The general principle of pay-as-you-use finance gains in importance if
we allow for the fact that facilities provided for by government will be
1 Such implications may be found in many places-for instance, in the previously
noted paper by Myrdal.
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used frequently by several generations of taxpayers. This is particularly
true in municipal finance, where the composition of the resident group is
subject to more or less frequent change. Here the principle of pay-asyou-use finance follows directly from that of benefit taxation, and loan
finance is required to distribute costs among the various generations.
To illustrate the point, consider a project whose services become available in equal installments over three periods. Also, suppose that the life
(or residency) span of each generation covers three periods, and that the
population is stable. Finally, assume that loans advanced by any one
generation must be repaid within its life span. In each period the benefits accrue to three generations, including generations 1, 2, 3 in the first
period; 2, 3, 4 in the second; and 3, 4, 5 in the third period. To contribute their proper share, generations 1 and 5 should each pay i of the cost;
generations 2 and 4 should each pay j; and generation 3 should pay f.
Let us now suppose that the total cost is $100, and that it is to be allocated
accordingly. To simplify matters, we will disregard the allocation of
interest cost. 1
The entire outlay of $100 must be raised and spent in the first period.
Of this, $33.3 is obtained by taxation, divided equally between generations 1, 2, and 3. The remainder is obtained by loans from generations
2 and 3. There can be no loans from generation 1 owing to our rule that
each generation must be repaid during its life span. In the second
period, tax revenue is again $33.3, contributed now by generations 2, 3,
and 4; the debt held by generation 2 is retired in full, and loans of $16.6
are advanced by generation 4 to retire part of the debt held by generation
3. In the third period, the tax revenue of $33.3 is contributed by generations 3, 4, and 5. It is used -to retire the remainder of the debt held by
generations 3 and 4. In retrospect, the total cost has been divided
between the five generations in accordance with benefits received. Loan
finance in this case not only provided credit to taxpayers but resulted in a
bona fide division of the cost between generations- a result impossible to
secure through tax finance. 2
Concerning the change in resource allocation in the private sector, let
1
The interest will be divided between the generations in proportion to their share
in the postponement of payment, so that tis contributed by generations 2 and 4 each,
while 3 pays t.
2 Note that this financing pattern does not involve tax discrimination between
generations. The tax in any one period applies alike to the members of all generations
living. While the schedule of debt transactions in each period involves a distinction
between generations, our scheme does not necessitate the usc of bonds that arc nontransferable among generations. Rather, the government can borrow and retire
debt independent of the particular holder. The general pattern of Table 23-2 comes
about on its own accord, provided that each generation consumes its assets while still
present.
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23-3.

l NTERGE NERATION EQUITY THRO UGH LOAN FINANCE

(In dollars; figures rounded)
Payments for each generation
Period Source of funds*
--

1

2

3

1-3

-

1

2

3

4

I

Total
payments
in period

5

-

t
t
t

Taxes . ........ ..
Loans ...........
Repayments .. ...

.....
.....

11.1
33.3

11.1
33.3

. .....

. .....

D.C ...........
M ............

- 8.3
- 2.8

-8.3
-36.1

-8.3
-36.1

Taxes . ... ... ....
Loans ...........
Repayments .....

t
t
t

11.1

11.1

......

. .....

t
t

33.3
-8.3
30.5

16.6
-8.3
13.8

......

D.C ... ...... ..
M .... . .. . ... .

Taxes ...........
Loans .......... .
Repayments .. ..
ilC ... ....... .
ill ........ ... .

t
t
t
t
t

t

11.1

11.1

11.1

33.3

16.6
-8.3
13.8

.....

t

16.6
-8 .3
13 .8

33.3
-25 .0
25.0

22.2
33.3
33.3
-16.7
-5.5

33.3
33.3
33.3
-25.0
-8.4

22.2
16.6
16.6
- 16.7
- 5.5

11.1

Taxes .. ....... .. 11.1
Loans .... ... .. .. .. ...
Repayments . . ... . . . . .
ilC ..... ...... -8.3
M .... ........ -2.8

t
t
t

t
t

33.3
66.7

t
t
t

t

t

-25.0
-75.0

t
t

11.1
16.6

33.3
16 .6
49.9
-25.0
25.0

t
t
t

- 8.3
- 19 . 4

-8.3
-2.8
11.1
•

•••

0

. .. . .
-8.3
- 2 .8

100 . 0
83.2
83.2
-75.0
-25.0

* ilC indicates chango in consumption.
ill indicates change in investment.
t Unborn or deceased.

us assume that 75 per cent of tax receipts comes from consumption, and
25 per cent from saving. Since we are dealing with a system in which
planned saving is matched by investment, the latter fraction is reflected in
reduced capital formation in the private sector. Moreover, we assume
that saving is inelastic to interest, so that the full amount of government
borrowing is withdrawn from private capital forJPation. Repayment of
government debt is reflected similarly in increased capital formation in the
private sector. As shown in the last column of Table 23-3, we find private
consumption reduced by $25 for each period, thus reflecting the principle
of pay-as-you-use finance. Private capital formation is reduced by $75
in the first period and increased by $25 for each of the following periods.
The net reduction in private capital formation for all periods as a whole
equals $25'. Thus the total cost is divided between consumption and
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capital formation in accordance with the marginal propensity to consume.
This is true since we assume that saving is not elastic to interest. If
interest elasticity is allowed for, t he insertion of government demand in
the loa n market, by driving up the rate of interest, may lead to an increase
in the rate of saving, with a corresponding transfer of part of the cost to
private consumption.

Old-age Insurance
As far as the structure of the capital budget is concerned , the considerations of intergeneratioii. equity lead to t he same principles as those which
underlie Table 23-1 and need not be repeated . However, one case of
intergoneration equity, which has received special attention since the
thirties, should be noted. This is the financing of a system of old-age
insura nce in which insura nce benefits and contributions are on a strictly
contributory and quid pro quo basis.
In such a plan, those who are aged when the system is introduced should
receive no benefits since they have not contributed in the past; those who
::u e middle-aged at the time of introduction sh ould receive some benefits
when they retire, since they have cont ributed for part of their working
lives; but t he full benefits should become available only to those who are at
the beginning of their working lives when the plan is introduced. This
requires contributions in excess of benefit payments for the early years,
until a situation is reached where everyone has contributed over his entire
working life. At that time, receipts from current taxes and interest in the
reserve account will come into balance with benefit payments, and the
system will be on a pay-as-you-go basis. The difficulty lies with the
earlier period in which receipts are in excess of payments. 1
These excess receipts may be hoarded, used to store goods, or invested.
The first procedure would not accomplish the desired objective but would
merely give rise to the inequities of price-level change. T he second
procedure would meet t he requirement that th ose of working age should
contribute while the aged sh ould receive no benefits; nevertheless, it
would be an absurd solution. Quite apart from storage cost and deterioration, the goods thus set aside would be lost to the community forever.
Putting it differently, such a plan would fail to realize the earnings that
might be derived by investing t he resources set aside. T he third and
proper solution, therefore, is to return the initial surplus to the capital
1
On the general problem of financing old-age insurance, see A. W. Willcox, "The
Old-age Reserve Account: A Problem in Government Finance," Quarterly Journal of
Economics, vol. 51, no. 3, p. 460, May, Hl37; Seymour Harris, Economics of Social
Security, McGraw-IIill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1941, chap. 9, pp. 199- 227;
Alan T. Peacock, 'l.'he EconomiC8 of National Insurance, W. Hodge, London, 1952; and
Ida C. Merriam, Social Security Financing, Federal Security Agency, Bureau Report
no. 17, Washington, 1952, chap. 2, pp. 32-52.
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market and to credit a reserve account or trust fund with the assets thus
purchased.
As a result, resources are transferred from consumption to capital
formation in the initial period; future income of the reserve fund will be
supplemented by a corresponding capital income on this initial investment. Those of working age when the plan is introduced can be called
upon to contribute the full amount of their future benefit, adjusted to an
actuarial basis and discounted to its present value in the initial period.
As the system matures, the contributions of those of working age, together
with the capital income of the reserve account, will pay the benefits of the
aged. At this point, a pay-as-you-go basis is achieved. The rate of tax
required to finance the matured system will henceforth be less than it
would be if a pay-as-you-go plan had been followed from the beginning.
This is true because the income of the system is supplemented by the
earnings obtained from the reserve. Throughout, the principle of intergeneration equity is complied with.
The principle remains the same whether the surplus of the initial
period is returned to the capital market through government lending or
whether it is used to retire government debt held by the public. In the
latter case, government debt is shifted from the public to the reserve fund
or trust account. According to the assumption of the classical system,
funds made available through either channel flow into private investment.
Thus, the effect of debt retirement on capital formation is the same as it
would be if direct investments were made by the government. In the one
case, the reserve fund receives income from private assets; in the other, it
receives interest on public debt. Assuming the yield on government and
on comparable private securities to be similar, the combined tax rate
(that i~, the rate for retirement contributions plus the rate of tax required
to finance interest on public debt) will be the same in both cases. The
taxes needed to finance interest payments to the reserve fund would have
been needed otherwise to finance interest payments on public debt held
outside the reserve fund.
Similarly, the principle remains the same if the surplus from the insurance operation is used to finance expenditures that otherwise would have
been financed by borrowing. In the efficient system, it makes no difference whether new debt is issued to the reserve fund rather t han to the
public, or whether outstanding debt is transferred from the public to the
reserve fund. However, the result differs if, as a matter of fiscal politics,
the additional receipt causes an increase in public expenditures that
otherwise would not have occurred.
These considerations apply to an insurance scheme that is on a strictly
contributory basis. If the present aged are to receive benefit payments
when the plan is introduced, a contribution from the general budget is
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required. If the coverage of the scheme by occupations is comprehensive,
the resulting transfer is between generations only; if the coverage is
limited, a wider set of transfers is involved. Where the relationship
between tax and benefit formulas is such as to involve redistribution
between income groups, as is the case with the United States system, the
application of the contributory principle is limited to begin with, and
objections to the initial inclusion of the aged are reduced accordingly.

Loan Finance to Adjust Distribution
So far we have been concerned with the use of loan finance in the budget
of the Allocation Branch. We shall now turn to an application in the
context of the Distribution Branch. Under conditions of war economy, it
may be necessary for reasons of economic policy to secure a sharp reduction in consumption. This may render it necessary to obtain a larger
share of total proceeds from the lower-income groups than seems desirable
on grounds of distributional considerations. If so, wartime withdrawals
may be arranged so as to provide for a subsequent adjustment after the
war. Wartime withdrawals from the lower-income groups may take the
form of refundable taxes or forced loans, to be repaid subsequently by
transfers from the upper-income groups. 1 Thus loan finance may serve
as a means of intertemporal redistribution between income brackets, as
well as a means of intertemporal shifts between generations.

Loan Finance to Reduce Tax Friction
Let us now turn to still another function of loan finance-minimizing
fluctuations in the level of tax rates due to fluctuations in the level of
public expenditures. The avoidance of fluctuations in tax rates may be
desirable because changes in rates introduce an element of uncertainty
that is disruptive. More important, intermittant loan finance may be
desirable where frictional effects of taxation become an increasingly
serious problem as the level of taxation (the ratio of tax yield to income)
rises. If we assume that friction rises at an increasing rate with the level
of taxation, friction may be reduced over the years if a fairly stable rate of
taxation can be maintained. This requires the use of loan finance.
At the level of state and local finance, the case of nonrecurrent, extraordinary expenditures largely coincides with that of lumpy outlays on
durable goods. The objective of using loan finance so as to reduce tax
friction thus supplements the objective of achieving intergeneration
equity. At the level of national government, the most important case of
extraordinary expenditure needs is that of war finance. Not only is this
the most striking case of temporarily high expenditure needs, but also
1

See the previous reference (p. 250) to Keynes's scheme for war finance.
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the emergency setting of war economy accentuates the need for avoiding
detrimental incentive effects. Effects on work incentives in particular
tend to be less detrimental in response to loan finance than in response
to taxation.l
Loan finance, unless wholly compulsory, is more flexible in its adaptation to the capacities of the individual contributors than is tax finance.
Moreover, there is an asymmetry in the accounting rules of lenders and
taxpayers; lenders find thetr net worth unchanged after making a loan,
while taxpayers fail to reduce their net worth by the present value of the
future burden of debt service. Considerable reliance on borrowing is thus
a proper and inevitable instrument of war finance. Moreover, loan
finance serves to reduce private capital formation, whereas taxes fall more
heavily on consumption. Thus there occurs some degree of burden
transfer to future generations, even though the resource input for war
production cannot be postponed. However, this consideration is of
secondary importance, since the war economy is usually one in which
direct controls of private investment are required, and the logic of the
classical system is suspended.
Considerations such as these lend some validity to the argument for
dividing the budget into an "ordinary" and an "extraordinary" part,
and for requiring tax finance of the former only. However, the validity
is limited indeed. By the logic of the case, the extraordinary budget
must be balanced over a longer period, matching a surplus when expenditures are unusually low with a deficit when they are unusually high.
Since it is difficult to determine what is usual or unusual, the institution
of the extraordinary budget is open to abuse; and where such budgets
have been used, the result has generally been detrimental. The rule that
ordinary expenditures must be tax-financed leads, in times of stringency,
to curtailment of precisely those expenditures that are most basic to
governmental functions, as well as to overexpansion of outlays that may
claim classification as extraordinary.
Indeed, it may well be argued that the entire concept of the extraordinary budget involves an inherent fallacy. If it is the objective to
stabilize the level of tax rates, it does not follow that ordinary outlays
should be tax-financed while extraordinary outlays should be loanfinanced, but rather that a fraction of total financing should be loanfinanced when total expenditures are unusually high, and that there
should be debt retirement when they are unusually low. Thus the logic
of the argument points to the planning of total annual budgets in the
context of, say, a ten-year budget rather than to a division of annual
budgets into an ordinary and an extraordinary part. This bears some
1

Seep. 250.
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similarity to the proposal, made in the context of the compensatory
setting, that the budget should be balanced over the cycle. 1

Loan Finance of Self-liquidating Projects
Let us now consider the use of loan finance for self-liquidating projects.
Self-liquidating projects may be defined narrowly as investments in public
enterprises that provide a fee or sales income sufficient to service the debt
incurred in their financing; or they may be defined broadly as expenditure
projects that increase future income and the tax base. Such projects
permit servicing (interest and amortization) of the debt incurred in their
financing without requiring an increase in the future level of tax rates.
Public Enterprise. Self-liquidating investments of the narrower type
are a special case where an analogy to business finance is appropriate.
Public enterprises may be considered part of the private rather than
public sector of the economy. The initial outlay cannot be financed by
the advance collection of fees. As in private investment, the required
capital is obtained properly on a loan basis and must be amortized out of
subsequent sales proceeds. This procedure is in compliance with pay-asyou-use finance as well as intergeneration equity. Thus there is good
reason for separating the accounts of public enterprises from the general
budget. However, a link is provided by enterprise losses that appear as a
subsidy on the expenditure side of the current sector of the general budget,
and by enterprise profits that appear on the revenue side as an excise tax. 2
Notwithstanding the separation of basic accounts, the enterprise and
general budgets may be combined subsequently in an over-all budget,
which in turn may be divided into a current and a capital account.
Reproductive Expenditures. Self-liquidating investments of the
broader type do not permit this analogy to business finance. N evertheless, they provide for future benefits; thus the arguments for pay-as-youuse finance and intergeneration equity apply. Moreover, taxable income
is increased in the future so that the debt may be retired without an
increase in tax rates, or with a lesser increase than would be needed for
immediate tax finance. Thus, loan finance of outlays that raise the
future level of taxable income is sustained on grounds of tax friction as well
as considerations of intcrgeneration equity. Expenditures for resource
development offer a good illustration. The loan finance of outlays that
provide for future benefits but do not raise the level of future taxable
income involves justification by intergeneration equity only- as, for
instance, in the construction of playgrounds. While the benefits thus
Seep. 523.
For a general discussion of the relationship between enterprise accounts and
general budget, sec J. R. Hicks, The Problem of Budgetary Reform, Oxford University
Press, New York, 1948.
1

2
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provided for incrcu::;e future real income, this income is not imputed to the
tax base.

The Capital-formation Approach
A final view of the capital budget is focused on the contribution of
budget policy to total capital formation, public or private, in the economy.
For this purpose, the balance of the current budget must be defined to
show the net addition (surplus) or reduction (deficit) in capital formation
that results.
We shall now record, on the receipt side of the current budget, all
receipts drawn from private consumption. This will include varying
shares of different taxes, depending on the taxpayers' marginal propensity
to consume and on possible substitution effects. In the case of death
duties, no revenue is counted, whereas for a spendings tax, a multiple of
the yield is entered. On the expenditure side of the current budget we
must include public outlays that provide for current services in the nature
of consumption. Also, we include amortization of government assets and
private-consumption expenditures out of public transfer payments.
On the receipt side of the capital budget we record the surplus from the
current budget, amortization charges, and receipts from funds that otherwise would have been channeled into capital formation in the private
sector.' This includes varying shares of taxes, profits, or borrowing,
depending on their origin. On the expenditure side we record government outlays on capital formation whether or not they result in the
acquisition of assets, as well as private capital formation out of public
transfers. Capital formation in this sense includes provision for durable
consumer goods as well as for capital goods that are means of production.
However, a division should be made between the two, since only the latter
are investments as the term is used in measuring the effects of budget
activity upon economic growth. 2
The existence of a deficit or surplus under the capital-formation
approach is of great importance to the fiscal planning of underdeveloped
countries, where the contribution to economic growth may be the very
focus of budget policy. Indeed, it may well be the most important
concept of budgetary balance, next to the totally different concept of net
contribution to aggregate demand that arises in the compensatory system. If it can be assumed that tax finance comes largely from consumption, whereas loan finance (drawn from the nonbank public) comes
1 A partial allowance for this point of view is reflected in t he United N ations'
(Budgetary Structure and Classification of Government A ccounts, United Nations,
Department of Public Information, New York, 1951, p. 41) receipts from death duties
in the capital account.
2 Sec p. 484.
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largely from private capital formation, the requirement of tax finance for
current expenditures implies that budget policy should not retard total
capital formation.
B. INTERNAL DEBT IN THE COMPENSATORY SYSTEM

We must now inquire how the preceding arguments for debt finance
stand up in the more realistic context of a system where liquidity preference exists and where there is no necessary equality between saving and
investment at a full-employment income. While the choice between tax
and loan finance did not affect the level of aggr~gate demand in the preceding system, substitution of tax for loan finance now reduces the level of
demand. Therefore we must examine how the foregoing argument can be
reconciled with the requirements of compensatory finance. 1

Fixed-investment Model
Let us begin with the extreme case of an economy where saving is
inelastic to interest and the level of private investment is fixed. In such a
system the proper level of aggregate expenditure m).lst be maintained by
stabilization policy.
Since private investment is fixed, any increase in public expenditures
must be offset by a corresponding decrease in private expenditures on
consumption. If we assume that public borrowing leaves private consumption unchanged, loan finance raises aggregate demand by the same
amount as does finance out of new money. Given an initial situation
where the budget is adjusted to provide for the proper level of private
demand, any increase in public expenditure must be accompanied by
increased taxation so that AT = AG/c, where cis the taxpayers' marginal
propensity to consume. This rule applies whether such expenditures are
for current services or for capital outlays.
Pay-as-you-use Finance. It follows that borrowing cannot be used as
a means of pay-as-you-use finance. Any increase in public goods and
service expenditures, whether for current services or durable goods, now
requires that there be a corresponding adjustment in taxation. If loan
finance is used in the first period, as shown in Table 23-3, prices will rise,
and the entire burden falls on generations 1, 2, and 3. If tax proceeds are
1 For a discussion of this problem, see Arthur Smithies, "Federal Budgeting and
Fiscal Policies," in HowardS. E llis (ed .), Survey of Contemporary Economics, American
Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1948, pp. 174-210,
whose argument is based on the implicit assumption of a fixed-investment model; and
Paul A. Samuelson, "Principles and Rules in Modern Fiscal Policy: A Neo-classical
Reformation," in Money, Trade, and Economic Growth: In Honor of John Henry
Williams, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1951, pp. 170ff., who argu·es that-for
the long run, at least, the classical model is more or less applicable.
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used in the second period to retire debt, this transaction will cause a
reduction in employment and real income rather than secure a transfer
out of full-employment income.
By Lhe very nature of the present model, current expenditures of
government must come out of a reduction of current consumption in the
private sector. Pay-as-you-use finance for the group as a whole is
impossible. The rationale of capital budgeting, as shown in Tables 23-1
and 23-3, is inapplicable. There is no logical link, in this case, between
the appropriateness of (1) tax or loan finance and (2) the distinction
between public expenditures for current benefits and public expenditures
for future benefits. There remains a justification for loan finance of
public expenditures that raise future taxable income- a justification based·
on the proposition that it is desirable to avoid temporary changes in tax
rate.
Intergeneration Equity. While pay-as-you-use finance is impossible,
intergeneration equity may still be applied. To be sure, it cannot be
achieved in the present setting through loan finance, but it may be
accomplished through a tax-transfer scheme. Let us return to the case
of Table 23-3 and the task of allocating the cost of $100 between our five
generations; as before, generations 1 and 5, must bear t of the cost, while
generations 2 and 4 contribute f, and generation 3 contributes f. We
now obtain the picture of Table 23-4.
In order to reduce consumption by $100 in the first period, and assuming
the marginal propensity t.o consume at t, $133.3 must be paid in taxes.
In all subsequent periods tax payments and transfers must cancel so as to
maintain total consumption unchanged. For the three periods as a
whole, the reduction of consumption of $100 is divided between the five
generations in the required proportions, as is the net-tax bill of $133.3.
While intergeneration equity cannot be secured through loan finance, it
can be secured through a tax and transfer scheme. However, this is
subject to the condition that consumers respond to refundable taxes as if
they were outright taxes, and to the refund as if it were an addition to
income. If such taxes and refunds are considered loans, without effect
on current consumption, intergeneration equity does not work.
Old-age Insurance. Similar difficulties arise in the financing of old-age
security. Lending out the surplus or retirement of public debt in the
initial period will not raise the level of private investment. Whatever is
done with the surplus, an excess of receipts over payments reduces
aggregate demand and necessitates expansionary fiscal measures somewhere else. Such measures may take the form of reduced taxation or
increased expenditures. In both cases the decrease in publicly held debt
owing to reserve finance must be offset fully, or nearly so, by new borrowing needed to finance an additional deficit in the general budget.
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23-4.

lNTERGENE RATIO N EQUITY THROUGH TAX-TRANSFER PLAN

(In dollars; figures rounded)

Period

1

Source of
funds*

Payments for each generation

1

Taxes ........
14.8
Transfers .... . . . . . .
t::.C .. . ..... - 11.1

3

2

59 .2
......
-44 .4

4

5

t
t
t

t

t

-100.0

29.6
. . ....
- 22.2

t
t
t

33.4
33.4

59.2
0

••

0

••

-44.4

.....

2

Taxes ........
Transfers ....
t::.C ........

t
t
t

. .....
29 .6
22.2

t

t
t
t

. .. . . .

3

Taxes ........
Transfers .. ..
t::.C .. .•.....

14.8
11.1

......

59.2
29.6
29.6
-22.2

59.2
14.8
44.4
-33.3

29.6
. .. . . .
29.6
- 22.2

1- 3

t
t

Taxes . . .. ....
14 .8
Transfers .... . . . . . .
Net Tax .....
14 .8
t::.C ........ - 11 . 1

.

......
......

Total
payments
in period

•

0

••••

.. ....

t

133.3

-

14.8
. .....
- 11.1

14 .8
14.8

14.8

177.6
44.4
133 .2
100.0

......

14 .8
- 11.1

• t::.C indicates change in consumption.
t Unborn or deceased.

Whether publicly held debt is reduced or increased on balance depends on
the extent to which private demand is reduced per dollar of insurance
contribution, and the extent to which it is increased per dollar of tax
reduction or additional public expenditure.
Suppose that the offsetting measure in the initial period is through tax
reduction. The resulting benefits will accrue either to the very people
who pay the contribution, in which case the transaction cancels or to
others, in which case there is a spurious redistribution no less objectionable than a payment of old-age benefits to noncontributors in the initial
period.
Suppose, now, that the government offsets the deflationary effect of the
initial surplus by increasing goods and service exp-anditures. In other
words, the surplus receipts of the reserve account are used to finance
additional expenditures. If such expenditures are for purposes of current
consumption, no contribution is made to the solution of our problem. 1
However, something might be accomplished through public capital forma1 To the extent that the aged in the initial period are benefited, we may as well
start out on a pay-as-you-go basis. To the extent that the benefits accrue to the
contributors in the initial period, no resources are surrendered, and the transaction
cancels.
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tion. If contributors are called upon to finance public investments in the
initial period, the benefits from such investments can be enj oyed by those
of working age in the subsequent p eriod. This second group might then
be called upon to pay for such services by sustaining t he retirement
benefits of the aged, who; as contributors in the preceding period, provided
for the second group's benefits. However, such an approach is workable
only within the limits set by the existence of a legitimate demand for
durable public goods in the initial period.

Mixed System
In the more realistic intermediary case, changes in the supply of funds
have some bearing on the level of investment, with varying degrees of
effectiveness, depending on economic conditions at any particular time.
In such a setting, the classical principles of loan finance may be applied,
but with qualifications. While loan finance will affect the level of
expenditure, it will not do so on a 1:1 basis. Returning to Table 23-1,
the level of debt transactions must now be higher than it was in the
classical model. In other words, loan fina nce of additional public
expenditures must be supplemented by restrictive liquidity measures so
as to obtain the proper release of resources from private capital formation.
In the case of social-security finance, we now find that the net effect of
retiring public debt out of tax surplus in the initial period will not be so
deflationary as in the fixed-investment model. Some of the funds paid
out in redemption of public.debt will be channeled into private investment, but the net effect is likely t o remain deflationary. Some adj ustment must be made to offset this. Policy may move from more to le:-;s
deflationary types of taxes, thus raising private consumption. Where
this interferes with the objectives of the Distribution Branch, a gain in
the equity of allocating retirement cost is tra ded against a loss in equity
in the remainder of the tax structure. The offset, therefore, must. he
provided by an expansionary liquidity policy, that is, a substitution of
money for debt in the initial period, thus raising private investment. On
balance, reserve finance involves a change in the mix of stabilization
policy toward sharper tax and slighter liquidity restriction, thus providing
for a consequent shift of resources from private consumption to capital
formation. Reserve finance will be effective only to the extent that this
~:;hift can be accomplished. 1
1 As a practical matter, the choice between the pay-as-you-go and the reserve
approach to old-age security might be determined by considerations of fiscal politics
rather than fiscal theory. T hus it can be argued for the reserve approach that the
contractual framework of the reserve system protects it against political raids; but
it can be argued against the reserve approach t hat additional tax receipts tend to
encourage nonessential additions to expenditures, and that a surplus in the reserve
plan makes it inore difficult to obtain adequate deficits when needed.
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We conclude that the principles of intergeneration equity and reserve
finance, while largely inoperative in the fixed-investment model, are not
without basis in the mixed system. At the same time, the case is not so
clear-cut as in the classical system. For the case of central finance, which
must carry the responsibility of stabilization policy, it may be the better
part of wisdom to conclude that there should be no association between
types of expenditure and the choice between internal loan or tax finance.
The capital-budget approach is more generally applicable to the case of
local finance, where there is no immediate concern with stabilization
policy. Moreover, local borrowing usually involves a draft on external
resources.
C. EXTERNAL DEBT

We now turn to the case of external borrowing-either external borrowing by local government or foreign borrowing by national government.
The crucial difference between internal and external finance is that the
latter permits an import of real resources, thereby enabling the government to provide additional facilities without a n immediate reduction in
other uses of resources, whether for consumption or capital formation.
That is, the realization of opportunity cost is postponed until lat er, when
the debt is serviced and repaid, thus giving rise to an outflow of resources
at that time.
Local Finance

All this is of particular importance for borrowing by local governments,
because such borrowing is largely in the nature of ext ernal borrowing.
Pay-as-you-use finance may now be supplemented by external borro\\'ing, as durable facilities may be provided for without a reduction in other
types of domestic capital formation. We have, in this case, a perfect
analogy between the individual consumer who increases t he volume of
immediately available resources through the use of installment credit, and
the group that borrows from abroad to provide for capital investment in
durable consumer goods. Similarly, intergeneration equity in the provision of durable goods may be implemented by initial finance through
external borrowing and by amortization of the debt in line with the
accretion of benefits to subsequent generations.
External borrowing, in terms of this reasoning, requires that the capital
be obtained from abroad but not that the public facility as such be
imported from abroad. 1 If, for example, the internal public expenditure
is the local purchase of bricks for a school building, the import results from
1 Capital may be obtained from abroad by selling deht n.broad or by selling debt at
home to lenders who withdraw the necessary funds from abroad.
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the brick producer's expenditures on externally supplied goods and
services, or on internally produced goods and services that otherwise
would have been exported.
National Finance
Foreign borrowing by national government accomplishes the same
import of resources as does external borrowing by local government.
Where national government can draw on foreign borrowing, t he logic of
the capital budget applies with regard to both pay-as-you-use finance and
provision for intergeneration equity. This h olds even if. the domestic
setting is more or less similar to that of our fixed-investment model.
However, national borrowing abroad poses a transfer problem in
foreign exchange-a problem that does not arise in the case of external
borrowing by local government. 1 Borrowing from abroad, especially if
put to unproductive use, not only may result in a burdensome drain of
resources in subsequent periods when the debt must be serviced, but may
also give rise to difficulties in th~ balance of payment. At the same time,
foreign borrowing, if used to secure economic growth, will create the
export capacity necessary to service the debt at a future date. 2 The role
of foreign borrowing or other forms of capital import is vital in the early
stages of economic development. It permits capital formation without
reduction in the current level of consumption, which may be close to
subsistence standards. It also provides the foreign exchange needed to
secure capital equipment that cannot be secured aL home. The extent to
which budget transactions ease or curtail the scarce supply of foreign
exchange thus constitutes another important type of budgetary balance,
Conclusion on Concepts of Balance
In concluding this discussion, it must be emphasized that there is no
single type of budgetary management or concept of budgetary balance
that serves all purposes of fiscal planning. There are many useful concepts that may be used side by side; there are other concepts that are
misleading and should be discarded.
Among the useful concepts, we have noted those associated with payas-you-usc finance and total capital formation in the economy. Further
considerations involve the avoidance of unnecessary changes in tax rates,
the finance of self-liquidating expenditures, and the supply of foreign
exchange. In the compensatory system, there is the additional concept
' At the same time, interregional capital movements may result in transfer burdens
and gains in the sense of changes in employment or terms of trade associated with
resulting changes in the allocation of resources.
2 See Ev~ey D. Domar, "Foreign Investment and Balance of Payments," Am&rican
Economic Review, vol. 40, pp. 805-826, December, 1950.
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of balance that measures the budget's net contribution to the income
scheme-a concept dealt with in preceding chapters, which need not be
recalled here. There are other applied concepts, such as a balance that
measures financing requirements for purposes of debt management.
Whatever the specific purpose of the concept of balance, the crux of the
problem is always the policy meaning of the concept to be used. This
must be defined first, and from the definition the detailed grouping of
various revenue and expenditure items must be derived.
D. THE BURDEN OF DEBT

The preceding discussion throws some light on the frequently used
concept of burden of debt. Assuming that a debt has been incurred in the
past, let us consider whether, and in what sense, the existence of such a
debt involves a burden.
Wasteful Use of Foreign Loans

The existence of external debt involves a burden for the group as a
whole, since resources must be surrendered in servicing it. Taxpayers as
a group would be better off if the debt was forgiven. At the same time,
the present generation might be better off after allowance for debt service
than it would have been without past borrowing. Past investments of
the resources thus gained may more than pay for the debt service. By
the same token, the present generation will be worse off if past imports
have been used for consumption. This is but the counterpart of our
earlier conclusion that outside borrowing is a means of transferring
resources between generations.
The argument applies to the outside debt of local governments and to
the foreign debt of national governments. It does not apply in this form
to internally held public debt. The collection of taxes to finance amortization or interest charges on domestically held debt does not reduce the
availability of resources for the group as a whole. Yet it does not follow
that domestic debt is irrelevant just because its service involves a mere
transfer within the group.
Interest as Social Cost

Let us return to a classical model where loan finance curtails the scarce
supply of savings available for private capital formation. Here interest
on public debt may be considered the opportunity cost of previous earnings from private investment. Debt retirement in turn increases the
supply of funds available to private capital formation, provided that the
funds are obtained from taxes that reduce consumption.
In this setting, the existence of public debt implies a burden in that
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current national income would have been higher if past outlays of government had been tax- rather than loan-financed. The principle is similar to
that observed previously in the use of domestic borrowing to implement
pay-as-you-use finance. At Lhe same time, it does not follow that current
income would be higher had past loan-financed expenditures not been
made. Current income would be higher only if public borrowing served
to finance past consumption, of if public investment was less productive
than private investment would have been.
These considerations do not apply in the fixed-investment model, where
public borrowing does not affect the level of private capital formation.
Here debt service is a distributional phenomenon, which does not involve
a draft on scarce resources. Public debt in this case does not involve an
opportunity cost of previous private investment.
In the mixed model, the significance of public debt is more difficult to
interpret. Loan finance, as distinct from tax finance, may raise the rate
of interest and impair private investment. But the change in private
investment may be a mere fraction of the debt issued. Moreover, the
issuance of debt may be matched by an offsetting increase in money
supply so that the rate of interest remains unchanged. 1 Thus interest
payments on public debt become a price paid for choosing one particular
type of stabilization policy, and cease to be an index of the opportunity
cost incurred in reduced private investment. At the same time, the
choice between tax finance and loan finance retains some bearing on the
level of private investment, and the argument of the classical model
remains applicable to some degree.

Tax Friction
Setting aside, for the moment, the type of cost dealt with in the preceding section, the transfer process of debt service may be burdensome in
another sense: It may cause dislocations in the functioning of the private
sector; or, to put it differently, the transfer process of debt service may
pre-empt taxable capacity, thus forcing budgetary retrenchment along
other lines. This may be readily seen if we visualize a situation where,
say, 90 per cent of taxable income (including national income and interest
payments) is absorbed in taxes needed to finance interest charges; such
taxes may be a multiple of national income. As shown in the discussion
of growth, it is most unlikely that a situation of this type would arise
under peacetime conditions, since an extreme degree of stagnation
would be required. 2 Nevertheless, the problem may arise as the result of
war finance.
1

Seep. 527.

2

Seep. 500.
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At first sight one might be inclined t o argue that tax finance of interest
charges creates no problem of tax burden, since any increase in the
interest bill also leads to an increase in taxable income and, hence, in the
tax base. This proposition implies tha t t ax friction remains unchanged
when equal absolute amounts are added to the tax bill and the t ax base.
T he situation differs if we accept the more reasonable hypothesis that tax
friction depends on the level of tax rates. W hile the inclusion of interest
payments in the tax base lessens the increase in t he required level of tax
rate, t he required rate nevertheless rises as interest payments are increased
relative to national income. Thus increased tax friction may result.
TABLE

23-5.

lN'l'ERES'l' FINANCE AN D T AX B U RD E N

Economy
Budget items
A

B

-1. Private expenditures . . . . . . . . .. ............... . ..... .. ..
2. Government goods and service expenditures .............
3. Total expenditures or income .. .. ................. . . . ...
4. Government transfers .... . . . ... .... . . . .... . . . . ....... ,
5. T axable income (line 3 + line 4) .............. . .........
6. T axes . . .... . . . ................ . ...... . ..... . ...... . ..
7. Disposable income (line 3 + line 4 - line 6 = line 1) ... . ..
8. Tax rate (line 6:line 5) in per cent .. .. . .. ..... . ..... .. . .

$70
30
100

.. .
100
30
70
30

c
f---..

SlOO

$ 100

100
30
130
30
100
23

100
43
143
43
100
30

Let us now consider whether the problem of tax friction is less serious if
taxes are used t o finance interest payments than if taxes a re used to
finance goods and service expendit ures. C ompare economies A and B of
Table 23-5. Both have a national income of $100 and government
expenditures of $30. In economy A these expenditures are on goods and
services, and in economy B t hey are on interest. Assuming a classical
economy where all income is spent, stability of price level requires that the
budget be balan ced in both cases. In economy A, this involves a tax rate
of 30 per cent. I n economy B the tax base is larger because interest
income is added to earnings; the tax rate is 23 per cent. A comparison
between economies A and B suggests that the burden of tax friction is
lighter in economy B. This is the case not because the private use of
resources is larger in economy B, but because the tax rate is lower. Our
conclusion is contingent on the condition that interest payments are
taxable; if they are not, the result will be the same in both cases. Putting
it'diffcrently, t he tax rate required with a given level of budget expenditures will be less if these expenditures consist of transfer payments than
if they consist of goods and servire rxpcnditurcs. This rule, shown here
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to hold for the classical system, applies a fortiori in a compensatory
setting. 1
Alternatively, we may compare two economies where the required tax
rates are the same. In economy C, government expenditures are again on
interest and exceed those of economy A by a n amount such as to leave the
required rates of tax the same. If tax friction is a function of the rate of
tax paid on earned income, the degree of tax friction will be the same in
both situations. T his is the case even though the ratio of earned income
to taxable income is higher in economy A than in economy C.
T he friction aspect of debt burden may be avoided if the debt service
itself is loan-financed. 2 In the classical system, loan finance of interest
payments involves a further draft on the supply of saving and a con·esponding transfer of resources from private investment to consumption.
Thus the avoidance of friction is accomplished at a cost only. In t he
fixed-investment model, interest payments may be financed by borrowing
of existing funds or by the creation of new money. As an offset, a somewhat higher level of taxation will be called for to main Lain t he proper level
of ~ggregate demand. D epending on who receives the interest and who
pays the additional taxes, a redistribution of income may result, and a
rentier class may come into existence, the disadvantages of which must
be measured against the gain of reduced tax friction.
1 We must consider the additional fact that goods and service expenditures are fully
spent, while transfer payments arc not fully respent. Because of this the required
level of tax rate in the transfer case is reduced further.
Beginning with a full -employment income Y and a constant average propensity to
consume c, compare the tax rate to required to offset the level of goods and serv ice
expenditures G, with the tax rate t. required to offset the level of the interest payments
U. Holding private investment I constant, we have

t _ G(l -c)
0 -

Ic

a nd

t•

=

U( l -c)
I

If U = G, we obtain t .. = ct0 ; hence t,. < t. fo r c < 1.
2 Sec A. P. Lerner, "The Bmden of the National Debt," in Income, Emplo yment
and Public Poliry: Essays in Honm· of Alvin H. Hansen, \V. \\' .Norton & Company,
Inc., New York, 1948, pp. 255-275.

CHAPTER 24

Compensatory aspects of debt policy

We shall now resume our earlier discussion of debt as an instrument
of stabilization policy. Deficit or surplus finance, as noted in Chapter 22,
involves changes in the level and possibly also in the structure of claims.
These changes in claims may affect the level and structure of private
expenditures. The expansionary or restrictive effects of a deficit or
surplus, therefore, depend on how the deficit is financed and to what uses
the surplus is put. Quite apart from the state of deficit or surplus,
exchanges between different types of claims- money and various forms
of debt-may be used to increase or reduce liquidity and thus affect the
level and structure of private expenditures. Stabilization policy thus
involves a choice between fiscal and liquidity measures and among
various types of measures under each of these categories. In view of
these manifold possibilities, what can be said about the "proper" mix of
stabilization policy?
In part, this mix is decided upon by considerations of administrative
feasibility and by the promptness with which various policies may be
adjusted. But this is not all. Various types of stabilization measures,
while equally successful in maintaining full employment and price-level
stability, may differ significantly in other respects: Incidence or distributional effects, as well as effects upon the rate of growth .and other aspects
of resource allocation may differ in various stabilization measures. Such
differences must be accounted for in choosing the proper mix of stabilization policy.
A. THE PURCHASE OF ILLIQUIDITY

To begin with, let us assume that taxes are to be adjusted so as to
provide a given state of budgetary balance; and that a given degree of
581
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restriction or expansion in the level of private expenditures is to be accomplished by liquidity policy, a term used here to include monetary as well
as debt policy. In Chapter 22 this problem was considered on the
assumption that there is a choice between money and consols only.
We must now allow for a further choice between different types of public
debt. While maintaining a given level of private expenditures or
securing a given change, the mix of claims might be made to include more
money and less liquid debt, less money and more liquid debt, a larger
and less liquid debt, a smaller and more liquid debt, and so forth.
Our immediate problem is to determine what mixture of claims or
what changes in that mixture offer the most desirable solution. The
appropriate mix of reliance on fiscal and liquidity restriction will be
taken up later. All this falls within the enlarged scope of the Stabilization Branch, defined now to include monetary and debt operations, as
well as proportional transfers and tax withdrawals.
Criteria of Policy

The government is never forced to borrow in the market or to maintain
and service outstanding debt. There is always the option of monetizing
the debt, that is, of printing money and purchasing the outstanding
obligations. Whether this is done outright or through the open-market
operations of the central bank need not concern us n~w. For purposes of
this discussion, both central bank and Treasury are considered integral
parts of one and the same public policy. If it is decided not to monetize
the debt, there should be a good reason, since the servicing of the debt
involves a cost to the government. This cost must be looked upon as the
price paid for persuading people not to spend on consumption or private
investment but to tie up their funds in the purchase of public assets.
This purchase of nonspending, or illiquidity, serves to avoid the inflationary inct'ease in private expenditures that could result if the debt were
turned into money. It is this purchase of nonspending, or illiquidity,
that is the crux of debt policy. 1
The pri~ciples of purchase policy, which require that the government
obtain its materials and services as cheaply as possible, also apply in the
present case. 2 An efficient liquidity policy, which term is used to cover
monetary as well as debt policy, is one that secures the desired degree of
norispending, or illiquidity, at the least cost. A policy that does not
1 For a similar emphasis, see Earl R. Rolph, "Principles of Debt Management,"
American E conomic Review, vol. 47, no. 3, pp. 302- 320, June, 1957; and Jacob Cohen,
"A Theoretical Framework for Treasury Debt Management," American Economic
Review, vol. 45, no. 3, pp. 320-344, June, 1955, and "On the Theory and Measurement of Treas1.1ry Interest Saving," Southern Economic Journal, vol. 17, no. 3, pp. 257269, January, 1951.
2 Seep. 46.
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meet this requirement is inefficient. Such a policy contains elements of
subsidy that are not within the legitimate scope of action for the Stabilization Branch.
The least-cost principle implies no a priori case against liquidity
restriction simply because the latter involves a budgetary cost. The
distributional effects of debt service enter the picture as one of the
factors that determine the incidence of liquidity restriction; and this
incidence must be compared with that of alternative methods of restriction when determining the proper mix of stabilization policy. Provided
that this consideration is allowed for, increased interest cost is no objection to liquidity restriction.
Nor does the principle of least cost establish a case in favor of such
types of debt as can be placed most cheaply per dollar of debt. Given a
rising pattern of yield, it will be more expensive for the Treasury to
borrow $100 million on a long- than on a short-term basis. This does
not mean that borrowing short is the more efficient solution. It may be
that the degree of illiquidity, or reduction in private spending, secured by
selling $100 million in long-term debt so much exceeds that obtained by
borrowing an equal amount in short-term debt that a given outlay in
interest cost for long-term debt will secure more illiquidity; such an
outlay, however, will involve a smaller total debt than it would for shortterm debt. Or, it may pay to place nonmarketable debt at a higher yield
than marketable issues, and so forth. More likely than not, the answer
lies in a mix of various types of obligations.
Determination of the most efficient mix of public debt thus involves
two steps: First, there is the appraisal of market preferences, or the cost
at which various types of obligations may be pbced. Second, there is
the more difficult task of appraising the relative degrees of illiquidity, or
nonspending, that are secured by borrowing a given amount through the
sale of various types of obligations. Only if both factors are considered
can we determine which mix provides the most efficient policy. The
problem is similar to that of determining the labor cost of various types
of labor as a function of their marginal productivities and wage rates.
The principle of securing the desired degree of illiquidity, or nonspending, at minimum cost is a simple and sensible point of departure for the
theory of debt management. At the same time, it must not be permitted
to blur the complexities of the problem.
Types of Debt Instruments

In purchasing illiquidity, the government may enter into a wide
variety of debt contracts. These may differ with regard to maturity,
marketability, and many other features.
Maturity. Most important, perhaps, is the choice between obligations
of differing maturity. Classifying claims accordingly, we obtain a
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spectrum ranging from claims of zero maturity over claims of finite
maturity including short- and long-term obligations, to obligations of
infinite maturity or consols. Claims of zero maturity include money, but
they also include savings bonds payable at a specified price on demand.
Even in the case of finite maturities, the Treasury need not fix a single
date at which the debt must mature. T he contract may be drawn so as to
fix the maximum maturity date, while an option to terminate earlier is
left either to the Treasury, as in the use of call dates, or to the lender, as
in t he case of Series E savings bonds. Alternatively, the maturity for
particular bonds may be determined each year on a lottery basis, as is
done widely in South America; or the debt contract may entitle the
lender to refund on a lat er date (either at maturity or before) into specified
issues to be made available at that time.
On some occasions, the Treasury may have to pay more for placing
short issues and, at other times, more for placing long ones, the latt er
being perhaps the more normal state of affairs. The problem, then, is to
determine in which case more liquidity is surrendered by the investor per
dollar of coupon payment. This determination of the proper maturity
mix, in the classical terms of funded versus floating debt, has traditionally
been the central problem of debt management.
Marketability. Variations in the degree of marketability provide a
second dimension of debt policy. In the case of marketable issues, the
Treasury contract is with the bearer, whoever he may be, the identity of
the individual investor being of no importance. In the case of nonmarketable issues, such as savings bonds carried over from t he war, the
contract is with a particular investor who must hold t he obligation until
the Treasury redeems it. To the investor nonmarketability is a disadvantage that must be compensat ed for by higher returns or, as in the
case of savings bonds, by granting him an option to terminate the contract
at an earlier date. From the Treasury's point of view, such concessions
must again be weighed against the advantages secured by the use of nonnegotiable instruments.
Finally, the Treasury may issue restricted debt, that is, debt of limited
marketability. Here the Treasury differentiates between groups of
lenders by making certain debt contracts available to particular groups
only. This excludes sales to ineligible investors but may permit marketability among eligible investors. An illustration is given by the wartime
practice of rendering long-term bonds ineligible for bank holding until they
drop to a certain maturity. Under other conditions, it may be desirable
to limit certain issues to banks and to render the issues ineligible for
nonbank investors. 1
I T his may serve to avoid activation of idle balances, which results as commercial
banks sell their holdings of government debt to the public and, in turn, expand loans
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From the eligible lender's point of view, restriction is a disadvantage
since the range of marketability is limited. To the extent that he is given
favorable treatment, restriction will be to his advantage. From the
Treasury's point of view, however, restriction makes it possible to act as a
discriminating monopolist by bottling up the market and charging in each
sector what the traffic will bear. By the same token, restriction may
serve to implement subsidy objectives through debt policy.
A distinction in principle may be drawn between considerations of
maturity and marketability on the one side, and a policy of restriction on
the other. The choice among maturities and between the use of marketable or nonmarketable issues may be thought of as analogous to product
differentiation. Confronted with given lenders' preferences and attitudes, the Treasury will supply the issues that are most efficient, that is,
issues that purchase illiquidity at the least cost. The use of restriction, on
the other hand, introduces a policy similar to that of price disc1·imination
by a monopolist. This raises the nice question of whether the rules of the
game, or the concept of efficient policy, should be defined so as to permit or
exclude dis01·iminatory pricing. Moreover, restriction on marketability
and eligibility may be applied if it is desired to subsidize particular groups
of investors, thus combining policies of the Distribution Branch with those
of the Stabilization Branch.
To clarify matters, let us distinguish between four types of debt policy:
1. The Treasury does not use restricted debt and selects its debt instruments in such a way as to minimize cost in view of prevailing lender
preferences.
2. The Treasury does not use restricted debt and selects its debt instruments in such a way as to exceed minimum cost.
3. The Treasury uses restricted debt and selects its debt instruments
and policies of restriction so as to minimize cost.
4. The Treasury uses restricted debt and fails to minimize cost.
Now it is evident that policy 3 will purchase a desired degree of illiquidity at a lower cost than policy 1, but it does not follow that a distributionally neutral policy should be defined in terms of policy 3. This
is a normative matter. In the last resort, it depends on how the proper
state of distribution is to be defined. If such a state implies a competitive
pricing system, and the policies of the Distribution Branch a re adjusted
accordingly, a neutral solution should be defined in terms of policy 1; but
by purchasing private debt. The shift of public debt from the nonba nk public to
t he banks, while inflationary in a system with excess reserves, may well be deflationary
in a loaned-up system ; and vice versa for a shift of debt from banks to the nonbank
public. See, in this connection, Lawrence H. Seltzer, "The Problem of Our Excessive
Banking Reserves," Journal of the American S tatistical Association, vol. 35, pp. 24-36,
1940.
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if the proper state of distribution implies an imperfect system, policy 3
may be the neutral solution. In the normative model, t hen, the question
of whether efficient policy should permit discriminatory pricing can be
answered only in relation to the definition of proper distribution as seen by
the Distribution Branch. 1
In any case, policies 2 and 4 are not distributionally neutral. The
principle of tailoring the debt to the preferences of the market is not only
compatible with a neutral solution but also part and parcel of policy 1.
Overextension of one or another type of debt, while advantageous to
cer tain lender groups, is a different matter; it increases cost and is not
distributionally neutral. As shown in policy 2, overextension may occur
without restriction. Restriction, however, increases the possibilities of
favoring or subsidizing one or another group of lenders. If debt policy is
to be redistributional by design, policy 4 will be more effective in securing
such subsidy or penalty objectives t ha n will policy 2.
Compulsion. Note that all these debt instruments, whatever the
degree of marketability or restriction, involve purely voluntary contracts
between lender and borrower. It is only in this set t ing that the least-cost
principle can be applied. An entirely different situation arises when
lending is placed on a compulsory basis. This may take the form of outright lending requirements or of refundable taxes that are similar in
principle to forced loans. Since such loans are compulsory, they may be
non-interest-bearing, and the maturity date may be left at the Treasury's
discretion. This type of compulsory lending has been discussed at
length in connection with war finance, though in most countries it has been
applied but sparingly.
A quite diffe rent application of the principle of compulsory lending
appears in the use of reserve requirements for commercial banks. Provided that bankers adhere to a self-imposed margin of liquidity, the use of
compulsory,: reserve requirements is not an essential tool of credit control.
Credit control may be exerted through open-market and discount operations, thus involving voluntary debt transactions only. This, indeed, is
the usual practice in countries where the supply of commercial credit
originates from a small number of large banks that are readily subject to
moral suasion. In countries such as the United States, where the supply
of credit is distributed over a large number of banks, the use of compulsory
1·eserve requirements is a convenient device to insure a minimum state of
illiquidity at all commercial banks. Moreover, changes in t he required
reserve ratio (or compulsory lending ratio) afford an additional tool of
monetary control.
Member banks must hold cash deposits at the central bank in adherence
t

See pp. 19 and 78.
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to reserve requirements. Thus member banks usually hold compulsory
and non-interest-bearing loans. However, there is no inherent necessity
for cash deposits. Central banks could pay interest on reserve deposits,
so that the earning position of commercial banks would be rendered more
or less independent of the level of reserves. 1 Or, the requirement for cash
reserves could be. supplemented by a requirement to hold certain types of
government debt.
The tradition has been to apply reserve requirements to commercial
banks only, while excluding other lenders. As the position of institutional
investors gains in importance in the capital market, the question arises
whether similar requirements should not be applied as well to institutional
lenders of the nonbank type. If so, a system of security reserves may be
more appropriate than one of cash reserves.

Differences between Lenders
In purchasing illiquidity, or nonspending, the Treasury does not deal
with a homogeneous body of lenders or with a homogeneous mass of
private debt which is to be displaced by public debt. Different groups of
lenders have distinct preferences for various types of debt, public and
private; and by issuing debt that appeals to one or another group, the
Treasury may influence the particular type of private debt for a restricted
market, as well as the particular t ype of private expenditure that is to be
cut back.
Let us consider the simple proposition that government long-term debt
is a substitute, from the lender's point of view, for private long-term debt;
and that government short-term debt is a substitute for private shorttenn debt. If the government sells additional debt in long maturities,
this will primarily tighten the t erms at which private debt of long maturities may be placed; if the government issues short maturities, this will
primarily tighten the private market for short term debt. A lengthening
of the structure of public debt will tend to raise long-term rates relative to
short-term rates and ease the market for short-term private debt relative
to that for long-term private debt. This in turn will affect the availa bility
of funds to borrowers who wish to borrow short, relative to those who
wish to borrow long. As a result, it will affect the flo~v of expenditures
between investments that depend upon short a nd long financing. While
long-term investments may be financed by short-term funds, and vice
1 This in turn raises the question of what constitutes adequate bank earnings-a
difficult question to answer, since the appropriate level of bank capital itself is a matter
of policy rather than technological considerations. Another basic question is also
suggested: whether it is desirable for the government to subsidize banking services
through interest payments on bank-held debt. (as it subsidizes the building of public
roads), or whether the users of banking services should pay a larger share of the cost.
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versa, the type of public debt nevertheless affects the flow of private
investment expenditures.
In a 100 per cent reserve system, more or less the same reasoning applies
to exchanges between money and debt as applies to exchanges between
long- and short-term debt. Substitution of short-term public debt for
money tends to curtail the market for private short-term debt, whereas
substitution of long-term public debt tends to curtail the market for
private long-term debt.
1
In a fractional-reserve system, the results depend on whether or not the
system is fully loaned up. If it is loaned up, an exchange of debt for
money may result in a multiple curtailment of funds available to purchase '
private debt. This will be the case whether the additional public debt is
short or long, and whether it is purchased by bank or nonbank investors.
Shifts of public debt from the nonbank to the bank sector involve a reduction in the demand for private debt by the banking system, and an increase
in the demand for private debt by nonbank investors. This leaves the
money supply in the hands of the nonbank public unchanged, a lthough
the rate of money turnover may be affected. If there is slack in the
system, an exchange of public debt for money may have little effect on
funds available for private investment. A shift in the holding of public
debt between the bank and nonbank sector may now change the money
supply available to the nonbank public, since bank holding of private
debt may remain unchanged.
Similar considerations bear on the choice between marketable and nonmarketable securities and among other technical features of debt issues
that appeal in varying degrees to various types of lenders. The lenders'
particular preferences differ with their business or personal positions and
depend upon the constraints that the liability side of their balance sheets
places upon them. Commercial banks, the liabilities of which are shortterm debtsr will be cautious regarding long-term investment. Insurance
companies, whose commitments are in long-term contracts, will be
inclined to match these with correspondingly long-term investments.
Small savers will be interested in obligations that may be liquidated
readily in case of personal needs, and so forth.
In view of all this, it is evident that the simple requirement of minimum
cost omits an important part of the problem. If aU private debt were of
the same type, the choice of public debt would not affect the type of
private borrowing that is curtailed; and if there were only one type of
private investment, there would be no qualitative effect on the reduction
in expenditures by the lender. In this case, we could simply proceed
along the earlier lines of determining the structure of public debt that
secures the desired reduction of private expenditures at the least cost.
Matters are complicated considerably once we allow for the fact that the
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private-debt obligations that are displaced, and the expenditures to
which these obligations may give rise, are not homogeneous. In view of
this lack of homogeneity, the pattern that results if a given aggregate
reduction in private expenditures is obtained at minimum cost may not be
the optimal one; a different pattern may be more desirable, even though a
higher cost is involved.
Let us assume that the capital market is perfect, and complies with all
the conditions of pure competition, perfect market knowledge, and
mobility. Thus at any one time, we have a level and distribution of
private investment expenditures that reflect not only the usual parameters
of consumer preference and cost but also the portfolio preferences of
investors and the distribution of net worth among them. As additional
government deb~ is issued, private debt is displaced. Now let a given
reduction in private expenditure be produced by the sale of public debt.
By choosing the debt obligations that secure this objective at minimum
cost, we assure a cutback in those private expenditures for which the
market is least willing to pay. The market test, in this case, reflects
not only consumer preferences for the goods to be produced by alternative investments but also lender preferences for the kind of obligations
involved in financing them. Resource allocation is conditioned by
investor sovereignty as well as consumer sovereignty.
The assumptions that underlie this reasoning are not very realistic, as
we have stated. Indeed, they may be inconsistent with the very essence
of our problem. If the market is perfect in all respects, no uncertainty
prevails. If no uncertainty prevails, lenders will be indifferent as between
short and long obligations, since yields will converge to the same level.
Investments that require the tying up of capital for a long period may then
be financed by short-term debt obligations and vice versa. Moreover, in
the absence of uncertainty, other types of risk may be transformed into
insurance costs, thus resulting in an all-round equalization of net yields.
In such a setting, the cost to the government would be the same whatever
type of debt is issued.
Such is not the case in the real world. Uncertainty is an important
factor, and various types of rigidities prevail in the capital and money
markets. A policy that determines the mix of government obligations by
the least-cost rule may be said to be distribuiionally neutral; yet it is
likely to involve elements of arbitrariness in its effects on allocation, which
may justify or require deviation from the rule.
Continuity of Debt Policy

A final complication arises from the peculiarly continuous nature of
debt policy. This is most obvious in a setting where we assume that the
Treasury cannot engage in exchanges between types of debt prior to
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maturity. Here any debt once issued will remain a part of the debt
structure until it matures. Hence the composition of the public debt at
any one time will reflect the decisions of debt policy over the past period
in which the debt was issued. Only to the extent that debt matures is
there flexibility of adjustment. Otherwise the outstanding structure of
the public debt is a given factor in the economic picture. Such being the
case, the planning perspective for debt policy must be as long as the
longest maturity. Since the ideal structure of the debt will differ with
changing economic conditions, it must be designed to meet the requirements of the situation most of the time. Above all, it must be designed so
as to contribute to the built-in stability of the system.
The problem of continuity remains, though to a modified degree, if we
assume that the Treasury is free to issue new debt at any time, and to use
the proceeds to repurchase old debt prior to maturity. In this case, the
managers of debt policy are free to adjust the composition of the debt
structure whenever they please. However, they must do so at terms that
are acceptable to the market. 1 As a result, the yield at which a security
is issued defines the cost that must be carried by the Treasury over the
entire life span of the security, up Lo its contractual maturity. This will
hold true even though the borrowing rates may drop in the meantime and
Lhe Treasury decides to refund the debt prior to maturity. While the
Treasury may now borrow at a lbwer rate, it must borrow more in order to
repurchase the older issue at its increased market price. The planning
perspective of debt management must still be as long as the longest
maturity under consideration. Indeed, it may be argued that the planning perspective must extend to infinity in order to determine what should
be the maximum maturity.
These considerations indicate the crucial importance of continuity in
debt management. While all types of stabilization policy are continuous
in the sense that today's action bears upon tomorrow's setting, debt policy
is also continuous in the sense that current action involves a long-term
commitment. Debt policy deals with stocks, whereas fiscal policy deals
with flows. Again this greatly complicates the simplified picture presented in our initial discussion of debt policy.
B. THE TERM STRUCTURE OF RATES

For a closer examination of the problem of maturity, we shall assume
that all debt is marketable, unrestricted, and voluntary. The first step
1 Of course, the government may always ease credit to obtain whatever level of rates
is desired for purposes of refunding. This possibility is excluded here because we
assume the policy to be one of maintaining the given degree of illiquidity.
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is to consider the factors that determine the relative cost of placing shortand long-term debt.
Rate Structure with Certainty and Uniform Market Outlook

The academic theory of rate structure rests on the proposition that
long-term rates should be viewed as the average of future short-term rates.
This proposition dates back to Irving Fisher, and was refined later by
J. R. Hicks. 1 If short rates are expected to rise, a lender will not commit
himself to long terms unless the yield is sufficient to compensate him
for foregoing the opportunity of a series of short-term investments at
rising rates. 2 Thus, if short rat es are expected to rise, long rates must be
above short rates; and vice versa if short rates are expected to fall. 3 By
the same token, all rates will be the same if short rates are expected to
remain stable.
Let us assume that there is no uncertainty about the level of future
short-term rates and that all investors know precisely what these rates are
going to be. Thus there exists a uniform and certain market outlook.
Now let the expected level of short rates be as shown in Figure 24-1, so
that yields on one-year obligations will equal1 per cent for the first year,
3 per cent for the second year, 4 per cent for the third year, 4.5 per cent for
the fourth year, and 5 per cent thereafter. On this basis, we obtain the
patterns of yields or rate structures shown in Figure 24-2. The pattern,
as it appears at the outset of year 1, is shown in the year-1 curve. An
1 lrving Fisher, The Theory of Interest, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1930,
p. 210; J. R. Hicks, Value and Capital, Oxford University Press, London, Clarendon
Press, 1939, p. 144; and Friedrich A. Lutz, "The Structure of Interest Rates," Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 55, pp. 36-63, 1940- 1941, reprinted in Readings in the
Theory of Income Distribution, American Economic Association, Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1946, pp. 499-529.
2 If we specify that interest is paid at the end of the debt contract, the same capital
sum must be arrived at by a series of short contracts and by one long contract. Thus
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where R. is the long rate for an investment of n periods, and r., r2, · · · , r. are the
expected short rates for the respective periods. Disregarding compound interest, we
have nR. = r 1 + r 2 + · · · r.. See J. R. Hicks, op. cit., p. 145.
Assuming that interest on long debt is paid at the same intervals as interest on short
debt, and using compounding, we have
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See Lutz, op. cit., p. 500.
a It may be noted that Fisher, op. cit., p. 210, considers the current short rate a function of the prospect for long rates, rather than the other way around. Formally, the
case may be put either way. What matters is that the rate structure is interdependent in the indicated fashion.
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investor will purchase a one-year obligation at terms that offer a yield of
1 per cent, a two-year obligation at 1.98 per cent, a three-year obligation
at 2.63 per cent, a four-year obligation at 3.07 per cent, a five-year obligation at 3.42 per cent, and a consol at 5 per cent. The demanded yield in
TERM STRUCTURE OF RATES WITH CERTAIN AND
UNIFORM OUTLOOK
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each case is equal to the average of future short-term rates for the same
period. 1 The corresponding pattern of yields for the beginning of year 2
is shown in the year-2 curve of Figure 24-2. This pattern is somewhat
higher, since the 1 per cent rate is dropped at the beginning of the period,
and a second 5 per cent rate is added at the end. The corresponding
1

The yields are obtained by applying the final formula given on p. 591, note 2.
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pattern of yields for the beginning of the fifth year is a horizontal line at
5 per cent. The diagonal line shows the yields that a five-year bond,
purchased at the beginning of year 1, is expected to carry for the remainder
of its life period at the beginning of each successive year.
In Figure 24-3 we see the price at which obligations of various maturities can be issued at the outset of the first year, it being assumed that all
carry a coupon (annual payment) of $3.42 and pay $100 at maturity.
The bond sells at par if issued for a five-year t erm, and above par if
issued for a shorter term. This follows because according to Figure 24-1,
yields rise with the length of the term; and because with a fixed coupon
payment, the yield falls as the issue price rises. The issue prices shown
in Figure 24-3 for bonds of various mat).lrities provide the yields stipulated
for the respective maturities in the year-1 curve of Figure 24-2. * As will
be seen from Figure 24-3, the premium rises with the maturity up to a
certain point and then falls back toward zero.
Figure 24-4 shows the market prices at which a five-year bond issued at
the outset of year 1, paying $100 at maturity and carrying an annual
coupon of $3.42, is expected to sell over the next five years. At the
beginning of year 1, such a bond can be issued at par. At the beginning
of the second year, the remaining maturity has been reduced to four years.
But the yield expected on a four-year maturity is now 4.09 per cent, as
shown in Figure 24-2. The bond, therefore, g9es to a discount and sells
for $97.57. t At the beginning of the third year, the remaining maturity
has declined to three years, but the expected yield for a three-year bond is
now 4.48 per cent. Thus, the price declines further. The required
yield continues to rise thereafter, but the price of the bond turns up in
anticipation of the approaching redemption payment at $100. The
curve of Figure 24-4 thus records the price of the bond that at each point
of time provides the yield set by the effective pattern of rates as shown in
the diagonal line of Figure 24-2.
In a perfect market of this sort, arbitrage will operate to establish a
term structure of rates (or relative prices of bonds) that will be in accord
with the future level of short-term rates. By the same token, there will
be a tendency to equalize rates only if future short rates are taken to be
constant. Given such a perfect market, the cost of borrowing over any
specified period will be the same to the Treasury, whatever combination of
maturities it chooses. The present value of the total coupon bill (payable
• The premium K on a bond maturing in n years, carrying a coupon of g and a
yield of i, is equal to
K ~ (g- i)a.
where a. = [1 - (1 + i)- •Jii. See Rietz et al., Mathematics of Finance, rev. ed.,
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., New York, 1937, p. 97 and tables on p. 317.
t Computation is based on the same formula used for Fig. 24-3.
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over five years) for borrowing $100 over a five-year period will be the same
for each maturity mix. Similarly, the lender will be indifferent as
between loan contracts of varying maturities. Since the outlook is certain, he knows that issues of varying maturities will be traded against
each other at any given time at predetermined rates of exchange. Differences in maturity, therefore, are nothing but a formality. There is no
problem of debt management in the perfect market. The so-called pure
theory of rate structure fully explains the rate structure only under conditions where, for purposes of debt policy, it is a trivial matt.er.

Rate Structure with Certainty and Diverse Market Outlook
Let us retain the assumption of certainty and allow for the possibility
that lenders and borrowers differ in their appraisals of the outlook, though
each is subjectively certain of his view. 1 This is not a very sensible set of
assumptions, since those who prove wrong will learn that the outlook is
uncertain; however, it is a useful step in developing the argument.
The investor's decision to borrow or to lend short or long now involves
an appraisal not only of the future outlook for short rates but also of the
appropriateness of present long rates in the light of his subjective evaluation of future short rates. Thus, one lender may expect that future short
rates will rise, but rise less than the consensus of the market expects. He
feels that the price of long terms is undervalued (their yield is set too high)
and hence finds it profitable to hold long terms. Another lender may
expect .a sharper rise in short rates than does the consensus. He will feel
that long terms are overvalued and will lend short. Borrowers will be in
the opposite position. A borrower who anticipates a lesser rise in long
terms than does the consensus will prefer to borrow short, and one who
expects a sharper rise will borrow long. 2
Lenders and borrowers in this case will not be indifferent as between
long and short terms. Their preferences will depend on the difference
between their own views of the market outlook and that of the consensus.
The market, accordingly, will reflect subjective expectations on the part
of various lenders and investors, weighed by their respective shares in the
market. If the pattern of rates is rising (long rates are above short rates),
the consensus will be one of rising short rates, but the particular rate
spread will be a reflection of a diverse set of subjective opinions as to the
degree of increase in short rates.

Rate Structure with Uncertainty
The nature of the preceding approach requires that the time span over
which expectations on short-term rates extend must be sufficient ly long to
1

2

See Lutz, op. cit., p. 512.
For a diagrammatic presentation, see ibid., p. 517.
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cover the longest maturity under consideration.' This period is usually
too long and the problem too complex to permit a high degree of certainty.
Borrowers or lenders will be able, at best, to think in terms of a probable
set of short rates over future years; and they will be aware that uncertainty attaches to what they consider the most probable set of rates.
Suppose that a borrower obtains funds on long term and then finds that
the general level of rates drops. As a. result, he loses the advantage he
would have gained from the decline in rates if he had initially borrowed
short. This loss is irreparable for the period of his commitment. It
cannot be recouped by borrowing new funds at the reduced rate and using
the proceeds to pay off the old debt. If the debt is retired prior to
maturity, it will have to be purchased at a premium so that a correspondingly larger amount of new debt must be incurred. Nothing is gained,
and the benefits of lower rates are lost until t he maturity date is reached.
Thus it would have been a good precaution to borrow short. But precisely the opposite holds if the pattern of rates should rise. Depending on
the borrower's expectations regarding future changes in the level of rates,
he will arrive at what seems to him the best mix of waiting, borrowing
short, and borrowing long. The same principles apply to the lender's side
of t he market. Lenders who have loaned on long term lose if rates rise
and gain if rates fall. The optimal choice between staying in cash, lending short, and lending long again depends on the lenders expectations
regarding future changes in the level of rates.
Depending on the state of expectations and the resulting pattern of
demand for, and supply of, short- and long-term debt, the resulting term
structure of rates may be a rising or falling one. Is there any reason to
expect that "normally" long rates will exceed short rates, or vice versa'?
Borrowers may prefer to borrow long, since this saves the cost of
reborrowing at frequent intervals. Other things being equal, they will
be willing to pay more for a long contract. By the same token, lenders
will prefer to avoid the cost of frequent relending. Other things being
equal, lenders will be willing to take a smaller return for a long loan.
These two forces may cancel, or the net effect may be in either direction.
In any case, most financial transactions are carried out in large volume,
and the cost factor is subject to heavy economies of scale. Thus the
cost of contracting is hardly of major importance and shall now be
disregarded.
1 At the same time, the theory does not imply that long-term bonds are purchased
with the intention of holding such issues to maturity. Whatever the intention of any
particular investor who purchases long terms, he must consider the price at which it
will be possible to sell long-term issues prior·to maturity; and with this, he must consider the future outlook for short-term rates over the entire period of the long-term
· issue.
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A more interesting consideration arises from certain differences in the
market behavior of short- and long-term securities. From the very
nature of these securities, it follows t hat equal percentage changes in
yield to maturity will involve greater percentage changes in the price of
long-term securities. Following de Scitovszky, we may apply the concept of elasticity of expectation to the way in which expected changes in
yield are related to past changes. 1 We obtain the following pattern :
TABLE

24-1. ExPECTED CHANGES IN BOND YIELDS AND PRICES FOR SHORTAND LONG-TERM DEBT

E lasticity of
expectations E

E > 1. .............
E = 1 ..............
O <E<l. .. .. .....
E = 0 ........ . . ....
E = < 0 ...... . .. . ..

Percentage fluctu ations
Yields
Greater for long term
Equal
Greater for short term
Greater for short term
Greater for short term

Security prices
Greater for
Greater for
Greater for
Equal
Greater for

long term
long term
long term
short term

The typical behavior of security markets has been to record wider
fluctuations in the-rates of short- than of long-term securities, combined
with wider fluctuations in the prices of long- than of short-term issues.
This is compatible with the hypothesis that the elasticity of expectation
has usually been between zero and one. A rise in rates tends to create an.
expectation that there will be some reverse adjustment in the future, but
that the level of rates will remain somewhat above t hat which had prevailed prior to the change.
Given this market pattern, the lender who commits his funds over a
long period faces the prospect of larger fluctuations in the market value of
his investment. Suppose t hat a private investor has purchased longterm government obligations and that the rate of interest rises thereafter.
The market value of his obligation declines accordingly, and the decline in
value is greater than it would have been, had he invested short. T he
investor will regret having tied up his funds in long terms. But by the
same token he will be pleased to have lent long if it should turn out that
rates fall. All t his the investor must have account>ed for when initially
1 See J. R. Hicks, op. cit., p. 205; and T ibor de Scitovszky, "A Study of Interest
and Capital," Economica, New Ser., vol. 7, no. 27, pp. 293-317, August, 1940.
The elasticity of expectations is defined in t hese studies as t he ratio of percentage
change in expected future yields to percentage change in present yields. If the elasticity is unity, both change at the same rate; if it is less than unity, future yields are
expected to rise less; and if it is zero, future expected yields remain unchanged. With
an elasticity greater than unity, future expected yields rise more than present yields,
and with an elasticity of less than zero, they decline.
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assessing the market outlook. So far we see no reason why he should have
an intrinsic preference for either short- or long-term debt.
This indeed is all that can be said, provided that we assume a credit
market that is perfect- in the sense that any one investor is always in a
position to borrow at the going market rate, even at short notice. Suppose that an investor who has purchased long terms finds that he must
meet his liabilities on short notice. If the market value of his long terms
has fallen, he may be forced to liquidate at a loss, and it may even be
necessary to borrow additional funds to meet the demands of his creditors.
This is unfortunate, but again the problem is merely one of suffering the
penalty for having made a mistaken investment decision, a penalty that
will be offset by the possibility of greater gains if rates decline. There is
still no reason why the lender should have an intrinsic preference for
either long or short debt.
This, however, is not a realistic picture. While the investor will have
little difficulty in selling his holding of government debt in a more or less
perfect market, he may not always be in a position to borrow at the going
market rate so as to meet additional requirements. There are two
reasons for this: First, the market may be imperfect in the sense that the
time pressure of having to find additional funds at short notice may force
the borrower to offer a higher return. Secondly, and more important,
the cost at which the investor can borrow will tend to rise with the decline
in the market value of his assets. He has become a poorer credit risk, and
is confronted again with the linkage of risks. 1 This principle, at last,
supplies us with a reason why the investor, other things being equal, will
prefer to lend short. The private borrower, for the same reasons, will
prefer to borrow long. In a situation where the expectation is for short
rates to remain unchanged-or, in Hicksian terms, where the elasticity of
expectation is unity-there is reason to suppose that the long rate will lie
somewhat above the short rate. While the government may not share
the considerations of the private borrower, it must nevertheless overcome
the loss aversion of the private lender, and be prepared to pay a higher
yield for the sale of long-term debt. 2
This conclusion is reinforced if we allow for the additional consideration
that uncertainty as to the underlying market appraisal increases with the
length of the commitment. In absence of market imperfections, this
uncertainty would extend to possible gains as well as losses, and would
1 This applies in particular to the investO!' who uses equity capital only.
If debt
appears on the liability side of his balance sheet, and if we assume the lender to adhere
consistently to evaluation by market price, the decline in the market value of assets
may be offset more or less, or even outweighed by a decline in the value of liabilities.
What counts is the ratio of net holdings of claims to net worth prior to the change in
yields.
2 For a somewhat similar discussion, see J. R. Hicks, op. cit., chap. 13.
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provide no reason why one or the other yield should be higher. Given
the imperfections noted in the preceding paragraph anrl the resulting
loss aversion, a positive relationship between uncertainty and length of
commitment adds to the increment in yield on long-term debt.

Institutional Factors
The academic theory of rate structure, based upon expectations of
change in the level of rates, offers a useful framework, but one that must be
supplemented by a set of more institutional considerations. The prefet·ence between short and long commitments is not wholly n. matter of
expectation. It depends as well upon the needs and obligations of
particular lenders or borrowers, and these needs and obligations depend
upon market conditions.
In the cyclical setting we observe qualitative as well as quantitative
changes in the demand for funds (or the supply of private debts) that
have important beal'ing on the rate structure. Long-term investments
may be financed by short-term credit and vice versa, but this is not the
typical case. For reas0ns inherent in the structure of the capital market
and the nature of the particular activities involved, various transactions
are usually financed by debts of certain maturities. Thus, the demand
for inventory accumulation most often leads to the supply of short-term
debt; demand for plant expansion and construction typically leads to the
supply of long-term debt; installment purchases of consumer goods
usually involve intermediate term credit; stock-exchange speculation
most frequently requires short credit, and so forth. As the weight of
these transactions changes over the cycle, so does the supply of various
types of private debts. Unless offset by compensatory changes in the
supply of public debt, t hese changes in market conditions will give rise to
corresponding changes in the term structure of rates. 1
The tendency for the short rate to rise relative to the long rate in the
upswing is consistent with the hypothesis that investors expect the boom
to end and the level of rates to fall. Yet an alternative or supplementary
explanation may be found in an increased demand for short-term credit,
based on inventory speculation and expectation of a temporary rise in
prices.
If a longer view is taken, certain structural changes in the composition
of the market must be accounted for. The great rise of institutional
investment-in the form of life insurance companies, investment trusts,
and, more recently, pension funds- cannot but have a profound effect on
the pattern of demand for various types of debt. The incteasing import For an analysis of rate structure along these lines see John M. Culbertson, "The
Term Structure of Interest Rates," Quarterly Jaurnal of EconomiC8, vol. 71, no. 4,
pp. 485-517, November, 1957.
·
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tance of internal financing in lieu of bank borrowing by large corporations
affects the pattern of supply of private debt, and the supply of public
debt itself competes for various types of private funds. All these factors
must be accounted for when explaining historical changes in the t erm
structure of rates. Expectations regarding the future level of rates are a
factor in the picture, but they are by no means the only one.
C. THE OPTIMAL MATURITY STRUCTURE

We now return to t he policy question of how to determine the optimal
maturity mix. We shall retain the earlier assumption that all debt is
fully marketable and voluntary.
The Classical Case for Funding

The classical prescription for debt management has been that sound
debt policy requires funding in more or less long-term issues. 1 Shortterm o.r floating debt is said to leave the government at the mercy of
impatient lenders; moreover, it is likely to be absorbed by banks and
hence is inflationary. For these reasons, legitimate borrowing in peacetime should be long-term; and war debt, if not issued long in the first place,
should be converted in the postwar period. A funded debt is said to have
the additional advantage of making for simplicity and certainty in the
debt structure, and may be linked with an orderly plan for debt
retirement.
The major argument for long-term debt thus was the protection it
afforded the Treasury against sudden insistence by lenders that the debt
be paid off, leaving the Treasury tottering on the verge of bankruptcy,
save for the grace of its creditors. This may have been a realistic and
sensible approach at a time when the government did not dispose over the
central bank authority, when the supply of funds was derived largely from
a small group of financial houses, and when government debt in general
was considered a rather marginal investment. By the same token, these
considerations do not apply in the modern setting of theWestern economy
where the government has the monetary authority, and public debt has
become a broadly placed, continuous, and integral factor in the financial
structure of the country.
In a perfect market, at least, this change in financial structure renders
the problem of refunding of nominal importance. The fact that this or
1 See David Ricardo, "Essay on the Funding System," Works and Corrupondence,
vol. IV (1951), ed. P. Sraffa, Cambridge University Press, New York, 1951- 1955.
Also, see C. F. Bastable, Public Finance, 3d ed., The Macmillan Company, New York,
1928; and Public Debts, H. C. Adams, D. Appleton & Company, Inc., New York,
1892, part II, chap. 2.
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that bond matures has no bearing on the basic willingness of investors to
hold public debt of various kinds. The problem of refunding becomes a
formality, indistinguishable from the ever-present task of trading debts
(whether matured or not) so as to maintain an optimal debt structure.
Under more realistic conditions, refunding at maturity continues to be
important. Since it is not customary to undertake changes in debt
structure except at maturity, the more frequent maturity of short debt
gives greater freedom to revise the debt structure. This is an advantage
of shorter issues. 1
It cannot be overlooked that the refunding of maturing debt in an
imperfect market raises marketing problems. As in all aspects of
liquidity control, such difficulties may become acute under conditions of
inflation, when stabilization policy calls for rising yields and falling bond
prices. In such a market, investors may want to hold out for better terms,
particularly because an exchange of investments at maturity will not
realize any losses. The Treasury, having to refund at maturity, may find
itself cornered by large lenders or groups of lenders who hold out. Thus
there may develop an imperfect market situation, rendering it difficult to
determine the proper terms at which bonds should be issued. If the debt
is short, it will mature more frequently, and this problem has to be faced
at briefer intervals. At the same time, the problem will be less serious if
and when it does arise.
On balance, these considerations furnish us with no prima facie case for
or against funding. We must return to the basic question of which is the
more efficient way to secure the desired degree of illiquidity, or
nonspending.

Effects of Changes in Debt Structure on the Level of Investment
Let us consider effects of changes in debt structure on the level of
private investment. Effects of a given debt structure on the stability of
investment will be left for later examination.
1 Present arrangements in the United States set a twofold limitation to the freedom
of debt management. Dealings in debt prior to maturity are limited to exchanges
between debt and money in the course of open-market operations, and the Federal
reserve bank can only sell such debt as it has in its portfolio. The T reasury does not
engage in such transactions and, in fact, cannot purchase its debt above par. Neither
restriction seems sensible.
As a first step toward greater flexibility, debt purchased by the Federal Reserve
System may be converted into a general and non-interest-bearing obligation, with
the Federal Reserve System authorized to exchange this against specific types of
debt as needed; when open-market sales are made. As a second step, the concept of
open-market operations may be extended to exchanges between types of debt as well
as debt and money. Whether such exchanges should be made by the Federal Reserve
System or the Treasury, or by a joint authority in charge of liquidity policy, need not
he considered here.
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A given degree of restriction may be obtained through various combinations of public debt differing in composition and total amount. The
problem, then, is to find that combination which secures the desired
degree of restriction at least cost. While additional considerations enter,
this at least provides a starting point for discussion.
It is tempting to approach this problem in terms of a simple isocost and
isoexpenditure diagram. The terms at which investors are willing to hold
various combinations of long and short debt are reflected in the isocost,
or CC, curves of Figure 24-5. Each point on C1C1 shows combinations of
long and short debt that investors are willing to hold for a given return or
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Fro. 24-5. Optimal debt structure.

interest bill; c2c2 shows the combinations acceptable at a higher interest
bill, and so forth.
In constructing the CC curves it is evident that each curve must slope
down from the left to the right. This follows because the holding of
either short or long debt involves a disutility or surrender of liquidity, and
a loss of earnings from alternative investments that must be rewarded.
Since the interest bill is held constant, investors will accept increased
holdings of short-term debt only if their holdings of long-term debt are
reduced. Moreover, we may expect the slope of the CC curves to fall
short of -1. Moving down any one CC curve, it is reasonable to assume
that investors will insist on surrendering a larger amount of short debt than
is added in long debt-if we assume that lending long involves a higher
degree of risk and illiquidity and, hence, demands a higher return.
Barring expectations of declining short-term rates, this is in line with our
earlier conclusion. Since the total debt is reduced while the average
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maturity is lengthened, the substitution of long- for short-term debt
through open-market operations involves an increase in the money
supply. 1 Finally, we may assume that the slope of any one CC curve
steepens when moving down from the left to the right. For reasons
similar to those underlying Hart's linkage of risk, successive additions to
cash result in declining gains in liquidity, while successive additions
to long terms result in increasing reductions in liquidity.2 Therefore, we
may expect the CC curves to be concave to the origin.
Consider the shape of the corresponding set of EE, or isoexpenditure,
curves. The points on any one isoexpenditure curve show combinations
of debt that impose the same degree of restriction upon private investment
expenditures, with expenditures becoming higher as we move out toward
successive EE curves. The addition of long-term debt, while leaving
short-term debt unchanged, is restrictive. Short-term debt, therefore,
must be reduced if expenditures are to remain constant. Any one EE
curve must slope down from the left to the right. If we assume that
long-term debt is more restrictive than short-term debt, the slopes must
again fall short of - 1, and lengthening of the average debt maturity again
involves an increasing money supply. Finally, it is reasonable to assume
that the restrictive effect of substituting long terms becomes increasingly
severe as we move down any one EE curve; while the expansionary effect
of reducing the holding of short terms and of increasing the money supply
declines. The EE curves as well appear to be concave to the origin.
We are thus deprived of the neat set of tangency solutions that would
result if either set of curves were straight or convex to the origin. 3 A
1 Alternatively, we may draw the CC curves on the assumption that t he money supply is held constant, whether through fiscal adjustments or through cha nges in reserve
requirements. In the former case, income effects must be allowed for, at least in the
short run. In the latter case, it is evident that an increase in reserve requirements
reduces the cost of securing illiquidity . An increase in reserve requirements may be
likened to a compulsory and non-interest-bearing loan.
• See A. G. Hart, llfoney, Debt and Economic Activity, New York, Prentice-Hall ,
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J, 1948, pp. 198fT.
a Such a solution is obtained by Earl R. Rolph, "Principles of Debt Management,"
American Economic Review, vol. 47, no. 3, pp. 302-320, June, 1957, who draws the CC
curves concave to the origin, but draws the EE curves convex to the origin. The
shape of the CC curves is explained simply by pointing to t he rise in long yields relative to short yields, which results as the debt is lengthened. (See Rolph, p. 315.)
In deriving the shape of t he EE curves, Rolph argues correctly t hat a shortening in
debt while moving along t he same EE curve requires an increase in total debt and
hence a corresponding reduction in moneY. supply. This renders short debt an increasingly poor substitute for money. From this correct premise Rolph then concludes on
p. 313, note 20, t hat increasing amounts of short debt must be added for subsequent
reductions in long debt. As I see it, the opposite conclusion holds. If short debt
becomes a poorer substitute for money, it becomes more like long debt; and if short
debt becomes more like long debt, decrea.~ing amounts of short. debt may be substituted
t.o replace long debt.
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tangency solution may still be obtained if the one set of curves is consistently more concave than the other, but this may not be the case.
There may be no single set of best solutions; or the solution may become
one of borrowing all in long-term debt or all in short-term debt. The neat
result, typically applicable in a system involving indifference curves and a
production-transformation schedule (subject to decreasing returns) may
not apply in this case, where both the CC and EE curves relate to the
same investment behavior and depend upon the same set of expectations
and opportunities for private investment, rather than on quite distinct
sets of conditions such as technology and taste. Indeed, one may ask
whether the two sets of curves will not be t he same. 1
The case becomes more determinate if we introduce the possibility that
the isoexpenditure curves, as seen by the Treasury, include additional
considerations not reflected in the preferences of the private investorsconsiderations that reduce the attractiveness of long-term debt from the
Treasury's point of view. A lengthening of the debt structure may
complicate the task of maintaining an orderly market, and lending long
may be disadvantageous if the long-run prospect is for declining rates.
On the other hand, a lengthening of the debt structure may increase the
effectiveness of debt as a built-in stabilizer, which increases the attractiveness of long-term debt from the Treasury's point of view. On balance,
these considerations may render the isoexpenditure curves (now more
precisely referred to as isostabilization curves) convex to the origin, as
shown by the CC lines within Figure 24-5. In this case, the optimum
combinations for various levels of expenditures would fall on a contract
curve such as AD, the proper point on this curve being determined by the
desired mix of restriction by liquidity control and by other policies.
However, there is no assurance that this neat solution applies.
Effects of Given Debt Structure on the Variability of Investment
We now turn to the effects of a given debt structure upon possible
changes in the level of private investment, or the contribution of debt
structure to the built-in stability of the economy.
1 If investors hold public-debt combinations X and Y for the same return, they must
find themselves in equally satisfactory positions with regard not only to public debt
but to their entire portfolios. If combination X should permit a superior position
regarding private investment than combination Y, investors would be willing to hold
X at a lower return. Thus, their portfolio position net of government debt must be
equally attractive in both cases. If this means that the same volume of private
assets is held, isoexpenditure lines are the same as isocost lines, and all combinations
on any one line are equally effective. Such need not be the case, since t he risk-income
relationship among various private assets may differ; but it is not an unreasonable
assumption to make.
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Locked-in Effect. It is argued frequently that long-term debt is
sticky and more likely to remain with private investors than is short-term
debt. Holders of long-term obligations are considei·ed less likely to sell
their obligations aL a time of high activity and rising inLeresL raLes than
are holders of short-term debt. Because of this, long-term debt is said to
be a more effective means of securing nonspending. T he underlying
argument appears simple enough: As interest rates rise, the price of long
terms tends to fall more sharply than the price of short terms. 1 Investors, therefore, are confronted with a larger realized loss when selling long
terms. In order to avoid such a loss, they will not sell.
This argument may be interpreted at various levels. If an investor
suffers a d~cline in the value of his capital assets, it is indicative of a
preceding error in investment policy. Realization of the loss implies an
explicit recognition of this error, which is unpleasant. Thus the investor
may refuse to realize the loss, even though it would be rational to do so.
Moreover, realization of losses may adversely affect his credit standing,
provided that lenders appraise (if irrationally) their assets by maturity
rather than market value. Where such is the case, realization of losses is
to be avoided. T he investor who holds long-term government securities
is " locked in," and cannot switch to other assets. 2
Let us now set aside t hese considerations and assume rational behavior
by all concerned. Thus it is evident that an investor has suffered a loss,
once the market value of his securities has fallen. Whether this loss is
realized or not has no bearing on its actual existence. The only consideration that determines whether to sell or not is the future profitability of
retaining present holdings compared with switching to other assets.
Such changes in the market value of present holdings as may have
occurred in the past are relevant only in so far as they create expectations
regarding future changes in prices and yields.
The rational investor considers himself disposing over a given value of
assets, including cash and the market value of his securities, and decides
which is t he most profitable portfolio combination in view of the expected
yields to be derived from the purchase of various securities. Retention of
past holdings is similar in principle to the sale and repurchase of these
holdings. Subject to possible income effects, losses incurred in the past
are irrelevant. Investor X , who has suffered a decline in the value of his
1 Seep. 596.
• We have argued earlier (p. 597) t hat the lender may prefer investment in short
terms in order to avoid depressing effects on his credit standing, which may result
from a sharp decline in the market value of his holdings of long terms. The assumption t hen was t hat lenders evaluate asset.s of borrowers at market value. The present
consideration, relating to the locked-in effect, is based on t he assumption that lenders
evaluate by maturity value. The two points arc t hus inconsistent, and the latter is
offered only in an attempt to explain what might be meant by the locked-in effect.
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government bonds, is in the same position as investor Z, who held cash and
remained unaffected. Both are concerned with the question of how the
past rise in yields will affect the future behavior of the market.
Let us suppose that prior to the change, government consols sold at
$100 and carried a coupon of $5 or 5 per cent. Private consols sold at
$100 and carried a coupon rate of $7 or 7 per cent. The absolute difference of 2 per cent is the premium required by investors to compensate for
the default risk and lesser marketability of private issues. Now let the
price of government consols drop to $50. Subsequent developments
depend upon the elasticity of expectations.
Suppose, now, that this elasticity is zero. More specifically, let us
assume that investors expect the yield of consols to return to 5 per cent
after one year. Investment of $50 in government consols will thus be
rewarded with a capital gain of $50 and a coupon payment of $5. The
yield is 55 X 100/50 = llO per cent. 1 If an investment in private
debt is to be equally attractive, the yield must be 112 per cent. A
decline in the price of private debt to $50 would increase the yield to
57 X 100/50 = ll4 per cent, which is too high. The proper result is
obtained if the price falls to $50.47. In this case, the expected capital
gain is $49.53, and adding the coupon payment of $7, the yield equals
56.53 X 100/50.47 = 112 per cent. These are the terms at which the
investor is indifferent between purchasing government or private debt.
Turning now to the borrower's side of the market, we note that the
government can sell consols at a par value of $100 by offering a coupon
rate of $10 or 10 %. Private borrowers who wish to obtain $100 must
offer 7 X 100/50.47 = $13.9. Thus private borrowers, in order to
compete with the govemment, must be willing to accept an increase in the
cost of borrowing of 6.9 percentage points, compared to only 5 percentage
points for the government. To simplify computation, these comparisons
are between government and private consols. As various maturities are
considered, we find that the longer the maturity of the debt, the greater
the differential in the required additions to the yields of public and
private debts. 2
A similar argument applies, and the conclusion is strengthened, if we
assume that the premium on private debt that the l'.mder demands is
1

If y is the yield, p the market price, and c the coupon payment, we have
y =

(100 - p

+ c)lOO

p

2 The basic argument of this paragraph is drawn from Warren L. Smith, "On the
Effectiveness of Monetary Policy," American Economic Review, vol. 46, no. 4, September, 1956. However, the principle is here stated in more general terms, independent
of whether any particular investor has suffered a loss in the past.
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defined as a fraction of the yield on government debt. Realizing the
same initial yields of 5 and 7 per cent, let us suppose that the required
yield on private debt equals t of the yield on government debt. As the
yield on government debt rises to 110 per cent, yield on private debt must
rise to 154 per cent. To accomplish this, the value of private bonds must
fall to $42.10, where (57.9 + 7)/42.1 = $1.54. Private business must now
offer (7 X 100) /42. 1 = $16.7 to sell $100 worth of consols. The private
borrower must accept an increase in the cost of borrowing of 9. 7 percentage points, against 5 percentage points for the government. Again, the
longer the maturity of the debt, the greater this differential.
This conclusion is significant, but it hardly supports the thesis that
the private lender is locked in by capital losses. Rather, it suggests that
if the government accepts a given increase in its cost of borrowing long,
an even greater increase results in the cost of borrowing long on the part
of private investors. Since this differential is greater if the government
borrows long than if it borrows short, the argument speaks in favor of
borrowing long.
Note, however, that the conclusion arrived at. here depends on the
assumption that investors expect yields to return to the old level. If we
assume the elasticity of expectations to be unity, so that ratesareexpected
to remain at the higher level, the argument does not apply. In this case,
a decline in the price of government consols to $50 raises yield to 10 per
cent, and no more. Returning to the assumption of an absolute differential of two percentage points, the corresponding yield on private debt
must rise to 12 per cent, which is accomplished by a decline in price to
$58.3. The cost of borrowing increases by 2 per cent for the government
as well as for private borrowers. If the yields on government and private
debt stand in a fixed ratio to each other, we now find that the cost of
borrowing for government and for private borrowers rises at the same
percentage. rate.
The Orderly Market. The preceding argument suggests that, other
things being equal, it will be advantageous from the Treasury's point of
view to place long-term debt. But this is only a part of the picture. We
now turn to another aspect of the problem that points in the opposite
direction.
The hesitancy of bond holders to liquidate bonds at a loss, which
underlies the locked-in argument, rests on the assumption that the rise in
yields and decline in prices is temporary. The present consideration,
which underlies the problem of maintaining an orderly market, refers to a
situation where the elasticity of yield expectations exceeds 1 and investors
expect a continued decline in the market. As bond prices fall moderately
and gradually, the expectation may be for return to a more or less normal
level. When the decline continues, and especially if it proceeds at an
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increasing rate, the investor's attitude may change. The hope for future
capital gains as the market turns up later on is outweighed- temporarily,
at least- by a desire to avoid further losses while the decline continues.
Investors will speculate in a bearish market and proceed to liquidate their
investments. The longer the maturities, the greater are the potential
future losses, and hence the more eager will investors be to liquidate.
Thus there develops the danger of a disorderly market, involving a decline
in bond prices at an excessive speed. A large volume of long-term debt
adds to the danger that restrictive monetary policies will set into motion
such a decline, and thus imposes a barrier to energetic use of such restrictions when needed.
Now it may be argued that there is nothing disorderly about a decline in
bond prices. An increase in interest rates and a decline in bond prices is
the essence of an active policy of liquidity restriction. The market forces
that make for such a development are the vehicle of restrictive policy.
Moreover, if maturities are long, less restrictive action may be needed to
accomplish the desired result. One of the advantages of a large and
diverse public debt lies in its providing a medium by which changes in
interest rates and credit conditions are transmitted promptly through the
entire market, and this cannot occur without changes in security prices
and yields. 1 A speculative decline in bond prices will eventually hit
bottom, and the market will turn up on its own accord. These arguments
have merit, and it is indeed difficult to define rigorously just what constitutes a disorderly market. Yet, the contingency of a disorderly market
cannot be neglected by responsible stabilization policy. Public policy
cannot permit a cumulative decline in bond prices at a rapid rate. In the
modern economy, public-and for that matter private-debt constitutes
so important a component of the financial structure, and public credit so
important an element of public policy, that such a situation must be
avoided. This, then, is the crux of the so-called conflict between debt
and monetary policy. 2
What matters here is that the contingency of a disorderly market is
greater if the maturity of the outstanding debt is longer. Because of this,
a lengthening of maturities does not necessarily increase illiquidity per
dollar of debt outstanding. The positive relationship between maturity
and stickiness may reverse itself after the debt advances beyond a certain
1 SeeR. V. Roosa, "Interest Rates and the Central Bank," in Money, Trade, and
Economic Growth: In Honor of John Henry Williams, The Macmillan Company, New
York, 1951, pp. 270-295.
s The experience of the 1950s has shown that the fear of a disorderly market was
exaggerated during the years immediately following the war, and especially that
the "bonds must not fall below par" position was erroneous. Yet the developments
of these years also showed that the maintenance of an orderly market cannot be
neglected.
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maturity level. Extreme long-term debt may assume the characteristics
of very short-term debt if, in order to avoid a disorderly market, the
central bank must step in and support the price of such debt.
All this suggests that lengthening the maturity structure beyond a
certain point may become a matter of disutility rather than utility to the
Treasury. As noted before, the preferences of the Treasury as a borrower
are not a mere mirror image of the preferences of private lenders.
Effects of Debt Structure on Level and Variability of Consumption
In our earlier discussion of the consumption effects of debt, we have
argued that an increase in the supply of consols, while holding money
constant, will tend to increase consumption via the Pigou effect, provided
that the market value of total consols increases. 1 The same holds for the
addition of shorter debts. Substitutions between short- and long-term
debts that leave the total market value of debt unchanged may nevertheless change consumption, depending on resulting changes in the distribution of assets among consumers whose responses differ.
In addition, the maturity structure of the debt may effect the stability
of consumption expenditures over the cycle. To begin with, it is evident
that the holding of liquid assets enables consumers to dissave. Thus, the
holding of claims may cushion the decline in consumption that results
with a given decline in income. At the same time, a liquidation of claims
may accentuate a rise in consumption in a period of rising income. On
balance we arrive at a tendency toward built-in stability in the downward
direction, combined with instability in the upward direction. If shortterm debt is more readily convertible into cash, these built-in effects will
be more pronounced, the shorter the debt. However, all government
debt may be readily marketable, so that the consumer may liquidate longas well as short-term debt. Indeed, where interest rates decline in the
downturn, long-term debt may be liquidated at a premium, which provides an additional inducement; and a corresponding check will be
imposed by capital losses from liquidation in the upswing.
Suppose, now, that the consumer maintains his debt holdings. If the
rate of interest fluctuates with the cycle, the capital value of long-term
debt, and hence the strength of the wealth effect, fluctuates in a countercyclical fashion. As far as effects on consumptio~ are concerned, the
built-in stabilizing qualities of long-term debt appear superior. 2
Seep. 537.
We are not dealing here with nonmarketable debts such as savings bonds, which
present a special problem. Where the par value of the debt is fixed for the life of the
bond, fluctuation in market price cannot occur. The investor may be given an inducement to retain his bonds by relating yield to period held, hut this is fixed in advance
and not subject to cyclical variations.
1

t
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Changes in Debt Structure and Their Timing

Thus far we have been concerned with the advantage of holding an
existing debt in long or short terms. Let us now consider the question of
when the debt should be shortened or lengthened.
The Time Perspective. It is usually argued that for a given total of
debt, substitution of long- for short-term debt tends to reduce liquidity,
just as the substitution of short-term debt for money reduces liquidity.
It follows from this that substitution of long- for short-term debt is an
appropriate means of restrictive action, called for usually under inflationary conditions. These are conditions when the level of rates is high
relative to the average of the cycle, thus raising expectations of lower rates
in the future. If the Treasury were to act as a private trader, this would
suggest a shortening of its debts. But the opposite seems called for when
the Treasury acts as a compensatory agent. This will hold even though
the Treasury is left with a higher coupon bill during coming periods of
lower rates.
As we have noted at the outset, there is nothing in the principle of least
cost that rejects liquidity restriction because a cost is involved. At the
same time, the problem is one of accomplishing the desired restriction at
least cost. Hence there arises the question of the time period over which
the cost is to be measured. As noted before, this time perspective must be
sufficiently long to cover the cost of the longest maturity offered. The
proper maturity mix might be thought of as that which corresponds to the
needs of the average situation over the planning period. The less
flexibility there is in adjusting the debt structure by open-market operations in debts, the longer this planning period will have to be. Debt
management, by its inherent element of continuity, thus requires a longer
planning period than do fiscal and purely monetary policies (changes in
reserve requirements), which may be adjusted on an ad hoc basis. 1
Nevertheless, at any one time, there is a choice among various
approaches to restriction, including monetary, debt, and fiscal measures;
and the proper weight, to be attributed to each, will depend upon the
longer outlook as well as on the requirements of the immediate situation.
Thus, it will be undesirable to meet a temporary need for restriction by
lengthening maturities, if a sustained period of slack is expected to follow;
or it may be desirable to lengthen maturities in a period short of full
employment if a sustained period of inflation is expected thereafter.
Both decisions bear upon the long-run picture, and must be matched in
the short run by appropriate adj ustments in monetary and/or fiscal
measures.
1

Seep. 501.
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The Appropriate Term Structure. To all this we must add again
certain qualitative considerations, relating to the kind of expenditures
that are curtailed in the private sector as liquidity is reduced. Substitution of long-term issues for short-term issues raises long rates relative to
short rates. It reduces the availability of long-term funds to private
borrowers and increases the availability of short-term funds; and vice
versa if the public debt is shortened. The composition of the public debt
thus affects the relative cost and availability of various types of private
investment. Liquidity control, in other words, involves ·not only a
problem of setting the proper level but also of obtaining the proper pattern
of rates.
In the cyclical setting it has been argued that short rates in the boom
should be high relative to long rates, though not necessarily above them.
Short funds, if available to private borrowers, tend to flow into speculative
activity of a destabilizing sort, while long-term funds are invested more
soundly. Thus funds available to private borrowers should be diverted
from short- to long-term use. There is no need for this in the depression,
when recovery may be expected to start in short·investment such as the
restocking of inventories. Debt policy, by accentuating market-induced
fluctuations in rate structure, may thus act to stabilize the direction of
capital flow.
In the secular setting, an ample supply of long-term debt will prove
advantageous to investors such as insurance companies and will compete
with funds available for long-term investment in, say, private railroads or
public utilities. Issuance of medium-term debt may be of interest to
investors such as savings and loan associations and will compete with
mortgage money; short-term debt will be of interest to commercial banks
and compete with commercial credit, and so forth. On a more general
basis, any increase in the supply of public debt raises the cost at which
the private entrepreneur may obtain borrowed money relative to equity
funds, thereby diverting private capital formation to industries financed
by equity capital.
Restriction of any particular type of credit, or issuance of any particular
type of debt, may give rise to compensating shifts on the private side of
the capital and money market. However, these offsets will be of a partial
sort only. The fact that the qualitative implications of debt policy
cannot be determined easily should not be taken as an occasion to assume
(as is done so frequently with regard to credit control) that they do not
exist. Where one type of debt policy secures a result that is qualitatively
preferable to another, it may be preferred even though the same degree
of illiquidity (or reduction in private expenditures) is secured at a higher
cost. 1
1

Considering the diffillulties of choosing the proper maturity mix, one is t empted to
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There is no avoiding the· fact that debt policy has qualitative effects
that must be taken into account. Given a perfect market, it may be
argued that liquidity restriction at minimum cost will, in fact, provide a
neutral solution; but as noted before, the market for claims is not perfect.
In addition to the basic factor of uncertainty, further imperfections arise
from statutory limitations on institutional lenders and other barriers to a
perfect flow of funds between various sectors of the capital market.
Much the same may be said for the monetary-policy approach to liquidity
restriction. As evidenced by the recent discussion of credit rationing and
the emphasis on the availability of funds, 1 there is little basis for the
traditional belief that liquidity restriction is inherently neutral, whereas
fiscal restriction is not.
D. THE INCIDENCE OF STABILIZATION POLICY

We must now move the problem of liquidity restriction back into the
broader context of stabilization policy. Let us begin with a situation
take refuge in Simons's dictum that all public claims should be either in cash or consols, "und sonst garnichts" (to quote Marlene Dietrich). Thus with magic simplicity
the problem of term structure is ruled out of court, and attention can be limited to the
simpler problem of determining the proper supply of money and consols. (See "Henry
C. Simons, Economic Policy for a Free Society, University of Chicago Press, Chicago,
1948, chaps. 9 and 10.)
Aesthetics aside, there is little to be said for t his plan. Reliance on consols only,
and the not too different idea of open-market operation in bills only, places at best an
unnecessary restraint on the use of liquidity policy; and at worst severely impairs its
effectiveness. Moreover, the practice is bound to raise the cost of obtaining a given
restriction.
There is no reason why the government should not accommodate the preferences of
lenders to commit themselves at varying terms, thereby reducing the cost of purchasing illiquidity as well as improving the position of lenders. A policy of permitting
consols only seems little different in nature from requiring that there be blue dresses
or eight-cylinder cars only. Such prescriptions would simplify the economic process,
but they would be inefficient in terms of economic welfare.
1 The term rationinu is used here to describe the allocation of a given supply of loanable funds among lenders at a cost below what the market will bear. This must be
distinguished from changes in the lender's preference between different types of borrowers and a corresponding adjustment in his portfolio composition--an adjustment
that occurs while the price for each type of loan continues to be cleared by the market.
Allowance for this second type of adjustment, which underlies Keynes's concept of
the "fringe of unsatisfied borrowers," is quite compatible with the traditional view of
monetary restriction. It merely places emphasis on the lender's side of the market
and on the heterogeneity of various debts. The allocation of funds on a nonmarket
basis, involved in our concept of rationing, introduces a quite different concept, namely
that of imperfection in the credit market. It is only the existence of this imperfection
which can explain the proposition heard so frequently in recent years- that the effectiveness of restriction does not depend on the elasticity of the investment schedule.
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where the prevailing pattern of stabilization policy- including proportional taxes or transfers by the Stabilization Branch, the level of bank
reserves, and the structure of the debt- is such that aggregate demand is
held at the appropriate level. Now suppose that certain changes occur,
say an increase in the level of expenditures by the Allocation Branch or
an upward shift in certain spending functions in the private sector. As a
result, further restriction is called for. It can be accomplished in a
number of ways.
Various tax rates may be increased, reserve requirements raised, openmarket sales made, or the term structure of the debt lengthened.
Depending on which approach or combination of approaches is chosen,
the resulting course of the economy will differ. Various approaches to
stabilization may result in different rates of growth as well as different
states of distribution or incidence. The latter aspect returns us to what
in an earlier connection was described as the differential incidence of
alternative bundles of stabilization policy.

Fiscal versus Monetary Restriction
To be specific, let us assume that an upward shift in one or another
spendings function has occurred in the private sector, and compare the
distributional results that come about if this expansion is offset by (1)
imposing a proportional income tax, which is the typical pattern followed
by the fiscal sector of the Stabilization Branch, or by (2) monetary
restriction imposed by way of raising reserve requirements. 1 It will be
convenient, moreover, to assume that the desired restriction has already
been accomplished by imposing the tax, and to examine what happens if
the tax is withdrawn or reduced and a corresponding degree of monetary
restriction is imposed instead. The result will measure the differential
incidence between tax and monetary restriction.
Removal of Income Tax. The recipients of both wage income and
capital income from old investment are benefited by the removal
of the income tax. At the same time, and following our earlier reasoning, savers gain relative to consumers. 2 These results occur because
the income tax discriminates against saving. Since saving rise§ as we
move up the income scale, the net result tends to be regressive.
Monetary Restriction: New Contracts in Debt. As monetary restriction is imposed, interest rates rise. This is to the advantage of those
who have uncommitted funds to lend, and to the disadvantage of those
who wish to borrow.
Among the borrowers, the position of the government itself must be
1 We are here referring to a truly proportional income tax, that is a flat rate tax
without exemptions.
1 Seep. 263.
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considered. If the outstanding debt is of relatively long maturity, and if
the period of restriction is short, the increase in interest rates may be
reflected only slightly in the cost of borrowing to the government. However, let us assume that the debt is sufficiently short and/or the period of
restriction sufficiently long, so that the entire debt must be reborrowed at
the higher level of rates. T his means that bond holders have gained at
the cost of taxpayers. The distributional result of this shift depends on
who receives the interest and who pays the taxes needed to finance it. 1
In order to estimate the distribution of net benefits that result from
the tax-interest circuit, a number of problems must be faced. First there
is the question of just what tax is to be used. Should we use the distribution of the average tax dollar under the prevailing tax structure or that of
the marginal tax dollar; and if the latter approach is taken, how can we
determine which is the marginal tax? The answer depends on the type
of debt to be refunded and who holds it. It depends also on how we treat
interest paid to such institutions as commercial banks. Interest may be
imputed either to holders of bank shares or to bank customers, the
assumption being that service charges would be higher if commercial
banks were not supported by interest received on public debt. Thus the
task of estimating the incidence of the tax-interest circuit is by no means
simple. Considering the postwar Federal debt in the United States and
applying the distribution of the average tax dollar, it appears that the
incidence of the tax-interest circuit is more or less neutral :2 assuming
finance by proportional income tax, it is clearly regressive.
Turning now to the market for private debt, those desiring to borrow
new funds are placed at a disadvantage. Where consumer o1· mortgage
debt is concerned, the increased cost of borrowing is felt by the consumers
directly. While the ratio of such debt to income rises up to a point when
moving up the income scale, it declines thereafter. In the case of business debt, the situation is more difficult. As business debt becomes
subject to the higher rates, the increased cost may be added to price.
In this case, it will be paid for by the consumer of the product or service
in question. The distributional result will thus be on the regressive side:
The cost allocation is equivalent to financing interest on public debt by a
sales tax on capital-intensive products; also, the holdir.g of private debt
is distributed less equally than that of public debt. Alternatively, the
increased cost of capital might be reflected in reduced wages, the result
1 Depending on the propensities to spend of taxpayers and interest recipients, the
required tax bill may exceed or fall short of the interest bill.
2 See my "Monetary-debt Policy Revisited," in Carl J. Friedrich and EdwardS.
Mason (eds.), Public Policy, 1940: a Yearbook, Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Mass., 1941, p. 170. For a more or less similar result, see Jacob Cohen, "Distributional Effects of the Federal Debt," Journal of Finance, vol. 6, no. 3, pp. 267- 275,
September, 1951.
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being regressive in either case. Such, at least, will be the outcome in the
short run. In the long run, effects on the level and efficiency of investment must be accounted for as well.
Monetary Restriction: Old Contracts in Debt. Before turning to this
subject, let us consider the resulting decline in the market value of debt
obligations that were outstanding prior to the increase in interest rates.
In a sense this is to the disadvantage of old lenders and to the advantage
of old borrowers. However, it is a qualified advantage or disadvantage
only. The lender who holds such obligations does not suffer a loss in
income stream, and he can look forward to the same payment at maturity
as before. The drop in the market value of his investment merely reflects
the fact that he cannot participate in the gain from higher yields until his
obligations mature. For the borrower, this drop reflects the temporary
gain derived by being able to postpone refunding at the higher rates until
maturity. In a perfect credit market, this is all that need be said. At
the same time, the lender may suffer an absolute loss if the credit market
is imperfect, and credit standing is related to the market value rather than
the maturity value of securities.' In this case, a corresponding advantage
will accrue to the borrower. If lenders are identified with higher incomes
and borrowers with lower incomes, the net change is to the advantage of
the latter group.
Monetary Restriction : Growth. Viewing the problem in the long run,
we may expect that the substitution of monetary restriction for restriction by proportional income tax will reduce capital formation relative to
current consumption and hence ·result in a lower rate of growth. But
this need not be the case with all types of monetary and fiscal restrictions.
Substitution of restriction on installment credit for a tax on profits may
well have the opposite result. 2 However, the assumption of a reduced
rate of growth is reasonable for the comparison of general monetary and
fiscal restriction.
If the substitution leads to a reduced rate of growth, this in turn may
affect the division of factor shares between labor and capital, and hence
the state of distribution. As shown in the preceding discussion, the effect
of changes in the rate of growth upon factor shares is an exceedingly
difficult problem, which defies simple prediction. There is no good
reason to expect that the capital share in the national dividend should
increase relative to the wage share, nor is there good reason to expect the
opposite. 3 Either result may occur. Thus it is hardly possible to allow
'Seep. 597.
2 This is clearly the case if the restriction of installment credit goes to reduce consumer purchases on nondurables. If the production of durables is reduced, growth is
curtailed because less future consumption is provided for.
a Seep. 372.
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for effects on growth in appraising the differential incidence of our two
policies.
As the capital stock is reduced, or grows at a lesser rate, the marginal
efficiency of investment rises or falls less rapidly. The output per unit of
capital is greater than it would have been otherwise, and a higher return
can be paid on business debt without an increase in capital cost. Thus,
the implicit excise tax on the consumer, or income tax on the wage
recipient-referred to previously when dealing with effects on new debt
contracts-tends to be absorbed by the increased efficiency of capital.
The final result will depend on the effects of a reduced rate of growth on
factor shares.
One other aspect remains to be considered. This is the fact that the
increase in the rate of interest benefits savers relative to consumers. It
benefits higher incomes relative to lower incomes and strengthens the
regressive effects noted in connection with the removal of the income tax.
Barring a resulting increase in the wage share or the use of highly progressive taxes to finance interest on a large public debt, we are thus left
with a presumption-though not a clear proof-that the differential
incidence of our substitution of policies will be regressive. This will be
more apparent if the comparison is with fiscal restriction by a progressive
income tax.
Similar comparisons can be drawn between the incidence of various
types of liquidity restriction, such as general monetary restriction and
lengthening of the debt structure; and these in turn may be compared
with various approaches to fiscal restriction. As we have noted before,
the problem of incidence has no unique application to stabilization by
taxation, but applies to other forms of stabilization policy as well.
Differences in incidence must be taken into account when choosing
between various approaches to stabilization, and they must be compensated for in the over-all budget plan by appropriate adjustments in
the policy of the Distribution Branch. Efficient policy requires that the
stabilization function be discharged within the framework of the over-all
budget plan and with proper regard for those other functions of budget
policy performed by the Allocation and the Distribution Branches.
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Investment, private, liquidity effects
on, through monetary policy, 540543
taxation effects on, 312-347, 456-471
and alternative methods, 464
and capital gains, 334
and capital shortage, 467
and depreciation, 336- 344
and profitability, 318-333
and supply of funds, 333, 462
and waste, 468
theory of, 313, 328
public, 336
and budgeting, 560
countercyclical use of, 38, 517
flexibility of, 503
and growth, 336, 485- 492, 557
leverage of, 444
and pay-as-you-usc finan ce, 560
and reserve finance, 566, 573
self-liquidating, 569
Keeping up with the Joneses, 103, 245
and incidence, 245
a nd marginal income utility, 103
Keynes effect, 533
Keynesian system, 411- 416
for growth model, 488
stabilization policy in, 415
structure of, 411
Kinked demand schedule, 300
Lenders, types of, 587
Lending, public, 335, 527, 566
Lerner effect, 533
Light taxes, 520
Linkage of risk, 316, 597
Liquidity, 526- 555
(See also Debt; Monetary policy)
Liquidity policy defined, 529
Liquidity preference, 412
and income determination, 412, 416
and investment effects, 539
and wealth effects, 542
Liquidity trap, 415
Local finance, 179
and horizontal equity, 182
and public debt, 575
and social ordering, 10, 132
Locked-in effect, 604
Loss offset, 320, 457
Lump-sum tax, 143
and compensatory finance, 430
and excess burden, 143
and finance of bridge, 138
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Marginal income utility, 99-110
as social concept, 109
whether assigned, 106
whether comparable, 108
whether declining, 102
whether sim ilar, 105
Marketability, 584
Markup pricing, 285
and incidence, 285
and inflation, 426, 469
Maturities, 599- 611
optimal structure of, 599
types of, 583
Maximum welfare, 110- 115
as principle, of budgeting, 113
of taxation, 110
Minimum cost, principle of, 46
in debt management, 582
in purchase policy, 46
Monetary policy, 526-555
and debt management, 581
definition of, 528
effectiveness of, 541
through consumption effects, 419,
535
and income determination, 410- 423
through investment effects, 542
in Keynesian system, 415, 542
in mixed system, 417
incidence of, 612
Money illusion , 447- 452
and balanced-budget theorem, 452
and budget inflation, 453
and incidence, 380
and tax leverage, 447
Money supply, 536
and asset preference, 545
and debt policy, 584
equilibrium level of, 536, 541
and growth, 550
and investment, 456, 54 1
Money-wage rate, 413
floor of, 413, 416, 422
increase in, 469
Monopolistic competition and incidence,
281, 299, 361
Monopoly, 44
control of, 44, 178
and cost-tax incidence, 308, 364
and excess burden, 149
and profits-tax incidence, 277
and sales-tax incidence, 292, 294, 296,
298
Multilevel finance, 179- 182
horizontal equity in, 182
minimum service levels in, 183
pure federalism in, 179
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Multilevel finance, and social ordering,
132
Multiplier time period, 503

National income, 195- 199
and final expenditures, 185
and intermediate expenditures, 195
and taxes, 196
Net worth, budgeting for, 561
Neutrality, 57
of compensatory finance, 517
condition of, 57
and equity, 157
of monetary policy, 611
of taxes, 140- 154

Old-age insurance, 273
effects on saving, 273
finance of, in classical system, 565
in Keynesian system, 572
in mixed system, 574
Oligopoly and incidence, 281
Opportunity cost and Allocation Branch,
16
Optimal budget, 55- 60
Orderly market, 606
Output effects, 208, 226

Pay-as-you-use finance, 558-562
in classical system, 558
in Keynesian system, 571
in mixed system, 574
Personal income, 199
Pigou effect (see Wealth effect)
Political theory, 132
Politics, fiscal; 38
and allocation, 38, 518
and balanced budget, 522
and distribution, 39, 521
and federalism, 180
and progression, 52!
and reserve finance, 574
and role of politician, 126
and stabilization, 38, 39
Preferences, revealing of, 10
and social wants, 10, 71, 86
and voting systems, 117, 131
Preferred asset ratio, 544
Price level, changes in (see Inflation)
equity of, 406
and incidence, 364
and stab ili za~ion, 423, 447, 467
and taxation, 334

Pricing system, inefficiencies in, 6-9
Production, public, 15
as alternative to control, 44
versus private, 15, 42
Profitability, 318-336
taxation effects on, 318, 456
Progression, 98-110
for Allocation Branch, 12
degree of, 104n., 121n.
effect of, on investment, 331
on saving, 264, 269
on work effort, 241
and incidence, 224
and sacrifice formulas, 99-110
Property, tax on, 325
(See also Capital income)
Proportional representation, 132
Public economy, theories of, 4
Public goods, 43
Public works (see Investment, public)
Pump priming, 479
Purchase policy, public, 46
of goods and services, 46
of illiquidity, 581
Pure competition, 79, 278, 290-297
and profit-tax incidence, 278
and sales-tax incidence, 290-297
and social-want determination, 79
Rate elasticity, 506
Realization concept of income, 165
Regulatory taxation, 44, 149, 178
Relative unanimity, 128
Remedial expenditures, 189
Reproductive expenditures, 569
Reserve requirements, 531
for banks, 587
and forced lending, 587
100 per cent, 532
for other lenders, 588
Residual-income saver, 265
R esource transfer, 207
Risk, 313-333
and investment theory, 313
total versus private, 322
Rules, 522-525
for balancing budget, 522
versus discretion, 515
Sales policy, public, 48, 137
Sales tax, 290
and consumption, 262
excess burden of, 142- 154
and expenditure tax (see Expenditure
tax)
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Sales tax, incidence of, 287
for ad valorem tax, 290, 203, 297,
379
unit versus ad valorem, 302
for unit tax, 288, 290, 295
in social accounts, 197
and stabilization, 439
and work effort, 249
Saving, 257-275
double taxation of, 152, 162
effect on, of expenditure policy, 272275
of tax policy, 257-275
for group, 268-272
for individual, 257-268
Say's law, 407
Secular stagnation, 498
Self-liquidating projects, 569
Shifting, concepts of, 230
Social accounts, budget items in, 184-201
Social contract, 63- 64
Social ordering, 116- 135
Arrow's conditions for, 119
and local fin ance, 132
by majority rule, 119
by plurality rule, 129
by point voting, 130
by qualified majority rule, 127
and strategy, 131
Social security, 273
and reserve finance, 565, 572, 574
and saving, 273
and work effort, 251
Social-welfare principle, 111
Socialist economy, 46
Allocation Branch in, 46
public production in, 46
Sozialpolitisches Prinzip, 112
Special assessment, 177
Spite effect, 240
Stability regions, 513
Stabilization Branch, 22- 27
nature of, 27, 35
policy of (see Compensatory finance)
Stabilization policy, 22, 406
and budget policy (see Compensatory
finance)
and debt management, 581- 615
and direct controls, 426, 471
and growth, 483- 500, 550-555
incidence of, 217, 611- 615
and liquidity policy, 526- 555
mix of, 27
nature of, 22
objectives of, 406
Subbudgets, 28- 36
Sumptuary taxes, 178
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Surplus, 437
and compensatory finance, 437
and fiscal discipline, 522
a nd growth, 550
and liquidity policy, 527
and stagnation, 499
Target saver, 264
Tax friction, 56
and debt service, 579
and loan finance, 567
and taxable capacity, 56
Tax illusion, 240
and absolute price change, 380
and incidence, 361
and saving, 266
and true cost of services, 522
and work effort, 240
Taxable capacity, 51-57
and debt ser vice, 510, 579
international comparison of, 51
and optimal budget, 51-57
and public assets, 562
Taxes, 15
effects of (see Investment; Saving;
Work effort)
equity of, horizontal, 160, 173
vertical (see Ability to pay)
excess burden of, 136
in federalism, 179
and fiscal discipline, 522
function of, in Allocation Branch, 15
in Distribution Branch, 17
in Stabilization Branch, 26
and growth, 493
handles for, 158
incidence of (see Incidence)
Laputan system of, 158
leverage of change in, 430-444
light versus heavy, 520
regulation through, 44, 149, 178
in social accounts, 103, 196, 200
structure of, 173
Term structure, 590-600, 610
Timing, 501-525
of debt policy, 609
of fiscal policy, 501
Toll versus tax finance, 138, 177
Transaction money, 413
demand for, 427
drain of, 413, 456
Transfer payments, 191-193
effect of, on saving, 272
on work effort, 251
in gross national product, 191
and interest, 191
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Transfer payments, leverage of, 444
as negative taxes, 18, 444
Two-part tariff, 139, 177

Uncertainty, 314
and debt policy, 594
and risk taking, 314
and stabilization, 502
Underdeveloped economics, 239
budgeting in, 561, 570
public investment in, 336
taxation in, and saving, 557
and work ciTort, 239
unemployment in , 425
Unemployment, 429-447
and compcnsMory finance, 429, 456,
529, 533
equilibrium with, 413, 422, 542
secular, 398
in underdeveloped economy, 425
Unit tax (see Sales tax)
United Nations on capital budget, 559n.,
561n., 570n.
Utility frontier, 83

Velocity, 413
and incidence theory, 365, 390
and income determination, 413
and multiplier t ime period, 505
of t ransaction money, 428
Vertical equity defined, 160
(See also Progression )
Voluntary-exchange theory, 73-86
Voting, budget clctcl'mination through,
116- 135

Voting, paradox of, Jl 9
(See also Social ordering)
Wages fund, doctrine of, 387, 392, 398
Wants, merit, !), 13-14
and sumptuary taxes, J 78
and taxable income, 172
and voting process, 135
publir, 14
p rovision for, 14
and public production, 42- 46
social, U- 12
and consumer sovPrcignty, 13
and cyclical fl uctuations, 519
income clnslicity of, 12
subject ive basis of, J I, 86 if.
and voting process, 11 6
War finance, 250, 264, 567
and distribution, 567
and saving, 264
and work incentives, 250, 568
Wasteful spending, 38
by b usiness, 468
by government, 38
Wealth eiTect, 419
and compensatory finance, 356
in consumption fun ction, 533
and income distribution, 419
of public debt, 537
White Paper on Employment Policy, 512
Work effort, 232- 256
effect on, of expenditures, 254-256
of taxation, for group, 243- 247
for individual, 232-243, 2<!6
Yield elasticity, 506

